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PREFACE

During the months following the appearance of our first article ‘Evidence for Greek dialect in the Mycenaean archives’ (*JHS*, 73, 1953, pp. 84–103) we received several invitations to discuss the results of our decipherment at book length. Our first reaction was to regard the writing of such a book as premature, in view of the uncertainty and incompleteness of much of the interpretation; but since 1953 there have been a number of changes in the situation:

1. A large number of new Mycenaean tablets, found at Pylos and Mycenae in the seasons 1952–4, have been added to the known material and must now be taken into account. Through the kindness of Prof. C. W. Blegen, Prof. A. J. B. Wace, Dr Emmett L. Bennett Jr. and Dr Ch. Karouzos (director of the National Museum in Athens), we have been able to study many of these documents in advance of publication; our thanks are also due to Dr N. Platon (director of the Iraklion Museum) and to his assistant S. Alexiou for making available to us the originals of the Knossos tablets, many of which are not to be found in Evans and Myres’ *Scripta Minoa II*. We are indebted to them for the photographs of tablets which appear in the Plates. While this book contains a selection of all the Mycenaean tablets known at the time of writing (Easter, 1955), it is uncertain whether the next few seasons’ excavation will provide any material addition to their numbers, and this may therefore be an opportune moment to review the evidence.

2. The 1952–4 tablets have enabled us to improve many of our earlier interpretations of signs, vocabulary and grammar, and have provided new and conclusive evidence that the language of the Mycenaean script really is a form of Greek. The documents here published are thus of great importance in forming almost the earliest record of Indo-European speech (of the family to which our own language belongs), and in providing the present-day speakers of Greek with a language history which may now be traced back more than 3350 years. A complete and detailed Mycenaean Vocabulary is becoming a necessity for comparative purposes.

3. A large number of classical scholars, philologists and archaeologists have begun to join in the interpretation of the documents. A general survey of the evidence will, we hope, be useful as a background against which to appreciate this new research discipline, already embodied in numerous articles dealing with points of detail. It may also provide a useful summary of its first results for those who have not the time for the cryptographic technicalities, but who
nevertheless wish to know more about the subject-matter that the tablets record and of the language in which they are written. While we would be the first to admit that our translations of the tablets are necessarily very tentative and imperfect, we hope that this book will have the advantage over previous articles in offering the remaining sceptics an overwhelming mass of evidence to show that the widespread support for the principle of the decipherment is justified.

The book has been planned in three sections. Part I contains a retrospective account of the half-century of research which has culminated in decipherment; a detailed discussion of the Mycenaean script, language and proper names; and a summary of the cultural evidence which can be extracted from the tablets. Part II, the core of the book, is devoted to the printing of 300 selected texts from Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae in transliteration, together with translation and commentary. We have tried to include all the tablets which provide useful material for a discussion of language, life and institutions, and have divided these into six chapters according to their different subject-matter. Part III comprises a complete Mycenaean Vocabulary, a selective list of personal names and a bibliography, together with concordances to the tablet numbering and a general index.

Our views on the detailed relationship of this Greek dialect are given in ch. m; but until a satisfactory terminology is agreed we have preferred to refer to it non-committally as 'Mycenaean Greek', which is intended to mean no more than 'that form of Greek which has so far been proved to occur in a Mycenaean context'. It may be objected that this would leave us without a distinguishing label for the speech of Mycenae itself, should further evidence reveal dialect differences between it and those of Pylos or Knossos; but similar considerations have not prevented the term 'Mycenaean' from coming into general use to describe the culture of the same wide area. Some apology is, however, due to the archaeologists for the necessity of referring to 'Mycenaean' dialect, script or institutions at Knossos in the period whose culture is properly known as Late Minoan II.

For the convenience of the printer and of those unfamiliar with the Mycenaean script, texts and words have generally been printed in the syllabic transliteration shown in fig. 4 (p. 23). Since in several respects the phonology of our dialect does not necessarily coincide with that of the later classical Greek, we have reluctantly decided to print the reconstructed Mycenaean forms in Roman letters (as in the transcription of other ancient Near Eastern scripts) rather than by an anachronistic use of the Greek alphabet. This has been replaced by the conventions \(ab\ cd\ ew\ z\ h\ th\ ik\ lm\ xn\ op\ rs\ tu\ ph\ kh\ ps\ \tilde{a}\). The labio-velar series is represented by \(q^u\ g^u\ q^u h\); \(e\) and \(o\) indicate vowels
in which compensatory lengthening might be expected (Attic ‘spurious’ diphthongs ei and ou). This transcription is to be regarded as no more than a conventional approximation; the exact pronunciation of these phonemes may be subject to considerable uncertainty (particularly in the case of z, h, qe and s).

We have wherever possible taken account of the interpretations of individual words, signs and contexts which have been proposed by other scholars during the period from 1953 up to the completion of this manuscript at Easter, 1955, and have tried to give them due credit in the commentaries and Vocabulary. Bennett’s edition of the 1939–54 Pylos tablets unfortunately appeared too late (February 1956) for full conformity to be ensured, particularly with regard to his new numbering of the 1939 tablets (see p. 153). We have preferred to leave many details of the interpretation as uncertain, where the solutions so far advanced appear to be premature or unsatisfactory. There will inevitably be cases where we withhold credit to others for solutions at which we had in fact already arrived independently, and for any such apparent injustice we apologize in advance. Books and articles have been referred to in the text merely by their author and year of publication (or other abbreviation), for which the key will be found in the bibliography on pages 428–33.

In preparing the first draft of this book, we divided its contents between us in alternating sections; but these were subsequently amended, and where necessary rewritten, to take account of the other’s criticisms, so that it is hardly possible to apportion responsibility. Continuous discussion and correspondence have resolved most of our differences; where we still hold strongly to opposing views this is indicated.

We are greatly indebted to Prof. Alan J. B. Wace for writing the Foreword to this book, which enables us to leave in his competent hands the discussion of the historical background to the Knossos and Mainland records; to Prof. C. W. Blegen for the encouragement and generous facilities given to our studies in connexion with his successive finds at Pylos; to Dr Emmett L. Bennett, Jr. for his indispensable published reference works, for a prolonged and fruitful private exchange of views, and for assistance with the tables of phonetic signs and ideograms; to Mr T. B. Mitford for the tables of Cypriot syllabary signs shown in fig. 12; and to Monsieur O. Masson for help with the table of Cypriot linear signs (fig. 11).

We must also acknowledge with thanks the benefit which many different parts of our book have derived from discussion and correspondence with Professors E. G. Turner, T. B. L. Webster and L. R. Palmer, Col. P. B. S. Andrews and other members of the seminar of the Institute of Classical Studies.
in London; with Professors G. Björck‡, P. Chantraine, A. Furumark, M. S. Ruipérez and E. Sittig‡, Dr F. Stubbings, Mr T. J. Dunbabin‡, Herr Hugo Mühlestein; and with many others.

Our thanks are due to the Trustees of the Leverhulme Research Fellowships for a grant which enabled John Chadwick to make a special journey to Greece in the spring of 1955 to examine the original documents; and to the British School of Archaeology at Athens for the hospitality and facilities extended to us on this and other occasions.

We are indebted to the Oxford University Press for permission to reproduce the illustration from *Scripta Minoa I* shown as fig. 1, and to Messrs Macmillan for fig. 18, taken from *The Palace of Minos*.

We must express our gratitude, finally, to the Cambridge University Press for the speed, accuracy and co-operativeness with which it has undertaken the printing of our far from straightforward manuscript.

M. G. F. Ventris
J. Chadwick

LONDON
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May 1955
FOREWORD

CHRONOLOGICAL NOTE

The Aegean area divides geographically into three main regions, the Greek Mainland, the Archipelago, and Crete. The archaeological finds from these three regions are dated archaeologically by what are called 'sequence dates'. From the successive strata of the sites that have been excavated, such as Knossos, Phylakopi, Korakou, Lianokladi, Eutresis, the succession of the different styles is known although their absolute dating is by no means certain. For the sake of convenience the whole Aegean Bronze Age is divided into three main periods, Early, Middle and Late. Each period can be subdivided into three sub-periods. The finds from the three main regions are thus described as Early, Middle and Late Helladic for the Mainland, Cycladic for the Archipelago, and Minoan for Crete. The three main periods are roughly parallel with the three great periods of Egypt, the Old Kingdom, the Middle Kingdom, and the Late Empire. This gives an approximate dating, which although not exactly accurate is not so far out as to make much difference. The Late Bronze Age begins with the establishment of the XVIIIth Egyptian Dynasty about 1580 B.C. and comes to an end in the days of the XXth Dynasty towards the end of the twelfth century. The sub-periods of the Late Bronze Age which most concern us, Late Helladic I, Late Helladic II and Late Helladic III, can be dated approximately as 1580-1500, 1500-1400, and 1400-1100 B.C.

Many points are still under discussion, but new discoveries and future study are not very likely to change these approximate dates seriously. The sequence dates are of course fixed, unless there is an archaeological revolution, which is hardly possible.

In 1874 Schliemann made a series of trial pits on the Acropolis of Mycenae in order to select the most promising area for future excavations on a larger scale. In these tests Mycenaean pottery and Mycenaean terracotta figurines were found. In 1876 Schliemann carried out his really epoch-making excavation at Mycenae when he discovered the Grave Circle and the royal graves with all their astonishing treasures. This, as he said, opened out a new world for archaeology: this was the beginning of Aegean Archaeology and the first landmark in the revelation of the prehistoric civilization of Greece. The second landmark came with the opening of Evans' excavations at Knossos in 1900, when he first discovered the clay tablets inscribed in Linear Script B, as he called it. The third landmark came in 1952 when Michael Ventris announced

---

1 Actually in 1809 Thomas Burgon picked up at Mycenae 'south of the southernmost angle of the wall of the Acropolis' some fragments of Mycenaean pottery. These he published in 1847 in a coloured plate in his paper 'An Attempt to point out the Vases of Greece Proper which belong to the Heroic and Homeric Age' (Transactions of the R. Society of Literature, Vol. ii, New Series, pp. 258ff., pl. IV, A, B, C) which in some respects foreshadows the results of modern research.
that he had succeeded in deciphering the Linear B script as Greek. These are
the three main stages in the unveiling of the earliest ages of Greece.

In the years between these landmarks much patient archaeological work
was carried out, especially by Tsountas, but the results of this were not
immediately seen in their correct perspective. In 1884 Schliemann and
Dörpfeld excavated the fortress of Tiryns and discovered the Mycenaean palace
there. Unfortunately the interest of the architectural remains was allowed to
overshadow the purely archaeological side of stratigraphy, and the ruins of
the palace itself were interpreted in the light of the assumptions of Homeric
critics about the plan and appearance of a Homeric house. In the years 1896
to 1899 the British School at Athens excavated a prehistoric island site at
Phylakopi in Melos which gave the successive phases of the Bronze Age culture
in the Cyclades. In 1901 the excavations at Dimini in Thessaly brought the
first knowledge of the Neolithic Age of Greece, and subsequent research began
to find a place in the series for various finds from many sites which had not
been properly evaluated before.

The point which archaeologists were slow in recognizing was the all-
important one of stratification. Furtwängler and Loeschcke, publishing in
1879 and 1886 the pottery from Schliemann’s excavations at Mycenae and
pottery of similar types which had been found elsewhere, had recognized that
the matt-painted pottery was probably older than the pottery with lustrous
paint, but practically no excavator up to 1900 in southern Greece at least had
endeavoured to disentangle the order of the strata that had preceded the
Mycenaean Age, as it was called. It was customary to label everything as
pre-Mycenaean, and though much of interest had come to light at important
sites like Eleusis and Thorikos, no stratigraphic study was attempted; even the
sequence of burials in the chamber tombs which were found at many sites
was not noted. Moreover, the pottery from the chamber tombs excavated by
Tsountas at Mycenae itself was not studied or even mended. Much valuable
evidence was thus lost.

Gradually, with the beginning of the new century and after Evans’ discov-
eries at Knossos, a fresher spirit entered into Greek prehistoric archaeology.
The stratification of the Thessalian sites provided a guide, and the Bavarian
work at Orchomenos and the Greek work in Boeotia and Phokis showed some-
thing of the earlier periods of the Bronze Age before the greatness of Mycenae.1
The stratigraphic sequence was at last provided by Blegen’s excavations at
Korakou near Lechaeeum in 1915 and 1916, where the sequence of what we

1 Fimmens’ ‘Kretisch-mykenische Kultur, published in 1920, is a good conspectus of our knowledge down
to 1915.
now call Early Helladic, Middle Helladic and Late Helladic was clearly revealed. Four years later came the new excavations at Mycenae, which at last began to reveal the true history of the site, and other evidence accumulated from new excavations at sites like Asine, Eutresis and Eleusis, where the sequences illustrated by Korakou proved of invaluable assistance. In 1939 Blegen discovered in the Palace of Nestor at Pylos several hundred clay tablets inscribed in the Linear B script, which when analysed by Bennett proved of inestimable value in the decipherment studies of Ventris.

By 1930 the archaeologists had, by studying the successive strata, come to accept generally the thesis that the Greeks must have first entered Greece with the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, deducing this from the following archaeological facts. The first stage of civilization in Greece is represented by the prehistoric mounds of Thessaly and contemporary sites in Central and Southern Greece. The earliest layers are Neolithic, and though we cannot as yet suggest even an approximate date, they probably are not later than the fourth millennium B.C. Their earliest inhabitants had reached a pottery stage of development and (to judge by the presence of Melian obsidian) were able to cross the narrow seas. We know nothing of their origin, which is still a matter of archaeological debate. They were succeeded at the beginning of the Bronze Age by a new people who, to judge from their artefacts, were racially dissimilar. This new people used copper and later bronze and made pottery of a more sophisticated type, but had not yet learnt the potter's wheel. It would appear that this people introduced into Greece many words, mostly place and plant names, ending in -nthos, -assos, -tos and -ene which are recognized as non-Indo-European: such words are Korinthos, terebinthos, asaminthos, Parnassos, Hyemetos, Mykene. The original home of the Early Helladic people is usually placed in south-western Asia Minor, where similar place-names occur, but there is as yet no proof for this. This folk was akin to the contemporary Bronze Age peoples of the Cyclades and of Crete, and thus we can recognize that the cultures of the Early Bronze Age in these areas were not only contemporary but closely related. These cultures may not have been actually sisters, but were probably at least first cousins.

The Early Helladic people overran the Mainland, and presumably did not extirpate the Neolithic folk but coalesced with the survivors. In any case, as far as we can tell, they were not Indo-European. Some German

1 Wace and Blegen, BSA, xxxi, pp. 175ff.
2 Some writers (Matz, Historia, i, p. 173) believe that the early stage of the Early Helladic period overlapped with the later stage of the Neolithic period. There is, however, so far no stratigraphic evidence in favour of this, and the stratification at Liannokladi, Hagia Marina, Tsani, Prosymna and Orchomenos is against it.
scholars, however, wish to see in the Early Helladic period two strains, one Indo-European and one non-Indo-European, basing their ideas on the tectonic and syntactic character of some of the ornament on the patterned pottery. To extract ethnochronological conclusions from psychological speculations of this type is, to say the least, unwise: archaeology, especially prehistoric archaeology, should be as factual as possible and not imaginative to this extent.

With the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age on the Mainland of Greece in the nineteenth century B.C. a new element appears. In the stratification of excavated sites such as Korakou, Eутresis and Lianokladi it is obvious that there is no transition or evolution from the Early Bronze Age culture to that of the Middle Bronze Age. It is clear that a new factor at this time came into Greece; and since the material signs of its culture, pottery (which was made on the wheel), house plans, tombs, and in general all artefacts, differ markedly from those of the preceding Early Bronze Age, we assume that these differences mean a difference of race. This new racial element presumably in its turn also overran and amalgamated with the survivors of the Early Helladic inhabitants. From this time onwards there is no similar sign of any cultural break: the Middle Bronze Age develops slowly and naturally into the Late Bronze Age. This can be seen clearly in the pottery from the late Middle Helladic grave circle at Mycenae recently excavated by Dr Papademetriou and Professor George Mylonas. Likewise at the end of the Late Bronze Age there can be observed, in spite of the more or less general destruction of the principal sites like Mycenae and Tiryns, a similar gradual change in culture (visible most of all in the pottery) from the end of the Bronze Age into the Early Iron Age. From the Early Iron Age henceforward there is no break in the development of culture in Greece; the Early Iron Age evolves naturally into the Orientalizing and Archaic periods and so into the great Classical Age of Greece. Thus by a process of elimination we deduce that since neither the Neolithic nor the Early Helladic people were Indo-Europeans, that is Greeks, then the Middle Helladic people who introduced into Greece the mysterious pottery called Minyan Ware (the characteristic pottery of the Middle Bronze Age) were probably the first Greeks to enter Hellas. So far no sign of their presence in the north of the Balkan peninsula can be found, and apart from Troy we have no indications of their presence in Asia Minor. The original home of the Greeks still remains a problem awaiting solution.

The Middle Helladic people apparently did not immediately come into contact with Crete and the Minoan culture; they met however in Melos,

1 E.g. Marx, *Handbuch der Archäologie*, ii, p. 203. He develops similar ideas in his *Torsion*.
2 *Archaeology*, v, pp. 194ff.
where at Phylakopi Kamares ware and Minyan ware are found side by side in the same Middle Cycladic strata. Towards the end of the Middle Bronze Age some of the painted Middle Helladic pottery shows signs of Cretan (Kamares) influence, but actual imports from Crete are rare. During the transition from the Middle to the Late Bronze Age the Mainland people became at last fully aware of the Minoan culture, which influenced the Mainland in much the same way as that in which classical Greek culture influenced Etruria. Just as in Crete the latest Middle Minoan products almost abruptly change into the new style of Late Minoan I, so on the Mainland the last style of Middle Helladic gives way rather suddenly to the bloom of Late Helladic I. The oversea connexions of the Mainland in this and the following period are to be seen in the fact that the ‘Aegean’ pottery found in Egypt at this date is Late Helladic and not Late Minoan.  
Little or no Middle Helladic pottery has been observed in Crete; but Melian vases of Middle Cycladic III date were found in the Knossian temple repositories of Middle Minoan III, and a small vase of Knossian faience of the same period in Shaft Grave A of the new Middle Helladic grave circle at Mycenae. At all events from Late Minoan I/Late Helladic I onwards the contacts between Crete, Knossos in particular, and the Mainland (as exemplified at Mycenae) were frequent and intimate. The trained eye can, however, nearly always distinguish between Cretan and Mainland vases. The Zakro cups, for instance, are quite different in fabric from their contemporaries on the Mainland. In the succeeding Late Minoan II or Palace Period, actual Mainland vases are found at Knossos and imitations of them are common, for instance the Ephyraean goblets of Knossos.

As pointed out below, it was the fashion down to the beginning of Evans' excavations at Knossos to call the remains of the prehistoric age of Greece Mycenaean or pre-Mycenaean; and thus the Late Bronze Age remains of Crete were designated as Mycenaean, the Middle Bronze Age in Crete was called the Kamares period, and so on. Gradually Evans by 1905 evolved the Minoan system of sequence dating, and so thenceforward he and others working in Crete began to speak of Early, Middle and Late Minoan for their three phases of the Cretan Bronze Age. As Evans developed his theory that the Late Bronze culture of the Greek Mainland was due to a Cretan or Minoan

---

1 Wace and Blegen, Kh, xxxii (1939), pp. 145 ff. Even the famous Marseilles ewer is Late Helladic II. We re-examined it in 1952. It was in the collection of Clot Bey which was formed in Egypt.
2 Evans notes only one sherd of Minyan ware as found at Knossos (PM, ii, p. 309).
3 Excavated by Dr Papademetriou and Professor Mylonas.
4 E.g. Evans, PM, iv, p. 484, fig. 291 d and e.
5 Evans, PM, iv, p. 360, figs. 301, 302; 306.
conquest and colonization, he began to call the Late Bronze Age remains of the Mainland Late Minoan; this nomenclature has persisted in some cases, such as in the writings of Myres, down to the present time. After the resumed excavations at Mycenae in 1920, it became clear to archaeologists such as Karo working on the Greek Mainland that the culture of the Mainland, though undoubtedly influenced by Crete, was largely independent of it; thus the system of Early, Middle and Late Helladic was proposed as a parallel series for the development of the culture of the Greek Mainland. Evans naturally was opposed to this because he refused to the last to modify his views about the relationship of Crete and the Mainland. He called those who refused to accept his views preposterous and perverse. His pan-Minoan theories are everywhere prominent in his *Palace of Minos*.\(^1\)

With the impulse of excavations such as Korakou and the new work at Mycenae, students of prehistoric Greek archaeology began to recognize certain facts which emphasize the differences and likenesses of Knossos and the Greek Mainland in the second phase of the Late Bronze Age (Late Minoan II and Late Helladic II).

In Crete at this time, which Evans called the Palace Period at Knossos, it must be observed that Knossos differed much from the rest of Crete. The Palace Style, as such, is practically non-existent in the rest of Crete outside Knossos, and if examples of it are found they are generally considered as imports from Knossos. It has long been recognized that in East Crete, for instance, the Late Minoan II Palace Style period does not exist, but that there is instead a prolongation of the Late Minoan I style which gradually evolves into the Late Minoan III style. It should also be remarked that the Linear B script is so far known in Crete only at Knossos, whereas the Linear A script is known both at Knossos and in the rest of Crete. The Linear B script is the only script so far found on the Mainland, and it is far more widespread there than in Crete, where it occurs only at one site, for it is known at Orchomenos, Thebes, Eleusis, Tiryns, Mycenae and Pylos.

In the excavations at Korakou a type of pottery was first noticed to which the name of Ephryaean was applied. This belongs to the Late Helladic II period and is characterized by a class of well designed and proportioned goblets of fine, smooth, buff fabric painted with floral and marine patterns. They are easily distinguished by their patterns and fabric and are remarkable for their simplicity and dignity. In 1920 it was observed that a class of vases similar to

\(^1\) Evans always refused to recognize any distinction between the Late Bronze Age pottery of the Mainland and that of Crete. He called it all Late Minoan and thus obscured much of the historical value of his discoveries.
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the Ephyraean vases of the Mainland was found at Knossos belonging to the same general date, the second phase of the Late Bronze Age. The Knossian examples, however, are less well made and less well designed; they also lack the simplicity of the Mainland examples and the patterns on them are too large in proportion. Further, it became apparent that the type of vase called by Evans an *alabastron*, which occurs throughout the Late Bronze Age, is far more common on the Mainland of Greece than in Crete. Because vases of this shape in actual alabaster were found in the ruins of the throne room at Knossos it was assumed that it must be a Cretan shape; there are, however, from chamber tombs at Mycenae excavated by Tsountas, two vases of this shape in gypsum which may well be of Mainland manufacture. The tombs in Crete in which clay alabastra are found are of this Late Minoan II period, the period which is characterized by the so-called Palace Style of decoration for pottery.

Vases of the Palace Style, large amphorae, are on the Mainland a notable feature of the Late Helladic II period, especially in the beehive tombs. Kurt Müller long ago pointed out that those found at Kakovatos were of local and not of Cretan fabric, in opposition to the then current belief that all Palace Style vases were Cretan imports, a view which some apparently still hold. All the large Palace Style jars found on the Mainland are definitely of local manufacture; those found at Vaphio, for instance, are of the same pinkish clay as the later Laconian vases of the Orientalizing period. Careful study of these three classes of vases indicates that in all probability their occurrence in Crete is due to influence from the Mainland.

Other Mainland influences can be discerned. The beehive tombs so characteristic of the Mainland, especially in Late Helladic II, are represented by a few examples at Knossos; and at Knossos alone in the whole of Crete at this time, so far as our present knowledge goes. On the other hand, on the Mainland between forty and fifty beehive tombs are known; thus if number is the principal test beehive tombs seem to be a feature of the Mainland, where their structural development can be followed, rather than of Knossos.

The three palaces so far excavated on the Mainland at Tiryns, Mycenae and Pylos have throne rooms. Knossos has a throne room which belongs to the latest part of the palace and seems to be a later insertion into an earlier plan; the other Cretan palaces have not so far revealed throne rooms. At

---

1 *BSA*, vi, p. 41.
2 National Museum at Athens, No. 2769, from a chamber tomb at Mycenae 1887–88, and No. 3163 from Tomb 88 at Mycenae.
3 See below, p. xxv.
5 According to Evans (PM, iv, pp. 901 ff.) it is a "revolutionary intrusion" of the early part of LM II.
Knossos several fragmentary examples of friezes carved with rosettes or with the Mycenaean triglyph pattern have been found. Evans wished to attribute these to Middle Minoan III and to regard them as the models for similar friezes from Mycenae and Tiryns, which are of Late Helladic III date. The stratification of the fragments from Knossos is by no means secure: they belong to the upper strata of the palace, and are probably due to Mainland influence. There are fluted columns at Knossos, but these again belong to the Late Minoan II period and we know now that fluted columns were used at Mycenae and also at Pylos; fluted columns are not known at Phaestus and other Cretan sites outside Knossos.

Two other points call for mention. It has been observed that the style of the frescoes of the last palace at Knossos is much more akin to that of the frescoes of Mycenae, Thebes, Tiryns and other Mainland sites than to the style of the frescoes found at Phaestus and other Cretan sites. The Cretan frescoes are naturalistic in character; those of Knossos and the Mainland are more interested in the human figure and in warlike scenes. Evans noted the military spirit of Knossos in this time, Late Minoan II.

In the palace at Knossos Evans found a store of blocks of green porphyry, lapis Lacedaemonius, the only source of which is Krokeai in Laconia, half-way between Sparta and the sea. This stone was popular at Mycenae and other Late Helladic centres for making stone vases, and the raw material seems to have been brought from Laconia to Mycenae to be worked. This porphyry is then yet another hint of Mainland influence on Knossos in Late Minoan II.

It was from a study of such points that several archaeologists had come to the conclusion that Knossos at this time, the Palace Period, stood apart from the rest of Crete and had more kinship with the Mainland. They suggested that the factors which Evans had interpreted as proofs of a Minoan colonization and conquest of the Mainland really pointed in the opposite direction, and that they indicated strong Mainland influence on Knossos as opposed to the rest of Crete. They at the same time emphasized the necessity for distinguishing between Late Minoan and Late Helladic pottery, especially at such sites as Phylakopi in Melos and Ialysos in Rhodes. At Phylakopi Cretan influence is first to be observed in the Middle Bronze Age, when Middle Minoan pottery (Kamares ware) was freely imported at the same time as Minyan ware from the Mainland makes its appearance in the island. With the Late Cycladic period both Late Minoan I and Late Helladic I pottery are found at Phylakopi, by Late Cycladic II the quantity of Mainland Late Helladic II pottery outstrips the Late Minoan II, and by Late Cycladic III.

1 Banti in Γιρος Α' Αντωνιου Κεραμοποιου, pp. 119 ff.
Mainland Late Helladic pottery is dominant and there is little if anything from Crete. In the early days before Aegean archaeologists recognized that it was possible to distinguish between Late Minoan I and Late Helladic I pottery (and the importance of doing so), practically all imported Late Bronze Age vases at Phylakopi were called Minoan, even some which we now know are obviously of Late Helladic II fabric.\(^1\) This gradual displacement of Cretan influence by Mainland influence is a point to which too little attention has been paid.

At Ialysos\(^2\) the earliest Aegean settlement seems to have taken place at the end of the Middle Bronze Age, for late Middle Minoan pottery has been found there. With the opening of the Late Bronze Age both Late Minoan and Late Helladic vases are present, with perhaps the Cretan in the lead. By the second phase of the Late Bronze Age the story of Phylakopi is repeated and Late Helladic II influence becomes dominant, and by that time the occupation or perhaps colonization of Rhodes from the Mainland was so strong that 'Mycenaean' pottery was by then being made on the island.

At Knossos actual Late Helladic II vases have been found,\(^3\) and the recently discovered tombs also show Mainland influence. The new warrior graves, apart from weapons, contain Palace Style vases, alabastra and Knossian imitations of Ephyraean ware;\(^4\) the other graves of the same date recently discovered at Katsamba near Knossos show the same characteristics.\(^5\) Thus Aegean archaeologists had deduced that the relations between Mycenae and Knossos were not as believed by Evans, but rather the reverse, that the Mainland had strongly influenced or dominated Knossos. Evans had pointed out\(^6\) that in his Palace Period (when he suggested that a new dynasty with strong military tendencies was in power at Knossos) other Cretan centres were overthrown; he attributed this to the dominance of Knossos over the rest of Crete, and at the same time he believed that this strong military Knossos had extended its power to the Mainland and had established a colonial empire there. The inherent natural strength of the Middle Helladic tradition, which persisted all through Late Helladic in spite of any influences absorbed from Crete or else-

---

1. BSA, xvii, Pl. XI.
2. Monaco, Claris Rhodos, x, pp. 41 ff. Furumark's paper (Acta Inst. Rom. R. Sueciae, xv, pp. 150 ff.) on the Ialysos discoveries was written without his ever seeing the actual pottery, which my wife and I have been allowed to study in the Rhodes Museum by the kindness of Dr Kontes.
3. Evans, PM, ii, p. 485, fig. 291 d and e. The Palaikastro ogival canopy jug (ibid. p. 490, fig. 296 d) is of Cretan fabric.
4. BSA, xlviii, pp. 246 ff.
6. PM, iv, pp. 884 ff., 944 ff.
where, shows clearly to those who have eyes to see that the Mainland and Crete during the Late Bronze Age are basically and essentially different.¹

Thus the general belief was spreading among those who had devoted serious study to the problem and knew the actual objects (in short, the excavators and field archaeologists) and who had already deduced that the Mycenaean must be Greeks, that at this time Knossos must have been at least under strong Mainland influence, perhaps even under the rule of a Mainland prince.² It was consequently suggested that the destruction of Knossos at the close of the fifteenth century (at the end of Late Minoan II) was not due to an invasion from overseas or an earthquake, but to a revolt of the native Cretans, the ‘Minoans’, against the intruding Greek dynasty or overlords. The deductions about Mainland influence at Knossos³ were based on facts, archaeological facts, the value of which far outweighs all theories and hypotheses about Minoan empires and colonies.

The Aegean archaeologists naturally believed that the ‘Mycenaean’ of the Mainland were Greeks, and that they would have spoken and written Greek. Thus the discovery of the Pylos tablets in 1939 and their obvious similarity in script and probably in language with the Linear B tablets from Knossos posed an entirely new problem, which could only be solved by the decipherment of the script. The ‘Minoans’ naturally held that the Pylos tablets proved the Minoan conquest of the Mainland. One scholar even suggested that the tablets were loot from Knossos! The ‘Mainlanders’ believed that the Pylos tablets ought to be written in Greek, and toyed with the idea that the Knossos tablets might be Greek also, though even they did not then see the wider implications of the result of all this. ‘Whether the language of the Mainland, probably then Greek, was the same as that of Crete we cannot yet determine.’⁴

In 1952, as explained below, Mr Ventris announced his decipherment of the Linear B script as Greek,⁵ and many things thereupon became clear and the archaeological deductions received linguistic confirmation, a great triumph for both methods. Working independently, the archaeologists and the linguists had come to the same conclusions. It is not often that learned researches support one another so decisively or so neatly.

Thus at one stroke what is practically a revolution has taken place in Greek

---

¹ Compare Furumark, op. cit. pp. 186 ff.
² Pendlebury, Archaeology of Crete, p. 229. This suggestion was rejected by Matz, Handbuch der Archäologie, ii, p. 271.
³ Compare Kantor, The Aegean and the Orient in the Second Millennium B.C.
⁴ Wace, Mycenae (1949), p. 117.
⁵ If the Linear B script which is that of the Mainland represents Greek, then the Linear A script, known so far only in Crete, probably represents the Minoan language.
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studies. The prehistoric period of the Middle and Late Bronze Ages on the Mainland (Middle and Late Helladic) must now be recognized as Hellenic; we cannot include Crete, because we cannot yet read the Minoan Linear A script, which represents a different language from the Linear B script, and thus the Minoan culture cannot be called Hellenic. We must in future differentiate between the Linear A Minoan script and the Linear B Mycenaean script; for the latter is far commoner on the Mainland, where it is found from Orchomenos in the north to Pylos in the south, than it is in Crete.

We must in future speak of pre-Classical and Classical Greek art and culture. From the beginning of Schliemann’s discoveries at Mycenae the conservatism of classical archaeologists has obstructed progress in the study of Greek civilization as a whole. Because the pre-Classical Mycenaean culture was in many ways naturally unlike the culture of Classical Greece of the sixth, fifth and fourth centuries B.C., archaeologists refused to believe that it could possibly be Greek. They could hardly have expected that the culture of Mycenae, one thousand years older, and that of Periclean Athens would be the same. The more, however, we study Mycenaean art and culture, the more we find in it elements that anticipate Classical Greek art.

From the first, because Mycenaean art was unlike Classical Greek art, it was dismissed as oriental. Even when it was admitted that the Greeks might have arrived in Greece at the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, it was stated that Greek art did not develop until one thousand years later, after an interregnum of chaos. One writer for example says: ‘When the sun of Homer rose out of the darkness of this wild time, it shone over the ruins of Creto-Mycenaean culture; but the new life of pure Hellenism grew up out of its ruins.’\(^1\) We are told that the first creation of Greek art was the Geometric style, as though it had suddenly descended from Olympus about 1000 B.C. These ‘orthodox’ archaeologists never reflected for one moment on the growth and evolution of the Geometric style. We now know that it evolved gradually from the pre-Classical culture of the Late Bronze Age, just as that in its turn evolved from the culture of the Middle Bronze Age. Nature does not work per saltus but by slow and sometimes painful processes of growth and change and development. In any study of Greek art to concentrate on the Classical period alone is a fatal mistake. The true student of Greek art must begin his studies with the Middle Bronze Age at least; also, he must not end his studies with the death of Alexander, as so many do, and refuse even to look at Hellenistic art.

Schliemann in the enthusiasm of his first discoveries was overawed by the

---

\(^1\) Pfuhl, *Masterpieces of Greek Drawing and Painting*, pp. 10f.
'experts', who insisted that his finds could not be Greek but must be Phoenician, Asiatic and so on. When he found frescoes at Mycenae, the 'experts' insisted that they could not possibly be prehistoric and deterred him from publishing them. Other 'experts' have held that there is a great chasm between pre-Classical and Classical Greece. An Oxford professor wrote as late as 1911: 'The chasm dividing prehistoric and historic Greece is growing wider and deeper; and those who were at first disposed to leap over it now recognize such feats are impossible.' It is this spirit which has impeded progress in our studies of pre-Classical Greece. Now, with the revelation of a pre-Homeric Greek going back to the fifteenth century B.C., we have before us a great opportunity to discard old assumptions and the shibboleths once regarded almost as sacred dogma.

The history of Greece and of Greek culture will have to be rewritten from the outlook of our present knowledge, and as more pre-Classical texts are found and deciphered, so our knowledge will grow. Greek art is one and indivisible, and has a continuous history from the first arrival of the Greeks. A fresh examination of the legends of early Greece must also be undertaken to estimate their archaeological and historical value.

There are three points, at least, which future discoveries and study will undoubtedly make clearer. The orthodox view of classical archaeologists is that there was a 'Dark Age', when all culture in Greece declined to barbarism, at the close of the Bronze Age and in the early period of the ensuing Iron Age. Even now, when it is admitted that the Greeks of the Late Bronze Age could read and write with the Linear B script, it is still believed by some that in the transition from the Age of Bronze to that of Iron the Greeks forgot how to read and write, until about the eighth century when they adopted the Phoenician alphabet. It is incredible that a people as intelligent as the Greeks should have forgotten how to read and write once they had learned how to do so. It is more probable that the Linear B script continued in use, and perhaps even overlapped the first appearance of the Greek adaptation of the Phoenician alphabet. This would have taken place in much the same manner as that in which the native Cypriot syllabary continued in use until the third century B.C. and overlapped the Greek alphabet in the island. The Cypriot syllabary seems to be a development of the local so-called Cypro-Minoan script, examples of which have been found at Enkomi and Ras Shamra. Future discoveries may well reveal to us that the Linear B script continued into the Early Iron Age and was then gradually replaced by the Phoenician alphabet, which the Greeks found more convenient for writing their language.

The clay tablets with the Linear B Mycenaean script so far found at Pylos, Knossos or Mycenae are all inventories of one kind or another. No documents such as letters or anything of a literary character have yet been found. We can hardly doubt that such existed, though they were probably written on materials less able to survive disaster than clay: the inventories of clay were baked and so preserved by the violent fires which destroyed so much. Letters or literary texts may well have been on wooden tablets or some form of parchment or even papyrus; some fortunate discovery will possibly one day reveal them to us. So elaborate a system of writing cannot have been employed only for recording inventories of goods or payments of taxes, things in themselves ephemeral; the Linear B script was probably also used for letters, treaties and even literary texts.

Evans\(^1\) long ago suggested that perhaps the earliest Greek epics had been written in 'Minoan' and then translated into Greek. There is now no longer any need to imagine this, since we know that the Linear B tablets are in Greek and an early epic poet, had he been so minded, could have recorded his masterpieces on clay. Homer is the earliest existing monument of Greek literature and the Iliad can hardly have been the first Greek poem ever composed: its very perfection in language, composition, style and metre shows that it is not the work of a mere prentice hand, but that of a master who must have learned his art from a long succession of predecessors. We need not therefore be surprised if excavation or some casual find in Greece gives us an early document—a letter, or a literary text, a history or a poem—from some long-forgotten forerunner of Homer.

As we have said, historians and archaeologists are accustomed to speak of the period of transition from the Bronze Age to that of Iron, and of the early years of the Iron Age, as a 'Dark Age' and to assume that culture in Greece then underwent a severe recession; thus they assert that literacy was forgotten, civilization declined, all was turmoil and barbarism. Actually the principal reason why this is called a 'Dark Age' is that we have little or no evidence for it in archaeology, in history or in literature. No inhabited site of this period or of the Geometric period has been excavated. Our earliest sites are sanctuaries like the Orthia site at Sparta and like Perachora. The evidence of the cemeteries which have been excavated (as at the Kerameikos) shows that from

---

\(^1\) See Evans' paper in JHS, 1912, pp. 277 ff., especially p. 288. In this paper he rightly says (p. 277):

'The scientific study of Greek civilization is becoming less and less possible without taking into constant account that of the Minoan and Mycenaean world that went before it.' He thoroughly emphasizes the pre-Classical survivals in Classical Greek art, which in the light of the decipherment of Linear B as Greek is almost prophetic. The reader should, however, remember that Evans makes no distinction between Minoan and Mycenaean.
the close of the Bronze Age to the Early Iron Age there was no violent archaeological break, only a gradual transition or evolution from one age to the next. Likewise in Dorian Argolis, as in non-Dorian Attica, evidence is slowly accumulating to show that a similar process of evolution took place. As exploration proceeds, evidence of the same kind will no doubt come to light from the other areas of Greece. Tombs do not usually, even at the height of the Classical period, yield much if any epigraphical material.

But what of the Dorians and the so-called Dorian Invasion? The effects of the Dorian migration into the Peloponnese have been exaggerated by historians. To the Greeks of the Classical period there was no great Dorian Invasion. They called it the ‘Return of the Herakleidai’, and we know from Homer that even at the time of the Trojan war Herakleidai were in power in Greece: Telephus, 1 the son of Herakles, the great Dorian hero, led the contingents from Rhodes and the southern Sporades. The Dorians, according to Thucydides, came into the Peloponnese with the returning Herakleidai. There is nowhere in the Greek tradition any hint that the Dorians were different except in dialect from any other Greek tribe. The Dorians were Greeks and found Greeks already thoroughly established in Hellas. There is no suggestion that they introduced any new or foreign culture: all efforts to find in the archaeological remains things specifically Dorian have failed completely. There are undoubtedly changes and developments in the artefacts from the close of the Bronze Age down into the Iron Age and the Geometric period, but these are natural developments and not revolutionary changes: we must not deny to the intelligence of the Greeks any touch of inventiveness or originality. Matz 2 who says ‘Das wirklich Neue beginnt erst mit dem Protogeometrischen’ overlooks the clear evidence of the evolution of proto-Geometric from the latest Mycenaean wares. The Dorian migration brought about not a cultural but only a political change in Greece. The return of the Alkmaionidai and their clients is a parallel event and we need not imagine that the Dorians altered in Laconia, for instance, anything but the political structure of the country. The Dorians on the Return of the Herakleidai to the Peloponnese obtained political control of Corinth, Argos, Laconia and Messenia. Pausanias’ notes on the gradual occupation of Laconia by the Dorians suggest no more than the slow winning of political control. In Argolis Mycenae remained independent until some time after her co-operation in the victory of Plataea.

1 Some Homeric critics call him a Dorian interpolation, e.g. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments, p. 47. He occurs, however, in the Homeric Catalogue inscription of the late third century B.C. from Chios (JHS, 1954, p. 162).
At Tiryns the palace was destroyed some time in the third phase of the Late Bronze Age (Late Helladic III), but the megaron was rebuilt on a smaller scale; it presumably continued in use for some time thereafter. Unluckily, owing to the circumstances of the excavation of the palace at Tiryns, we have no archaeological evidence to tell us when the megaron was destroyed or when it was reoccupied.

The importance of Mr Ventris' decipherment can hardly be over-estimated, for it inaugurates a new phase in our study of the beginnings of classical Hellas. We must recognize the Mycenaean culture as Greek, and as one of the first stages in the advance of the Hellenes towards the brilliance of their later amazing achievements. We must guard against the facile assumptions of the past and look at everything afresh from the new point of view. In culture, in history and in language we must regard prehistoric and historic Greece as one indivisible whole. The way has been prepared for us by the pioneer archaeological work of Schliemann, Tsountas and Evans, and we must follow boldly in their footsteps under the guiding light now provided for us by Mr Ventris and Mr Chadwick.\(^2\)

\(^1\) Blegen's suggestions (\textit{Korakou}, pp. 130 ff.) are undoubtedly right. The German ideas that the reconstructed megaron was a classical temple are untenable.

\(^2\) This Introduction was written in the winter of 1954-5 while I was a member of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. It owes much to the collaboration of my wife and to the criticism of several friends in America who read it in first draft.

A. J. B. W.
PART I

SCRIPT, LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
CHAPTER I

DISCOVERY AND DECIPHERMENT

1. THE HOMERIC AGE AS MYTH

The Hellenes of the classical period preserved no clear memory either of a system of writing earlier than the Greek alphabet, or of a time when they and their language were not firmly rooted on the Greek mainland.

The source of the alphabet is clearly acknowledged by Herodotus (v, 58–9, in Rawlinson’s translation):

Now the Phoenicians who came with Cadmus, and to whom the Gephyraces belonged, introduced into Greece upon their arrival a great variety of arts, among the rest that of writing, whereof the Greeks till then had, as I think, been ignorant. And originally they shaped their letters exactly like all the other Phoenicians, but afterwards, in course of time, they changed by degrees their language, and together with it the form likewise of their characters. Now the Greeks who dwelt about those parts at that time were chiefly the Ionians. The Phoenician letters were accordingly adopted by them, but with some variation in the shape of a few, and so they arrived at the present use, still calling the letters Phoenician, as justice required, after the name of those who were the first to introduce them into Greece. Paper rolls also were called from old διφθρας by the Ionians, because formerly when paper was scarce they used, instead, the skins of sheep and goats—on which many of the barbarians are even now wont to write. I myself saw Cadmeian characters engraved upon some tripods in the temple of Apollo Ismenias in Boeotian Thebes, most of them shaped like the Ionian. One of the tripods has the inscription following:

Me did Amphitryon place, from the far Teleboans coming.

This would be about the age of Laius, the son of Labdacus, the son of Polydorus, the son of Cadmus.

The ease with which Herodotus was able to read this and two other inscriptions in the same temple, allegedly written some four generations or so before the Trojan war, may have left him with some suspicion that their great antiquity was only a pious fraud; and a more general feeling that writing was wholly out of place in the heroic age is reflected in Homer, whose only reference to a visual message is couched in such vague terms as to leave doubt whether true writing is intended at all (II. vi, 155–70):

Now Glaukos was the father of blameless Bellerophon, whom the gods had endowed with beauty and manly grace, but whom Proitos, his overlord, expelled from Argos in
murderous anger. Proitos’ wife Anteia had conceived a passionate desire to go to bed with him secretly, but was unable to prevail on the prudent and high-minded Bellerophon. So she went with a lying story to King Proitos: ‘May death be yours if you do not kill Bellerophon: he has tried to rape me.’ The king was seized with fury when he heard this; taboo restrained him from killing him on the spot, but he dispatched him to Lycia with a folded board, scratched with many malevolent symbols designed to bring him ruin: he had only to show them to the king’s father-in-law for his doom to be sealed.

But although Agamemnon, Odysseus and Nestor might have been illiterate, and although their ancient palaces and cities had long since crumbled into dust, it was in ancient times accepted without question that the Homeric heroes had been Greeks in language, religion and every other distinguishing feature, and that among their subjects were to be numbered the ancestors of most, if not all, of the classical population. Homer possessed no term which could be used without anachronism to refer to this linguistic unity (though the Carians are called βαρβαροφόροι in Il. ii, 867); but for Herodotus the Trojan war was a clear-cut struggle between Ἕλληνες and Asiatics, and a direct antecedent of the rivalry which was to culminate in the Persian invasions (i, 3–5).

Both Homer and Herodotus agreed, however, that among the segmented and constantly-shifting population of the early Aegean there had also been elements which did not speak Greek. This is clear from the description of Crete in Od. xix, 172–7: ‘There is a land called Crete, in the middle of the wine-dark sea, beautiful and rich, with water on all sides; on her are innumerable men and ninety cities, and one language jostles another: there are Achaeans, and great-hearted True-Cretans, Cydonians, Doriens divided into their three tribes(?), and excellent Pelasgians.’

In a significant passage (i, 57–8) evidently based on personal investigation, Herodotus concludes from the speech of the ‘Pelasgians’ living in his time on the Hellespont, on Lemnos and in the problematical city of ‘Creston’ (who in earlier times had inhabited Thessaliots and Attica, where they had built the wall round the Acropolis) that this widespread people had spoken a barbarous tongue. In order to reconcile Pelasgian and Athenian claims to autochthony, he argues that the Athenians must have been Pelasgians who at some time adopted the Greek language; and goes on, with a disregard for his own previous argument and for our own more careful discrimination between ‘race’ and ‘language’, to describe the Hellenic race as one which had never changed its language, but had been ‘severed’ (ἀποσχισθέν) from the Pelasgians and had increased its numbers at their expense. The same ambiguities are
present in his description of the Ionians (vii, 94): ‘When they dwelt in the Peloponnese and inhabited the land now called Achaea (which was before the arrival of Danaus and Xuthus in the Peloponnese) they were called, according to the Greek account, “Pelagians of the sea-shore”, but afterwards, from Ion the son of Xuthus, they were called Ionians.’ Both Sophocles (in his *Inachus*) and Thucydides (iv, 109, 4) use ‘Tyrrenian’ as a synonym for ‘Pelagian’, in allusion to the widespread belief in a Pelagian migration from Thessaly and the North Aegean to Italy, associated or identical with the Etruscan migration derived from Lydia by Herodotus. This theory, found in Hellenicus of Lesbos (fifth century B.C.), Andron of Halicarnassus, Varro, Diodorus Siculus, Strabo and others, has been subjected to detailed but inconclusive criticism both by Dionysius of Halicarnassus in antiquity (Ποιμ. *Αρχ. 1, xxv–xxx) and recently by Pallottino (1947). A germ of historical truth is indicated by the discovery at Kaminia on Lemnos in 1885 of a sixth-century stele inscribed in what is almost certainly a language closely related to Etruscan.

The classical picture of a Greece inhabited since the birth of mankind by a number of Greek-speaking tribes, living side-by-side with Pelasgians, Eteocretans, Leleges and other obscure peoples, was to be undermined by the Jewish-Christian cosmogony which, while retaining a finite date for the Creation, dismissed the possibility of local autochthony in favour of a diffusion of all languages and peoples from a common centre in Asia. A long period of unprofitable speculation on the mutual relationship of languages, in which Hebrew played a pernicious role, continued until 1796, when Sir William Jones gave first public expression to the view that Sanskrit, Latin and Greek had ‘sprung from some common source, which perhaps no longer exists’.

In the next twenty years Franz Bopp and Rasmus Rask were able to show conclusively that the Greek language, like its relatives, was in fact the result of a continuous evolution from a common ‘Indo-European’ ancestor, and that it must therefore at one time have been brought into Greece from some more central location somewhere on the great plains which stretch from Poland to Turkestan. The age in which the hypothetical parent language had begun to differentiate into separate dialects, and the date at which the first Greek-speakers had entered the Balkan peninsula, could not however be determined by any existing historical evidence; and the obvious unhistoricity of the greater part of Greek legend made any classical testimony to the language situation before the eighth century B.C. appear entirely untrustworthy.

The same uncertainties veiled the process by which the classical Greek dialects, whose study was stimulated by progress in linguistic theory and in the search for inscriptions, had reached their geographical distribution. It was
clear that a large and definite movement of population was necessary to explain the occupation of the Peloponnese by the Dorian-speakers, keeping in sub-
ject a helot class, and cutting off the Arcadians entirely from the sea-coasts from which their nearest relatives the Cypriots had evidently emigrated. But it would have been rash to accept as historical fact Thucydides' account of the 'Return of the Herakleidai' (1, 12), or Eratosthenes' precise dating of it to 1104 B.C., eighty years after the fall of Troy.

2. MYCENAE AND KNOSOS: THE PIONEERS
In the brilliantly perceptive first twelve paragraphs of his history Thucydides sketched the early development of Hellas, from a conglomeration of migrating tribes without cities, commerce or security of communication, down to the rallying of the Greek forces under Agamemnon for the Trojan war.

Mycenae was certainly a small place, and many of the towns of that period do not seem to us today to be particularly imposing; yet that is not good evidence for rejecting what the poets and the general tradition have to say about the size of the expedition. Suppose, for example, that the city of Sparta were to become deserted, and that only the temples and foundations of buildings remained, I think that future generations would, as time passed, find it very difficult to believe that the place had really been as powerful as it was represented to be. We have no right, therefore, to judge cities by their appearances rather than by their actual power, and there is no reason why we should not believe that the Trojan expedition was the greatest that had ever taken place.

But most nineteenth-century historians (particularly in Germany) were inclined to dismiss Troy and Mycenae as mere figments of poetic imagination; preferring to telescope Thucydides' narrative, by the omission of the Heroic Age, to read as if the development of the classical city-states had been the first interruption of that primitive state of barbarism that he so vividly described.

The first proof that a golden age of Mycenae had really existed was due to the vision and persistence of one man, Heinrich Schliemann. Born in 1822, the son of a poor North German pastor, he was fascinated in boyhood by the story of Troy (which in daydreams he already saw himself excavating) and enthralled by the cadences of Homer's Greek, first heard on the lips of a drunken miller. At the age of forty-six, having amassed a fortune in Russia and having learnt fifteen languages, he retired from business, married a sixteen-year-old Greek girl and devoted himself to archaeology—for which, even in those early days of the science, he began with few technical qualifications apart from great enthusiasm and a common-sense appreciation of stratification. After three seasons at Troy, where the ancient settlement was triumphantly laid
bare, he began in August 1876 to excavate the citadel of Mycenae, whose great Gate of the Lions had ever since prehistoric times been clearly visible above ground.

Rich hoards of gold, massive architecture and sophisticated art forms soon proved that the "Mycenaeans" had reached a level of civilization which was indeed far removed from primitive barbarism, and which fully justified Homer's reminiscence of it. The chronology of his finds was not at first exactly appreciated, but the Mycenaean age appeared to be approximately contemporary with the Egyptian New Kingdom (c. 1580-1100 B.C.). Schliemann was equally vague about the race to which his "Mycenaeans" had belonged. At the time of his excavations he was confident that he was indeed recovering the burials of Agamemnon and of the other Achaeans of his dynasty; but in a letter to Virchow nine years later (18 June 1885) he says:

I have been at pains to demonstrate that Tiryns and Mycenae must necessarily have been built and inhabited by the Phoenicians, who in a remote prehistoric age flooded Greece and the islands of the Ionia and Aegean seas with colonies, and who were only finally expelled, around 1100 B.C., by the so-called Dorian Invasion.

This view, perhaps pressed on Schliemann by the "experts", was still being held by Dörpfeld in 1936. Reconsidering Schliemann's discoveries, Tsountas (1897) insisted that, although the Mycenaean were illiterate (since no sign of indigenous writing had apparently been found on the Mainland), they were nevertheless Greeks; so too did Leaf in his introduction to Schuchhardt's Schliemann (1891):

Now we should rather suppose that the original dialect (of the Homeric poems) was that of the ancestors of these Asiatic Aeolians, the Achaeans of the eleventh century. What the form of their speech was we cannot now pretend to say. It must have differed greatly from Fick's "Aeolic"; it was the common parent of Thessalian, Arcadian and Cyprian, in all of which we see various points of connexion with the Epic language. These affinities do not allow of an even approximate reconstruction of the parent speech; but they do allow us to assume that there was once a common Achaian language spoken by the dwellers in Mycenae and Tiryns, and over the greater part of the Greek mainland.

In a letter (1 January 1889) written two years before his death, Schliemann confided that "I would like to end my life's labours with one great work—the prehistoric palace of the kings of Knossos in Crete". Since its description by Buondelmonti in the fifteenth century, this ancient site had been known to lie at the village of Makrotikho or Makritikhos, six kilometres south of Candia (now Iraklion) in a sheltered valley leading into the interior, and out of sight
of the sea. In 1877 the Spanish consul Minos Kalokairinos, a native of Candia, had made a small dig on the top of the Κεφάλα Τοσεμπι, 'Squire's Knoll', during which he had uncovered some of the magazines with their large pithoi and had recovered an inscribed tablet, now Ga34 (Evans later found others in Kalokairinos' spoil-heaps); one of the pithoi then found is in the National Museum at Athens. Three years later the American W. J. Stillman, who had noticed the double axe signs on the masonry, applied in the name of the newly-founded Archæological Institute of America to the Imperial Ottoman Government for a firman to excavate at Knossos. He was allowed to anticipate the arrival of permission and began to dig; but the firman never materialized and he was forced to stop. Schliemann in 1886 confirmed the 'Mycenaean' character of the remains; in 1889 he tried to buy the knoll from its multiple owners, but found their price too high for a site which 'I had satisfied myself I would easily be able to excavate in a week with a hundred workmen'. In addition to the rapacity of the proprietors Schliemann met with the usual obstruction from the Ottoman authorities, as always highly suspicious of archaeologists whom they suspected of subversive designs, and discouragement from the native Syllagos that administered the Candia Museum, who were afraid of what might happen to any treasures unearthed in the prevailing state of political unrest. His plan to excavate Knossos was postponed in favour of another season at Troy and cut short by his death: for this narrow escape Evans was lastingly thankful.

In 1886 Evans, then keeper of the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, was presented by Greville Chester with a seal-stone from Crete of a type recently publicized by Milchhoefer, engraved with unfamiliar 'hieroglyphs'. His intuition that Crete held the clue not only to a widespread system of writing among the 'Mycenaeans', but also to the origins of their civilization, brought Evans to Athens in 1893. He was there able to buy further specimens of Cretan seal-stones, and also to show that among the Mycenæ finds there were in fact two vessels bearing writing. His travels to Crete in the following spring brought sufficient new evidence of writing (largely in the form of seal-stones similar to that shown in fig. 1, worn as γαλόπτερες or milk-charms by the women of the villages) to decide him to buy a part share of the Kephala site, thereby forestalling Joubin of the French School; and to publish his preliminary conclusions (1894). He argued that the 'Mycenaeans' must, in view of their advanced civilization, have been literate; and distinguished two phases, an earlier 'pictographic' script and a later linear or 'quasi-alphabetic'.

There is the strongest presumption for believing that in Crete at least the race among whom the earlier Αegean characters were originally rife was of non-Hellenic stock.
DISCOVERY AND DECIPHERMENT

But if, at any rate towards the close of the Mycenaean period, there was already a Greek population in Crete, it becomes probable that the mysterious characters with which we are dealing may also have been used by men of Greek speech.

Further travels through Crete in 1895 and 1896, partly in company with the young Myres, gave material for a further article (1897) which included the inscribed libation table from Psykhro (Linear A). In November 1899 the Turks finally evacuated Crete; at the New Year Evans was able to buy the whole Kephala site; and permission was given for a Knossos excavation, under the auspices of the British School, to be partly financed by the new Cretan Exploration Fund.

![Three-sided cornelian seal-stone from eastern Crete](P. 49* in Evans, Scripta Minoa I, p. 159).

The first of six seasons, in which Evans was assisted by Mackenzie with Fyfe as architect, began on 23 March 1900. Within a week the first of a very large number of inscribed tablets (Linear B) were found: some of these depicted vessels similar to those illustrated among foreign offerings in an Egyptian tomb of the reign of Queen Hatshepsut (1516–1481 B.C.), which gave an approximate indication of their date. Later evidence showed that the tablets had been written just before the final destruction of the palace, which further Egyptian parallels proved to have occurred early in the reign of Amenhotep III (1414–1378 B.C.).

Evans also found, under a staircase adjoining the magazines, a deposit of clay documents inscribed with 'hieroglyphs' and bearing the impressions of seal-stones of the γαλάκτωρα type. In the excavation report for 1900 he recorded the 'hieroglyphic' and linear tablets as being contemporary; explaining the first as the product of the native Eteocretans who had been responsible for the 'Kamares' pottery of the earlier period, the second as evidence of 'the intrusion of a new element' which had brought with it the Mycenaean civilization from the Mainland.

In the 1902 report the sequence Kamares—Palace Style was amended to Middle Minoan—Proto-Mycenaean—Mycenaean, with an indiscriminate use of the terms 'Mycenaean' and 'Minoan' as a general label for the palace and its
treasures. From 1903 onwards the term ‘Mycenaean’ was dropped by Evans, to be replaced in due course by the now canonical division into the nine periods from Early Minoan I to Late Minoan III. The civilization of Crete had proved to be both more ancient and more autonomous than had been realized when the earlier terminology was evolved, as he emphasized in his presidential address to the Hellenic Society (1912):

When we come to regard the Minoan remains themselves as stratified by the various catastrophes, it becomes evident that they are the results of a gradual evolution. There is no break. The unity of the whole civilization is such as almost to impose the conclusion that there was a continuity of race. If the inhabitants of the latest Palace structures are to be regarded as ‘Achaeans’, the Greek occupation of Crete must, on this showing, be carried back to Neolithic times—a very improbable conclusion.

How Evans’ Knossocentric view had come to affect his perspective on the Mycenaean civilization itself is shown a page later, where he describes it as no more than ‘a Minoan plantation’ and as ‘a Mainland branch of the Minoan culture’:

We must clearly recognize that down to at least the twelfth century B.C. the dominant factor both in Mainland Greece and in the Aegean world was still non-Hellenic, and must still unquestionably be identified with one or other branch of the old Minoan race. But this is far from saying that even at the time of the first Minoan conquerors in the Peloponnese, or approximately speaking the sixteenth century B.C., they may not have found settlers of Hellenic stock already in the land.

Simultaneously with Evans’ discoveries at Knossos, tablets in a somewhat different script (Linear A) were found at Agia Triada in the south of Crete by Halbherr (not published till 1945) and also in smaller numbers at other Cretan sites. In 1908 Pernier found the unique Phaistos disk, stamped in clay from movable pictographic ‘type’: its Cretan origin is still disputed. Keramopoulos in 1921 discovered twenty-eight stirrup-jars in a storeroom of the Mycenaean palace at Thebes, lettered in a script which proved to be identical with the Linear B of Knossos: these greatly extended the evidence for the character of Mainland writing, previously confined to a few uncertain inscriptions with variable forms on pots from Mycenae, Tiryns, Eleusis and Orchomenos.

3. THE YEARS OF STAGNATION

Evans’ *Scripta Minoa I* (1909) contained his collection of inscribed seal-stones, the hieroglyphic and Linear A material from Knossos, and fourteen of the Linear B tablets (five had already appeared in the 1900 dig report). No further
publication of the Linear B tablets, of which well over 3000 pieces are known to have been excavated, was made until the fourth volume of his *Palace of Minos* (1935), where a total of 120 were illustrated in line drawings with a short commentary and sign-lists. At the same time (1932, 1936) Sundwall added thirty-eight more which he had copied himself in Iraklion at the cost of Evans' displeasure. At the time of Evans' death in 1941 his notes for *Scripta Minoa II*, which was to contain the Knossos Linear B archives, were still in disorder; and the originals in the museum at Iraklion, which had never been properly examined for joins and which had in some cases disappeared, were no longer available for study and were exposed to destruction by war. The task of completing their publication from Evans' drawings and photographs, fifty years after their discovery, was then heroically undertaken by Myres.

Two generations of scholars had been cheated of the opportunity to work constructively on the problem. Though it is difficult to forgive Evans for his failure to complete or to delegate publication, we are now in a position to appreciate that, even if he had made known all the tablets in an orderly way at the time of their discovery, they would probably not by themselves have provided sufficient material for a successful decipherment. Evans himself realized that the chances of reading them without a bilingual were almost non-existent, since he thought that they were written in an unknown 'Eteocretan' or 'Anatolian' language where the words, even if one knew how they were to be pronounced, would remain meaningless.

The only certain facts were established by Evans at the outset: the tablets were all inventories of persons, animals and commodities; these were indicated by pictorial 'ideograms' and counted by a decimal system of numbers, while the introductory wording of the tablets consisted of sign-groups of two to seven letters which were evidently words of the 'Minoan' language. Since there were about ninety of these phonetic signs, far too numerous for an alphabet, they in all probability represented syllables (ta te ti to tu, etc.). This arrangement is clearly seen on a typical tablet from the 'Armoury' (fig. 2) which lists 'three chariots' after a descriptive specification of twelve words written syllabically.

The problem of decipherment posed by this new writing was too fascinating to be resisted, in spite of the fact that the published material was too small either for the breaking of the code or for the proof of a successful solution. During the half-century 1901–51 continual attempts were made by reputable scholars, by talented amateurs and by cranks of all kinds from the lunatic fringe of archaeology. Most of these followed Evans' lead in treating the 'hieroglyphs', Linear A and Linear B (and even the Phaistos disk) together
as varying expressions of the same language; most of them took as their starting-point apparent similarities between ‘Minoan’ signs and those of the classical syllabary used for writing Cypriot Greek (whose values had been known since the seventies); and all attempted to read into the tablets a form of some language which was already known. The search for possible candidates spread over an absurdly wide area, and included Hittite, Egyptian, Basque, Albanian, Slavonic, Finnish, Hebrew and Sumerian. Apart from Evans’ own work, nearly every attempt to discuss the script prior to 1944 may safely and decently be consigned to oblivion (critical bibliography by Deroy, 1948 and 1953).

![Linear B 'chariot' tablet found in the Knossos 'Armoury', 1904.](image-url)

(for a translation, see 265 = Sd0403, p. 366).

Notable exceptions are an article by Cowley (1927) in which he showed that Knossos totals are introduced by either ΤΗ or ΤΗ, and that ΤΗ and ΤΗ mean ‘boy’ and ‘girl’, conceivably a phonetic indication ‘as if’ for κοο-ρος and κοο-ρη’ (which we now know to be correct); and the long series of articles by Sundwall, stretching from 1914 to the present. In these he has recognized the need to examine the context of the tablets by purely internal comparisons, to identify the objects represented by the ideograms, and to explore the system of numbers, fractions and measures. His suggestions for interpretation have, however, followed a somewhat lonely path due to his belief in the predominantly religious context of the tablets.

The Greek readings of the script prematurely made by Persson (1930), Hempl and Stawell (1931) appeared doubtful enough for Linear B at Knossos, in view of Evans’ prevailing theories of ‘Minoan supremacy’; but they were doubly suspect (as they would still be today) for the earlier Linear A and for the ‘hieroglyphic’ seal-stones.

Towards the end of his life the Czech orientalist Hrozný, who in 1915 had brilliantly established cuneiform Hittite as an Indo-European language and had later played a less responsible part in the reading of hieroglyphic Hittite, began to lose his critical faculties and embarked on a wholesale attack on the
remaining undeciphered scripts of the world. His readings of the then-published Linear B tablets (1940–9) are a painful hotch-potch of Hittite and Babylonian words, which has proved only too easy to discredit. From this occupational disease of decoders we may all wish to be preserved.

More scholarly work was done by Fick (1905), Meillet (1909), Cuny (1910), Kannengiesser (1911), Huber (1921), Hammarström (1921) and others in trying to determine, from sources other than the Minoan-Mycenaean inscriptions, what the early languages of the Aegean might be expected to be like. They drew up lists of Greek vocabulary which seemed to have no Indo-European etymology (at least according to the evolutionary rules normal to Greek), and catalogued the many indigenous place-names of the area. Both these series are characterized by the endings -athos and -ssos and show certain controversial analogies, not only with early names in Anatolia, but also with Etruscan; suggesting, together with the evidence of the stele from Kaminia on Lemnos, that a language in some way related to Etruscan may have been among those spoken in the Aegean before the arrival of the Greeks.

Ventrīs' interest in the problem dates from the 1936 exhibition arranged for the jubilee of the British School at Athens, when Evans lectured on his Minoan section of the exhibits; he tested the theory of an Etruscan relationship on the Knossos tablets in an adolescent article (1940), and did not entirely abandon it until 1952.

Kretschmer (1925) suggested that other Indo-European speakers had probably inhabited Greece before the arrival of the Greeks themselves. The Bulgar Georgiev reconstructed a 'pre-Hellenic language' (1941, 1945) similar to van Windekens' 'Pelasgique' (1952), in which the aberrant Greek words which had previously been taken as 'Aegean' borrowings are explained as Indo-European forms which have followed different evolutionary rules. In his later attempts to read the Linear B tablets in terms of this language (1949, 1950, 1953) Georgiev describes it as an 'Aegean-Asianic dialect related to Hittite', but in fact many of his readings are explained by Greek forms. In view of his recent (1954) switch to the view that the tablets contain a specifically Greek dialect identical with that described in the present book, it is as well to emphasize that his earlier quasi-Greek readings nowhere coincide with ours, and that they appear to have been arrived at by quite arbitrary and unscientific procedures.

Defying both Evans (for whom the Mycenaeans were merely Minoan invaders from Crete) and the linguists (who wished to turn them into Pelasgians, Etruscans, Illyrians or Hittites), a number of archaeologists had arrived independently at the same conclusion as Tsountas and Leaf—that the Mycenaeans
had spoken (and possibly written) Greek, and that they had not been subject to any foreign domination. Disagreement with Evans contributed to Wace's retirement from the direction of the British School at Athens in 1923 and to his temporary exclusion from archaeology in the field. The articles by Buck (1926) and by Blegen and Haley (1928) emphasized the historical evidence for placing the arrival of the Greeks about 1900 B.C., and regarded the pre-Hellenic place-names in -nthos and -ssos as a legacy not of the Mycenaeans but of the Early Bronze Age pattern of settlement in the third millennium B.C. Nilsson (1927, 1932, 1933) argued that Greek religion and myth, and not only the Greek language, had firm roots in the Mycenaean age; and Blegen and Wace (1939) marshalled the archaeological evidence against a domination of Mycenae by Knossos in the Late Minoan period, with arguments further reinforced by Kantor (1947) and discussed by Wace in the Foreword to the present book.

4. THE AMERICAN CONTRIBUTION: PRELUDES TO DECIPHERMENT

In 1939, during the course of a joint Greek and American reconnaissance of western Messenia, Blegen discovered the site of a large Mycenaean palace at Ano Englianos, ten kilometres north of the classical Pylos (Koryphasion). The immediate indications were that this palace, set on an olive-covered ridge with a panoramic view over the bay of Navarino to the south and of mount Aigaleon in the east, was to be identified with the Pylos described in the third book of the Odyssey as the seat of the aged Nestor. By good fortune Blegen's trial trenches passed through one half of the archive room, from which over six hundred pieces of clay tablet were carefully extracted (later reduced by joins to 566). These were cleaned and mended in Athens, and admirably photographed by Alison Frantz before being buried away at the approach of war. These photographs were taken to America in June 1940 by Mrs Wace on the Italian declaration of war by the last American ship to leave the Mediterranean. The eventual editing of the tablets was entrusted to Emmett L. Bennett Jr. (without whose contributions to Mycenaean epigraphical studies this book could not have been written), but preliminary work in Cincinnati was interrupted by his cryptographic duties in the U.S. armed forces.

The seven photographs published by Blegen (1939) showed clearly, however, that the Pylos tablets were identical in script, layout and language with the Linear B documents which Evans had found at Knossos, even though the associated pottery dated them to c. 1200 B.C., towards the very close of
the Mycenaean age. This could perhaps be explained as the survival of a Minoan scribal language or *lingua franca* (similar to the use of Latin in the Middle Ages) and as confirmation of Evans’ views of Cretan influence on the Mainland: Nilsson consequently refused to believe that the tablets had been written at Pylos at all. The alternative possibility, that both the Pylos tablets and the *Knossos* tablets might be written in Greek, was not generally considered, least of all by Ventris.

‘In attempting to decipher documents written in an unknown language with an unknown script, the first step is to establish the facts that are obvious from an inspection of the available documents. The second step in the decipherment is to find, by careful analysis and logical deduction, what conclusions can be drawn from these fundamental facts.’ This prim but necessary programme, purposely stopping short of the third and crucial step (the attempt to substitute actual sounds and words), was undertaken by Alice Kober of Brooklyn in a series of fundamental articles on Linear B published between 1943 and her premature death in 1950.

The first necessity was an accurate list of the phonetic signs, arranged in a convenient and generally-accepted order for indexing. Though she pointed out some of Evans’ errors, neither Kober nor the editors of the Pylos tablets were able to influence the awkward and unreliable signary later published by Myres (1946) and included in *Scripta Minoa II*.

She did, however, undertake for Myres a systematic classification of the *Knossos* tablets according to their commodity ideograms (included in *SM II*, pp. 77–89, but now superseded by Bennett’s classification); and she rightly emphasized the danger of studying words or tablets in isolation without reference to these wider contexts with which they are associated.

Her chief contribution was to show that the tablets contained, as might reasonably be expected, a language with grammatical inflexions; this conclusion was unaccountably resisted by Myres (*SM II*, p. 50). Her first example was the varying description of chariots on some tablets from the ‘Armoury’ (now known to be a difference between dual and plural):

\[
\text{Sd0401: } θ\upsilon\upsilon, θ\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon \]
\[
\text{Sd0403: } θ\upsilon\upsilon, θ\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon, \alpha\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon \]

and she suggested that ‘it is highly likely that the forms in -θυ and -θυ are verbal’ (they are in fact passive participles). From a number of published tablets she gathered a series of words which significantly appear in three alternative forms (that the basic word is really the same in each case is proved by
the fact that they recur in lists together, or in identical positions on the same
class of tablets):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case I</td>
<td>ῬῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῬῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῬῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῬῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῬῪdataArray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case II</td>
<td>ῬῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῬῪdataArray</td>
<td>Ῥ嘚dataArray</td>
<td>ῨῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῨῪdataArray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case III</td>
<td>ῬῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῨῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῨῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῨῪdataArray</td>
<td>ῨῪdataArray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of these triplets Case III is the shortest form, whereas Case I and Case II
regularly add the signs - hứng and - yyn respectively; in this process the - yyn of all the
Type A words is changed to - yyn, and the - yyn of Type B to - yyn; similar changes
are seen in Types C, D and E. Kober pointed out the interesting implications
of this phenomenon by the analogy of another inflected language, Latin (not
necessarily related, of course), where words of the second declension would
appear in syllabic spelling as:

ser-vu-s   a-mi-cu-s   bo-nu-s
ser-vu-m   a-mi-cu-m   bo-nu-m
ser-vi      a-mi-ci      bo-ni
ser-vu      a-mi-co      bo-no

Like the ablative endings -vool -col -nol so too the series of parallel endings
 yyn yyn yyn yyn might be expected to share the same vowel but different consonants;
whereas yyn yyn yyn yyn etc. are probably pairs sharing the same consonant but
different vowels, like vo/vu, co/cu and no/nu. This result can be tabulated
in a diagrammatic form labelled by Kober 'the beginning of a tentative pho-
netic pattern', and known familiarly as 'the grid'
among the team of decoders. This diagram has
been of fundamental importance throughout the
process of decipherment. Other examples of in-
flexion, as well as other variations and errors in
spelling, give evidence of further pairs of signs
which evidently share either the same vowel or
the same consonant; and with these the 'grid' can
be extended in both directions as far as the number
of possible vowels or consonants will allow (in our
case five vowels and thirteen consonants, as it turned
out). During this process, the grid conveniently takes the form of a wooden
board covered with a regular pattern of nails, on which square labels bearing
the signs of the syllabary can be hung and frequently rearranged to suit the
developing evidence. In the end we are left with a well-covered chequerboard

Vowel

Consonant 1  yyn  yyn  yyn
Consonant 2  yyn  yyn  yyn
Consonant 3  yyn  yyn  yyn
Consonant 4  yyn  yyn  yyn
Consonant 5  yyn  yyn  yyn
of some sixty-five squares, from which all that is lacking is the actual pronunciation of the vowels and consonants themselves (fig. 3). This method of attack precludes random attempts to give a premature vocalization to isolated words (since every assumed syllabic value automatically leads to a ‘chain-reaction’ among the signs which are grouped with it on the same vertical and horizontal columns), and makes it easy to disprove any such arbitrary attempts by others.

Also of great importance was Kober’s demonstration (1949) that the words for ‘total’ ṭỈ́ ṭ钇́, like those for ‘child’ identified by Cowley  mỡ mø, are masculine and feminine variants of the same words. Of the surviving languages with which that of Linear B might be compared, the Indo-European are almost alone in forming feminines by a change of vowel in the ending rather than by the addition of an extra syllable: some I.-E. languages, such as Hittite and its relatives, anticipate the evolution of English and Danish in having no feminine forms at all, while the Semitic dialects add -(a)tu, Egyptian -(e)t.

Kober recognized that - Spells was a frequent ending in the descriptions of women, but did not see the feminine function of her Case I; it was left to Sundwall (1948) to recognize in the - Spells endings of Case I and Case II an adjectival formation meaning ‘belonging to’.

A parallel analysis of the Pylos material was summarized by Bennett in his unpublished doctoral dissertation at Cincinnati (1947), which we have not seen. The publication of the The Pylos Tablets (spring 1951) contained a detailed grouping of the texts according to their ideogram context by means of prefixes Ας- Αβ-, etc., and the first reliable sign-lists (whose order is preserved in figs. 9 and 10). Both these advances were later extended to the Knossos material in his Minoan Linear B Index (1953). In his first published article (1950) Bennett brilliantly explained and codified the Linear B system of written weights and measures (see below, pp. 53–5), and added them to the evidence for believing with Kober (1948) that Linear B at Knossos represents a new language introduced from without.

The seven further Pylos tablets which thereby received advance publication in 1950 encouraged Ventris to begin a new series of analytical studies of his own, for which the material had previously seemed too small. These were continued in twenty mimeographed Work Notes (of which no spare copies remain) circulated for discussion among two dozen colleagues between January 1951 and June 1952. Several of these were taken up with the unproductive testing of ‘Aegean’ and Etruscan parallels (Greek readings still being regarded as out of the question, in spite of a hint by Bennett); but other Notes which now seem to have been on the main line of progress may perhaps be mentioned
here. They no doubt re-trod much of the ground covered in his dissertation by Bennett, with whom a fruitful exchange of views on decipherment technique was maintained over the period.

Notes 2 and 10 showed that the ending -ο found linking groups of Linear B words is an enclitic conjunction ‘and’, and that ηφεο (now ‘and not’) has a similar function.

Note 8 gave statistics for the frequency of each phonetic sign at Pylos, broken down by position into initial, medial and final; this necessary calculation was repeated independently by Bennett (1951 b) and later extended to Knossos by Ktistopoulos (1954). The great frequency of ι- ι- τι- as initials suggested, on the analogy of the statistics resulting from other known syllabaries, that they were the signs for simple vowels by themselves; and for the first two the values a- (already guessed privately by Kober, Chadwick and Ktistopoulos) and ι- were considered.

Note 11 drew attention to two alternating phrases ιβτι, ιτι and ιβτι, ιτι on the long series of Pylos E- tablets (see nos. 108–154 below) and showed them to be male and female variants of a title meaning something like ‘manservant’ and ‘maidservant of the ιβ- ι’. A possible do-we-lo (cf. δουλος) for ιτι was thrown in as a wild guess, always of course on the assumption that the ‘Minoan’ word had been later borrowed by Greek. The personal names which were qualified by ιτι and ιτι clearly had distinct endings (as on the Knossos lists of personnel accompanied by the man or woman sign, pointed out by Evans, PM, iv, pp. 714–15), the males characteristically in -ιι -τι -τι, the females in -ιι (cf. Kober’s Case I). That ιι meant ‘boy, son’ and not ‘girl, daughter’ was shown by such Pylos tablets as Ad03:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιিং
\end{array}
\]

where three men and nine ‘boys’ are all described as ‘sons of the Such-and-such women’; the words used to describe the women, which on the Αα- and Αβ- tablets with a woman ideogram are spelt ιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιιিং, here have a -ιι (-i??) added, which is evidently the mark of the genitive plural for feminines.

Note 12 attempted a functional classification of the Pylos sign-groups, purely on the basis of an exhaustive comparison of their contexts, into:

(a) Apparent personal names of men and women.
(b) Apparent names of departments, institutions or places.
(c) Names of trades and titles applied to men and women.
(d) General vocabulary, including adjectives, verbs, etc.

As typical of category (b) were quoted the nine names which are repeatedly listed at Pylos (e.g. on 75 = Cn02, 257 = Jn09, 250 = Vn01), and which, as we
afterwards discovered, Blegen and Bennett had already tentatively compared
either with the nine towns tributary to Nestor in the Catalogue of Ships or
with the nine ἱδρον in which the men of Pylos sacrificed on the seashore
(Od. iii, 7).

It was pointed out that the characteristic ‘inflexion’ in -Ἀπε, -Ἀτ of Kober’s
triplets seemed to be confined to words of category (b), and might therefore
be an adjective formation of a departmental or geographical kind.

Notes 1, 13, 14 reviewed the now much fuller evidence for inflexion, and
showed that men’s names are declined in at least six different ‘declensions’,
generally predictable from the last syllable of the nominative:

**NOMINATIVE:** ἡ Ἕλε Τέλ Η τής Ἀτής Ἐλεός Κλως Ατ Τ

**GENITIVE:** ἡ Ἀτ Ἁ Ἀτ Ἀτ Ἀτ Ἐλεός Κλως Ατ Τ

‘Prepositional’:

The same rules of declension evidently applied to sign-groups of categories (c)
and (d), names of trades and other vocabulary; and where there were numerals
on the tablets it was possible to distinguish between singular and plural forms:

**SINGULAR:** イ イ イ イ イ イ イ

**PLURAL:** イ イ イ イ イ イ イ

The four examples on the right show an added syllable in the spelling, con-
ceivably the written indication of an inflexion such as the Greek

**SINGULAR:** τέκτον = te-ko-to-ne or tek-ton?

**PLURAL:** τέκτονες = te-ko-to-ne-se or tek-ton-es?

But the lack of change shown by the first four plurals was surprising. If イ
really was κοῦρος (*κόρος) as Cowley had guessed, then the spellings could
only be justified by assuming that kor-wos and kor-wai were written with exactly
the same letters, and not distinguished as they would be by the fuller Cypriot
spelling κο-ρο-ω-σε and κο-ρο-ω-ι. The lack of a regular written sign to indicate
the expected nominative ending -s in men’s names and vocabulary nouns
seemed in fact to militate against Greek or a related Indo-European language.

Note 9 listed scribal variations in spelling such as ὕστερος / ὕστες, κυτος / κυτες,
etc., which enabled the alternating letters to be given adjacent positions on
the grid. This note also considered how the inflexions could be explained in
terms of Etruscan declension, which began to appear more and more unsuited.
Notes 1, 15, 17 illustrated successive stages in the build-up of the grid, and
gave the criteria by which the different columns were arranged. A detailed
summary of evidence for grid equations was printed in *JHS*, 1953, pp. 87–8,
and may now be supplemented from the new Pylos material published by Bennett (1955).
Fig. 3 shows the state of the grid in February 1952. There was still uncertainty about the
number of vowel columns to be allowed, and some signs were put into two alternative squares;
but in spite of its incomplete nature the grid had the virtue of being founded entirely on internal
evidence dispassionately sifted, and not on any biased attempt to identify the language or give
values to the signs.

But almost inevitably certain ‘hunches’ about possible phonetic values lurked at the back of
Ventr’s mind. η and θ were simple vowels, and initial η- was almost certainly α-. The
ending of the feminine adjectives in Kober’s Case I in -Aũ, etc., might well be -i-ja (since
derivative women’s names in -ia occur in Greek, Lycian and Etruscan): in this case Vowel 3 (in
ά, ἀ, etc.) was -i, and Vowel 1 was -α. Vowel 2 might be -e, if the very numerous men’s names
in -eũ, -eũ, -eũ, etc., were ancestral to Greek -eũ (Note 16); and Vowel 4 might then be left
with the value -o.

The value of the consonants was much more
difficult to guess. It was tempting to compare
Cypriot values (see fig. 12), but clearly unreal-
istic: θ might be taken at its Cypriot value
of pa, but then it was impossible to read φ, in quite another line of the grid, as
pe by the same analogy. Consonants 11–12 might, however, be l- or r-, since
they seemed to enter into inflexional variations of spelling involving two
successive syllables, possibly of the type -tro-/-tri-, etc., which Cypriot would
have to spell -to-ro-/-ti-ri-, etc.
5. JUNE 1952: THE LANGUAGE IS GREEK

Myres' edition of the Knossos tablets appeared in February 1952, two years before his death. That *Scripta Minoa II* is incomplete, unwieldy and in many respects inaccurate is not due to any lowering of his own high standard of scholarship, but results from the enormous difficulty of interpreting and reconciling Evans' notes after his death, from the inaccessibility of the Cretan originals during the war years, and from his own failing eyesight. Although a few corrections provided by the first of Bennett's two long visits to Iraklion in 1950 and 1954 were included in *SM II*, the edition cannot safely be used without taking into account Bennett's privately-distributed *Corrections of Scripta Minoa II* (1952) dealing with errors in page, tablet and sign numbering; his revised Knossos vocabulary incorporated in the *Index* (1953), which also references a thousand more fragmentary tablets not recorded by Evans; some three hundred joins made by Bennett between Knossos tablets in 1954; and the discovery of some further fragments at Iraklion by Chadwick in 1955. The latter have now been incorporated in *The Knossos Tablets* (1956).

Though relatively little new evidence for inflexion could be found on the Knossos tablets now added to the material, nearly all of it tended to confirm the arrangement of the grid shown in fig. 3. There was one puzzling feature: while some vocabulary words (like ἐγὼἐγὼ/ἐγὼἐγὼ) showed a reasonable spelling variation in their ending between -ἐγὼ (-ja?) and -π (a?), there were also others of the same type (like ἄργε/ἄργε on the chariot tablets) which showed an apparently indifferent variation between -γ (a?) and -ε (a?). In an effort to introduce a more satisfactory symmetry into this corner of the grid Ventris took up again the value jo for γ, which had been summarily rejected in Note 9, and assumed the following pattern:

![Pattern](image)

This would have three important consequences. The frequent -γ or -γγ in the ending of men's names in the genitive (Note 14) would become -(o)jo and -(i)jojo and recall Homeric forms like ἀντολυκόιο and ἰκαρίοιο; the feminine genitive plural ending -ἐφ (Note 11) would become -(i)jo-o and suggest the archaic γεικόν, θεόν, etc.; and it would be possible to transcribe the first five of Kober's triplets quoted on p. 16 (using numbers 'algebraically' for the unknown consonants) as:

| L.8i-1i4i-jα | 6α-6i-13i-jα | A-7i-8i-13i-jα |
| L.8i-1i4i-jo | 6α-6i-13i-jα | A-7i-8i-13i-jα |
| L.8i-1i4i-o | 6α-6i-13i-jα | A-7i-8i-13i-jα |
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It did not require very great imagination to realize that if one substituted the values $6=k$, $7=m$, $8=n$, $9=p$, $13=s$, and $14=t$, one would be left with the names of five of the most important Cretan towns (including the capital) in the bottom line, and above these the feminine and masculine adjectives derived from them:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Λυκταία</th>
<th>Φαίσταία</th>
<th>Τυλίσταία</th>
<th>Κνώσταια</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Λυκτιοί</td>
<td>Φαίστιοι</td>
<td>Τυλίστιοι</td>
<td>Κνώστιοι</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λυκτος</td>
<td>Φαιστός</td>
<td>Τυλιστός</td>
<td>Κνωσός</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Αμνίσταια</td>
<td>'Αμνίστιοι</td>
<td>'Αμνίστος</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By the inevitable ‘chain-reaction’ thirty-one of the signs on the grid would thereby receive fixed phonetic values. Note 20 (June 1952, the last of the series) discussed this new line of attack and suggested a small number of vocabulary identifications: Ψή = κόρφος, Ψή = κόρφα, Ψή = κορίαννα 'coriander', Ψή = κορίαννα, Ψή = τόσσοι ‘so many’, Ψή = τόσσα, and Ψή Ψή on the chariot tablets = ἀραβία ἀνίαφο fitted with reins'. It ended, however, with the admission that these Greek words were probably a mirage, and that the proposed spelling rules, according to which final -ς -ν -τ were not indicated at all, seemed contrary to reasonable expectation.

But while Note 20 was still in the post Ventris realized, from the application of the new phonetic values to a larger number of tablets, that the unexpected Greek solution was inescapable. Not only could vocabulary words be identified (like the trades po-me, gen. po-me-no, ‘shepherd’, ka-ke-u ‘smith’, ke-ra-me-u ‘potter’, ka-na-pe-u ‘fuller’, i-e-re-u ‘priest’, i-e-re-ja ‘priestess’) which exactly tallied with their functions as predicted in Note 12 (see p. 18); but the inflexions codified over the past eighteen months could immediately be explained in terms of archaic Greek declension; and some sense could already be made of complete sentences, notably on Pylos 31 = Ae04, 28 = An42, 253 = Jn01 and 252 = Vn06. It was at this stage that Myres put Ventris in touch with John Chadwick, who had been working independently on Linear B in Oxford for six years and whose cryptographic flair and specialist knowledge of the Greek dialects have been invaluable in all our subsequent collaboration.

Largely through the good offices of T. J. Dunbabin (whose tragic early death has occurred since this chapter was drafted) space was found in JHS for a detailed article (Evidence, etc.), completed in November 1952. In this we identified the Linear B language as a Greek dialect ancestral to Arcado-Cyprian, proposed a large number of interpretations, and published a table of sign values which, apart from a few additions, is identical with that here printed in fig. 4.
As we wrote then (p. 90), ‘with no bilingual or other external aids to decipherment available, the reality of a proposed transliteration can only be tested by applying it to the material as a whole. If consistent series of vocabulary and grammatical forms result, which are in agreement with the probable context of the tablets, then we may be justified in believing that even those features which remain intractable will eventually be accounted for.’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic values</th>
<th>Homophones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a₂ (ha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da</td>
<td>ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja</td>
<td>a₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ha</td>
<td>a₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma</td>
<td>a₈</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td>pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ra</td>
<td>ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta</td>
<td>ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>za</td>
<td>za</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Proposed values of the Mycenaean syllabary.

Similar reservations must be made today, for the much larger number of texts discussed in the present book. It may be difficult to assess the point at which ultimate scientific proof can be conceded, but a relative degree of certainty must be granted to the theory when we try to estimate the odds against its results having been obtained by chance, and when we consider the success with which it has been used by independent researchers to interpret new texts, unknown when it was first formulated.
6. THE WIDENING OF THE RANKS

The reception of our proposed Greek decipherment by our fellow linguists and archaeologists was immeasurably more favourable than might have been expected, considering the enormous number of ill-considered attempts which had been prematurely publicized over the past fifty years. Already before the publication of Evidence, lectures and an advanced summary had secured the allegiance of Björck and Furumark at Uppsala and of Palmer at Oxford: their many valuable contributions to the readings of the signs and to the interpretation of the tablets (together with those put forward by other scholars mentioned below) are fully referenced in our bibliography for the period up to May 1955, and are as far as possible evaluated and acknowledged in the commentary and vocabulary of the present book. Welcome encouragement was also given at this stage by Barnett, Düring, Gelb, Myres, Page, Säflund and others.

Three other works, already in manuscript or proof when Evidence appeared, independently came to a similar conclusion from a different approach to the evidence. Dow (1954) in a long survey of Minoan Writing, devoted largely to delimiting the extent of Linear A and Linear B literacy, described 'the reasonings which in spring 1953 forced themselves upon me as decisive in favor of the then (otherwise) unproved hypothesis that Linear B was Greek'. Miss Henle's dissertation (1953) argued on historical grounds that 'the language of Class B is probably Greek', and supplied a comparative analysis of syllabic frequencies in Linear B and in Homeric Greek. It did not arrive at any useful phonetic values, due to her failure to undertake any detailed study of inflexion and context, or to recognize the usefulness of the grid procedure. Wace (1953, written 1951) hinted that the Pylos and Knossos tablets might both be written in Greek and that 'perhaps in Late Minoan II a Mainland Dynasty had gained power in Crete'—a suggestion already made by him in 1938 (Pendlebury (1939), p. 229). He was therefore particularly ready to accept the conclusions published in Evidence; so too were Stubbings, to whom a similar view of Knossos had occurred, and Marinatos (1953). Criticism from a 'Minoan' partisan was levelled in a review by Platon (1954), director of the Iraklion Museum.

Although Ventris' first 1952 proposals had received encouragement from Blegen as fitting his own view of the Mainland language and of the probable contexts of the tablets, he was cautious about accepting them in detail. Bennett too reserved judgment: 'I think there is not yet enough material available to make a deciphering of these tablets certain one way or the other. Michael
Ventris’ theory that the language of the Minoan tablets is very early Greek is a tempting possibility; that is all I would say at this stage’ (interview 20 November 1952).

Their caution was justified by a new factor which now had to be taken into consideration. That summer Blegen had resumed excavation at Pylos, and the material had been extended by a large number of new tablets (eventually 333 when mends and joins had been made); these had not yet been cleaned sufficiently for study. Smaller finds of tablets were repeated at Pylos in 1953, 1954 and 1955. At Mycenae, too, a tablet had been found on the surface by Petsas in 1950. In 1952 Wace unearthed thirty-eight more in the ‘House of the Oil Merchant’ (significantly the first series to be found apparently outside of the royal palaces), later edited by Bennett (1953). These were followed in 1953 by one tablet from the ‘House of Shields’ and inscribed seal-impressions from the ‘House of Sphinxes’; the latter in 1954 yielded ten more tablets, edited by Bennett (1956) with vocabulary notes by Chadwick.

On his return to Athens in the spring of 1953 Blegen examined the new Pylos tablets in detail, and was able to send us (16 May 1953) exciting news of tablet 236 = Ta641 which ‘evidently deals with pots, some on three legs, some with four handles, some with three, and others without handles. The first word by your system seems to be ti-rí-po-de, and it recurs twice as ti-rí-po (singular?). The four-handled pot by qe-to-ro-we, the three-handled by ti-rí-o-we-e or ti-rí-jo-we, the handleless pot by a-no-we. All this seems too good to be true. Is coincidence excluded?’

Almost simultaneously (22 May 1953) and without knowledge of Blegen’s discovery, Sittig announced to us the generous abandonment of his own previous attempt to decipher Linear B (1951), and by a remarkable coincidence drew attention to the ideogram on Knossos 232 = K 875; this is there described as di-pa a-no-wo-to, which he rightly suggested reading as ἄνοφες ἀνοφετοῦν ‘goblet without a handle’. ἀνοφετοῦν and the Pylos a-no-we = ἄνοφες could easily be explained as variants of the same compound adjective, and gave additional force to Blegen’s identifications.

Blegen gave 236 = Ta641 advance publication (1953) and it was further discussed by Ventris (1954a). This striking new evidence reinforced the arguments of Evidence, and brought agreement in principle from Bennett, Carratelli, Chantraine, Daux, Dumézil, Friedrich, Georgiev, Lejeune, Meriggi, Peruzzi, Sundwall and others. In January 1954 London University’s new Institute of Classical Studies followed Uppsala’s example in beginning (under Turner and Webster) a useful seminar on Linear B studies, which among other subjects has debated the phonological theories advanced by Andrews (see p. 46), and
has produced duplicated editions of the Pylos and Knossos tablets in transcription. Later in the year a similar seminar was instituted in Paris by Lejeune and Chantraine, who with Gelb had given generous support at the international congress for classical studies in Copenhagen in August 1954; and similar interest was taken in Switzerland. In Russia Tiumenev (1954) invoked the new decipherment in an attack on Georgiev's earlier theory of the Mycenaean language situation.

Bennett's edition of the 1952, 1953 and 1954 Pylos tablets (PT II, 1955) provided much new material for study, special interest being aroused by the other tablets of the Ta group to which the 'tripods' belong (see 235-247, ch. x); this series, with its vivid descriptions of Mycenaean furniture, was discussed in an article by Ventris (1955). Meanwhile Evans and Myres' edition of the Knossos tablets was corrected from the originals in Iraklion Museum in successive visits by Bennett, Chadwick and Ventris, during which a large number of joins were made, and over two thousand unpublished fragments were cleaned and catalogued (nos. 5000-6068 and 7000-8075).

The welcome co-operation of so many specialists will inevitably take the interpretation of the Mycenaean documents far beyond the tentative translations printed in Part II of this book. But in case too optimistic a picture may seem to have been painted of the prospects of 'total decipherment', it may be as well to end this historical survey with a summary of the limitations to our understanding which are likely to remain in force unless a much larger number (and preferably a different kind) of texts can be unearthed in the future.

1. Since the tablets are without exception administrative records of a summary and abbreviated kind (inventories, catalogues, accounts and nominal rolls, consisting largely of proper names), we must resign ourselves to the complete absence of literary or historical matter; to a very one-sided vocabulary deficient in verbs, adverbs, prepositions and pronouns; and to only the simplest patterns of syntax.

2. For a sign to be allotted a fixed syllabic value it must occur in a vocabulary word (not merely in a personal name!) whose Greek identification is absolutely certain from the context; or be found in a larger number of words whose identification is at least probable; or else be shown to alternate regularly with a sign whose value is already known. There are obviously a number of syllabic signs, especially those confined to proper names, to which we may never be in a position to assign a value; these are shown in the bottom section of fig. 4.

3. Even when we can transliterate our text mechanically into syllables, we are still a long way from reading it. Owing to the latitude allowed by the spelling rules (see pp. 42-8) the same sign-groups may often with equal justification be read as quite different Greek words: thus pa-te as either πατήρ or πάντες, pa-xi as φαξί or πάνσι, and so on.
4. Though we will probably not be justified in invoking the presence of many 'Minoan' or 'Aegean' loan-words on the tablets (-inthos and -ssos do not seem to be any commoner than in later times), their vocabulary inevitably contains many word-stems, derivatives and compounds which are very much further removed from 'normal' classical Greek than the unfamiliar glosses recorded by Hesychius as late as the fifth century A.D. To have to interpret them is rather like trying to read Chaucer with only a knowledge of twentieth-century English. Comparative philology is of great use in helping us to infer the probable Mycenaean forms of known classical words, but is notoriously misleading (as has been proved in the study of Hittite, Phrygian and Messapian) in suggesting meanings for unfamiliar words on the basis of analogies in other Indo-European languages.

5. Except where they are clearly pictorial (like men, women, chariots and tripods) the meanings of the ideograms and other abbreviations are impossible to guess unless there are generous clues in the context.

6. Even where the dictionary meaning of the words on the tablets can be established with certainty (for example in a phrase like 'the smiths do not give' on 176 = Ma12), this is no guarantee that we can understand the full significance of such a remark; and the actual situation or transaction which the scribe is recording can sometimes only be guessed at with the aid of very distant analogies.

7. The inherent difficulty of reading these ancient syllabic texts can be appreciated by comparing the results achieved on the classical Cypriot inscriptions (see Mitford, 1952). Though written in a known Greek dialect and in a syllabary whose values have been established since the 1870's, many of them are still as full of uncertainties as, for instance, the notorious Golgi inscription (Schwyzer, Dial. 685):

```
ka-i-re-te ka-ra-si-ti va-na-xe ka-po-ti ve-po-me-ka me-po-te-ve-i-se-se
te-o-i-se po-ro-a-ta-na-to-i-se e-re-ra-me-na pa-ta-ko-ra-i-to-se
o-ro-ka-re-li e-pi-si-ta-i-se a-to-ro-po te-o-i a-le-tu-ka-ke-re
te-o-i ku-me-re-na-i pa-ta ta-a-to-ro-po-i po-ro-ne-o-i ka-i-re-te
```
CHAPTER II

THE MYCENAEAN WRITING SYSTEM

1. CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Event/Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c. 2000 B.C.</td>
<td>Foundation of palaces at Knossos and Mallia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1925–1850</td>
<td>MIDDLE MINOAN Ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1850–1700</td>
<td>MIDDLE MINOAN II (Knossos and Phaistos only).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1700</td>
<td>1st destruction level at Knossos (Evans).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1700–1660</td>
<td>MIDDLE MINOAN IIIa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1660</td>
<td>1st destruction level at Mallia (Chapouthier), Phaistos (Banti). Minor earthquake at Knossos (Evans),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1660–1580</td>
<td>MIDDLE MINOAN IIIb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1580–1510</td>
<td>LATE MINOAN Ia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1510–1450</td>
<td>LATE MINOAN Ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1450–1405</td>
<td>LATE MINOAN II (Knossos only).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1405–1340</td>
<td>MAINLAND:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1340–1200</td>
<td>LATE HELLADIC IIIa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 1200–1100</td>
<td>LATE HELLADIC IIIb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LATE HELLADIC IIIc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destruction of Pylos, and Mycenae sites outside citadel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Destruction level at Mycenae (citadel).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. ORIGINS: THE CRETAN ‘HIEROGLYPHIC’ SCRIPT

It is not easy to arrive at a detailed understanding of the way in which the earlier Minoan scripts originated and developed. The 'hieroglyphic' and Linear A inscriptions are few and undeciphered, and archaeologists are not in full agreement on the relative dating of objects and events in different Cretan palaces. In the absence of historical records, the Minoan ‘periods’ are primarily intended to differentiate pottery styles: one of the styles in the sequence may be lacking at a particular site, or several may be found in use together.

It is certain, however, that the Minoan ‘hieroglyphic’ seal-stones—the first
evidence found by Evans in the nineties—represent the beginnings of writing in Crete. Since most of these signets are surface finds from various parts of the island, their dating cannot be exact; but the earliest ‘hieroglyphic’ seal-impressions from the pre-Palatial ‘Vat Room deposit’ are assigned by Evans to MM Ia (PM, 1, p. 171). Seal-stones engraved with groups of one to six signs of a more advanced ‘hieroglyphic’ script (‘Class B’) came into general use in MM II; and a cursive form of this script began to be incised on clay, mostly in the form of circular labels or rectangular bars, both of these being pierced for attachment by strings.

In its early use the script thus served mainly as a means of identification, discharging more efficiently the function of the owners’, potters’, bronze-founders’ and masons’ marks of an earlier period; such marks, like those in use down to the classical period, must be clearly distinguished from writing in the true sense of the word, and their forms generally have only a fortuitous resemblance to alphabetic or linear writing signs. In their shapes the Cretan ‘hieroglyphs’ probably show some influence from Egyptian models, either by way of imported scarabs and other small objects, or resulting from the actual observations of merchants travelling in the wake of the Kamares pottery now being exported in quantity (Kantor, 1947, p. 18). There are few specific identities, however, and we need not suppose that the actual principles of Egyptian writing were uncritically adopted—that unwieldy combination of ideographic, phonetic and determinative signs within the same word, common to those writing systems which remained in the ‘word-syllabic’ stage (Gelb, 1952, p. 194), e.g.

**Egyptian:** 𓊈𓏞𓊆𓊁𓊇𓊊𓊐𓊁=wašr ‘strong’.

**Hittite:** 𒂗𒂇𒂛𒈋 =STORM GOD hu-ta-s = ‘Storm god Tarḫuntas’.

From c. 2200 B.C. onwards Syria and Palestine were the scene of successive experiments in the design of a writing system which was eventually to out all its competitors. From the beginning this West Semitic model was entirely phonetic, without ideograms; and from the quasi-syllabic stage of the Byblos script (Dhorme, 1948) it rapidly passed, influenced by the structure of the Semitic languages, to the stage of the Phoenician and Ugaritic ‘consonantal alphabets’ or, as Gelb prefers it, ‘syllabaries without vowels’. Evans is probably right in deducing from the small number of signs that the Cretan ‘hieroglyphs’ were also predominantly phonetic in value (SM I, p. 247). The earliest Minoan script may have been deliberately designed as a syllabary; but it is useless to
argue, as many have done, a direct Minoan influence on the Phoenician scripts, which are earlier in origins and more sophisticated in principle.

From the small number of 'hieroglyphic' inscriptions found, Dow (1954) argues that 'there is no ground for imagining that literacy existed in any developed sense'. Though the absence of durable and monumental records, so strikingly in contrast with most of the contemporary cultures, is a characteristic of all periods of Minoan-Mycenaean life, his conclusion may well be valid for this early period.

An incomplete list of 'hieroglyphic' signs was printed by Evans in SM I, p. 232 and PM, i, p. 282. To the use of an embryonic syllabary for spelling out names and titles, the requirements of the palace administration added two mechanisms which were to remain characteristic of all later Aegean inscriptions:

1. The development of a list of standard ideograms as abbreviations for the commodities being counted, and as a more graphic indication of the tablets' contents to the non-literate members of the household. With doubtful exceptions, ideograms (in the sense of symbols which stand for a definite word-meaning rather than for a conventional sound-value) only occur with numerals in all three Aegean scripts, never in the spelling of ordinary words or sentences. Evans and Myres were often deluded by the more naturalistic signs into giving them a symbolic value, which their frequency and use in different positions render most unlikely.

2. A written system of numerals and fractions. In this respect the 'hieroglyphic' script differs in its conventions from those of the Linear Scripts.

\[1,234 \text{ is written } \underline{\varphi} \underline{\underline{\varphi}} : \underline{\underline{\varphi}}\]

and the fractional quantities appear in the forms \(\underline{\varphi} \underline{\varphi} \underline{\varphi} \) (or \(\underline{\varphi} \underline{\varphi}\)), which may represent \(\frac{1}{4} \frac{1}{4} \frac{1}{4}\) (\(\varphi\) and \(\underline{\varphi}\) are ideograms).

The tablet illustrated in fig. 5 was an unstratified find at Phaistos (Pernier, 1935, p. 425). After a word of two signs, the top line records quantities of
20½ (?) units of each of the commodities ἗ ῥ ὑ. These four staples, which there is reason to believe represent wheat, oil, olives and figs, recur with similar symbols in both Linear A and Linear B (see p. 35). The second may be a simplification of Evans' 'jug and olive-spray' sign.

The Knossos 'hieroglyphic archives' consist of nineteen lumps of clay sealed with inscribed signets, and of sixty-three clay sealings tablets, bars or labels, found in the earth fill of a chamber under the staircase at the north end of the long corridor to the magazines (R on fig. 13, p. 115). First assigned by Evans to 'within the limits of MM III' (SM I, p. 21, dating the fill of the chamber to the second destruction), the documents were later placed entirely within MM II, the use of the 'hieroglyphs' ceasing abruptly with the end of this period (PM, i, p. 612). This conclusion is doubted by Chapouthier (1930), and is based on no very certain stratigraphic evidence.

3. LINEAR SCRIPT A

Both the cause and date of the introduction of Linear A are uncertain. A desire to simplify the naturalistic forms of the 'hieroglyphs' for hurried writing on clay is hardly sufficient reason, since even Linear B still contains a fair proportion of complex signs, of a dozen strokes or more, which perhaps reflect a calligraphic use of the script on other more perishable materials.

The earliest Linear A inscriptions were believed by Evans (PM, i, p. 612) to be those written in ink on two Knossos cups, which he dated by their shape to MM IIIa. The archives deposit from Mallia, discovered by Renaudin and Charbonneaux in 1923, apparently dates from the reoccupation of the palace at the beginning of MM IIIb, and is significant in showing a late use of the 'hieroglyphs' side by side with incipient Linear A, in one case on two sides of the same tablet. The numeration of both Mallia scripts still uses dots for the tens (a peculiarity recurring on some Agia Triada tablets) but circles for the hundreds. It is difficult to reconcile the Knossos and Mallia evidence with the discovery of two dozen tablets at Phaistos in 1953 and 1955, in a level of the First Palace dated by the excavators to MM Ia, which allegedly show a transition from the 'hieroglyphic' to the linear script; for an illustration, see Annuario della scuola archeologica italiana di Atene, 30-32 (n.s. 14-16), p. 418.

The latest and largest group of surviving Linear A documents comprises 150 rectangular clay tablets and a number of sealings (cretule) found in the 'Royal Villa' at Agia Triada associated with remains of LM Ia frescoes and stone jars. They cannot at any rate be later than the destruction of the villa, ascribed by Evans (PM, iv, p. 786) to 'the new and aggressive dynasty' which
he believed took power at Knossos at the beginning of LM II. Carratelli similarly dates the Agia Triada tablets to before 1450 B.C.; but Pendlebury (1939, p. 228) and the Italian excavators regard the destruction of Agia Triada as contemporary with that of Knossos itself in c. 1405 B.C.

With very minor exceptions, all other Linear A inscriptions appear to be of MM IIIb date. They include tablets and sealings from Knossos, Phaistos, Tylissos, Zafer Papoura, Zakro and Palaikastro, and libation tables and ritual objects from these and a number of other sites (see Carratelli, pp. 590–602 and Dow, 1954, p. 113). Their total number is very small compared to the Linear B material, but the language appears to be identical throughout. Carratelli points to the word ΨΑΡΑΩ which occurs both on a steatite libation table from Palaikastro and on the stone ladle from near Arkhanes (Dow, p. 100), and to the word ΨΑΑΩ or ΨΑΒΩ which occurs on no less than five religious objects from different parts of the island. But of the words written entirely in signs paralleled in Linear B, there are only one or two which recur on a Knossos Linear B or Mycenaean mainland inscription. A solitary example of a possible grammatical variation may be seen by comparing ḟχθπΔ[ on the fragment of a steatite libation-bowl found by Marinatos at Apodoulou (Carratelli, A 11) with ḟχθπΔ[ on the piece of a steatite libation-table perhaps from Petsofá (Pc 10); if mechanically transcribed with their apparent Linear B values, these words would read no-pi-na-na- and no-pi-na-mi-na.

In spite of considerable disagreement, we are probably justified in inferring that the standardized form of Linear A came into general use at the beginning of MM IIIb, and that it did not survive the introduction of Linear B at Knossos. It is difficult to visualize the Pa-i-to—Phaistos of our Linear B tablets as conducting its records and its correspondence with the capital in Linear A; Dow’s statement (1954, p. 120) that to the end of LM II ‘the rest of the island continued to use Linear A’ can, perhaps, only be true of unattested writing in the native ‘Minoan’ language outside the offices of the royal administration.

The Agia Triada tablets, being latest and most numerous, probably show Linear A in its most representative form: they have been used as the basis for the list of seventy-five syllabic signs published here (fig. 6), from which a few rare Agia Triada signs of doubtful form and function have been omitted. The possible similarities which have been shown with ‘Hieroglyphs’ (H) or with Linear B signs (B) should not be taken to argue an identical sound-value; such an identity could only be proved by a cogent decipherment, which in view of our complete ignorance of the ‘Minoan’ language is probably impossible. The signs are numbered L 1, etc., in accordance with Carratelli (pp. 467–74); to which is added Myres’ inconvenient numeration, whereby AB 1, etc., represent
Fig. 6. The Linear A syllabary in use at Agia Triada (after Carratelli), with possible cognates in the 'hieroglyphs' (H) and in Linear B (B).
The Agia Triada tablets are all of the ‘page’ shape, with space for four to nine short lines, rather than of the frequent Mycenaean ‘palm-leaf’ shape enclosing one or two long lines. The layout is consequently cramped, with entries and even individual words often divided from one line to another. The word-divider is written as a single dot in the middle of the line-height; the direction of writing, which had been variable in the ‘hieroglyphs’, is now uniformly left-to-right. The different mechanisms for indicating the commodities by means of ideograms already show considerable conformity with Mycenaean practice (see fig. 10):

1. The use of pictorial and conventional symbols restricted to an ideographic function.
2. The employment of single phonetic signs as ideograms, presumably starting from an acrophonic principle.
3. The telescoping of two or more phonetic signs into a 'monogram'.

4. The attachment of single phonetic signs in and around an existing ideogram in order to differentiate its meaning ('ligatures').

On some tablets whole words appear in small letters as 'adjuncts' over or after ideograms (e.g. with the tripods and cups of HT 31), whereas these qualifications would normally be written out before the ideogram in Linear B.

A single syllabic sign, most often ꔹ or ꔺ, frequently stands alone after the first word on the tablet. Myres regards these occurrences as 'transaction signs' (i.e. abbreviations for some such words as 'has received', etc.), and they come near to forming an exception to the general rule 'no ideograms unless followed by numerals'. Proper names may occasionally be subject to a similar abbreviation or telescoping.

Most of the tablets from Agia Triada appear to record rations of various agricultural products issued to named individuals: there are no visible equivalents to the Linear B ideograms denoting persons or animals. Five of the most frequently recorded commodities are generally listed in the order ꔿ ꔞ ꔟ ꔠ (compare HT 14, reproduced in fig. 8): four of these are the descendants of the 'hieroglyphic' ꔮ ꔲ ꔲ ꔲ (see fig. 5), whose Mycenaean equivalents ꔐ ꔙ ꔚ ꔚ also tend to appear in the same order. Note the progressive deformation in the shape of the signs, which in Linear B has reached a purely graphic symbolism—a warning against trying to translate ideograms entirely on the basis of their external appearance. The identification of ꔠ, the product which bulks largest on both the Linear A and Mycenaean household accounts, as 'poppy-seed' (Sundwall, accepted by Myres), appears to be poppycock; the same objection to large amounts of a laboriously-harvested substance applies in the case of Evans' identification of ꔩ as 'saffron' (PM IV, p. 718; this identification may yet hold good for the Linear B ideogram ꔨ). The ideogram ꔦ, apparently derived from the Knossos 'hieroglyph' ꔤ, Mallia ꔦ, occurs on the rim of a two-handled vase and on a pithos from the ninth magazine at Knossos, and has been shown to represent a liquid in Linear B (Bennett, 1950). Sundwall's suggestion 'wine', comparing the corresponding Egyptian ꔲ ꔩ, is very plausible.

The greatest number of 'ligatures' are added to the ideograms ꔕ and ꔠ, as
can be seen from fig. 7. How they in fact differentiate the 'grain' and 'oil' is obscure, but the distinction cannot be very fundamental, since the various ligatured amounts are totalled under the simple commodity sign (e.g. on HT 116b).

Two of the Agia Triada ligatures, in △ and □ on HT 38, recur with the same ideogram at Knossos, and the 'monogram' ϑ becomes the Mycenaean ϑ. Since these Mycenaean ideograms were evidently taken over from Linear A as they stood, it is useless to look for a Greek word to round out the component syllables; and the same possibility must be faced in the case of other composite signs.

Totals are introduced at Agia Triada by the word + (ku-ro ??), cumulative totals by †† †† (HT 122b); Georgiev's (1954) reading as u-lo = ouλου ignores the fact that the Common Greek form should be *holwcon. Subsidiary amounts, totalled separately, are sometimes introduced by + (ki-ro ??); this may have a function analogous to the Mycenaean o-pe-ro 'owing, missing'.

Except for the possible use of △ to mean 'by weight' or to indicate a unit weight, all Agia Triada ideograms are directly followed by whole numbers and fractions, without the metrical symbols characteristic of Mycenaean accounts.

1,234 is written ῥAINER or ῥAINER

The signs for the fractions comprise the following, singly or in combination:

\[
\begin{align*}
\varepsilon \lambda & \varepsilon + 1+ 2 \quad \varepsilon \\
\text{Attempts to assign absolute values have been made by Sundwall (1942),} \\
\text{Carratelli (1946), Bennett (1950) and Stoltenberg (1955); but the summations} \\
\text{on HT 8, HT 9a, HT 13 and HT 123+124 do no more than make it likely} \\
\text{that} \varepsilon = \frac{1}{2}, \gamma = \frac{1}{4} \text{and} \delta = \frac{1}{8}. \text{As for the other symbols, it appears probable} \\
\text{that they represent a series of aliquot parts decreasing in size from} \frac{1}{2} \text{to} \frac{1}{48} \text{or less; that smaller terms are combined with larger in order to express} \\
\text{fractions like} \frac{1}{8} \text{and those larger than} \frac{1}{2}; \text{and that their descending order of size corresponds very approximately to the order in which they have been printed above. There is probably a direct connexion between} \varepsilon \lambda \varepsilon \gamma \varepsilon + 2 \gamma \varepsilon \text{and some of the} \\
\text{Mycenaean signs for weights and measures (see pp. 54-60). If we assume} \\
\text{that the fractional signs have been adapted to units with similar ratios, we may guess for instance that} \varepsilon \gamma \text{may have represented something like} \frac{1}{80} \text{in} \\
\text{Linear A.}
\end{align*}
\]}
4. THE DERIVATION OF LINEAR SCRIPT B

Before it was recognized that the Linear B tablets are written in Greek, the usual view of their script was that expressed by Evans (PM, iv, p. 683) in 1935:

Although Class B covers a somewhat later period and illustrates in many of its features a more developed stage in the Art of Writing, it cannot be regarded as simply a later outgrowth of A. It is on the whole of independent growth, though both systems largely go back to a common prototype (namely, the ‘hieroglyphs’). . . . . Apart from the absence of ligatures, however, the general arrangement of the script remains the same, except that in the B system it is clearer. . . . Moreover, the language itself is identical. . . . We have not here the indications of a violent intrusion at the hands of some foreign Power. Equally with the other, the new system is rooted in the soil of Crete itself and is part and parcel of its history. Rather the evidence may be thought to point to a change of dynasty.

The discovery of tablets at Pylos (1939) and Mycenae (1950 and 1952), Wace, Blegen and Kantor’s discussions of the relation of LM II Knossos to the Mainland, and his own work on Mycenaean weights and measures (1950) enabled Bennett to state positively in 1953, even before the publication of a deciphenment:

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the difference between the Linear A and the Linear B scripts is a serious one; not a matter of gradual development, nor of an elegant variation, but of a radical adaptation of the old to the new; or perhaps even a new construction following roughly an older model. The language also, and the names appearing on the accounts, are clearly different, and where the same sign is used in both Linear A and B there is no guarantee that the same value is assigned to it. At the same time the affinity of Knossos in LM II in script and in methods of book-keeping is clearly shown to be with the Mycenaean mainland rather than with the rest of Crete. Is it possible that we should speak of the Minoan Linear Script and the Mycenaean Linear Script rather than of Minoan Linear A and B? We cannot be sure where Linear B was created, or when, but it need not have been at Knossos. Yet it was clearly longer and more widely known in the Mycenaean than in the Minoan civilization, and so might well deserve a new and distinctive name.

Dow (1954), in an article written at the same time, devoted five pages to a discussion of this problem and arrived at a similar conclusion.  

Knossos tablet 231 = K 872 was believed by Evans (PM, iv, p. 729) to have been oven-baked and was assigned, from the similar fabric of the Linear A tablets and from the style of its cups and bulls’ heads, to LM Ia. With this doubtful exception, the Linear B tablets are merely sun-dried, if dried at all, and owe their survival to the fact that they were baked hard in the conflagrations which destroyed their storage rooms. Since such tablets must have been
periodically thrown away or pulped, Myres \((SM II, p. 40)\) is no doubt correct in assuming that 'they belong to the very latest days of the Palace occupation, and probably represent little more than the last year's vouchers before the catastrophe'. This is equally true of the archive room at Pylos, destroyed at the beginning of Late Helladic IIIc, and of the tablets found in the row of private houses ('Shields, Oil Merchant, and Sphinxes') at Mycenae, consigned to the flames at the end of Late Helladic IIIb. Unless the destruction of Knossos is to be set later than 1405 B.C. (a possibility suspected by Blegen), these accidentally-preserved tablets thus bracket a period of a full 200 years, from which no intermediate examples of writing survive except a few short inscriptions on Mainland vases, notably on the twenty-eight paint-inscribed stirrup jars of Late Helladic IIIa date \((c. 1360 B.C.?\) found by Keramopoulos in the Kadmeion at Thebes \((PM, iv, p. 740; Björck, 1954.\) If it were possible to extend the area of excavation at Thebes, tablets might well come to light there too, and possibly from this intermediate period. Myres' view \(SM III, in MS.\) that the inscribed jars from Tiryns are considerably earlier than the Knossos tablets is probably based on a misunderstanding.

The initial stimulus to devise a writing system for the Greek language may well go back to the events of c. 1580 B.C., which initiated the specifically Mycenaean culture of the Mainland and the rise of Mycenae and its satellites at the expense of Knossos—however these events are to be interpreted historically (both Karo and Schachermeyr assume a Greek invasion of Crete, not followed by an occupation). Linear B could have been devised at Mycenae itself at any time after 1580, but Dow \(1954, p. 117\) suggests Knossos as the most plausible place of origin, since the script is first attested there and a native bureaucracy would have been at hand to furnish the model.

The most likely period for the occupation of Knossos by a Greek-speaking ruling class is the beginning of LM II, which sees the appearance of Evans' 'New Dynasty of Aggressive Character' \((PM, iv, pp. 884 ff.\), the introduction of the 'Palace Style' and of other features with Mainland connexions \(see Professor Wace's foreword to this book, p. xxiv.\), and the drastic remodelling of part of the western section of the palace into a Throne Room suite. Evans' dating of the beginning of LM II is confirmed by the recent discovery that one panel in the Theban tomb of the vizir Rekhmara, that which depicts 'the peaceful embassy of the princes of the land of \(K\ts\) (Crete) and of the Islands which are in the middle of the sea', was deliberately repainted between 1470 and 1450 B.C., apparently with the intention of replacing the traditional 'Minoan' dress of the Cretan envoys by costumes showing a more specifically Mainland character. That this final period was not very long is shown by the
fact that a renovation of the Domestic Quarter, regarded by Evans (PM, iv, p. 889) as springing from the same impulse as the construction of the Throne Room, was actually in process at the moment of final destruction. But though the Knossos tablets may prove only to date from within one or two years of that catastrophe, a reasonable period of experiment and experience must be assumed for the script before its recorded appearance, in order to account for the astonishing uniformity which the Knossos tablets show with those of Pylos and Mycenaee, in script, spelling and arrangement.

The signs of the Mycenaean syllabary which show an unmistakable similarity to Linear A phonetic signs in use at Agia Triada are shown in the third columns of fig. 6 above. These identifications do not entirely agree with the AB list proposed by Myres (SM II, Table I), whose intended function as a standard signary order is further vitiated by not distinguishing phonetic signs from ideograms. Of the eighty-seven known syllabic signs on Mycenaean tablets (eighty-four if we exclude possible variants) forty-five have close equivalents in Linear A, while ten have more doubtful parallels; leaving twenty-nine Mycenaean signs (or exactly a third) as apparent innovations. The last category includes many of the rarer signs, and in a comparison of running texts the proportion of divergent signs may be as little as 15 per cent.

What is the reason for these apparent innovations in the Mycenaean syllabary? One might assume that its inventors, like St Cyril adapting the Greek alphabet to the needs of a Bulgarian gospel, devised new symbols for the Greek syllables whose vowel or consonant sounds had no equivalent in Minoan; but this does not fit the values of the signs as deciphered (or indeed as arranged dispasionately on the grid, fig. 3). Thus for the syllables expressing the Greek labio-velar sounds $g_e$ and $g_e$, which we might expect to be foreign to Minoan, we admittedly have innovations in $\gamma$ qo and $\gamma$ qi, but $\sigma$ ge is a frequent sign at Agia Triada; $\upsilon$ mo and possibly $\rho$ me are new, but $\upsilon$ ma and $\upsilon$ mi are not; and so on. Such an explanation of the need for innovation might presuppose that the value of the existing Linear A signs had suffered a wholesale reshuffling in the process; although from its great frequency as an initial it is likely that $\upsilon$, at any rate, already had its later value (a) at Agia Triada, and $\overline{\epsilon}$ (Mycenaean ja) probably represented a closely-related syllable.

A feature of the system of Mycenaean syllabic values as revealed by decipherment is the presence of a considerable number of 'homophones' ($pa_a$, etc.), which are listed in the right-hand column of fig. 4, p. 23. Palmer suggests that these are a relic of a series of symbols for 'Minoan' sounds foreign to Greek, probably of a palatalized nature, which have been adopted for various special uses (see also p. 46).
There is no trace in our syllabary of the practice occasionally seen in Hittite and regularly in Japanese and the Indian scripts, whereby two related syllables may be formed from a single basic sign by the addition of diacritical marks. Evans' and Myres' theory that the modifications and innovations of Linear B represent 'a re-selection from the same older repertory' is difficult to control. Though a few seal-stones or libation-tables inscribed with 'hieroglyphs' may have survived into Late Minoan times, it is unlikely that the scribes retained any real familiarity or facility with their script. The forms of many of the Mycenaeans signs are undoubtedly more ornate and curvilinear than their Agia Triada counterparts, the sign \( 
abla \) showing, for example, some re-elaboration as the naturalistic 'flying bird' which the Linear A \( \nabla \) may once have represented. But there are a greater number of examples where, far from harking back to a 'hieroglyphic' prototype, the Mycenaeans form has made the naturalistic pattern quite unrecognizable. Thus the Linear A \( \nabla \), in which Evans and Carratelli recognize the 'cat's head' hieroglyph, becomes \( \nu \) (\( ma \)) in Linear B, and is taken by Myres as a flower. Only one Mycenaeans syllable, \( \nabla \ nu\alpha \), has a close parallel in the 'hieroglyphs' (P 117a, SM I, p. 177) but none in Linear A, and even here the omission from A may be due to the accidents of discovery.

The alternative source of innovations suggested by Evans, the repertory of masons' and potters' marks in use in Crete and neighbouring areas, is even more uncontrollable: attempts to bring these marks into systematic connexion with regular scripts are very uncertain, since their common denominator is generally no more than the fact that they are the patterns most easily made by a limited number of straight strokes. We may have to conclude that some of the Mycenaeans signs may have had no external 'derivation' at all, other than in the calligraphic fantasy of their inventors. An attempt to explain the innovations by the initial syllables of specific Greek words is not likely to be any more fruitful.

The Mycenaeans syllabic signs are printed in fig. 9 in the order of Bennett's numeration (see fig. 4, p. 23, for an alphabetic arrangement according to their phonetic values); this indicates the main variations in their shape which have been found at Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae, and on the Theban vases. These variations give little evidence for a chronological development of the script, and discoveries of new tablets have tended to show that forms we had believed characteristic of a particular time and place are in fact only permissible variations of style, which may be shown at any period by the graduates from the evidently conservative scribal schools. The signs painted on vases show few features that can be attributed to their different writing materials, but some
Fig. 9. The Mycenaean syllabary (after Bennett). K = Knossos, P = Pylos, M = Mycenae, T = Thebes.
of them are evidently careless or semi-literate. The incised design on the rim of a jar from Asine, interpreted by Persson (1930) as a Greek invocation to Poseidon in a form of the Linear Script, is probably not to be regarded as intelligible writing at all, though some of the shapes may have been suggested by Mycenaean signs. The complete omission of a rarer Mycenaean sign from one or another site is not significant, and is continually being corrected as new material is unearthed.

Except where they can be shown to derive from the initial sounds of a Greek word, the bulk of the Mycenaean ideograms or ‘commodity signs’ (see fig. 10, p. 50) were probably adapted directly from their Linear A prototypes as used by the earlier Knossos bureaucracy. The omission of the symbols for men, women and animals from the surviving Linear A tablets is evidently accidental; the survival of the ideograms for some of the main agricultural staples has been noted above (p. 35); even though their shapes, like those of some of the syllabic signs, have been subjected to a graphic distortion which removes them still further from their prototypes in the ‘hieroglyphs’ and in nature. Some commodities which are themselves innovations in LM II, such as horses, chariots, body-armour and specific vessel types, naturally require new symbols: these, unlike the inherited ideograms, are markedly naturalistic and are often accompanied by their Greek descriptions in long-hand.

The system of numbers was taken over from Linear A without modification, but fractions as such have not been found on any Mycenaean tablet. The new symbols for weights and measures (‘fractional quantities’) are discussed below, pp. 54–60.

5. THE SPELLING RULES

The Ionic alphabetic inscriptions of the fifth century B.C. show a more faithful and economical adaptation to the contemporary pronunciation than any other form of written Greek before or since. At the same period, Cypriot Greek was still being written in an archaic syllabary (see fig. 12, p. 64) whose conventions do violence to Greek in several important respects:

1. There are single series of syllabic signs for κγχ, πφφ, τδδ, so that ε-κο may represent either εγώ or εξω.
2. μ and ν are omitted before a following consonant, so that πάντα is spelt pa-ta; final -s shows several instances of omission.
3. Extra vowels have to be written to round out clusters of consonants: πτόλιν becomes po-to-li-ne.

As might be expected, the earlier Mycenaean syllabary is even more imprecise and incomplete in its rendering of Greek: this is due largely to a closer
adherence to what appears to have been the initial principle in the development of syllabaries, that of writing only one sign for each syllable of the pronunciation.

The following notes summarize the conventions which we believe the Mycenaean scribe to have followed in reducing spoken Greek to a syllabic spelling. They will indicate the limits within which equivalents may be found for words in the texts transcribed in Part II of this book, and for the proper names and vocabulary listed in the appendices. More than one equivalent may often be possible within these rules, and the full range of possibilities may sometimes have escaped us; some details of the spelling rules may themselves still require modification.

We will postpone to pp. 67–75 the discussion of what conclusions may legitimately be drawn from these orthographical peculiarities as to the structure of the earlier ‘Minoan’ language, as to the precise relationships of the Mycenaean dialect, and as to the racial character of the scribes who were employed to record it. The following notes are based on the general assumption that the pronunciation behind the spelling is a normal though archaic form of East Greek, such as had already been inferred for the period by philologists.

§ 1. Vowels

The syllabary differentiates five vowels -a -e -i -o -u (for a possible sixth vowel, see §13). Long vowels are not specially indicated, nor are syllables beginning with an aspirate: a-ni-ja=hániáı Ἐνλεκ.

§ 2. Diphthongs

au, eu, ou (both long and short) are regularly indicated with the aid of the sign u: na-u-si=nausi, ka-ke-u-si=khaleusi, a-ro-u-ra=aroura. This does not of course apply to classical -ou- where it is merely the graphic indication of a lengthened close o: 'they have' (Att. ἔχουσι, Arc. ἔχονσι) is written e-ko-si, and Att. τρίπτοσ (Hom. τρίπτοσ) appears as ti-ri-po.

The second element of ai, ei, oi (both long and short) is invariably omitted in the dat. sing. and nom. plur. of nouns and adjectives, and generally elsewhere too (except for the regular use of the sign ai initially). A fuller spelling with the aid of the sign i is found in the Knossos ko-to-i-na compared with Pylos ko-to-na=któina, and sometimes alternates on tablets of the same set: a-na-ta/a-na-i-ta on the Knossos ‘chariot’ tablets, ko-no/ko-i-no on the Mycenaean ‘spice’ tablets. Dative singulars in -e-i are disyllabic from names in -éó: E-u-me-de-i=Eumédeí. The spellings mi-to-we-sa-e (269=Sd0404, nom. plur. fem.), e-qe-ta-e (29=As821), to-e (Ebs42, τοῦ?) are exceptional and probably erroneous.
DOCUMENTS IN MYCENAEAN GREEK

From the example of Pa-i-to = Phaistos we had concluded that the dative plurals in -a-i and -o-i were to be read -aís, -oís. The -oís of the instr. plur. masc. is, however, spelt simply -o on the Pylos 'furniture' tablets (see below, p. 334): Merlingen and Andrews suggest that the datives should be vocalized -aíí, -oiíí, with loss of intervocalic -s-.

§ 3. 'Glides'

Vowels following -i- are generally spelt with a j- syllable: i-ja-te = iáter, i-je-ro = hieros, i-jo = ión; those following -u- with a u- syllable: ku-wa-no = kuanos. This rule is invariable in the endings of adjectives in -ios: ko-no-si-ja = Knóisía, ku-wa-ni-jo = kuanios. In the middle of a word a₂ may replace ja: a-pi-a₂-ro = Amphíalos, pi-a₂-ra = phialai; sometimes even on the same tablet: ko-ri-ja-da-na/kó-ri-a₂-da-na on Mycenae Ge605 (cf. ti-ri-o-ve-ε/ti-ri-jo-ve on 236 = Ta641).

A diphthong followed by a vowel may be written with the glide syllable alone: a-ra-ra-ja = ararvai, i-je-re-ja = hierieia, e-wa-ko-ro = Euag(ó)ros (but also e-u-wa-ko-ro, e-u-wa-te = Euêtó); unless an etymological *s > h intervenes: E-u-o-mo = Eu-homos.

§ 4. P, K, T and D

p- can represent p- or ph: pa-te = patér, pa-kα-na = phasgana. The only words so far identified with b are pa₂-si-re-u = basileus, po-pa₂ = phorbá?, te-pa₂-de = Thébans-de-?; for pa₂ see § 13.

k- can represent k-, g-, kh: ka-ko = khalkos, ka-ra-we = grāwes. t- can represent t- or th-: te-ko-to = tektón, te-ø = theos; d- is invariably indicated by its own syllabic series: ti-ri-po-de = tripode, di-do-si = didonsi, e-pí-de-da-to = epi-dedastoi.

§ 5. L and R

l- and r- are written with a single syllabic series, here transliterated r-: ti-ri-po = tripos, tu-ri-so = Tulisos; tu-ro₂ = turai, pi-ti-ro₂-we-sa = ptilouessa; ku-ru-so = khrusos, ku-ru-me-no = Klumenos. Attempts to apportion the numerous homesphones exclusively to either l or r have not met with success.

§ 6. ζ

ζ- spells a Greek ζ from *gj in me-ζo = mezón péžεw, wo-ζo = worzón péžεw; from *dj in to-pe-ζa = torpeza τράπεζα; from *j in ze-ke-u-si; but there are puzzling alternations with the k- series: Knossos a-ze-ti-ri-ja/a-ke-ti-ri-ja, Pylos ze-i-ja-ka-ra-na/ke-i-ja-ka-ra-na. Palmer regards the ζ-series as inherited from a Minoan palatalized k, and used for a variety of Greek affricates and spirants, including on occasion l (me-ζa-ne = melanes 'black').
§ 7. Labio-velars

q- may represent qⁿ (> Attic τ or π) or qⁿ (> Attic θ or φ): qe=qⁿe te, a-pi-qo-ro=amphiqⁿholoι άμφιππολοι, go-u-ko-ro=qⁿoukoloι ουκολοι. The only apparent instances of an aspirated qⁿh (> Attic θ or φ) are a few names in -qo-ta/-qo-ta which may represent φντης or φοίτης; and the word qe-te-a, which may be related to θέσσαρα.

*qⁿu has probably become ku: pe-re-ku-wa-na-ka=Πρεσβύ-αναξ. No sign is known for qⁿa, which may already have become pa: cf. the spelling pa-ra-jo 'old' (probably from *qⁿala-, cf. ταλάς) and pu-te 'all' (from *kwantes, cf. ētrōs/Skt. gāvanta-). The name of the horse i-qo=īqqⁿos (from *ēkwos) already shows transference to a labio-velar; the ending of the perfect participle (e.g. te-tu-ko-wo-a=τετυκυνονα) is preserved from this development, as in the classical dialects. The classical -βάτης, -βατος has a different vocalism in Mycenaean: -qo-ta, -qo-to (from *qⁿmtn).

Bennett has pointed out some irregularities at Pylos: the spelling qis-pe-e for xiphe; the variations ra-qi-ri-raq/ra-pi-ri-raq and qe-re-qo-ta/o/pe-re-qo-ta (116=En659); and the names e-ri-ko-wo (masc.)/e-ri-qi-ja (fem.), possibly compounded with 'horse'.


At the end of a syllable these sounds are omitted from the spelling: ka-ko=khal-kos, a-pi=amphi, pa-ka-na=phas-gana, a-to-ro-qo=an-throqⁿos, pa-te=pa-ter or pan-tes, a-ku-ro=ar-guros. The clusters -rg-, -rm-, -sm- seem to receive fuller treatment on occasion: we-re-ke=ἐπιγει, we-re-ka-ra-λα=ергаль-, wo-ro-ki-jone-jo=worgioneios, a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na=ararmos, de-so-mo, do-so-mo.

§ 9. Initial S and W

Before a consonant initial s- is generally omitted: ta-to-mo=stathmos, pe-ma=sperma, etc. A possible exception is sa-pa-ka-te-ri-ja (KN Dv941), which recalls Sphakteria.

On the basis of the place-name ri-jo 'Plov (*wrison ?) and the trade ra-pi te 'tailor' (*wrap- ?) we had assumed that initial w- before a consonant is also omitted. Palmer (1954) denies this, adducing wi-ri-ne-jo=wrineios 'of leather' (ρηπός), wi-ri-za=wriza. The passive participle e-ra-pi-me-na=errapmena 'stitched' revealed by the join of 221=L 647 shows no trace of a digamma.

§ 10. Consonant clusters

Doubled consonants are not distinguished. Where a plosive consonant precedes another consonant, it is written with the vowel of the succeeding syllable:
ka-na-pe-u = knapheus, ki-ti-me-na = ktemenā, ko-no-so = Knōsos, ku-ru-so = khrusos. A few irregularities are found with -kt-: wa-na-ka-te-ro = wanakters = 'royal', ru-ki-to = Luktos (ru-ki-ti-jō = Lukturios is regular). Otherwise the rule is preserved in declension (e.g. ko-ri-ja-do-no sing./ko-ri-ja-da-na plur.), and is extended to clusters of three consonants: re-u-ko-to-ro = Leuktron, a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo = Alektrōn. x (ξ), ps (ψ) and q's are treated as k-s-, p-s-, q-s-: ka-so-to = Xanthos, ke-se-nu-wo = xenwos, ko-so-u-to = Xouthos. When final, they shed the -s and take the vowel of the preceding syllable: wa-na-ka = wanax, ai-ti-jo-jo = Aithiōψ. An exception is the Knossos ox name wo-no-go-so = Olvōψ.

m is preserved in mn-: de-mi-ni-ja, a-mi-ni-so, etc. r in -rw- is usually omitted: ko-wo = korwos, pa-wo-su = panarwos; but it is retained in a-ra-ru-wo-a = ararwos (cf. the feminine a-ra-ra-ja). The group -nu- is usually written -nu-: ke-se-nu-ja = xenwia, pe-ru-si-nu-wo = perusinwion; the sign nua sometimes replaces -nu-: pe-ru-si-nua, pa2-nu-wa-so | pa2-nua-so, a-mi-nu-wa-ta | a-mi-nua-ta, e-nua-ri-jo | e-nua-ri-jo.

§ 11. Polysyllabic signs

Nearly all the Mycenaean signs indicate a simple vowel (a, e, etc.) or a consonant-plus-vowel open syllable (ta, ka, etc.); there is no evidence for syllables of the types common in cuneiform, at, ak, etc., and tar, kar, etc.

But in addition to the special sign for nua, *62 appears to represent pte: pe-te-re-wa | pte-re-wa on the Knossos 'chariot wheel' tablets. Two other complex syllables are each confined to a single word on the same 'wheel' tablets, and are probably abbreviations resulting from long repetition: o-da-*87-ta replaces o-da-ku-we-ta (also o-da-ke-uu-ta and even o-da-tu-uu-ta) and seems to represent kwe; te-mi-*71-ta contains a sign which looks like a 'monogram' of ne + ko at Knossos (but te + ko in the later Pylos version), though this interpretation is contested.

§ 12. Polyphones

We have not so far been forced to assume any cases of a sign carrying two or more quite different phonetic values, a complication present to a high degree in cuneiform.

§ 13. Homophones

There are a number of signs which appear to duplicate values already covered, e.g. a2, ai2, pa2, pu2, ra2, ra3, ro2 ta2 on the right-hand column of fig. 4. Andrews assumes that there is in fact a sixth vowel schwa (ə), and also allot signs for palatalized and labialized consonants; Palmer suggests that Linear A had a series of palatalized consonants whose syllables were taken over
by the Greeks for various abbreviating uses. A consistent pattern in the function of these supernumerary signs is not yet discernible.

-i-a₂- alternates with -i-ja- in the middle of words (see § 3), especially where an -h- may be suspected of intervening: a-pi-a₂-ro = Amphithalos. a₂ may also represent initial ha- in a₂-te-ro = hateron. But its most frequent use at Pylos and Mycenae is to represent the final -a of neuter -s- stems in the nominative plural: pa-we-a₂ = pharwe₂a, ke-re-a₂ = skele₂a, me-zo-a₂ = mezo₂a 'larger', te-tu-kovo₂-a₂ = tetukhvo₂a. Such words are spelt with -a at Knossos, with the exception of J-a₂ on Le786–788 and Ld1009, which is perhaps to be restored as pa-we-a₂ (as on the newly transcribed Knossos fragment L 7378). The usage may vary within the same set of tablets: we-a-re-ja|we-a₂-re-jo on the Pylos tablets.

pa₂ sometimes represents ba (see § 4), but note pa₂-ra-to-ro = spalathron, ku-su-to-ro-po₂a = xunstrophiā.

ra₂ probably represents -ria in the ending of female agent nouns such as a-ke-ti-ra₂/a-ke-ti-ri-ja, etc., but not necessarily in the Pylos man's name spelt indifferently Ta-ra₂-to and Ta-ra-to.

ra₂ seems to represent rai/lai in pi-je-ra₂ = phielai (plur.), e-ra₂-wo = elaiwn, ku-te-ra₂ and ze-pu₂-ra₂ (plur.), pe-ra₂-ko-ra-i-ja.

ro₂ appears to show no differentiation in tu-ro₂ = turoi, ku-pa-ro₂/ku-pa-ro, pi-ti-ro₂-we-sa = ptilowessa, but to represent ria in po-pu-ro₂ cf. po-pu-re-ja.

ta₂ represents tia in Pylos ra-wa-ra-ta₂ cf. ra-wa-ra-ti-jo, a-*85-ta₂/a-si-ja-ti-ja, probably not in the adjective ko-ro-ta₂ cf. ko-ro-to. The vocalization of the Pylos man's name (gen.) o-ta₂-wo/o-to-wo-o is quite uncertain.

§ 14. Incomplete spellings

In repeated writing of long words in standard formulae, a middle or final sign may be omitted: this is probably to be regarded as a scribal error rather than as a valid part of the spelling rules.

It is common in the ending -me-na: a-ja-me-⟨na⟩, ki-ti-me-⟨na⟩, ke-ke-me-⟨na⟩. Note also A-⟨re⟩-ku-tu-ru-wo, e-pi-⟨de⟩-da-to, Te-qi-⟨ri⟩-jo-ne, to-⟨so⟩-pe-mo, a-⟨ra⟩-ro-mo-te-me-na.

§ 15. The use of the divider

Word-division follows the classical pattern, with a few exceptions. The enclitic conjunctions -qe 'and', -de 'but', are always joined to the preceding word; the adverbs ou-, ouki- 'not' and hō- or hōs- 'thus' (or 'how'?) to the word that follows. A few word-pairs recurring together in standard formulae may be written without division: a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja = Athanā potnia, a-ne-mo-i-
je-re-ja = anemôn hieria, to-so-pe-ma = tosson sperma. Conversely compounds are occasionally split: a-pu | ke-ka-u-me-no = apukeaumenos, e-ne-wo | pe-za = ennewopeza. The divider will be indicated by the absence of a hyphen in transcription.

Risch has suggested that the syllabary has an antipathy to words of only one sign, liable to be taken as ideograms: hence such spellings as to-so-pa = tossos pans (but to-so | pa-te = tossoi pantes), qo-o (for monosyllabic gōns?).

6. THE MYCENAEAN IDEOGRAMS

The objects and commodities being counted may sometimes only be written out long-hand, as on the Pylos 'furniture' tablets or on some of those from Mycenae which list condiments; but more often the numbers are preceded by an ideogram, either a purely visual symbol or a syllabic sign used in abbreviation. This is invariably the case with cereals, wine, oil and livestock; and where groups of tradespeople are being counted, the sign for man or woman is always inserted. 'Thirty shepherds' will appear as 'poinenes man 90', a visual parallel to the 'classifiers' obligatory in Chinese counting, e.g. san ko jēn = 'three piece man', i p'i lū = 'one single-animal donkey', etc.

The Mycenaean ideograms known at Easter 1955 are listed on fig. 10 in the numbered order agreed with Bennett, which follows in principle, but not in detail, the referencing system proposed by Dow (1954, p. 88). These of course represent only a fraction of the ideograms which may have been in daily use in the palaces and merchants' houses; the syllabary evidently forms a virtually closed system, but new ideograms could at any time be extemporized to describe new objects. The Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae tablets show, however, that the signs for the staple commodities of Mycenaean life were completely standardized.

Evidence for the meanings of the ideograms will be discussed in the sections of Part II dealing with the tablets on which they mainly occur; let us concentrate here on the general principles of their use and derivation. The following classification into six types does not materially affect their status (and may have been differently appreciated by the scribes themselves), but merely indicates the basis on which they appear to us to have been devised:

1. Naturalistic and self-explanatory pictorial signs

The indication of 'foal' (po-ro) by omitting the mane from the horse ideogram finds an exact counterpart on the proto-Elamite tablets. CHARIOTS
are differentiated to show the presence or absence of bodywork and wheels, and the various types of vessels, implements and weapons are specified by detailed drawings. In all such cases a verbal description in long-hand generally precedes the ideogram. It has been thought odd that the words ‘a small three-handled goblet’ should require further illustration by the symbol Ψ, but no other explanation is possible where, as often, the same description occurs with the same ideogram on tablets from different sites. In the specification of such manufactured articles, the verbal description is probably the primary one, the ideogram being added partly as a habitual ‘classifier’, partly to aid the non-literate members of the household (which may have included the highest as well as the lowest) in seeing the contents of the tablets at a glance. The ideograms of this first type have of course given invaluable help to the decipherment by indicating the general context of the tablets and specific vocabulary equations.

2. Conventionalized and abstract pictorial symbols

The possible meaning of these ideograms may be guessed from the vocabulary context of the tablets, or from more naturalistic counterparts in Linear A and in the ‘hieroglyphs’, like the agricultural staples discussed on p. 35. But it is only proved certain where the Greek long-hand spelling is itself added, e.g. pa-we-a ‘cloths’ to □ on 214 = Ld571, ka-ko ‘bronze’ to □ on 253 = Jn01, or e-ra-s-wo ‘olive oil’ to □ on a new Pylos tablet (Gn1184). Though schematic, the man and woman signs are unmistakable from their more detailed variants; but the difference of meaning intended by the more naturalistic man and woman is unknown.

3. Ideograms ligatured with a syllabic sign

Where we find a pictorial symbol differentiated by a syllabic sign ‘sur-charged’ above or inside it, it is a reasonable assumption that we have to do with the abbreviation of a Greek noun or adjective; this is confirmed by cases where the same ideogram may also be described by words in long-hand. The written within the amphora symbol clearly stands for the amphiphorēwes of 233 = Uc160; the ὃ within the hide sign differentiates it as a kāvōs, ‘sheepskin’ (171 = Un718) from the hide + wi (wrinos, ‘oxhide’); pigs + si evidently represents sialoi, ‘fattened pigs’ (75 = Cn02); and sheep + ta may be connected with the word ta-to-mo on Cn09.

But the ligatures cloth + zo and cloth + ku already occur in the same form at Agia Triada (HT 38), and warn us against pressing the argument too far. The frequent division of cattle, pigs, sheep, goats, horses
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>People and animals</th>
<th>K PM</th>
<th>K PM</th>
<th>TALENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 A-</td>
<td>MAN</td>
<td>*72 G-</td>
<td>Bunch?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 A-</td>
<td>MAN</td>
<td>*74 S-</td>
<td>Pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102 A-</td>
<td>WOMAN</td>
<td>*15 S-</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103 B</td>
<td>MAN</td>
<td>*61 N</td>
<td>Deficit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104 Cn</td>
<td>DEER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 Ca S-</td>
<td>HORSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105º Ca</td>
<td>HE-ASS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105º Ca</td>
<td>FOAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106º C- D-</td>
<td>RAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106º C- D-</td>
<td>EWE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*21 Cn</td>
<td>SHEEP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*75 C-</td>
<td>SLEEP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107º C-</td>
<td>Kind of sheep</td>
<td>*30 F-</td>
<td>Condiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107º C- Mc</td>
<td>HE-GOAT</td>
<td>*70 G-</td>
<td>Coriander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*22 C-</td>
<td>SHE-GOAT</td>
<td>*51 G-</td>
<td>Coriander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108º C-</td>
<td>GOAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108º C-</td>
<td>BOAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108º C-</td>
<td>SOW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*85 C-</td>
<td>PIG+SI</td>
<td>*80 G-</td>
<td>Fennel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109º C-</td>
<td>PIG+KA</td>
<td>*81 G-</td>
<td>Celery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109º C-</td>
<td>PIG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109º C-</td>
<td>OX/BULL</td>
<td>*34</td>
<td>Cyperus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*23 C-</td>
<td>COW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OX+SI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Units of measurement</td>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>130 F-</td>
<td>OLIVE OIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>OIL+A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>WINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>132 Un</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*21</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>133 Un</td>
<td>Unguent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*2</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>134 Un</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>135 Fs Gg</td>
<td>HONEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>*13 Un</td>
<td>Amphora of honey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Weight</td>
<td></td>
<td>Honey?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By weight</strong></td>
<td><strong>By weight or in units</strong></td>
<td><strong>Counted in units</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140 J-</td>
<td>BRONZE</td>
<td>166 Oa</td>
<td>Silver ingot?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141 Kn</td>
<td>GOLD</td>
<td>167 Oa</td>
<td>INGOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 Mc</td>
<td>Beeswax?</td>
<td>168 Pp</td>
<td>Adze?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*53 Ma</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>169 Pa</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*44 Ma</td>
<td>Beeswax?</td>
<td>170 Ch</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*61 Ma</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>171 G Sn</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*33 Np</td>
<td>Saffron</td>
<td>172 U</td>
<td>Beeswax?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143 La</td>
<td>Silver?</td>
<td>173 Mn U</td>
<td>Seedling?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*31 N-</td>
<td>Linen</td>
<td>174 Gv</td>
<td>FIG TREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145 L- O-</td>
<td>WOOL</td>
<td>175 Gv</td>
<td>OLIVE TREE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146 M-</td>
<td>A textile?</td>
<td>176 Gv</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177 U</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>178 U</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179 U</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>180 U</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181 U</td>
<td>Thong?</td>
<td>182 U</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183 U</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>184 U</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185 Ws</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>186 Wa</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187 Xa</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>cf. 130?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Counted in units**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150 Mc</td>
<td>Agrimi goat?</td>
<td>180-213 See Chapter 10, fig. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151 Mc</td>
<td>Agrimi horn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152 M-</td>
<td>OXHIDE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153 Un</td>
<td>SHEEPSKIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154 On</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155 G-</td>
<td>A container</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156 G-</td>
<td>CHEESE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 Un</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158 Ld</td>
<td>Bundle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159 L-</td>
<td>CLOTH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 L-</td>
<td>CLOTH+PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161 L-</td>
<td>CLOTH+TE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162 Sc</td>
<td>CLOTH+ZO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163 Sc</td>
<td>CLOTH+FU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164 L</td>
<td>CLOTH+KU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165 Sc</td>
<td>A kind of cloth?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166 Sc</td>
<td>CORSLET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167 Sc</td>
<td>TUNIC+QE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168 L</td>
<td>TUNIC+KI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169 L</td>
<td>TUNIC+RI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170 L</td>
<td>CORSLET (set)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171 L</td>
<td>A kind of cloth?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172 L</td>
<td>INGOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Vessels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>K</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>220 Ta</td>
<td>FOOTSTOOL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 R</td>
<td>SPEAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231 R</td>
<td>ARROW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232 Ta</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233 Ra</td>
<td>SWORD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240 Sc</td>
<td>WHEELED CHARIOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241 Sd Sc</td>
<td>WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242 Sr Sg</td>
<td>CHARIOT FRAME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243 Sa So</td>
<td>WHEEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10. The Mycenaean ideograms (after Bennett), with their most usual tablet contexts and suggested meanings.**
and asses into two categories by a variation in the form of the upright (generally taken to be a sex distinction) is likely to have been inherited from Linear A, and even there it may not necessarily have been based on a ligature with phonetic signs.

4. Single syllabic signs used as ideograms

Here, too, the derivation of the sign use from the initials of Greek words is proved by a number of examples. o and o-pa-wo-ta ‘plates?’ are equated on such Pylos tablets as 292—Sh740; similarly pa with paraubais ‘pair of cheek-pieces’, and ko with koruthos (gen.) ‘helmet’. On the Mycenae ‘condiment’ tablets (105—107) the commodities may be written long-hand as koriantha, sasama, kuminon, etc., or counted by the abbreviations ko, sa, ku, etc.; ‘coriander’ is in addition found as ko either before or inside ideogram no. 123.

Where the syllabic and ideographic uses of the sign have evidently developed side by side from Linear A and the ‘hieroglyphs’, the search for a Greek derivation is of course pointless: the syllable ri is also used as the ideogram for ‘figs’, but the pronunciation of the latter is probably indicated by the quite unrelated su-za (=suka?). In some cases the ‘syllabic’ ideograms stand not for the commodity itself but for an adjective describing some subdivision of it which is being counted: they are in fact ‘adjuncts’ (see § 6) being counted apart from the ideograms to which they refer. This is the case with the secondary numbers associated with the symbol o, frequent on all classes of Mycenaean tablets and sometimes expanded to o-pe-ro, which probably stands for ophélontes, ophélomena, etc., ‘things which ought to have been there but aren’t’. It will be seen that the same syllabic abbreviations may stand for quite different meanings in different contexts.

5. Two or three syllabic signs telescoped into a ‘monogram’

The frequent ‘monogram’ υ (probably wooll) is apparently inherited from Linear A, and may originally have represented a ‘Minoan’ ma+ru; but the process of forming such abbreviations from Greek words is clearly seen in the alternative spellings ka-na-ko/ka+na+ko ‘safflower’ on the Mycenae ‘condiment’ tablets, and in me-ri/me+ri ‘honey’ on Knossos 206—Gg705, etc. ‘Honey’ is still spelt in full me-ri-to (gen. melitos) on Pylos 171—Un718, and this variability suggests that most of the ‘monograms’ are only optional abbreviations, which may be used at the scribe’s discretion where time or space is short.

Pylos 171—Un718 provides the surprising examples tu+ro, ‘cheeses’ and a+re+ro (or a+re+pa ‘fat’?), which are actually introduced by the full
spelling of the words on their first occurrence—as if to say 'in what follows, tu-ro₂ is to be taken as an abbreviation for tu-ro₂'. After being used for over 200 years one might have expected such abbreviations to be self-explanatory.

6. 'Adjuncts', small syllabic signs written before ideograms

Apart from the ubiquitous o.- (= ophélomenon, etc.), the 'adjuncts' are most frequently found categorizing women, children, sheep and cloths; they are not included in fig. 10. They probably all stand for the initial syllables of Greek adjectives or nouns, intended to differentiate the meaning of the ideograms, but their identification is largely guesswork except where they can clearly be seen to replace a word spelt out in full. Thus mi. cloths (distinguished from pe. cloths) is proved by Knossos L1568 to represent mi-ja-ro ('dirty?'); and di. women and di. children are probably connected with the words de-di-ku-ja = dedi(d)khuiài or di-da-ka-re = didaskal- and refer in some way to training or education. In a number of situations ne.-, pe.- and pa.- may be suspected of standing for neuvos 'young, new', *presgus/presguteros 'senior' (or perusinwos 'last year's') and palaios 'aged, old'; but proof is difficult. The adjuncts e.- and ma.- added to the enigmatic ideogram no. 177 on Knossos U0478 may suggest some such contrast as elakhus 'short'/makros 'long'.

Ideograms indicating material or contents are occasionally added in a manner equivalent to adjuncts or monograms, e.g.: gold (?) joined to cups, etc., on 172 = Kn02 and 238 = Tn996, bronze linked with a dipas vessel on 230 = K 740, and honey with amphora on Gg706.

7. Numerals and Methods of Measurement

Such items as men, women, sheep, jugs or chariots are naturally counted in units, their numbers being expressed by a simple decimal notation, by which

12,345 is written $\phi\circ \circ \circ$ Hall.
prove their non-existence; if we happened to have a record of such things as '1½ loaves' or '3½ days' we might well see fractional symbols used, possibly identical with those of Linear A (see p. 36).

When the scribe counts chariot-horses, draught-oxen, wheels and sometimes corslets, the numerals are preceded by the signs ze or mo. The numbers occurring with ze vary from 1 to 462, but only 1 is found after mo, and this item always comes last if at all. Furumark (1954, p. 28) independently recognized that ze represents zeugos 'a pair' and that mo stands for monvos (Att. μόνος) 'a single one'. With 'one pair' and 'two pairs' the nouns and adjectives describing the commodity are written in the dual form (see p. 370). 'Five wheels' are written θηρ' η', or 'two pairs and a single one'. The typical entry for the complement of a chariot on the Knossos Sc-tablets (see pp. 379–81) is:

Man's name: uição ȝi ȝa ȝe ȝe

Evans (PM, iv, pp. 797, 807) proposed to interpret ze and mo symbolically, the 'saw' denoting carpentry-work and the 'whip' the function of the charioteer.

For the larger number of agricultural and industrial commodities measured by weight and by bulk, the Mycenaean scribe possessed a series of signs for fractional quantities, whose function and ratios have been brilliantly explained by Bennett (1950). A given weight of metal is expressed in the form

\[ \text{M} 1 \text{ } \text{f} 22 \text{ } \text{N} 2 \text{ } \text{f} 6, \]

where the successively smaller measures are parallel to our '1 cwt., 3 qr., 20 lb., 10 oz.', and we may assume that the Mycenaean symbols stood, like ours, for the actual names of units. The Mycenaean practice is in striking contrast to that of Linear A, where no such subsidiary measures are found. The odd amounts are there expressed as fractions of the primary units, e.g. \( 1 + \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{3} = 1\frac{5}{6} \); and of these units only that for weight appears to have a distinguishing symbol. Bennett saw here a fundamental difference in methods of measurement. The Linear A fractions imply that odd amounts of, let us say, grain were estimated by pouring the residue once only into a number of smaller vessels scaled successively \( \frac{1}{4}, \frac{1}{8}, \frac{1}{8}, \) etc., of the primary unit; the Mycenaean stewards measured grain in vessels representing \( \frac{1}{10} \) and \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the unit, each of which was filled as many times as the residue allowed. He recognized in the Linear B weights and measures a system introduced, together with the new language, from outside Crete, probably from the Greek mainland or from its trading dependencies. It should be noted, however, that several of the
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Mycenaean symbols are clearly derived from Linear A fractions (see p. 36), and possibly express analogous ratios.

The ratios of Mycenaean weights and measures established by Bennett (1950), and revised from more recent material, are as follows:

| Unit:    |            |            |            |            | Liquid Measure |
|----------|------------|------------|------------|------------|
| Symbol:  | 1st | 2nd | 3rd | 4th | 1st | 2nd | 3rd | 4th |
| Fraction of the preceding: | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ |
| Fraction of the whole: | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ | $\frac{1}{10}$ |

It will be seen that the third and fourth terms have the same ratios and symbols in both series, and probably represent identical names and quantities: compare our own two series, which share pint and quart but diverge to bushel and gallon. 7 and 9 both represent six times 4, and must also be equivalent, though probably with different names. The primary dry unit is $3\frac{1}{2}$ times the size of the liquid unit; neither of these has a distinguishing symbol, so that numbers directly following wheat or wine apply to the appropriate largest unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of the preceding:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of the whole:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The status of the rare symbols enclosed in brackets is uncertain. The commodity $\Psi$ is generally measured in whole numbers, but on several Knossos tablets (e.g. 71 = Dk1072) it is evidently weighed in units which are $\frac{1}{10}$ of $\Theta$ and are divided fractionally into $3\frac{1}{2}$. Some commodities, like $\mathbf{R}$ on Pylos Ma03, occasionally occur in quantities like $\frac{1}{10}$, not reduced to the primary unit.

Bennett's ratios are confirmed by the summations which occur on a number of tablets: the weight series especially by Pylos Jn845; the liquid series by 200 = FpI and 93 = Fol01; and the dry series by F 51 (Bennett, MT I, pp. 446–8).

In order not to distort the transcriptions of the tablets in Part II, quotations of weights and measures will be printed with the original Mycenaean symbols; but for a fuller understanding of the texts in translation it is desirable to arrive at approximate conversion factors which will enable us to assess the actual quantities involved. Four types of evidence must here be reconciled:

1. The analogy of contemporary and classical systems of weights and measures, especially where they show parallel ratios.
2. Minoan-Mycenaean objects believed to be standards of weight or volume, or to show serial gradation of size. Logarithmic graph paper will be found useful in all these comparisons.

3. The use of contemporary and classical records to suggest 'reasonable' amounts of the commodities listed, especially where they appear to be rations for a fixed period.

4. Cases where the scribe himself appears to record a conversion factor, either of weight in terms of volume, or of weight or volume in terms of some standard object.

The following comparative data for weights and measures are subject to controversy and should be used with caution, as should those printed in works of reference, many of which perpetuate the confusion expertly introduced into the subject by Lehmann-Haupt and Sir Flinders Petrie. It is clear, too, that beside the official standards a great variety of local measures probably existed side by side for various special purposes.

**Babylonia and other areas using cuneiform script (c. 1400 B.C.):**

**Weight:** 1 biltu (light talent of 30-1 kg.) = 60 manu = 3600 šiqlu (8.5 g.); but a kakkaru at Alalakh has only 1800 shekels.

**Volume:** 1 gurrur/gur (c. 300 litres) = 3 imêru ('donkey-load' of c. 100 l.) or 5 massiktu/pi = 30 šitu/ban = 300 qa/sila (c. 1.0 l.). Thureau-Dangin first suggested qa = 0.4 l., later concluded qa = c. 1.0 l., accepted by Lacheman (1939) and Goetze. Lewy (1944) argues that qa = 1.34 l.

**Egypt (c. 1400 B.C.):**

**Weight:** 1 dbn (90-95 g.) = 10 qdt ('kit' of 9.09 g.).

**Volume:** 1 hr (80 l.) = 4 oipê (20 l.) = 16 hkt (5 l.) = 160 hin (0.5 l.).

**Biblical measures, with traces of a similar system at Ugarit (capitals):**

**Weight:** 1 kikkûr/kkr (34.3 kg.) = 50 mâneh/mn = 3000 șegel/țkl (11.42 g.).

**Dry:** 1 hîmer or kôr (230-400 l.) = 2 letek/ltîh = 10 'efê = 30 šè'a.

**Liquid:** 1 bat (= 'efê of 23-40 l.) = 6 hin = 18 qab = 72 lôg/ľô (0.31-0.54 l.). The higher figures are based on traditional Roman equations, the lower are estimated from restored measuring vessels of the early period (Barrois, 1953) and confirmed by Lewy (1944).

**Classical Athens:**

**Weight:** 1 talanton (c. 25.8 kg.) = 60 mnaï = 300 stateres (8.6 g.) = 6000 drakhmai (4.3 g.). Aeginetan standards heavier by 3/4.

**Dry:** 1 medimnos (43.5 l.) = 6 hekteis = 48 khoines (0.906 l.) = 192 kotylai (0.227 l.).

Spartan ('Pheidonian') medimnos perhaps larger by 3/4.

**Liquid:** 1 metretes (21.75 l.) = 8? khoes = 96? kotylai (0.227 l.).
8. THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF THE SYMBOLS FOR WEIGHT

Evans (PM, iv, p. 651) and Sundwall (1932) very plausibly identified the 'Palace Standard' of weight as a talent (cf. Greek τάλαντα 'pair of scales'), equal in value to the gypsum octopus weight of 29,000 grams found in Magazine 15 at Knossos, or to the average weight of the nineteen copper ingots from Agia Triada (29,132 grams). The latter may admittedly not be LM II in date, but such a talent tends to remain constant, due to its limiting value as the largest ingot which can conveniently be shouldered by one man (compare the ḫḥw tribute-bearers on the Egyptian wall-paintings), and as the largest unit weight which can be lifted on to the scales (which may explain the etymology of τάλαντον). Two Knossos tablets in fact record the weight of ingots: Oa730 lists sixty ingots at a total of m52,30, Oa733 lists ten ingots at a figure which may be completed as 6 or 8 m. If the talent m has a value of exactly 29 kg., the absolute values will be as in the first column of the following table; but at the cost of a possible slight error, the more even figures of the last column will be used in the translations in Part II of this book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>29 kg.</td>
<td>(64 lb.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>₪</td>
<td>967 g.</td>
<td>(2 lb., 2½ oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>₩</td>
<td>242 g.</td>
<td>(8½ oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>₩</td>
<td>20·2 g.</td>
<td>(312 grains)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>₩</td>
<td>3·36 g. or less</td>
<td>3·4 g. or less</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The commodity ₩ is consequently measured in units of just under 3 kg. (6·4 lb.). As it appears frequently both on Knossos sheep and textile tablets, it probably represents wool (as suggested by Evans, SM II, p. 28) and 'woollen cloth'. On Alalakh tablet no. 361 (Wiseman, 1952, p. 100) 308 sheep yield ninety shekels weight (or 760 g.) of usable wool each: the measure ₩ therefore represents approximately the wool from four sheep. Why such a unit should be chosen is not clear, but it is perhaps significant that the units of wool stipulated on the Knossos Dk- tablets are regularly ¼ the number of sheep (e.g. 71 = Dk1072).

Little correspondence can be traced between our suggested weight values and the miscellaneous metrical objects, of varied place and date, listed by Evans (PM, iv, pp. 653-6) and Glotz (1925): these do not indeed form any consistent series among themselves. A striking exception is the gold coils and rings from the Mycenaean Acropolis Treasure (see p. 359).

The Mycenaean talent is similar in value to the contemporary Babylonian light talent, and its subdivision into thirty may distantly reflect the sexagesimal
division of the latter; but note that the biblical and Ugaritic talent is divided into fifty minas, not sixty. Any similarity to the classical standards of weight is evidently due to the persistence of the ‘talent’ in the East Mediterranean under Phoenician trade domination, and not to the preservation of Mycenaean standards on Greek soil through the ‘Dark Ages’: the absence of any central authority capable of enforcing such standards makes a direct survival of weights or measures unlikely.

9. THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF THE SYMBOLS FOR VOLUME

The smallest unit of volume is indicated by κ, clearly the measure of a ‘cup’, paralleled by the Greek kotyle, Egyptian ‘hin’, Israelite lóg and Akkadian qa. If we assume that its value lies, like these, between 0.227 and 1.0 litre (roughly between ¼ pint and 2 pints), then the primary dry unit will be 240 times larger, or between 54½ and 240 litres.

Bennett (1950, p. 219) pointed out a parallel between the relative sizes of the Mycenaean dry and liquid units and the classical medimnos and metretes, but the proportion he quotes for the smallest unit of all, the kyathos, is incorrect. Sundwall (1953) identified κ as a kotyle of 0.227 litre, giving a dry unit of 320 kotyla = 1 ‘Aeginetan’ medimnos of 72.48 (?) litres, and a liquid unit of 96 kotyla = 1 Attic metretes of 21.75 litres; but his number of κ is based on a divergent and probably erroneous scheme of ratios. He suggests a direct link between the Mycenaean and classical systems.

On the ‘condiment’ tablets from Mycenae (ch. vii, pp. 225–31) the commodity knákos eruthrá (the red florets of Carthamus tinctorius) is measured by weight, in some cases paired with dry measures of knákos leuká (the seeds of the same plant).

The weights of eruthrá vary from 1 to 3 (967–2900 g.), the volumes of leuká are regularly 4 to 1. If we assume for the sake of argument that eruthrá has a density of about 15 lb. per cubic foot (= 240 g. per litre), and leuká of about 40 lb. (= 800 g. per litre), and that the recorded amounts of both substances fall approximately within the same range, then two possible sets of limiting values for the primary dry unit are suggested:

1. If 1 of leuká is equal in bulk to 1–3 of eruthrá, then the dry unit has a value of \( \frac{967}{240} \times 60 = 240 – 725 \) litres.

2. If 1 of leuká is equal in weight to 1–3 of eruthrá, then the dry unit has a value of \( \frac{967}{800} \times 60 = 72 – 216 \) litres.
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These wide limits, which are compatible with those deduced from the parallels of kotyle, etc., can be narrowed somewhat by considering the evidence for rations, in the light of the following parallels:

Mesopotamia (2100–1400 B.C.): The tablets from Ur (Legrain, 1947, nos. 894–1189) and Lagaš (Genouillac, 1909, p. xxxv) agree with the later Nuzi texts (Lacheman, 1939, p. 6) in fixing the monthly grain ration of women slaves and menial workers at 30 qa (40 l.) on Lewy’s equation, with a daily value of c. 2845 calories, 30 l. on Thureau-Dangin’s), of their children at 20 or sometimes 10 qa, and of artisans at 40–120 qa according to skill and status. Lewy suggests that the 30 qa workers ate their grain roasted, while the higher social groups received a larger amount to allow for milling and baking; but the latter may equally have been designed for the support of families and for the privilege of bartering the surplus.

Estimate for the Persian army (Herodotus vii, 187): at least 1 khoinix of wheat a day = 27½ l. per month. This same figure is assumed as the Athenian daily ration, and implicit in the Homeric use of the term.

Spartan army at Sphakteria (Thuc. iv, 16): 2 khoinikes of barley a day, or 55 l. per month.

There are three Mycenaean contexts where groups of people, not individually named, have rations listed after them:

1. The Pylos Ab- tablets, where numbers of women and children are credited with equal amounts of wheat and figs. No exact ratio per person is observed, but though some groups receive up to 50 per cent more, the basic or minimum allowance seems to be 1 2 per woman and 1 1 per child (see p. 157). If this 1 2 is equated with the Mesopotamian women’s ration of 30 or 40 l., the primary dry unit will have a value of 150–200 l., within the range of our ‘cup’ and knûkos analogies above; but a somewhat lower value may be suggested by the fact that most of the women actually get more than 1 2, and a ration of figs as well.

2. Knossos 35 = Am819, where eighteen men and eight boys receive ‘sitios crescent i barley 9 3. As hinted by Myres (SM II, p. 9) the crescent may mean ‘one month’s work’, for which each person receives an average of exactly 1 3, perhaps between 56 and 75 l. on the equation just proposed.

3. Pylos An31, where fifty-two men apparently receive 2 2 units of wheat, 2 2 of figs and 5 1 of barley; the combined cereal ration would be only 1 1 per man (perhaps between 22 2 and 30 l.), which is on the low side and perhaps not the scale for a full month.

The most frequent size of Mycenaean stirrup-jar, such as have been found in quantity in the basements of the Mycenae houses excavated by Wace since 1952, and at many other sites both in Greece and in the Near East, has
a capacity of approximately 12–14 l. Like our own quart and pint bottles, it is likely that this stirrup-jar represents a unitary quantity in the system of liquid measure, and the most probable value seems to be one liquid \( \| \) (equivalent to one dry \( \| \), which we have seen to have a possible value of 15 l. or less). In the translations of Part II, the value of \( \| \) will be taken at the convenient figure of 12 l.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dry Measure</th>
<th>Liquid Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 unit = 120 litres</td>
<td>1 unit = 36 l.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( | ) = 12 l.</td>
<td>( | ) = 12 l.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( | ) = 2 l.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( | ) = ( \frac{1}{2} ) l. (approx. 1 pint)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A more accurate determination must await further evidence; the 1954 Pylos tablet Gn1184 may conceivably be taken to show that the normal volume of the stirrup-jar in fact contains \( \| \frac{1}{2} \) (see p. 217), in which case all the above figures must be reduced somewhat. The difficulty which results from these conversion factors in interpreting pe-mo on the Pylos land tablets as 'seed corn' will be discussed below (pp. 237–8).

Evans (PM, iv, p. 648) states that the later pithoi in the Knossos magazines normally contain about 185 litres, or the contents of about fourteen stirrup-jars; but their recorded dimensions and illustrations suggest that their volume is in fact about 50 per cent larger than this, and nearer to that of the pithoi from the basement of the House of the Oil Merchant at Mycenae.

It will be noted that the ratios and volumes of the biblical system for liquids show some analogy with the Mycenaean: there are reasons for regarding the former as survivals of a general Canaanite system, traces of which can be seen in use at Ugarit, but a direct influence on Mycenae is perhaps doubtful. The primary dry unit also corresponds, perhaps accidentally, with the Babylonian inšeru or 'donkey-load', which is similarly subdivided into ten.

10. POSSIBLE SURVIVALS: THE CYPRIOT SCRIPTS

No evidence has been found for writing in Greece between the Pylos tablets of c. 1200 B.C. and the introduction of an alphabetic system based on the Phoenician in about 850 B.C. Wace (1954) is unwilling to accept this argumentum e silentio for a break in Greek literacy, but this is not the only field in which sub-Mycenaean culture appears to show a retrogression. Though recent excavations have tended to show that the break caused by the 'Dorian invasion' is
less fundamental than had been thought, the great palaces which had fostered (and perhaps monopolized) the art of writing certainly ceased to exist.

A possible descendant of Minoan-Mycenaean writing is, however, to be found in Cyprus, where a linear syllabary was in use during the Late Bronze Age. First identified on three clay balls from Enkomi found by Murray in 1896, it was named the 'Cypro-Minoan script' by Evans (SM I, p. 69): this term begs the question of a possible relationship, and it would be safer for the present to refer to it simply as the 'Cypriot linear script'. The material admirably reviewed by Daniel (1941) has been considerably increased by excavation (see Masson, 1954) and falls into six groups:

1. Signs incised on the handles, or painted on the bottoms, of Cypriot pottery in both the Mycenaean and local styles (from many sites in Cyprus and the Near East).
2. Signs incised on copper ingots.
3. Signs written with a blunt stylus on clay balls, afterwards baked (twenty-seven from Enkomi, one from Hala Sultan Tekke), or engraved on seals.
4. Three baked clay tablets found at Enkomi in 1952–3, and dated to 1225 B.C. or earlier (Dikaios, 1953, p. 237). Two are much damaged, but the third preserves twenty-two continuous lines of text, representing the surviving quarter of an opisthographic tablet of two columns, which must have contained some two hundred lines, probably of a literary nature. The very small characters are written left-to-right with jabbing strokes of a sharp stylus, and are separated by word-dividers but not by guide-lines. Masson is probably right in considering that they represent a more advanced stage in the use of the script than (3).
5. A fragmentary tablet, with seven lines on each face, found by Schaeffer in a private house at Ras Shamra (Ugarit), together with records in Ugaritic and Akkadian (to be published in Ugaritica, m).
6. Three lines of a baked tablet, found at Enkomi in 1955 and kindly communicated to us by Dr Dikaios. The signs are more than twice as large as those of (4), and are freer, more continuous and more 'linear' in outline; there are guide-lines but not, apparently, word-dividers. It is dated by its Late Cypriot I context to c. 1500 B.C.

Our signary (fig. 11) is restricted to the fifty-seven syllabic signs so far clearly differentiated on the later Enkomi tablets (4) which constitute the most extensive examples of the script; appended to these are the twenty-five signs which can be isolated on the Ugarit tablet (5), kindly supplied by Masson. It will be noted that there are divergences as well as identities between the two series; the scripts of the other categories of Cypriot inscriptions also show a general, rather than a detailed, relationship with each other, and more examples of each are required before we can judge whether they in fact represent successive stages of a single development.
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The bulk of the Cypriot material comes from Enkomi, a site which Schaeffer regards as the seat of a Mycenaean king. The theory of an 'Achaean' settlement of part of Cyprus between 1400 and 1350 B.C., contemporary with the sudden preponderance of Mycenaean pottery, is also accepted by Myres, Gjerstad, Furumark and Stubbings, and finds some support in Hittite references to the activities of Ahhiyawa. Sittig (1955b) has already attempted to read the 1953 tablet in Greek, but the material will hardly be sufficient to offer hope of decipherment until the discovery of the main Enkomi archives confidently predicted by Schaeffer. It is clear, at any rate, that the Cypriot linear script is far from being merely a local variety of Linear B. Though analogous in its general layout, word-division and predominantly left-to-right direction, it shows few exact resemblances in the forms of the signs; and if the Enkomi tablets really contain an 'Achaean' dialect brought from the Greek mainland, it is surprising that they are not written in Linear B, which at all other Mycenaean sites shows such complete uniformity. At best one might suppose
that the Achaeans arrived in Cyprus at a time when Linear B had not yet come into general use in Greece, and that they adapted an indigenous script already in use in the island.

Writing does in fact seem to have been known in Cyprus before the proposed date of the Mycenaean influx. The American excavations at Bamboula (Kourion) were said to reveal a use of the Cypriot linear script extending from Late Cypriot Ia:2 (c. 1500 B.C.) down to about 1150 B.C. (Daniel, 1941, pp. 251, 270); the bulk of this material consists of single potters' marks (notoriously untrustworthy as evidence for a developed script), and the vessels earlier than 1400 B.C. merely carry the elementary patterns +, X or §. But Dikaios' 1955 tablet (6) may provide conclusive proof that the Cypriot linear script was already in use before the evolution of the Mycenaean syllabary, and may lend support to Evans' view that it was derived directly from the Linear A of Crete.

The latest use of writing at Enkomi is found on bronze ingots of the twelfth—eleventh centuries (Cypriot Iron I), i.e. from after Schaeffer's suggested occupation of the city by the 'Sea Peoples' prior to its final destruction about 1050 B.C. There are no certain examples of non-Semitic writing in Cyprus between this date and the first occurrence of the classical Cypriot syllabary on pottery of the seventh or eighth century. We are thus faced with a problem of interrupted literacy similar to that in Greece itself, and aggravated by the fact that the eleventh century is precisely the date generally assumed for the larger influx of population which gave classical Cyprus its predominantly Greek character.

The Cypriot syllabary, first detected by the Duc de Luynes in 1852 and partially deciphered by George Smith in 1871, has fifty-five signs. More than 500 inscriptions are known, extending in date down to the end of the third century B.C. The majority contain the local Arcado-Cyprian dialect of Greek (whose affinities with the dialect of our Mycenaean tablets will be stressed in ch. iii), but never the koine; the syllabary is also used for an indigenous language which has been called 'Eteocyprian' (corpus in Friedrich, 1932) and which remains incomprehensible in spite of a bilingual from Amathus. It is often a matter of dispute whether a particular inscription is written in Greek or in 'Eteocyprian' (as pointed out in the good general review of Cypriot epigraphy by Mitford, 1952). It is a surprising fact that Cyprus, part of which was occupied by the Phoenicians from at least the ninth century, was the area in which a non-alphabetic writing of Greek survived longest.

The published signaries of the syllabary uncritically lump together forms of widely differing place and date, and are misleading as a basis for comparison.
**Table A: The non-Paphian signary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>u</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td>ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>ti</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>tu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>po</td>
<td>pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>la</td>
<td>le</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>lo</td>
<td>lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ra</td>
<td>re</td>
<td>ri</td>
<td>ro</td>
<td>ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>ne</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja</td>
<td>je</td>
<td>ji</td>
<td>jo</td>
<td>su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>va</td>
<td>ve</td>
<td>vi</td>
<td>vo</td>
<td>zo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table B: The Paphian signary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>u</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td>ku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ta</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>ti</td>
<td>to</td>
<td>tu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>pi</td>
<td>po</td>
<td>pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>la</td>
<td>le</td>
<td>li</td>
<td>lo</td>
<td>lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ra</td>
<td>re</td>
<td>ri</td>
<td>ro</td>
<td>ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mo</td>
<td>mu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>ne</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ja</td>
<td>je</td>
<td>ji</td>
<td>jo</td>
<td>su</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>va</td>
<td>ve</td>
<td>vi</td>
<td>vo</td>
<td>zo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xa</td>
<td>xa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. The classical Cypriot syllabary (after Mitford).
with earlier scripts. T. B. Mitford has kindly supplied us with the material for fig. 12, and with the following explanatory notes:

(i) These two tables are composed at first-hand from the following inscriptions:

**Table A:**

1. An unpublished epitaph from Marium of the mid-sixth century.
2. The 'Bulwer Tablet' from the Western Karpas (Sitzb. Berl. 1910, pp. 148 ff.). This is thought by Meister to be of sixth-century date, and is probably early.
4. An unpublished epitaph from Marium which is probably early.
5. The Bilingual of Idalium (SGDI, 59), dated to 389/8 B.C.

**Table B:**

6. Unpublished inscriptions from the Kouklia siege-mound constructed during the Persian investment of Old Paphos in 499/8 B.C.
8. The First Stele of Agia Moni (Meister, *Gr. Dialekte*, 2, no. 36a), of the late fourth century.
10. An unpublished inscription of New Paphos of the late fourth century.
11. The First Incription from the Grotto of Apollo Hylates at New Paphos (SGDI, 31), of fourth(?)-century date.
12. The Second Incription from the Grotto of Apollo Hylates (SGDI, 32), of fourth(?)-century date.
14. An unpublished inscription of Lapithiou, of the fifth or sixth century.

(ii) In these tables signs taken from (2) and (6) are not specially numbered.
(iii) There is no significance in the order in which the variants of each sign are presented.

In spite of the missing historical links, the small number of signs which correspond exactly, and its generally right-to-left direction, Masson (1954, p. 444) is probably correct in assuming that this Cypriot syllabary represents a direct descendant of the linear script of the Enkomi tablets. We may well expect a few changes and substitutions in the intervening 700 years, even if both systems contain Greek; and we must also reckon with the influence of varying writing materials. Myres thought that the Cypriot syllabary forms were
determined, like those of the Northern runes and oghams, by being cut on wood; the same influences might account for the divergence of the 'Cypro-Minoan' forms from the more flowing lines of the supposed 'Minoan' prototypes; and the script of the Enkomi tablets is clearly somewhat specialized in being minutely written on clay (less than half the normal size of Linear B), its outlines being dissolved into patterns of small jabbing incisions.

It will be clear, then, that the attempt to trace a continuous and detailed descent 'Hieroglyphic'—Linear A—Linear B—Cypriot linear script—Cypriot syllabary is fraught with obstacles which are likely to remain insuperable so long as evidence for the successive links is missing, and until more of the successive phases have been deciphered. One can have little confidence in an apparent similarity between a Linear B sign and a sign of the Cypriot syllabary if no plausible intermediate form can be recognized among the Enkomi signary of fig. 11. The most ambitious tabulation has so far been Daniel's (1941, figs. 1, 2, 3, 9). He believed with Evans that the Cypriot scripts were derived from Minoan Linear A rather than from Mycenaean Linear B; Casson (1937) on equally slender grounds derived the Cypriot linear script from Greek mainland forms.

But it is only fair to admit that Daniel, in tracing what may appear rather superficial similarities, did succeed in deducing correct Linear B values from the Cypriot signs for da|ta, lo, na, pa, po, se and ti. These are in fact among the simplest patterns (common to both Linear A and B) which might occur spontaneously in any 'linear' script; but the fact that the phonetic values also agree does indicate some fundamental connexion; further explanation must await the decipherment of the Enkomi tablets. The more complex Cypriot signs a, e, ka, ke, ku, la, me, pe, pu, ra, ri, si, su, te, tu, zo led Daniel to erroneous equations, as might be expected.

The known syllabic values for the half-dozen or so simplest Cypriot syllabary signs played no deliberate part in our decipherment of Linear B, which on principle excluded evidence from outside scripts. That is not to say that suggestions like Evans' po-lo = πῶλος 'foal' (P.M., iv, p. 799) may not have been an unconscious influence in our choice of sound-values for testing.
CHAPTER III

THE MYCENAEAN LANGUAGE

1. SCRIPT AND LANGUAGE

The account of the decipherment has shown how the idea that the language underlying the script was Greek first gained credence. It seemed obvious that a solution which yielded immediately recognizable Greek words could not be totally wrong, and this was confirmed by two other factors: the possibility of explaining the pattern of declension by archaic Greek models, and the subsequent discovery that many at first sight aberrant forms agreed with the hypothetical reconstructions of the comparatists.

On the other hand the inadequacy of the script led to considerable uncertainty about the exact form of many words, which could only be given an intelligible shape by the assumption of certain rules of orthography. The suspicion therefore arose whether the attempt to force Mycenaean spellings to fit classical forms might not be a Procrustean operation which would arbitrarily produce far greater similarity than in fact existed. Mycenaean might be a non-Greek, but closely related Indo-European language; or it could be an aberrant dialect of Greek, showing, like the dubious remains of Macedonian, a general resemblance but considerable difference in its specific forms.

If there were reason to believe that the script was evolved originally for the recording of Greek, we might argue that its inadequacy for classical Greek proved that Mycenaean was radically different. But in view of the certainly Minoan origin of the Linear Scripts, this argument is unfounded. Any script is better than none, and the Mycenaeans cannot be criticized for having failed to adopt the refinements which made syllabic writing a more serviceable instrument for the later Cypriots. The suggestion that documents of the type so far found require a less accurate notation than continuous prose is true, but dangerous in view of our restricted knowledge of the extent of literacy; we have already one sentence running to twenty-three words, and another of complicated construction has seventeen.

We may first examine the claim of Mycenaean to be a dialect of Greek. This will be justified if we can demonstrate enough features which are known to be typical of Greek. The material, though scanty, is none the less sufficient to show some of the principal phonetic changes: loss of initial and intervocalic
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*-s*; loss of initial *j* or its replacement in some words by *z*; devoicing of I.-E. voiced aspirates (concealed by the script except in the case of the dentals); the development of *kj*, *tj* before vowel to *s*, of *gj*, *dj* to *z*; the vocalism *a* (in some cases *o*) from syllabic liquids or nasals. Typically Greek features of morphology are: the wide extension of stems in -ευς; the 3rd sing. of the present indicative of the thematic verb in -ε (= -ει); and the form of the infinitive in -(ε)εν. It is, however, the vocabulary that is most strikingly Greek. It contains a considerable number of words which are known in Greek, but have no certain cognates in other languages: e.g. ἄναξ, βασιλεύς, δέξας, ἔλαιον, μάραθον, σέλινον, σίτος. It could be argued that these are pre-Greek and therefore without significance. But a much larger number, although belonging to well-known I.-E. families, appear in forms which are specifically Greek. A few examples must suffice: ἀμφιφόρευς, ἀνίκη, γρατύς, θεός, θρῶνυς, κάρυς, μέζων, πός, τρίπτως, φάσογανον, χαλκός.

This evidence taken together proves beyond reasonable doubt that Mycenaean is a form of Greek. It remains therefore to establish its affinities within that language. Study of the historical dialects had long since led to the conclusion that Arcadian and Cypriot were the relics of a dialect once widely spoken over Southern Greece. Since this was largely replaced by Doric dialects, and the end of the Mycenaean age was identified with the legend of the Dorian invasions, it was a natural conclusion that the dialect of Mycenaean Greece would be an ancestor of Arcadian. This view, however, has been challenged by Merlingen (1954, 1955) and by P. B. S. Andrews in discussions at the London Seminar and elsewhere.

Before we turn to the positive evidence we must therefore discuss certain objections. While a few modifications of the traditional view of the prehistory of the Greek language seem possible, the main outlines are well established. The historical distribution, with dialects as widely separated linguistically as Attic and Megarian in close geographical contact, could not have arisen without considerable movements of population. The position of the West Greek dialects strongly suggests that they were newcomers displacing other dialects or compressing them into small areas such as Arcadia and Attica, where the local traditions agree in representing the inhabitants as ‘autochthonous’. But at the time of this Dorian migration, East and West Greek must already have been differentiated; therefore the period when all Greeks spoke a common dialect (Urgriechisch) must have been considerably earlier, and it has been generally supposed that it preceded the arrival of the first Greeks in Greece, but the theory of Risch (1955) makes this unnecessary. Merlingen (1954, p. 4) assumes from the mutual intelligibility of the historical dialects that their
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break-up could not go back as much as 1000 years; but this is to ignore the effects of convergence, which was certainly at work long before the influence of Attic became dominant. Another factor bearing on the chronology of the dialect distribution is the close agreement between Arcadian and Cypriot. This implies not only that Arcadian was once spoken on the coast of the Peloponnesse, but, since the colonization of Cyprus took place in Mycenaean times (Schaeffer, 1952, 1, p. 343), that it was the dialect spoken at that period. Any attempt to displace Mycenaean from its assumed position of ancestor to Arcadian and Cypriot must demonstrate circumstances in which the ancestral dialect could have occupied Southern Greece. Such a dialect must have existed in that area in the Mycenaean period, and the tablets give clear evidence of the language in use at three of the principal sites; the conclusion of their identity seems inescapable.

If the script represents accurately the phonetics of Mycenaean Greek, then it follows that this dialect had no descendants recorded in classical times. If the Mycenaean confused the sounds of l and r, then their descendants could never have separated them again correctly. We have therefore to reconcile our suggestion that Mycenaean is likely to be the ancestor of Arcadian with the admitted difficulties of the script.

It is certain that Linear B is derived from an earlier Minoan script, probably represented by Linear A. It is therefore a reasonable assumption that the form of the syllabary reflects not Greek but another language, which we may for convenience designate 'Minoan'. This may perhaps have resembled the Polynesian type, consisting mainly of open syllables, final consonants being either absent or at least not significant, after the pattern of hula hula or kia ora, rather than that of κνώψ or Σπύξ. Likewise the oppositions of the stops—voiced/unvoiced, aspirated/unaspirated—seem to have had no place in the system. But examples from other scripts warn us against explaining as linguistic evidence features that may only be economy measures. Many cuneiform signs are used with a lack of discrimination between b/p, d/t, etc., which (except in the case of Hittite) does not necessarily reflect on the language being written; and the lack of written vowels in Phoenician does not imply the previous existence of a language without them. On the other hand 'Minoan' may have contained oppositions of a different kind, which would make little impression on ears accustomed to the phonemic distinctions of Greek. Two signs have been identified of a second series for r (=l), and it seems almost certain that these represented in 'Minoan' some sort of palatalized liquid (see p. 47). Similarly Palmer (1935 b, p. 42) has suggested that the syllabary contains a whole series of doublets based on an original opposition between palatalized and non-
palatalized consonants. On the value of $pa_2$ see below (p. 81). The opposition of $d/t(h)$ is probably not to be referred to 'Minoan'; rather we may suppose that language to have had two dental sounds distinguished by their place of articulation, and this distinction being useless in Greek, the signs were adopted to represent an opposition which was important for Greek. This is the more probable in view of a precisely similar development in the adaptation to Greek of the Phoenician alphabet. The opposition of $t/t$ being unknown in Greek, the sign for $t$ was superfluous; but it was seized upon to represent the distinction of $t/th$, which was important for Greek. This value of $\theta$ is common to all the earliest Greek alphabets, and the corresponding sounds $ph$ and $kh$ are either not distinguished from the unaspirated or are noted by the digraphs ΠΗ, ΚΗ.

2. FOREIGN ELEMENTS IN MYCENAEAN

It has been suggested that Mycenaean is a mixed language, containing both Greek and other elements. It is hardly necessary to point out that a completely 'pure' language is virtually unknown; and that Greek itself contains a large number of vocabulary elements which cannot be certainly traced in the other I.-E. languages. It is possible that the proportion of non-Greek words was higher in Mycenaean than in Attic, or even Homeric Greek; but it would be rash to assume that all the words that so far defy interpretation were of foreign origin. Experience has shown that they often prove to be unfamiliar forms or derivatives of known Greek roots; or to be explicable with the aid of dialect words preserved in Glossaries. The final classification of a language depends ultimately on its grammar and syntax, and it will be shown in what follows that in this respect Mycenaean displays undeniably Greek features. Even without the supposition of extensive borrowing, a considerable alteration in the vocabulary may be expected in the period intervening between the Mycenaean tablets and classical texts and inscriptions. The links would be even fewer if the epic dialect did not constitute a bridge between the two, enshrining as it undoubtedly does many relics of the Mycenaean vocabulary which would otherwise be quite unknown to us. Nor must we forget that the dialects most likely to be descended from Mycenaean are among the worst known.

It cannot be denied that there are Mycenaean words which appear to have no relatives in Greek; but this cannot be asserted unless we can determine independently the meaning of the Mycenaean word in question. One example may suffice: the word $a-ja-me-no$ (fem. $a-ja-me-na$) occurs in contexts which allow us to deduce the meaning. It is frequently, though not always, con-
structured with a dative (instrumental), e.g. e-re-pa-te = elephantei; and it may mean 'decorated', or possibly decorated in some special way, perhaps by inlay. No one so far has been able to suggest a Greek word with which it can be associated; nevertheless it has the appearance of a passive participle of the ordinary Greek type; the spelling ἀ-ι-α- may conceal a reduplicated form (αιαι-); and it appears to have as its opposite a-να-ι-τα, which shows the familiar privative a(ν)- combined with an unreduplicated base and a -το- suffix. In such cases it is tempting to scour the I.-E. languages for a possible etymology (Georgiev has in fact found a possible parallel in Hieroglyphic Hittite); but the etymological method as a means of interpretation in the absence of contextual confirmation is rightly out of favour, and has recently been strongly condemned by Friedrich (1954, pp. 123–8). There are many factors which can have contributed to the loss of Mycenaean words from the later Greek vocabulary.

Some speculation has centred round the question of the native language of the scribes. If more than one language were in use in Mycenaean Greece, this would lead to interesting historical conclusions. It may be deduced from the areas of non-Greek speech in historical times that such communities also existed at the earlier period. There is, however, nothing in the tablets to confirm this except the undoubted presence of non-Greek names. There are no tablets of reasonable extent which do not give some sign of being written in Greek, though of course lists of names may well have a foreign look. Merlingen (1955, p. 45) supposes the Greeks to have been a subject class, who kept all the accounts, under the rule of non-Greek 'Achaean' masters; Andrews prefers to make the rulers Greek, but the scribes foreigners obliged to write in their masters' language. There is not a scrap of real evidence to support the former hypothesis; only some rather questionable deductions from a group of words in Greek alleged to be borrowings from a hypothetical I.-E. language. Even if this language really existed, there is no reason to assign it to the rulers of Mycenaean Greece. Nor does this theory account satisfactorily for the clearly Greek names borne by some of the leading citizens of Pylos; Ἐ-κε-ρα-τω is a man of great importance and may even be the king (see p. 265), but it is hard to believe that he has not a Greek name, Εκχελαυών. It does not seem possible to correlate the Greek names of the tablets with any social class.

The contention of Andrews is based upon rather more solid evidence, namely the apparent blunders in spelling and grammar which mar the texts. It is of course true that in the early years of Greek rule foreign scribes may have been employed. But even if such a situation is conceivable at Knossos at the end of the fifteenth century, it can hardly have been true of Pylos also two centuries later. There is of course a serious objection to the acceptance of the theory that
the scribes were not fully conversant with Greek. It will allow every inconvenient form to be set aside, and great liberties can be taken with the interpretation. At one stroke Andrews would thus destroy the discipline that we have imposed on the solution: that the forms should be consistent and explicable in terms of comparative or historical parallels. Any new form which does not fit into the accepted pattern has been rigorously tested before being admitted, or is regarded merely as tentative and provisional. Whereas, if Andrews be right, it is unnecessary to frame any theory to explain these forms, as each can be explained away separately as an incorrect form due to the ignorance of the scribes. This is not to say that scribes make no errors; they are as frequent as in any other group of documents not intended for publication—the non-literary papyri would afford a close parallel. Such erroneous forms have frequently caused us much trouble. The curious *wo-ze-o-e, obviously connected with the finite verb *wo-ze and the participle *wo-ze, was at first thought to be an optative; but the discovery of further similar texts has revealed that it should be an infinitive, and the expected *wo-ze-o-e has now been found. Similar errors may underlie some of the other isolated forms which still cause difficulty.

Certain writers have shown a cavalier attitude to the strict linguistic tests which we have tried to apply. Admittedly no promising interpretation should be abandoned merely because it conflicts with a suggested but not well grounded etymology. But equally no interpretation can afford to ignore hard facts, such as the digamma in Ἑλιών (Carratelli, 1955, p. 3) or the original long ε of ἱνέης (Meriggi, 1954a, p. 69). Where the interpretation conflicts with an accepted but not certainly proved view, this should be noted and some explanation attempted; contrast Furumark's casual omission to mention the difficulty of finding the suffix -τεῖος (believed to be from *-τέφος) in the word ge-le-a (1954, p. 42).

A further point which may be debated is the language of the inventor of Linear B. Here all evidence fails us and we can only argue from general probability. Since the script is derived from a Minoan source, the adapter must have been to some extent bilingual; whether Greeks would have learned Minoan or Minoans Greek depends upon the circumstances in which they came into contact. Furumark (1954, p. 107) attributes the formation of Linear B to the mainland at the time when Cretan influence was strong in the shaft-grave era; this view is supported by Carratelli (1954, p. 116), who adduces as further evidence the mature style of writing on the mainland vases, which he dates early. If this assumption is correct it is perhaps more likely that a Minoan craftsman should have taught his Greek employers the secret of writing; but in making deductions about speech habits from writing habits we
must not lose sight of the fact that the codifiers of the ancient scripts were experts in neither phonetics, comparative philology nor time-and-motion study, and their solutions are not always those which a UNESCO sub-committee might have proposed.

3. THE RELATION OF MYCENAEAN TO THE HISTORICAL DIALECTS

It cannot be denied that during the Mycenaean period the differences of the Greek dialects then in existence must have been much less strongly marked. The digamma has left traces in every branch of the language; only in Attic-Ionic is it never found, but its presence at no very remote date may be deduced. The form ἑριη implies that Attic preserved ι after ρ until the change of α to η was completed, a change which in central Ionic was not complete at the end of the seventh century. The Ionic form of the same word with compensatory lengthening shows that the loss of ι took place after the separation of Attic from Ionic, which is almost certainly post-Mycenaean. Thus many of the distinctive dialect features will vanish as we approach the period of Common Greek. The preservation of an archaic form, which is often distinctive in the historical period, ceases to have any significance at such an early date. The only criteria for this purpose are those in which the dialect has made an innovation or a choice between two available forms. It need scarcely be added that the material is still too scanty to answer many of the questions we should like to ask.

Most significant is the change in certain circumstances of -τι to -σι. This is characteristic of the fundamental division of the dialects into East and West Greek. It is certainly present in Mycenaean, though it must be stressed that since the interpretation of the script is empirical, the sibilant may represent not the ι of classical Greek, but some intermediate stage such as ts. Examples are: 3rd plur. of pres. indic. act. ε-κο-σι, δι-δο-σι, etc.; verbal nouns α-πο-δο-σι (Latin and Sanskrit -ti-); the preposition πο-σι = ποτι (Arcad., etc., πόσ); derivatives of stems ending in τ: ρα-ω-κε-σι-το (ρα-ω-κε-τα), υ-σε-σι-το (υ-σε-τα), ρα-κο-σι-το (ρα-κο-τα), υ-ω-σι-το (υ-ω-τα), ε-πι-κο-ρι-σι-το (cf. κόρος, -υδος), κε-ρο-σι-το (= γεροντικος < *γεροντ-ιο), κο-ρι-σι-το (κο-ρι-το = Κορινθος), ζα-κου-σι-το (cf. Ζακυνθος).

The classical forms in -νιος are analogical or borrowed from West Greek; cf. Att. Προσαλίσιος from Προσάλινθος (Schwyzer, Gram. 1, p. 272). Parallel to this is the change in the divine name ποσε-δα-ό = Poseidōn (W.Gk. Ποτ-, E.Gk. Πος-); perhaps influenced by the adjective ποσι-δα-ι-το = Ερικ Ποσιδηιος. There are, however, some signs that the development was not complete in the
Mycenaean period. -ti- followed by a vowel survives in some proper names: e.g. pa-i-ti-ja (from pa-i-to = Φαιστός) as in classical Φαιστός, as regularly following s, ti-ri-ti-ja (ti-ri-to), ra-ti-jo (ra-to = Λάτος) classical Λάτος; mi-ra-ti-ja = Milātai (Μιλάτως); men’s names o-ti-na-wo perhaps = ’Ορση-, ta-ti-go-we-u = Στάτη- (Στάτη-)? In two cases the word shows both forms: the man’s name tu-si-je-u is also written tu-ti-je-u, and the feminine ethnic adjective ti-nwa-si-ja has its genitive plural written ti-nwa-ti-ja-o.

Other evidence for Mycenaean’s affinities with East Greek is to be found in the form of certain words: i-je-ro (and derivatives) reflects E.Gk. Ιερός not W.Gk. Ιερός; and a-te-mi-to = Artemitos E.Gk. *Αρτέμις, not W.Gk. *Αρτομις.

Proceeding by elimination we can next point to several differences between Mycenaean and Attic-Ionic, although, as indicated above, the proto-Ionic which presumably existed in the Mycenaean period would not be strongly differentiated from other forms of East Greek. The preposition a-pu is the most striking instance, agreeing with Arc., Cypr., Lesb. and Thess. ἀπό against Att.-Ion. ἀπό. This is surely not to be explained as due to the Arc.-Cypr. change of final -o to -u, since it is shared with the Aeolic dialects. The development of the vocalism o instead of a from a syllabic liquid or nasal is a feature of both Arc.-Cypr. and Aeolic. The circumstances of this are not yet fully explained, but it is unnecessary to adopt the suggestion of Merlingen (1954, p. 3) that the spellings reflect the presence of the unmodified sounds. qe-to-ro-qetro- is exactly paralleled by Thess. πετρό-, and if the other examples are not directly attested this is only due to the lack of adequate dialect records. The treatment of the contract verbs is still too obscure to use in evidence; but the form te-re-ja, if rightly interpreted as 3rd sing. pres. indic., seems to suggest an athematic conjugation (see Vocabulary, p. 409). The infinitive, however, is in -en, as probably in Attic where *-ένν>έν (Schwyzer, Gram. 1, p. 807). The athematic conjugation of these verbs is found in Arc., Cypr., Lesb. and Thess. The form i-ja-te idēr agrees with Cypr. against Att. ίδρος, Ion. ίδρος; but since agent nouns in -ēr are common in Mycenaean and the type in -τρος is an innovation, this may not be conclusive.

We are left then with a probable connexion with two dialect groups: Arcado-Cyprian and Aeolic. On historical grounds we might expect the affinities of Mycenaean to lie rather with the former, and Palmer has expressed his support for that view. But although there is some positive evidence, there seems as yet to be little certain indication which dissociates Mycenaean from the Aeolic group. This may be partly due to the difficulty of reconstructing a common Aeolic from dialects which have been strongly influenced by West Greek. We can, however, point to a few features of Mycenaean which are especially
typical of Aeolic: adjectives of material in -ειος and -ιος (see p. 89); and the use of patronymic adjectives in place of the genitive of the father's name, which is not found in Arc. or Cypr. On the other hand the evidence of vocabulary seems to emphasize rather the connexion with Arc.-Cypr. Such words as δεπος and φασγανον are said to be Cypr. The form of the temporal adverb ο-τε - hote agrees with Arc.-Cypr. (and also Att.-Ion.) δτε against Lesb. δτε. The probable presence of primary medio-passive endings of the 3rd person in -τοι rather than -ται is not significant now that Ruizperez (1952) has demonstrated that these are not innovations of Arc.-Cypr. but inherited.

The traditional view of the Aeolic dialects has been surprisingly changed by Porzig (1954) and Risch (1955), who have demonstrated that East Thessalian preserves a purer form of the dialect than Lesbian. On this theory the Aeolic dialects belong to the group which retain -τι (e.g. in ποτι, against Lesbian πρός, which may be borrowed from Ionic). The effect of this change is to emphasize the affinity of Mycenaean to Arcado-Cyprian, and to suggest that Ionic may in fact be no more than a subsequently differentiated branch of Arcado-Cyprian. Certainly the Mycenaean vases from Boeotia and Attica, which might be assumed to be Ionic at this period (cf. Herodotus v, 58, 2), show no traces of significant variation in the dialect, though their evidence is too meagre to afford any satisfactory proof.

4. DIALECT DIFFERENCES IN MYCENAEAN

It would not be surprising if Knossos and Pylos, in view of their separation in time rather than space, showed differences of dialect. In fact the dialect appears to be extremely uniform, and the differences which have been found are more likely matters of orthography than phonetics. Pylos makes much greater use of ά than Knossos (e.g. in the plural of neuter s-stems), and Knossos often prefers the fuller spelling of an i-diphthong (KN κο-το-i-na PY κο-το-na, KN α-πι-οι-τα PY α-πι-οι-τα—if this is the same name). But some differences have been shown by new finds to be merely a matter of personal choice: the Knossos spelling κο-ρι-ja-do-na with ja but Pylos κο-ρι-α-δα-da-na with ὰ has been shown to be without significance by a tablet from Mycenae (Ge605) which exhibits both forms.

Since the bulk of the material so far comes from Pylos it is not always possible to confirm particular features at Knossos. But nothing has emerged so far which seems likely to be significant. The material from Mycenae is much more scanty, and hardly allows the drawing of any conclusions about the dialect in use there; but with one exception the forms found there agree very closely.
with those at Pylos. The exception is the distinct preference shown by Mycenaeans for the third declension dative singular in -i instead of -e (see p. 86). But datives in -i are not unknown at Pylos (e.g. ko-re-te-ri On01), and Mycenae also has examples of -e, so there is no consistent differentiation. Fresh finds may lead us to revise our views on this point; but at present the dialect presents an extraordinary degree of homogeneity compared with classical inscriptions as widely scattered in time and space. Not until Hellenistic times was Greece to recapture such linguistic unity.

It is possible that this is a false appearance due to the conservatism of the scribal schools; thus the texts may represent not the actual state of Greek at 1200 B.C., but that at some earlier date—perhaps the sixteenth–fifteenth centuries—when the spelling was fixed. Aberrations from the standard would then be explicable as due to the influence of the actual speech of the period. Certainly such a theory will help to explain the problems of ζ and ῥα. On the other hand a strong central influence has a stabilizing effect on a language, and spoken Greek too may have remained at an archaic stage throughout the Mycenaean period, only giving way to innovative change in the chaos following the dissolution of the Achaean empire.

5. PHONOLOGY

This section collects representative examples from the vocabulary to illustrate the relationship of the Mycenaean spelling to the historical development of the sounds as far as known. Only the most restricted use has been made of proper names. References for all the words quoted will be found in the Vocabulary, or in the case of proper names in the Index of Personal Names, or the lists of place-names at the end of ch. v (pp. 146–50).

VOWELS

a, a₂ = ἀ, ἀ: a-ke = agei, ma-te = māter;
   = ν: pa-te = pater;
   = η, η: a₂-te-ro = hateron, acc. pe-re-u-ro-na = Pleurona, a-ki-ti-to = aktiton;
   a+r=r, i̯: ta-ra-si-ja = talasiā, pa-we-a₂ = pharwia, cf. a-re-pa (in ligature, see p. 284) = aleiphar.

e = ē, ē̯: e-ke = ekhei, pa-te = pater;
   = ι̯: ku-te-so = kutosos; = 'prothetic' ε: e-ru-ta-ra = eruthrā.

Note. Most of the certain examples of ē = Gk. ē are in proper names or non-Greek words: i̯-pe-me-de-ja = Ἰψίδεια (not from Ἰψι, contrast wi-pi-no-o = Ἱψίνος), me-nu-wa = Μυνός, ai-ke-wa-to = ai-ki-wa-to, pa₂-me-si-jo = pa₂-mi-si-jo (cf. Πάμισος), de-ko-to
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= di-ko-to (?), e-pa-sa-na-ti = i-pa-sa-na-ti (where an error is excluded by the deliberate correction of e- to i-). Examples in apparent diphthongs are not easily explained: mi-to-we-sa-e, e-ge-ta-e, to-e (wo-zo-e is erroneous). On the question of datives in -e see p. 85. Cf. i = $i$.

\[i = i, i: e-pi = epi, si-to = silos;\]
\[= \dot{e}: di-pa = depas.\]

Note 1. $i = Gk. \varepsilon$ is less frequent than the reverse, see above. Also perhaps in i-mi-ri-jo = Himerios. It is a possible explanation of i-jo = ἵππος < *ekivos, but this is Common Greek. For a possible dissimilation of e-e > e-i, cf. KN a-pe-i-si = PY a-pe-e-si = a-peensi, and the dative singular of stems in -s (see p. 86).

Note 2. Confusion of $i$ and $\acute{a}$ is not only found in the κοινή, but also in pre-Greek words and names: e.g. 'Ελευσόνιος (Olus, Thera), 'Ελευθέρια (Sparta) = Ελευσόνιος (Att., etc.); Lacon. Τυνδρικόν for more usual Τυνδ.; μολιβδός = μολυβδός, βιβλιος = βιβλιός. There seem to be rare examples of this in Myc.: man’s name ta-ni-ko = ta-nu-ko, place-name u-ta-ko = ἱτανος; cf. mo-ri-wo-do = moliwdos (?). The confusion of $o$ with $\sigma$ is common in all these cases. In Att., Thess., Arc., Cypr., Lesb., Boeotia, etc., also in words of uncertain etymology: e.g. ἀστακός/οστακός, ἀσταφής/οσταφής.

\[= \ddot{u}: e-wi-su-zo-ko = e-wi-su-zu?-ko = -zugo; \text{ possible in po-ro-du-ma-te, po-ru-dama-te, see Vocabulary s.v. du-ma.}\]

\[u = \ddot{u}, \dot{u}: e-ru-ta-ra = eruthrá, tu-roj = tûroi;\]

as silent vowel: before $w$: ke-se-nu-ju-ja = xenwia; before $m$?: see du-ma in Vocabulary; cf. anaptyctic $u$ in Lat. dracuma, etc.

\[= \dot{\theta}: \text{see above.}\]
\[= o: u-ru-pi-ja-jon =  \text{Ολυμπιαδοί.}\]

DIPHTHONGS

a-i: almost certainly not two syllables in pa-i-to = Φαστός. Alternates with $a$:

\[a-na-i-ta = a-na-ta.\]

On the dat. plur. of $a$-stems see p. 84.

a-j = ai: in adjectives from feminines in -a (e.g. a-ko-ra-jon = agoraios).

ai: ai-ka-sa-ma = aixmans. Very rare except as initial. The identification of *34 as ai2 depends on the equation of *34-ke-u in PY 237 = Ta709 with ai-ke-u in 236 = Ta641, and is otherwise very dubious.
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e-i: usually to be interpreted as two syllables. Pe-i may represent Arc. σφες. Final -ei in verbs is always written -e.

e-u: e-u-da-mo = Eudamos, re-u-ko = leukō.

e-w: probably for eu in e-we-pe-se-so-me-na = eu hepsēsomena, e-wa-ko-ro = e-u-wa-ko-ro = Euag(o)ros, but this may be phonetic.

o-i: ko-to-i-na = ko-to-na = ktoinā; ko-i-no = ko-no = skhoinos. For -o-i in the dat. plur. of o-stems see p. 84.

o-j: te-o-jo = theio.

o-u: negative o-u-, a-ro-u-ra = aoura(ns).


Vowel Contraction

Elision of short final vowels is sometimes found in the compounded forms of the prepositions: e.g. a-pe-e-si (ap- = apu-), pa-ra-wa-jō = parāwaiō, me-ta-no = Met-tōnō, e-pe-ke-u = Epe-eigeus; but in many cases the vowel is maintained, not only when an etymological -h- intervenes: po-si-e-e-si = posieni, o-pi-a₂-ra = ophi-hala, e-pi-ja-ta = Epi-haltās.

Vowel contraction of the types found in Classical Greek seems to be unknown; cases like ko-to-na-no-no = ktoniā anōnos, ko-to-no-ko = ktonio-okohos are isolated and probably faulty. Even like vowels are regularly retained in contact, though this would be explained if, as is not unlikely, intervocalic -h- survived: e.g. ko-to-no-o-ko = ktonio-(h)okohos, e-ma-a₂ = Herma(h?)a, e-ke-e = ekhe(h)en. The pre-Greek contractions are exemplified by no-pe-re-a₂ = nóphelea from *ne-ophel-.

Spurious Diphthongs

The ‘spurious’ diphthongs are of course represented in Mycenaean by the pure vowels, and where there is no contraction it is impossible to tell whether lengthening had taken place. -o-sa in the fem. participle probably represents -onsa (as in Arcadian); in other doubtful cases such vowels have been transcribed with a circumflex accent: e.g. a-ke-re = agērei, wo-ra-ve-sa = wōlāwessa.

Semivowels

j: used to indicate diphthongal i (see above) or as a glide: e.g. i-j-e-re-u = hiereus.

This is sometimes omitted and we find i-e-re-u as an alternative spelling, just as in Cypr. ἵεσως as well as ἵεσος.

The loss of I.-E. j- in intervocalic position is proved by the first component of a man’s name a-e-ri-go-ta = Āerī (cf. Hom. ἕρι, ἕριος, Avest. aya).
-sj- appears usually to yield -j- as in the gen. of the o-stems: -o-jo < *-osjo. Although we have transcribed this form as -oio on the Homeric model, it may be questioned whether -j- has not here a consonantal value, thus accounting for the metrically recoverable Homeric forms in -oo. A similar wavering between the two values may explain the alternation of -e-jo and -e-o in the formation of adjectives of material (see p. 89). Similar alternations in spelling are not infrequent in names: e.g. a-ti-ke-ne-ja but a-pi-ke-ne-a = -geneia, re-wa-jo/re-wa-o. Advantage has been taken of this to put forward some interpretations: e.g. ke-ra-ja-pi = keraiaphi, Hom. κερατός, a-ta-o = Antaios.

The existence of medial -wj- seems likely in two words which have alternative spellings: me-wi-jo/me-u-jo = μείσον, di-wi-ja/di-u-ja probably = Διήσ. Cf. [pa]4-si-re-wi-jo-te = basileuwjontes (βασιλεύοντες).

Initial j- occurs in the adverb jo- (also o-), probably = hō < *jōd. Other cases where it appears optional are: ja-ke-te-re = a-ke-te-re, man’s name ja-sa-ro = a-sa-ro.


Intervocalic: ka-ra-wi-po-ro = Klawiphoros, ka-ke-we = kakhêwes.

With consonants: -dw-: wi-do-wi-i-jo = Widwoios; -wd-: mo-ri-wi-do = moliwodos (?). -nw-: ke-se-nu-wi-ja = xenwia, pe-ru-si-nu-wo = perusinwón; -ru-: do-wi-jo = dorwetos, ko-wa = korwâ, pu-wo = Purwos (< *purwos); -wr-: e-wi-ri-po = Eurwîpos (or = Euwripos ?); -sw-: wi-so-wa-na = wiswô-(1oo-) but also e-wi-su-; -thw-: ma-ra-tu-wo = marathwôn (in a loan-word, but te-o = theon if from *dhwes- shows loss of w in an inherited word).

As a glide after u: tu-we-a = thuea, ta-ra-nu-we = thrânues, ku-wa-no = kuanôi, a-re-ku-tu-wa-wo = Alektruôn.

Note. In several words we have ‘intrusive’ w, where not expected from the etymology or dialect forms; e.g. pe-ru-si-nu-wo, me-wi-jo. In others the expected w is absent: e-ne-ka = heneka (not *heneka), o-ro-me-no = oromenos, i-je-re-ja = hieria, po-se-da-o = Poseidaôn (Corinth. -αξων). On these see Chadwick (1954b, pp. 6-7) and p. 89.
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\[ r = \text{r}, \ l = \text{r} \\text{e}-\text{w}o-\text{t}o-\text{r}o-\text{ko}-\text{wo} = \text{lewotrokhowoi}. \text{See p. 44.} \]

\[ m = \text{m} : \text{ma-}t\text{e} = \text{mat} \text{er}. \]

\[ n = \text{n} : \text{ne-}w\text{o} = \text{newos}. \]

spirants

\[ s : \text{initial only in words of foreign origin or due to development from other sounds: si-to = sitos, sa-sa-ma = sasama, se-ri-no = selinon, si-a-gro = sialons, su-za = suka (?).} \]

\[ \text{su-go-ta-o} = \text{sug^ot} \text{aon (συβωτίς)} \text{is a familiar if inexplicable form.} \]

\[ \text{preceding a consonant it is sometimes apparently dropped: pa-ka-na = phasgana; written in do-so-mo = dosmos. In ai-ka-sa-ma = aixmans it is preserved where classical Greek only retains its trace as an aspirate (αλχυν)}. \]

\[ \text{Intervocalic} -s- < t \text{before} j \text{or in some cases} i \text{(see p. 73): to-so = tossos, e-ko-si = ekhonsi; < kj: pa-sa-ro = passala, wa-na-se-wei-ja from \text{pawassata}.} \]

\[ h : \text{there is no sign for the aspirate, nor are any aspirated consonants distinguished. In the absence therefore of any notation, interpreted forms have been given the form which agrees most closely with classical Greek: initial h- and aspirated consonants are written where expected on later or comparative evidence, intervocalic} -h- \text{is omitted, except in a few cases of compounds.} \]

\[ \text{this is not intended to express an opinion on the extent of psilosis in Mycenaean, but merely to accommodate the reconstructions to a familiar pattern. The absence of contraction (see p. 78) is a slight indication in favour of retention of intervocalic} -h-; \text{but where the etymology is uncertain or disputed the choice is not easy; should we for instance be justified in writing} \text{dohelos?} \text{ (Cf. Chadwick, 1954, p. 14.)} \]

\[ \text{The use of} a \text{where we expect} ha \text{does not involve any departure from the principle laid down. It is reasonable to suppose that} \text{Minoan} \text{distinguished no aspirates, and the opposition of} a/a_2 \text{may have corresponded to something like the Hebrew} \text{N/S.} \text{It is noticeable that} a_2 \text{sometimes alternates with} ja \text{(see p. 47). Andrews' theory of a sixth (schwa) vowel is not yet supported by convincing examples, and the variations in spelling are better explained as due to uncertainty in the use of signs having an original value without phonemic significance in Greek.} \]

\[ z : z \text{has been used to transliterate the consonant which has obvious affinities with the Greek } \zeta \text{ (see p. 44). This is not to say that its sound was identical, but it serves as a useful symbol. The cases of alternation with} k \text{suggest a palatalized} k' , g'; \text{but the fact that it also represents} *dj \text{in} -pe-za-* -pedja \text{seems to prove that it was already some sort of sibilant. A theory which would account for its behaviour as observed so far is that in 'Minoan' it} \]
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had the value $k'$, which was occasionally substituted for $k$ by Greeks, the distinction of velars and palatals having been lost in Common Greek; it was correctly used for *$gj$ but with assimilation of this sound it was extended to similar sounds with a different history. So far it seems to be restricted to voiced stops, which, like $d$, conflicts with the theoretical basis of the syllabary. This is, however, the natural result of the development of *$kj$ to $ss$ in Greek (cf. p. 80), which is a further proof that $z$ was a sibilant in Mycenaean.

$z$ is also used in those words which show $z$- initially from I.-E. *$ji$-
\begin{itemize}
  \item $ze-u-ke-u-si=zeugeusi$, ze abbreviation of zeugos,
  \item $e-wi-su-zu?-ko$ (also -$zo-ko$) =
  \item -$zugo$-;
  \item $ze-so-me-no$, $a-re-pa-zo-o$, $zo-a$ from the root of $\gamma\varepsilon\omega$.
\end{itemize}

The use of $za=\gamma\alpha$ in Cypriot may be connected, but Lejeune rejects the transliteration $za$ in favour of $ka$.

STOPS

$p$, $k$, $t$, $d$: the use of these is shown on p. 44, §4. A theory to account for the separation of $d/t(h)$ is suggested above (p. 70). The question of $pa_2$ is discussed in the next section.

Labio-velars: $q$. The presence of labio-velars in Urgrieisch has long been accepted. The date at which they were lost no doubt differed in the dialects, Aeolic confusing them with the labials, while Arcadian maintains a distinction before $\varepsilon$ and $i$ in the early inscription from Mantinea (Schwyzer, Dial. 661). In Cypriot the labio-velar is confused with $s$: $si-se=\tau\iota\varsigma$. Their sound in Mycenaean can only be conjectured; the interpretation assumes that they remained at that date more or less unchanged (hence written $q^a$, $g^a$ or $q^a\iota$, as devoicing of mediae aspiratae is assumed, see p. 68). Palmer (1954b, p. 53), however, suggests that they were already assimilated, hence his identification of the man's name $a-i-ge-u$ as Alisseus and the verbal form $e-ke-ge$ as future $=hexe\iota$. Against this it may be observed that $q-s$- is once used to write $x$ ($qi-si-pe-e=xiphe\iota$), though this does not necessarily exclude a sound such as $k\varsigma$. The identification of $mo-qo-so=\delta\omega\gamma\nu\rho\sigma\zeta=Hitt$. Mukśaś was discussed by Chadwick (1954b, p. 5).

The same signs evidently do duty for *$kw$ as for the labio-velar: $i-qo=\iota\nu\mu\nu\sigma$; hence we may legitimately expect to find them used also for *$ghw$ in compounds of $\delta\iota\rho$; see entries beginning $qe-\tau$- in Index of Personal Names, p. 424.

As stated above (p. 45) there is no sign for $qa$, but $pa$ is regularly used to denote the initial syllable of $\pi\varsigma\varsigma$, if this is correctly derived from *$kw\varepsilon\varepsilon n$-.

It is possible that before $a$ the loss of the velar element had already begun, though the distinction remained elsewhere. Thus if $pa_2$ were originally $qa$, phonetic change would have made it a homophone of $pa$. $pa_2$ occurs in
a number of words in which we postulate a labio-velar: e.g. o-pa₂-wo-ní Opáwoni (but o-pa); but in most cases the etymology is too obscure: e.g. pa₂-si-re-u = βασιλεύς, ti-ri-jo-pa₂ = Τριόπτος, pa₂-ra₂ = Πάλλας. In pa₂-ra-to-ro the variants στάλαθρον, σκάλαθρον, etc., point to ŝqa-. But ku-su-to-ro-pa₂ = xunstrophi is derived from *strebh-.

In other positions too there are some signs of an alternation of p and q. In PY 116 = En659 the man’s name Qe-re-go-ka-o (gen.) is apparently repeated in the dative as Pe-re-go-ta, though their identity is not certain (see p. 245). If this name represents classical *Τηλεφόντης or the like, the development of the labio-velar before e to p would be surprising as this is found in Aeolic but not Arcadian. Easier to accept is the alternative spelling ra-qi-ti-ra₂ for ra-pi-ti-ra₂ = raptriai, since the development to p before a consonant is universal. As the traditional etymology of δάρττω is disproved by the lack of the initial digamma, there is no external evidence to prove which spelling is the original one; but the masculine rapter is spelt with pte, and the participle e-ra-pe-me-na also shows p instead of the expected assimilation. Thus the use of q here seems to be the abnormality, whereas in the former case it is the use of p. These examples are perhaps to be explained by a theory of traditional spelling (see p. 76); this would imply that the pronunciation was at least in a transitional phase. If this is really so, it is remarkable that there is so little inconsistency in the spelling.

Although the decipherment has confirmed the etymology of many words containing labio-velars (note especially a-to-ro-go διαθρόπτος) there are a few surprises. to-ro-go is plausibly identified with τρόπτος, cf. to-ro-ge-jo-me-no and the man’s name e-u-to-ro-go, which conflicts with Skt. trápate, Lat. trepit; if correct we must accept Meillet’s connexion with Lat. torqueo: see to-ro-go in Vocabulary. If the equation of qe-to with πίθος be right, this destroys another accepted etymology; but it should be noticed that the spelling with e for i may indicate a foreign origin.

Assimilation

Evidence of assimilation of another consonant before p is fairly extensive, though the nature of the resultant group can only be conjectured from the notation. A stop + p appears to yield -pp- (cf. Hom. κάτπεστε, etc.): po-pi < pod-phi, e-ka-ma-pi < ekhmat-phi (or egma-?), ko-ru-pi < koruth-phi; ve-pe-za < (h)wekpedja. We may assume partial assimilation of n > m: ki-to-pi < khiton-phi; and of nt > m: re-wo-pi < lewont-phi (cf. re-wo-te-jo = lewonteiós), a-di-ri-ja-pi < andriant-phi. It is hardly without significance that Homer has no examples of the -φι termination with stems in stops or liquids (koxarophi and kotulipdonophi) are plainly
secondary); was *λέομφι too far removed from λέοντων and too easily replaced by λέοντι?

Assimilation before the -si of the dative plural can sometimes be assumed: pi-we-ri-si is probably from piwedid-si, cf. dat. sing. pi-we-ri-di; pa-si < pant-si (presumably = pansi), de-ma-si < dermat-si; pi-ri-e-te-si (cf. nom. plur. pi-ri-jete-re) is ambiguous.

On the other hand 'etymological' spellings are found where we should expect assimilation; possibly merely as a convention to avoid confusion. po-ni-ki-pi < phoinik-phi may be an exception in a foreign word. More surprising are e-ra-pe-me-na < errapia-na (perf. pass. of ἐραπτω); a-ra-roma-te-me-na where the variant a-ra-roma-to-me-na points to -tm-.

Initial pt-

Initial pt- for classical π- seems to occur in two personal names: po-to-re-ma-ta = Ptolemaīs, [e-a]-ru-po-to-re-mo-jo = Euruptolemoio. Another apparent instance is po-to-ri-jo = Ὀρλία? KN 39 = As1517, but until the context is clear this must remain tentative. This feature cannot be used to determine dialect affinities, since its use in proper names is much more widespread than in vocabulary words.

Nouns

The case system is remarkably close to that of Homer. Four cases can be distinguished in the singular, five in the plural, the instrumental being marked by the suffix -pi in the first and third declensions. In the sing., the instr. coalesces with the dat. in all declensions.

Feminine a-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing.</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plur.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>i-je-re-j</td>
<td>to-pe-z</td>
<td>a-ni-j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>po-ti-ni-j</td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>ta-ra-si-j</td>
<td></td>
<td>ko-to-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>i-je-re-j</td>
<td>ko-to-n</td>
<td>a-o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>po-ti-ni-j</td>
<td></td>
<td>a-ke-ti-ri-j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr.</td>
<td>po-ti-ni-j</td>
<td></td>
<td>a-πi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This may be interpreted according to the spelling rules as: sing. -ά, -άδη, -άς, -άι; plur. -άια, -άον, -άι, -άφη.
Dual: the extension of -ai as the nom. plur. termination led to its replacement as the inherited dual ending. This gap was filled by Attic with -α on the analogy of the o-stems. Mycenaean appears to have borrowed the ending of the o-stems -δ; cf. fem. dual καλυψάμενοι (Hes. ᪠. 198), and the use of τω as feminine even in Attic. The restoration of the genitive is less certain; -οιν is possible under the spelling rules. Other examples of the dual are i-qi-jo, πτε-να, and adjectives agreeing with these substantives.

Acc. plur.: ko-to-na seems to be acc. plur. in PY 43 = Sn01; other examples are a-ro-u-ra PY 154 = Eq01, o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja (acc. of respect) PY 243 = Ta708, ai-ka-sa-ma PY 257 = Jn09.

Dat. plur.: on the interpretation of this form see below.

Masculine a-stems

These follow exactly the pattern of the feminines except that the gen. sing. is in -α-α = -δο; there is no example of an instrumental plural. Two obscure forms in -α-ε may be duals: e-κε-λα-ε KN 29 = As821, ωe-κα-λα-ε KN X 1044; possibly to be explained as an extension of the dual ending of the consonant stems. This might account for the Homeric dual of masculine stems in -ά (not -η); and it may be significant that Homer never uses the dual of a feminine a-stem. The presence or absence of final -s in the nom. sing. cannot be tested; in view of Homeric and dialect forms without -s, it may well have been absent. In interpreted forms, however, this -s has been restored to mark the distinction from the feminines.

O-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sing.</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plur.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>ko-ω</td>
<td>pa-sa-r</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>te-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>si-ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>te-</td>
<td>o-jo</td>
<td>a-ne-ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>da-m</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>te-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e-re-ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuters:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>ko-ri-ja-do-n</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>ko-ri-ja-da-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>a-ω-ri-te-r</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>do-r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These may be interpreted: sing. -ος, -ον (neut. -ον), -οια, -οι; dual -ὁ; plur. -οι, -ονς (neut. -α), -ον, -οι(?) ions (?), -οις (?).

Dat. plur.: the spelling -o-i is clearly parallel to -a-i in the a-stems and must represent a similar form. We originally interpreted these as -οις, -αις (οίς, -αίς?),
the I.-E. instrumental ending (Skt. -ais). But the new Pylos furniture tablets have shown that the 'instrumental' of o-stems is in -o, not -o-i or -o-pi (e.g. e-re-pa-te-jo o-di-ri-ja-pi re-wo-pi-qe 243 = Ta708). Since this case is distinguished in the spelling from the dative (e.g. pa-si-te-o-i) it is probably different in form, though we cannot exclude the possibility that -o and -o-i are merely alternative spellings of -ois (cf. p. 44). Theoretical considerations have led to the postulation of a dative (originally locative): *-oihi<*ois, which was later restored by analogy. Merlingen and Andrews have therefore suggested that this is what the spelling implies. A definite decision is hardly possible on the evidence so far, but -oi'i has been adopted as the interpretation in order to maintain the distinction. In any case the a-stems must here be copying the o-stems, and we have written -a'i to match.

Instrumental: a very few cases of the termination -o-pi have been found, only at Knossos, so that this may be a dialect difference. At least it is clear that this termination was not restricted to consonant stems, as proposed by Shipp (1953, p. 9). KN Se1042 (joined with 1006) contains the words: e-re-pa-te-jo-pi o-mo-pi, where the latter word may be hormophi; e-re-pa-te-jo-pi is repeated in line 2, but here unfortunately we have lost the noun in agreement. i-ku-wi-o-pi KN 207 = V 280 is an isolated form of uncertain meaning; Ventris proposes an instrumental dual.

Locative: Ventris suggests that di-da-ka-re (see p. 162) is a locative didaskalei of the type of olkei. A termination -oi would be indistinguishable from the dative.

Note. Compound adjectives in -os (often used as substantives) have two terminations: e.g. a-ka-ra-no agreeing with to-pe-za PY 241 = Ta715; a-pi-ko-ro ko-wo = amphiqolön (fem. gen. plur.) kωroui PY 11 = Ad690.

Consonant stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom.</th>
<th>Sing.</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plur.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>po-me</td>
<td>ti-ri-pa</td>
<td>po-me-n</td>
<td>po-me-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wa-na-ka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>pe-re-u-ro-n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>pa-ki-ja-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>po-me-n</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>ka-ra-ma-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>po-me-n</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>pa-si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr.</td>
<td>ko-re-te-r</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>po-pi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interpretation: sing. zero or -s, -a, -os, -ei or -i; dual -e; plur. -es, -as, -on, -si, -phi.

Dat. sing.: two explanations of -e are possible. It may be part of the general confusion of e and i (see p. 76), and stand for the original -i of the locative.
This seems to be certain in those cases where the script has -i. This is much less frequent than -e at Pylos and Knossos, except in the s-stems (see below). Mycenaean, however, shows a marked preference for -i (e.g. ka-ke-wi, ke-ra-me-wi, pi-ve-ri-di), though -e does also occur (o-pe-ra-no-re). Alternatively we may interpret -e as -ei, the old I.-E. dative termination preserved in Old Latin and other languages, and in traces in Greek. The latter has been adopted in this book, but again without any desire to prejudge the issue.

Stems in s: the type in -ēs shows the declension: nom. -e (neut. -ē), gen. -ē-o, dat. -ē-i; dual -ē-e (all genders); plur. neut. -ē-a or -ē-a₂, dat. -ē-si (=ēsī), instr. -ē-pi (=ēspī). The neuter di-pa = dipas has dual di-pa-e. Comparative adjectives do not show -n- in the declension: me-zo, me-wi-jō (=mezōn or mezōs? etc.) have dual -o-e, plur. -o-e, neut. -o-a₂ (=oes, -oa, Att. -ouς, -ω). Perfect participles in the masculine and neuter show the same declension: neut. plur. a-ra-ru-wo-a, te-tu-ko-wo-a₂.

Stems in i: some examples are found in the nom. sing., e.g. a-pu-do-si = apudosis; but there is no evidence of the declension except instr. plur. po-ti-pi = portiphi.

Stems in ū: evidence is very scanty. Nom. sing. ta-ra-nu has plur. ta-ra-ru-wo, -ues, like στάχυς; gen. sing. in man's name e-te-wa-tu-o = Etewastuos. The dative ka-ru-wo (instr. plur. ka-ru-pi) presumably also belongs to this type; cf. Pylos place-name a-pu₂?-we. There is no evidence of the ablaut declension: -ūς, -e[ʃ]oς, except perhaps te-re-te-weep and po-ke-weep = pakhewees.

Stems in ēu: nom. plur. ka-ru-wo = grāwes.


Note 1. Adjectives of the type in -wenta- have feminine -wo-sa = -we-sa with analogical e for a <*-eonta-ja-. The masculine is typified by the man's name ko-ma-wo = Komāwens, gen. ko-ma-wo-to = Komāwento. Examples of the feminine are: pi-ti-ro-wo-sa, ko-ro-no-wo-sa, mi-to-wo-sa. The perf. participle has fem. a-ra-ru-ja = araruja (<*-usja); pres. part. of verb 'to be': a-pe-a-sa = apeassai (<*-o-enta-ja), masc. a-pe-o-te = apeontes.

Note 2. The case and number of the termination -pi = -ph. It will be observed that the term 'instrumental' has been applied to the case formed by this suffix. This follows the generally accepted view that it is a relic of an I.-E. instrumental (cf. Skt. -bhīṣ), and is supported by its use after passive or intransitive verbs such as 'equipped with', 'inlaid with'. Its frequent use with place-names seems equally to prove that it also has the value of locative.

Its number is proved to be plural (or dual) by the opposition of ka-ru-wo|ka-ru-pi, a-di-ri-ja-te|a-di-ri-ja-pi, e-ka-ma-wo|e-ka-ma-pi, po-ni-ke|po-ni-ki-pi, po-de|po-pi in parallel
contexts on the furniture tablets. Cf. also du-wo-u-pi te-re-ja-e PY 148 = Ep04 with e-me-de te-[re]-ja Eb 40.

This conclusion agrees as regards case, but not number, with that reached on the Homeric evidence by Shipp (1953, p. 15).

**Pronouns**

These are very rare and mostly doubtful.

\[ mi = mi\text{-}n: \text{da-mo-de-mi pa-si = dánmos de min phási (?) PY 135 = Ep704; cf. e-ke-de-mi PY 196 = Na70. }\]

\[ pe-i = sphi\text{'eis, sphi\text{'e? Dat. plur., cf. Arc. sphi\text{'is, Att. sphi\text{'o.}\text{ }}\]

\[ to-e PY Eb 842 = to-me PY 148 = Ep04 in identical context (see p. 263). The phrase is obscure, but to-e/to-me may represent the dative of a demonstrative. If not erroneous to-e may be tói or tó-i-e = *tói (cf. Elean tói, Boeot. tóí, etc.). to-me may be explained as to-(s)me with the suffix -(s)μι found in Cret, δτιμι = φτιμι, cf. Skt. loc. āsmin.\]

\[ to-jo: possibly genitive of the demonstrative.\]

\[ to-i-je = dat. plur. tóíi-je?\]

\[ to-to: \text{‘this’ = tóú to; see Vocabulary, p. 410.}\]

\[ wo-jo: = (h)woý = olo, gen. of pron. adj. ‘his own’?\]

**Note.** It seems most unlikely that any forms are to be explained as a definite article, since this is clearly absent from many contexts where its presence would be demanded by classical usage.

**Numerals**

These are poorly represented, mostly in compounds.

1: dat. e-me = hémii shows preservation of the original -m- replaced by -n- in all dialects.

2: instr. du-wo-u-pi; see Vocabulary, p. 391.

3: in compounds ti-ri = tri-.

4: in compounds qe-to-ro = qetoror = *-ro- (<*q)ro-).

5: in compounds we = (h)wek- (Cret., etc., fíx).

6: in compounds e-ne-wo = ennepo (o <*pe).

**The Verb**

**Terminations**

The theory of Ruipérez (1952) that the Arcadian medio-passive primary terminations in -tôi were original and not, as had been supposed, secondary is supported by the new evidence. As the final -i is not written and there is ordinarily no augment (see below), it is impossible to distinguish a present from an imperfect. But two considerations seem to indicate that we are right
in taking these forms as present. (1) e-ke-ge e-u-ke-to-ge...e-ke-e PY 140 = Eb35; if both verbs are imperfect, then the e-ke of the common formula must be too; but present is much more likely in such a formula. (2) to-sa-de o-u-di-do-to PY 198 = Ng02 is plainly parallel with to-sa-de na-u-do-mo o-u-di-do-si PY 189 = Na65, etc.; since di-do-si cannot be anything but present, so presumably is di-do-to. In many other passages a present is preferable, and e-pi-de-da-to is more likely to be perfect than pluperfect.

Augment

The syllabic augment is normally absent, such forms as a-pu-do-ke = apu-dòke being regular in the secondary tenses. An apparent exception is a-pe-do-ke in a new Pylos tablet (Gn1184), which at present remains isolated. The temporal augment would of course be concealed by the notation.

Reduplication

Reduplication in the perfect follows the regular pattern; a-ra-ru-ja and a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na show the special ‘Attic’ reduplication of verbs beginning with a vowel plus sonant. e-ra-pe-me-na has the ordinary form of reduplication =€pp-.

Verbal forms

No finite forms other than third persons occur.


Athematic present: sing. pa-si=phasi (?), plur. di-do-si=didò(n)sì, ki-ti-je-si=kтиensi; part. i-jo, i-jo-te=iön, iontes.

Future: sing. do-se=dòseì, plur. do-so-si=dòsonsi; part. de-me-o-te=demesontes.

Aorist: a-ke-re-se=agrése (?), wi-de=wiđe (=eíđe), o-po-ro=ophlon; part. a-ke-ra-te=agérentes?


Middle: thematic present: e-u-ke-to=eukhetoi, e-ke-jo-to=en-keiontòi (?); part. wo-zo-me-no.

Athematic present: plur. di-do-to=didò(n)toi, -u-ru-to=uronto; part. ki-ti-me-na=ktimenà.

Future: part. e-pesö-se-me-na=hepsíoëmena, ze-so-me-no=zesomeno-.

Aorist: de-ka-sa-to=dexato, pa-ro-ke-ne-[to]=paro-genoë, de-ko-to=dekto, ze-to=gento; infin. wi-de-to-i=widësthai (?).

Perfect: e-pi-de-da-to=epidëdastoi; part. de-de-me-no=demenò.

The contract verbs are barely represented, but we may detect one in te-re-ja,
which seems to be 3rd sing. pres. indic. (=teleia, like the proposed reading δάμνα for δάμναθ in Homer, cf. Schwyzer, Gram. i, p. 659); infin. te-re-ja-e = teleiaen (as Att. τιμάω < *τιμᾶεν, cf. Schwyzer, Gram. i, p. 807).

The verb 'to be':
Present: plur. e-e-si = ensi (also ap-, en-, posi-); dual e-to = eston (?).
Imperative: 3rd plur. e-e-to = eentō (? or imperfect?).
Part.: e-o, e-o-te = eōn, eontes (also ap-); fem. a-pe-a-sa = apeassai.
Imperfect: sing. a-pe = ap-es (?).
Future: e-so-to = essontoi (?).

Word-Formation

Only a few points deserve special comment.

(1) Feminines in -eia from masculines in -eus. These forms have been discussed by Chadwick (1954 b, p. 7). The clearest is i-je-re-ja = hierieia, and it is now evident that contrary to all supposition the feminines do not contain the -w- of the masculine. Other examples are: the names i-do-me-ne-ja = Idomeieia (Ἰδομενεία), ke-ra-me-ja = Kerameia (κεραμεία), e-ro-pa-ke-ja (e-ro-pa-ke-u). Other occupational names are do-qe-ja (cf. man's name do-qe-u), ri-ne-ja-o, i-te-ja-o, pa-ke-te-ja, ka-ru-ti-je-ja-o, a-ru-ka-te-ja, e-ne-re-ja, ko-ru-je-ja, o-nu-ke-ja, te-pe-ja-o. Contrast the adjectival formations pa-ri-re-wi-ja, i-je-re-wi-jo, where the termination is -eios; cf. Cypr. i-e-re-wi-ja-ne = 'sanctuary'.

(2) Adjectives of Material. These show an alternation between -e-jo, -e-o, and -i-jo, which recalls the similar variation between -eis and -eis in Homer. Forms in -eis are also found in Lesb. and Thess. One word exemplifies all three forms: wi-ri-ne-jo, wi-ri-ne-o, wi-ri-ni-jo = wriaeos.

(3) Adjectives in -teros. wa-na-ka-te-ro appears to be wanaktersis 'royal'. The objection of Meriggi (1954, p. 34) that in PY 130 = E0371 (EA24) ke-ra-me-wo wa-na-ka-te-ro shows lack of concord is hardly sufficient to outweigh the neuter wa-na-ka-te-ra. Such cases of grammatical oversight are not uncommon (see p. 72); and cf. PY 108 = EA817, where we have po-me qualifying genitive mo-ro-qo-ro-jo instead of the correct po-me-no found on 109 = EA782. Less certain is po-ku-te-ro, which appears to be formed from po-ku-ta of unknown meaning.

7. Syntax

There are several examples of perfect participles active used in the intransitive sense familiar in Homer: a-ra-ta-ja, a-ra-ta-wo-a 'fitted (with)', cf. σκολότεσσειν ἀρρητότα (Od. vii, 45); te-tu-ku-wo-a 'well made' (of garments and wheels), cf. βοῦς πρόνοι τετευχός (Od. xii, 423); possibly de-di-(da)-ku-ja 'taught'.
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An idiom familiar in Sanskrit, the use of a reduplicated locative such as padē-padē ‘at every step’, varṣe-varṣe ‘every year’, is found for the first time in Greek: we-te-i-we-te-i ‘annually’ (see p. 279).

pa-ro governs the dative, where Attic ἀπό would demand the genitive; cf. the use of the dative with ἀπό in Arcadian. me-ta also appears to govern the dative in the phrase me-ta pe-i, where the dative is Homeric. The accusative and infinitive construction appears to be proved by PY 140 = Eb35, cf. 135 = Ep704. One other subordinate clause has so far been identified, a relative temporal clause introduced by o-te = hote PY 235 = Ta711.

The development of prepositions is already complete, as might be expected from comparative evidence. The instrumental -φι, however, often stands alone, and where accompanied by a preposition we may detect a relic of the earlier independence: o-phi...ge-lo-ro-po-pi o-ro-me-no PY 31 = Ae04 suggests the ‘tmesis’ of the Homeric έττλ...δοντα (Od. xiv, 104) where there is no noun expressed.

Word order would seem to be of importance where the inflexions are so largely hidden by the script. There seems to be some consistency in the formulas, though divergent orders are not to be excluded. The order: subject, verb, object, is regular. But the common introductory word o- (جو-) seems usually to have a verb following; possible exceptions are KN 260 = Og0467, 213 = L 641. The order then may be either subject, object (e.g. PY 257 = Jn09) or object, subject (e.g. PY 75 = Cn02) depending which is being listed. The clauses beginning o-da-ag show more freedom; the subject usually follows immediately, the verb, if expressed, being postponed; but in PY 151 = Eb36 we have object, verb, subject. Adjectives tend to precede the noun, but this is often obscured by the fact that when items are being listed the noun naturally takes precedence. Two or more adjectives applied to one noun show asyndeton (e.g. PY 241 = Ta715. 2); but a series of attributive nouns are coupled with -qe (e.g. PY 242 = Ta707, 246 = Ta722). On occasion two instrumentals may be balanced on either side of a participle: se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi ge-ni-no-me-na a-di-ri-ja-pi-qe PY 243 = Ta708.

The definite article as such is clearly absent. Where forms of δ, τ, το appear to occur they are probably demonstratives and are listed under Pronouns.

8. VOCABULARY

It was shown above (p. 68) that the vocabulary was essentially Greek. It remains here to discuss its affinities inside Greek. Of the words identified a remarkable number are rare and poetic, while some are known only from sources as late as Hellenistic times. It is most revealing to find that words we
had thought to be post-classical are of such venerable antiquity; it should never be assumed that absence from the literary record implies absence from the vocabulary. A good example is the word *pu-ra-u-to-ro* in a list of vessels and implements; it can hardly be anything but *puraustro* 'a pair of fire-tongs', found in Herodas (third century) and an inscription of the fourth century B.C. Such a humble item of furniture might well escape mention in literature altogether, and its late appearance can now be seen to be without significance.

The words which we know only in Homer and in poetry are archaic survivals of an earlier period, and there is nothing surprising in finding them in ordinary use in Mycenaean documents. The words for 'swords' and 'spears' (*phasgana, enkhea*) both belong to this category. The names of vessels are numerous and some of them cannot be identified with classical words; *a-pi-po-re-we* is especially notable as showing the Homeric form without haplogy (*amphiphorèves*), and its replacement by *a-po-re-we=amphorèwe* at Mycenae, and perhaps at Pylos, shows that the classical form is also of great antiquity. A few words are recorded by glossaries as Cypriot: *di-pa δέπακ=pa-ka-na φασγέγανον* and *wa-na-ka=wanax* was by classical times obsolete (except in special uses) in the whole of Greece but Cyprus.

Of special interest are the Semitic loan-words, which prove that Phoenician influence had begun in the Mycenaean period. The Greeks had already borrowed from them the names of two luxury articles: *ku-ru-so=khurso*, and *ki-to=khitôn*; and of at least two spices: *ku-mi-no=kuminon* and *sa-sa-ma=sasama*; probably also *ku-pa-ro=kupários*. The word *po-ni-ke=phoinikei* 'griffin' (?) and *po-ni-ki-ja=phoinikia* 'red' also probably imply contact with Phoenicia.

The following particles are found:

-de = de 'but', 'and'.

-o-jo = hō (=ōs) attested as Doric by grammarians, and found in the compounds Attic ó-δέ, Alcman ó-τ'.

-o-da-a2: probably a strengthened form of the preceding; see Vocabulary, p. 400.

-o-te = hote 'when'.

-o-u = ou 'not'.

-o-u-ki = oukhi?

-ge = qe (τε) 'and'. For usages where the meaning is obscure see p. 246.

Suffixes of motion:

-de = de 'towards'.

-te = then 'from': *a-po-te=apothēn? a-po-te-ro-te=amphoterōthen, e-te=enthen?* A number of place-names ending in -te are more likely datives (locatives) of consonant stems.
CHAPTER IV

THE PERSONAL NAMES

At least 65 per cent of the recorded Mycenaean words are proper names, the interpretation of which is beset by even greater difficulties than those encountered in the interpretation of the vocabulary. The place-names are discussed elsewhere (see ch. v, pp. 139–50). The personal names, which occur on almost every tablet and often comprise the greater part of the text, are extremely numerous; well over a thousand have so far been recorded. A comparison with known Greek names, both legendary and historical, leads to many tempting identifications; but whereas the identification of a vocabulary word can be checked by its meaning as determined by context, that of a personal name must always depend entirely on the superficial resemblance. All the parallels proposed in this chapter must be regarded as subject to this qualification, and thus in a different class from the vocabulary words.

The degree of probability increases with the length of the word, for the longer the word, the less chance there is of a different word resulting in the same spelling. Thus the interpretation of e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-ja as the patronymic adjective from Ἐτεόκλης can be regarded as certain; but shorter words often admit of several identifications, and when, as is frequently the case, only the nominative is recorded the range may be wide.

The methods adopted to distinguish personal names require description. The most obvious is the association of single words with the ideogram for man or woman and the numeral 1, a feature of the long lists such as KN 38 = As1516, MY 46 = Au102. In other cases the context clearly demands a name, as in the lists of persons in the Pylos Eo-series (118–130), or the names of smiths in the Pylos Jn-series (253–257). Similarly some tablets appear to have a consistent formula, such as the Knossos D (sheep) series (64–70), all of which begin with a personal name. If names thus proved are found in other lists, there is a strong presumption that the remaining words in the same list are also names; though cases do occur of composite lists containing also places or trade-names (e.g. PY 258 = Kn01). In a few cases the identification of a name depends chiefly on its resemblance to a known Greek name.

In the present state of our knowledge there are many doubtful cases, and the catalogue has been compiled so as to err on the side of exclusion rather than
inclusion. Many more words, especially on small fragments, are probably names, but evidence that might justify their inclusion is lacking. On the other hand it may be hoped that few words have been wrongly admitted, though in some cases doubt exists whether the name is that of a person, or is that of a place, an ethnic adjective, or a title.

One important question which we might expect to answer from a study of the names is the extent of foreign admixture among the Mycenaean Greek population. Unfortunately the problem admits no easy solution. If the Greek language were imposed on a foreign population, the subsequent generations would doubtless show progressively higher proportions of Greek names. But even in classical times there are large numbers which do not seem to be significant in Greek. Thus no exact correlation between names and origins can be expected. There is too a further problem: where do we draw the line between Greek and foreign? There must inevitably be disagreement about the degree of resemblance necessary to establish a Greek origin for a name; and when the effects of 'popular etymology' are taken into account, it is obvious that the basis for a statistical survey is lacking. Similar considerations apply to the Mycenaean names with even greater force; for we can only conjecture the form that underlies the spelling. The longer names are mostly explicable as Greek; the shorter ones offer such a range of possibilities that there must be few which the exercise of sufficient ingenuity will not allow us to derive from a known Greek base. The negative evidence is therefore lacking to permit a proportional calculation; we can only point to names which are clearly Greek and to others which have an unfamiliar aspect. Certainly the names cannot be used to support a theory that any language other than Greek was in actual use in the Mycenaean kingdoms.

It should be pointed out that the list of names given in the Index of Personal Names (pp. 414–27) is biased and must not be used for statistical purposes. It does not represent the complete catalogue from which this chapter has been compiled, but only the names occurring in the texts printed in Part II, and a selection of the more interesting ones from other tablets.

1. MEN'S NAMES

Names ending in -α

Some of these names may in fact be unidentified feminines, owing to the impossibility of distinguishing the gender in the nominative (see Women's Names, p. 101). Otherwise these are mainly names corresponding to the Greek masculines of the first declension (-α(5), gen. -αο). In view of the existence of
masculines in -α in Homer, Boeotian and Elean, it seems very doubtful if we are justified in restoring a final -s in the nom. sing. The -s has been restored here in the forms quoted in interpretation merely as a convenient means of distinguishing masculines and feminines; it is not intended to imply any judgment as to the probable form (see p. 84). The other main type represented is that in -ος (gen. -οτος); there are also a few anomalous types such as pe-re-ku-wa-na-ka, where the final -α is only a device of the spelling to suggest the double consonant of the ending -φαινεί.

Compared with later Greek names the most notable absence is that of names ending with the patronymic suffix -δός (classical -δῆς, -δης). The few names ending -a-da, -i-da do not appear to be of this type except possibly da-i-ta-ra-da (cf. Homeric Δωτωρ). The same is, however, true of the Homeric names, where these patronymics are either epithets or used as substitutes for the real name.

There is a large group (50) ending in -a-ta, some of which seem to be the representatives of the classical suffix -ήτης: a-ra-ta = Alattas (Ἀλάττος Pindar), ko-ma-ta = Komatōs (Κομήτης), ko-ne-wa-ta = Skhoinevāttas? (cf. Σχοινότος), mα-ka-ta = Makhātās?, po-to-re-ma-ta = Ptolemātās (Boeot. Πολεμάτος); po-to-re-ka-ta = Ptolekhātās?, ra-u-ra-ta = Laurātās?, re-u-ka-ta = Leukātās, se-na-ta = Selinātās, ta-ra-ma-ta = Thalamātās (ethnic of Θαλάμη).

A smaller group in -e-ta contains probable representatives of the classical types in -ήτης, -ήτης: a-ε-ta = Aetēs, i-ke-ta = Hiketēs; a-ke-ta = Agētēs?, e-u-me-ta = Eumētēs. Other interesting names of this class are: o-pe-ta (cf. o-pe-re-ta, which may not, however, be the same word) = Ophēlēs (Thess. and Boeot.), o-re-ta = Orestēs; ko-ma-we-ta = Komawentēs?.

Finally there is an important group (15) in -go-ta, one of which has at Knossos the variant -go-i-ta. (See p. 43 on the possible significance of this as a spelling variant.) Owing to the ambiguity of the spelling and the peculiarity of the dialect this can correspond to four Greek suffixes: -γωτάς = -βάτις (for change of a and o see p. 77, and cf. a-pi-go-ta in Vocabulary) or -βώτις, -γοντάς = -φωτις, or -γοίτας = -φωτις. The variant -go-i-ta can only represent the last possibility. The following is the list of names with this suffix, together with some suggestions for the identification of the first part of the compound:

a-e-ri-go-ta = 'Aerί- (Ἄερί-).
a-na-go-ta = 'Awa-.
a-no-go-ta = 'Ανο-?
a-pi-go-ta = 'Αμφί-, variant a-pi-go-i-ta.
a-tu-go-ta
da-i-go-ta = Δηνή- (Δηνήφωτις).
do-qa-ta
ε-υ-μ-ο-τα = Υώρυ- (Εύρυβατης Hom.)
pa-qa-ta
pe-ri-qa-ta (gen.) = Πέρι-
po-ru-qa-ta = Πολυ- (Πολυφόντης Hom.)
ge-re-qa-ta (gen.) = Τηλε-
qu-qa-ta
ra-wa-qa-ta = Λαω- (cf. Λαοφόντη fem.)
ro-qa-ta
ui-jə-qa-ta = 'lo- (lós 'poison'; cf. 'loβάτης).

Names ending in -e

Of the several possible Greek types which this spelling may represent only two seem to be directly attested in the personal names: -ης, gen. -εος, and -εντος, gen. -εντος. Any others occurring are not attested in an oblique case which would reveal the declension. The most common type is that in -e, gen. -ε-α, dat. -ε-ι (not apparently -ε-ε).

There is a group of names in -me-de corresponding to the Greek -μηδης:

a-no-me-de = Ana-
a-pi-me-de = Amphimêdes (possibly not a name but a title).
e-ke-me-de = Ekkenêdes (cf. 'Εξημήδα fem.).
e-ri-me-de-i (dat.).
e-u-me-de = Ευμήδης (Hom.).
po-ri-me-de = Περιμήδης (Hom.).

There is one certain name in -me-ne: e-u-me-ne = Eumenês. The other names with this ending may represent different formations: ri-me-ne = Lîmnes?; a-re-me-ne (with an apparent variant a-re-zo-me-ne) on the jars from Thebes.

The suffix -ke-re-we = Greek -κλής, -κλῆς is found in: e-ri-ke-re-we = Erêklewês?, [da?] mo-ke-re-we-i (dat.) = Damoklewês (Δαμοκλῆς), ke-ro-ke-re-we-o (gen.) = Khêroklewês?, na-u-so-ke-re-[we] = Nausiklêwês; and the patronymic e-te-wa-ke-re-we-i-jo presupposes the name Eteoklêwês (= 'Ετεοκλῆς).

The other type of declension seems only to occur in names which are etymologically adjectives in -went- (-θείς, -δείς): ko-ma-we (gen. ko-ma-we-to, dat. ko-ma-we-te) = Komawens (κομήεις), aï-ta-ro-we = Aithalowens (αἴθαλώεις).

Names ending in -i

Hardly any of these names reveal their declension by oblique cases, and in many instances the gender is obscure; it is likely that a number of these are in fact feminine. Some are clearly shown to be masculine by association with the
ideogram man, or by their trade: ke-ki and to-ro-wi in lists of smiths (Kerkr is attested only as a woman’s name), ka-ra-pi an e-te-do-mo.

It seems likely that to-ro-wi-ko PY 62 = Cn655. 2 is the genitive of to-ro-wi; if so this is presumably a stem in -iς. We might expect a spelling *to-ro-wi-ki on the analogy of wa-na-ka; but the latter is more likely a deliberate anomaly due to the ambiguity of *wa-na.

Names ending in -o

As might be expected this is by far the largest class of masculine names. On the basis of the inflected forms they may be subdivided into six groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom.</th>
<th>Gen.</th>
<th>Dat.</th>
<th>Greek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-o-jο</td>
<td>-o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-o-no</td>
<td>-o-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-o-ro</td>
<td>-o-re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-o-to</td>
<td>-o-te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>-qο</td>
<td>-qο</td>
<td>-qε</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) o-stems. The great bulk of names fall certainly or probably into this class. For convenience of treatment these will be further subdivided. Owing to their great numbers only a small selection of the more interesting names is here analysed.

There is a large class which are known in Greek as common nouns (both substantives and adjectives), some at least being also attested as personal names. In the latter case the Greek word is given a capital letter.

Titles: pu-ra-ko Φύλακος (Hom.), wi-do-wo-i-jo Widwoios (cf. ἱδυῖοι, βιδυῖοι, etc.).

Animals: e-ki-no ἐχίνος, ru-ko Λύκος (or Λύκων?), ta-u-ro Ταῦρος.

Other objects: ai-ta-ro Αἴθαλος, ku-pe-se-ro Κύψελος, ma-ma-ro Μάρμαρος, pe-po-ro Πέπλος, ru-ro Λύρος, ti-ri-po-di-ko τριπόδισκος (also as common noun MY 234 = Ue611), ze-pu-ko Ζέφυρος.

Adjectives of colour: e-rus-to-ro "Ερυθρός, ka-ra-u-ko Γλαύκος (Hom.), ka-sa-to Ζάνθος (Hom.), ko-so-u-to Ζούθος, pu-wo Corinthian Πύρρος (= Πύρρος), re-u-ko-jo (gen.) Λεύκος (Hom.).

Other adjectives: de-ki-si-wo = Dεξιώς (Δεξιός), de-ko-to δεκτός or δέκτος (= δέκτος), di-σο δισσός, du-wo-jο = Δωνιός (Δοιός), mo-ro-qo-ro = Μολόπτερος (μολόβρος), na-pu-ti-jo = Ναπτύης (ναπτύτης), pe-se-ro Ψελλός, pi-ri-to-jo (gen.) Φιλιστός, po-ti-jo Πόντιος, si-mo (cf. woman’s name si-ma) Σίμος.

Derivatives in -iος (excluding those from place-names, see below): a-ka-ta-jo
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A group of names in -me-no appear to be medio-passive participles: a-me-no Αρμενος?, a2-nu-me-no = Arnumenos (αρνυμα)?, ai-nu-me-no = Ainnumenos (αινυμα)?, e-ku-me-no = Eukumenos (ευχομαι), ku-ru-me-no = Klumenos, o-po-ro-me-no = Hoplemenos (οπλομα), wa-do-me-no = Wadomenos (ωδομαι). Others less easy to explain are: ka-e-sa-me-no, ke-sa-me-no (possibly variants of the same name; cf. Κασσαμενος), pi-ra-me-no, and *ku-sa-me-no to be deduced from the patronymic ku-sa-me-ni-jo (κανάκα?).

Compound names of the typical Greek form and with obvious meaning are frequent; but both here and in other sections compounds occur one member of which seems obvious, while the other remains obscure. Some of these are here listed exempli gratia:

a-ke-ra-wo Agelâwos Αγέλαος
a-ko-ro-ko-ro Agropolos? (cf. Latin Agricola)
a-pi-a2-ro Αμφιάλος
a-pi-do-ro Αμφιάδωρος (cf. woman's name a-pi-do-ra)
a-pi-ja-ko-ro-jo (gen.) Amphiâgroros or Amphiâgoros
a-pi-ja-re-wo Amphiâriâwos Αμφιαράηως
a-pi-ra-wo Amphilâwos
a-pi-wa-to Amphiâvastos?
a-ti-pa-mo Antiphâmos Αντίφιμος
a-tu-ko Atukhos?
a-u-po-no Aúrnos
a-wi-ko-do-to Atwistodotos?
[de]-ke-se-ra-wo Dexelâwos Δεξίλαος
e-ke-da-mo Ekhâdamos
e-ri-we-ro Erwêros (= Hom. ερυθρος) ?
e-ti-ra-wo ? -lâwos (cf. e-ti-me-de)
e-ku-da-mo Einâdamos
e-ku-ka-ro Eukâlos (ευκαλος)
e-ku-ro Einoklos, Euvêros, Eüklos?
e-u-na-wo Einâtios Ειναθος
e-wei-ro Eufhörro, Euptoros
e-u-po-ro Euplêtos Εύπλητος
The following names are identical with or are derived from place-names:

ai-ku-pi-ti-jo Αλγύπτιος
ai-ta-jo Aithaios (Αἴθαια)
i-wa-so Iwasos (cf. Ἰασόν Αργὸς Ημ., Ἐρμ.)
ka-so Kásos
ko-ru-da-ro-jo (gen.) Κορυδαλλὸς
ku-pi-ri-jo Κύπριος
ku-ra-no Κυλλάνος (Κυλλήνη)
ku-ta-i-jo Kutaios (Κυταιον)
ku-te-ro Kúthēros (Κυθήρα)
ma-ra-mi-jo Μαλανίος
o-ka-ri-jo Oikhalios (Οἰχαλίν Ημ.)
pa-mi-si-jo (variant pa-mi-si-jo) Pamisios (Πάμισιος)
pa-qa-jo Φαραώ
pο-ι-τι-jo Phoitiias (Φοιτία)
ra-pa-sa-ko Λάμψακος
re-pi-ri-jo Letrios (Λέτρες)
re-u-ka-so Leukasos (Λευκάσσα)
ru-ki-jo Λόκιος
ru-na-so Larnassos (Λαρνασσός)
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tu-ri-jo Τύριος?
tu-ri-si-jo-jo (gen.) Τύλλιος

Names attested in Greek, but not otherwise classified: a-mu-to *'Αννος, ko-do-ro Κόδος, ko-ka-ro Κόκαλος, mo-qi-so = Moq'sos (Μοχασ); cf. Hittite Mükkaš; pi-ra-jo Φίλιος, pi-ri-no Φιλίνος, pi-ri-no = Puruvinos (Πυρβίνος), si-ra-no Σιλλάνος, wi-ri-ja-no = Wrianos (= 'Ριανός?).

(b) -os, -dos. These are very rare; perhaps genitives to-ro-o (Τρός, Τρωός?), a-pi-qi-o-o.

(c) -oν, -ονος or -ονος. Most prominent is a class of names in -a-wo, though the identification is often uncertain in default of evidence of declension. Among those plausibly identified or certified by inflexion are: a-ka-wo (dat. -ne) = Alkawo?, a-mu-la-wo (gen. -no) = 'Αμηθάκων (Hom.), a-re-la-wo = 'Αριεθάκων (Hom.), a-ri-la-wo (dat. -ne), a-li-la-wo = Antiawōn (= 'Αντιών)?, e-ke-ra-wo (gen. -no, dat. -ne) = Exkellawon (cf. 'Εκέλαος), ma-ka-wo = Μοχασ, me-za-wo (dat. -ni) = Mezaawon?, o-pa-wo-no (dat.) = Opawon?, pi-ri-la-wo-no (gen.) = Britawon?, pi-ra-pa-wo = Philoppawon (cf. Φιλοπτήρων). The type with genitive -ονος is represented by the divine name po-se-da-o (dat. -ne or -ni) Ποσεδάο; and is to be inferred from identifications such as de-u-ka-ri-jo Δευκαλιών.

(d) -ωρ, -ορος. There are two probable uncompounded names in this class: a-ko-to = *'Ακτωρ, e-ko-to = Εκτωρ (cf. e-ko-to-ri-jo); and a compound of uncertain identity: e-u-we-to (gen. -ro) Euéitor?. Apart from these most names belonging to this group are compounds ending in -a-no (= -ηνορ):

a-ka-sa-no Alxanor (Naxian 'Αλχονος)
a-la-no (gen. -ro, dat. -re) = Αντηνωρ
do-ri-ka-no Dolikhanor?
e-ka-no Exkanor (cf. 'Εκάνδρα)
me-ta-no (dat. -re) Métnanor (cf. Μέτανειρα)
ze-ti-la-no (dat. -re) Nestianor?
o-pe-ra-no (dat. -re) Ophelanor (cf. 'Οφελανδρος)
ra-ke-da-no (dat. -re) ?-anor

(e) -ων, -οντος. The only proven examples are i-na-o (dat. i-na-o-te), and a-pi-(j) o-to (gen.) perhaps Amphiontos (classical 'Αμφιόνος).

(f) -ως, -οπος. The presence of -ω in the spelling of the nominative is purely formal; cf. the final -a of ωa-na-ka = Φάναξ: ai-ti-jo-jo (gen. ai-ti-jo-jo, dat. ai-ti-jo-jo) = Αιθών; po-ki-ro-jo probably Poikilos.
Names ending in -u

These are comparatively rare except for the stems in -e-u (see below). It is possible in default of inflexional evidence that some conceal consonantal terminations; e.g. ko-ku might be κόκκος used as a name. Others have a foreign look: e.g. o-tu which is perhaps the name *Otos attested as Paphlagonian. Apparently Greek are: e-te-wa-tu-o (gen.) = Etevastus?, o-ku = Ōkus?, re-u-ko-o-pu₂-ru (read as Leuk[ρ]ophrus by Palmer), wa-de-o (gen.) = Wādus (ᾫδος).

There are over 100 names in -e-u, corresponding to the archaic Greek type in -ευς. Some have clear etymologies (e.g. do-ro-me-u = Dromeus from δρόμος); others, as in the historical names, are apparently foreign. An interesting group is formed by those derived from verbal stems with a -s- suffix: a-re-ke-se-u (ἀλεκ-), a-we-ke-se-u (ἀζεσω), de-ke-se-u (δεκομαι), e-ne-ke-se-u (ἐνεγκ-), ka-ri-se-u (καρίζομαι?), o-na-se-u (ονινμι), pa-ra-ke-se-ue (dat.) (πράοσςω), pi-re-se-[u] (πιλέω), go-wa-ke-se-u = Γωωω-αεις (ἀγωγος), te-se-u (τιθημι).

A full list of these names in -e-u follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
a-i-qe-u & \quad e-ta-je-u \\
a-ka-re-u & \quad e-ta-no-ne-u \\
a-ke-u & \quad e-te-ve (dat.) \\
a-ki-re-u & \quad e-ui-te-u \\
a-na-te-u & \quad i-mo-ro-ne-u \\
a-pa-je-u & \quad i-ne-u \\
a-pe-te-u & \quad i-te-u \\
a-re-ke-se-u & \quad ka-e-se-u \\
a-ri-re-u & \quad ka-ke-u \\
a-ro-je-u & \quad ka-mu-se-u \\
a-ta-ma-ne-u & \quad ka-ri-se-u \\
a-ta-ze-u & \quad ka-te-u \\
a-to-re-u & \quad ke-me-u \\
a-we-ke-se-u & \quad ke-re-te-u \\
a-ke-u & \quad ke-re-u \\
a-ki-e-we (dat.) & \quad ke-ro-re-te-u \\
ai-re-u & \quad ke-i-eu (ki-je-u) \\
da-to-re-u & \quad ko-pe-re-u \\
de-ke-se-u & \quad ko-te-u \\
do-ge-u & \quad ku-ke-re-u \\
do-ro-me-u & \quad ku-ne-u \\
e-do-mo-ne-u & \quad ma-re-u \\
e-ne-ke-se-u & \quad me-re-u \\
e-ni-pa-te-ve (dat.) & \quad me-te-ve (dat.) \\
e-o-te-u & \quad me-to-ge-u \\
e-pe-ke-u & \quad mo-re-u \\
e-po-me-ne-u & \quad ne-ge-u \\
e-re-u (?) & \quad no-e-u \\
e-ro-pa-ke-u & \quad o-ke-te-u
\end{align*}
\]
2. WOMEN’S NAMES

In a number of cases it is possible to identify a name as belonging to a woman by the presence of an ideogram or the gender of an attribute. No distinction is possible on grammatical grounds, since the masculine and feminine a-stems cannot be distinguished unless the name occurs in the genitive. There are therefore a number of names which are ambiguous; and these are treated as masculine in default of evidence; where there is good reason to suspect they might be feminine this is indicated in the Index.


Other known or recognizable names include: a-pi-do-ra = Amphidora (cf. *Αμφιδώρος), a-ti-ke-ne-ja = Antigeneia, Arti? (for termination cf. ke-pu-ke-ne-ja), ai-va-ja = Alci, i-do-me-ne-ja = Idomeneia (cf. *Ιδομενεύς), ke-ra-me-ja (fem. of
3. NAMES RECURRING AT DIFFERENT PLACES

A fair number of the personal names are attested at more than one place. There can be no question, at least as far as Knossos and Pylos are concerned, of these referring to the same persons. It is also probable that different people are intended when the same name recurs in the same place but in a different context; for instance ti-pa₂jo who is called a shepherd (po-me) on PY 128 = Eo278 (Eb01) can hardly be the same man as ti-pa₂jo who is a smith at A-ke-re-wa on 253 = Jn01.

The following lists show all the certain or probable personal names which occur at two or more places; where one source has only a different inflexional form or a variant spelling this is shown in brackets. Names which are certainly feminine are so shown.

**Knossos and Pylos**

*Knossos*  
ai-ko-ta  
a-i-la-ro-wa  
a-ka-sa-no  
a-ka-ta-jo  
a-ka-wo  
a-ke-ra-wa  
a-ke-ta  
a-ki-re-u (PY a-ki-re-we)  
a-no-ke-we  
a-pi-me-de  
a-pi-go-ta  
a-re-ki-si-to  
a-si-wi-jo  
a-ta-no (PY a-ta-no-ro)  
a-ta-o  
a-ta-we  
a-ti-pa-mo  
a-ti-ro (?)  
a-tu-ko  
a*-64-jo  
*de-ki-si-wo (PY de-ki-si-wo-jo)*  
*di-wo*  
*do-ri-ka-o*  
*du-ni-jo*  
*e-ke-da-mo*  
*e-ke-me-de*

*Pylos*  
e-ki-no (PY e-ki-no-jo)  
e-la-wo-ne-u (KN e-la-wo-ne-we)  
e-te-wa (KN e-te-wa-o?)  
e-u-ko-me-no  
e-u-po-ro-wa  
i-da-i-jo  
i-ra-ta  
i-iwa-ka  
ka-ro-go  
ka-so  
ka-ta-no  
ke-sa-do-ro  
ke-ti-ro (?)  
ke-to  
kip-e-u (PY ki-e-u)  
ki-ri-ja-i-jo (KN ki-ra₂-i-jo)  
ko-do  
ko-ma-we (PY KN ko-ma-we-te)  
ko-pe-re-u  
ko-ro  
ko-sa-ma-to  
ku-ri-sa-to  
ku-ro₂ (KN ku-0₂-jo)  
ku-ru-me-no  
ma-ri-li-wa  
me-nu-wo
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me-ta-no (KN me-ta-no-re)
go-te-ro
me-za-wo (PY me-za-wo-ni)
ra-u-ra-ta (PY ra-wa-ra-ta)
mo-da
re-u-ka-ta
mo-go-so (PY mo-go-so-jo)
re-wa-jo (PY re-wa-o)
a-vi-si-jo
ri-so-wa
na-pu-ti-jo
ri-zo
o-na-se-u
ru-ro
pa-na-re-jo
sa-mu-ta-jo
pa-pa-ro
ta-we-si-jo (PY ta-we-si-jo-jo)
pa-ra-ko
te-¡a (fem.)
pe-wa-wo
te-wa-jo
pe-po-ro
ti-¡a-jo
pe-po-ru
ti-¡a-jo
pe-re-wa-ta
wu-na-ta-jo
pe-re-ta-ru
wu-wa-jo
pi-ra-me-no
wu-di-je-ja (fem.)
po-ro-k0
wu-di-jo
po-ro-u-te-u
zo-wi-jo
po-nu-da-si-jo (?)

PYLOS AND MYCENAE

i-na-o
do-pe-ra-no (MY o-pe-ra-no-re)
ka-so-to
te-ra-wo (PY te-ra-wo-ne)
ke-re-no

KNossos and Mycenae

pe-se-ro (KN pe-se-ro-jo)
pu-wo.

KNossos, Pylos and Mycenae

ka-ri-se-u

KNossos AND THEBES

a-nu-to
ta-de-so
e-u-da-mo

KNossos, Pylos and Thebes

t-e-wa-ko-ro (PY e-wa-wa-ko-ro)

KNossos, Pylos and Thebes

4. HOMERIC PARALLELS

Among the personal names are a fair number which recall names familiar from Homer. The list appended enumerates fifty-eight, which, making due allowance for the spelling conventions and difference of dialect, may be equated with Homeric names. Not all of these may be correctly identified; but at least the majority are likely to be right. And to these may be added a further list of similar but not identical names. The root of the name may be the same but
with a different suffix: e.g. a-pi-jo-to (gen.), cf. Ἀμφίων, Ἀμφίονος; o-wi-ro, cf. Ὠδεύς; i-ke-ta = Hikeitas, cf. Ίκετας. There may be a difference of gender: e.g. i-do-me-ne-ja, feminine of ἰδομένευς (see p. 89). Or the word may occur in Homer, but not as a personal name: e.g. na-pu-ti-jo = Nāputios (νηπύτιος); i-wa-so (also a place-name), cf. ἱασων Ἄργος (Od. xviii, 246).

None of the names can be plausibly identified with any historical character named by Homer; the name of Nestor is absent as well as that of Minos. Kretheus and Amythaon are figures in Pylian history, but the owners of these names on the tablets are hardly of sufficient importance to allow identification, even if the chronology were acceptable. The duplication of names (see p. 102) suggests that there was a comparatively limited range of names in use in Mycenaean times, and when Homer gives the same name to more than one character, his invention is not necessarily to be judged barren. The evidence that famous names such as Hector and Achilles (the latter found at both Knossos and Pylos) might be borne by a number of men—some of humble rank, for the former is theos doelo—throws a new light on the attempts at identifying Achaeian names in the Hittite documents. Our suggestion (Evidence, p. 93) that these names confirmed the view that the myths were already current has been rightly criticized by Banti (1954, p. 310) and others.

It is remarkable that this list includes twenty men who are named by Homer as Trojans or fighting on the Trojan side: Agelaos, Antenor, Aretaon, Deukalion Eumedes, Glaukos, Hektor, Ilos, Laodokos, Lykon, Pandaros, Pedaios, Pedasos, Perimos, Phegeus, Phylakos, Pyrasos, Pyris, Tros, Xanthos. Two of these names are also given to Greeks. A discussion of the conclusions to be drawn from this fact lies beyond the scope of this book; but twenty out of fifty-eight is a significant proportion. There is also a group of names which may be termed mythical, i.e. not given to real persons in the story of the poems: Aiaie, Aloeus, Ephialtes, Iphimedea, Kastor, Tantalos. Two names, if the second is correctly interpreted, are those of Phaiakians: Amphialos, Ponteus.

**Names which can be exactly paralleled in Homer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name in Homer</th>
<th>Name in Homer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ai-ku-pi-ti-jo</td>
<td>Άλκυπττιός</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai-ki-ti-jo-ko</td>
<td>Άλκιτιος (only as ethnic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai-to</td>
<td>Άλκτον</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai-wa</td>
<td>Αλας</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ai-wa-je</td>
<td>Αλαῖη</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-ke-ra-wo</td>
<td>'Αγελαος, 'Αγέλεως</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-ki-re-u</td>
<td>'Αχιλλεύς</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-ko-to</td>
<td>'Ακτωρ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-mi-ta-wo</td>
<td>'Αμυθάεων</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-ka-re-wo</td>
<td>'Αφαρέως</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-pi-ko-jo</td>
<td>'Αμφίλαος</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-pi-ja-te-wo</td>
<td>'Αμφιάραος ('Αμφιάρης)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-re-ti-ta-wo</td>
<td>'Αλεκτρών</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-te-la-ta-wo</td>
<td>'Ἀςτατών</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-to-jep-wo</td>
<td>'Άλοεύς</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-la-no</td>
<td>'Αντήκορ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de-u-ke-re-jo</td>
<td>Δευκαλίων</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. THE NAMES GIVEN TO OXEN

Furumark (1954, pp. 28–9) drew attention to a group of Knossos Ch tablets on which pairs of animals are given names (see p. 213). The ideogram which Furumark took to be horse is now identified as ox (see p. 195), and we have therefore the names given by the Greeks of Mycenaean Crete to several yokes of their oxen. Only horses have names in Homer; but we need not doubt that the Mycenaean ploughman had names for his oxen. Significantly all the names appear to be Greek: ai-wo-ro=Ajaxos (αἰῶνος), ke-ra-no (κελανός), [ko]-so-u-to (ξοῦθος, also as a man’s name), po-da-ko (Πόδαργος, a name given to two horses in Homer), to-ma-ko (τόμαργος), wo-no-go-so=Woinoq’s (οἶνος, an epithet of oxen as well as the sea in Homer).
CHAPTER V

THE EVIDENCE OF THE TABLETS

This chapter is intended to summarize the information which can be derived both from the circumstances in which the tablets were written and from the subject-matter that decipherment has revealed; and to supplement the picture of Mycenaean life which had been drawn from the purely archaeological evidence (see especially Wace, 1949, pp. 102–18). It inevitably repeats, though in a more synoptic form, many of the observations and conclusions in the commentary to Part II of this book, where the text of the key tablets quoted in evidence will be found.

Even before decipherment, a study of the more pictorial ideograms enabled a summary of the apparent contents of the Knossos tablets to be included in PM, iv (pp. 666–872) and SM II (pp. 50–62). Following our JHS 1953 article, valuable surveys of the picture resulting from the then published Mycenaean tablets were made by Furumark (1954), Carratelli (1954a) and others.

Similar summaries, based on more complex but more certainly interpreted material, have been published for the Akkadian tablets from the Hurrian palaces at Nuzi (‘Epigraphical evidences of the material culture of the Nuzians’, Lachman, 1939) and at Alalakh (Wiseman, 1953, pp. 1–17). Together with the alphabetic and cuneiform tablets from Ugarit (published piecemeal by Virolleaud in Syria, and to be re-edited in the forthcoming definitive volumes on Ugarit), these contemporary records present the most useful and significant analogies with the Mycenaean tablets, and will often be found quoted in our commentary. In spite of some differences in climate and culture, the similarities in the size and organization of the royal palaces and in the purposes for which the tablets were written ensure close parallels, not only in the listed commodities and their amounts, but even on occasion in details of phraseology and layout. Some direct knowledge of each other’s scribal methods, through the medium of Mycenaean traders, cannot be entirely ruled out. Some earlier cuneiform sets may also provide useful material for comparison, particularly the Akkadian tablets from Ur of the third dynasty (Legrain, 1947) and of the Old Babylonian period (Figulla & Martin, 1953). Conspicuously absent from the Mycenaean records are the contracts of sale, loan, exchange and marriage.
common in the other sets: this may argue a difference either in the judicial function of the king or in the materials on which such things were recorded.

No apology is needed for quoting Homeric parallels to the linguistic forms on the Mycenaean tablets: in spite of the relatively late date of our written texts, the *Iliad* and *Odyssey* may for the most part be safely taken as our earliest evidence for the classical language, and some of the features of our Mycenaean dialect are preserved by them alone.

But how far may we be justified in quoting from Homer material parallels to the subject-matter of our tablets? A full answer would require a discussion of the sources, composition and transmission of the epics for which we have neither space nor qualifications; but the reasonable view exemplified by Lorimer (1950) would impose a considerable degree of restraint. Although the substance of the *Iliad* and *Odyssey* is derived from a real historical setting in the Mycenaean age by a continuous tradition of retelling, the detail and simile in their final elaboration are for the most part taken from the material culture and institutions of the eighth century B.C.—except where anachronism would clearly offend a generally-remembered tradition (e.g. of bronze weapons, of the absence of Dorian or cavalry, and of the geographical extent of Greek settlement as reflected in the Catalogue of Ships). Some allusions to Mycenaean articles or institutions may be preserved in set phrases which the metre makes difficult to modify; and a very few more detailed memories may have been preserved embedded ‘in the amber of traditional poetry’, such as the descriptions of the boar’s tusk helmet, of the metal inlay on Achilles’ shield, and of Nestor’s cup (though the last is denied by Furumark).

But even if we can find few specifically Mycenaean things in Homer, there are inevitably broad similarities between the activities of the Greeks for whom our tablets were written and the life which he and his audience, looking at the world around them, thought it reasonable that their ancestors should have led. The fact that this testimony is linked by an identity of climate and geography, and by continuity of history and race, to some extent annuls the priority which the Ugarit, Alalakh and Nuzi evidence might claim on account of its closeness of date.

It is extremely improbable that any distinctive passage of the *Iliad* or *Odyssey*, in the form in which we now know them, should already have been composed in Mycenaean times: in fact a large proportion of their lines will no longer fit the metre when retrospective allowance has been made for the intervening linguistic changes (though this is no argument against the intrinsic suitability of the hexameter as a vehicle for the earlier dialect). But both epics clearly derive from an earlier and wider repertoire, in which familiar themes were
elaborated by extemporization, plagiarism or deliberate innovation, and with
the aid of stock formulae and stereotyped devices for articulating the narrative;
and they preserve some evidence of an earlier stage in which the native dialect
of the rhapsodes was not Ionic but Aeolic or ‘Achaean’. It is reasonable to
suppose with Lorimer (1950, pp. 453–8) that similar poems in Greek, and
probably in hexameters, were already being recited at Knossos, Pylos and
Mycenae. Some of Homer’s connective formulae may already have been
indispensable in their Mycenaean forms, e.g. *Δ θότο, τὸ δὲ ... or *τὸν δ’
ἀπομείναι ὅμοιον ποιῆτα, etc.; we should perhaps not be surprised to find
that some repetitive lines already existed in their entirety, let us say:

*δύσετο κ’ ἄβελιος σκιάσωτο κ’ ε πάνω αὐγαί.

Resistance to the idea of a developed Mycenaean poetry may well spring from
a feeling that a form of Greek of such antiquity would not, like Homer, possess
adequate resources of vocabulary compounds, connective particles, syntax
patterns and inflexional forms. There is little basis for this prejudice, easy
though it is to understand. In the language of everyday life, on which every
literary style must ultimately be based, there is no reason to suppose that the
men of Pylos and Mycenae were less articulate than their descendants of
Socrates’ time or our own; and the example of Anglo-Saxon poetry reminds
us that the Indo-European languages have, with the passage of time and in
areas of higher culture, tended to a progressive simplification of their formal
resources rather than to their elaboration.

We tread on more dangerous ground when we speculate with Wace whether
such Mycenaean epics may not already have been committed to writing, and
have survived part at least of the ‘dark age’ in a Linear B edition; or with
Webster (1955, p. 11) on the possibility that the scribes of the tablets were
themselves the *aoidoi of our period. He draws attention to the dactylic rhythm
of the preambles to 41 = An14 and 53 = An12; and finds an echo of the catalogue
style of the ‘furniture’ and ‘chariot’ tablets (235–246, 265–277) in such
passages as Od. vi, 69–70:

ἀπήνην
ὕψηλην ἕκκυκλον, ὑπερτερίη ἀραρυάν,

and Od. v, 234–5:

πέλεκυν μέγαν, ἄρμενον ἐν παλάμησι,
χάλκεον, ἀμφοτέρωθεν ἁκαχμένον.

Apart from such aberrant examples of literary description, it is difficult to
find close parallels in alphabetic Greek to the context and phraseology of the
Mycenaean accounts except in some of the Attic temple inventories and in the papyri of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods. But in the effort to form a more precise picture of the transactions and administrative problems which give rise to the different groups of tablets and their formulae, there may well be other sets of records, further removed geographically but still in some respects closer to the tempo of Mycenaean civilization than to that of our own, which we should not neglect in the search for helpful analogies.

1. THE EXTENT OF MYCENAEEAN LITERACY

Apart from some fifty inscriptions on jars (nearly all from Thebes and Tiryns) and one indistinct wall-graffito at Knossos, since destroyed (SM I, p. 51, fig. 27), all the surviving examples of Mycenaean writing are on clay tablets and sealings, and consist exclusively of lists of commodities and personnel. The clay documents were not baked by the scribes, but have been preserved by the fires which destroyed the various buildings in which they were kept. Though it is evident that very many more clay tablets must have been written than have been accidentally preserved, opinion is divided on the possible use of more perishable materials for literary purposes, and on the extent of Mycenaean literacy outside a narrow class of scribes serving the royal palaces. The following points have been cited in favour of an extensive knowledge of writing:

1. The tablets found in the three adjoining houses below the citadel at Mycenae appear to be the records of private citizens, probably merchants (Wace, 1953b).

2. ‘The inscriptions on stirrup-jars presumably mean that more persons than the upper and middle classes could read and write: it would obviously be no use to inscribe stirrup-jars if only a few persons could read what was written on them’ (ibid. p. 426).

3. From an analysis of handwriting, perhaps still questionable in some details but unassailable in principle, Bennett has shown that at least six scribes wrote the tablets in the Mycenaean ‘House of the Oil Merchant’; and that more than thirty were responsible for each of the Pylos and Knossos sets, in some cases a particular scribe being associated with a single kind of record (MT I, 1953, p. 438).

4. The shapes of the Linear A and B signs suggest that they were not designed primarily for scratching on clay but for writing in ink on skins or papyrus (compare, too, Pliny’s note that the Cretans had originally written on palm-leaves, NH, xiii, 69). The use of clay for store-room inventories was probably a protection against mice. Many of the Minoan clay sealings have
the impression of thin strings, perhaps securing papyrus, on one face; and clay sealings from the 1948 excavation at Sklavokampos near Knossos show impressions from identical seal-stones as sealings found at Agia Triada, Gournia and Zakro, proving an exchange of correspondence between these sites (Marinatos, 1951). The same function is assigned by Evans (SM I, p. 50) to the very numerous LM II sealings from the ‘Room of the Archives’ at Knossos (N on fig. 13, p. 115).

Linear B is not intrinsically unsuited to a literary use (at least by comparison with some of the contemporary scripts), and it is plausible that letters and merchants’ accounts should have been written in it; but there are a number of points in favour of Dow’s view of a restricted or ‘special’ literacy (1954, pp. 108–13, 120–2):

1. There is so far a more or less complete absence of styluses, pens and inkpots from the archaeological record.

2. The script is never used publicly (like the Egyptian hieroglyphs and most ancient scripts) for descriptive texts to wall paintings or for monumental inscriptions of any kind. The number of inscribed stirrup-jars is very small compared with the vast numbers which have no trace of writing, and which include all those found as exports. Written inventories are a necessary precaution against theft, but poetry, liturgies and laws can be preserved orally.

3. It cannot yet be shown conclusively that the three Mycenaean buildings really are the houses of private citizens, rather than appendages of the royal administration like the ‘Armoury’ and ‘Little Palace’ at Knossos. The mention of ‘seventeen bakers’ on 46 = Au102 arouses some suspicion.

4. If the break caused by the ‘Dorian invasion’ is as gentle as Wace argues, then the art of writing, which then to all intents and purposes disappears, cannot have been at all deeply rooted.

5. The almost identical sign-forms, spelling, phraseology and tablet shape and arrangement shown at Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae (despite considerable differences in date and place) may themselves show that writing was the preserve of specialists trained in a rigidly conservative scribal school.

2. BUREAUCRATIC METHODS

Many of the details of this fixed scribal routine have already been discussed by Evans and Bennett. The tablets were made from a plastic grey clay, which now appears dark grey, brown or red according to the temperature and oxygen supply of the fire which baked them; sometimes a body of coarser stuff was surfaced all over with a finer clay, now particularly liable to flake off. The
(a) 140 = El 35 from Pylos, recording tenure of land by a priestess.

(b) 236 = Ta 641, found at Pylos in 1952.
writing was done from left to right with a drawing motion (not jabbing or pressing) with the fine point of a stylus; its passage raises an edge and enables the order of making the strokes in each sign to be determined. The scribe or his assistant shaped the tablets on a flat surface, shortly before use, to the size and proportion to suit the expected length and nature of the record. The variety of sizes shows that a template was not used. The front of the tablet is generally a true flat surface, while the back is more domed and often bears traces of hand- and fingerprints. There are two basic shapes of tablet (see the frontispiece):

1. The more frequent ‘palm-leaf’ type, of the approximate proportions of a modern cheque-book, with rounded, pointed or square-cut ends; at Knossos often reinforced by a string down the middle. This was used to record a single transaction, particularly of the kind which was afterwards intended to be recopied on to a larger summary tablet (e.g. Pylos 132 = Eb818 which reappears as the first line of 131 = Ep01). Many of the ‘palm-leaves’ have only a single line of writing. Others, after an introductory proper name in large letters, are divided by a longitudinal cross-line to allow for a more complex entry (e.g. Knossos 66 = Dc1129). A small number of tablets, where a single transaction requires a long description or includes different sub-headings, are divided by one or more horizontal cross-lines from end to end, and the writing is all of the same size (e.g. Pylos 236 = Ta641): these can be regarded as intermediate in shape between the ‘palm-leaf’ and the second basic shape:

2. The rectangular ‘page’ type, longer than wide and divided over its entire surface by horizontal cross-lines, drawn free-hand approximately 10 mm. apart. This shape was used particularly for long lists of personnel and rations, for transactions involving a number of different commodities, and for summaries of a number of separate ‘palm-leaves’. The second letter of Bennett’s prefix (at Pylos and Mycenae only) indicates the shape of the tablet: a–m are ‘palm-leaves’, n–z are ‘pages’.

The writing on the tablets is generally punctuated into a number of sufficiently distinct sections by the commodity ideograms and numbers, which mostly occur at the end of a line; but on the few tablets which have no written ideograms and are written entirely in a continuous ‘literary’ form (e.g. 244 = Ta714) there is no indication whatever of commas and full stops. Frequently a secondary annotation immediately before the ideogram is written in smaller script than the rest of the tablet, and this change of letter-size, indicated as / in transcription, can generally be expressed as punctuation in translation. Where the entry is too long for the space allowed by the scribe on a ‘palm-leaf’ or between two cross-lines of a ‘page’, he continues the text above the first part:
consequently the mechanical transcription of a Mycenaean text does not always indicate the correct order of reading (e.g. on the Knossos 'chariot' tablets, see fig. 2).

Between 'paragraphs' and before totals, but not after the frequently introductory sentence of the first line, the text is generally spaced by leaving one line vacant. Where several lines are left vacant (as on 172 = Kn02 or 207 = V 280) some special reason must be sought. The use of o-da-a₂... (probably 'and in the following way') to introduce a new paragraph is so far confined to Pylos.

Sometimes, as on the Pylos ḫn- tablets (253–257), two paragraphs have been separated before or after writing by cutting the tablet along one of the horizontal cross-lines. On two Mycenae tablets, Oe117 and Oe120, Wace suggests that the top line may have been deliberately broken off when the clay was dry as a kind of counterfoil, but this is uncertain in view of a possible tendency of the tablets to fracture accidentally along the cross-lines.

Where necessary the writing is continued on the back, the tablet being turned over in our own sideways fashion, not top-to-bottom as at Enkomi and in Mesopotamia. The front and back must have been written within a few hours of each other, before the clay became too dry to take writing cleanly: the same applies to erasures, corrections, additions and the use of × as an apparent check-mark to additions and subtractions (though on PY Cn04 this is stated to have been scratched on when the clay was dry, like line 8 of An24). Nevertheless, the connexion between the front and back of some tablets is obscure, as for example on Mycenae 234 = Ue611 and particularly Mycenae Oe106, whose reverse has the drawing of a standing man. Wace (1953b, p. 425) explains this, perhaps not quite conclusively, as the trial sketch of a fresco-painter; and suggests that not only artists but also architects may have used clay tablets in designing. Knossos 1720 (SM II, pl. xviii) certainly looks like a 'seal-engraver's sketch'.

The comparatively rare examples of writing on the edge of a tablet were explained by Evans (SM I, p. 45) as a ready indication of its contents when 'stacked like books on a modern shelf'. In most cases, however, it contains a total or afterthought which could not be accommodated elsewhere on the tablet, and does not appear to be of any possible help in picking out a particular document from the files.

From the analogy of other contemporary tablets, we may expect that the scribe was called upon both to catalogue commodities and personnel arriving at the palace, and to record those sent out or assigned to particular purposes; and in addition, perhaps, to inventory the state of a particular store-room or
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labour group at a given time. In some cases we are helped by an explicit description, as in introductory sentences like 'Olive oil which Kokalos delivered to Eumedes' (Pyllos Gn1184), 'Contributions by the wood-cutters to the workshops' (252 = Vn06), 'Contributions of bronze for arrows and spears' (257 = Jn09), 'Oarsmen to go to Pleuron' (53 = An12), or 'Smiths receiving an allocation of bronze' (253 = Jn01). In other cases, where the tablet merely contains lists of proper names and ideograms, it may be a matter of guesswork for us to determine whether the tablet records receipt or dispatch.

Where place-names occur with large amounts of agricultural staples, we may suspect that these represent actual or expected tribute to the palace; but when men's names are listed in the dative with small amounts of the same commodities, they are probably the recipients of rations from the palace. The lists of chariots, tripods, furniture and garments (see chs. x–xi) can be interpreted in different ways.

On some tablets listing miscellaneous persons and commodities (e.g. 41 = An14, 234 = Ue611) the relationship between the items and the order in which they are presented are now very difficult to explain. With these may be compared such Ugarit tablets as RS 11.799: 'The merchandise to Ybnn: 4200 measures of oil, 600 of perfumed oil, 2 talents of iron, 100 t'sr'm trees, 30 almuggîm trees, 50 talents of reeds, 2 talents of br're, 2 talents of perfume, 20 olive trees, 40 shekels of oil of myrrh.' Virolleaud comments (1940, p. 274): 'L'ordre suivant lequel sont énumérés ces différents produits paraît assez surprenant, et surtout l'alternance des objets volumineux ou nombreux avec des parfums subtils ne pesant que quelques grammes. S'il apparaît difficile aujourd'hui de se rendre compte de la suite des idées et des faits, quand on est en présence d'un document aussi concret que celui-là, on ne saurait s'étonner d'éprouver tant de peine à relier les unes aux autres les idées ou les images qui se trouvent notées—indiquées plutôt qu'exprimées ou décrites—dans les compositions poétiques de Ras Shamra.' This admission may warn us against the assumption that a Mycenaean literary text, if we were lucky enough to unearth one, might necessarily prove easier to interpret than the present tablets.

Since the palace revenue is presumably derived largely from feudal dues and from foreign conquest, monetary or other media of exchange do not play any significant part in the records. We have not yet been able to identify any payments in silver or gold for services rendered, such as occur at Alalakh (Wiseman, 1953, pp. 101–3); and the Mycenaean tablets, if they really are merchants' accounts, do not give any clear indication of the medium of exchange by which business was transacted (see 105 = Ge602).

A few of the tablets are introduced by the formula 'In the month of So-and-
so' (e.g. 200 = Fp1 and 207 = V 280 at Knossos, and perhaps 167 = Es650 and 172 = Kn02 at Pylos): this exceptional dating is probably intended as a check on the fulfilment of a prescribed ritual rather than as a normal aid to the economic administration of the palace. The known Knossos month names, which include one striking correspondence with the classical Arcadian calendar, are listed on p. 304. No other dating, either by month, by year or by eponym, can be discerned: its absence is probably due to the seasonal nature of the tablets, which were pulped at intervals of a year or less (possibly after summarizing on papyrus or some other material). A characteristic feature, recurring on all types of Mycenaean tablet, is the secondary entry introduced by o or o-pe-ro, representing the amount which is missing from the consignment or nominal roll compared with the numbers expected. On the Pylos Ma-tablets (e.g. 179) figures are given for the pe-ru-si-nu-wa o-pe-ro, 'amount owing last year' or 'from last year', which again suggests the annual nature of the records. There is a reference to tōto wētos 'this year' on 43 = Sn01, and to hateron wētos 'next year' on 178 = Ma13.

After writing, the tablets were dried (not baked) and then generally filed away in boxes of gypsum or wood, or in wicker baskets, and stacked on shelves in rooms set aside for the purpose. The boxes and baskets were secured with cord and sealed with prismatic lumps of clay impressed with seal-stones and inscribed with personal names or with a reference to the itemized commodities. The name of the responsible scribe, which never seems to occur on the tablets themselves, may sometimes have been recorded here. Similar sealings were used to secure actual stores, like the wooden boxes of arrows found in the Knossos 'Armoury' (P.M., IV, p. 617, see 264 = Ws1704).

The Knossos tablets were found scattered over a wide area. The main find-spots are indicated on the key plan of the palace (fig. 13) by the letters A to Q, which will be added to the tablet headings in Part II:

A. Clay 'bath' in room near the south-west corner of the Central Court.
B. 'Deposit of the chariot tablets', in a closet under the small staircase north-east of the South Propylaeum.
C. Room of the Column-bases = Lobby of the Stone Seat.
D. Magazine of the Vase Tablets, and further side of wall to south.
E. Third and fourth West Magazines, and the south end of the Long Corridor.
F. Eighth to twelfth Magazines, and the middle of the Long Corridor.
H. Near the Corridor of the Stone Basin.
I. Room of the Saffron-gatherer Fresco.
J. Room of the Ceiling Spirals.
K. Northern Entrance Passage, adjoining the Bull Relief.
No great reliance should be placed on the detailed attributions: it is clear that Evans' noting of find-spots, never entirely complete or consistent, has become further confused in the editing and printing of SM II. For example 231 = K 872, which is stated by Evans to be part of the 'Deposit of Vase Tablets' at D (PM, iv, p. 729), is assigned in SM II to K. This tablet was believed by Evans to have been specially baked, and was attributed, apparently
from the style of the vessels represented, to the 'earlier stages of the Last Palace Period', or LM Ib. The 'sword' tablets from M were first assigned to the LM IIIa period of reoccupation after the destruction, from the shape of the weapons (SM I, p. 55, corrected in PM, iv, p. 854). But Myres is probably right in regarding the tablets as the record of little more than the last year before the destruction.

The only tablets found in situ were at B, a small ground-floor chamber with the appearance of a bureau or office: the rectangular space at the back of which the shelves for the tablets had probably stood was cut off from the entrance by a bench. In all other cases Evans considered that the tablets had fallen into their present positions from an upper storey during the collapse and decay of the palace, as shown by the stratification of the floor structures: this also applies to the tablets found in the bath-shaped receptacle at A.
(PM, iv, p. 668). Considerable lateral drift may also have to be taken into account. Evans suggests that some tablets may even have fallen from a roof-terrace, where they were being dried at the time of the catastrophe (ibid. p. 669).

Many of the find-spots show mixed groups of different contexts, but there are consistent series dealing with ritual offerings of oil at A, with chariots and horses at B, with vases and honey offerings at D, with condiments at E, with women and children at F, with textiles at F and G, with livestock and wool at K and L, with swords at M, and with chariots, wheels and arrows at P. Remains of gypsum chests were found at D, F and K, and of wooden boxes at A and N. With few exceptions the Pylos tablets probably represent the contents of the Archive Room at the time of its destruction. This small chamber (AR on fig. 14) has a raised bench running round three sides, and was probably linked by a doorway to the main gate of the palace (Blegen, 1955, p. 34). This location, very convenient for the supervision of incoming and outgoing goods and personnel, recalls the introduction to some of the Nuzi tablets: 'Written at the door of the palace gate' (Lachman, 1939, p. 530). A considerable number of the tablets had found their way from the Archive Room into its annex and other adjoining spaces during the sack and disintegration of the palace and as the result of more recent stone-robbing. Tablets evidently derived from other offices, probably on an upper floor, include 238 = Tn996 (found in Pantry 4 in 1953) and fifteen red pieces recovered in the Megaron in 1952. The tablets found in the three Mycenae houses had all fallen into the basements from an upper floor, possibly two storeys higher (Wace, 1953b, p. 423).

3. MYCENEAEN ARITHMETIC

It is difficult to gauge the limits of the Mycenaean Greeks' mathematical ability from the tablets, since we do not possess (as we do from Egypt and Babylonia) any texts of a deliberately scientific or didactic nature; but there are no grounds for supposing that they lagged far behind their neighbours in the ability to use reasonably effective techniques of arithmetic and mensuration for the everyday purposes of palace economy, trade and building operations. It is unreasonable of Dow (1954, p. 123) to criticize them for not adopting a duodecimal or sexagesimal system of numeration, which is naturally alien to speakers of an Indo-European language (and to most men with ten fingers and toes): its ponderous, and by no means exclusive, use in Mesopotamia appears to be due to various accidents in the evolution of local weights and measures rather than to any theoretical advantages in operation (Lewy, 1949).
And it is absurd to expect them to anticipate the binary system used in modern electronic calculating machines (Dow, 1954, p. 124). He goes on to say: 'The Minoan system is so cumbrous that multiplication or division in it would be as difficult as in the Roman, or more so. We may reasonably conclude that the Minoans had no "mathematics" much beyond the sort preserved to us.' But it is dangerous to deduce from a certain clumsiness in expressing numbers on paper that more complex mathematical operations were in fact impossible; it is sufficient to recall the very elaborate mathematical reference tables used in Babylonia, with which the inherent difficulties of sexagesimal mental arithmetic were circumvented.

Many of the Mycenaean tablets contain a total derived by simple addition from the separate items of the list, or a subtraction to show the amount 'missing' by comparison with the expected contribution. These operations may be either in units, as in lists of men and women (e.g. 38 = As1516, 39 = As1517), or in weights and measures which, as described on pp. 53–5, are subdivided in heterogeneous ratios like our £ s. d. and tons cwt. lb. oz. Pylos tablet Jn845, for example, lists eight smiths each of whom receives £ 1 ½ 2 of bronze, which is totalled in line 8 as 'so much bronze: £ 12'. Similar summations of liquid measure are found on 200 = Fp1 and 93 = Fo101, and of dry measure on F 51. That the items and totals sometimes do not agree (as on 255 = Jn658) must be attributed to lapses or uncorrected afterthoughts by the scribe, rather than to any theoretical inability to carry out the operation.

Similar afterthought or incomplete erasure is generally responsible for anomalies in the order of writing the tens and digits; for cases where the tens or digits exceed 9 (e.g. Knossos Gg711 rev.); and for entries where the scribe quotes an excessive number of units of a weight or measure which should properly have been reduced to the higher unit (e.g. ¶ 3 on F 452). Bennett (Index, p. 117) quotes six examples of 'tallying', i.e. the use of a tablet or part of a tablet for a rough totting-up of units prior to the final writing-in of the total. Pylos Eq03 rev. shows a tallying by groups of 5 digits, eventually reduced to a total of 137. Knossos C 162, which totals sheep and pigs, contains surprising number groups in which hundreds, tens and digits are all in excess of 9, and appears to have been used several times over as rough working in carrying out the addition.

A more advanced calculation is shown by the Pylos Ma- tablets (see pp. 289–95), where a number of townships are put down for a contribution of six different commodities, mostly so far unidentified. The scale of the total contribution varies for each town, but the mutual proportions of the six commodities remain constant at 7:7:2:3:1:4:150. The variation from the ideal
values seldom exceeds 1.0, and it is generally due to the levelling of resulting fractions: it is clear that the Mycenaean administrator was quite capable of determining the correct answers to such an exercise in proportion. The Ma-tablets are of further interest in the operation of addition and subtraction by which the actual amounts delivered of these six commodities are compared with the stipulated contribution. Three other tablets (75 = Cn02, 250 = Vn01 and Vn05) list contributions of a single commodity against nine of the same series of townships, and while not exactly proportional they conform to the same order of size as in the Ma-tablets. We may suppose that these townships were arranged, for the purposes of taxation, in a conventional order of size and importance.

A similar parallelism in the relative sizes of the entries, not governed by exact ratios, is shown by the Pylos Es-series (see pp. 275–80). The Knossos Mc-tablets (see p. 301), of which all but 11 are very fragmentary, contain lists of four commodities, one of which Evans identified as the horns of agrimi goats for making composite bows. Their amounts conform, with rather wider variations than on the Pylos Ma-tablets, to a ratio of 5:3:2:4.

A large number of the Knossos ‘sheep’ tablets list flocks whose totals are exactly 50, 100, 150, 200 or 300. These animals are subdivided into various categories, the main distinction being that of sex; where their irregular numbers do not add up to the exact ‘hecatomb’ total, the appropriate deficit is stated to be ‘missing’. A further complication is shown by the Knossos Dl-series (73–74), where in addition a quantity of wool is recorded, whose stipulated weight in š units is equal to \( \frac{1}{6} \) of the number of sheep. On the Dk-series, however (71–72), which record rams alone, the proportion of wool is always \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the number of sheep.

The Pylos Ab-series of tablets contain a long list of varying groups of women, girls and boys, together with their monthly (?) ration in grain and figs. Their minimum rate seems to be 7 2 per woman and 7 1 per child (see p. 157), but in most cases their total allocation is in excess of this figure. The lack of an exact and constant proportion is evidently due, not to the mathematical incompetence of the scribe, but to various unknown factors in the ages and circumstances of the different groups.

4. SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

The frequent qualification of people by occupational names makes it possible to draw some general deductions about the structure of society in a Mycenaean kingdom; further work will no doubt extend and correct the picture offered
here. Most of the evidence comes from Pylos, but many of the important words recur at Knossos, and there is no indication that the social structure was significantly different. The absence of any palace records from Mycenae excludes any deductions about that kingdom, though there seems no reason to assume that Pylos was exceptional. The apparent differences between the Mycenaean and Homeric patterns are explicable in terms of the Homeric question (see p. 107).

A monarchical system of government is proved for both Knossos and Pylos by references to the king (wanax); the absence of any further qualification shows that the state knew one king only. The suggestion of Palmer (1954b, p. 37) that he was a priest-king is likely enough on archaeological as well as comparative grounds; but that his power was temporal as well as spiritual is guaranteed by the elaborate records of his civil service. A number of tradesmen—a potter, a fuller and an armourer (?)—are referred to as ‘royal’ (wanakteros), and the same word in a doubtful context on a jar from Thebes seems at least to prove the existence of another kingdom there. The king is never referred to by name and title at once, though he may be mentioned by name alone: Ekhelawon at Pylos is clearly a man of supreme importance, and the precedence accorded him in 171 = Un718 makes it almost certain that we have here the first contemporarily attested Mycenaean monarch.

The Pylos distribution of τεμένι (152 = Er01) ranks next to the king’s the allocation of the lāwāgetās. His name is a known Greek compound, surviving in verse in the form λαγέτας, though apparently meaning only ‘leader’, ‘prince’, without the technical sense it must bear in Mycenaean. There is no direct clue in the tablets to his peculiar function, but both the etymology and the Teutonic parallels adduced by Palmer (1954b, pp. 35–6) suggest that he was the military commander whose duty it was to lead the host in war. If the Germanic parallel were exact (cf. Tacitus, Germania, 7), we might expect him to be elected only in time of war; and we may be sure from the military tablets (ch. vi) that Pylos was at this time on a war footing. But he is also found at Knossos, where so far there is no indication of preparations against an attack. Compare §§ 1, 22–4 of the autobiography of the Hittite king Hattusilis III: ‘But when my father Mursilis became a god, my brother Muwatallis seated himself on the throne of his father; and before the face of my brother I became chief of the armed forces (EN KI.KAL.BAD).’ Occupational names are also qualified by the adjective lāwāgesios (e.g. PY 195 = Na67).

The temenos list enumerates next some officials called te-re-ta, télestoai, an official title which survived in Elis down to the classical period. They are assigned jointly the same amount of grain (land?) as the king, but it is divided
among three holders, so that the individual holdings are the same as that of
the ἀιωγέτας. Palmer (1954 b, p. 39) equates the telestai with the Hittite
ILIKI ‘fief-holders’ owing a special duty to the king, and contrasts them with
the ‘artisans’, whom he equates with the Homeric δημοσεργοῖ, a word not
found yet in the tablets, though dāmos is very common. Some sort of feudal
system of land tenure is certain (see p. 234); but Palmer’s view is open to objec-
tion, especially because of the newly published Pylos text 171 = Un718, where
the telestai seem to be equated with the dāmos. Considerable numbers of telestai
seem to be proved by the instance of 114 = En02, where the district Pa-ki-jao-
alone contains fourteen, and at Knossos by 47 = Am826 where no less than
forty-five telestai of Aptara are mentioned. It is likely that the verb te-re-ja-e
(teleiaen?) expresses the function of the telestās, and since it is replaced in other
cases by wo-zo-e (worzeen) which seems to be the function of the ka-ma-e-u, it
probably indicates some kind of feudal service.

The ka-ma-e-u is plainly the holder of the land called ka-ma. The most
natural explanation of this is that it is the obsolete noun χομία from which
the locative χομία was formed, a conclusion supported by a Cretan gloss in
Hesychius. Its meaning, however, is more specialized and it denotes a par-
ticular kind of feudal holding (see p. 261). The men distinguished by this
title seem to be of humble status; they include a baker (?) and a ‘slave of the
god’.

A more important title is the e-que-ta, heqetās = ἐπήρης. It is a rare word in
classical Greek and seems to mean no more than ‘companion, follower’. But
Palmer (1954 b, p. 51) is probably right in seeing in this word the equivalent
of the Homeric ἐπερήπος, and understanding it to mean ‘companion of the king’
lke the late Latin comes and similar words in Celtic and Germanic. The proof
of their position emerges from the military tablets, where they are regularly
dignified by a patronymic, a rare distinction elsewhere. They seem to be
attached to bodies of troops in the capacity of staff officers; possibly as liaison
officers representing the central authority, the command being in the hands of
the local lords. On the other hand they are occasionally mentioned in
contexts relating to land tenure (e.g. PY 55 = An724, and 142 = Eb32 where
one (or more) is coupled with the priestess, the key-bearers and a man called
We-te-re-u). They may have slaves (p. 258), and they have a distinctive kind of
garment (p. 317).

In addition to these we find also a number of officials who appear to be
confined to outlying regions. We do not find them associated with Pylos or
Knossos, but with subordinate towns. The title pa-si-re-u is clearly to be con-
ected with the Homeric ἰαρίλευς, who is not a king, but a kind of feudal lord,
master of his own territory but owning allegiance to the king. Carratelli (1954, p. 217) disagrees with this view (also expressed by Furumark, 1954, p. 19) and would see in these ἐκσυλεῖς religious functionaries like the φυλοσοσιλεῖς. But their association with the outlying towns is significant. They have a pa₂-si-re-wi-ja, probably ‘retinue’, less likely ‘palace’, and in KN 38 = As1516 it is noteworthy that this term follows the place-name Se-to-i-ja and another name (Phaistos?) lost in a lacuna, while the first section contains the heading Knοσία lαwάqetis at Knossos and the basileus elsewhere.

The ke-ro-si-ja, geronsia = γερονσία is perhaps the council of a basileus since on PY 40 = An22 this word is associated with a man who is elsewhere called pa₂-si-re-u. It is less certain whether the erased ke-ro-te in KN B 800 is gerontes, and if so whether it should be connected as proposed by Carratelli (1954, p. 217).

Another title which seems likewise to be provincial is mo-ro-pa₂, probably to be interpreted moroppás (Palmer: μορόπας) ‘possessor of a portion, shareholder’. His importance is vouched for by the fact that Klumenos who is moroppás in PY 43 = Sn01 is on 58 = An654 commander of a regiment. Their regional location is to be inferred from a variety of indications: their presence in the tribute list 258 = Kn01; the fact that Ka-do-wo moroppas of 43 = Sn01 is elsewhere associated with the place-name Ma-ro-; the entry on the same tablet which shows that Klumenos was ko-re-te of the place I-te-re-wa.

Finally we hear of a local official called the ko-re-te, who seems to be a kind of mayor (Furumark: Dorfschulze). The word is an agent noun in -tér, not yet satisfactorily interpreted, but his status emerges clearly enough from PY 257 = Jn09, where we have sixteen places named and contributions of bronze from the ko-re-te and po-ro-ko-re-te of each. The prefix pro- must mean in this case ‘vice-’ or ‘sub-’, a sense not preserved in any classical compound. The heading to this tablet enumerates not only these two, but also a variety of other titles which are not mentioned again below. Is the explanation that the heading gives all the possible alternative titles which are equivalent to the two general terms ko-re-te and po-ro-ko-re-te? Against this it may be argued that the klaviophoroi are elsewhere feminine, though it is less likely that the same is true of du-ma-te. The da-mo-ko-ro who is mentioned a few times may perhaps be another title or another local official appointed by the king. There are occasional references to ki-ti-ta ‘settlers’ and me-ta-ki-ti-ta ‘colonists (?)’, but it would not seem safe to draw any conclusions from these words yet.

Of the humbler members of the population we can say less. The variety of trades followed shows a highly developed division of labour, but it is not clear
how far the craftsmen were royal servants, or even slaves, or what other status they enjoyed. There is one very obvious omission from the list of trades, the absence of any word implying that the raising of crops was a specific occupation. On the contrary land tenure documents mention craftsmen such as fullers and agricultural workers such as shepherds. This suggests that everyone in addition to his special occupation also farmed a portion of land.

Among the occupational names there are many still not satisfactorily interpreted, and in some other cases the precise significance of the word is lost; etymology is often a poor guide to meaning. Thus the list of trades must be regarded as incomplete. For an explanation of the words quoted here see the Vocabulary.

Among the public servants we hear of a messenger and a herald (a-ke-ro, ka-ru-ke); but the name of the scribe still eludes us. The agricultural workers named include shepherds (po-me), goat-herds (ai-ki-pa-la), huntsmen (ku-na-ke-ta-i), and wood-cutters (du-ru-to-mo). The building trades are represented by masons (to-ko-do-mo) and carpenters (te-ko-to); ship construction is a separate trade (na-u-do-mo). Metal-workers include bronzesmiths (ka-ke-u) and cutlers (?; pi-ri-je-te), and other manufacturers are bow-makers (to-ko-so-wo-ko), chair(?)-makers (to-ro-no-wo-ko) and potters (ke-ra-me-we). The making of cloth was a woman’s occupation; we hear of carders, spinners and weavers (pe-ki-ti-ra₂, a-ra-ka-le-ja, i-te-ja-o), and there are separate designations for flax-workers (ri-ne-ja), and perhaps for the makers of some of the other special kinds of garment (a-pu-ko-wo-ko, e-ne-re-ja, o-ru-ne-ja). The fulling of cloth was a man’s trade (ka-na-pe-u) and the king had his own fuller. The making of garments was shared by men and women (ra-piş, ra-pi-ti-ra₂). Luxury trades are attested by unguent-boilers (a-re-pa-zo-o) and goldsmiths (ku-ru-so-wo-ko). We have one reference to a physician (i-ja-te). The grinding and measuring out of grain were done by women (me-re-li-ri-ja, si-to-ko-wo), but the making of bread by men (a-to-po-ya); Blegen (1950) seems unjustified in his assumption that the Mycenaean figurine of a bread-maker is female. More menial occupations seem to be indicated by stokers (pu-ka-wo), ox-drivers (?; ze-u-ke-u-si) and, among the women, bath-attendants (re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo) and serving women (a-pi-po-ro).

The existence of slavery in some form is certain. Some slaves (do-e-ro, do-e-ra) are plainly stated to be the property of individuals: e.g. the women of Amphiqhoitás (KN 20 = Ak824), or those belonging to the smiths and following their masters’ trade (PY 253 = Jn01). The slave of We-da-ne-u is even in the position of having to contribute to his master’s revenue and is not distinguished in his treatment from the rest of the group who appear to be free men (see
The Pylos tablet 28—An42 suggests that a single slave parent of either sex made the child a slave, contrary to the rule of classical Greece; but this deduction is not inevitable. The Pylos tablets of the classes Aa and Ab (see p. 155) imply that the labour force was recruited by raids in which captive women and children were brought home and taught trades, and this conclusion seems to be confirmed by the word ‘captives’ (ra-wei-ja-ja) applied to some of these women: others are referred to by ethnic adjectives. The Ad series suggests that the children of slaves were an important element in the manpower available. On the other hand there is some evidence that women of this class also worked for wages (e-ke-ro-go-no); but possibly these were not wage-earners on their own account, but were hired out to augment the palace revenues.

But by far the greater number of slaves named at Pylos are ‘slaves of the god (or goddess)’. Two explanations of this phrase are possible: we may either suppose that a number of slaves became the property of a deity instead of a man, or that the title really conceals some quite different status from that of ordinary slaves. In the former case we need not think exclusively of the λερόδουλοι or temple-slaves of later times; dedication to a deity could be a method of holding public property, as we see to be the case with the lands of Dionysus and Athena recorded in the famous tables of Heraclea. The other alternative is made attractive by the fact that slaves of the god have leases of land and seem in fact to live on much the same terms as free men. The translation ‘slave’ is probably here leading us to a false conception of social status, and it might be preferable to adopt feudal terminology, such as ‘serf’ or ‘villein’. The parallel of Near Eastern societies in which similar titles are actually honorific probably does not hold good for Mycenaean Greece; for there are a few isolated cases in which the slave of a man seems to enjoy the same status as a slave of the god; and the slaves of the priestess raise an awkward point in social precedence.

At Knossos we learn almost nothing of the military organization apart from the existence of the λαυαγετᾶς; but at Pylos preparations were being made against an attack, and a series of tablets are concerned with naval and military matters (see pp. 183–94). From these it appears that the command of the bodies of men detailed to watch the coast was in the hands of local lords, each of whom was assisted by a small group of officers; while each sector had allocated as well a ἱεραγετᾶς, who may have been a liaison officer representing the king. The details of the troops are obscure, since the words applied to them, ke-ki-de and ku-re-we, are not satisfactorily explained; Palmer (1954b, p. 52 n. 4) suggests that the latter word means elsewhere ‘men-at-arms’, but insists that
it is here a place-name. Other groups of men are merely referred to by ethnic
djectives. The total number of troops recorded on the surviving tablets of the
military series is 740.

Borders to man warships seem to have been drawn as necessary from the
coastal towns; it is probable that they were conscripts rather than professionals,
at least if our interpretation of $55 = \text{An724}$ is correct. Rowers are also mentioned
as the fathers of the sons of some slave women at Pylos ($15 = \text{Ad684}$). At Knossos
rowers surprisingly figure in a list of local officials who are supplying or
receiving cattle ($83 = \text{Ch902}$).

5. MYCENAEAN RELIGION

The evidence of the tablets for the religious practices and beliefs of the
Mycenaean Greeks has naturally aroused much interest; the principal reli-
gious texts have been discussed by almost all writers, and Carratelli (1955a)
has devoted a special article to this subject. It has also been discussed at the
London Seminar, and Palmer has made many interesting suggestions in addition
to those in his published articles. While much is still in dispute or obscure,
this section can lay no claim to finality; it may be useful, however, to collect
together the scattered evidence for further study.

The gods are mentioned on the tablets only in one capacity: as the recipients
of various offerings. If we could be sure that the presence of one divine name
in such a list guaranteed the divinity of the remainder, it would be easy to list
the Mycenaean pantheon. But it is quite clear that the offering lists may
contain—for what reason we can only guess—human beings as well; the
clearest case is that of the Pylos $E$s tablets (see p. 279); and since the ‘priestess
of the winds’ figures frequently at Knossos, some of the other entries too may
be the names or titles of human representatives of a deity.

$\text{Zeus}$ is clearly intended in PY $172 = \text{Kn02}$, where we have the dative
$\text{di-ye} = \text{Diwe}$, and (if the amended reading is accepted) the genitive in the
next line: Drimiōi Diwos hie(rē)wei. The word $\text{di-u-jo} = \text{Diujō}$—on the same tablet
is plainly a derivative, though its gender and case can only be guessed (= the
shrine of $\text{Zeus}$?). $\text{di-u-ja}$ in the same text must therefore be the feminine, and
this is proved to be the name of a goddess by the fact that she receives the
offering of a gold cup and a woman. $\text{di-wi-ja}$ in PY $28 = \text{An42}$ is probably
a variant spelling ($\text{Diujja}/\text{Diujia}$, cf. $\text{me-u-jo}/\text{me-wi-jo}$) of the genitive ($\text{Diujja}
dola$); also without context on KN $X$ 97. Cf. the goddess $\Delta \text{ri}$ in a Pamphylian
inscription (Schwyzer, Dial. 686, 1), said to be the Magna Mater. One fact
is clear, that this female counterpart to $\text{Zeus}$ is not to be identified with $\text{Hera}$,
who is mentioned on the same tablet and paired with Zeus in a quite classical manner. *di-ve* is also found in obscure contexts (with offerings of barley?) on KN F 51 rev. and PY 44 = An29 rev.; *di-vo* on KN E 842 may be a divine name as the text includes the word te-o-i, but on Dx1503 it is a man’s name in the nominative. The month name *Diwioio* (gen.) occurs once (KN Fp5).

*Hera* is coupled with Zeus on PY 172 = Kn02. The spelling e-ra refutes the suspicious etymology from *Hepa* (see p. 289). Her name is perhaps to be restored also in PY Un11. 8. The same spelling at Knossos is undoubtedly a place-name, the adjective from which is e-ra-jo, -ja, except perhaps 29 = As821.

*Poseidon* is securely attested at both Knossos and Pylos. The spelling is consistently po-se-da-o-, thus proving that the Corinthian forms in -δεσφνοι are secondary (Chadwick, 1954 b, p. 7). He is the recipient of *dosmoi* in the Pylos Es tablets (p. 279) and of a wide range of offerings on 171 = Un718. As in classical Greek, derivatives show i for ei in the second syllable: po-si-da-i-jo (PY 172 = Kn02+) is *Posidaiion* ‘the shrine (or the like) of Poseidon’; po-si-da-i-je-u-si (PY Fm01) = *PosidaiEuus* appears to be a dative plural, but its meaning is uncertain; and po-si-da-e-ja (172 = Kn02) is another female counterpart, as Diwia is to Zeus. There is also a divinity called e-ne-si-da-o-ne (dat.; KN M 719, to be restored on 204 = Gg704, Gg707), probably = *Enmesidaeini*; cf. the names of Poseidon *EvnoiDes*, *EvnoiTeus*, etc. (see p. 309).

*Ares* is not clearly named. The word a-re appears without context on a Knossos fragment (X 5816). A-re-jo KN Vc208, A-re-i-jo KN 213 = L 641, and A-re-me-ne Thebes in are all proper names which may be derived, though the Acolic forms of *Ares* (*Ares*, *Aresios*) make this questionable. On a-re-ja, apparently an epithet of Hermes, see p. 288. The name e-na-wa-ri-jo = *Euviaios* figures in the list of gods KN 208 = V 52; whether on PY 55 = An724 the spelling e-na-wa-ri-jo is the divine name is controversial.

*Apollo* does not appear, but we have pa-ja-vo = *Paixevon* (Homeric *Paixvon*), KN 208 = V 52. pa-ja-ni-jo KN Fp354, read by Furumark as *Paiainoi* (perhaps a month name?), is probably not connected, as the contraction of -āvōn- to -ān- cannot be Mycenaean.

*Hermes* has the form e-ma-a (dat.) = *Hermēai* PY 172 = Kn02, Un11. On the form and etymology see p. 288.

*Athena* is clearly named once: a-ta-na po-ti-ni-ja (apparently without a divider) = *Athanai Potniai* KN 208 = V 52. Ventris also proposes to restore her name [a]-ta-na in MY X 1. It seems clear that at Knossos ποτνι is used as the epithet of Athena, exactly as in the Homeric ποτνι* ‘*Athνi.* But in other tablets from both Knossos and Pylos *Potion* appears as a divine name standing by itself (e.g. KN 205 = Gg702, M 729, PY Fm01, 172 = Kn02, Vn07).
THE EVIDENCE OF THE TABLETS

No evidence which would identify this deity has so far appeared, and thus none of the guesses can be tested; she seems to be of some importance, but is not necessarily the protectress of Pylos. There is also a derived adjective with the surprising form pa-ti-ni-ja-we-jo, as if formed from Πανασυς; cf. the adjective wa-na-se-wi-ja which stands in a similar relation to πανασέκκα. This epithet appears chiefly on sheep tablets at Knossos; at Pylos it designates groups of smiths and is occasionally used of individuals; it may of course have no religious associations here.

Artemis is the owner of the slave Ai-ki-wa-ro on PY 167 = Es650. Her name has the East Greek form a-te-mi-to Artemitos, with declension in τ not δ. PY Un11 lists along with other divine names a-ti-mi-te which may be the dative Artimitei with i for e. There is no evidence yet to support the suggestion that Artemis is the goddess meant in the common formula theo io doelos.

Dionysus is a surprising name to find, and there is no evidence to prove that it is divine. It occurs only once in the genitive case on a Pylos fragment Xa06: di-wo-nu-so-jo [1].

Hephaestus is not directly mentioned, but may be assumed if the man’s name a-pa-ti-jo (KN L 588) is correctly interpreted as Ἡφαίστιος or Ἡφαίστιον.

Of the minor deities known from Greek sources, Eileithyia is known at Knossos in the spelling e-re-u-ti-ja Ἐλευθία (recorded at Messene and elsewhere). KN 206 = Gg705 shows her as the recipient of a jar of honey at Amnisos, which recalls at once the famous cave mentioned in the Odyssey and by Strabo (see p. 310). She also seems to receive wool (KN Od714, Od715). Erinyes has been proposed by Furumark as the interpretation of e-ri-nu (apparently dative) in the offering list KN 200 = Fp1 (cf. Fs390). Demeter may be the right interpretation of da-ma-te PY 114 = En02, but in use at least this is not a divine name; see the discussion on p. 242. A cult of the Winds is attested by the Knossos offerings to Ἀνεμόν ἱερεῖα, the priestess of the Winds. A Dove-Goddess pe-re-*82 = Peleia (Palmer) seems likely on PY 172 = Kn02; the name recurs on a new tablet found in 1954 (Un1189), with offerings of cows, sheep and pigs (cf. suuetaurilia).

Dedications to All the Gods (paθαί theoi’i) are a frequent feature of the Knossos offering lists, but do not appear at Pylos. This may suggest that it is a particularly Minoan feature which though adopted by the Greek rulers of Crete did not spread to the mainland; but arguments from silence can hardly be admitted until we have more material. Although not unknown in classical Greece, such dedications are commonest in Hellenistic times. It has been suggested that it implies a connexion with the Vedic hymns to the Viṣṇu Devah.
(All-gods); but these are said to be a later accretion to the Veda, not an original inheritance.

A number of other deities or sacred places emerge from tablets such as KN 200 = Fp1 and PY 172 = Kn02, where a fuller discussion will be found. The Daidaleion seems an appropriate name for a shrine at Knossos. At Pylos we find Iphimedeia, a semi-mythical figure in Homer, apparently receiving divine honours. The identity of the other deities is unknown or conjectural.

The offerings recorded at Knossos differ from those at Pylos in that livestock are rarely mentioned. None of the tablets dealing with livestock can be proved to have any religious significance, though this is not always impossible; Sundwall’s theory of hecatombs must be abandoned (see p. 198). KN Fh347 is exceptional in showing both oil and cattle; but its religious context is not certain as it contains no demonstrably divine name. The usual offerings are grain (both wheat and barley) and flour, oil, wine, figs and honey; occasionally wool (e.g. G 866), and some of the vessels recorded in the K series may be intended as offerings though not so specified. At Pylos we have records of quantities of wheat contributed annually to Poseidon; these are presumably payments in kind for the upkeep of his shrine and ceremonial. A number of texts list miscellaneous commodities (Un series), but not all of these are offerings; the only one clearly identifiable as such is 171 = Un718. Here the contributions promised to Poseidon take the form of one ox, two rams; a considerable amount of wheat, flour and wine; some cheeses, honey, two sheepskins and a quantity of unguent. This may be provision for a sacrificial meal. 172 = Kn02 records offerings of gold vessels and human beings; what becomes of the latter is not clear, but they are more likely to be cup-bearers than victims for sacrifice. Some of the spice tablets at both Knossos and Pylos may be religious in motive.

Whatever the religious functions of the king may have been, he was assisted by a considerable priesthood. A priest called We-te-re-u figures prominently on the land tenure documents at Pylos, and two more are mentioned on 44 = An29. There is a priestess of the Winds at Knossos (see above). At Pylos we have frequent references to ‘the priestess’ without further qualification, just as we have one deity referred to as theos without a name. This can only refer to the principal deity of the town, who is therefore presumably female. There is also a priestess at Pa-ki-ja-, who may be in the service of Potnia. We have one reference to a hieroergos; how this title is distinguished from hieros is not clear. The klawphoroi or ‘key-bearers’ appear in company with the priestess and are female; the title (in various forms) is well known in antiquity. The male occupational name da-ko-ro seems to be the same word as 3oxóros,
but there is no proof that ‘temple attendant’ is here the right sense, and the
etymological sense of ‘floor-sweeper’ is more probable. Other titles may well
be religious, such as the women called ki-ri-te-wi-ja; but we can at present say
nothing about their status or function.

6. AGRICULTURE AND LAND TENURE

The surviving tablets probably would not give anything like a complete picture
of the domesticated and wild animals and plants which were important in the
Mycenaean economy, even if their interpretation was certain. Many of the
provisions are recorded by conventional symbols, rather than by recognizable
pictures or by words spelt out in Greek. We can generally tell whether these
provisions are counted in units, or measured by dry bulk or liquid volume, or
weighed; but for a closer guess we must take into account the animal and
plant remains which occur archaeologically at Minoan and Mycenaean sites,
or which are represented in the art of the period. We may also use, more
cautiously, the lists of foodstuffs found on the cuneiform tablets and mentioned
in later Greek literature.

A full survey of the archaeological remains was made in Vickery’s Food in
Early Greece (1936), and this can be amplified by more recent finds. In the
following list the asterisked items (*) have been found both at important
Cretan sites (in Middle and Late Minoan) and at the chief Mycenaean centres
of the Mainland; the rest are so far restricted to finds from one or other
group.

Cereals: *wheat, *barley. These were certainly the most important Aegean grains:
emmer wheat and barley appear predominantly on the cuneiform tablets, and are
the only cereals listed in the Hittite laws. A single oat grain was found at Orcho-
menos; the supposed rye on Thera is very doubtful. Millet was restricted to Macedonia
by Vickery, though Evans claims a find at Knossos (PM, iv, pp. 622, 630).

Leguminous plants: *broad beans (Vicia faba), *peas (Pisum sativum), *chick peas (Cicer
aritinum), *grass peas (Lathyrus sativus), *bitter vetches (Vicia ervilia), *lentils (Lens
esculenta). The same leguminous plants are found in contemporary cuneiform records,
where they are often milled and used in bread-making, or else eaten as a kind of
porridge (as in classical Greece).

Seasonings: aniseed (Pimpinella anisum, Thera), coriander (Coriandrum sativum, Thera);
the latter is also common in cuneiform records.

Fruits: *olives and *olive oil, *grapes; dried figs (Phaistos), almonds (Phaistos); pears
(only Sesklo and Dimini, Early Helladic).

Animals: *ox (mostly Bos brachyceros, also Bos primigenius and some hybrids), *sheep
(Ovis aries palustris), *goat (Capra hircus), agrimi goat (Capra aegagrus creticus, Tylissos),
pig (*Sus domesticus indicus*), wild boar (*Sus scrofa ferus*, Tyllissos), ass (Tyllissos), horse (Tyllissos, LM I), dog (Tyllissos). Remains of cheese were found on Thera.

*Sea food:* *shell-fish; fish-bones, oysters and mussels (Mycenae).*

The shapes and meanings of the Mycenaean commodity ideograms will be discussed in greater detail in the appropriate chapters of Part II. The following summary is intended to show the extent to which the tablets conform to the archaeological picture, and to correct a few misleading identifications made in the surveys of the Knossos economy by Evans and Myres (*PM*, iv; *SM II*, pp. 59–61).

The conventionalized symbols † and ‡ represent the two main cereals. They form the first and more important component in rations, and are only once issued together (PY An31). † is the more frequent, and is alone used in calculating the acreages of fields. We have taken † to be wheat, and ‡ to represent barley (the latter already suggested by Evans, *PM*, iv, p. 625); but it is conceivable that these identifications should be reversed.

The absence of recognizable bread-ovens from Mycenaean sites has led to some doubt whether bread was baked (as it certainly was by the Hittites and Semites), but this is resolved by the mention of the trade *arto-paqtoi* 'bakers' (cf. ἀρτοφατ in the *Odyssey*). *Meleuron* 'flour' was also issued as rations and for cult offerings (*171 = Un718*).

Sundwall's identification of † as 'poppy-seed' is very improbable, especially in view of the large quantities involved. Of the two other supposed cereals listed by Myres (*SM II*, p. 32), ‡ is a liquid measure, and † ('millet or beer') is proved by Pylos Gn1184 to represent *e-ra-xo = elaiwos* 'olive oil', as already suggested by Furumark (1954, p. 116) and Bennett (*MT I*, p. 448).

Olive oil is also very common both as a ration (e.g. *MY 93 = Fo101*) and as a cult offering (*KN 200 = Fpl*, etc.). The fruit of the olive seems to be represented by ‡, Pylos ‡ (if the reading *e-ra-xo* in the last line of *KN 94 = F 841* is in fact intended as a description of it). The ideogram cannot be saffron, as Evans thought (*PM*, iv, p. 718); but that plant may be represented by ‡, of which very small quantities, measured by weight in the units used for gold, are found at Knossos on Np267, etc. Issues of fruit generally accompany wheat or barley rations; equal to or smaller than the latter in the case of figs (*9 = Ab27*, etc.), larger in the case of olives (*Fn06*). No other ideograms for fruit can yet be identified, but apples, pears and pomegranates were presumably cultivated in addition to the authenticated grapes and almonds.

The ideogram ‡‡ (*171 = Un718*, etc., and cf. the Linear A version, p. 35) has plausibly been identified by Sundwall as wine, the existence of which is confirmed by the ox name *Wo-ra-qo-so = Olwos* (*Knossos Ch897, Ch1015*),
paralleled by the Homeric βοε ὀίνους. Evans (PM, i, p. 415) argued that beer was the main Minoan drink, but not only is there a lack of characteristic beer-straining vessels (such as were used for instance by the Philistines) but any memory of beer is totally absent from Homer. Though beer was commoner than grape-wine or date-wine in Mesopotamia, wine was the usual drink among the Hittites.

No signs for the leguminous plants can yet be identified; but Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae share a considerable list of condiments, of which coriander is the most frequent and which also mentions by name celery, cumin, cyperus, fennel, mint, pennyroyal, safflower (both flowers and seeds) and sesame (see pp. 221–31). Several of these have Semitic names and were probably derived from Syria, though they may have begun to be cultivated in Greece in Mycenaean times. Honey occurs in a number of ritual offerings (KN 206 = Gg705, PY 171 = Un718). Salt, included in some of the cuneiform ration lists, has not yet been identified. Flax was apparently grown locally (184 = Nn01, etc.) and used for linen garments, and presumably also for making sails, thread, string and nets (cf. Homeric λινον). Beetroots are apparently indicated by the title leuł-agoros (?; 120 = Eo03), which may imply that they grew wild along the coastal areas. We might also expect to find cucumbers, onions, garlic, leeks and other vegetables included in the Mycenaean diet.

Seven kinds of livestock occur on the tablets, in the following descending order of numbers: sheep, goat, pig (su-), ox (gου-), horse (hippos), ass (onos) and deer (eloph-?); specific reference to asses has been provided by Chadwick’s 1955 join to 82 = Ca895, where their ideograms are virtually indistinguishable from those of the horses. The livestock ideograms are differentiated in a number of ways (see p. 196), but of these distinctions only that between males and females, also regularly shown in cuneiform lists, is certain; and it is not clear whether different breeds are represented (on a possible sign for the wild goat, see p. 302). Evans, Myres and Furumark wrongly identified the ‘ox’ sign (no. 109) as a horse, and the ‘goat’ (no. 107) as an ox.

Numerous flocks of sheep and goats (perhaps belonging to the king) are recorded as pasturing on the lands of neighbouring towns under their shepherds, each of whom is responsible to one of a small group of overseers who agerai, ‘collects’, the specified quotas of animals and wool (63 = Cc660). The wool, whose consignments are measured by weight, is spun and woven by the palace women, and the finished cloths are measured in the same units (see p. 316); the sheep also provide sheepskins, kōvea, presumably for use as rugs, bedspreads and ceremonial skirts (cf. fig. 15). A special category of sheep is recorded as being kept in sheep-pens, stathmoi (Cn09, Cn10).
Among the swine a valuable category of *siaîoi* 'fat pigs' is mentioned (75 = Cn02), distinct from the larger herds listed with the sheep and goats (Cn11–Cn13), which were presumably left to forage in the woods. Among the relatively small numbers of cattle, teams of working oxen (*gôwes*) *uergatai*, are mentioned on Knossos 84 = C 59; and these include a number of pairs whose actual names are given (e.g. 85 = Ch896). Horses are rare (only two are listed on the surviving Pylos tablets), and were probably intended primarily for chariot work, although some riding must certainly have been done (Hood, 1953).

Deer occur on two Pylos tablets (Cn01, Cn868): their ideograms are not differentiated for sex, etc., and they probably represent carcasses of venison. The dog is implicit in the term *kun-âgetai* 'huntsmen' and occurs, of course, in Mycenaean hunting scenes.

The cattle provide ox-hides, from which various leather (*wineios*) articles are made. Of dairy produce, only cheeses (*turoi*, 171 = Un718) are mentioned by name; milk, cream and butter, which figure in the Babylonian and Hittite records, do not have any certain Mycenaean ideograms, and do not seem to have been much used in later Greece. The composition of the *aleiphär* used in preparing aromatic unguent (103 = Un08), is uncertain, though the evidence of Pylos Gnl 184 suggests that it may have been olive oil.

No birds or fish can be identified with certainty, though it is probable that the Mycenaeans kept or caught ducks, geese and pigeons. The man's name *'Alêktrívûn* (which also occurs in the *Iliad*) does nothing to solve the vexed question of when the cock was introduced into Greece, since the word probably simply means 'the pugnacious one'. The octopus (*polupos*) occurs as a decorative feature in ivory on 246 = Ta722, but it may well have been eaten, as it is today.

A large number of tablets from Pylos (108–154) apparently list the varying amounts of wheat which are to be sown on various fields. The practice of recording acreages by their amounts of seed (according to a fixed ratio which it is difficult to determine exactly) is also found at Nuzi and underlies the Sumerian methods of measuring area (Lewy, 1949). These tablets can thus be interpreted as a cadastral survey of land tenure, although the legal basis of such tenure and the exact purposes of the survey remain largely a matter of conjecture. The references to different types and sizes of holding (*temenos, kthina, khama*, etc.), and to the different classes of individuals who occupy these, enable some deductions to be made as to the structure of society at Pylos (see above, pp. 120–4).

Discounting tablets whose entries are repetitious, the total amount of seed grain recorded on the surviving Pylos *E*- tablets appears to be about 720 dry
units of wheat, possibly about 86,400 litres, perhaps sufficient for an arable area of 1730 ha (4270 acres): with a fivefold yield, this might feed 1500 slaves for a year. But it is dangerous to deduce much from these figures, since the tablets are only a fragmentary set and the scope of the survey is unknown.

There are only a few Knossos tablets of a similar class recording holdings of wheat land (155-162), and they add little to our picture of Mycenaean land tenure, which is discussed in detail at the beginning of ch. viii. Also listed on a few tablets are orchards (phutaliai, KN E 849), whose olive and fig trees, numbered in hundreds, are illustrated ideographically (165-Gv862, etc.).

7. INDUSTRY AND TRADE

The long list of trades and occupations which can be identified on the tablets (see p. 123) implies a specialization of labour which goes far beyond that seen in Homer, where King Odysseus knows how to build his own boat or bed, and boasts of his skill with the scythe and plough. The Homeric picture may be due in part to a lower standard of living in the eighth century B.C., but more, perhaps, to the fact that the poet’s interest in institutions and economic life is not that of the modern sociologist, and introduces no more detail than is necessary to provide a consistent background for epic narrative. A more complex organization of production in Mycenaean times might in any case have been inferred from the high level of craftsmanship in many industries, from the size of the palace and settlements, and from the number of trades which can be identified on the similar tablets from Nuzi, Alalakh and Ugarit (see especially Virolleaud, 1949). This specialization is confirmed by nominal rolls (particularly the Pylos E- tablets, 108-151) where the individual names are regularly identified by their occupations: ‘Eumedes the unguent-boiler’, ‘Brithawon the potter’, ‘Thisbaios the shepherd’, etc.

It is more difficult to determine the precise status of these different tradesmen, to guess where in the topography of the excavated sites their places of work are likely to have been, and to assess how far the products of their labour may have been available in a free market.

In the Mesopotamian temple-state economy of the third millennium B.C. the craftsmen were bondmen controlled and fed by the palace, and this relationship is still reflected in the low status of the smith as a mutkenu in the Code of Hammurabi (§ 274). The Ur tablets (Legrain, 1947) list the activities of eight palace workshops, those of the sculptors, goldsmiths, lapidaries, carpenters, smiths, fullers and tanners, tailors, and caulkers (bitumen workers). A large proportion of the remaining production (textiles, food, pottery, etc.) was
carried out by the large and varied female labour force attached to the palace. Imports from outside were the responsibility of the palace treasurer.

The later and more nearly contemporary records from Ugarit and Alalakh and from the Hittite country show the majority of the craftsmen constituting a more or less free 'middle class', organized in trade guilds and having their places of work in bazaars in the towns. Some craftsmen might be permanently employed by the palace, but a considerable proportion of its needs were fulfilled by outside hire and purchase (through the medium of silver), both of local production and of the imports made by more or less independent merchants.

It will be the task of the continuing analysis of the Mycenaean tablets to determine which of these two sets of conditions they more nearly fit. It is probable, at any rate, that the large numbers of women recorded on the Knossos and Pylòs ration lists (see 1-28), whose occupational names are largely connected with textile production, had a servile status and were recruited by pillage and barter abroad. Such tablets as 50 = An18, with their enumeration of men pursuing fairly menial occupations, read like lists of palace servants; but others, like 52 = An26, with their record of tailors, potters and goldsmiths in different places, might more reasonably be taken to refer to trades whose products were not the exclusive monopoly of the palace. If so, the absence of payment in metal or in kind (except for occasional rations in cereals and fruit as on Fn02, An31) may suggest census and records of seasonal forced labour (like the _luzzi_ to which the Hittite 'men of the tool' were subject). References to the 'estate of the cowherds' (Ea12) and 'of the swineherds' (Ea08) and 'of the beekeepers?' (Ea620) possibly indicate that these formed some kind of collective associations (cf. the classical Ποιμενιδες, etc.). Many craftsmen are described as holding land at Pylòs; and Palmer (1955, p. 13) suggests that δημοσεγγοι (which in the _Odyssey_ is applied to seers, physicians, carpenters, bards and heralds) originally meant 'the class that tills the land of the village commune' rather than 'those who work for the common people', though this modification of the etymology does not seem essential to explain the apparent facts. Some of the craftsmen are expressly described as _ioanakteros_ 'belonging to the king' or as _lavgagnios_ 'belonging to the leader', which would certainly suggest that others of their profession were free to work on their own account. The occupations to which this applies are those of the _knaphes_ 'fuller', _e-te-do-mo_ 'artificer?', _poimēn_ 'shepherd', _keramias_ 'potter' and _a-mo-te-u_ 'chariot-builder and wheelwright?'; and it seems that groups of these, at any rate, must have formed part of the palace machine. The work of the potters was evidently decentralized to sites convenient for kilns, of which several Mycenaean remains have been found (Wace, 1949, p. 106); the workshop of the chariot-builders
is probably to be identified in the *a-mo-te-jo-na-de* of Pylos 252 = Vn06, the only place of work to be named specifically on the tablets.

Decentralization is also shown by the Pylos *jn*- tablets (253-256), which record the issue (or absence of issue) of weights of bronze to the smiths of a number of localities, similar to the distribution of piece-work from the palace store-houses recorded on the Sumerian inventories and on Alalakh tablets (396-408). Some of their headings look more like clan names than place-names, possibly suggesting small closed communities of tinkers. The smiths are the most frequent subject of an annotation in tribute lists which reads ‘The So-and-so do not contribute’ (e.g. on 176 = Ma12 and 192 = Na50), and this has generally been taken as a record of the preferential treatment which this trade receives on account of its full-time operations and its indispensability to the war effort: this status is paralleled in other primitive or early societies. The Pylos smiths are also distinguished by the possession of *doeloi* ‘slaves’. In addition to bronze (*ka-ko*), other sets of tablets also mention gold (*ku-ru-so*, 231 = K 872, etc.), silver (*a-ku-ro*, 290 = Sa03) and lead (*mo-ri-wu-do*, 259 = Og1527); but there are no details of their working.

The inventories of pottery, metalware, furniture, weapons and chariots (see chs. *x* and *xi*) do not unfortunately record who made them or how they were acquired, and only seldom contain clues to a possible importation from outside. Among the latter, note the mention of Kydonia, Phaistos and *Se-to-i-ja* on the Knossos ‘chariot’ tablets (265-277), and the description *ke-re-sti-jo ve-ke*, ‘of Cretan style or workmanship?’, applied to tripod cauldrons on Pylos 236 = Ta641, etc. The Knossos tablets listing ‘cloths’ are, however, frequently introduced by adjectives derived from different Cretan place-names (e.g. 213 = L 641); but there is some uncertainty whether the textiles themselves always come directly from these towns, or are merely woven by women supplied to the palace by them.

Timbers specified on the ‘chariot’ and ‘furniture’ tablets include *pe-te-re-wa* (elm), *e-ri-ka* (willow), *ki-da-pa* (?), *ku-te-so* (ebony?), *mi-ra₂* (yew?), *pu-ko-so* (boxwood) and *ku-pa-ri-se-ja* (adj., cypress). Other materials used in their details and decoration are *kyanos* (see 239 = Ta642), horn (adj. *ke-ra-i-jo*) and, as we should expect from Homer and from Egyptian and Syrian parallels, extensive areas of ivory inlay (*e-re-pa*, adj. *e-re-pa-te-jo*). Wace (1949, p. 108) agrees with Barnett in suggesting that the raw material was imported from Syria (whose carved ivories show affinities with the Mycenaean, and where the elephant existed in early times) rather than through Egypt.

Evidence of contact with Syria (e.g. Ugarit, Byblos, Beirut, Tyre) is shown by the Semitic names of the three condiments *sa-sa-ma* = σῆσαμα, *ku-mi-no* =
κούμον and ku-pa-ro = κύπαρος (e.g. on 102 = Ga517, 103 = Un08, 105 = Ge602, etc.); it is uncertain whether these reflect continuing imports, or earlier loan-words (perhaps through a ‘Minoan’ intermediary) for things now obtained from other more local sources. The latter is almost certainly the case with the other two Semitic borrowings ku-ru-so = χρυσός (see p. 343) and ki-to = χρυσόν (p. 319). These five words are shown to have already been absorbed by Greek in the Bronze Age, and not to be borrowings from the time of Phoenician initiative in the eleventh-eighth centuries B.C.

On the other hand the Greek use of the word Φοίνικις for the Canaanites was probably already current at the time of our tablets, even though the detailed development of the various meanings of this probably non-Indo-European word is obscure: it is significant that the Semitic ‘Canaan’ (Kinahhi) itself appears to be related to a word for a dyestuff (cf. φοίνιξ ‘crimson’). Po-ni-ki-ja on the ‘chariot’ tablets (267 = Sd0409, etc.) is probably ‘painted crimson’; while po-ni-ke (instr. sing. of φοίνιξ) possibly means ‘griffin’ on 246 = Ta722. Po-ni-ki-jo as the name of an unidentified substance on 99 = Ga418, etc., may refer to its colour, but it may equally well describe it as ‘the condiment from Canaan’. The spelling of the initial in these words disproves any connexion with φῶλος ‘murder’ (*qʰ’honoś).

Though the word ku-pi-ri-jo is probably Κύπρος, and implies that Cyprus was already known by its classical name (which bears no relation to its Hittite, Semitic and Egyptian names), in the three Pylos occurrences it is a man’s name; but on Knossos Ga517 and Ga676, where it occurs with κύπαρος and coriander, it may well indicate an import from the east. The word ai-ku-pi-ti-jo (revealed by Bennett’s join of Db1105 with X 1446) is also only a man’s name, but it presupposes that Αἰγύπτιος was already the Greek name for ‘Egypt’. At the same period the name at Ugarit for both ‘Egypt’ and ‘Memphis’ was Hikupta (Virolleaud, 1953, p. 192), corresponding to the Hikuptah of the Amarna letters and to Ht-k’-pth in Egyptian; and from these the Mycenaean name was evidently borrowed.

The hierarchy of officials needed to supervise the many craftsmen and the volume of imports and exports can only be guessed; but it is possible that A-ka-so-ta, who appears with various functions in the preamble to a number of Pylos tablets (154 = Eq01, 103 = Un08, Pn01, Wa917), had a function similar to that of the satammum or chief steward at Alalakh and at other places.
8. HISTORICAL EVIDENCE

In the absence of any Mycenaean monumental inscriptions, or of any tablets other than palace or household accounts, the documentary evidence for historical situations and events is extremely fragmentary and indirect.

The mere fact that Greek can now be shown to have been written at Knossos in LM II does, of course, supply new and conclusive proof of the theory that Crete had begun to be occupied by the 'Achaeans' during the fifteenth century B.C. or earlier (see Foreword, pp. xxii ff.); and the close relationship apparent between their dialect and those of the later Arcadians and Cypriots provides some confirmatory evidence for the sequence in which the Greek tribes settled in the Aegean.

The place-names which appear on the Knossos and Pylos tablets, where they can be identified with known sites, provide some evidence for the areas effectively controlled by these kingdoms at the time (see pp. 139 ff.); and a few possible references to foreign lands have been discussed under 'Industry and trade'.

Although many of the men's names on the tablets are identical with those of heroes recorded in Homer and other epic writers, there are (as might be expected) no cases where an actual historical personage can be identified. The possibility is discussed on p. 265 that the name of the last king of Pylos in fact occurs in the spelling E-ke-raq-wo, dat. E-ke-raq-wo-ne (also E-ke-ra-ne?), gen. E-ke-raq-wo-no. This does not fit the name of any Neleid king of Pylos preserved in the traditional genealogy, whose usual form reads:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Kretheus (Poseidon)} \\
\text{Neleus Amythaon, etc. (migrate from Iolkos to Pylos)} \\
\text{Nestor Periklymenos and ten other brothers} \\
\text{Thrasmados Antilokhos Peisistratos Stratios Arctos Perseus} \\
\text{Silos} \\
\text{Alkmaion (expelled from Pylos, takes refuge in Athens)}
\end{align*}
\]

Some similarity is shown by the name of Ekhelaos, son of Penthilos, colonizer of Lesbos; and by that of one of Nestor's brothers, which appears in different transmissions as Epilaos or Epileon.

Blegen's excavations show that the palace at Pylos was of comparatively short duration, 'wholly within the not very long stage called Late Helladic IIIB' (1955, p. 37); its foundation fairly late in the Mycenaean age may, as has been
suggested, be connected with the traditional arrival of Neleus, and with the transfer of ‘Pylos’ from another site recorded by Pausanias (iv, 36, 1). It has been proposed that the name ma-to-ro-pu-ro (Cn10.5) should be interpreted Mātrō-pulōs, i.e. ‘the original Pylos’.

Though the tablets record local kings and chieftains, there is no surviving evidence for the organization and foreign relations of ‘Achaea’ as a centralized power (which the Hittite references to Ahhijawā lead one to expect), beyond the spelling a-ku-wi-jā-de on Knossos 78 = G 914; this may conceivably represent Akhaiwiān-de, but even so it may be the name of a town rather than of a state. The two occurrences of the patronymic Eteokleworthos at Pylos confirm the Mycenaean connexions of the name Eteokles, and make it more probable that Forrer was right in identifying with it the name of the chieftain Tawakalawās who appears in Hittite correspondence with ‘Achaea’ concerning the port of Milawata (Miletos?).

Since the Knossos, Pylos and Mycenaean tablets all appear to have been written shortly before the final destruction of their sites (probably by human agency), it is natural to speculate whether their subject-matter contains any anticipation of the impending catastrophe; but with few exceptions it would seem that their contents are no different from what one would expect from a routine year; the mere listing of swords, chariots and armour does not necessarily imply a desperate preparation against attack.

A definite historical value may, however, be given to the preamble of Pylos 53 = An12: ereo Pleurōnade iōntes ‘oarsmen to go to Pleuron’. Thirty men are listed in all, probably the complement of a single ship. If their destination is in fact the important Aetolian city of that name (cf. Il. ii, 639), their journey may have some connexion with the disturbances constituting the ‘Dorian invasion’: this is traditionally regarded as having crossed towards Elis from the nearby town of Naupaktos (cf. Pausanias, x, 38, 10), and its first victims may well have been the inhabitants of the Mycenaean enclave on the north shores of the Gulf of Corinth.

The same historical situation may lie behind several of the Pylos An- tablets listing officers and men (56–60, pp. 188–94), if their function is correctly interpreted as that of a kind of Home Guard detailed to watch sectors of the coast for the approach of enemy ships. The masons listed on 41 = An14 may possibly be effecting repairs to the defences of Pylos, though toikho- might imply the walls of individual buildings rather than city-walls (for which there is no archaeological evidence).
9. GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

"Εστι Πύλος προ Πύλοιο, Πύλος γε μέν έστι καί διά." (Proverbial)

The Cretan place-names played an important part in the process of decipherment (see p. 22). The characteristic feature of place-names thus revealed is the presence alongside the simple name of the ethnic adjective in -ios, and this provides a useful test by which the more frequently occurring names can be detected. A similar test is offered by names which recur with and without the suffix of 'motion towards' -de. With these criteria we can then establish the presence of a place-name in a set place in a formula, and deduce that all other words found in that position are likewise places. Similarly the presence of several place-names in a list may lead to the conclusion that the rest are also places.

Other formal considerations have been proposed, but these are somewhat dangerous. Turner (1954) in a very useful study of the Pylos place-names works also with the ending -te, which he interprets as the ablative suffix -then. There is no reason to doubt the existence of this suffix in Mycenaean, and it is probably to be found in a-po-te-ro-te = amphoteroxen; nor is it disputed that most of the words listed by Turner are place-names. But it is noticeable that the names ending in -te belong almost exclusively to a class in -wo-te. In a few cases other forms are found which reveal a declension: nom. e-ri-no-wo, gen. e-ri-no-wo-to, dat.-loc. e-ri-no-wo-te. Thus we may regard all these names as locative dative in -tei, and the ending cannot therefore be used as a test. The dative and instrumental plurals in -st and -pi can also be used as locatives; but this too is not helpful as a criterion.

The remarks made in ch. iv (p. 92) on the risks of translating Mycenaean spellings into classical names apply with almost equal force to the identification of place-names. Certainly when the Knossos tablets present spellings which resemble the names of prominent Cretan towns we can feel confidence in the equation. But the presence at Pylos of names which could be places as far distant as Orkomenos in Arcadia or even Corinth raises quite a different question. A glance at a classical dictionary is sufficient to disclose that in ancient Greece, as in every country, a number of places bear the same name. Thus even if we correctly interpret the spelling as a name, there is no guarantee, apart from the probability engendered by geographical proximity, that the name can be safely attached to any site. The case of the common Pylos name Re-u-ko-to-ro is instructive: there can be little doubt that this represents a name known in classical Greek as Λεύκτρον. But unfortunately there are three such
places known in the Peloponnese, two of them within reasonable distance of Pylos. And who is to say that there were not others, of which we have no record in our ancient sources? Mühlestein (1955a) in a suggestive pamphlet has spread the limits of the Pylian kingdom over half the Peloponnese; we beg to suggest that it is a sounder policy to expect the names to be confined to Messenia, or at least the south-western quarter of the Peloponnese. Names which seem to be located outside this area should be regarded with grave suspicion and not identified without strong reason.

Another difficulty that must be faced is the habit of migrants taking the name of their towns with them. Many of the duplicated names in Greece are said to be due to this process; but equally many may be common nouns in some pre-Greek language, and in default of clear historical tradition these two cases cannot now be distinguished. Old names may have been replaced for other reasons, and the decay of ancient towns and the rise of their neighbours is another factor leading to profound changes on a political map. If an expected name—for instance Gortys in Crete—is apparently absent from the tablets, we must not jump to hasty conclusions; it may be represented under a different name. Equally if an obviously important town on the tablets has no apparent equivalent in classical geography, no deductions are safe. The Messenian Pylos would appear to have moved twice: from its Mycenaean site at Ano Englionas to the classical one at Coryphasion (Paleókastro); and from there to its present position at the southern end of the bay of Navarino. Extreme caution must therefore guide our tentative discussion of the political geography of Mycenaean Crete and Messenia.

The analysis of the types of names found does not at Knossos lead to any striking conclusions. The absence of names beginning with n, o or q may be purely accidental. At Pylos there are two distinctive types, neither of which is represented in the Knossos list. One is the type ending in -e-woa: A-ke-re-woa, A-pi-te-woa, E-ra-te-woa (plural), I-te-re-woa, Si-re-woa, Wo-no-ge-woa. These may correspond to the type of Τεγές, Μολές, Κροκεά, etc.; but the loss of the distinctive digamma makes this uncertain. The other has the dative ending -wo-te referred to above: A2-pa-tu-wo-te, A2-ru-wo-te, Do-ro-go-so-wo-te, E-ri-no-wo-te (nom. E-ri-no-wo), acc. Ne-do-wo-te, Pe-re-wo-te, Sa-ri-nu-wo-te, Si-jo-wo-te. With one exception the preceding vowel is o or u, which suggests that the termination is added directly to a stem ending in a consonant. We may have here the origin of the type in -oüs, -oũtos as in Σκιλλούς, Φλιοῦς, etc., though some may represent rather -ouw, -ou̱tos. There are also a number ending in -eua, but these are hard to separate from the ordinary ethnics of this form. The rarity of names with clear Greek meanings is obvious both at Knossos and Pylos.
The words which can plausibly be identified as place-names in the Knossos tablets are listed below. They amount to fifty-two separate places, excluding the reference to Cyprus. Of these twelve can with varying degrees of certainty be located on a map: Amnisos, Aptara, Dikte, Inatos, Itanos, Knossos, Kydonia, Lato, Lyktos (Lyttos), Phaistos, Setaia, Tylissos. The doubtful cases are Itanos, spelt U-ta-no (for other cases of variation between i and u see p. 77) and Setaia, spelt Se-to-i-ja; a and o are confused elsewhere (see p. 77), but not in a diphthong. To these we may perhaps add Pa-\text{ra}-\text{i-}so = Praisos and Su-ki-ri-\text{ta} = Sybrita.

Two facts emerge clearly from these names: that the area in contact with, and probably subject to, Knossos covers virtually the whole of Crete; and that no names can be located outside the island. The isolated case of Kuprios applied to spices implies no more than trade. Thus there is so far no evidence to support the theory of a thalassocracy, at least at the time of the fall of Knossos.

The list of towns subject to Idomeneus in the Catalogue (II. ii, 645–9) is restricted to the central area: Knossos, Gortys, Lyktos, Miletos, Lykastos, Phaistos and Rhytion. Four of these do not appear (in a recognizable form) on the tablets. Elsewhere in Homer we meet the K\text{wódow}es (Od. iii, 292; xix, 176); their town Kydonia, which is mentioned on the tablets, is excluded from Homer by its metrical shape. The same applies to Akhaiwia, which may be connected with the Cretan ʿAχωι of Od. xix, 175.

There does not seem to be sufficient evidence on which to found any attempt at locating the place-names which cannot be identified. Most of them occur singly on separate tablets, and there is nothing to show that lists such as 83 = Ch902 follow any regular geographical order.

Even more difficult to place on the map are the names on the Pylos tablets, though this is perhaps not altogether surprising in view of the scanty information about Messenia given by the ancient authorities. The first problem concerns the site of Pylos itself, a hotly disputed subject even in antiquity. One new fact which the decipherment has contributed to this problem is that the tablets refer repeatedly to a place called Pu-ro; and that this is of supreme importance appears from its prominence on a tablet such as 172 = Kn02, or from the numbers of women assigned to it on the Ab tablets; and not less from its omission from all documents which can be regarded as tribute lists. It is a reasonable conjecture that it is the name of the site where the tablets were found. The next step, that of identifying the Palace at Ano Engalianos with the Pylos of Nestor, was taken in advance of the decipherment by Blegen and Kourouniotis (1939b), and although their view has been challenged it obviously
now receives very strong support. The absence from the tablets of the names of Nestor and his family is no objection if the fall of Pylos took place a generation or more after the Trojan War, which is the conclusion of the most recent chronological surveys. The suggestion of Turner (1954, p. 20) that Pylos is the name of the aggregate of towns forming the kingdom is worth considering, though it appears to be used as an ordinary place-name, and can serve as an adequate definition of the whereabouts of two masons (41 = An14). The name Ke-re-za appears to be a part of Pylos.

Two lists (75 = Cn02, 250 = Vn01) enumerate nine towns in the same order; and a third example of this list can be restored in Vn05 owing to the joining of a new fragment. The same names form the first nine entries on the tablet dealing with contributions of bronze 257 = Jn09, except that Ro-u-so replaces E-ra-to. It is clear that these are the principal towns of the kingdom, and their occurrence in a fixed order has given rise to some speculation. The order cannot be one of relative importance, for Pe-to-no, the third, makes the largest contribution of fat hogs and receives the largest share of the wine (?) and probably also of the sa-pi-de; Jn09 is useless for this purpose as the contribution of all nine is the same. The figures are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cn02</th>
<th>Vn01</th>
<th>Vn05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pi-*82</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me-la-pa</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pe-to-no</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa-ki-ja-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-pu2-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-ke-re-za</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-ra-to</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka-ra-do-ro</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ri-jo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The suggestion that the order is based on a standard (quasi-alphabetical) order of the syllabary—the two names which begin with the same sign come together—is ingenious but unverifiable. It is more plausible to assume a geographical order (north to south?), though this too cannot be demonstrated with certainty; and the parallel of the Athenian tribute lists shows that purely arbitrary orders may be adopted in such cases; it would be impossible to reconstruct the map of the Aegean merely from the Athenian documents. Only one of the places can be fixed with much probability: Ri-jo must be Rhion, a name associated with the promontory on which stands the modern Koroni (the ancient Asine); even this is not certain, for it is a name applicable to any promontory. Ka-ra-do-ro = Kharadros is likewise the name of a common geographical feature.
We were at first inclined to associate *Pa-ki-ja-* with Σφακία, a known name of the island of Sphakteria. Two considerations, however, have caused us to question this: the Mycenaean name appears to be alternatively *Pa-ki-ja-na*, *Pa-ki-ja-ni-ja* (fem. a-stem?) or *Pa-ki-ja-ne* (=ānes, plural), neither of which corresponds closely with any classical form of the name; and Webster has pointed out that it is an important place and that the amount of land it possesses seems too large for that available on Sphakteria; Chadwick was told in Pylos that the island is not now cultivable. It is possible that the name refers to the whole area of the mainland bordering the bay of Navarino, but this is only a guess. Metapa is known as the name of a town in Acarnania, but there were no doubt several of the same name. The most significant evidence here is that of an inscription in the Elean dialect found at Olympia (Schwyzer, *Dial. 414*) which mentions the Μετάποιοι. Perhaps therefore the town is to be located in the direction of Elis, somewhere in Triphyllia. If Palmer’s value for *82=ja 2* is right, *Pi-ja 2* may be equated with Φεόδα in Pisatis, the modern Katákolo; but this is to stretch rather far the northern limits of the kingdom. Homer (*Od. xv, 297*) apparently mentions Φεόδα as a place passed by Telemachos between Pylos and Elis.

It has not passed unnoticed that Homer assigns nine towns to Nestor’s kingdom:

oí δὲ Πύλου τ’ ἐνέμοντο καὶ Ἀρήνην ἑρατεινὴν
καὶ Θρόνον, Ἀλφειῖον πόρον, καὶ ἔκκεττου Ἀιτώ
καὶ Κυπαρισσίαν καὶ Ἀμφιγένειαν ἐναὶον
καὶ Πτελεόν καὶ Ἑλῶ καὶ Δόριον. (*Il. ii, 591–4*)

Similarly in the *Odyssey* (iii, 7) Telemachus arriving at Pylos finds the citizens sacrificing at nine altars. The coincidence is remarkable and may well be historical; it should, however, be noted that Homer’s list includes Pylos in the nine, the tablets exclude it. Only one pair in the two sets of nine can be equated; *A-πυς?* is perhaps Αἶτί, a name appropriate to any town on a height. It is not securely identified but is said to be in Elis. Of the other Hellenic names Κυπαρισσίας is represented on the tablets by the ethnic Κυπαρισσίαι and still bears a similar name, Kyparissi; the name [Ku]-pa-ri-so is a likely restoration on 187=Na49. The word *A-πι-κε-νέ-α* on a fragment could be Ἀμφιγένεια. Ἑλῶ is no doubt the correct interpretation of the dative Ἐ-ρε-ι or Ἐ-ρε-ι, but its location is uncertain. The meaning suggests that we should look for a site on marshy ground, and the obvious place is the seaward end of the Messenian plain.

This brings us to the remaining seven names of 257=Jn09: *Ti-mi-to a-κε-ε*, *Ra-wa-ra-ta 2*, *Sa-ma-ra*, *A-σι-ja-ti-ja*, *E-ra-te-re-wa-pi*, *Ζα-ma-e-wi-ja*, *E-ri-e-i*. These
seem to form another group; they recur (except for the last) on the Ma tablets, so are certainly also tributary. On 257 = Jn09 they contribute no less bronze, and in some cases more, than the first nine, so they cannot be dismissed as less important towns. This is confirmed by their assessments on the Ma tablets (p. 291) where Ra-wa-ra-ta₂ has a larger assessment than Pe-to-no. Their grouping is therefore probably geographical. Now the two Ng tablets (198 and 199) record the totals for two districts which are called De-we-ro-ai-ko-ra-i-ja and Pe-ra₂-ko-ra-i-ja, i.e. on this side and on that of some feature called Ai-ko-ra.-

The most prominent natural feature visible from the site of the Palace is the wall of hills (Ayá, Antiláris, etc.) which runs parallel with the sea from Kyparissia in the north to a little south of Khora (Ligoudista). This is identified by Kiepert, by Blegen, by educated locals and by most modern maps with the Ἀγαλέων mentioned by Strabo (viii, 4, 2) as the mountain under which the first city of Pylos had stood; it is tempting to regard this as the name contained in the compounds, for the substitution of ο for α is not unusual. Marinatos once suggested Ἀγαλέων was the smaller hill of Manglava, between Antiláris and Likódim, and above the Mycenaean settlement at Iklina. On some maps the name Ἀγαλέων is attributed to the conical hill of Ayos Nikólaos (above the present town of Pylos/Navarino), for no good reason. The damaged tablet On01 seems to show that these two districts correspond to the groups of nine and seven. The heading is lost, but may be conjectured to have contained De-we-ro-ai-ko-ra-i-jo. The names preserved in the first paragraph are E-ra-to (in the adjectival form E-ra-te-i-jo) and Pa-ki-ja-ni-ja on a new fragment; both these belong to the nine. The second paragraph is headed Pe-ra-a-ko-ra-i-jo, and contains the names of five out of the seven (some differently spelt) together with E-sa-re-wi-ja, perhaps in place of Za-ma-e-wi-ja with which it is coupled in Vn03.

Ti-mi-to a-ke-e is interpreted by Palmer (1954b, p. 49) as Themis(t)os agei (Ἀγεις being given the sense ‘sacred land’). This ingenious idea does not help us to locate it, for whatever its meaning it is undoubtedly the name of a locality like the others in this list. It has the variant form Ti-mi-ti-ja or Te-mi-ti-ja, where the preservation of -ti- goes to confirm the interpretation Themis(ta).

How far to the east the kingdom extends is not easy to determine. If Ne-do-wa-ta (acc.) on the military tablets is the river Νέσσον flowing into the Messenian gulf, this might be a clue; but the interpretation comes into conflict with U-ru-pi-ja-jo = Olumpiaioi in the same line. Re-u-ko-to-ro might be the town usually called Λευκτρα on the Laconian border; but there is nothing to connect it with the coast, and it could equally well be Λευκτρον in southern Arcadia, if either of the two. The seven πτολεόμοσ offered by Agamemnon to Achilles
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(II. ix, 149–52) are described as νέατα Πύλου ἡμιβάστων, and seem to lie round the shores of the Messenian gulf; they must at that time have been an independent area belonging neither to Menelaos nor to Nestor, or some protest would have been made. This would limit the eastward extension of the kingdom, but there is nothing in the tablets to prove that this was also the situation at the time of the fall of Pylos.

To the north-east too the limits are undefined. A number of names can be equated with places in Arcadia, but how many of these should be accepted is doubtful. Ro-o-so = Λαυσοί, Ru-ko-a = Λυκός, A-si-ja-ti-ja = Ἀσέα are plausible guesses; E-ko-me-no, however, is hardly likely to be the Arcadian Ὄρχομενός, nor I-wheno Ἰαοῖς on the eastern border of Arcadia.

The names of the places from which rowers come are presumably on the coast. Ro-o-wa may be the port of Pylos (see p. 187); Ri-jo and A-ke-re-wa are among the nine. E-wo-ri-po offers hope of identification, for Euripos implies the existence of a strait with an appreciable current. There are only two straits off the Messenian coast: that between the island of Próti and the mainland, which is relatively wide and affords a safe anchorage; and the Methóni strait formed by the island of Sapientza. This is restricted by rocks and shoals to a narrow navigable channel, and according to the Admiralty Mediterranean Pilot Book (III, p. 61) 'the current sets westward through the Methóni strait at the rate of about one knot during moderate weather'. This strongly suggests a location near this channel.

The military tablets (56–60) are prefaced by a reference to the coast which implies that the places where troops are stationed are coastal towns. This confirms the placing of Ro-o-wa and A-ke-re-wa, and adds O-wo-to-no and Ti-mi-jo a-ke-i. The mention in these tablets of U-ru-pi-ja-jo and O-ru-ma-si-ja-jo strongly suggests Ὀλυμπία and Ἐρύμνων, which would imply contacts far to the north; but these names are not found in the tribute lists, and they may well lie outside the limits of the kingdom of Pylos, though perhaps allied to it for defence. The same applies to the two references to Pleuron, if this is the famous city in Aetolia.

Other ethnic groups mentioned are the Ko-ko-ka-ra-i-jo who may be from Corcyra or Krokleia; and the Zakynthians whose name is also associated with chariot wheels. The ethnic adjectives used to describe slave-women (see p. 156) seem to belong to Asia Minor: Lemnos, Knidos and Miletos (though this might be the Cretan town) and possibly Khios. There are also women from Kythera, and perhaps even a colony of men from that island in the territory of Pylos.
10. LIST OF PLACES NAMED AT KNOSSOS AND PYLOS

The following two lists index the words which can be plausibly identified as place-names at Knossos and Pylos respectively. Only one reference is usually given for each form quoted, additional examples being located by the plus sign (+). Names which can with reasonable certainty be located on a map are printed in bold type.

**Knossos.**

**Ku-ri-jo, Fh347 +.** Ethnic: Kuprias. (Applied to spices; cf. man’s name at Pylos.) [Kύριος; cf. Kúριος Od. iv. 83.]

**ku-ta-tio, X 80 +.** Kutaistas? [Cf. Kúraion.]

**ku-ta-ti-jo, 83 = Ch902.** Alternative spelling of the preceding?

**ku-ta-ti-jo-ja, Ga419 +.** Ethnic.

**mu-ri, Dl947 +,**

**ma-so, Dw42 +,**

**ma-so-de, X 744.** Acc. + de.

**pa-ti-jo, E 36 +.** Phaistos. [Παθακώς II. ii. 648.]

**pa-ti-jo-ja, X 681 +.** Ethnic: Phaistos.

**pa-ti-jo, Ap618 + (also Thiersch n).** The tempting identification Phágoumen (cf. Attic dème Φάγομαι) is belied by the declenation and derivatives.

**pa-ti-jo-ja, 98 = E 749 +.** Ethnic.

**pa-ta-so, E 843 +.** Parnassos.

**pa-ta-ra, L 473 +.** Furumark: Pharái. [Φάραι in various parts of the mainland, none in Crete.]


**pa-ta-ri-jo, V 466, [X 5285.]** Georgiev: Pharáros or Phárrhos (possibly a man’s name). [Παράρρος.]

**pa-ta-ri-jo-ja, Dl329.** Ventrías: Psallemoros. [Cf. φαλλός = Ἡθος Hesych.]

**pa-ta-ri-jo-ja, 88 = E 749 +.** Ethnic.

**ra-ja, Da1202 +.** Laios? [Cf. Λάιος people in Macedonia: Pylos place-name ra-jj.]

**ra-ma-na-de, Fh353.** Acc. + de. [Cf. Ραμνος, Λάιος?; Pylos ra-ma-ni-jo-ja.]

**ra-na-lo, As606 +.** Laioutos? [Cf. Λάιος, Ἐλεύθερος.]

**ra-ti-ti, Lc761.** Ethnic.

**ra-ti-ti, J 58 +.** Láthos. [Λαθός.]

**ra-ti-jo, 87 = E 668.** Ethnic: Ladios.

**re-ta-to, C 918.**

**re-ta-ta-to, C 912 +.** Gen.

**ri-jo-no, Dl174 +.** [Cf. Ραδακτός Cretan poet.]

**ri-jo-no, X 149.** Alternative spelling of the preceding?

**ri-jo-ri-jo-ja, Od563 +.** Ethnic.
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tu-ni-ja, Db1606+. Place or ethnic? [Cf. 'Ełtonia (now Kunári) south of Knossos.]
tu-ri-so, 84 = C. 59+ . Tuisios. [Tuliós Ιντ. Cret. 1, 30, 1; now Tylissos.]
u-ta-no, 202 = Fp13+. Ulanios. [= 'Alvaos.]
u-ta-ni-jo, 88 = E. 749+. Ethnic: Ulanios,
wi-na-te, As604+. Winatos. [= 'Alvaos; probably on the present bay of Tylissuro.]

Place-names with untranscribed signs.
*ag-do-de, 200 = Fp1.
*ag-so-de, Fh551+. Acc. + -de.


ki-ri-uni-ja, Aa770. Fem. ethnic: Xeniiai. [=Xori;


ko-te-jo, Ad07. Korinthos. [Not the known

Kokrivros,]


woman’s name ko-te-jo-i,]


ko-te-jo-i, Mn01. Khronio xorouia?

ko-te-jo-i, 26 = An02++. Fem. ethnic.


Krokodaios (cf. Krokoleuca); Sittig:

Korkuriosis.

ko-te-wo, 131 = Eq01. Gen.

ku-te-wo, Na906. Loc.

[ku-ri-ra-ri-so, 187 = Na49. Kuparisos. [Kupari-

sisos, Hom. Kupariotis I. n., 593, now

Kyparissia,]


ku-te-wo-i, Aa14. Fem. ethnic? Kutheniai. [Ko-

unepa,]


ku-te-wo-i, 28 = An42++. Loc. plur. of ethnic

or place: Kuthenoxia.


ma-ri, Co05++. [Cf. Movo,]

ma-ri-po, 61 = Co04++. Loc. plur.?

ma-ri-po-i, Ca10. Mulehstein: Milatro-pulos (i.e.
the city from which Pulos was founded).

me-ko-i, Na12. Gen.: Meida? [Cf. men’s names
Milaios, Meyaipos,]

me-ko-po, Na28. Meidaia. [Cf. Meidaioi Laconia,]

me-ko-i, 44 = An29++. Metapa. (One of the
nine towns.) [Metapo: cf. τὸς Metapo in Elean
inscr. Schwyzer, Dial, 414.]

me-ko-i, 250 = Vn01. Meaton.

me-ko-i, 204 = Vn01. Meaton.

me-ko-i, 204 = Vn01. Meaton.

me-ko-i, 204 = Vn01. Meaton.

me-ko-i, 204 = Vn01. Meaton.


[Milaios in Ionia or Milactos in Crete?]

mi-ra-ri-ja-o, Ad09, Ad689. Gen. plur.: Milati-


ne-do-wo-to-i, 60 = An661. Nektonata-ia. [Nek-

river of E. Messenia.]

ne-do-wo-to-i, Ad02. Mack. ethnic?


ne-do-wo-to-i, Ad01. Gen. plur.

ne-do-wo-to-i, An35. Perhaps not a place: Opi-

skerium? 

ne-do-wo-to-i, 55 = An724 (= 52). Acc. + de?

ne-do-wo-to-i, Cn11. Gen.: Oreologia. [Cf. 'Oro-

Euboea,]

ne-do-wo-to-i, Jn06.
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a-ru-ma-to, 76 = Cn122. Oruanthos? [= 'Ερούμονος.]
a-ru-ma-si-ja-jo, 57 = An43. Ethnic.
a-ru-to-no, 44 = An29 +.
po-ka-a-ka-ri, 196 = Na70. Pāgā Akharis?
po-ka-ja-ja-na, 114 = En02, Na11 +. Apparently gen. and loc. (One of the nine towns.) [Possibly Sphagian, cf. Σφάγα = Σφαγατά: see p. 149.]
po-ka-ja-ja-ja-ja, 114 = En02. Ethnic or alternative spelling?
po-ka-ja-ne, Xc08. Ethnic (masc. plur.) used as place-name?
po-ka, 49 = An07. Phāgoi? [Cf. Φηγεύς Thessaly, Φῆγευς Arcadia.]
pou-ni-na-de, Vn07. Acc. + de.
pe-re-u-wa-te, Na08 +. Loc.
pe-to-no, 75 = Cn02 +. (One of the nine towns.)
po-to-no, 250 = Vn01. Acc. + de.
pli-ka-na, 194 = Na58.
pou-ji-te, 49 = An07. Loc.
pli-188, 75 = Cn02 +. (One of the nine towns.)
Φίλα? [Φίλος Triphilia? Cf. Φειδ, dubious reading in Od. xv, 297.]
pli-188, 250 = Vn01. Phian-de.
po-ri-a, 59 = An656. Dat. loc. plur. = po-ra-ri-a?
po-ri-ja-ke-e, 54 = An19 +. Loc. [Cf. ti-mi-to/ke-e.]
po-ri-ri-ja-te-ja, Jn02 +.
pur-ro, Aa15 +. Pulοs. [Πύλος ΙΙ, 671 +.]
qei-re-no-e, Na10. Loc.
qei-ri-ja, Na30. [Cf. Bοιβη Thessaly, II, 712; or Φοίβα Sicyon.]
qei-re-no-e, Na841. Bromulos? [Cf. Βρούσος, Βρούσιος against etymology.]
qet-la, Na23.
qet-la, 50 = An18 rev. +.
rasi-pi, Na17.
ra-mi-jo-ne, 52 = An26.
ra-u-ra-ti-ja, On01. Lαυρανθία?
re-la-la-ne, 52 = An26. Loc. or ethnic?
re-pe-re-ri-jo, Cn14. Lepeurion? [Cf. Λέπχρι Τριφλία.]
re-re-re-ri, 51 = An20. Loc.
ri-jo, 53 = An12 +. (One of the nine towns.)
Rhion. [Πηλιου Μεσσηία (Strabo, viii, 360); modern Κορίνη.]
ri-re-ri-jo, Na71. Loc. plur.: Lissιphi? [Cf. Λισσιά Crete, Λισσια Thrace.]
ro-u-ro, 53 = An12 +. (Possibly the port of Pylos; see p. 187.)
ro-u-ro, 7 = Aa71 +. Loulos. [Λουλος Arcadia.]
ru-u-so-jo, 252 = Vn06 +. Ethnic: Loulos.
ru-ka-ko-so-te-jo, Na33. Lu(n)kous worius?
ru-ko-so-[ke]-re-u-te, Jn08. Lukoanrenθι? [Cf. Λυκόδε Arcadia.]
sa-ma-ra, 181 = Ma14 +.
sa-ma-ri-so, Na73.
si-jo-so-te, Cn09. Loc.
si-ti-wo-te, 182 = Ma18 +.
so-ti-wo-te, see do-ru-so-so-so-so-te.
ti-mi-ti-jo, On01 = ti-mi-ti-jo.
ti-re-so-te, 51 = An20. Loc. sing. or nom. plur.
ti-ti-so-e, Na15. Loc.
ti-ti-so-te, 53 = An12 +. Loc. or nom. plur. [Carratelli Terpav.]
ti-ti-ti-so-te, 184 = Nn01 +. Loc. (Same place as the preceding?)
ti-mi-ti-jo, 60 = An661. Alternative spelling of the preceding.
ti-mi-ti-ti, 258 = Kn01 +. Apparently not ethnic, but an alternative form of the place-name: Themistia. [Cf. Θεμίτι-τι-τι.]
ti-mi-ti-ti-jo, 258 = Kn01 +. Ethnic. [Cf. Θεμίτι-τι-τι-τι.]
to-ru-te, Na47.
tu-ka-jo, 184 = Nn01,
up-ra-ki-ri-ja, An08. Huparakria? [= 'Υπερ-
drakria.]
up-fo-ra-ki-ri-ja, Cn13. Alternative spelling of the
preceding.
up-ri-ja-ki-ri-jo, 58 = An654. Alternative spelling?
up-fo-di-jo-no, Na18. Gen.
y-ya-*86, Na37.
Cf. up-ri-ji-ja-[ KN X 392. [Cf. 'Υλωμπιος
= 'Ολωμπιος.]
up-wa-ri, 59 = An656. Dat.-loc. plur.
waa-te-pi, Na19. Loc. plur.?
waa-te-we, 52 = An26. Ethnic?
waa-te-u-ka-ra, Na576.
wa-wa-u-de, 58 = An654, cf. Xb02.
wa-ja-da-ra, Ad02.
wa-ja-wa-ra, Jn05+.
wa-nu-ri-jo, 54 = An19.
wa-no-ge-ta, Na45, cf. 258 = Kn01.
wa-ge-te, 54 = An19+. (Same place as the pre-
ceding?)
waa-ta-wa-ne, Cn09.
za-ku-ri-jo/-ja, [54 = An19] 286 = Sa787+. Ethnic:
Zaksisios. [Zákvisios; cf. man’s name
za-ku-ri-jo.]
zwa-ma-e-wa, 257 = Jn09 [Ma10 Vn03]. [Cf.
ka-ma-e-u in Vocabulary.]
ze-i-ja-ka-ru-na, see after ke-i-ja-ka-ra-na.
PART II

SELECTED TABLETS

TRANSCRIPTION, TRANSLATION,
COMMENTARY
EXPLANATORY NOTES ON THE PRESENTATION

Numbering

We have chosen 300 of the most interesting Mycenaean tablets for discussion here; they include 122 from the Knossos excavations of 1900-4, 105 from Pylos 1939, sixty-three from Pylos 1952, one from Pylos 1953, five from Mycenae 1952 and four from Mycenae 1954. They have been arranged in groups according to their context and given consecutive numbers from 1 to 300. These numbers are intended to help the user of this book, but Bennett's classification is everywhere added (e.g. I=Aa01), and should continue to be used alone in future references to the tablets. The new numbers adopted in *PT II* for the 1939 tablets were received too late for general use in this book, but have been added in square brackets where such tablets are transcribed.

A concordance of these tablets in the order of their original publication will be found on pp. 445–8; for the Knossos tablets Bennett's references consist of Evans' numeration (*SM II*) with the addition of a two-letter prefix indicating the context. A further concordance (pp. 449–52) lists all the 1939 Pylos tablets in serial order of their new numbers, irrespective of prefix, together with their old numbers. The Pylos tablets found in 1952 and later are referenced by their inventory numbers (as in *PT II*), which run upwards from 622.

The bracketed letters added by us to the Knossos tablet headings refer to the alleged find-spot (see fig. 13, p. 115), the Roman figures to the plate in *SM II* on which a legible photograph may be found; e.g. 29 = As821 (K lix).

Transcription

The transcription of the Mycenaean phonetic signs follows the values given in fig. 4, p. 23; where the value is unknown, Bennett's signary numbers are used with an asterisk, e.g. *85-de-we-sa*. Ideograms are transcribed in small capitals with the meanings suggested in fig. 10, pp. 50–1, and in the 'boxes' at the head of each section; evidence for these identifications will be given in the commentary. Unidentified ideograms are referred to by asterisked numbers *100–*243 as in fig. 10. Such spellings as *eki* shearp refer to small syllabic signs used as 'adjuncts' (i.e. abbreviated descriptive notes): their function is discussed on p. 53 and in the commentary to the relevant groups of tablets. Weights and measures are printed with the original Mycenaean symbols, but in the translation are converted into their suggested metric equivalents with the ratios proposed on pp. 57–60.

The tablet readings published by Evans and Bennett have been independently checked by one or both of us from the originals in Greece. The state of the text is shown by the following conventions:

*fp*–*fp*  Faint, damaged or careless signs, whose traces are compatible with the restoration proposed, though not necessarily to the exclusion of other possible readings.

[.]  End of the line broken off, or too abraded to be read.
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[? ] Uncertain whether part of the text has been lost or not.

[to-so ] The evidence of the tablet, or reliable analogy, indicates that the word is complete before the lacuna.

[to-so- ] The evidence indicates that the word is not complete.

[to-so- ] The evidence is insufficient to decide the question.

[to]-so- Editors' restoration of sign completely lost.

[...] Two signs lost.

[± 15] Space for approximately fifteen lost or illegible signs.

[X] A missing ideogram, whose identity cannot be inferred.


25[ ] Numerals probably complete.

+25[ ] Tens probably incomplete.

25[ ] Digits probably incomplete.

25[ ] Uncertain whether numerals are complete or not.

(to) Superfluous sign added in error by the scribe.

⟨to⟩ Sign accidentally or deliberately omitted by the scribe.

⟨to⟩ Sign erased by the scribe.

'to' Scribe's corrected reading over erasure, or sign squeezed in above the line.

/ Change by the scribe to a different size of writing.

Translation

An attempted English rendering of each tablet is added, except where it consists entirely of repetitive phrases. Doubtful and controversial translations of words and ideograms are printed in italics, without which a number of the tablets would appear as an impenetrable forest of question-marks.

Proper names which do not have a possible Greek explanation are printed in the transcription form; otherwise they are 'translated' into an approximation to the contemporary Greek form. Where the assumed classical parallel is obscured by phonetic changes (e.g. po-ru-go-ta = Poluq'ontas = Πολυφόντας), the reading can be checked in the index of personal names (pp. 414–27) and of place-names (pp. 146–50). Where necessary, place-names are distinguished by ², men's names by ³ and women's by ⁴.

Notes

It was felt that a complete Greek version of each tablet would demand both excessive space and a premature finality in the interpretation. Where the equivalent Greek vocabulary and syntax are not obvious from the transcription and translation, they will be discussed in the Notes on the first appearance of the formula. The suggested Greek pronunciation and etymology of every word appearing on the published tablets can in any case be checked against the comprehensive Vocabulary (pp. 385–413).

Greek type will only be used for classical forms and quotations, the approximate Mycenaean pronunciation being indicated in Roman letters on the lines discussed in the Preface. We have adopted a conventional spelling of datives singular in -ei (e.g. poimenai, wanakτei) and of datives plural in -a'i (fem.) and -o'i (masc.); the actual pronunciation of these forms is disputed (see p. 85).
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CHAPTER VI
LISTS OF PERSONNEL

1. WOMEN AND CHILDREN AT PYLOS (Aa, Ab, Ad)

The Pylos tablets of these three series form a connected group. Aa and Ab tablets both enumerate women and children, the latter adding a reference to two commodities, wheat and figs. The Ad tablets list men and boys who are specifically stated to be the sons of various groups of women largely identifiable with those mentioned in Aa and Ab.

The relation between the Aa and Ab series seems to be unique, for the headings in at least twenty-one cases are repeated in each series; and there is a general resemblance in the figures given which suggests that these record the numerical strength of the same groups at different times. Contrary to what appears to have been the usual custom, the first set were not destroyed on being replaced; possibly the second census was not complete when the records came to an end. There does not seem to be any means of gauging the interval between the two counts, though we may conjecture an annual revision of the lists to be likely. In one case the numbers remain constant (Aa795: Ab19; probably also Aa05: Ab11+35); elsewhere the increases and decreases seem to be about equal. The total of the numbers preserved on the Aa tablets is 631 women, 376 girls and 261 boys, or 1268 souls in all. Those on the Ab series are smaller (370+190+149=709).

In estimating the actual numbers of this class allowance must be made for lost or damaged tablets; but the Aa group may contain a few duplicates.

Since some of these tablets contain nothing but an enumeration of the women and children, it follows that the record is primarily a census and the other entries are subsidiary. The same applies to the Ad tablets, where the only entry is the number of men and boys, except for three cases in which there is a further note of a deficit (o-pe-ro).

The groups of women are described in three ways, which may be variously combined. The description usually begins with a place-name, though this may be omitted (see below). Then the group is normally described by its trade or occupation: e.g. lewotrokhwos ‘bath-attendants’, meletriai ‘corn-grinders’,
ampoukoworgoi 'headband-makers', álakatei ‘spinners’, pektriai ‘carders’. In some cases an ethnic adjective appears to be substituted for the trade: Knidiai (Knidos), Miliai (Miletus), Kuther(i)ai (Kythera), Lámmiai (?) (Lemnos). Others not identifiable but probably ethnic are ti-nwa-si-ja, a-da-ra-te-ja (cf. 'Αδριατικα, II. ii, 828), ze-ru-ra, ki-si-wi-ja (from an early form of Khios?). In the Ad tablets both trade and ethnic may be coupled: e.g. ti-nwa-ti-ja-o i-te-ja-o 'of the weavers of T.' (15 = Ad684). Here too there may in some cases be an indication of the fathers of the children; as in this same tablet where they are also called: a-pu-ne-ne e-re-te-o ko-wo ‘the sons of rowers at A.'

It is tempting to speculate about the status and origin of these women. The menial tasks that they perform suggest that they were slaves: possibly the labour force for the industry on which the wealth of the Mycenaean kingdoms must at least in part have been built. The casual references to the fathers of the children also seem to indicate that they are not the product of any regular union. The absence of men listed in their own right is surprising; women appear to predominate, and where the men are listed it is as the sons of the women. The deficiency of men is to some extent compensated by certain of the lists in the As series, though these may not be strictly parallel; some at least seem to be allocations of labour for special purposes. It may be suggested that the labour force is in part the product of piratical raids on the non-Greek areas of the Aegean. If the defeated inhabitants were carried off into slavery this would account for the preponderance of women and children, most of the men being killed in the fighting or subsequently slaughtered. The interpretation of ra-wi-ja-ja as 'captives' (see 16 = Ad686) supports this view; though it might be supposed that these women are distinguished from the other categories. They would, however, only be called 'captives' for a short time, before being assigned to an occupation. Virolleaud (1953, p. 193) quotes an Ugaritic text which refers to bn amht kt 'the sons of the slave-women of Kt' (= Kition in Cyprus?) — an almost exact parallel for the Ad tablets. The ethnic names may then be a clue to the places raided by the ships of Pylos. It is plain from numerous references in Homer that 'Viking' raids of this sort were everyday occurrences in Mycenaean Greece; and the incursion of sea-peoples repelled by Ramses III was probably a major expedition of this type. Indeed the Trojan War may have begun as a similar operation. The insecurity of early Greece as described by Thucydides (1, 5, 6) is likely enough; and the raison d'être of the hegemony of Mycenae was probably the comparative security it afforded to the subordinate powers.

A notable characteristic of the Ab tablets, apart from the added formula, is a difference in the form of the heading. In Aa the location is ordinarily
omitted if it is Pylos; Aa15 is exceptional, Aa16 is now reclassified as Ab564. The writer of the Ab series begins each entry with a place-name, though once or twice he seems to have forgotten it (e.g. Ab03) or to have inserted it as an afterthought (Ab23, Ab31 + 789). The hypothesis of at least two writers is supported by differences in spelling: Aa spells the feminine agent suffix -ti-ri-ja, Aa -ti-ra2. A study of the handwriting confirms this conclusion.

Tablets of both groups end with a formula which has the usual form: \( DA \ TA \ quad \ (Aa) \ or \ DA \ TA \ (Ab) \); the distinction is not, however, absolute, and within each group either part or the whole formula may be omitted; the order may also be reversed. No numbers other than one ever appear, and it is therefore certain that the formula does not express any ration or allocation, which should show some variation according to the numbers of women concerned. This disproves Webster’s suggestion (1954, p. 11) that \( DA \) is a measure of land, as in PY 114 = En02, where \( DA \ 40 \) is glossed to-sa da-ma-te. The same abbreviation may have different meanings in different contexts. For a possible correlation of this formula with the rations on the Ab tablets see below. The same formula appears on some Knossos tablets dealing with women and children (e.g. 18 = Ak611), and there the numeral following TA may be 2.

Where a ration of wheat and figs is specified (Ab tablets only), the amounts are roughly proportional to the numbers of women and children. The amounts of the two commodities are always identical. The basis of the calculation would appear to be a ration of 1 2 for each woman, with half that amount for each child irrespective of sex. This is further proof that the calculation of rations is not the sole purpose of the census. In Ab15 + 899 eight women, three girls and three boys receive 1 22 (= 8 \( \times \) 2 + 6); Ab31 + 789 six women, six girls (‘boys’ is here a scribal error) and three boys receive 1 21 (= 6 \( \times \) 2 + 9); Ab41 + 745 two women and one girl receive 1 5 (= 2 \( \times \) 2 + 1). The same scale is suggested by Ab06 where there are no children, but the number of women is damaged; the ration, however, is 1 4, i.e. that presumed for two women.

Although the figures never fall below this basic level, in most cases the ration is supplemented by a factor varying up to more than one-half (Ab19), and not infrequently one-third or more (Ab01, 6 = Ab02, Ab09, Ab17, Ab30). There appears to be no principle by which the amount of this supplement can be derived from the details recorded; it is perhaps an allowance for the skilled or heavy nature of the work performed. Of the three clear cases of the basic ration it is noticeable that in two the DA TA formula is absent, while in the third the right-hand edge of the tablet is missing; Ab06 has only TA. Wherever the full formula DA TA (or TA DA) is found, there is an improvement on the
basic ration; TA alone is accompanied by a very small supplement (one-twelfth) on Ab16. This correlation may, however, be accidental, for the presence of the formula will not explain the variations in the proportion of the increase.

It was suggested in ch. ii (p. 60) that Τ 2 represents an absolute value of approximately 24 litres. This was based partly on a possible equation between weight and bulk in the case of knakos 'safflower', and on a reasonable range of values for the smallest unit φ1; but also on the specific assumption that these Ab rations are monthly ones. Such a ration of 24 litres is little less than the khoiōs (27 litres) regarded as the classical monthly ration for a fighting man; it is often supplemented and is in any case accompanied by an equal quantity of another commodity which is almost certainly figs. The identification is to some extent guesswork, but a monthly ration seems to fit better than a daily or yearly one.

Rations of figs are not unknown in antiquity. Two Cretan inscriptions (Inscr. Cret. iv, 79 and 144) give yearly rations (possibly for a group) which include 100 medimni of figs and 200 medimni of barley; cf. also iv, 77. Cato (Agr. 56) recommends a reduction in the ration of bread for slaves 'when they start eating figs'.

1 = Aa01 [62]
me-re-ti-ri-ja women 7 ko-wa 10 ko-wo 6
Seven corn-grinding women, ten girls, six boys.
me-re-ti-ri-ja: the identification of this word depends upon the interpretation of me-re-u-ro as 'flour' in PY 171 = Un718 (see Vocabulary, p. 399). Corn grinding is one of the tasks commonly undertaken by women; cf. γυνή... ἀλετρίς (Od. xx, 105).

2 = Aa815
a-ke-ti-ra2 women 38 ko-wa 33 ko-wo 16 da-i ta-i
Thirty-eight nurses, thirty-three girls, sixteen boys; one da-, one ta-.
a-ke-ti-ra2: not satisfactorily identified; for other suggestions see Vocabulary (p. 387).
It is plainly a common occupation among women. The translation 'nurses' is based on the gloss of Hesychius δυσδρακ υμαία; McKenzie's suggestion (Cl. Quart. xv, 48) that this word is a dissimilation of *δυσδρακ is only a guess, and the dissimilation might even be of Mycenaean date. On da ta see above (p. 157).

3 = Ad694
pe-ki-ti-ri-a2-0 ko-wo men 4 ko-wo 3
Four sons of the carders, three boys.
pe-ki-ti-ri-a2-0: πεκτρίαν, from πίκκο.
ko-wo: this word is used on these tablets in two senses: (a) ‘son (of)’, (b) ‘boy’ (as opposed to grown man).

4 = Aa04 [240]
a-ra-ka-te-ja women 21 ko-wo 25 ko-wo 4 t'ai
Twenty-one spinning-women, twenty-five girls, four boys; one ta-.

a-ra-ka-te-ja: a derivative of ἀλακτεύς. This tablet and Aa03 appear to break the rule that there are not two tablets in the same series with identical headings; possibly the broken portion contained the statement of rations, which would assign it to the Ab class; but in these tā da usually follows the rations.

5 = Aa792
ki-ni-di-ja women 21 ko-wo 12 ko-wo 10 da 1 t'ai
Twenty-one Cnidian women, twelve girls, ten boys; one da-, one tā.
ki-ni-di-ja: Knidiai, ethnic of Kvidos.

6 = Ab02 [379]
e-u-de-we-ro women 8 ko-wo 2 ko-wo 3 wheat 2 18 figs 2 18 tā da
At Eudeiuelos: eight women, two girls, three boys; 336 l. of wheat, 336 l. of figs; ta-, da-.
e-u-de-we-ro: an unidentified place-name, which recalls the Homeric epithet, of uncertain meaning and etymology, εὐδειελος; if this is correct the spelling will help to resolve some of the difficulties of the Homeric word.

7 = Aa717
ro-u-so a-ke-ti-ri-ja women 32 ko-wo 18 ko-wo 8 da 1 t'ai
At Lousoi: thirty-two nurses, eighteen girls, eight boys; one da-, one tā.
ro-u-so: a place under the control of Pylos, cf. 178 = Ma13, 252 = Vn06, probably Λουσοι in Arcadia. The addition of the place-name distinguishes this entry from the nurses at Pylos (2 = Aa815).

8 = Ad670
e-u-de-we-ro ri-ne-ja-o ko-wo men 4
At Eudeiuelos: four sons of the flax-workers.
The women are here given a trade-name, but may be the same group as those meant in 6 = Ab02 above.
ri-ne-ja-o: a common occupation among women, probably λινείαον, a derivative of λινον.
At Pylos: thirty-seven women bath-attendants, thirteen girls, fifteen boys; 1332 l. of wheat, 1332 l. offigs; ta-, da-.

This tablet is remarkable for the omission of the ideogram for women before the numeral thirty-seven, clearly an oversight in view of the extreme regularity of this class. Bennett in Index read re-wo-to-ro ko-wo as two words, though there is no sign of a word-divider. That the bath-attendants are women is proved by the ideogram in Aa783, and the expression re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo ko-wo in 10 = Ad676.

re-wo-to-ro-ko-wo: ὅπωρ Κώρων, Hom. λατρεὺς χῶς (Od. xx, 297). Their number is not excessive if their duties included the carrying of all the water required in the household. The apparent metathesis of the first two vowels is unexpected but not inexplicable. Ruipérez (1950) explains the disyllabic aorists of the type στερέωσαι as arising from a metathesis of *στρεόσαι. On this basis he is prepared to accept *λεπόσαι > λεῖσαι; thus the original base may have been λεῖο-. The same vowel order is shown by the adjective re-wo-te-re-jo 238 = Tn996.

At Pylos: twenty-two sons of the bath-attendants, eleven boys.

At Pylos: ten sons of the waiting-women, four boys.

At Pylos: six (sons) of the headband-makers and the musicians and the sweepers, six boys; deficit five men.

The second line is to be read first, the words being written in above owing to lack of space. The sons of the women of three trades are recorded jointly; cf. the next tablet. a-pu-ko-wo-ko: ampluko-worgōn; δυσνότες is Homeric (Il. xxii, 469).

pa-ke-te-ja-o-ge: no satisfactory explanation; if from the root of ποίζω it should probably begin pa-oi-; possibly a derivative of ποίησις.


o.: as an abbreviation appears to stand for o-pe-ro, i.e. deficit (see Vocabulary, p. 401).
13 = Ad691

*e-ke-ro-qa-no-qa pa-wo-ko-qa
pu-ro o-pi-ro-qa ko-wo MEN 9

At Pylos: nine sons of the supernumerary women, and of the wage-earners and casual workers.

*o-pi-ro-qa: *opiloigōn, = ἐπιλοίπων; i.e. the women not yet allocated to particular duties.
*e-ke-ro-qa-no-qa: Palmer (1954 b, p. 23) proposes *enkhēroqoinōn, from *ἐγχειρο-τινών. For *

14 = Ad697 + 698

d[a]-mi-ni-ja [ri]-ne-ja-o ko-wo MEN[

At Damnia: x sons of the flax-workers;...

d[a]-mi-ni-ja: presumably a place-name since it is not a genitive plural. Cf. *Επι-δεσμος?
*da-mi-ni-ja MEN 40 occurs on 54 = PY An19 and is common on the Knossos tablets, chiefly those dealing with sheep (see p. 203). The top line gives further information about this group. Possibly restore e-re-[e] *qe-ro-me-no = ereen qelomenoi ‘willing to row’, or e-re-[ta] *qe-ro-me-no = eterai qelomenoi ‘becoming rowers’ (cf. Hom. πελομαι).

15 = Ad684

*a-pu-ne-we e-re-ta-o ko-wo
pu-ro ti-nua-ji-a o i-te-ja-o ko-wo MEN 5 ko-wo 2

At Pylos: five sons of the Ti-nua-sian weavers (sons of rowers at A-pu-ne-we), two boys.

*ti-nua-ji-o: the same as the ti-nua-si-ja (nom.) PY Ab14. It is probably an ethnic adjective from an unrecorded place-name *ti-nua-to (-ανοῦ?). Nouns in -i- usually form adjectives in -si-jo = -σιος (see p. 73); but there is some wavering, e.g. mi-ra-ti-ja from Miliaσιος. It is possible that the sound was at this stage intermediate, perhaps -ts- as suggested by Andrews.

*i-te-ja-o: histeiāon, a derivative with the suffix -eia from *histo (cf. *Ιστοργος)?
*a-pu-ne-we: a place-name, elsewhere spelt a-po-ne-we. 53 = An12, 54 = An19, probably in the dative case. The top line is to be read together with the lower; i.e. the parentage is recorded on both sides, cf. 28 = An42.

16 = Ad686

o-u-pa-ro-ke-ne-[to ?a]-ka-wo-ta-ra-ko-po-ro
pu-ro ke-re-za ra-wi-ja-ja-o ko-wo MEN 15
At Ke-re-za, Pylos: fifteen sons of the captives; Alkawon the... did not present himself.

ke-re-za: this word was taken by Furumark in Ab25 and Ab26 (reading ke-re-tας) as Κρήτας; but although this interpretation might still be possible owing to the ambiguity of za, it seems to be disproved by this tablet, which shows that it is not part of the description of the women since it is not a genitive plural. It occurs as first word, followed by ra-wi-ja-ja on Aa807; and on Ab25 and Ab26 it is preceded by pi-ro, apparently without a divider. It seems more likely therefore that it is a place at Pylos.

ra-wi-ja-ja-jo: lαώιαδόν, derivative of Dor. λαία, Ion. λιθ 'booty'; cf. λιώδος... γυναικός (II, xx, 193). This has also been proposed by Georgiev.

ou parogeneto Alkαwōn...-phors: the name a-ka-wo occurs in other tablets at Pylos, though not qualified.

ta-ra-ko-po-ro; hardly tragophors 'wearing a goat-skin' (cf. τραγηφόρος, di-pye-ra-po-ro).

The reading -ko- is very uncertain.

2. WOMEN AND CHILDREN AT KNOSSOS (Ai, Ak)

This is a much less homogeneous group than the corresponding tablets at Pylos. The introductory word may be a Cretan place-name or the feminine of the ethnic adjective derived from one. In some cases there is added or substituted a man's name, which may be in the genitive (e.g. Ai63, Ak622), though in other cases the syntactic relationship is unexpressed and the name stands in the nominative as a mere heading (e.g. Ag91, 20 = Ak824; in this tablet Furumark is unjustified in presuming a-pi-go-i-ta to be an adjective in agreement with do-e-ra, since a compound adjective should normally have only two terminations). This tablet specifically refers to the women as slaves, and it is likely that the same applies to the whole group. The children are further subdivided into 'older' (me-zo) and 'younger' (me-wi-jo, me-u-jo).

There are a number of other annotations, mostly abbreviations at which we can only guess (e.g. pa. di.-, pe. di.-, ne. di.-, di. za.-, zo. di.-, de.-, tu.-, *85.-). The frequent di.- is fairly certainly a contraction of a word spelt more fully di-da-ka-re ne. 22 = Ak781, di-da-ka-re[ Ak783, Ak784, di-da-ka-[ Ak828. The form of this word is obscure; the final ne.- is probably an independent abbreviation (see below). The recurrent di-da-ka-re may then be for didakale(ion), but the dropping of the extra sign needed is surprising though not impossible; in the other cases the end of the word is lost and di-da-ka might stand for didakha(i). But the -re appears to be part of the word. Ventris suggests didakalei, a locative of the type of ofekai. Whatever the exact form it seems plausible to conjecture a meaning 'under instruction' or the like, and to compare it with
de-di-ku-ja 18 = Ak611 (abbreviated to de.- Ak620?). This word too appears to be incorrectly spelt if intended for dedidakhuiai, perfect participle of διδάσκω; the meaning is clearly intransitive (see p. 89) 'having completed their training'. It is hardly likely that this has reference to general education; much more probably these are women newly enslaved who have to be taught a trade; cf. the Homeric custom by which slave-women are regularly described by such phrases as ἀμύμοινα ἔγα ϋδινας (II. ix, 270); cf. τὰς ἔγα δίδασκαιν ἐμφάζεοι Od. xxii, 422.

Of the other abbreviations ne.- and pe.- may be newoiterai (or simply newai) and presguterai; pa.- possibly palaiai. The same suggestions were made by Furumark (1954).

The expression da i ta 1 already noted at Pylos recurs at Knossos, and here we have also ta 2. The relation of these entries to the rest of the text remains obscure.

17 = Ai739 (H li)
1 ra-su-to / a-ke-ti-ri-ja Women 2
2 ko-wa i ko-wo i
At Lasunthos: two nurses, one girl, one boy.
ra-su-to: a place-name; the adjective ra-su-ti-jo occurs on Lc761; cf. Λάσος, Λασαία.

18 = Ak611 (? xli)
1 to-te-ja ta 2 women 10[+] de-di-ku-ja woman 1
2 ko-wa me-zo-e 4 ko-wo me-wi-jo 1
———: two ta-, one da-; 10+ women; one trained woman; four older girls, one younger boy.
to-te-ja: not found elsewhere.
de-di-ku-ja: see above.
me-zo-e: mezoes; on the form of the declension of me-zo and me-wi-jo see p. 86.

19 = Ak627 (F? lii)
1 to a-no-zo-jo ta 1 [women] 9 pe. di. 2
2 ko-wa me]-zo-e 7 ko-wa me-wi-jo-e [g] '10'
3 ko-wo me-[zo]-e 2 ko-wo me-wi-jo-e [g] '10'
At ———to: nine [female] (slaves) of A-no-zo; one da-, one ta-; two older women under instruction; seven older girls, ten younger girls, two older boys, ten younger boys.
a-no-jo: presumably a man’s name in the genitive.
pe: di-: see above, p. 162.
me-ze-o (line 3): here dual mezoe.

Compare the women and children of two sizes listed on the Sumerian palace ration-lists from Lagaš (e.g. Genouillac 1909, TSA, xii):
40 l. of emmer-wheat to the woman Idlulahša,
20 l. to a boy (dumu-nita),
two girls (dumu-sal) at 20 l.,
six serving-women at 40 l.,
one small boy (lug-dug-nita) at 20 l.,
two small girls (lug-dug-sal) at 20 l., etc.

20 = Ak824 (K lviii)
\[1\] a-pi-go-i-ta / do-e-ra \textbf{WOMEN} 32 ko-wa me-ze-o 5 ko-wa me-wi-jo-e 15
\[2\] ko-wa me-wi-jo-e 4

Amphiqʰhoitas: thirty-two female slaves, five older girls, fifteen younger girls,
four younger boys.

a-pi-go-i-ta: only here in this spelling, which can hardly be anything but \textit{Amphiqʰhoitas} = *Ἄμφιψιθα. Elsewhere we find a-pi-go-ta (see index of personal names). Furumark understands as adjective ὀμφισσοτος (no meaning given), see p. 162.

21 = Ak624 (F? xlvi)

\[1\] ri-jo-ni-ja \textbf{TΛ}
\[2\] ne. / di. 3 ko-wa me-ze-o [nn
\[3\] ko-wo di. 3 ko-wo me-ze-o [nn

Ri-jo-nian women: \(x\) da-, \(x\) ta-. . . ; three young women under instruction, \(x\) older girls . . . , three boys under instruction, \(x\) older boys . . .

ri-jo-ni-ja: feminine ethnic of the place-name ri-jo-no (Ap639, etc.).
The annotation \textit{di-} applied to boys is unusual; in view of the order it may distinguish a class of boys older than those called me-ze-o.

22 = Ak781 (J liii)

\[1\] \textbf{WOMEN} 17 [\]
\[2\] ko-wa [\]
\[3\] di-da-ka-re ne. 1 ko-wo [\]

. . . seventeen women . . . \(x\) girls . . . one young woman under instruction, \(x\) boys . . .

di-da-ka-re: see commentary, p. 162 above.
3. MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN AT KNOSOS (Ag, Ai)
Some tablets record only small numbers of women (and in one case men); they may be records of families, but the introductory name is ambiguous and may refer to the owner of a group of slaves as elsewhere.

23 = Ag1634 (?)
qe-ri-jo man e woman i ko-wa [Qe-ri-jo (man), one woman (wife?), one girl (daughter?).
qe-ri-jo: probably a personal name. But it may be genitive, i.e. slaves of Q.; cf. the next tablet.

24 = Ai63 (O xxiv)
pe-se-ro-jo e-e-si
woman i ko-wa i ko-wo i
(The slaves? family?) of Psellos are: one woman (wife?), one girl (daughter?), one boy (son?).
pe-se-ro-jo: Pselloio; the name recurs in the nominative or dative on MY 105 = Ge602.
e-e-si: ensi, 3rd pers. plur. of pres. ind. of elul (see p. 89).
ko-wa: the numeral is quite clear on the original.

4. WOMEN WORKERS AT KNOSOS
At Knossos women are not so often referred to by trade-names as at Pylos; this sample shows a classification of women containing one of the words found at Pylos.

25 = Ap694 (G xlvi)

1) -ja ko-u-re-ja women [ko-u-re-ja: here apparently a feminine trade-name, also found on textile tablets (Lc581) where it must be connected with the annotation ko-u-ra often associated with pa-we-a (pharwea). Georgiev notes ' = kourese' without comment; presumably as feminine of koures; but this root has a spurious diphthong arising from *koro-. A connexion with koures does not seem more satisfactory.

2) ka-ra-ue women [ka-ra-ue: graues, 'old women'.

3) a-ze-ti-ri-ja women [a-ze-ti-ri-ja: the same word as a-ke-ti-ra2 PY 2 = Aa815.
5. WOMEN WORKERS AT PYLOS

Some similar lists from Pylos record large groups of women classified according to occupation or origin.

26 = An02 [292]

1 si-to-ko-wo
2 ka-pa-ra₂-de WOMEN 24 ko-wo 10[+?]
3 ko-ro-ki-ja WOMEN 8 ko-wo [nn
4 ki-ni-di-[ja WOMEN] 21 ko-[wo nn

Measurers of grain: twenty-four Ka-pa-ra₂-de women, 10+ boys, eight Ko-ro-ki-ja women, x boys, twenty-one Cnidian women, x boys.

ni-to-ko-wo: sitokhousai, presumably women responsible for measuring out the correct amounts of σῖτος. Bennett takes this as an abstract of Αα788, Αα02, and 5 = Αα792, and restores the numerals accordingly. In this case ko-wo will mean ‘children’.

ka-pa-ra₂-de: the reading of the second sign has been corrected by Bennett to pa. Probably a feminine ethnic in -ᾶς. It reappears on Αα788 and the genitive ka-pa-ra₂-do on Ad679.

ko-ro-ki-ja: probably another feminine ethnic. Hardly from κρόκος or κρόκη (acc. κρόκος Hesych.). The word reappears on Pylos Αα02, Ab07, its genitive ko-ro-ki-ja-o on Ad680.

27 = Ae08 [303]

i-je-ro-jo [ku-rus-so-jo i-je-ro-jo]
pu-ro i-je-re-ja do-e-ra e-ne-ka ku-rus-so-jo WOMEN 14[+

At Pylos: 14+ female slaves of the priestess on account of sacred gold.

i-je-re-ja: hieroiás. We find a woman named e-ra-ta-ra described as ‘slave of the priestess’ on 119 = Eο02.

e-ne-ka: hēneka, despite the presumed *hēnēhē of the etymologists.

ku-rus-so-jo i-je-ro-jo: khrusoiō hieroiō. The nature of the transaction is obscure; were the slaves given to the priestess in return for some gold which had been offered? Or are they allocated to look after the gold ritual objects?

28 = An42 [607]

1 me-ta-pa ke-ri-mi-ja do-qe-ja ki-ri-te-wi-ja
2 do-qe-ja do-e-ro pa-te ma-te-de ku-te-re-u-pi
3 WOMEN 6 do-qe-ja do-e-ra e-qe-ta-i e-e-to
4 te-re-te-we WOMEN [6] ’13’
5 do-qe-ja do-e-ro pa-te ma-te-de di-wi-ja do-e-ra
6 WOMEN 3 do-qe-ja do-e-ra ma-te pa-te-de ka-ke-u
7 WOMAN 1 do-qe-ja do-e-ra ma-te pa-te-de ka-ke-u
8 WOMEN

vacant 2

ka

At Metapa: —— women barley-reapers. Six women reapers, their father a slave and their mother among the Kytherans; thirteen women reapers, ———; three women reapers, their father a slave and their mother a slave of Diwia; one woman reaper, her mother a slave and her father a smith; three women reapers, their mother a slave and their father a smith.

The arrangement of this tablet is unusual since the phrases regularly run on from one line to the next (2–3, 3–4, 5–6, 6–7, 7–8). It is therefore difficult to know how to punctuate lines 1–2. Possibly ki-ri-te-wi-ja is part of the phrase ma-te-de ku-te-re-u-pi inserted above for lack of space or as an afterthought.

Metapa: a well-known place-name, but hardly that in Acarnania; possibly on the Elean border, see list of place-names (p. 148).

ke-ri-mi-ja: the only other instance of this word is on Knossos Lc535, a fragment mentioning also talasia 'pensum' and introduced by the totalling formula to-sa. Possibly a derivative of χέφ, but the meaning is obscure; cf. also καλις glossed as ποσός η Λυκίδος (sic) by Hesychius.

do-ge-ja: this is clearly a key-word on this tablet, but unfortunately it occurs nowhere else; a man's name do-ge-u KN B 804 looks like the corresponding masculine (cf. i-je-re-uj-i-je-re-ja; see p. 89). In this case, however, it must be a description of the women. Various attempts at interpretation have been made; our original idea was to connect it with δέρσω, but the sense is unsatisfactory. The analogy of other words such as to-no = θρόνος leads one to suspect dorq'etia = δοράς, cf. masc. μολο-δρόμης (Sappho). The etymology of δοράς is not certain; but there is no objection to a labio-velar in the word, the π being generalized as frequently. The word will perhaps mean 'picker', possibly 'reaper' or 'gleaner'.

ki-ri-te-wi-ja: elsewhere this word stands alone as a description of women (ki-ri-te-wi-ja e-ko-si 131 = Eb21, 135 = Ep704, but is here probably an adjective qualifying do-ge-ja, if the order is sound. If this means 'reaper', it may perhaps be connected with κρατα 'barley'; the form of the adjective is not without parallel, cf. wa-na-se-wi-ja 235 = Ta711 from δάναωσα.

doelos patér, matér de . . .

ku-te-re-u-pi: Georgiev and Andrews suggest khutrephi 'potters'; but the ordinary word for 'potter' is kerameus (52 = An26), and its recurrence as first word on Na01 seems to prove that it is a place-name (see p. 297). It is presumably the instrumental plural of an ethnic in -eus, used to designate the area. The -phi suffix must here have locative functions. It is natural to connect this with ku-te-ra Aa14, Ab22, gen. plur. ku-te-ra-ō Ad696; some derivative of the island Kuthera? ku-te-re-u-pi refers perhaps to a colony of Kytherans settled within the Pylian territory.

e-ge-ta-i: heq'etēi = ἐπέτως. The added -i is the mark of the dative plural, whatever
the form intended (see p. 84). Palmer is right in supposing the ἥτητας to be an important person (see on 57 = An43 below), probably a companion of the king.

e-e-to: the initial e-e- recalls e-e-it and suggests that this too is some part of eul; possibly the 3rd plural present imperative, to be read eesto(n) or esto(n). But an imperative seems out of place here. Andrews has called attention to the gloss ἐντο  ἡσαν (Hesych.), and suggested that this is some sort of 3rd plural imperfect (=*ehton). Perhaps the middle conjugation is not impossible; cf. Hom., Acol. ἐσαο, Delph. ἔτρα, Mess. ἐταν (dubious Hom. ἐσαο Od. xx, 106).

te-re-te-we: apparently dative singular, or nominative plural or dual of a stem in -eus or -eus. The difficulty is that if from -eus, it must be masculine and so cannot apply to the women. The analogy of the other entries leads us to expect that this too has something to do with parentage, but so far it has proved impossible to extract any convincing meaning from it. The figure 6 may have been changed to 13 to include the 7 recorded below.

di-wi-ja: possibly nominative feminine singular of an adjective diwios = Hom. διος; perhaps in the meaning ‘of Zeus’ not found in Homer; cf. the month name di-wi-jo KN Fp5 (see p. 305). More likely to be equated with di-u-j (cf. me-wi-jo/me-u-jo), both representing a pronunciation diuja, which is certainly a divine name in 172=Kn02; cf. Διφία (=Magna Mater according to Meister) in a Pamphylian inscription (Schwyzer, Dial. 686, 1). If so, to be read here as genitive, another of the slaves belonging to deities.

6. INDIVIDUAL MEN AT KNOSSES (As)

In some cases persons are recorded singly; in such cases the name is usually given, followed by the trade or duties to which he is assigned. The purpose of these records is probably to keep a note of the numbers for whose feeding or payment the palace is responsible, as in the case of the groups of women.

29 = As821 (K. lix)

1 ]-ra-jo e-qa-ta-γ e-ne-ka ti-μι-to MEN q ki-ta-ne-to / su-ri-mo e-ne-ka o-pa MAN 1
2 ]-ne-wi e-qa i-je-[ře]-u po-me e-ne-ka / o-pa MAN 1 ku-pe-re-u / e-qa-ta e-ki-si-jo MAN 1

...two followers on account of tribute; Ki-ta-ne-to at Su-ri-mo on account of dues; ...priest at Er-qa, shepherd on account of dues; Kopreus, follower, of Exos.

For the readings see KT II. The tablet is badly preserved and many signs are doubtful.

e-qa-ta-e: a strange form, but in view of the numeral 2 possibly intended as a dual.

Perhaps the termination of the consonant stems extended to the masculine a-stems.

ti-μι-to: read by Palmer (1954b, p. 49) as Themis(tos) in the Pylos place-name ti-μι-to a-ke-e. Here possibly as a common noun = ‘dues, tribute’, cf. λιταρός τελεσθήσθαι θέμιτος. Il. ix, 156 (if rightly so taken).
ki-ta-ne-to: a man’s name which reappears in connexion with the place Su-ri-mo on Da1108.

o-pa: a word which recurs several times at Knossos and once at Pylos, usually following a man’s name in the genitive. Perhaps hopa < *tqoa, postulated as the base of ὀπάκω. But a sense ‘retinue, following’ seems absurd here, in particular of a shepherd. It may be a feudal term and like ti-mi-to mean some form of service or goods due to the lord. This would give a satisfactory semantic development for ὀπάκω, ὀπηθός, but the etymology is obscure.

e-ra i-je-[re]-u: Bennett read ta-ra-pu₂-jë-[. If correct e-ra may be either genitive of the goddess Hera, or more likely locative of the place-name. Is the same man both priest and shepherd?

ko-pe-ro-u: a man’s name also found at Pylos; = Κοπρεός II. xv, 639.

e-ki-si-jo: the word has been split to leave room for the ideogram and numeral. Ethnic adjective from the common place-name e-ko-so, thus showing that the vowel after k is ‘dead’; cannot be “Ἀθός (= Fάξος).

7. INDIVIDUAL MEN AT PYLOS (Ae)

30 = Ae03 [264]

pi-ra-jo / ai-ki-pa-ta su-ra-te du-ni-jo-[jo] me-tu-ra su-ra-se MAN [i]

Philaios the goat-herd (who is acting as?) seizer has seized the cattle of Dunios.

ai-ki-pa-ta: aigipa(s)täs? The first part of the compound is obvious; Palmer (1954b, p. 24) derives the second from the verbal root *pat- ‘see’, found in Cypr. glosses, and in the reduplicated form ποτραίνο.

su-ra-te: apparently the agent noun from the verb to which su-ra-se belongs. The identification with συλάκω seems hard to avoid, but the sense is unsatisfactory. Cattle-raiding is not to be excluded, but the use of a formal agent noun added to the trade-name is puzzling. The phrase du-ni-jo jo me-tu-ra su-ra-se recurs on two other tablets of this group (Ae01, Ae02).

du-ni-jo: a common name at Knossos as well as Pylos, where he is called ‘servant of the god’ (143 = Ep705).

me-tu-ra: presumably the object of su-ra-se; =μυτυλα ‘hornless cattle’?

su-ra-se: aor. sulase or fut. sulasei?

31 = Ae04 [134] (see plate II (b), facing p. 110)

ke-ro-wo po-me a-si-ja-ti-ja o-pi ta-ra-ma-(ta)-o qe-to-ro-po-pi o-ro-me-no MAN i
Ke-ro-wo the shepherd at A-si-ja-ti-ja watching over the cattle of Thalamatas.

ke-ro-wo: nom. of an o-stem, as the gen. ke-ro-wo-jo is found 62 = Cn655. Not therefore gen. to ke-ro-wo Cn09, as proposed by Carratelli (1954, p. 90).

a-si-ja-ti-ja: it is impossible to determine the case, but a locative-dative is preferable to genitive on grounds of syntax.

169
ta-ra-ma-(ta)ρο: restored from the following tablet.
qe-to-ro-po-pi: qetrop(ν)ρο = τετράπος.

32 = Ae05 [108]
qo-te-ro ai-ki-pa-ta o-po ta-ra-ma-ta-o qe-[to-ro-po-pi] o-ro-me-[no man i]
Qo-te-ro the goat-herd watching over the cattle of Thalamatas.

33 = Ae07 [26]
ko-ru-da-ro-jo do-e-ro o-po pe-me. MEN 4[
Four (or more) slaves of Korudallos in charge of seed-corn.
pe-me: spermoi: a more likely reading than pe-me. The numeral must be between 4 and 8 if written normally (cf. Dow, 1954, p. 124).

8. WORK GROUPS OF MEN AT KNOSSOS (Am, As, B)

34 = Am601 (?) xcviv
e-te e-so-to a-mo-ra ma
To-so a-mi-ni-si-jo MEN 9
Total men of Amnisos: nine; the rations are to be from there.
e-te: etthen?
e-so-to: either a full spelling of estō 'let there be', or a 3rd plur. future essontoi.
a-mo-ra-ma: harmolama 'food-levy'? (cf. duphalo and see Vocabulary, p. 387). The note presumably implies that Amnisos, not Knossos, is responsible for providing their rations.

35 = Am819 (K)
we-ke-i-ja MEN 18 ko-wo 8
pa2-ra / si-to MONTH? 1 BARLEY 9 T 7 4 3
At Pharai: wages for eighteen men and eight boys: grain per month 1170 l.
of barley.
we-ke-i-ja: possibly a derivative of ἡργον. Furumark (1954, p. 22) = 'Tagewerk'.
Ventris has suggested that the crescent-shaped ideogram *34 may be the moon, used ideographically for month, as frequently in other languages, though Greek uses different words. The quantity of the rations works out at 45 l. per person if the boys are reckoned on the same scale as the men. This is high in comparison with the issues to women at Pylos (p. 158). But this is an issue of barley, and is perhaps the wages of free men, not a ration for slaves.

36 = B 817 (K lx)
to-so / ku-su-to-ro-pa2 MENb [
So many men in aggregate...
ku-su-to-ro-pa2: xuisterphá.
The significance of the alternative forms of the ideogram for man is still unknown.
This tablet divides into three sections, listing men under three place-names, Knossos, Setoia and a third which is lost in a lacuna. The first two sections end with a totalling formula and a check-mark; the end of the last section is lost. The heading is illegible. 

ra-ua-ke-(si)-ja: almost certainly to be corrected as the corresponding term in sections 2 and 3 is pa₂-si-re-wi-ja (basilēwia); presumably a feminine or neuter noun has to be understood. The use of these terms suggests that the basilēwes of subordinate districts were in some sense analogous to the láwāgetās at Knossos.

The first MAN ideogram in each paragraph does not seem to be included in the totals; possibly a-nu-wi-ko is an adverbial phase (see Vocabulary, p. 388).
9. WORK GROUPS OF MEN AT PYLOS (An)

The key to the following tablet lies in the word ke-ro-si-ja, which is found again only on An323. It appears to describe both individuals and groups of men, and is most likely geronsia (=γερονσία) ‘council of elders’. Each entry is introduced by a name in the genitive. Of these four names, A-pi-go-ta and Ta-we-si-jo are found as men’s names at Knossos. The only one to recur at Pylos is A-pi-go-ta who seems to be called basileus at A-pe-ke-e on Jn03; the entry is marred by a lacuna. It would therefore seem likely that these four are basileves or local chieftains, and the list records some of their counsellors. On the reverse the numbers seem to be much larger than the totals of the individual entries.
LISTS OF PERSONNEL

40—An22 [261] (joined with 857)

1. -we ke-ke-tu-wo-e

2. o-ta₂-we-o ke-ro-si-ja ai-nu-me-no MAN [I]

3. o-ta₂-we-o ke-ro-si-ja qo-te-ro MAN [I]

4. o-ta₂-we-o ke-ro-si-ja a₂-e-ta [MAN I]

5. o-ta₂-we-o ke-ro-si-ja o-du-pa₃-ro [MAN I]

6. a-pi-jo-to ke-ro-si-ja ku-[ne?] u MAN [I]

7. a-pi-jo-to ke-ro-si-ja o-wo-to MAN I

8. a-pi-jo-to ke-ro-si-ja a-ra-i-jo MAN I

9. a-pi-jo-[to] ke-ro-si-ja ri-zo MAN I

10. ta-we-[si-jo-jo] ke-ro-si-ja [ ] MAN I

11. ta-we-si-[jo]-jo ke-ro-si-ja [ ] MAN I

12. ta-we-si-[jo]-jo ke-ro-si-ja [ ]-wa-ne-u MAN I

13. a-pi-gq-[ta-o] ke-ro-si-ja qi-so-ni-jo MAN I

14. a-[pi-gq-ta-o] ke-ro-si-ja a-[ ]-te MAN [I]

15. [ ] ke-ro-si-ja a-[ ] MAN I

16. [ ] MAN I

17. ke-ro-si-ja o-[ ]-ka-[ ]

18. a-[pi-gq-ta-o] ke-ro-si-ja o-ro-[ ]

Reverse:

1. ta-we-si-jo-jo ke-ro-si-ja te-[ ] MAN I

2. [ta-we]-si-jo-jo ke-ro-si-ja tu-ru-we-u MAN I

vacat

3. [ta]-we-si-jo-jo ke-ro-si (sic) MEN 20

4. a-pi-gq-ta-o ke-ro-si-ja MEN 17

5. a-pi-o-to ke-ro-si-ja MEN [18]

6. a-lo-wo-[o ke]-ro-si-ja MEN [14]

vacat

9. ka-ma-e-[we] MEN 10[+?]?

It is singularly unfortunate that the first line is fragmentary. ke-ke-tu-wo-e is conceivably a perfect participle. At line 5 of the reverse the hand changes.

o-ta₂-we-o: it seems clear that this is the same name as that spelt o-to-wo-o in line 8 of the reverse and in An23, despite the phonetic difficulties. It is less certain if it is the same name as o-tu-wo-we who is a smith at E-ni-pa-te-wo (255 = Jn658, Jn725); the dative of which o-to-wo-we-i recurs on Vn851.

Lines 5–8 of the reverse are apparently repeated by An23 lines 1–4, thus allowing the restorations shown in the text.

ka-ma-e-we: this is the name given to holders of land called ka-ma who represent a special feudal class: see p. 261.

173
41 = An14 [35]

1 to-ko-do-mo de-me-o-te
2 pu-ro MEN 2 me-te-to-de MEN 3
3 sa-ma-ra-de MEN 3 re-u-ko-to-ro MEN 4
vacat
5 a-ta-ro tu-ru-pet-ri-ja o-no
6 WOOL 2 SHE-GOATS 4 M 3 WINE 10. FIGS 4

Masons who are to build: Pylos two, to Me-te-to three, to Sa-ma-ra three, Leuktron four.

A-ta-ro: ... 6 kg. of wool, four she-goats, three..., 360 l. of wine, 480 l. of figs.

Toikhodomei demeontes. The classical distinction between τοιχος and τειχος is not necessarily to be read into this compound. It is not impossible that this is an attempt to put the defences in order, though it may relate merely to normal building operations. The distinction between the places which have the suffix of motion -de and those which have not may imply that the masons are already at Pylos and Leuktron (to be read as locatives) and are being sent to the other towns.

A-ta-ro: the relation of this entry to the preceding is obscure; perhaps we should not look for a connexion between them. The phrase tu-ru-pet-ri-ja o-no recurs on Un01, preceded by ku-pi-ri-jo which is probably there a man’s name, Kuprios; hence a-ta-ro here may be one too.

Tu-ru-pet-ri-ja: a connexion with ἰβοῦττο seems obvious, though it is hard to interpret if the meaning is ‘crushing’.

O-no: Furumark (1954, p. 33) proposes to interpret as ὀνοσ despite the absence of digamma (*ροος) ’Einkaufspreis’. Carratelli (1954, p. 94) similarly ‘cost of demolition’? Palmer (1954b, p. 22) prefers ὀνος in the sense of ‘mill-stone’. In the latter case the significance of the commodities enumerated is obscure.

On the ideogram *t,46, perhaps some sort of textile, see p. 290.

42 = An17 [37]

1 o-za-mi- [ e-ne-ka
2 pa-ra-wo-wo [ ...]-jo
3 a-pi-no-ri- [ ] MEN 2
4 e-na-[po-ro ] 1
5 [ ]

This tablet is clearly related to 250 = Vn01 (p. 348), which is an account of a distribution of wine. The sense of the heading here is puzzling and no translation seems safe enough to print.

O-za-mi-[ : Ventris connects with θημικα ‘thus they are penalized’. The occupational name za-mi-jo (of uncertain meaning) might be better as this is a list of men; but o- at Pylos is normally followed by a verb.
pa-ra-te-wo: cf. 250 = Vn01. Possibly a man’s name. The next word is not [wo-no]-jo as the parallel might suggest. The list appears to consist of place-names in the locative.

An29 is unique among the Pylos ‘man’ tablets in that its second paragraph lists not men but the symbols ‘ze 1’ which normally indicate ‘one pair’. Webster has drawn our attention to the close parallel shown by Sn01, in which the entries also count ‘one pair’; where the paragraphs are similarly introduced by o-da-a₂; and where the ktoinan ekhontes of line 12 can be taken as a direct antithesis to the aktoinoi of An29.9 (cf. talasion ekhontes/at-balasioi on 253 = Jn01, etc.). The two tablets have here been printed together on the assumption that they belong to a single set; they are similar in size and are in the same hand.

The first paragraph of Sn01 would appear to introduce the set, since its individuals are important enough to be described as ?ba]siléuyontē and classified as mo-ro-pa₂ and ko-re-te (‘mayor of a village’?). This paragraph evidently covers much the same territory as 258 = Kn01, a list of contributions of gold, where the men’s names Luros, Poikiloqus, Psolion and the place-names I-te-re-wa and Ti-mi-ti-ja recur (also a-to-mo).

The second paragraph of Sn01 and the two sections of An29 (here lettered as § 3 and § 4, admittedly without any certain justification) then seem to record members of successively lower classes in the hierarchy. § 2 embraces the class of ‘ktoina-holders’ or telestai; § 3 lists a class of men who are evidently particularly involved in the ‘military tablets’, since the names Ne-wo-ki-to, Ro-u-ko, A-e-ri-go-ta and Ai-ko-ta recur there (59 = An656, 57 = An43, 56 = An657, 56 = An657); and finally § 4 refers to the men ‘without a ktoina’. Other names common both to this set and to the ‘military tablets’ are Klumenos (§ 1 and 58 = An654), Ke-ki-jo (§ 4 and 56 = An657) and possibly Eruthras (§ 1 and 58 = An654).

The identity of the object which is counted in pairs is not hinted at, and is hard to guess (horses?). More puzzling still is the ideogram I, of which Sn01 shows a subsidiary accounting and which has earned Sn01 its isolated position in Bennett’s classification. This is found twice at Knossos, but not in helpful contexts: G 464 records the o-pe-ro of two places, which is not less than I 4 and 3156 litres of barley in one case, and not less than I 4 and 1800 litres of barley in the other. The other Knossos tablet, G 519, is only a fragment, but mentions kaphaires and apudiesis. All that can be deduced from the Pylos tablet is that it is counted in multiples of three, and is the object or product of the verb a-ke-re-se; it does not occur where this verb is absent or negativated, although the item ‘one pair’ is common to all the entries except two. The enigmatic ideogram will be shown as x in transcription and translation.
§ 1 Those functioning as basilēves [contribute as follows?]:
[So-and-so] the share-holder this year took as follows: one pair, three x.
Kα-do-wo the share-holder did not take: one pair.
Luros the share-holder did not take: one pair.
Klumenos the share-holder, mayor of Ι-τε-ρε-ω, this year took as follows: six x.
Perimos the mayor of Θιμιστία this year took as follows: one pair, three x.
The son of Perimedes took... of Psolion, this year he took as follows: twelve x.
Poikiloq's the...: one pair.

§ 2 And the holders of land as follows:
Etawoneus this year took as follows: one pair, six x.
A-qi-zo-we this year took as follows: one pair, x x.
Ne-ge-u son of Etewoklewes this year took as follows: one pair, x x.
Me-wi Eruthras at Metapa of Κί-ε-ω this year took as follows: one pair, x x.

In line 1, Bennett suggests the restoration [pa2]-si-re-wi-jo-te = basilēwontes. It is in any case likely that this fragmentary word is the nom. masc. plur. of a present participle of a verb in -eω (Eleon -eω), thereby confirming Brugmann's proposed derivation from *-ηριο (Schwyzer, Gram. 1, p. 728 n. 1).
mo-ro-pa2: mo(θ)ro-ppas 'possessor of a share or portion'; evidently a high ranking title.
to-to we-to: despite the phonological difficulties this must be τόω (=τούτο) wetao;
contrast hateron wetao on PY 178 = Ma13.
o-a-ke-re-se: that this contains a separable o- is proved by lines 3, 4 and 7: hο agrēse.
The sense in which the verb is used cannot be guessed without a knowledge of the meaning of the ideograms. A future agrēsei is also possible.
i-*65: Ventris suggests a comparison with ḫwš; but it is not yet possible to give a certain value to this sign.

te-ra-ni-ja: is this perhaps the word represented by the ideogram x? ‘Thus he took the te-ra-ni-ja of Psolion’? Or a place-name?

e-qa a-to-mo: cf. e-qa-e-a o a-to-mo KN V 56. Mühlestein has suggested that i-qa a-to-mo-i on 91 = Fn02 is an alternative spelling (though the trades there seem to be much more humble), and reads eq=tain/iq=jas arthnas, ‘chariot joiner’ (cf. i-qi-ja on 266 = Sd0401, etc.): this appears extremely doubtful.

o-da-a₂ ko-to-na e-ko-te: Andrews understands the word o-da-a₂ as a verb, Furumark (1954, p. 38) as a substantive ‘Anteil’; he translates the heading to § 3 as ‘Leute, die schuldig sind, Anteile zu liefern’, and to § 4 as ‘Folgende landlose Leute... Anteile’. But its position as first word in its clause, and the fact that it often parallels a verbal prefix o- elsewhere on the same tablet, make it virtually certain that it is an introductory particle, probably an expanded form of o-.

to-to to-to-we-to: dittography.

e-ru-ta-ra: to understand a feminine name here (‘Me-wi the red’?) conflicts with the exclusively masculine character of the rest of the list. ‘Eruthras the younger’ (for me-wi-jo?).

ki-e-wo: gen. of Kī-e-u 55 = An724? His position in the syntax is obscure, but perhaps parallel to Psolionos in line 7.

44 = An29 [218]

1  o-da-a₂ a-na-ke-e o-pe-ro-te [ ? ]
2  ri-so-toa i-je-re-u [ ] MAN I
3  ne-wo-ki-to i-je-re-u da-i-ja-ke-re-u MAN I
4  [ro]-u-ko ku-sa-me-ni-jo me-ta-pa MAN I
5  a-e-ri-qo-la [ ] o-wi-to-no MAN I
6  ai-ko-ta a-da-ra-[ti-jo?] MAN I
vacant 2

9  o-da-a₂ e-ko-jo-to a-ko-to-no
10  pa-ku-ro₂ de-wi-jo ZE I
11  [? a]-ka-re-u e-ko-me-na-ta-o ai₁-te ZE I
12  [ ] ke-ki-jo ZE I
13  [? pi]-me-ta po-ru-da-si-jo ZE I
14  [ ] me-nu-a₂ ZE I
15  ma-ra-te-u a-pu-ka ZE I
16  [ ]-qo-te-wo i-*65 ZE I

Reverse:

di-we-si-pu-u-ti-mi-to-qo-[ ]

§ 3 And those who are obliged to bring (men?), as follows:
Ri-so-wa the priest...: one man.
Ne-wo-ki-to the priest, the divider of lands: one man.
Ro-u-ko the son of Kusamenos at Metapa: one man.
Aeriqhoitas... at O-wi-to-no?: one man.
Ai-ko-ta son of Adrastos: one man.

§ 4 And those without land are included as follows:
Pa-ku-ro₂...: one pair,
etc.
a-na-ke-e: anageen ‘bring, contribute’. There does not seem to be room in the damaged portion at the end of the line for an explicit object to the verb, but εγώ demands that it should be a person or an animal. It is not clear whether the man ideograms in lines 2–6 refer to Aeriqhoitas, etc., or merely to unnamed men that they have supplied. The analogy of the other paragraphs favours the latter.
a-po-ro-te: ephélontes.
da-i-ja-ke-re-u: this may also be a place-name (like Me-ta-pa, etc. in succeeding lines. Cf. O-re-mo-a-ke-re-u, Pu₂?-ra₂-a-ke-re-u.
e-ke-jo-to: possibly the 3rd plural present of εγώσας; see Vocabulary, p. 392.
aï₂?-te: cf. ai-te-re, name of an occupation on KN 48 = B 101.
ma-ra-te-u: perhaps a title rather than a name; cf. 56 = An657, 195 = Na67.
a-pu-ka: cf. a-pu₂?-ka 59 = An656, a-pu₂?-ka-ne 56 = An657. Apparently a place-name.
i-65 with a name in the genitive: cf. 43 = Sn01.7.

The following badly damaged tablet is interesting for its reference to large numbers of men in various occupations, and to areas of land expressed by the abbreviation DA (see p. 242).

45 = An830

3 lines illegible

4 ma-ra-ri-sa [ ]
vacat
6 a-te-re-wi-ja e-o ko-re-te-ri-jo ke-ke-me-no DA 30[ vacat
8 e-sa-re-wi-ja po-ro-ni-ja te-u-po-ro-[?] [DA nn]
9 [ ]-no DA 50
10 [ ] MEŇ 18
11 [ qo]-u-ko-ro ra-wa-ra-ti-jä MEN 66
12 o-pi-da-mi-jo pi-*82 qo-[u-ko]-ro MEŇ 69
13 a₂-ki-ja qo-u-ko-ro MEN 60[ ]

A-te-re-wi-ja: a place-name; derivative of 'Aπρεῖος?
e-o: the masc. or neut. participle is surprising unless A-te-re-wi-ja is a masculine a-stem: ‘which is common land belonging to the ko-re-te’? Bennett reads e-so.
DA: in view of 114 = En02 probably a unit of superficial area.

e-sa-re-wi-ja: a derivative of the title e-sa-re-u, apparently functioning as a place-name:
'the settlement of the e.' Bennett reads ro-ro-ni-ja for pa-ro-ni-ja.

Lines 11–13 record g'youkoloi 'cowherds' at three places; those at Pi-*82 are described as opidâmôi 'local inhabitants'? a_{4}-ki-ja is not mentioned elsewhere.

10. WORK GROUPS OF MEN AT MYCENAE

One of the few tablets found at Mycenae seems to fall into this class of tablets dealing with occupational groups. It is a mere list of names, with the trade-name as a separate entry at the bottom.

46 = Au102 (see frontispiece)

1 wa-ra-pi-si-ro i-jo-qe MEN 2
2 na-su-lo MAN 1
3 te-ra-wu ka-ri-se-u-qe MEN 2
4 e-ke-ne e-u-po-ro-qe MEN 2
5 *85-ja-to ko-no-pu_{2}^{*}-du-ro-qe MEN 2
6 ke-re-no MEN 2
7 wa-a_{2}-ta de-u-ki-jo-qe MEN 2
8 mo-i-da MAN 1
9 o-ri-ko MEN 3
vacant 4

14 a-to-po-qo [ ]

Where there are two names the second is linked with -q^e. The numerals in lines 6 and 9 are puzzling if these are men's names.

ke-re-no: Gerônos? recurs in PY Cn12.
a-to-po-qo: arthetaqêoi = ἀρτόδοκοι: the lacuna may have contained the summation MEN 17. If so seventeen bakers seems a large number to figure in a tablet from a private house.

11. LISTS OF MIXED TRADESMEN AT KNOSSOS

These usually record a place-name followed by numbers of men analysed by trades.

47 = Am826 (K lix)
a-pa-ta-wa-jo / te-re-ta MEN 45[ te-ko-to-ne MEN 5

Men of Aptara: forty-five (or more) sief-holders, five carpenters.
12. LISTS OF MIXED TRADESMEN AT PYLOS

These are similar to the parallel group at Knossos though longer and more detailed. The documentation of the workers was obviously more highly organized at Pylos. The full significance of many of the occupational terms cannot now be grasped, even when they are etymologically clear.

49 = An07 [427]

1 a-pu₂-we  da-ko-ro  men 5  e-ri-no-wo-[te ]
2 pa-ko  me-ri-du-ma-te  men 5 [a]  a-ke-re-[iva]
3 a-to-po-go  men 2  pi-pu-te  pu-ka-wo  men 3 [ ]

At Aipu five temple-servants; at E-ri-no-wo...; at Pa-ko five...; at A-ke-re-wo... two bakers; at Pi-pu three fire-kindlers...

a-pu₂-we: a place-name in the dative; perhaps = Atlub (Il. ii, 592)?
da-ko-ro: dakoroi = ἀξιόροι?
e-ri-no-wo-[te]: cf. PY Na51, Cn09, etc.
me-ri-du-ma-te: one of the compounds of du-ma: see Vocabulary.
pu-ka-wo: purkawoi, cf. πυρκασώς, etc.

50 = An18 [39]

1 pu-ka-wo +  men 16
2 me-ri-du-ma-te  men 10 +
3 mi-ka-ta +  men 3
4 o-pi-te-uk-e-we  men 4 +
5 e-to-wo-ko +  men 5
6 ka-sa-to +  man
LISTS OF PERSONNEL

7 pu-ka-wo + MEN 23
8 me-ri-da-ma-te MEN 6
9 [o-πi]-te-u-ke-e-we MEN 5 +
10 [mi-ka]-ta MEN 6 +
11 [e-to]-wo-ko MEN 3 a-to-po-qo MEN 3

REVERSE:
1 po-ru-da-ma-te MEN 4
vacat
3 pa-ra-te MAN
4 pu-ko-ro MAN
5 a-ko-so-la MAN
6 pi-ri-ja-me-ja MAN
7 e-ri-ja-u-si-jo MAN
8 pte-jo-ři MAN qa-ta-qo [ ]
9 a-qa MAN te-o-po-[]
vacant 2

Sixteen fire-kindlers, ten me-ri-du-ma-te, three mi-ka-ta, four riggers, five armourers; Xanthes.
Twenty-three fire-kindlers, six me-ri-da-ma-te, five riggers, six mi-ka-ta, three armourers, three bakers.
Four po-ru-da-ma-te.
For Pallas, Purkolos, Axotas, Priameias, Eniausios, Pte-jo-ri, Qo-ta-qo (?), Anthas, Theopo(mpos?).

The obverse falls into two sections (1–6, 7–11) which are in different hands; the second writer also wrote the reverse. Almost all the entries are accompanied by a checkmark (+). The reverse consists, after the first line, of a list of individuals entered by name in the dative case.

me-ri-du-ma-te: see Vocabulary s.v. du-ma; in line 8 spelt with -da- for -du-.
mi-ka-ta: miktaí 'mixers'?
o-πi-te-u-ke-e-we: opiteukheēves, derivative of τευχος, but in what sense?
ka-so-to: the attempt of Meriggi (1954, p. 33) and Carratelli (1954, p. 92) to read this as a common noun *santos = ξύντωσ is rendered unlikely by the absence of a numeral with the ideogram; cf. the list of names on the reverse. The mixing of names and occupations in a single list can be paralleled, e.g. An15.
a-ko-so-ta: Axotas or Arxotas is an important man at Pylos; cf. 154 = Eq01, 103 = Un08, 249 = Va02.
qo-ta-qo: only elsewhere on Na24, where it is probably a place-name; as the ideogram is missing this cannot be excluded here.

181
51 = An20 [18]

1 e-re-u-te-ri-
2 te-ko-to-na-pe  MAN [1
3 i-na-ni-ja  MAN I [ ] MAN [ ]
4 re-si-we-i  [MAN] I a-se-e  MAN I
vacat
5 te-re-ne-we  to-ko-do-mo-a-pe-o  MAN I
6 i-na-ne  MAN I  te-ko-to-na-pe  I
vacat
7 qo-u-ko-ro / ti-no  MEN 90
vacat
8 pa-ki-ja-si  to-so  te-ko-to-ne / [ti]-no
9 MEN 254[

The heading is again fragmentary and little is clear except that we are told of some missing carpenters and cowherds. The numbers are surprisingly large. Reference to men and women who are 'missing' is also made on 37=B 823, 55=An724, Ap633, An33; similar annotation to miscellaneous lists of craftsmen is seen in the Ur tablets (e.g. Legrain, 1947, no. 1486): 'Sculptor, goldsmiths (one missing, two at the smithy), . . . Ibi-Adad the bow-maker, two smiths (one missing): those of the scale-control. Goldsmiths, fullers, hired tailor, caulkers, two rope-makers (one ill): those in the workshop.'

e-re-u-te-ri-: dat. of e-re-u-te-re PY 76 = Cn22? or eleutheri(oi)?

te-ko-to-na-pe: the comparison of te-ko-to a-pe PY An24 shows convincingly that this is a rare case of sandhi, the final -n of tektōn coalescing with the initial vowel of the following word. This confirms our supposition that the final consonants were not lost in speech. The meaning of the second word is not plain, but in view of a-pe-o in line 6 is probably a-pez imperfect of ἄρμαν 'was absent'.

i-na-ni-ja: a place-name, cf. PY Ae01, Ae02; the simpler form i-na-ne in line 7.

to-ko-do-mo-a-pe-o: possibly a place-name in the dative; cf. te-re-ne-wi-ja An852, a fragment which is clearly similar to this tablet.

ti-no: perhaps thinos 'of the coast'. Not to be compared with Cret. θίνος (cf. Carratelli, 1954, p. 216) < θίνος. The reading is very uncertain.

pa-ki-ja-si: dat. -ansi (cf. pa-ki-ja-ne Xc01) of a variant form of the place-name pa-ki-ja-na.

52 = An26 [207]

about 3 lines missing

[ ]  MEN 10

[ ]  pi-ri-te-te-re  MEN 2

[?]  re-ko-ta]-ne  a-de-te-re  MEN 2

re-ka-[ta]-ne  ke-ra-me-ve  MEN 2

182
A list of tradesmen prefixed by what appear to be ethnic adjectives; very few of these are recorded elsewhere. Some seem to be place-names rather than adjectives. *a-pi-no-e-wi-jo* are mentioned in PY 184 = Nn01, etc.; *ko-ri-si-jo* is probably Korinsioi from *ko-ri-to* Korinthos, PY Ad07; *wa-a₂-te-we* is to be connected with *wa-a₂-te-pi* PY Na19.

*pi-ri-je-te-re*: the singular *pi-ri-je-te* is found on the Knossos sword tablets, which suggests a connexion with *ππλο*: *priètre* 'cutlers'?

*a-de-te-re*: singular PY Eq887. Perhaps *an-de-tèré* 'binders'.

*keramètê*: 'potters'.

*da-ko-ro*: see on 49 = An07.

*po-ku-ta*: *pos-khutai* 'wine-pourers'?

*ku-ru-so-wo-ko*: *khru-soworgoi* 'goldsmiths'.

*to-ko-so-wo-ko*: *toxoworgoi* 'bow-makers'.

*ra-pè-re*: *raptérès* 'tailors'; the word has no digamma, see Vocabulary, p. 497.

13. ROWERS AND TROOPS AT PYLOS

The following group of tablets falls into two parts: one naval, one military. The subject-matter of the naval tablets is indicated by the word 'rowers' which appears in the first line of all three. The first is a list of the numbers of rowers to be provided by various towns for an expedition to Pleuron. The second is probably somewhat similar, but the heading is almost all lost, and the numerals are much larger; in all 443 men are recorded, and some numbers are obviously missing in the lacuna at the right-hand edge. These numbers make it certain that we are not here concerned with a peaceful mercantile venture, but a naval operation; and it would be unlikely that the business of trade would be thus organized by a central authority. It is possible that the thirty men specified in 53 = An12 is the complement of a Mycenaean ship; but the evidence of Homer suggests a figure of fifty oarsmen per ship (G. Thomson,
1949, p. 423), so thirty may be only part of the complement or for a smaller ship. The second tablet then appears to allow for at least nine ships. Even so this is a small figure compared with the ninety which Nestor took to Troy. The third tablet is more enigmatic, for despite Bennett's join with a new fragment there are irritating lacunae; the heading speaks clearly of 'rowers who are absent' (without leave?). Until more of the linguistic problems are solved we must be cautious in theorizing about the significance of this document.

The second group of tablets are distinguished by the word o-ka. Only one of these (57 = An43) was known from the 1939 finds; even so several people, including Palmer (1955, p. 20) and Mühlestein (1954), had suggested that this was a military document, since it associated large numbers of men with place-names. Mühlestein's suggestion that a variant form of the man ideogram on these tablets meant 'armed man' is unfounded; it can be shown to be due merely to a difference of handwriting. Palmer interpreted the tablet as a record of troop movements to guard against a threatened invasion from the north—a threat which the destruction of Pylos shows to have been unsuccessfully countered. Mühlestein goes further in identifying some of the places mentioned with historical place-names scattered over the west, north and centre of the Peloponnese; if right this would imply a vast dominion stretching almost to the gates of Mycenae. But would such a kingdom have been controlled from a remote spot in the far south-west? There is no evidence in tradition for such a large kingdom, and it is at variance with the Catalogue of Ships, not that we can expect a close coincidence. More serious is the objection raised by one of the new tablets (56 = An657), which has a heading preceding the recurrent formula and may therefore have introduced the whole series. This heading informs us that these are dispositions to guard the coastal regions. We must therefore reject any interpretations which involve places far distant from the sea.

Tradition and dialect evidence suggest that the Mycenaean kingdoms fell before invaders coming from the north-west; and there are reasons for thinking that Pylos was especially concerned with the coastal area to the north. The identification of U-ru-pi-ja-jo with *Ολυμπία and of O-ru-ma-si-jo with *Ερύμολος has independently suggested to several minds that we have a reference to the general area of Elis. The two references to Pleuron are interesting as suggesting, not that Pleuron was in the orbit of Pylos, but that there was an alliance with an Aetolian kingdom; which would be natural enough if the danger came from the north-west. But 0-ka-ra₂ can hardly be the Aetolian Ολυσσωλί; it is very dangerous to press the evidence of place-names (see p. 139). Pylos may have been desperately engaged in an attempt to organize the defence of the whole
west coast—an impossible task without immense resources, and the resultant splitting of forces may have been responsible for her defeat.

A curious fact which Palmer and Mühlstein have both emphasized is the connexion between 57 = An43 and 76 = Cn22. Several of the place-names recur, including the pair o-ka-raq a₂-ra-tu-(w)a, and the phrase pi-ru-te ku-re-we (another pair of place-names according to Palmer). 76 = Cn22 is a list of oxen, and will be discussed in the next chapter. Palmer has attempted to bring the two into close connexion by supposing a religious motive for the distribution of cattle—sacrificial animals to ensure divine favour in the threatened sectors. The clue to this puzzle is the heading of the cattle tablet, on which there is unfortunately still no agreement.

The repeating pattern of the military tablets is plain, though the meaning of some of the key words is not. It begins with a man's name in the genitive followed by o-ka. This is most satisfactorily explained as orkhā = ὑγρη, presumably in the sense of 'command'; cf. ὑγρηος. P. von der Mühl suggests orkhā = ὑγρης 'Reihe, Zug' (Mühlstein, 1955, Nachtrag). Then we have a list of from three to seven names in the nominative, presumably the subordinate commanders. The pattern continues with varied phrases including two trade-names ke-ki-de and ku-re-we (some kind of troops?) accompanied by place-names or ethnicns, and followed by ἐν and a numeral. Palmer appositely quotes:

επτ' ἔσων Ἡγεμόνες φυλάκων, ἐκατόν δὲ ἐκάστῳ
κοῦροι ἀμα στείχοι...

(Il. ix, 85-6)

The final item is the formula me-ta-qe pe-i e-qe-ta followed by a name. The last word was at first thought to be a verb, but it now appears likely that the middle termination is -toι not -tai (see p. 87); it must therefore be the noun heqetās (= ἐπετας) used as a title. The name is usually accompanied by a patronymic adjective, a rare distinction which Palmer is probably right in supposing to prove the high rank of the heqetās.

53 = An12 [1]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
1 & e-re-ta pe-re-u-ro-na-de | i-jo-te \\
2 & ro-o-wa MEN 8 \\
3 & ri-jo MEN 5 \\
4 & po-ra-pi MEN 4 \\
5 & te-la-ra-ne MEN 6 \\
6 & a-po-ne-we MEN 7 \\
\end{array}
\]

vacant 2
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Rowers to go to Pleuron: eight from Ro-ν-ων, five from Rhion, four from Po-ρα-, six from Te-ta-ra-ne, seven from A-po-ne-we.

eretai Pleuronade iantes: possibly the Homeric Pleuron in Aetolia (II. π, 639+), but there is no evidence to support a positive identification. All the towns from which the rowers come are mentioned elsewhere, but none are satisfactorily interpreted except Ri-jo=Rhion, a common place-name, which is associated with Asine in Messenia.

Po-ra-πi: presumably an instrumental plural serving as locative: Phorophi (Φοροφί)? Carratelli (1954, p. 226) = Σπορά(δ)φι.

Te-ta-ra-ne: hardly Τερπάνη as suggested by Carratelli as it must be dative.

54 = An19 [610]

1 [ ]-ne e-re-ta MEN 46 [ ]
2 [ ]-e ki-ti-ta MEN 19 [ ]
3 [ ]-ta MEN 36 [ ]
4 [ ]-ki-ti-ta MEN 3 [ ]
5 me-ta-ki-ti-ta MEN 31 me-ta-[ ]
6 e-wi-ri-po MEN 9 po-si-ke-te-re [ ]
7 a-ke-re-ωa MEN 25 wo-ge-we [ ]
8 ri-jo MEN 24 wi-nu-ri-jo [ ]
9 te-ta-ra-ne MEN 31 me-ta-[ ]
10 a-po-ne-we MEN 37 me-ta-[ ]
11 ma-ra-ne-ν-ωe MEN 40 po-ti-ja-ke-e MEN 6
12 [za]-ku-si-jo MEN 8 za-e-to-ρο MEN 3
13 da-mi-mi-jo MEN 40 e-ke-ra-κ-wo-no MEN 40
14 we-da-ne-wo MEN 20 ko-ni-jo 126 me-ta-ki-ti-ta MEN 26
15 po-κu-ta MEN 10 we-re-κa-ra-(τa) te-pa-κa-te-qtq MEN 20

vacant 5

ki-ti-ta: ktitai 'settlers', metaktitai 'new residents, metics'? In view of the association with ktimena the terms probably have a special feudal meaning.

E-wi-ri-po: place-name, Euripos; A-ke-re-ωa, Ri-jo, Te-ta-ra-ne, A-po-ne-we, and Ma-ra-ne-ν-ωe are all also place-names; cf. 53 = An12.

po-si-ke-te-re: pos-ικετερες 'suppliers, refugees'?

wo-ge-we: cf. 55 = An724; perhaps a place-name.

wi-nu-ri-jo: place-name or ethnic?

me-ta-[ : metaktitai or Metafai?

po-ti-ja-ke-e: place-name; cf. Ti-mi-to a-ke-e.

[za]-ku-si-jo: cf. za-κu-σι-ζο PY 286 = Sa787 and man's name Za-κu-σi-ζo MY Oel122; = Ζακουσιος (of Zakunthos).

da-mi-mi-jo: a place-name, common on the D tablets from Knossos, but only found elsewhere at Pylos in the form da-mi-mi-ja 14 = Ad697.

E-ke-ra-κ-wo-no, We-da-ne-wo: the entries so far have been either place-names, ethnic
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adjectives or descriptive titles; here we pass abruptly to the genitive of men’s names. Ekhelawôn and We-da-ne-u are obviously men of importance if they can produce forty and twenty men respectively; Bennett reads the latter figure too as forty; see further pp. 265 and 279.

ko-ni-jo: in view of the absence of the ideogram Ventris proposes skhoinioi ‘ropes’ (see Vocabulary); but the dropping of the ideogram may be due to lack of space.

we-re-ka-ra-{ta}: cf. PY An08.

55 = An724 (=An32 joined)

1  ro-o-wa e-re-ta a-pe-o-te
2  me-nu-wa a-pe-e-ke a-re-sa-ni-e
3  o-pi-ke-ri-jo-de ki-ti-ta o-pe-ro-ta [e]
4  e-re-e MAN 1
5  e-ke-ra₂-wo-ne a-pe-e-ke a₂-ri-e [MAN 1]
6  o-pe-ro-te e-re-e MEN 5
7  ra-wa-ke-ta a-pe-e-[ke] -e MAN [NN]
8  ta-ti-uo-ue-u o-[ ...] -ge-[ ...] MAN 1
9  a-ke-re-wa ki-e-u o-pe-[ ]-e a-ri-ja-to
10  ki-ti-ta MAN 1 o-ro-ti-jo di-go a-[ ...]
11  o-pe-ro [ ...] e-ko-si-ge e-ge-ta ka-ma
12  e-to-ni-jo e-nuwa-ri-jo MAN 1
13  wo-ge-we [e]-go-te ru-ki-ja a-ko-wo MAN [NN]
14  ri-jo o-no e-wo-te MEN IO[

No translation is attempted in view of the numerous problems. The general sense is plain: there are rowers missing, and certain places and lords are responsible; but it does not seem possible to offer an easy solution to the question why they are missing —absent without leave?—or what is being done about it.

Ro-o-wa: obviously an important coastal town; it provides eight of the thirty men for Pleuron (53 = An12); it is the seat of a coastal command (57 = An43). As the Lawagetas and other important people such as Ekhelawon are associated with it here, it may well be the port of Pylos itself.

Me-nu-wa: a man’s name found in the form Me-nu-a₂ 44 = An29; =Μινυές? In view of E-ke-ra₂-wo-ne all the three nouns preceding a-pe-e-ke are presumably datives. This suggests that a-pe-e-ke is an impersonal verb and a-re-sa-ni-e and a₂-ri-e are infinitives following it. Satisfactory interpretations are lacking. a-pe-e-ke fits well as apeke (ἁπὲκε), though this is not used impersonally. But there are other possibilities: ap-o-khe (ἁπὸκχε) or amphi-ekei (=ἀμφίκεϊ; cf. a-pi-e-ke PY 97 = Un03). The sense of a-re-sa-ni-e and a₂-ri-e cannot be deduced from the context; Ventris compares the latter with a₂-ri-sa PY 154 = Eq01.

o-pi-ke-ri-jo-de: only found again, without the -de suffix, in a very fragmentary context PY An35, which is possibly another list of rowers. The final -de might be enclitic ‘but’ or the suffix of motion towards. If the former, Ventris suggests opikhèion
=διποσείροιον (cf. Od. xv, 448); if the latter, Chadwick proposes a place-name Opiškerion, cf. διποσείρω, Σχείρη.

ki-ti-ta: probably ktitān ophēlonta.

e-re-e: Ventris: heleei ‘he will take’ (but the future εκδότα is only found at a late date).

Chadwick: ereen infinitive of *ἐροο, root verb later replaced by ἐπέσω; ‘a settler who is under obligation to serve as a rower’. For ophēlōn + infin. cf. [a]phēlōn-q̣e teleaen Eb39. In any case this word is probably not the same as e-re-e 258 = Kn01, where it appears to be dative of a place-name, probably Helos.

o-pe-ro-te: presumably plural ophēlontes in view of the numeral 5; but this cannot be reconciled with the accusative in line 3.

ra-wa-ke-ta: läwāgetai ‘the leader of the army’. The lacuna might contain [a-re-sa-ni]-e or [a-pe-ro-ta e-re]-e.

Ta-ri-ta-wu: a man’s name, recurring as one of the commanders on the military tablets (58 = An654); Stāngoweus?

A-ke-re-wa: a new section must begin here with the change of scene.

Ki-e-u: apparently a man’s name; cf. 43 = Sn01.

o-pe-[: ophēlōn (or -lanta) eren?

a-ri-ta-to: 3rd sing. middle of a-re-e?

o-ro-ti-d-Ω: the latter may be a man’s name at Knossos Dl 930.

e-ko-si-q̣e: ekhōn-q̣e heq̣etai khamās q̣etoq̣ion ‘and the followers have the freehold of the holding’. The vocabulary here is that found on the land ownership tablets; see pp. 253, 261. The connecting link must be the holding of land in return for feudal service.


wo-ge-wo: cf. 54 = An19.

e-ge-te: heq̣entes with active inflexion = ἐπόμενοι?

a-ko-wo: hardly akorieos (Homer. &kappa;poq̣o)q̣).

Ri-jọ: another change of scene.

o-no: cf. 41 = An14, but this may be a different word. The phrase probably recurs on An35 edge.

56 = An657

1 o-wo-ta o-pi-a-ra e-pi-kwo
2 ma-re-ta o-ka o-wi-to-no
3 a-pe-ta-ta o-te-ta e-te-ta ko-ki-jo
4 su-te-to-ti-jo o-wo-ti-ti-jo o-ka-raa Mān 50
5 vacat
6 no-da-wa-ta-o o-ka e-ke-mé-de
7 a-pi-je-ta mā-ri-te-u ta-ni-ko
8 a-2-ru-ta-wo ke-ki-de ku-pa-ri-ti-si yo Mān 20
9 vacat
10 ai-ta-re-u-si ku-pa-ri-ti-si yo ke-ki-de Mān 10
me-ta-ge pe-i e-ke-ta ke-ki-jo
a-e-ri-go-ta e-ra-po ri-me-ne
o-ka-ra o-wi-to-no men 30 ke-ki-de-ge a-pu₂-ka-ne
men 20 me-ta-ge pe-i a-i-ko-ta e-ke-ta

Thus the watchers are guarding the coast.

§ 1 Command of Maleus at O-wi-to-no: Amplitawon, Orestas, Etewas, Kokkion.

Fifty su-we-ro-wi-jo men of O-wi-to-no at Oikhalia.

§ 2 Command of Nedwatas: Ekhemedes, Amphie-ta the ma-ra-te-u, Ta-ni-ko.

Twenty Kuparessian ke-ki-de men at A-ru-wo-te,
ten Kuparessian ke-ki-de men at Aithalewes,
(and with them the Follower Kerkios).

Aeriqʰhoitas, Elaphos, Ri-me-ne.

Thirty men from Oikhalia to O-wi-to-no,
and twenty ke-ki-de men from A-pu-ka,
(and with them the Follower Ai-ko-ta).

The section numbers here and in succeeding tablets are inserted merely for ease of reference.

O-u-ru-to: the negative ou makes no sense here. It is more likely that u-ru-to represents
a verb beginning ur- (so written because there is no sign for wi), and o- is the usual
prefix. Probably therefore an athematic 3rd plur. present indic. hō wruntei (cf.
ῥύσθαι).

oph(h)ala: 'the coastal regions', cf. τὰ ἐπιθαλάσσια.
epikowoi: cf. the man's name Pu-ka-wo = Purkowos, Delph. Πυρκώοι. It will mean
'watchers, look-outs'. Not = ἐπίκουροι 'allies'; see Vocabulary, p. 392.
O-wi-to-no: clearly a place-name with medial -t(h)n-; cf. the adjective O-wi-ti-ni-jo.
su-we-ro-wi-jo: it is not clear where the list of names ends; this word may be a name or
go with what follows.

O-ka-ra: cf. O-ka-ra in line 13. Possibly Oikhalia (so Palmer), on the Messenian-
Arcadian frontier, the later Andania or Karnasion; but this seems far removed from
the sea. Alternatively the town in Aetolia, though this too is not on the coast.
ma-ra-te-u: cf. ma-ra-te-we PY 195 = Na67; apparently a title or occupational name
rather than a personal name.

A₂-ru-wo-te: probably a place-name in the dative; not 'Ἀλώς in Arcadia?
ke-ki-de: possibly a description of some sort of troops.
Kuparissi: from Κυπαρίσσια (cf. Κυπαρισσίες, II. ii, 593).
Aithalewes: dative of ethnic used as place-name?
pe-i: sphēis or sphē'i = σφης; cf. Arcad. σφης (dat. plur.).
§ 3 Command of Tros at Ro-o-wa: Ka-da-si-jo a share-holder, performing feudal service, Kriaios, Wastuaokhos, Mu-to-na.

110 men from Oikhalia to A-ra-tu-wa.

§ 4 Command of Ke-wo-no: ..., Tu-si-je-u, Pontaeus, ..., x men from Amphi-te-wa to Iwasos.

A-te-po, De-wi-jo, Komawens,
and thirty men...of Olympia and Erymanthus.
Fifty ku-re-we men from Pi-ru-,
(and with them the Follower Ro-u-ko son of Kusamenos).

Troés: a surprising name to find at Pylos.
wo-zo: worzōn, the verb has a technical sense as a feudal term, see p. 255.
A₄-ra-tu-wa: also spelt A₄-ra-tu-a 76 = Cn22, pointing to a glide. Mühlestein compares "Ἀραθύρρέα, Ἀραβρικ, old names of Phlius in the Argolid.
A-pi-te-wa I-wa-so: probably places not people; Palmer takes them as a pair of towns denoting a sector. Mühlestein identifies the latter with Ἰωνος on the Arcadian-Laconian border.
A-te-po De-wi-jo: Mühlestein = "Ἀρτίπος (or "Ἀντιφῶς) and Ἀθης.
Ulumptaioi: a form "Υλωμπος is mentioned as Aeolic for "Ολυμπος by a grammarian.
O-ru-ma-si-ja-jo: a derivative of *Orumiasi, itself derived from O-ru-ma-to 76 = Cn22 = "Ερῶμανθος? The form is explained as due to remote assimilation by Mühlestein.
LISTS OF PERSONNEL

The connexion of two geographical names from the same area seems to guarantee the interpretation; but even this may be illusory.

*Pi-ru-te* *ku-re-we*: cf. 76 = Cn22. The latter word seems to denote another kind of troops distinguished from *ke-ki-de*. The view of Palmer (1954b, p. 52) that it is a place-name is refuted by the next tablet.

*Ro-u-ko*: cf. 44 = An29.

58 = An654

1. ku-ru-me-no-jo o-ka pe-ri-te-u
2. wo-ne-wa a-ti-ja-wo e-ru-ta-ra
3. o-aia?-ta me-ta-pi-jo ke-ki-de
4. MEN 50
   vacat

6. u-pi-ja-ki-ri-jo ku-re-we MEN 60
7. me-ta-qi pe-i e-qi-e-ta
8. a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo e-te-wo-ke-re-we-
9. i-jo
   vacat

11. ta-ti-go-we-wo o-ka to-wa
12. po-ki-ro-go pe-ri-no de-u-ka-ri-io
13. ra-pe-do do-go-ro pe-ri-ra-wo
14. e-no-wa-ro to-so-de pe-di-je-we
15. wa-wo-u-de ke-ki-de MEN 10
16. u-ru-pi-ja-jo MEN 10 ku-re-we MEN 20
17. i-wa-so MEN 10
18. o-ka-raa MEN 10


Fifty...*ke-ki-de* men of Metapa,
sixty *ku-re-we* men of *U-pi-akron*,
(and with them the Follower Alektruo son of Etewoklewes).

§ 6 Command of *Statigoweus*: ..., Poikiloq's, Pelinos, Deukalion, *Ra-pe-do*,

The following numbers of plainsmen:

Ten *ke-ki-de* men of *Wa-wo-u*,
ten men of Olympia,
twenty *ku-re-we* men;
ten men at Iwasos,
ten men at Oikhalia.
Klumenioi: a Homeric name; he is described as *mo(i)roppas on 43 = Sn01. o-a_2?-ta: cf. 57 = An43.


Alektrón: another Homeric name, recurring on PY 167 = Es650. He is presumably the brother of *Ne-qe-u, another son of Eteocles mentioned on 43 = Sn01.

To-wa: a man or a place?

pediēwes: = πεδιεῖς; but ‘plainsmen’ seem odd; not ‘foot-soldiers’?

Wa-wo-u-de: analogy suggests that this is a place-name or ethnic; cf. *wa-wo-u-[ PY Xb02.


...ke-ki-de men of *Wa-ka-ti-ja;
(and with them the Follower Presgōnios son of Ares).

*Newo-ki-to borders:
Twenty men of Krokula;
(and with them the Follower Diwiesus).

§ 8 Command of Dwoios at *Ake-re-wa: A-ku-ni-jo, Perimedes, Puthias.
Twenty ke-ki-de men of *A-pu-ka at Po-rai;
(and with them the Follower Di-ko-na-ro son of Adrastos).
Ten young ke-ki-de men at U-wa-si;
(and with them a follower from Pleuron).
Fifty men of Krokula at A-ke-re-wa;
(and with them the Follower Ka-e-sa-menos of A-pu-ka).


Erikowos: (or -gowos, -kowôn) a ‘slave of the god’ in PY Ep02; here more likely the basileus of Jn845.

sa-pi-da: cf. sa-pi-de MY 105 = Ge602, PY Vn05; but the explanation ‘boxes’ proposed there makes no sense here. ke-ki-de is elsewhere followed by men and a numeral, sometimes with an ethnic adjective intervening.

wo-wi-ja: possibly worwoia = δηπά. Elsewhere apparently a second member of a place-name, the first part of which is a man’s name in the genitive; cf. Ko-ro-jo-wo-wi-ja PY Mn01, Ru-ke-wo-wo-wi-ja Na35.

Diwieu: here clearly a man’s name; cf. di-wo-je-we PY 76 = Cn22, where Palmer takes it as adjective with ereutères, ‘of Zeus’.

Dwoioio: ‘Double’.

A-pu2-ka-ne: plural of an ethnic, the singular of which recurs in A-pu2-ka line 20.

Pleuônios: ethnic or name? Elsewhere e-ge-ta precedes the name (except for 56 = An657.14), so the variation may be significant; cf. the mention of Pleuron in PY 53 = An12.

60 = An661

1. e-ki-no-jo o-ka e-o-te-u
2. a-ti-jo-pe i-da-i-jo e-se-re-a
3. e-na-po-jo i-wa-so MEN 70
4. [ ]-o-ri- [ ] MEN 30
5. ka-jo-do-ro ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo MEN [nn]
6. za-e-to-ro ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo MEN 20
7. me-ta-qj pe-i e-ge-ta wo-ro-tu-mi-ni-jj
vacat
8. e-ko-me-na-ta-o o-ka
9. ti-mi-to a-ke-i ma-ke-u ro-go-ta
10. a-ke-[ ]-u a-ke-wa-to
11. a2-ka-a2-ki-jo u-ru-pi-ja-jo
12. ne-do-wa-ta-te MEN 30 me-ta-qe pe-i e-ge-ta


Seventy men from E-na-po-ro to Iwasos,

thirty men...
x men of Krokula at Kharadros,
twenty men of Krokula at Za-e-to-ro;
(and with them the Follower Wo-ro-tu-mnios).

§ 10 Command of Erkhomenatas at Ti-mi-to-a-ke-i: Maleus, Re-qo-ta, A-ke—u,
Arkhevastos.

Thirty men of A-ka-akron and Olympia to Nedwon;
(and with them a follower).

A-ti-ro-qe: possibly complete as a name, connective -qe being unusual in these lists;
but A-ti-ro recurs at Knossos.

E-na-po-ro: interpreted as a common noun enarsphori by Debrunner and Von der Mühll
(Mühlestein, 1955 a, Nachtrage); but its identification as a place is guaranteed by its
inclusion in the tribute lists of the Na group (Na02, 184 = Nn01; cf. Vn04 where it
reappears in company with Kharadros); possibly a place named after the hero
Enarsphoros.

ti-mi-to a-ke-i, the common place-name, more usually spelt with a-ke-e. The reading
is doubtful; Bennett pi-[*82].


Nedwonta-de: accusative of Nēδων river of Eastern Messenia?
CHAPTER VII

LIVESTOCK AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE

This chapter must begin with a discussion of the ideograms for livestock which are set out below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Ideogram</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>ox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109^a</td>
<td>ox/bull</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109^b</td>
<td>cow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ox+si</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>sheep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106^a</td>
<td>ram</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106^b</td>
<td>ewe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sheep+ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>goat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107^a</td>
<td>he-goat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107^b</td>
<td>she-goat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>pig</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108^a</td>
<td>boar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108^b</td>
<td>sow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pig+si</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pig+ka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Kind of sheep?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>deer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>horse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>foal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The domestic animals of the tablets are four, if we exclude the deer which appears on only three tablets (PY Cn01, 868, 875). To these may be added the horse, which appears only in connexion with chariots, and is clearly used only for military purposes (see p. 379). The signs for the horse and the deer are self-evident; that for the pig is almost as clear, and was recognized by Evans (PM iv, p. 722). The identification of the other three signs has been much disputed. Evans, followed by Furumark and others, thought that the ox was a variant of the horse. Others, including Palmer (1954a, p. 67), have preferred the value ox (cf. Carratelli, 1954, p. 219). It is comparatively scarce; it occurs in pairs on a series of Knossos tablets (e.g. 83 = Ch902) and is qualified by the word wergatai (e.g. KN 84 = C 59, cf. βοῦς εργατής Archilochus, 39, etc.). The proof seems to lie in PY 76 = Cn22, where five of these animals are enumerated, the heading containing the word gò-ò; this is almost certainly a part of the word corresponding to βοῦς, the best suggestion.
being that of E. Risch (Mühlstein, 1955a, Nachtrag) that it is a scriptio plena for γαῖας (acc. plur.). It is also observable that the ideogram though stylized clearly shows a horn, and the meaning ox may be regarded as certain.

It would seem likely therefore that the remaining two signs should represent sheep and goats, and the problem becomes merely that of deciding which is which. Sheep are much more numerous than goats; and they are repeatedly associated with the sign wool, sometimes with nothing intervening (see p. 205). This in turn is associated with textiles (see p. 314), and the animal product most likely to be used in garments is wool. Goats' hair or goatskin is not impossible, but is obviously less likely to be a common commodity. Finally we may point to the apparent use of she-goat as the female of the agrimi (see p. 302). The use of sign *7$75 = w$ for a kind of sheep suggests an abbreviation of wetalon 'yearling'; it may also be used of goats, see p. 208.

Compound Signs

The question of the compound signs is only partially resolved. The signs indicating sex are certainly identified; the rest obscure. Those with two horizontal bars indicate male animals, those with a bifurcated stem females. Evans (PM, iv, p. 723) had already conjectured that these signs represented the sex and had correctly interpreted them; his interpretation was, however, attacked by Sundwall (1936, pp. 25–38), who reversed the sexes, taking ram for instance as 'cow'. The sexes were finally determined by Kober (1949, p. 398) who demonstrated that the word for 'total' now read as to-so, to-sa, showed grammatical inflexion, and that rams were counted with the same form as men, and ewes with the same form as women. The complication of a third gender, indistinguishable in this word from the feminine plural, does not vitiate the conclusion, since the neuter can be ruled out when it is a case of distinguishing between the two sexes. The undifferentiated forms of the livestock signs have been transcribed by the name of the species; but it is possible that these in fact indicate the young animals, and we should call them rather calf, lamb, etc. On the different forms of the horse sign see p. 210. 109, properly bull, is used also to denote the castrated, working ox.

The other compounds are less common and their meaning is unexplained. The syllabic sign si compounded with pig is specifically coupled with the word ἱδιας on PY 75 = Cn02. But this may be fortuitous, since the ox is also compounded with si, and these signs may well be taken over from Linear A; bull for instance figures in the tables of Carratelli (1945, p. 479). The sheep sign compounded with ta figures only on PY Cn09, Cn10, both of which have the introductory word ta-to-mo, perhaps stathmos.
ADJUNCTS

In addition to the compound signs, adjuncts written before the ideogram are frequently used (more often at Knossos than at Pylos). The following table shows which occur:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHEEP</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWE</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE-GOAT</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIG</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0 is certainly here as elsewhere an abbreviation of o-pe-ro (or the like) and means ‘lacking, deficient’. No entirely satisfactory explanations have yet been proposed for the remaining adjuncts. The analogy of the cuneiform tablets suggests the following distinctions for sheep, in addition to male/female:

- wool sheep / hair sheep / eating sheep
- grain-fed / grass-fed / fattened / milk-fed
- shorn / unshorn
- sheep / lamb

It would be an interesting, though perhaps unprofitable, game to look for Greek words which could be abbreviated by the phonetic symbols, and which would correspond to these distinctions. *pe* suggests *pekos* (=πόκος) or *pektos* ‘shorn’. *ne* and *pa* might be *newos* and *palaios* (cf. the adjuncts *ne* and *pa* applied to women, p. 163). *ki* might be connected with *χιλός* ‘green fodder’ (hardly κριός ‘ram’), *sa* with *σηκός* (Dor. σάκος) ‘fold’ or σήτες (Dor. σάτες) ‘this year’. But it must be emphasized that such guesses cannot be verified.

PURPOSE OF THE TABLETS

The livestock tablets from Knossos attracted a good deal of attention previous to the decipherment. Evans (PM, iv, p. 723) first called attention to the large numbers of cattle involved; but it was Sundwall (1936) who pointed out the curious fact that on most of the complete tablets the figures add up to 100 or a similar round number, including the deficit noted by 0. (For examples and a fuller discussion see p. 201.) The numbers at Pylos are not so obviously round figures, but the majority are multiples of ten, and of the remainder a fair number end in five. At Pylos, however, we do not have the check provided by the mathematics of the deficit.

It is on this fact that any theory of the transaction recorded must be based. They cannot be a simple census of flocks of sheep and other cattle, since a natural distribution would not show these round numbers, nor would this
explain the deficits. Real flocks too would hardly show the disproportion of rams to ewes which is evident. It follows then that these are allocations or contributions, and that performance in many cases falls short of the amount due. The high numbers of rams would not occur if these were allocations by the palace; but they would naturally occur if the owners were obliged to supply so many sheep annually. They would of course pick out the least useful members for the regeneration of the flock. We may therefore feel sure that those are right who have seen in these tablets a record of tribute imposed on his subjects by the overlord. Sundwall, regarding the cattle as oxen, suggested that these were 'hecatombs' of sacrificial animals. Although this explanation cannot be ruled out, the numbers seem far too large for this purpose. Several of the Knossos tablets which apparently give totals have figures in excess of 2000; one fragment contains the numeral 19,000. This would have been piety indeed. Even if the figures are regarded as tribute, they are large for an annual contribution. Evans was certainly right in setting down cattle-raising as one of the principal sources of wealth. It might be tempting to regard these sheep not as real animals, but merely as a token of exchange, as oxen are used as a standard of measurement in Homer; but imaginary sheep cannot be divided into rams and ewes, apart from the other subdivisions. Nor is there any evidence in the tablets of anything approaching currency. Every commodity is listed separately, and there is never any sign of equivalence between one unit and another.

The state of the Knossos tablets and the fact that some of them appear to record the totals make it very difficult to arrive at any firm conclusions on the numbers mentioned. There are too a considerable number among the newly published fragments. The much smaller number of tablets involved at Pylos make the census easier. Even so it must be remembered that our collection of tablets is doubtless far from complete, and many tablets have not survived entire. On the other hand some may duplicate entries relating to the same cattle. In any case, as explained above, there is good reason to think that the figures recorded are only a small percentage of the total flocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Unclassified</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>8217</td>
<td>1554</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>10157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goats</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigs</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stags</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows the total numbers of each of the principal categories of livestock at Pylos on C-tablets sufficiently preserved. Damaged numerals have
been read as the smallest number which can be restored. The proportions of **sheep** / **goats** / **pigs** are probably reasonably accurate, but the relative scarcity of **oxen** is surprising.

1. **FLOCKS OF SHEEP AND GOATS AT PYLOS** (Cc, Cn)

The first example illustrates the formula: (place-name) **we-re-ke**. Ventris and others have proposed **wergei** (with a *scriptio plena* to avoid confusion) ‘encloses’. But these cannot be the total numbers of cattle kept at these places, and the construction seems a little curious. It is noticeable that **Ro-u-so**, which is later a plural Λουσοι, is equally followed by **we-re-ke**, not *we-ro-ko-si*. We might expect a formula with prefixed *o- to introduce the enumeration, cf. 75 = Cn02. It may therefore be wondered whether **we-re-ke** is a plural substantive, which is in some way applicable to both sheep and goats. The place-names occurring in this series are: **Pi-*82**, **Ro-u-so** (twice) and **A-ke-re-wa**. In the text quoted each entry consists of *paro* followed by a man’s name in the dative; the single exception has **Ma-ro-pi** (place-name in locative-instrumental plural?) and apparently the name in the nominative. In the preceding line an erroneous nominative has been changed to the dative.

61 = Cn04 [131]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*<em>pi-<em>82</em></em></td>
<td><strong>we-re-ke</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>pi-me-ta</strong> RAMS 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>ku-pi-ri-jo</strong> RAMS 50×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>ko-ru-no</strong> RAMS 100×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>po-ro-u-te-wo</strong> RAMS 90×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>ma-ro-pi</strong></td>
<td><strong>to-ro-wi</strong> RAMS 130×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>ke-ro-wo</strong> RAMS 130×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>po-ke-wo</strong> EWES 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>a-we-ke-se-wo</strong> RAMS 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>e-li-ra-wo</strong> RAMS 100×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>se-no</strong> EWES 44×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>do-qa-no</strong> RAMS 80×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>me-te-wo</strong> RAMS 163×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td><strong>pa-ro</strong></td>
<td><strong>pu-wi-no</strong> SHE-GOATS 55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pi-*82 encloses:**

- from Pi-me-ta 200 rams
- from Ogugagas 130 rams
- from Kuprios 50 rams
- from Alkimawos 120 rams, etc.
Ke-ro-wo: if this is the same man as that described as a shepherd at Asiatia 31 - Ae04, this is further proof of the identity of the sheep ideogram, and suggests that all these men are the herdsmen and not the owners of the flocks.

The next tablet deals with the same area and seven of the personal names are the same. In this case the sheep are not recorded as ‘from’ a person, but the place-name is followed by either (a) a man’s name in the nominative after which there is another name in the genitive and the word a-ko-ra (probably = agorā in the sense ‘collection’ or ‘flock’, see Vocabulary, p. 387), or (b) a man’s name in the nominative or genitive followed by pa-ra-jo. If this is some part of πωλων it presumably cannot be in agreement with the man’s name where this is in the genitive, though a failure of concord cannot be ruled out. In the second tablet quoted here the expression ‘x’s flock’ is substituted by ‘x a-kē-re’, i.e. agērei. Hence we may suppose that the men so designated are in some way responsible for ‘collecting’ the cattle. There are only four of them: A-pi-me-de, A-ke-o, A-ko-so-ta and We-da-ne-u. The latter two are mentioned elsewhere in contexts that make it plain they are people of some importance: We-da-neus is one of the persons who receive minor contributions on the Poseidon tablets (169 = Es646, 170 = Es649); A(r)kotas is issuing spices on 103 = Un08, inspecting land on 131 = Eq01, and he appears on several other tablets. It would seem likely therefore that these four are officials or representatives of the palace.

62 = Cn655

1 ma-ro-pi qa-qa-ra-wo pa-ra-jo
2 ma-ro-pi to-ri-ki pa-ra-jo
3 ma-ro-pi ke-ro-ujo
4 ma-ro-pi ra-pa-sa-ko-jo
5 ma-ro-pi pu-ri-no a-πi-me-de-o a-ko-ra
6 ma-ro-pi i-wo-so we-da-ne-wo a-ko-ra
7 ma-ro-pi ti-ri-wo pa-ra-jo
8 ma-ro-pi o-kar-i-j o pa-ra-jo
9 ma-ro-pi e-ti-ra-wo pa-ra-jo
10 ma-ro-pi a-la-ba-ne-u pa-ra-jo
11 ma-ro-pi qi-ri-ta-ko a-ke-o-jo a-ko-ra
12 ma-ro-pi a-ri-wo a-ke-o-jo a-ko-ra
13 ma-ro-pi i-te-j o we-da-ne-wo a-ko-ra
14 ma-ro-pi o-per-ta we-da-ne-wo
15 ma-ro-pi po-ro-πa-ta-j o we-da-ne-wo
16 ma-ro-pi to-ku-ko-ro we-da-ne-wo
17 ma-ro-pi ma-ma-ro we-da-ne-wo
LIVESTOCK AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE

At Ma-ro,: the...of Qelewus 136 rams,
At Ma-ro,: the...of Trowix: 133 rams,
   etc., etc.

63 = Cc660

   a-ke-o   a-ke-re
me-ta-pa / pa-ro   ka-ra-su-no   He-goats 30

At Metapa: Alkeos collects thirty he-goats from Ka-ra-su-no.

2. FLOCKS OF SHEEP AT KNOSSOS (Da-Dg)

All the tablets of this group are really alike, varying only in the different ways in which the total is built up. They begin with a man’s name, presumably that of the shepherd as in the parallel tablets at Pylos, written in tall characters; then the tablet is usually divided by a horizontal line, the top line containing the name of the ‘collector’ in the nominative or genitive, and the number of rams and/or ewes; the lower line usually gives the place-name and any minor entry, such as the deficit. These positions, however, are not invariable. Unlike the Pylos tablets, there is a separate tablet for each entry. The numbers are as a rule round hundreds, or a series of lesser numbers adding up to a round total. In these cases the sum is never shown on the tablet. A few examples will illustrate the principle:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Rams</th>
<th>Pe. Rams</th>
<th>Pa. Rams</th>
<th>O. Rams</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Da1147</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dc1148</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dd1150</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De1151</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De1152</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De1154</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At least thirty places are mentioned on these tablets—the exact figure depends on whether a few which occur only once are correctly identified as names. These places can be safely presumed to be in some sense tributary to Knossos. The only ones which can be located geographically are: Phaistos, Lato, Lyktos, Tylissos, and probably Se-to-i-ja=Setaia and U-ta-no=Itanos. This distribution covers central and eastern Crete; the only two places known from the tablets in West Crete (Kydonia and Aptara) do not figure in this
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series. It would, however, be rash to generalize from what may in any case be an accidental distribution, since we can locate so few of the place-names. The western towns may possibly be excused from sending sheep owing to the lack of suitable cattle roads.

The collectors are a little more numerous than at Pylos, but a large number of tablets do not bear this entry. The two most frequently recurring names are U-ta-jo and We-we-si-jo, the former in connexion with ten places (Da-wo, Da-*22-to, Do-ti-ja, E-ko-so, Ku-ta-to, Phaistos, Pa-ko-we, Ra-su-to, Ri-jo-no, Tu-ni-ja), the latter with eight (Da-ra-ko, Da-wo, Da-*22-to, Di-ro, E-ko-so, Ku-ta-to, Phaistos, Su-ri-mo). Since there is considerable overlapping we cannot suppose that the collectors were each responsible for separate areas.

64 = Da1221 (L lxxvii)

ai-ta-ro-we / rams 200
pa-ko-we

Aithalowens: 200 rams at Pa-ko-we.

Aithalowens: =αἰθαλώεις; the name recurs at Pylos.

65 = Db1232 (L lxxviii)

na-pu-ti-jo / rams 23, ewes 27
ti-ri-to pe-ri-go-te-jo

Naputios: twenty-three rams, twenty-seven ewes at Ti-ri-to; (collector)

Pe-ri-go-te-jo.

Naputios: =ναποτιος.

Ti-ri-to: recalls Τηριτoς, the old name of Knossos according to Hesych.

Pe-ri-go-te-jo: the name of the 'collector' or official responsible. Note the unusual arrangement. The numbers add up to fifty.

66 = De1129 (L lxxviii, numbered 1161)

po-ro-u-te-u / u-ta-jo rams 37
da-*22-to o. rams 63

Plouteus: at Da-*22-to, thirty-seven rams, deficit sixty-three rams; (collector)

U-ta-jo.

67 = Dd1171 (L xci)

po-ro / rams 20, ewes 72
pa-i-to pa. rams 8

Poros: at Phaistos, twenty rams, seventy-two ewes; eight pa- rams.

pa.: stands here in the same position and relation to the other numerals as o. The total is 100.
68 = De1648 (L?)

*a-te-mo  we-we-sti-jo* jo  RAMS 58  EWES 2

*ku-ta-to  o. RAMS 50*

*Anthemos*: at *Ku-ta-to*, fifty-eight rams, two ewes; deficit *fifty* rams; (collection) of Werwesios.

Here the name of the ‘collector’ stands in the genitive. The total, if the numerals are correctly read, is 110.

69 = Df1119 (L xci)

*de-ke-se-u  da-mi-ni-jo* RAMS 56  EWES 16

*ku-ta-to  pe. RAMS 28*

*Dexeus*: at *Damnio-in Ku-ta-to*, fifty-six rams, sixteen ewes, twenty-eight *pe* rams.

*Da-mi-ni-jo*: from its usage alone this seems to be another place-name; when associated with another name this is always *Ku-ta-to*, so it may be a local district of this place.

70 = Dg1158 (L lxxviii)

*a-ni-ja-to  we-we-sti-jo* RAMS 63  EWES 25

*pa-i-to  pa. RAMS 2  o. RAMS 12*

*Aniatos*: at Phaistos, sixty-three rams, twenty-five ewes, two *pa* rams; deficit twelve rams; (collector) Werwesios.

The total including the *pa* rams is 102; they can hardly be excluded from the calculation in view of cases like 67 = Dal171 where they are needed to make the 100, but the reading of the last figure is uncertain, and the ‘two’ may have been erased.

3. FLOCKS OF SHEEP AND CONSIGNMENTS OF WOOL AT KNOSOS (Dk, Dl)

These tablets are similar in general form to the preceding series, but differ in having an entry with the ideogram *wool*. The identity of this sign is still not fully confirmed, and some are inclined to regard it as a mere unit of measurement or value. It is, however, principally used in connexion with *sheep*, as here, or with textiles (*cloths, pa-we-a*). It is normally counted, but is subdivided by *l* into thirds, written *l* 1 and *l* 2. Further subdivision by weight occurs in the *Od* tablets. Since *l* 1 = approx. 1 kg., the *wool* unit must be equivalent to about 3 kg.

The amount of *wool* is proportionate to the number of *sheep*, the deficits being noted in the usual way. The proportion is shown between the total
number of sheep and the total amount of wool, and the deficit of wool is not proportionate to the deficit of sheep. In one set of tablets the proportion is four sheep: one unit of wool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHEEP</th>
<th>WOOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dk1070 100</td>
<td>7 + 18 = 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dk1071 50</td>
<td>6 + 6 1/2 = 12 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dk1072 100</td>
<td>13 1/2 + 11 2/3 = 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dk1073 50</td>
<td>6 2/3 + 5 2/3 = 12 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dk1074 100</td>
<td>19 + 6 = 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was at first thought that in some cases the proportion was incorrectly calculated; but checking of the original tablets shows that these cases are due to misreading of the numerals, which are often damaged (1070 and 1073 are here corrected). The approximation of 12 1/2 to the correct 12 1/4 seems to indicate that division was not customary except into thirds.

In the second set the proportion is ten sheep: one unit of wool, a difference which suggests that these are arbitrary figures, rather than the yield of two different kinds of sheep.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHEEP</th>
<th>WOOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dl933 40 + 20 + 60 = 120</td>
<td>3 + 9 = 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dl938 50 + 40 + 10 = 100</td>
<td>7 + 3 = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dl943 90 + 90 = 180</td>
<td>11 + 7 = 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dl946 70 + 70 = 140</td>
<td>7 + 7 = 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dl947 80 + 10 + 70 = 160</td>
<td>11 + 5 = 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

71 = Dk1072 (L. lxxiv)

\[\text{ka-te-u} \times \text{rams 100 wool 13 } \s 1\]
\[\text{ku-ta-to o. wool 11 } \s 2\]

Ka-te-u: at Ku-ta-to, 100 rams; 40 kg. of wool; deficit 35 kg. of wool.

\times \text{is a 'check mark' here as on 61 = Cn04.}

72 = Dk1074 (L. lxxiv)

\[\text{e-ru-to-ro} \times \text{rams 100 wool 19}\]
\[\text{ku-ta-to o. wool 6}\]

Eruthros: at Ku-ta-to, 100 rams, 57 kg. of wool; deficit 18 kg. of wool.

73 = Dl943 (K. lviii)

\[\text{a-ka-i-da po-ti-ni-ja-we-\{jo\} ewes 90 wool 11}\]
\[\text{pa-nwa-so o.ki. rams 90 o. wool [8] '7'}\]
A-ko-i-da: at Pa-moa-so, ninety ewes, 33 kg. of wool; deficit ninety ki- rams and 21 kg. of wool; belonging to the Mistress.

Po-ri-ni-ja-we: shown by other similar tablets (Dl 930, Dl 933, Dl 946) to have lost its final -jo. The meaning is difficult; it is clearly a derivative of po-ri-ni-ja Potnia, though the Mistress is not necessarily divine in this context. On the other hand this place on the tablet is normally occupied by a man's name, and it is just possible that Potniawecios is a man at Knossos, though the word is certainly adjectival at Pylos. The last numeral has been corrected by the erasure of the last stroke.

74 = Dl 1061 (K xciii)
[to]-sa / pa-i-ti-ja SHEEP WOOL 456
So much sheep's wool from Phaistos: 1368 kg.

The sign preceding wool is badly damaged by a crack; but apparently nothing intervenes between the two ideograms. This collocation can now also be found on DlM4, 7135, 7280, 7300.

4. MISCELLANEOUS LIVESTOCK AT PYLOS (Cn)

*23 ox
*75 [kind of sheep?]

ox+si
he-goat 107a

pig+si
she-goat 107b

106a ram

As shown above, pigs and cattle are not often recorded at Pylos. Perhaps Pylos was not so rich in livestock generally as Knossos. A particularly interesting record of pigs gives us one of the examples of the nine towns which seem to be the chief tributaries (see p. 142).

75 = Cn02 [608]

1. jo-ase-so-si si-a2-ro How the local inhabitants will fatten fat hogs:
2. o-pi-da-mi-jo at Pi-*82 three hogs
3. pi-*82 pigs+si 3 at Metapa three hogs
4. me-la-pa pigs+si 3 at Pe-to-no six hogs
5. pe-to-no pigs+si 6 at Pa-ki-ja- two hogs
6. pa-ki-ja-si pigs+si 2 at Aipu two hogs
7. a-pu2-we pigs+si 2 at A-ke-re-wa two hogs
8. a-ke-re-wa pigs+si 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>e-ra-te-i</td>
<td>PIGS + SI 3 at E-ra-tos three hogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ka-ra-do-ro</td>
<td>PIGS + SI 2 at Kharadros two hogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ri-jo</td>
<td>PIGS + SI 2 at Rhion two hogs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

jo-a-se-so-si: an example of jo-=o-, hō; cf. jo-do-so-si PY 257 = Jn09. This spelling is hardly to be regarded as due to preservation of the initial j- of Indo-European; it alternates with simple o-. The verb is difficult. Palmer (1954 b, pp. 19–22) takes it as atësontsi, future of âo (âōntsi); the ordinary future is âō so a special formation must be supposed. But the analogy of the other lists of tribute suggests that a verb of giving, sending or providing would be more appropriate, though there does not seem to be any suitable verb in Greek; the future of Îmu hësontsi leaves the first syllable unexplained.

opidâmioi: according to the sense of the verb this can be either nominative plural ‘local inhabitants’ or accusative plural agreeing with sialons. Since the list details a number of localities, the former is slightly more likely. The other alternative suggested by Palmer (loc. cit.) ‘how the fat hogs in the demes are to be the second list’ seems to take no account of the subsequent list.

The two tablets quoted dealing with oxen both raise special problems. The first is connected by its place-names with the military dispositions of 57 = An43 (see p. 185). Palmer (1954 b, pp. 20, 53) has explained this tablet as a list of oxen which are being assigned to the sectors indicated, as sacrificial victims to ensure divine favour in the event of a battle. That there is some connexion cannot be denied; but less picturesque explanations, such as food-supply, can be imagined. The correctness of Palmer's view depends to some extent on his ingenious interpretation of i-je-si as from not Îmu but another homonymous verb connected with lêpôs and meaning ‘to dedicate or sacrifice’. Some support for this comes from the apparent use of the verb in 172 = Kn02, where the context is certainly religious. However, some reasons for doubting the explanation here are advanced in the notes; but the difficulties are far from solved, and any translation must be regarded as very tentative.

The second tablet refers to livestock of other kinds, and apparently records the colour of some oxen. This, combined with the small numbers involved, may suggest sacrificial victims; but the text is too damaged for any firm conclusions.

76 = Cn22 [3]
LIVESTOCK AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE

6 o-ru-ma-to u-ru-pi-ja-jo  ox 1
7 a₂-ka-a₂-ki-ri-ja-jo u-ru-pi-ja-jo ox 1
vacant 2

How... are sending oxen to the inspector Diwieux:

A-ra-tu-a and Oikhalia: one ox.
The ku-re-we men at Pi-ru:- one ox.
The men of Iwasos at E-na-po-ro: one ox.
The men of Olympia at Erumanthos: one ox.
The... of the Olympian: one ox.

jo-i-je-si: hō kieni: ‘send’ or ‘sacrifice’?
me-za-na: Palmer and Georgiev both believe this to be a spelling, variously explained, for melanas ‘black’; but if it agrees with go-o, the word-order is extremely strange. Andrews and Mühlestein interpret as Messanān ‘to Messene’, which is perhaps possible, although -go- arising from dental + j is ordinarily written s (e.g. to-so); but the name in view of its termination may be pre-Greek. The other examples of this word (296 = Sh736, me-za-ne 91 = Fn02) throw very little light on the meaning.

e-re-u-te-re: Palmer’s eretēr ( = ερευνητής) ‘searcher, inspector’ is preferable to the attempts of Furumark (1954, p. 26) and Mühlestein (1954, p. 111) to make the word a personal name Eleuther. What is not clear is whether it is dative singular or nominative plural. Palmer prefers the latter, making di-wi-je-we an adjective (‘of Zeus’) in agreement. Meriggi (1954, p. 28) takes di-wi-je-we as the nom. plur. subject. But it is highly probable that ku-re-we is nominative plur, as it is the title of a class of armed men in the military tablets (see p. 191); and i-wa-si-jo-ta must be an ethnic Iwasiōtai. If then the individual entries each contain a subject (the groups of men) and an object (the oxen), it is hard to see how eretēres can be equated with them. On the other hand a hegōtēs named Diwieux is mentioned in 59 = An656, and the words e-re-za e-re-u-te-re appear together on a fragmentary sealing Wa917. It therefore seems easier to take these words as dative singular, and this in turn implies a meaning ‘send’ for the verb.

go-o: the suggestion of E. Risch (Mühlestein, 1955a, Nachtrag), that this is a scriptio plena for gα(n)s. acc. plur. = boš, cf. Skt. gah (hardly singular gāh), offers the easiest solution to the difficulty caused by the apparent lack of the digamma. The scribes seem to have tried to avoid any monosyllabic word.

A₂-ka-a₂-ki-ri-ja-jo: this would appear to be not a place-name but an ethnic, and the genitive singular U-ru-pi-ja-jo-jo is surprising if not an error; cf. a₂-ka-a₂-ki-ri-jo u-ru-pi-ja-jo 60 = An661.

77 = Cn23 [418]

1 pa-ro we-u-da-ne-we
2 ῥe-ʁu-ko a-ʁo-ro-ʁe-e oxen + si 2
3 ῥe-[u]-ʁu ma-ra-ʁu pe-ʁo a-ʁo-ro-ʁe ox + si 1

207
From We-u-da-ne-u:

Two oxen uniformly white,
one ox uniformly white...
three..., three he-goats, three yearlings, three she-goats, etc.

We-u-da-ne-we: probably an alternative spelling of We-da-ne-we, but it may be a different person.

a-ko-ro-we-e: dual akhriwee 'pale' or more likely hakhréwee 'uniformly coloured'.

ma-ra-ku pe-ko: a comparison of line 2 suggests that these two words should be taken together as some qualification of 'uniformly white'. They are in fact written in characters of the same size, while the preceding and following words are respectively slightly larger and smaller. ma-ra-ku might be for βροχύς, if this is from *mr-, cf. Avest. marrzu; but the Aeolic form is βροχύς. pe-ko is perhaps to be connected with πέρικος (neut.) 'hide', an accusative of respect?

The ideographic use of *75 (=we) here in connexion with goats as well as sheep suggests that it may mean not a kind of sheep, but merely a young animal; it is attractive to identify it with wetalon 'yearling'. Note that the last ideogram in line 4 is probably female, not male as shown in 'The Pylos Tablets'.

Line 6 probably contained a fresh heading: pa-ro followed by another name.

---

5. MISCELLANEOUS LIVESTOCK AT KNOSSOS
(C, Ca, Ch, Co, Dm, Dn)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>106a</th>
<th></th>
<th>109a</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAM</td>
<td></td>
<td>OX / BULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>106b</th>
<th></th>
<th>109b</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EWE</td>
<td></td>
<td>COW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>107a</th>
<th></th>
<th>107b</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HE-GOAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>SHE-GOAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>105</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HORSE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>108a</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>108b</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*23</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of the tablets dealing with livestock at Knossos seem to be not lists of tribute, as in the case of the sheep, but gifts or allocations which are being
sent out by the Palace. Others are possibly totals, but their relation to the other records is still obscure.

78 = C 914 (K lxvii)

\( a-ka-wi-ja-de / pa-ra-li-jo \) RAMS 50
\( pa-ro \) HE-GOATS 50

To Achaean: from Pallantios, fifty rams, fifty he-goats.

Akhaiwijān-de: the -de suffix marks this out as a place-name, and the spelling exactly fits the form ‘Aχαιβία postulated as the Greek original of the Hittite Ḫḫiāwā. There is, however, no clue to its location. It is by no means impossible that it is merely a place in Crete, though nowhere else mentioned on the tablets. Most of the proposed locations of the Hittite name (Rhodes, Cyprus, or even the Greek mainland) would be possible, for there is no reason why sheep and goats should not be carried by sea. The status of Pallantios is obscure; spelt Pa₂-ra₂-lī-jo the name recurs on Dg1235, where he is presumably a shepherd.

One series of tablets (Dr) appears to give totals of rams for each of the places mentioned. The entries complete enough to transcribe are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ai₂-sō</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da-wo</td>
<td>2440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Da₂-22-lo</td>
<td>1379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-ko-so</td>
<td>2262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-ra</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luktos</td>
<td>200[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phaistos</td>
<td>1509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa₂-ko-we</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pu-na-so</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ra-ja</td>
<td>904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su₂-ri-ta</td>
<td>517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Su]-ri-mo</td>
<td>2390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-ri-to</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>10,892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25,051</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is also a fragment with the numeral 19,000 [+?], which should perhaps be added in. What these figures represent is hard to say; they do not appear to bear any relation to the total numbers of sheep represented on the other tablets. The figure for E-ra (134) can hardly be related either to the total number of sheep recorded on surviving (published) tablets (809) or to the deficit (215) or to their sum (1024).
79 = Dn1094 (joined with 1311 L lxxii, lxxxv)

pa-i-to RAMS 1509 [40]
da-wo RAMS 2440

80 = C 913 (K lxxi)

pa-ro e-te-wa-no ai. HE-GOAT 1

pa-ro ko-ma-we-te HE-GOAT 1 pa-[ro?

From Eteawinos one ai- he-goat; ...; from Komawens one he-goat; from ....

81 = Dm1180 (joined with 5048 L)

pa-i-to ai-mi-re-we RAMS 4
e-ka-ra-e-we RAMS 20

At Phaistos: four... rams, twenty... rams.

ai-mi-re-we, e-ka-ra-e-we: these two words characterize a small group of tablets, all of much the same form, except that ai-mi-re-we is sometimes omitted, and in one case (Dm1184) we have the entry ]-we-to o-qa. This latter word may be a term describing some sort of tribute (see p. 169). As pointed out by Carratelli (1954, pp. 220-1), the numbers of e-ka-ra-e-we are greatly in excess of those of the other category. The natural interpretation is to regard these two words as masculine nominative plurals describing the rams; Carratelli, however, takes them as dative singular (-çe), denoting the person to whom the animals are sent, and connects them with ἔρχομαι (=a sacrificer on a fire altar) and ἐλέυς (=a sacrificer of ἔποιες ἔλευς). The formation of the second name is obscure, the meaning of both doubtful. No wholly satisfactory solution has yet been proposed; see the Vocabulary for further suggestions.

82 = Ca895 (K lxvi; see plate II (a), facing p. 110)

i-go 5 po-ro 4 [
o-no 3 po-ro 2 [ 4

Horses: five mares, four (full-grown) horses, x foals.

Asses: three she-asses, two foals, four he-asses.

The beginning of this tablet, containing the initial two words and half the horse's head on the second line, was found by Chadwick among some unpublished fragments in Iraklion Museum in April 1955. It had already attracted much attention, and Evans (PM, iv, p. 799) first pointed out that the foals are distinguished from the horses by being shown without manes. This distinction certainly holds for the last two entries of line 1; the left side of the first ideogram in the line is broken, but may have had a mane. This is the ordinary form on the chariot tablets (Sc), the mane usually being tied up into three 'top-knots'. On the other hand the second line is more difficult, since it is now clear that none of the animals have manes, the first and third showing
instead the usual marks of sex. Whether any distinction is intended between the ideograms of lines 1 and 2 is hard to say; no immediate differences are apparent, and if the latter are really intended for asses the characteristic long ears do not seem to be adequately represented. It is possible that the ideogram (as we may suspect in other cases too) is merely a conventional form used alike for horse and ass, the distinction here being adequately indicated by the initial words.

In each case three sorts of animal are listed separately, though in a different order. In the second line the distinction is clearly between female, male and foals, and this is therefore likely to apply to the first line as well, though the first two ideograms seem to lack distinguishing features; if the first were complete the difference might be seen, as suggested in the drawings here.

hiqqa-oi: a welcome confirmation of our interpretation of this word, which some have been inclined to doubt.

pòs: dual in line 2. Evans had suggested this reading on the basis of the Cypriot syllabary, but he was so convinced that the language was not Greek that he rejected it as illusory.

ono: without prejudice to the other places where o-no is found (never in contexts suggesting an animal; see Vocabulary), the interpretation here seems incontestable; i-go and o-no are clearly parallel words describing animals of equine type.

83 = Ch902 (K lxiii)

[Probably about twelve lines of this very thick tablet lost.]

1 mi-ru-ro si-pe-we ox ne. 8 12
2 o-du-ru-wi-jo ko-re-te ox ne. 8 12
3 wa-to/ ko-re-te ox ne. 8 12 wa-to/ da-ru-wo ox 8 12
4 si-ra-ro ko-re-te ox 1 ne. 8 12
5 pa₃-ko-wa e-ra-ne ox 1 ne. 8 12
6 o-du-ru-ve u-wo-ge-wa ox 1 ne. 8 12
7 ri-jö-no ko-re-te ox 1 ne. 8 12
8 ru-ki-ti-jo ox 1 ne. 8 12
9 a-pa-ta-wa ko-re-te ox 1 ne. 8 12
10 ku-ta-i-to ko-re-te ox 1 ne. 8 12
11 pe-na-jo e-re-ta ox 1 ne. 8 12
12 [.] wa-to we-re-we ox 1 ne. 8 12

[One or more lines lost.]

Mi-ru-ro at Si-pe-we (?): one ox, twelve young calves.
The mayor of Odrus: one ox, twelve young calves.
The mayor of Wa-to: one ox, twelve young calves. Da-nu-wo of Wa-to: one ox, twelve calves.
The mayor of Si-ra-ro: one ox, twelve young calves.
The E-ra-ne at Pa-ko-we: one ox, twelve young calves.
The *U-wo-qa-we* at Odrus: one ox, twelve young calves.
The mayor of Ri-jo-no: one ox, twelve young calves.
The people of Luktos: one ox, twelve young calves.
The mayor of Aptara: one ox, twelve young calves.
The mayor of Ku-ta-i-to: one ox, twelve young calves.
The rowers of Re-na: one ox, twelve young calves.
The *we-re-we...*: one ox, twelve young calves.

The key to this puzzle is the ideogram ꠸; the number of these is always a dozen, and it is preceded by the adjunct *me* which elsewhere may be *neu*os 'young'. The suggestion that it is a special sign for *calv* has here been followed in the translation but without conviction. In three cases the vertical stroke of the ox ideogram seems to have something attached to it, possibly a ligature with -ta, though this is not recognized by Bennett; cf. *sheep* + ta PY Cn09.

Mi-ru-ro: a man's name, cf. 38 = As1516.


ko-re-te: as at Pylos the title of some kind of local official, perhaps mayor. The Greek form is obscure, see Vocabulary, p. 397.

wa-te: apparently an otherwise unknown place-name. The recurrence of this word on the Theban jars is a strange coincidence. The suggested reading *vastos* 'citizen' (cf. Björck, 1954a, p. 123) is not altogether satisfactory; it might here mean the citizens of the town of Knossos, as distinct from the Palace.

du-mu-wu: Bennett read *mi-pa-wo*; possibly a title rather than a name.

e-ra-ne: surely not *Hellânes*? Some connexion with the place-name E-ra?

*u-wo-ge-wo*: cf. *u-wo-qa-gi* V 145, a tablet with several echoes of this one, including *u-du-ru-wu*, perhaps genitive to *o-du-ru-we*, and *we-re-we*.

---

84 = C 59 (xxiii)

1 [ ]-sa / *we-ka-ta* oxen 6 *da-wo* / *we-ka-ta* oxen 6

2 [1 or 2] -to / *ta-ra-me-to* oxen 6 *da-*22-to / *da-mo* oxen 6

3 tu-ri-so / *da-mo* oxen 6 *ku-do-ni-ja* / *we-ka-ta* oxen 50

At...-sa: six working oxen.
At *Da-wo*: six working oxen.
At...-to: six working oxen;...
At *Da-*22-to: six working oxen; for the village.
At Tulissos: six working oxen; for the village.
At Kudonia: fifty working oxen.
werpatai: 'workers', a word used especially of oxen; so also Carratelli (1954, p. 219). Furumark's ἕκσωρα (= ἕκόντα) translated 'gezähme' cannot be justified either on grounds of form (Cret. ἕκσωνθα is not the earliest form and in any case is feminine: Bechtel, Griech. Dial. ii, p. 694) or of meaning. The use of the male form of the ox ideogram (except in one case, probably an oversight) does not of course imply that the beasts were not castrated. The mention of Kudonia is interesting as it appears to show that western Crete too was under the control of Knossos; the references to it on the chariot tablets are ambiguous.

An interesting series of tablets (some of those with the Ch prefix) give us an intimate glimpse of rustic life. They record yokes of oxen, which are given names; these were identified by Furumark (1954, pp. 28–9). A full list of these names will be found at the end of the Index of Personal Names (p. 427).

85 = Ch896 (K lxvii)

Ta-zo-ro / ai-wo-ro ke-ra-no-ge ne.we. oxen ze i

Ta-zo-ro: one yoke of young working oxen, Aiwoles and Kelainos.

Ta-zo-ro: the name of the ox-driver?

ne.we.: abbreviations of newos 'young' and we-ka-la = wergatai 'working'? Cf. the preceding tablet.

Mixed livestock are occasionally recorded under the heading of a place-name and the word a-ko-ra-ja or a-ko-ra-jo, probably agoraios. This may mean 'belonging to the agora or collection' in the sense explained above; see p. 200. It might, however, merely denote 'belonging to the herd', and it is remarkable that in opposition to the tribute lists of cattle, the males are in a much sounder proportion to the females, though still sometimes excessive for breeding purposes. The places named on the surviving tablets are: Wa-to, Kudonia, Ka-ta-ra-i, Si-ra-ro, Aptara and Odrus.

86 = Co907 (K lxviii)

1 si-ra-ro / a-ko-ra-jo rams 202 ewes 750
2 he-goats 125 she-goats 240 boars 21 sows 60 bulls 2 cows 10

6. GRAIN CONSIGNMENTS AND RATIONS AT KNOSSOS (E, F)

Although there is no indication whether these tablets record payments or receipts, the former seems more likely on general grounds, as the people concerned are often ethnic groups. We are not told their numbers, so there is no possibility of calculating a ration. In most cases the commodity is the staple of 120 45 wheat

*34 9 Month?
grain wheat, but occasionally other commodities are added such as olives; cf. the rations of wheat and figs at Pylos (p. 157). The crescent-shaped ideogram is discussed in the notes on KN 35 = Am819.

87 = E 668 (F? xlviii)

1. ru-ki-ti-jo wheat 246 [1
2. tu-ri-si-jo wheat 261 ra-ti-jo wheat 30 [5

Men of Luktos: 29,604 l. of wheat.
Men of Tulissos: 31,320 l. of wheat.
Men of Lato: 3660 l. of wheat.

88 = E 749 (I lii)

1. pa₂-ri-jo wheat 25
2. ru-ki-ti-jo wheat 21 [+
3. ti-ri-ti-jo wheat [ ]
4. [su]-ri-mi-jo wheat [ ] [2 4 3
5. pa₂-mi-jo wheat 12 [5
6. u-ta-ni-jo wheat [ ]
7. pu-si-jo wheat [ ]

vacant 3

Men of Pharai: 3000 l. of wheat.
Men of Luktai: 2520 l. of wheat.
Men of Ti-ri-to: x l. of wheat.
Men of Su-ri-mo: (30 +) l. of wheat.
Men of Pa-mo: 1500 l. of wheat.
Men of Itanos: x l. of wheat.
Men of Pu-so: x l. of wheat.

The figures in lines 4 and 5 are added from a new fragment joined by Bennett.

89 = E 777 (J liii)

1. ko-no-si-ja ki-ri-te-wi-ja-i month 1 wheat 100
2. a-mi-ni-si-ja month 1 wheat 100
3. pa-i-ti-ja month 1 wheat 100

Reverse:

a-ze-ti-ri-ja wheat [

Women of Knossos (for the ki-ri-te-wi-ja women): ration for one month 12,000 l. of wheat.

Women of Amnisos: ration for one month 12,000 l. of wheat.
Women of Phaistos: *ration* for one month 12,000 l. of wheat.

*Nurses:* x l. of wheat.

If the crescent-shaped sign is rightly interpreted as 'month' here we have fairly clearly a distribution of rations, in this case to women, as is shown by the feminine endings and the two female occupational names. Either the rations are very generous or large numbers of women are concerned; 500 at each place on the Pylos ration scale (see p. 157).

*ki-ri-te-wi-ja-i:* possibly a religious office, see Vocabulary; the form is dative plural.

*a-ze-ti-ri-ja:* one of the cases of substitution of *z* for *k*; = *a-ke-ri-ri-ja* (see on PY 2 = Aa815).

The form here could be dative singular or nominative plural.

90 = G 820 (K lviii)

1. *]-di e-ko-si a-qi ku-do-ni-ja pa-sa ki-ri-ta* month 1
2. *]-ja-qe pa-ko-we-i-ja-qe* months 4
3. *]-ti-ja ku-ta-ti-ja-qe po-ti-ni-ja-we-ja a-pu ke-u-po-de-ja* months 4

... have in the region of Kudonia all the barley: one month’s rations.

Women of... and *Pa-ko-we:* four months’ rations.

Women of... and *Ku-ta-to,* belonging to the Mistress, from...: four months’ rations.

*ekhonsi amphi Kudonias pansan krithan* (or *pansans krithans*): similarly read by Furumark (1954, p. 30) and Carratelli (1954, p. 89). Ventris reads *a-qi* for Bennett’s *a-pu,* either of which makes sense.

*po-ti-ni-ja-we-ja:* the feminine of the adjective derived from Πότνηα; it is not clear here whether it agrees with the women from the places mentioned or is to be taken with *ke-u-po-de-ja.* This is a feminine to *ke-u-po-da* (KN X 442, X 1044; PY 190 = Na55, etc., see p. 299), but its meaning is unknown; Furumark ‘aus dem Magazin (?) der Potnia’.

7. GRAIN RATIONS AT PYLOS (Fn)

The group of tablets classified as *Fn* is marked by the grain ideogram which is provisionally identified as *barley.* The entries consist largely of occupational names in the dative, and would therefore appear to be a distribution of pay or rations; the size of the groups is not specified when the entry is plural. The amounts range from two to a maximum of 80 litres. In some cases other commodities are also included in the ration; figs in Fn01, olives in Fn05, Fn06 and Fn918. Apparently included in some lists are offerings to shrines: Fn01 has entries *Posidaonde* and *Pa-ki-ja-na-de* and even *U-po-jo Potniai* (cf. Furumark, 1954, p. 35).
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91 = Fn02 [50]

1 a-ki-to-jo pa₂-si-re-wi-ja BARLEY
2 ke-ko-jo pa₂-si-re-wi-ja BARLEY
3 a-ta-no-ro pa₂-si-re-wi-ja BARLEY T
4 me-zæ-ne BARLEY 4 2 ai-ki-a₂-ri-jo <BARLEY> 4 1[
5 me-ri-du-(ma)-te BARLEY 4 3 mi-ka-ta BARLEY 4 3
6 di-pte-ra-po-ro BARLEY 4 2 e-to-wo-ko <BARLEY> 4 2
7 a-to-po-vo BARLEY 4 2 po-ro-du-ma-te BARLEY 4 3
8 o-pi-te-u-ke-e-wo BARLEY 4 2 i-Za-a-to-mo-i BARLEY 4 3
9 ze-u-ke-u-si BARLEY 4 4
vacat
10 *q₅-[-] ja-te-wo do-e-ro-i BARLEY T 1
11 mi-jo-[pa₃] do-e-ro-i BARLEY 4 3
12 a-[-] do-e-ro-i BARLEY 4 3
13 [.]-wo-[.,.,.,do-e-ro]-i BARLEY T 3
vacant 5

(Distribution of) barley:
for the retinue of Alkithos: x 1.
for the retinue of Kerkos: x 1.
for the retinue of Antanor: x 1.
for the me-za-ne: 4 1.
for the shore-man: 2 1.
for the me-ri-du-ma: 6 1.
for the mi-ka-ta: 6 1.
for the leather-bearer: 4 1.
for the armourer: 4 1.
for the baker: 4 1.
for the po-ro-du-ma: 6 1.
for the rigger: 4 1.
for the i-Za-a cutters: 1 1.
for the yokers: 8 1.
for the slaves of . . . : 1 2 1.
for the slaves of Mi-jo-pa: 6 1.
for the slaves of Amphi- . . . : 6 1.
for the slaves of . . . : 3 6 1.

pa₂-si-re-wi-ja: basilewiai. This implies that the men named in the genitive are poσιλεί; unfortunately only one is named outside the Fn group, Antanor, who is associated with the place Pa-ki-ja in Vn04.
me-za-ne: of the remaining entries two are certainly dative plural, as is do-e-ro-i in the second paragraph; if therefore the rest are dative, they must be singular.
i-za-a-to-mo: possibly containing the word a-to-mo = arthmos, cf. e-qa-(a)-o a-to-mo
43 = Sn01. Or -tōmos ‘cutter’ as in du-ru-to-mo?
mi-jo-[pa]: can be supplied from Fn867, and if genitive must be feminine.

8. OIL CONSIGNMENTS OR RATONS AT KNOSOS AND MYCENAE (Fh, Fo)

It seems clear from the archaeological evidence that olive-oil was in extensive use in Mycenaean Greece. It is thus surprising to find that records dealing with it are not very common; some at least of those at Knossos are religious offerings. There is, however, a group of small tablets which appear not to be religious, but allocations of oil. The introductory word, which may be a dative, is often a personal name, but occupational terms also appear; and sometimes a place-name is added. There are also a number of other terms occasionally found, such as apudosis ‘payment’ and zo-a which seems to be 30η, some sort of decoction of oil.

92 = Fh349 (C xxxii)
ru-ki-to / a-pu-do-si oil 53 [
Luktos: payment 1908 l. of oil.

Mention of oil at Pylos is even rarer; it may have not yet been produced in Messenia and be therefore a luxury article, an impression also obtained from the references to it in Homer. One of the new tablets from Blegen’s excavations of 1954 (Gn1184), however, plainly records a transaction in oil between two men who are elsewhere named as ‘unguent-boilers’; and the identity of the ideogram is happily confirmed by the spelling e-ra₂-wo = elaiōn. Its text runs: ko-ka-ro a-pe-do-ke e-ra₂-wo to-so e-u-me-de-i oil 18; pa-ro i-pe-se-wa ka-ra-re-we 38. ‘Kokalos repaid the following quantity of olive-oil to Eumedes: 648 l.; from Ipsewas thirty-eight stirrup-jars.’ The association of e-ra₂-wo with oil is confirmed by four or five new tablets found in 1955 in the pithos magazine behind the Megaron. At Mycenae Wace in 1952 named the building which he had discovered two years earlier ‘the House of the Oil merchant’ because the basement yielded thirty large stirrup-jars which ‘had originally contained oil, for their clay is heavily impregnated with oil’ (Wace,
This name is not entirely substantiated by the tablets found in this house, since most of them refer to wool. But one tablet, which is quoted here, bears testimony to dealings in oil, apparently a distribution to various persons and groups. Dealings in wool would of course hardly leave an archaeological trace, and if the owner of the house was really a merchant he may have dealt in at least two commodities.

93 = Fo101

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \text{a-ne-a} \\
2 & \text{ma-no} \\
3 & \text{to-ti-ja} \\
4 & \text{ke-ra-so} \\
5 & \text{pi-we-ri-si} \\
6 & \text{ko-ma-ta} \\
7 & \text{pe-ta}-[.] \\
8 & \text{o-ta-ki} \\
9 & \text{e-ro-pa-ke-ta} \\
10 & \text{a-ke-ti-ri-ja-i} \\
15 & \text{to-so}
\end{align*}
\]

For Aineas: 6 l. of oil.
for Phainax: 2 l. of oil, etc.
Total: 86 l. of oil.

\text{a-na-*88}: the last sign is unlike any recorded elsewhere, but may be a variant of \text{*33=ras}; cf. the man's name \text{a-na-ros} KN Dl928.
\text{pi-we-ri-si}: dative plural of \text{Περίσσες}; cf. \text{pi-we-ri-di} Oe103; man's name \text{Pi-we-ri-ja-ta}.
\text{PY 254} = \text{In04}. Does this imply not a sale but an offering?
\text{a-ke-ti-ri-ja-i}: dative plural; see Vocabulary, p. 387.

9. MIXED RATIONS AND CONSIGNMENTS AT KNOSOS (F)

\begin{align*}
120 & \text{WHEAT} \\
122 & \text{OLIVES} \\
*30 & \text{FIGS} \\
& \text{OLIVES+A} \\
& \text{OLIVES+TI}
\end{align*}

This small class of tablets from Knossos shows a mixture of various agricultural products. Some tablets seem to belong to the lists of offerings (e.g. F 953), but others are more likely secular. The commodities are chiefly wheat and
barley, but the tablets quoted are of interest as adding figs and olives. The identity of the sign 122 olives seems to be confirmed by the reading, but no explanation has yet been offered of the ligatured versions of it.

94 = F 841 (joined with 867 K lxii, lxiii)

1 ]-ti-ja sa-pi-ti-[ne]-we-jo [  
2 a-di*-22-sa WHEAT T 6 FIGS 8 [  
3 ]-no-di-mi-za-jo [? ] WHEAT 2 FIGS 34 [  
4 pa-i-to mi-sa-ra-jo sa-pi-ti-ne-we-jo [  
5 su-za FIGS 75 ka-po e-[ra-wa?  
6 e-ra]-wa OLIVES 46 e-ra-wa [  
vacant 2  

Too fragmentary for translation; the quantities in lines 5 and 6 are considerable: 9000 l. of figs and 5520 l. of olives.

sa-pi-ti-ne-we-jo: cf. the man’s name sa-pi-ti-nu-wo 38 = As1516. Possibly a patronymic, in which case mi-sa-ra-jo will be a man’s name.

su-za: cf. 166 = Gv864. Apparently for suka ‘figs’, with ęż for k as in other words.

ka-po e-[ra-wa: karpoi elaiwás ‘fruits of the olive’. In the next line e-ra-wa is presumably plural ‘olives’.

95 = F 852 (K liv)

1 da-wo / a-ma e-pi-ke-re WHEAT 10,000[  
2 OLIVES+TA 70 OLIVES+TI 20 91L[  

At Da-wo: harvest...: 1,200,000 (+) l. of wheat.

a- olives 8400 l., ti- olives 2400 l., x l. of oil.

a-ma: occurs five times at Knossos in connexion with WHEAT. The formula a-ma e-pi-ke-re is repeated once (F 851); elsewhere a-ma is preceded by broken words which may be names, and once appears on a fragment with da-mo, but not on the same line. It seems likely that it has something to do with άπο ‘reap’; possibly a noun = ‘harvest’, though a third singular of the verb cannot be excluded (for the form cf. te-re-ja). άχη in later Greek means ‘shovel’ or ‘bucket’ and Ventris has proposed amē epikhēles ‘bucket full to the brim’, but the relevance of this to the context is uncertain. The latter word could also be a hypothetical episkherēs (cf. ἐπισχέρω).

10. MIXED RATIONS AND CONSIGNMENTS AT PYLOS (Un)

A small group of tablets record a large variety of agricultural produce and livestock, in considerable amounts. Unfortunately in no case is the heading really intelligible; some appear to be a requisition, and in one place a deficit is recorded. But the reason for this impost is not clear. Most of the ideograms
are now identified. No. 125 has been provisionally named cyperus; what appears to be the same sign is at Knossos also found in a form (no. 124) which contains the condiment sign (no. 123), and this is glossed ku-pa-ro on 102 = Ga517. The same sign is also found with superimposed ku (no. 126). The value of no. *65 flour is given by 171 = Un718, where the sign in

121 ⤈ barley
122 ⤐ olives
132 ⤐ ?
131 ⤉ wine
106a ⤈ ram, and other livestock ideograms
125 ⤈ cyperus?

a simplified form is glossed by me-re-u-ro = meleuron = ἀλευρόν (see Vocabulary, p. 399). No. 132 is a liquid, but its nature is entirely unknown. The abbreviation me, being a liquid, is probably meli ‘honey’; there is nothing to show that it has the same meaning when it appears as an entry on the Ma tablets (see p. 290), where the quantities are very large if we transcribe the figures as liquid units (36 l.). The meaning of no. 146 is discussed on p. 290, and the suggestion is made that it is some kind of textile.

96 = Un02 [138]

1 pu-ro ge-te-a₂ pa-ro du-ni-jo
2 barley 18 T 5 po-pa₂ olives 4 T 3 4 5
3 wine 13 rams 15 we 8 ewe 1 he-goats 13 pigs 12
4 pig₂ 1 i cow 1 bulls 2
5 me-zu-wi-ni barley 4 T 8 4 1 ka-pa olives 7

At Pylos: due from Dunios: 2220 l. of barley, 526 l. of eating olives, 468 l. of wine, fifteen rams, eight yearlings, one ewe, thirteen he-goats, twelve pigs, one fat hog, one cow, two bulls.

From Mezawon: 578 l. of barley, 840 l. of...olives.

ge-te-a₂: a word which recurs at Knossos in the forms ge-te-a and ge-te-o (see Vocabulary, p. 406). It must record the nature of the transaction and Furumark (1954, p. 42) is probably right in regarding it as meaning ‘to be supplied, due’. It is more difficult to find a satisfactory etymology. A connexion with θέωσον ‘pray for’, Hom. ἐπιθέωσον, is possible, but the meaning presents obstacles, and Furumark’s qhestea cannot be explained by the suffix -téos, which is generally agreed to be from *-téos.
Possibly to be identified with τέλθος ‘payment due’; in this case the form qe-te-o must be genitive.

po-pa₂: also applied to olives at Knossos 164 = Gv863. Probably denotes some kind of olive as distinguished from ka-pa. The spelling would fit φορβη, φορβάς, possibly meaning ‘for eating’.

ka-pa: the name of a different kind of olive; connected with σκάφη ‘trough’, i.e. for pressing?

97 = Un03 [2]

1 pa-ki-ja-si mu?-jo-me-no e-pi wa-na-ka-te
2 a-pi-e-ke o-pi-te-(u)-ke-e-u
3 barley 16  T 4  *125  T 1  4  3  2  4  5
4 flour 1  T 2  olives 3  T 2  *132  T 2  ME  9  1
3 figs 1  ox 1  rams 26  ewes 6  he-goats 2  she-goats 2
8 pig + sì 1  sows 6  wine 20  9  1  *146  2

At Pa-ki-ja-#: ...for the king, the rigger keeps: 1968 l. of barley, 18 l. of cyperus (deficit 10 l.), 144 l. of flour, 384 l. of olives, 24 l. of..., 12 l. of honey, 120 l. of figs, one ox, twenty-six rams, six ewes, two he-goats, two she-goats, one fat hog, six sows, 732 l. of wine, two cloths.

mu?-jo-me-no: to judge by the form this might be a middle or passive participle, but hardly νωμένος unless = νομένος. It is possible that it is dative: ‘on the occasion of the initiation of the king’. ἐμί + dat. = ‘in the time of’ is found in Arcadian.

wa-na-ka-te: wanaktei, with the same use of ι as a dead vowel (after the nominative wa-na-ka) as in wa-na-ka-te-ro.

a-pi-e-ke: ἀμφί-εκχεῖ = ἀμφιέχει; or ἀφί-εκχε = ἀφέκχε; Carratelli (1954a, pp. 101–2) translates ‘collects’.

epiteukheus: the restoration is almost certain in view of the other examples of this word (see Vocabulary, p. 402), but the meaning of the τέχνει is not yet discovered.

11. SPICES AT KNOSOS (Ga, Og)

All three sites have produced written evidence of the use of spices or condiments, though in this case the richest find comes from Mycenae. The use of spices such as coriander and aniseed is attested archaeologically for the Bronze Age, and it is reasonable to suppose that many of the condiments used in classical times for culinary or medicinal purposes had been known much earlier.

Few have names with Indo-European cognates, and most were probably in use in the Aegean area before the arrival of the Greeks, or were introduced by trade during the Mycenaean age. Coriander and cyperus are both described at Knossos as ‘Cyprian’, which
probably refers to their provenance; and there is an unidentified spice called Phoinikio- which clearly betrays its origin. The ideogram no. 123 was taken by Evans to represent a building without eaves (‘granary’ sign—PM, iv, p. 622), despite the presence in some forms of what is obviously a handle. For Myres (SM II, p. 33) it was ‘obviously a rick or granary’, and in the form no. 124 ‘the cylindrical wicker-structure with lifting handle, still in use among the Southern Slavs’. It resembles more closely a large pepper-pot, and its true significance emerged from the identification of coriander and cyperus as a result of the decipherment (Evidence, p. 92). From its use with the fractional signs for dry measure (e.g. Ga415) it follows that it denotes the unit of spice (approx. 120 l.). The variant no. 124 appears to contain the ‘cyperus’ ideogram no. 125.

98 = Ga415 (E xxxiv)
ru-ki-ti-jo / ko-ri-ja-do-no CONDIMENT 2 T 6
Men of Luktos: 312 l. of coriander seed.

ko-ri-ja-do-no: this word is found also at Pylos and Mycenae, where its plural is also spelt ko-ri-a2-da-na. It is an ancestral form of κοριάννων, κοριανδρον, which may be derived from κορία(n)δρον by assimilation and popular etymology. The fruits of the coriander, Coriandrum sativum, are widely used as a condiment. The ancients seem to have obtained it from Egypt, though it was originally imported into Egypt from India.

99 = Ga418 (E xxxiii)
su-ri-mi-jo / po-ni-ki-jo & 3
ko-ri-ja-do-no T 5 [2]
Men of Su-ri-mo: 3 kg. of Phoenician spice, 60 l. of coriander seed.

100 = Og424 (E xxxiv)
pa3-ko-we-i-jo / po-[mi]-ki-jo & 5
a-pu-do-si
Men of Pa-ko-we: payment 5 kg. of Phoenician spice.

101 = Ga675 (F lx, xlix)
wu-na-ka-te / pe-ma CONDIMENT 10
For the king: 1200 l. of seed for condiment.

The absence of a word or sign indicating the nature of the condiment is unusual, but cf. Ga416. These tablets may have formed part of a series which made it unnecessary to repeat the name of the commodity on each.
12. SPICES AT PYLOS (Un)

The two chief spices at Knossos, cyperus and coriander, reappear at Pylos, together with other enigmatic ideograms. No. 157 is so far unidentified; it appears to be counted, or if in standard units is not yet found with any fractions. It is also found on An23 reverse, which seems to have no connexion with the obverse and ranks for classification with the two Un tablets quoted here. No. 127 (also found on An23 rev.) is a monogram of ka+po, though it is impossible to be sure of the order in which these signs are to read; cf. the monogram a+re+pa in descending order in Un06, in ascending order in 171 = Un718. It seems likely that this should be connected with ka-po in KN94 = F 841 = karpos ‘fruit’. No. 131 b appears to be merely half of no. 131 wine, but cannot be identical with it since it appears in the same list; possibly a special kind of wine (e.g. must). The presence of no. 145 wool among a list of commodities such as spices, fruit and wine is also puzzling, in particular in the second of these tablets, where it has the annotation wi-ri-za. This cannot be unconnected, since it recurs at Knossos. It is possible that there is some confusion here between the wool ideogram and the syllabic sign ma used at Mycenae as an abbreviation for ‘fennel’ (see p. 227); there seems to be similar confusion on KN 203 = F 953.

103 = Un08 [267]

1 o-do-ke a-ko-so-ta
2 tu-we-za a-re-pa-zo-o
Thus Α(γ)ιςτατες gave spices to Thuætitas the unguent-boiler, for unguent which is to be boiled:

coriander seed 720 l.
cyperus seed 720 l.
... 16 units.
fruits 300 l.
wine 720 l.
honey 72 l.
wool 6 kg.
must 72 l.

hû dönê: cf. a-pu-do-ke.
tu-we-ta: taken by Furumark (1954, p. 41) as thuestas, correctly seen by Palmer (1954b, p. 21) to be a man’s name. Evidently names not infrequently fitted professions; cf. ka-ke-u the name of a χαλκεύς Jn750.
aleiphazæi: the identification of this trade-name gains further confirmation from Pylos Gn1184, where two men who are elsewhere given this title are engaged in a transaction concerning olive-oil (see p. 217).

thueaa: aromatic substances used in the making of perfumes; the sense of ‘burnt offering’ for θοῖος is not necessarily the earliest; cf. (τλον) τεθυρμενον ‘perfumed’ (II. xiv, 172).

aleiphatei zesomenoi: the words of which aleipha-zoos is compounded. Palmer translates: ‘How A. gave to T., the unguent-boiler, the θεῖα for boiling in (or with) the unguent.’ But this would require ze-so-me-na. The translation proposed involves a rare use of the dative to denote purpose: cf. Ἡρωλειος γοναίς, Pind. Isth. vii, 7, ‘for the begetting of Herakles’. In either case the future middle participle must be taken in passive sense. It would also be just possible to take it as a true middle with Thuætitas: ‘Thus A. gave to T., who is to boil spices in unguent’; the object of dönê would then be koria(n)dnæ, etc. But the order is against this.
Philaios the unguent-boiler of the Mistress: 300 l. of cyperus seed; root (?) 6 kg. of wool; 10 units of...; 72 l. of...

$\text{a}-\text{re}-\text{pa}-\text{zo}[-\text{o}]$; Chadwick disagrees with Bennett's reading of the last preserved sign as $\psi$; it could be $\zeta\omicron$, thus allowing an obvious restoration.

$\text{wi}-\text{ri}-\text{za}$: found again with wool on a Knossos fragment OdM26. It would seem to be the equivalent of πίζα (Lesh. βρίσδα), but its meaning is obscure.

13. SPICES AT MYCENAE (Ge)

The three texts quoted here are representative of a group of seven similar tablets found by Wace in the House of the Sphinxes in 1954. These together with the other Mycenae tablets are being published by Bennett (MT II) with a commentary by Chadwick.

The tablets numbered Ge602–608 form part of a consistent series dealing with a range of commodities, most of which can be confidently identified with herbs and spices. Some tablets have an introductory phrase, but apart from this the text consists entirely of a list of personal names, each followed by specified quantities of the various commodities. Ge606 and Ge607 are slightly different in form, but deal with the same commodities. The names in the lists vary between nominative and dative, even on the same tablet: Pe-ke-u 105 = Ge602 (nom.), but Ka-e-se-we (dat.) two lines further on; cf. Ka-e-se-u Ge605. Possibly the dative implies that the transaction was indirect, i.e. 'on behalf of'.

The purpose of the records is to some extent conjectural; but if the House of the Sphinxes is in fact a private house and not an appendage of the palace, they may be a merchant's records of his business dealings. Since the amounts associated with each name are comparatively small and are not totalled, they may represent sales of these commodities; and in some cases the wording suggests that they are amounts outstanding against future payment. In the absence of any form of currency the debt can only be recorded in terms of the actual commodities sold.

Lists of spices in a rather different context, referring to the produce of certain places, are quoted by Lacheman (1939, p. 535) from the Nuzi tablets. Among the spices mentioned both there and at Mycenae are coriander, fennel and kamium, which Lacheman following Bezold translates as 'caraway'.

A new ideogram which makes its appearance on these tablets is no. 155, which looks like some sort of dish or basket. It may perhaps be a container in which the spices were kept. There is also a form without handles, which is
virtually indistinguishable from the metric sign \(\circ\) (= approx. 0.5 l.), but seems here to be a container; it is transcribed as cup. The metric sign itself has a handle on a new Pylos tablet (Un1185). Since the principal commodities recur frequently it will be convenient to discuss them before commenting on the texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>123</th>
<th>(\uparrow)</th>
<th>CONDIMENT</th>
<th>KU</th>
<th>Cumin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>(\downarrow)</td>
<td>Bunch?</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Fennel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>(\cup)</td>
<td>BASKET</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Mint?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO</td>
<td>(\uparrow)</td>
<td>CUP</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Sesame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ka-da-mi-ja: apparently kardamia, a feminine or neuter plural form for κάρδαμον ‘garden-cress, Lepidium sativum’, the pungent seed of which was much used as a condiment especially in Persia (Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 8, Aelian Var. hist. iii, 39). The alternative reading ka-da-mi-ta suggests καλόμυθα, a kind of mint, if we accept the representation of \(\lambda\) by \(\delta\) in pre-Greek words; cf. da-pu₂-ri-to-jo = λαβυρίθνοι in KN 205 = Gg702.

ka-na-ko: this occurs by itself or in the ligature \(\kappa\alpha+\nu\alpha+k\alpha\). More often, however, it is qualified by an adjective: e-ru-ta-ra = eruthrā ‘red’, or re-u-ka = leukā ‘white’; e-ru-ta-ra may even stand by itself. ka-na-ko re-u-ka is always measured; e-ru-ta-ra is always weighed (weights from 1 to 3 kg.). This is clearly the plant known as κυνήκος (original long \(\acute{o}\) is attested by the Doric adjective κυνηκός), the gender of which varies between masculine and feminine. The identification of the plant has been contested, but is generally supposed to be safflower, Carthamus tinctorius, the florets of which are used to make a red dye. The oil is also used medicinally and for culinary purposes. Dioscorides (iv, 88) says that the flower of κυνήκος is used as a relish (ε尔斯 τα προσοψηματα). The distinction of ‘red’ and ‘white’ seems to be confirmed by the varying senses of the adjective recorded by Hesychius: κυνηκόν τὸ κροκίζου χρῶμα, ἀπὸ τοῦ ἐνθους διὰ τε ἀπὸ καρπού, τὸ λευκόν. It serves here to distinguish the red florets from the pale seeds. It should be observed that κυνήκος has an I.-E. etymology and is originally an adjective of colour ‘tawny’.

ka-ra-ko: probably the Boeotian γλάχων (or γλαξό) = Attic βλαξόν, Ion. γλάξον, ‘pennyroyal, Mentha pulegium’. It was used as a condiment in cooking; cf. κυκέσων βλαξωνίος, Ar. Pax, 712.

ko-no or once ko-i-no: this is counted (numbers from 2 to 12) and is qualified by a-po-le-j[, e-ne-me-na (abbreviated to e) and d.e. The variations of spelling can be paralleled in other words (e.g. ko-to-na at Pylos = ko-to-i-na at Knossos). At Knossos ko-no is found on one tablet 203 = F 953 + 955, where it prefaces the abbreviation MA.
It is probably to be equated with the Greek σχοινος (which is sometimes feminine); but with precisely which of the plants so designated is not clear. Possibly ‘ginger-grass, Cymbopogon schoenanthus’, a fragrant plant used in the manufacture of perfumes and later imported into Greece from Syria for this purpose. See especially Theophrastus, H.P. ix, 7, 3, where it is said not to grow in Europe.


ku-mi-na, ku-mi-na: abbreviated ku; it is measured (amounts from 1½ to 4 l.). κομινων ‘cumin, Cuminum cyminum’. The word is Semitic, though Akkad. kamīnī is alleged to mean ‘caraway’. According to Dioscorides (iii, 59) it was imported from Egypt and Ethiopia, but also grown in Galatia and Cilicia. An oriental provenance is at least likely. It is widely used in cooking.

ma-ra-tu-wo: abbreviated ma; it is measured (amounts from ½ to 2 l.). marathwōn, to be equated with the classical forms μάραθων or μαραθων. The former is usually explained as derived by dissimilation from the latter; we may, however, suspect in the latter the influence of the suffix -θων. The measured quantities clearly refer to the seed, which is used in cooking. The plant is widespread in distribution, so that this is more likely a local product than an import.

mi-ta: abbreviated m1 (?); counted with pe (numbers 1, 2 and perhaps 20). It is possible that pe represents some sort of measure; perhaps ‘bunch’. The use of pe in Cypriot as an abbreviation of the coin πέλακος can hardly be relevant. The plant is obviously μύνας, μύνη, some kind of mint, a common and widely distributed plant.

sa-pi-de: counted (numbers 6 and 12). The identification is uncertain, and may be a container rather than a spice. The word recurs at Pylos (Vn05, to which a new fragment found in 1954 has been joined), where numbers of these are mentioned in connexion with the nine towns; the numbers are damaged, those readable being 200, 80, 60 and 40. Possibly sarpedes ‘boxes’; cf. σαρπίς = σαρπός, An. Ox. ii, 466, and σαρπός: κιβωτός, Hesych. A connexion with σάλπη ‘saупe fish’ or σηπίσ ‘cuttle-fish’ seems much less likely.

sa-sa-ma: abbreviated sa; measured (amounts 1 to 5 l.). Equivalent to σησώμη or σησεκά. The word is Semitic, the Ugaritic form (š̄mn) being nearest to the Greek. The oil resembles olive-oil, but the small quantities of seeds can hardly have been intended for pressing. The seeds are themselves eaten, and a sweetmeat called havaš is still made from them in Greece today. It was grown in antiquity in Mesopotamia, but is said not to have been introduced into Egypt before the first millennium B.C.

se-ri-no: measured (amounts from ½ to 5 l.). σέλινων ‘celery, Apium graveolens’. The seed is clearly intended.

105 = Ge602

1 jo-o-po-ro a-ro-[2-3]-mi-jo / pe-se-ro
2 pu₂-ke ma-ra-tu-wo ⊕ 1 [227]
How...owed for spices to Psello:

Pu-ke: fennel seed 0.5 l.
Phegeus: cumin x
  fennel seed 2 l.
  sesame seed 1 l.
  boxes 6

For Ka-e-se-u: red safflower x
  sesame seed 2 l.
  fennel seed 2 l.
  boxes 6

Ke-po: red safflower x
  ...x
  mint 2 bunches
  rushes ...
  ... 1 bundle

jo-o-po-ro: ὅ ὁϕλον 'how' or 'thus they owed'. ὅϕλον is originally aorist to ὅϕεῖλον.
Cf. o-o-po-ro-si ὅ ὁϕλονσι PY 184 = Nn01.
a-ro-[]: Palmer conjectures a-ro-[ma-ta] = ἀρώματα. But the shape of the break does not favour this restoration; and it does not lead to an easy solution of the next word, which may be the nominative plural subject. The comparison of the first word of Ge606 [do?]-si-mi-jo might suggest a similar restoration here; cf. do-si-mi-jo PY Wa730.

pe-se-ro: written in smaller characters. Cf. the man's name in the genitive pe-se-ro-jo
KN 24 = Ai63; =Ὑελλό? The word is not known as a name until late, but the
adjective is at least as early as Aeschylus. The syntax is obscure, and he may be not
the merchant himself, but his clerk.

\textit{a-po-te-j}: The reading is uncertain and the apparent absence of a numeral is
surprising.

\textit{de}: possibly = \textit{desmā} 'bundle'.

\textbf{106 = Ge603}

1 \textit{ke-po ko condiment T 2
ka-na-ko re-u-ka 4 i}
dq-ra-[- . ]-ta-qa 20
[ka]-na-ko eru-la-ra 8 i
[? ]ka-ra-to CUP 1

2 \textit{pu-ke-o ko T 2
ku 4 2
ma 2
sa 2
ka-na-ko 8 i CUP 1
ko-no 10 eru-me-na 1

3 \textit{i-na-o ko T 2
ku 4 1
[mi 20]
ko-no 10 E 1
ka-na-ko eru-(ta-ra) 8 i

4 \textit{rg-ke- ḍa-no ko T 2
ku 4 2
[ erased? ]
ko-no 12 E 1 CUP 1

\textit{a-ke-re-wi-jo ko T 2
ku 4 1
ma 4 1
no-ko (sic) 10 DE [1]

\textit{cup 1

6 \textit{pe-ke-u ko T 2
ku 4 1 2
ma 4 1
ko-no 10 E 1
ka-na-ko 8 2

CUP 1
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Ke-po: coriander seed 24 l.
   white safflower 2 l.
   ...20
   red safflower 1 kg.
   basket 1

Pu-ke-o: coriander seed 24 l.
   cumin 4 l.
   fennel seed 1 l.
   sesame 1 l.
   safflower 1 kg., cup 1.
   rushes 10 e-ne-me-na 1

Inaon: coriander seed 24 l.
   cumin 2 l.
   mint 20
   rushes 10 e-1
   red safflower 1 kg.
   etc.

There is no introductory phrase, and the personal names are all in the nominative.
It is perhaps one of a set, of which the preceding tablet forms the first.

ka-ra-to: if the word is complete as it stands this might be kalathos, i.e. a description of
the cup ideogram which follows, which may be no more than a handleless variant
of the basket.

ra-ke-da-no: nominative to ra-ke-da-no-re 107 = Ge604. This is evidently one of the class
of names in -anör, but the first part of the compound is obscure.
a-ke-re-wo: this recalls the Pylos place-name A-ke-re-wa; the use of ethnic adjectives
as personal names is found elsewhere on the tablets (see p. 98).

pu-wo: Purwos = Íóppos; also found at Knossos.

107 = Ge604

\[ ke-e-pe \ o-pe-ro \ ka-na-ko \ e-ru-ta-ra \ [ \ ] \]
\[ [ \ ] \]
\[ [ \ ] \ de 1 \]
\[ ku \ 4 \ 1 \]
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2. i-na-o-te o-pe-ro ku 4 1
   sa 4 1
   ko-no 2
   se-ri-no 8 2 CUP 1

3. ra-ke-da-no-re o-pe-ro e-ru-ta-ra 8 1
   ma 4 1
   sa 4 1

4. a-ke-re-wi-jo o-pe-ro e-ru-ta-ra 8 3

5. pu-ke-(o o)-pe-ro(ro) ka-na-ko 8 1
   ma 2
   sa 2
   ka-da-mi-ja [ ]

In this tablet all the names are in the dative, followed in each case by the word o-pe-ro 'deficit'. In line 5 the scribe has written pe-ro-ro, which is plainly an error, and the name is probably pu-ke-o as in 106 = Ge603.2 rather than variant form of pu₃-ke 105 = Ge602.2.
CHAPTER VIII

LAND OWNERSHIP AND LAND USE

The E-series of tablets, one of the most extensive at Pylos but regrettably poorly represented at Knossos, is distinguished by the ideogram no. 120, which is measured in amounts varying from 137 units (2,440 litres) down to 41 (2 litres). This commodity is one of the staple cereal grains, and has here been translated as ‘wheat’; Furumark and Carratelli read ‘barley’.

Even before decipherment it was possible to guess, from the complex arrangement of the Pylos E-tablets, that they record hierarchies of different classes of persons on an apparently territorial basis. This was confirmed by phonetic transcription: the word ko-to-na (Knossos ko-to-i-na), whose detailed listing constitutes the primary purpose of the series, is evidently the classical κτοινα. This term was used on Rhodes of a territorial unit equivalent to the Attic deme, and is glossed by Hesychius in the plural as δῆμος μεμερισμένος ‘subdivided deme’; it is derived from the stem *kti- ‘settle, with buildings and/or cultivation’ (cf. Skt. ksità ‘settlement’, Arm. šēn ‘settled; village’). At Pylos it apparently refers to the small-scale unit of cultivation, a ‘field’ or ‘plot’.

Since our first reference to the E-tablets as records of land-tenure (Evidence, pp. 98–9) they have been discussed in greater detail by Furumark (1954, pp. 36–7), Webster (1954, pp. 13–14), Carratelli (1954a, pp. 102–12, 1954b, pp. 221–2), and Palmer (1955, pp. 6–18). Our commentary on this series, of which a large and representative selection is printed below, owes much to their analysis.

The ktoinai are generally described as being either ki-ki-mê-na or ke-ke-mê-na: the exact significance of this distinction is disputed. The first term, which is confined to the ‘first set’ of tablets (114=En02 et seq.) apparently recording actual ownership, is clearly ktimenai, from the same stem *kti- ‘settle’ and formally identical with the participle seen in:

Od. xxiv, 226: τὸν δὲ οἰνοῦ πατέρ’ ἐφρεῖν ἐκ-κτιμένη ἐν ἄλωῃ.
Od. ix, 190: οἱ κέ σφιν καὶ νήσου ἐκ-κτιμένην ἑκάμοντο, etc.

Carratelli supports the suggestion that ktimenai/kekeimenai distinguish ‘cultivated’ land from ‘fallow’ or ‘uncultivated’; there is a parallel in the distinction at Ugarit between šd ubdy ‘uncultivated or fallow fields’ from those
that are n'my ‘blooming’ (Virolleaud, 1951, p. 32). But it can hardly be a coincidence that ?kekeimenai is almost invariably confined to fields administered by the dâmos or ‘village’ (a term which might refer either to its people or to its land). The only exceptions are Ea10, Ea11, where ?kekeimenai ktoinai are attributed to the ‘swine-herds’ and ‘cowherds’; 146 = Eb34 (cf. Ep03.14) and 140 = Eb35, where they are recorded as subject to the obscure condition e-to-ni-jo; and Ea809.

Our translations will provisionally follow Furumark in translating the participles as ‘private’ and ‘communal’ respectively, even though these may be their effective rather than their etymological meanings. Ktimenai may have meant ‘land outside the ager publicus reclaimed by private initiative’. Webster compares Od. xxiv, 295-7 (and Nilsson’s commentary, 1933, p. 242):

ος δ’ ἐπεὶ ἐκ πόλιος κατέβας, τάχα δ’ ἀγρόν ἱκοντο
καλὸν Λαέρτασ τετυγμένον, ὅν ἰά βατ’ αὐτός
Λαέρτης κτεάτισεν, ἐπεὶ μάλα πόλλ’ ἐμόγησεν.

On this view, the ktoinai ktimenai correspond approximately to the category of γῆ ἱδιόκτητος in the Egyptian system of land tenure recorded at Tebtunis (Rostovtzeff, 1941, pp. 274-92). Less probable alternatives are ‘land actually occupied by its owners’ or ‘land with a separate dwelling on it’, which the usual translation of Hom. ἐ-κρίμαις by ‘good to live in’ might suggest.

The second term ke-ke-me-na may perhaps be formally connected with κεῖμαι, κεῖμαι, whose stem shows reduplication in Skt. gîye; there are, however, other possible derivations (e.g. from the stem of Homeric γέντο ‘seized’). Palmer (1955, p. 7) connects ?kekeimenai with κοινός ‘common’ and with Germanic haim- ‘nucleated village settlement’: the sense ‘communal’ would be confirmed by the phrase ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na ko-na (Ep02.3), if the spelling in fact represents ?kekeimenâs ktoinâs koinâs and not an erroneous repetition of syllables by the scribe.


If the inhabitant of a town has possession of another inhabitant’s fields, he shall also perform the respective feudal service to the liege lord; if he allows the fields to lie idle, another man may take the fields, but he must not sell them.

If a ‘craftsman’ disappears and a socman is assigned in his stead, if the socman says ‘this is my craftsman’s fee but this other one is my socage’, he shall secure for himself a sealed deed concerning the fields; then he has legal possession of the craftsman’s fee and shall also perform the socage. If he refuses the craftsman’s service, they will declare the fields of the craftsman vacant, and the people of the town shall work them.
From these and other somewhat obscure clauses on the same subject it appears that Hittite land was in principle divided into two classes (see Gurney, 1952, pp. 102–3). The inalienable land of the socman (‘liege-man’ or ‘fief-holder’) is held under specific terms of service (sahhan), and on his death the fief returns to the palace; the holding of the craftsman (lit. ‘man of the tool’), or member of the artisan class, derives its title from the local authority, can be bought and sold, but reverts to the ‘men of the village’ when the title lapses.

The owners of ktonai ktimenai at Pylos, among whom no women appear, are classified as te-re-ta (114 = En02.2, cf. 152 = Er01.6), probably telestai; cf. Elean αὐτὲ ἐστὶ τῆς τῆς τελεστῆς ‘whether he be private citizen or magistrate’. In view of initial τ-, not q-, the Mycenaean term is probably from τέλη ‘services due’ rather than from τέλος ‘fulfilment’, and it may imply original feudal obligations on the part of holders of such land. Palmer (1955, p. 13) suggests a direct comparison between these obligations and the sahhan of the Hittite land-owning class. He translates telestai as ‘barons’, arguing that this term, perhaps derived from a Germanic bara related to φόρος ‘tribute’, may reflect a parallel feudal organization.

Palmer similarly equates the lands administered by the Pylos damos with the Hittite ‘village land’; and suggests that the Homeric name δῆμος ἄργος, applied to craftsmen, minstrels and physicians, in fact originally meant ‘those who work village land’, i.e. a parallel class to the Hittite ‘men of the tool’.

To make deductions about the precise conditions of Mycenaean land tenure from the apparent etymology of the terms used is of course rather precarious, in view of the historical adaptations which the system and its terminology may have undergone since the Greeks’ original settlement in the country. Palmer’s attempt to use them for a reconstruction of the ‘Indo-European’ institutions which they may have brought into the country with them encounters the same difficulties (as well as neglecting the possible influence of ‘Minoan’ institutions); but it represents the courageous first step in a necessary line of enquiry.

The evidence of the tablets does not allow us to assume with certainty that the land administered by the damos is in fact an ager publicus, in the sense of being owned on a collective basis and subject to periodical redistribution. It is conceivable that the τέκτοι κτοιναί merely represent the residue of such a system; perhaps ‘land lying uncared-for’, whose ownership has lapsed due to death or punishment, and which only then reverts to the village for administration—as seems to be the case with the ‘vacant’ craftsman’s land in the Hittite clauses. Compare also Gardiner’s remarks on the category of khato land in the Wilbour Papyrus (1948, ii, p. 210).

For a theoretical discussion of primitive land tenure, see Thomson, 1949,
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pp. 297–331. He makes it clear that the δῆμοι represent the units of clan settlement, initially founded on a collective administration of the land. The agglomeration of these original villages into centralized towns was evidently not far advanced in Mycenaean times: Thucydides (1, 5 and 10) preserves a memory of 'unfortified πόλεις whose people lived in scattered villages'. Most of the references to the dāmos on the Pylos tablets probably apply, not to the centre 'Pylos' itself (only the palace and the seat of administration?), but to the satellite village of Pa-ki-ja-, one of the nine which are frequently listed together in a fixed order. Most of the spellings of this name appear to imply a nominative plural in -ānes, which looks more like a clan or tribal name than primarily a place-name (cf. Ἑλλάνες, Ἀκαρνάνες). Is the theos who figures so largely in the records of this village (cf. 172 = Kn02 rev.) a tutelary divinity of the clan? Thomson (1949, pp. 361–2) concludes from Od. iii, 7 that Pylos consisted of nine δῆμοι; the possible connexion with the nine villages of the tablets has long been noted by Blegen and Bennett.

Though the 'first set' of Pylos tablets contains records for ktoinai ktimenai as such, there are no tablets listing the land of the dāmos except in the form of o-na-ta (singular o-na-to, evidently neuter). These apparently constitute some kind of subordinate title to the use of particular fields, and we have translated them as 'leases'. Those who have 'leases' of ktoinai ktimenai in the 'first set' are called o-na-te-re (nom. plur.), something like 'tenants'. Whether the onata para dāmōi represent the only way in which the 'communal' land was farmed is not clear, since the surviving records may well be confined to certain restricted categories of tenure, in which the palace authorities were particularly interested.

One might have considered translating o-na-to as ὄνητον (Dor. ὄνωτόν) 'bought, buyable', whatever this precisely means in a primitive economy; but the Skt. vasñām suggests that ὄνη (Lesb. ὄννα) should have initial *w-, and a derivation of the Mycenaean term from ὄνυμι 'bestow a benefit' is more probable. Such an onātan may originally have meant a plot of land given to a retainer as a reward, cf. Od. xiv, 62–7:

...ος κεν ἐμ' ἐνδυκέως ἐφιλει καὶ κτῆσιν ἐποιεσέν,
οἶκον τε κληρόν τε πολυμηνήστην τε γυναίκα,
οἶς τε ὧδ' ὀλικηὶ ἄνας ἐθυμησος ἐδωκεν,
ος οἱ πολλὰ κάμπην, θεός δ' ἐπὶ ἔργου ἄξη,
ὁς καὶ ἐμοὶ τόδε ἔργου ἀξεται, ὃς ἐπιμέλειν.
τὸ κε μὲ πόλλ' ὄνησεν ἄνας, ἐλ αὐτοθ' ἐγήρα.

Is the expression ke-ra o-na-to on 137 = Eb30 (cf. 135 = Ep704.2) conceivably the complete form of the expression, i.e. γέρας ὄνητον 'a pension which brings (repeated) profit'? Cf. also Od. xxiii, 24: σὲ δὲ τοῦτο γε γήρας
ένησει. But the fact that the owners of the larger κτοιναί can themselves be ονατέρες of another man's land makes it unlikely that all the 'tenants' at Pylos have actually received their holdings as rewards for services rendered. The form ονάτερ (cf. classical άνηστόρ) suggests by its form 'one who bestows a benefit' rather than the expected 'beneficiary', but it may be denominal from ονάτων; cf. άσπιστήρ (Hom. άσπιστής), etc.

The class of ονατέρες includes fullers, potters and other trades, as well as one or two priests or priestesses; the great majority, however, are described simply as 'servants of the god', including both men (theio doelo) and women (τ. δοελα). This is probably a formal title, and does not rank them in the servile class of the doeloí and doelai of the other tablets, on which these are counted but not referred to by individual names. It is tempting to compare the name ίεροδούλοι given to the farmers of temple lands in Egypt (Rostovtzeff, *ibid*.). Their precise status here is obscure. Does the large number of these 'theodules' (and of religious functionaries in the 'third set', pp. 252-8) imply that the land tenure recorded on these tablets is primarily connected with the organization of religious institutions at Pylos? Or is it due to the fact that certain favoured craftsmen and temple acolytes were the only persons, below telestas level, who were allowed to hold leases of land? Or are the theio doeloí just farmers, whose liability to pay temple dues is thereby recorded?

Two other kinds of land-holding, the *kama* and the *temenos*, will be discussed later in this chapter (pp. 261, 266).

The relation between the schedule of land holdings and their corresponding amounts of *wheat* is expressed by the phrase *to-σα-(*de) pe-*mo or *pe-*ma (only on 152 = Er01, 153 = Er02). Since *pe-ma* is applied to coriander-seed on KN Ga674, it is natural to read it as σπέρμα 'seed' (or 'sowing', class. generally σπόρα or σπόρος). *Pe-*mo apparently has the same meaning, either as a spelling variant (-mo from *-* µα?) or as a doublet in *-mos*, cf. δινωμός/δινωμα, καθαρμός/κακαρμα in Aeschylus.

It is not clear whether the amounts of seed grain are a record of an actual transaction (an issue from the royal granaries?), or merely a theoretical way of expressing the acreages of the land (being recorded for purposes of taxation?). In either case there is evidently an accepted density of sowing which makes it unnecessary to record the acreages in other measures of area (except once on 114 = En02.1). The Nuzi texts use the Babylonian *imēru* 'donkey-load' to measure both amounts of grain and the acreages of fields; Lewy (1949) argues that the Sumerian system of land measure is similarly derived from the corresponding unit volumes of seed, and quotes the Arab lexicographers as defining units of surface area by the volumes of grain needed to sow them.
The densities of sowing quoted for ancient times by Neo-Babylonian texts, by Cicero and Columella, and by the Talmud are in agreement with those in use today, and vary generally between 150 and 200 litres to the hectare (1\(\frac{3}{4}-2\) bushels to the acre). Webster (1954, p. 13) has pointed out the absurdly low acreages which result for the Pylos lands if we use this rate of seeding, and the litre equivalents of the wheat measures suggested in ch. ii, as our conversion factors. The situation is somewhat improved if we assume that the amounts of wheat are those actually issued for a season’s sowing, not theoretical acreage equivalents, and that half the land is at one time left fallow: in that case we may double the area of the king’s temenos, and of the ktomaini ktimenai, which we have calculated from the sperma figures. The alternative by which pe-mo is regarded, not as wheat sown, but as some kind of tax levied on the crops of the ktomaini (Carratelli, 1954a, pp. 102, 110) does not produce any improvement in the figures, since a reasonable levy on a crop of grain might well be larger than the amount of seed required to produce that crop; but it cannot be excluded merely on this account.

Lewy (1944) has shown, however, that the rate of seeding assumed in Mesopotamian records earlier than c. 1000 B.C. was very considerably less than the modern figure. She quotes 50 litres per hectare for the Neo-Sumerian and Kassite periods, 60 litres for the Nuzi texts; and adduces evidence from the Mishnà for an earlier system of cereal culture in which ‘instead of leaving an entire field fallow for one season, the farmers of the ancient Near East prevented the exhaustion of their soil by dividing their fields into one-furrow beds which were alternately tilled and left fallow’. The spacing of these sown furrows would be three times wider or more than that usual under the later system. Whether or not this explanation will hold good for Mycenaean Greece, it may be of interest to see what acreages result for the Pylos lands if we take a sowing of 50 litres per acre, and the value of the wheat unit measure as 120 litres (i.e. a factor of 2.4 hectares per unit measure).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sowing of wheat</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Population supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King’s temenos</td>
<td>50 units (6000 l.)</td>
<td>120 ha = 297 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for ‘first set’</td>
<td>40 units</td>
<td>96 ha = 237 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-sized ktomaini ktimenai</td>
<td>2 T 3</td>
<td>5.4 ha = 13.3 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-sized onaton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.24 ha = (\frac{3}{10}) acre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallest onaton (once only)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04 ha = (\frac{1}{10}) acre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The small size of some of the fields is not surprising for Greek terrain, and is paralleled on the Alalakh tablets (Wiseman, 1953) and the Wilbour Patyrus
(see below). The figures for ‘population supported’ are estimated on a 5-fold consumable yield (which is the upper limit quoted for wheat on the Nuzi tablets, Lacheman, 1939), and on a monthly ration of \( r \, 2\frac{1}{2} = 30 \) litres; this result is not, of course, affected by variations in the rate of seeding which we assume. The surviving tablets evidently record only a very small fraction of the total acreage required to feed the population of Pylos and its outlying settlements. Either the smaller tenants had more land to support their families than the diminutive onata recorded on the surviving tablets; or else these are no more than allotments with which they supplemented an income derived from other work, as is evident in the case of the potters and fullers. For comparison, in Anglo-Saxon times the normal holding for a peasant household owning two plough-oxen was a quarter-hide (30 acres), though ‘cottars’ might support themselves on as little as 5 acres.

One might still speculate (with Webster, 1954, p. 13) whether the pe-mo figures, while indeed referring to seed-corn, may in fact ‘only represent some known fraction of the total sowing’; one might imagine, for example, that the palace granaries provided half or a quarter of the seed required, possibly in a situation of emergency; or that the palace granaries received from the farmers a tax equal to half or a quarter of their sowing (and hence the different formula applying to the temenos of the king, \( 152 = Er01 ? \)). There is no explicit evidence with which to attempt a final answer to this difficult problem.

Two examples of cuneiform tablets of somewhat similar context may be compared.

1. Sumerian, from Lagaš (Genouillac, 1909, TSA, xxxviii):
   
   2580 litres of emmer-wheat (first time), 600 litres of emmer-wheat (second time) and 1260 litres of barley have been drawn for the field Datiramma: the steward Eniggal delivered them from the Ekiqgal building to the farm superintendent Ur-Enki (sixth year).

2. Nuzi (AASOR 16, 1935-6, no. 87):

   500 litres of barley, given to Kipali for sowing on five imēru of land belonging to Uzna; the lands of Uzna are for ‘partnership’ (cf. o-na-to ??) and Kipali shall not dispose of them.

   Note that Babylonian issues of seed grain sometimes include an extra above that calculated for the acreage, to allow fodder for the plough animals (see also p. 260).

   The closest parallel to the arrangement of the Pylos E- tablets is, however, provided by the paragraphs of the long Wilbour Papyrus (Gardiner, 1948). It contains a cadastral survey, made in about 1150 B.C., of a large number of fields along the left bank of the Nile, together with their assessment for taxes
of emmer-wheat. In spite of the elaborate phraseology and calculation of each paragraph, Gardiner admits that much of the real meaning and purpose of the series remains obscure, as it must with our Pylos tablets.

The different terms which differentiate the fields show distinctions (1) of ownership, whether by individuals, temples, Crown, etc.; (2) of condition—'newly opened up', '(normal) arable', 'tired', 'uncultivated', etc.; (3) of location with regard to the rise and fall of the Nile flood. The entries of smallholders which constitute many of the paragraphs resemble those at Pylos in their listing of personal names and occupations, and in the fact that many women appear. E.g.:

§ 84. The landing-place of Pharaoh in Ḥardai. Measurement made to the south of P-ma:

The lady Ḥathôr, together with her brethren: 3 arouras = ½ at 1½ measures of corn.
Apportioned for Suchus of P-ma, cultivated by the hand of Ḥori: 10 arouras = 2½ at 1½ measures.
The charioteer Prâ(h)iwenmaf, cultivated by the hand of the cultivator Amen-
mopê: (20) 5 arouras = ½ at 1½ measures.
The lady Tkamen: 5 arouras = ½ at 1½ measures.
The herdsman Set(em)ha: 5 arouras = ½ at 1½ measures.
The bee-keeper Pkhôrê: 5 arouras = ½ at 1½ measures.
The retainer Nakhthikhopshef: 5 arouras = ½ at 1½ measures.
The stable-master Kenkhikhopshef: 5 arouras = ½ at 1½ measures.
The slave Shedemdeî: 3 arouras = ½ at 1½ measures,
etc.

The size of such small-holdings varies from as little as 0.0164 ha (¼ acre) up to 11 ha (27 acres), while the fields of khato land belonging to the Crown have limits of 0.55–93 ha (1½–230 acres): Gardiner (II, p. 98) quotes Lozach-Hug for the statement that in recent times about 40 per cent of holdings in Egypt were of ¼ acre or less.

1. TYPICAL FORMULAE ON SHORT PYLOS TABLETS

Before examining the large and complex tablets which make up the three most important 'sets', let us look at the typical land-tenure formulae in isolation, as they occur on some smaller tablets. The first three examples all refer to the shepherd Mo-ro-qa-ro. On the first his name appears in the genitive as the actual 'owner' of a ktoînâ ktîmenâ; on the second a tenant is recorded as having a lease 'from Mo-ro-qa-ro's plot'; the third (the most usual wording of the same formula) describes a lease 'from Mo-ro-qa-ro himself', where his name goes into the dative case. Note the grammatical agreement shown by the descrip-
tion poimenos (gen.), poimenei (dat.); but on the first tablet (as on 111 = Ea23) poimēn appears added in small letters above the line, as if in parenthesis, where we should logically expect the genitive case.

108 = Ea817
mo-ro-qo-ro-jo / ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na 'po-me' wheat 3 7 1 4 4
The private plot of Mologuros (shepherd): 374 l. wheat.

109 = Ea782
ru-ko-ro e-ke o-na-to 'ra-wa-ke-si-jo' pa-ro mo-ro-qo-ro-jo ko-to-na po-me-no
wheat 7 1
Lugros, servant of the commander (similarly on Ea09, Ea823, Ea882), holds a lease from the plot of Mologuros the shepherd: 12 l. wheat.

110 = Ea800
ke-re-te-u e-ke o-na-to pa-ro mo-ro-qo-ro po-me-ne wheat 2
Kretheus holds a lease from Mologuros the shepherd: 240 l. wheat.
The same variation in formulae is shown by the tablets referring to another shepherd:

111 = Ea23 [71]
ko-do-jo / 'po-me' ko-to-na-ki-ti-me-na wheat 1 7 4 4 3
The private plot of ?Koldos (shepherd): 174 l. wheat.

112 = Ea825:
ta-ra-na-la / e-ke o-na-to pa-ro ko-do 'po-me-ne' wheat 1
Thalamatas holds a lease from ?Koldos the shepherd: 12 l. wheat.
Ko-do's third tablet exemplifies the second kind of 'lease' recorded on the E- tablets, that held not from an individual but from the damos (see the 'fourth set', pp. 258–64).

113 = Ea824
ko-do e-ke o-na-to pa-ro da-mo 'po-me' wheat 1 4
?Koldos the shepherd holds a lease from the village: 48 l. wheat.

2. THE FIRST PYLOS SET

The thirteen paragraphs making up this series have been preserved in two separate recensions, of which the larger tablets ('Version A') introduced by 114 = En02 have here been printed first and may represent the later and more polished documentation. The reason for the two versions, whose items show
identical quantities and order but some variations in spelling and phraseology, is not altogether clear; but a large proportion of the remaining E-tablets show a similar bureaucratic duplication, as will be seen from the other sets printed below.

The 'first set' gives the complete breakdown for an area of ktimena ('private'? land which, though not large (approx. 96 ha, or 240 acres?), shows a complex pattern of land tenure. The introductory adjective Pa-ki-ja-ni-ja is evidently derived from Pa-ki-ja-, the name of one of the nine 'satellite towns', and shows the location of the land. Why do no other place-names appear on the Pylos E-tablets? Do the other records of land, in the absence of a specific title, also refer to Pa-ki-ja, or to the territory of 'Pylus' itself? The existence of a series for Pa-ki-ja, but for none of the other nine, may be due to the accidents of survival; but it might also indicate that Pa-ki-ja represents the largest fertile area close to 'Pylus'; which may be the name (transferred from another site by a migrating dynasty?) only of the palace complex itself.

**Version A**

114 — En02 [609]

1. pa-ki-ja-ni-ja to-sa da-ma-te da 40
2. to-so-de te-re-ta ene-e-si men 14
3. wa-na-ta-jo-jo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de- pe-mo wheat 2 4 1
5. a-tu-ko e-te-do-mo wa-na-ka-te-ro o-na-to e-ke (to-so)-de pe-mo wheat 4 1
6. i-ni-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 1 2 4 4
7. e-65 to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 1 2
8. si-ma te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 1 vacat
9. a-ma-ru-ta-o ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo wheat 2 1 3
10. [o-da-a en-ko-si a]-ma-ru-ta-o ko-to-na o-na-te-re
11. [so-u-ro te-o-jo do]-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 4 3
12. [e-do-mo-ne-u te-o]-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 1 [1]
13. [e-se-ro te-o-jo do]-e-ro [o-na-to] e-ke [to-so-de] pe-mo wheat 4 3
14. [wa-na-ta-jo te-re-ta] o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 1 1
15. [e-ra-ta-ra i-je-re-ja do-e-ra] pa-ki-ja-na o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 1
16. [po-so-re-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o]-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 1 4 3
17. [i-je-re-ja pa-ki-ja-na o-na]-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo wheat 1 3

vac
(There are) so many acres belonging to Pa-ki-ja₅: 40, And there are so many fief-holders upon them: fourteen men.

§ 1 The private plot of ?Warnataios, so much seed: 242 l. wheat.
   Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to ?Warnataios:
   ?Atukhos the king’s artificer holds a lease, so much seed: 2 l. wheat,
   L., servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 32 l. wheat,
   E., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 24 l. wheat,
   S., servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 12 l. wheat.

§ 2 The private plot of Amaruntas, so much seed: 276 l. wheat.
   Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Amaruntas:
   S., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 6 l. wheat,
   E., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 12 l. wheat,
   E., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 6 l. wheat,
   ?Warnataios the fief-holder holds a lease, so much seed: 12 l. wheat,
   E., the servant (f.) of the priestess of Pa-ki-ja₅, holds a lease, so much seed:
   12 l. wheat,
   P., servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 18 l. wheat.
   The priestess of Pa-ki-ja₅ holds a lease, so much seed: 36 l. wheat.

da-ma-te: since it cannot be neuter plural, this noun must be either feminine singular
or plural; the name of a class of persons (cf. du-ma-te 257 = Jn09 damartes?) is excluded
by the lack of a man or woman ideogram. The ethnic adjective P., and en-eensi in
line 2, suggest a topographical term whose initial is repeated in the ideogram DA
(also found on Knossos tablets of similar context, e.g. 157 = Uf835). If it is a measure
of area, it is significant that the total amount of wheat recorded on this set of
tables appears to add up to approximately 40 measures (c. 4800 litres). Webster
(1954) and Furumark (1954) accept Dêmatēr = ‘corn-land’; this is doubted by
Carratelli (1954, p. 225) who suggests a derivative of *dam-îdom-, perhaps ‘family
units’ (originally the area of land regarded as sufficient for one household, like the
Old English ‘hide’?).

to-so-de (line 2): enclitic -de ‘and’? These fourteen telestai are evidently the individuals
whose koinai introduce each of the separate paragraphs of the set. The same persons
are also described as koiinookhai on 131 = Ep01; and ?Warnataios, subject of the first
paragraph, is described as a telestas when he himself appears as a ‘tenant’ in the
second. There is an evident discrepancy in the fact that the set appears to consist
of only thirteen paragraphs, and it is possible that the koinai of § 6 in fact have two
telestai (a different explanation by Bennett, see p. 261).

ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na (line 3): it is not clear from the spelling, or vital to the meaning,
whether this is to be taken as singular or plural.

O-na-te-re e-ka-si (lines 4 and 11): note the free variation in word-order (not extended
to the introductory o-da-a₅) shown by the successive recurrences of this phrase;
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e-ke-si on 115 = En03.21 is clearly a scribal lapse, and not to be equated with the 'spears' of 257 = Jn09.3. As usual on these tablets, *ekhshekhonsi* implies 'tenancy', not ownership (recorded by the genitive, as in lines 3 and 10). An alternative construction could be: 'how they occupy? Warnataios' *ktoina* (singular)'; but the usual opposition onaton ktoinâ|onata ktoinâ|on suggests that the *ktoina* is the unit of individual working, not the unit of overall ownership.

115 = En03 [74]

1. ru-*83-o ko-to-na-ki-ti-me-(na) to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 T [5]
2. o-da-*2 a na-te-re ru-*83-o ko-to-na e-ko-si
3. pe-ki-ta ka-na-pe-u wa-na-ka-te-ro [a]-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1
4. mi-ra te-o-jo do-e-ra (o-na-to) e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1
5. te-se-u te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 4
6. ma-re-ku-na te-o-jo do-e-ro (!) o-[na-to e-ke to-so-de pe]-mo WHEAT 1
7. e-ko-to te-[o]-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 4 [3]
8. ma-zu? te-[o]-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 4 [3]
vacat
10. ait-jo-qo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 T 5 4 4
11. o-da-*2 o na-te-re e-ko-si ait-jo-qo ko-to-na
12. e-pa-sa-na-ti te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 2
13. ku-*63 so te-[o]-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 1
14. ta-ra-*2 to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 1
15. we-te-re-u i-e-re-u o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 5
16. e-ko-to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 1
17. ko-ri-si-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 5 vacat
18. pi-ke-re-wo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 2 T 6
19. o-da-*2 o na-te-re e-ke-si (sic) pi-ke-re-wo ko-to-na
20. ai-wa-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 1
21. pe-ki-ta ka-na-pe-u wa-na-ka-te-ro o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo
  WHEAT 1 2
22. ko-ri-si-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 5
vacat

§ 3 The private plot of R., so much seed: 180 l. wheat.

Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to R.: P., the king's fuller, holds a lease, so much seed: 12 l. wheat,

? Smila, servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 12 l. wheat,

Theseus, servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 48 l. wheat, etc.
§ 4 The private plot of Aithioq's, so much seed: 188 l. wheat.
Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Aithioq's:
E., servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 24 l. wheat, etc.

§ 5 The private plot of Pikreus, so much seed: 312 l. wheat.
Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Pikreus:
Aiwaia, servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 12 l. wheat,
P., the king's fuller, holds a lease, so much seed: 24 l. wheat,
Korinsia, servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 60 l. wheat.

ru-83-o (gen.), ru-83-e (dat.), evidently shows a consonant declension parallel to a-ta-no-ro/a-ta-no-re, etc.; but the ending of the dative prevents a comparison with names in -is on the model of -me-de-o]-me-de-i. If the rare sign *E3 conceals the
alternative spelling of some such name as ru-kew-o/ru-kew-e, then the implied syllable-
division is quite unprecedented.

ta-ra-z-to (line 15) appears in 'Version B' as ta-ra-to on 121 = Eo04, where in addition e-pa-sa-na-ti is deliberately spelt i-pa-sa-na-ti, and i-e-re-u reappears as i-e-re-u. Such variations might perhaps suggest oral dictation rather than visual copying: in either case the scribe has allowed himself some freedom in modifying the precise wording of the repetitive formulae. Like Hektor, Korinsia, Pe-ki-ta and We-te-re-u, the man Ta-ra-z-to is recorded as holding leases of ktonai belonging to more than one telestas.

116 = En659

1  ge-re-go-ta-o    ki-ti-me-na    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT 2 T 3
2   o-da-a2       o-na-te-re     e-ko-si ge-re-go-ta-o    ko-to-na
3   ra-su-ro    te-o-jo    do-e-ro    o-na-to    e-ke    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT T 1
4   we-te-re-u  i-e-re-u   o-na-to    e-ke    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT T 1
5   tu-ri-ja-ti te-o-jo    do-e-ra    pa-ro    pe-re-qo-ta (sic) pe-qo-ta    to-so    pe-mo
6   wa-te-qo-ta    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT 4 3
vacat
7   a-da-ma-o-jo    ko-to-na    ki-ti-me-na    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT 1 T 8
8   o-da-a2       o-na-te-re     e-ko-si a-da-ma-o-jo    ko-to-na
9   ta-ra-z-to    te-o-jo    do-e-ro    o-na-to    e-ke    to-so-de    [pe-mo]    WHEAT T 2 4 4
vacat
10  a-e-qe-wo    ko-to-na    ki-ti-me-na    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT 1 T 2
11  o-da-a4  ta-ra-z-to    o-jo    do-e-ro    o-na-to    e-ke    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT T 1 4 3
vacat
12  ru-ku-ro-jo    ko-to-na    ki-ti-me-na    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT 1 T 1 4 3
13  o-da-a2  i-ra-ta    te-o-jo    do-e-ro    o-na-to    e-ke    to-so-de    pe-mo    WHEAT 4 3
vacat
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§ 6 The private (plot) of Ḫwēlq̣ hontās, so much seed: 276 l. wheat.

Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Ḫwēlq̣:
R., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 12 l. wheat,
W., the priest holds a lease, so much seed: 12 l. wheat,
Thuriatis, servant (f.) of the god, from P. (!) the old man, so much seed: 108 l. wheat,
T., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 6 l. wheat.

§ 7 The private plot of Admaos, so much seed: 216 l. wheat.

Now this is how the tenants hold plots belonging to Admaos:
T., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 32 l. wheat.

§ 8 The private plot of Aeus, so much seed: 144 l. wheat.

Now this is how T., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 18 l. wheat.

§ 9 The private plot of R., so much seed: 138 l. wheat.

Now this is how I., servant of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 6 l. wheat.

§ 10 The private plot of Aktaios, so much seed: 384 l. wheat.

Now this is how K., servant (m.) of the god, holds a lease, so much seed: 24 l. wheat.

ge-re-go-ta-o; perhaps the equivalent of a classical *Τηλε-φύτης, cf. Τηλεφός. It is remarkable that the other occurrences of this individual’s name, including that on line 5 of the same tablet, are spelt with initial pe-. Bennett regards this as betraying a less archaic pronunciation of the labio-velar; if so, it shows, surprisingly, the Aeolic development rather than the Arcadian. On Eb22 and on 148 = Ep04.10 pe-re-go-ta is qualified as pa-da-je-u/pa-de-te-u (an ethnic?), and in ‘Version B’ (123 = Eb06) the dative pa-da-je-we replaces his name entirely. The possibility cannot be excluded that the additional word pe-go-ta (connected with προσβύτης?) of 116 = En659.5 and of 123 = Eb06.4, 6 serves to distinguish one Telephontes from another, thus explaining the absence of a fourteenth paragraph. But though ge-re-go-ta-o in line 1 might conceivably be genitive plural, it could hardly be dual.

A further difficulty is presented by the fact that ‘Version B’ of § 6 shows an extra ‘tenant’ in line 6.

Line 10: o-na-te-re is used in the plural even though only one entry follows. This anomaly is corrected in the remaining three paragraphs by a telescoped version of the formula, of which only o-da-a (hōda ar ‘thus in turn’?) remains.

117 = En01 [467]
§ 11 The private plot of Thisbaios (the shepherd): 996 l. wheat,
§ 12 the private plot of Ponteus: 288 l. wheat,
§ 13 the private plot of Brithawon the (royal) potter, so much seed: 132 l. wheat.

Although these last three entries show ktoinai no smaller than the rest, they are distinguished by having no subsidiary 'tenants', and also by considerable variations of wording in 'Version B'.

Version B

Its main differences from 'Version A' are the omission of the o-da-a₂ formula introducing the 'tenants'; its replacement by the phrase 'pa-ro X (dat.)' in each entry; the elimination of to-so-de pe-mo; and the expansion on e-ke to e-ke-ge. This last peculiarity, which apparently adds nothing to the meaning, has been discussed by Carratelli (1954a, pp. 223-4), who suggests that it is a 'fossilized' first half of an original 'both... and' formula with two verbs: note, however, that e-ke-ge e-u-ke-to-ge on 140=Eb35 is probably not an example of 'both... and', since its 'Version A' on 135=Ep704.5 agrees with the other entries in reverting to e-ke e-u-ke-to-ge. This -ge used by the scribe of 'Version B' should probably be explained either as another example of the puzzling early use of τε to mean something other than strictly 'and' (Schwyzer, Gram. 11, pp. 574-6), or as an indication that he regarded the naming of the 'tenant' as a separate proposition, i.e. 'Here is) X., and he holds a lease', or the like.

118 = Eo01 [211]

1 wa-na-ta-jo-jo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na wheaT 2 [4 1]
2 a-tu-ko e-te-do-mo e-ke-ge o-na-to pa-ro wa-na-ta-[jo] wheaT 4 1
3 i-ni-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-ge o-na-to pa-ro wa-na-ta-[jo] wheaT 2 4 4

4 e-*65-to te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-ge o-na-to pa-ro wa-{na}-ta-[jo] wheaT [2 2]

5 si-ma te-o-jo do-e-ra e-ke-ge o-na-to pa-ro wa-na-ta-jo wheaT 4 1

§ 1 The private plot of ?Warnataios: 242 l. wheat.

?Atukhos the artificer, and he holds a lease from W.: 2 l. wheat, etc.
§ 2. The private plot of Amaruntas: 276 l. wheat.
   S., servant of the god, and he holds a lease from Phalaikos (Amaruntas erased):
   6 l. wheat, etc.

Lines 2, 3 and 7: the action of the scribe in erasing 'Amaruntas' and recording that the
'leases' are in fact held from Phalaikos and Tantalos is not taken into account in
'Version A'. Are these two men, who appear separately on 131 = Ep01 as ktoinoookhti,
relatives of Amaruntas? Or are they holders of some kind of intermediate lease,
So-u-ro and the others being sub-tenants?

§ 3. The private plot of R, the beetroot-gatherer: 180 l. wheat.
    P., the king's fuller, and he holds a lease (from) R.: 12 l. wheat, etc.

Line 1. The occupation te-u-ta-ra-ko-ro (teutl-algoros?) recurs on PY An09. If it agrees
with R. here, we must assume that the genitival (jo) has been omitted in error. Or
should we read 'the private plot of the beetroot-gatherers (vested in) R.'?
121 = Eo04 [247]

1  ai-ti-jo-go  ki-ti-me-na  ko-to-na / to-so-de-pe-mo  WHEAT [1  T 5  4  4]
5  ku-*63-so  te-o-jo  do-e-ro  e-ke-qe  o-na-to  pa-ro  ai-ti-jo-qi  WHEAT T 1
6  ta-ra-to  te-o-jo  do-e-ro  e-ke-qe  o-na-to  pa-ro  ai-ti-jo-qi  WHEAT T 1
7  we-te-re-u  i-je-re-u  e-ke-qe  o-na-to  pa-ro  ai-ti-jo-qi  WHEAT T 5

§ 4. The private plot of Aithioqs, so much seed: 188 l. wheat.

Hektor, servant (m.) of the god, and he holds a lease from Aithioqs the plot-owner: 12 l. wheat,

Korinsia, servant (f.) of the god, and she holds a lease of a private plot belonging to Aithioqs: 60 l. wheat,

I., servant (f.) of the god, and she holds a lease from Aithioqs: 24 l. wheat, etc.

Line 2: note the addition of khtoinoekhol to describe the actual owner of the plot.

Line 3: the variant formula introduced here by the scribe does not seem to indicate any distinction in sense; and it does not appear in 'Version A' (115 = En03.18); but note that the list of 'tenants' there begins with E-pa-sa-na-ti, which in 'Version B' is the first entry to have the completely normal formula. The scribe's original Ai-ti-jo-go (gen.) in line 3 is of course correct; it appears to have been altered to -qe under the influence of the Ai-ti-jo-qi which occurs (correctly) in all the other entries.

122 = Eo05 [160]

1  pi-ke-re-wo  ko-to-na  ki-ti-me-na / to-so-de  pe-mo [WHEAT] 2  T 6
2  ai-wa-ja  te-o-jo  do-e-ra  e-ke-qe  o-na-to  pa-ro  pi-ke-re-we  WHEAT T 1
3  pe-ki-ta  ko-na-pe-u  wa-na-ka-te-ro  e-ke-qe  o-na-to  pa-ro 'pi-ke-re-we'  WHEAT T 2
4  [ko-ri-si]-ja  te-o-jo  do-e-ra  e-ke-qe  o-na-to  pa-ro  pi-ke-re-we  WHEAT T 5

§ 5. The private plot of Pikreus, so much seed: 312 l. wheat.

Aiwaia, servant (f.) of the god, and she holds a lease from Pikreus: 12 l. wheat, etc.

123 = Eo06 [444]

1  [*q-e-re-go-ta-o  ko]-to-na  ki-ti-me-na  WHEAT 4
2  [ra-su-ro  te-o-jo  do-e]-99  e-ke-qe  o-na-to  pa-ro  pa-da-je-we [WHEAT T 1]
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3 [we-te-re-u i-je]-re-u e-ke-qa o-na-to pa-ro pa-da-je-we WHEAT [T 1]
5 [ta-ra-ga to te-o-jo do-e]-ro e-ke-qa pa-ro pa-da-je-we WHEAT [4 3]
6 [ ? ] e-ke-qa pa-[ro pa]-da-je-we pe-go-ta WHEAT T [nn]
§ 6 The private plot of Q.: 480 l. wheat,
   etc.

124 = Eo351 (formerly Ec02)
1 a-da-ma-(o)-jo ko-to-na ki-ji-[me-na WHEAT 1 T 8]
2 ta-ra-ga to te-o-jo do-e-[ro e-ke-qa o-na-to pa-ro a-da-ma-o WHEAT T 2 4 4]
§ 7 The private plot of Admaos: 216 l. wheat.
   T., servant (m.) of the god, and he holds a lease from Admaos: 32 l. wheat.

125 = Eo471 (including former Ec03)
1 a-i-qa-wo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na WHEAT 1 T 2
2 ta-ra-ga to te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qa o-na-to pa-ro a-i-qa-wo WHEAT T 1 4 3
§ 8 The private plot of A.: 144 l. wheat.
   T., servant (m.) of the god, and he holds a lease from A.: 18 l. wheat.

126 = Eo281 (formerly, Ec04)
1 [ra-ku-ro-jo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na] WHEAT 1 T 1 4 3
2 [i-ra-ta te-o-jo do-e-ro? e]-ke-qa o-na-to pa-ro ra-ku-ro WHEAT 4 3
§ 9 The private plot of R.: 138 l. wheat,
   I., the servant of the god, and he (?) holds a lease from R.: 61 l. wheat.

127 = Eo269 (formerly Eb26)
   a-ka-ta-jo-jo ko-to-na ki-ti-me-na WHEAT 3 T 2
   EDGE: ka-ra-pa-so te-o-jo do-e-ro e-ke-qa o-na-to pa-ro a-ka-ta-jo
   to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 2
§ 10 The private plot of Aktaios the fuller, so much seed: 384 l. wheat.
   K., servant (m.) of the god, and he holds a lease from Aktaios, so much seed: 24 l. wheat.

128 = Eo278 (formerly Eb01)
   ti-pa-jo po-me e-ke-qa wo-wo ko-to-no WHEAT [8 T 3 ?]
§ 11 Thisbaisos the shepherd, and he holds the confines of two (?) plots: 996? l.
   wheat.

ko-to-no (scarcely χθονος) can apparently only be explained as a dual (ktōnōn?), in
the declension of which Mycenaean feminines do not show -a- (p. 84). The phrase
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recurs on 141 = Eb20 as ke-ke-me-no ko-to-[no?] wo-wo, which is replaced on 135 = Ep704 simply by ke-ke-me-no. Wo-wo seems to represent vorwon(s), either the Homeric οὐρον ‘land-measure’ or δρος ‘boundary, boundary-stone’.

129 = Eo268 (formerly Ea20)
po-te-wo / ko-to-na WHEAT 2 T 4
§ 12 The plot of Ponteus: 288 l. wheat.

130 = Eo371 (formerly Ea24)
[ pi-ri]-ta-wo-<no> ke-ra-me-wo wa-na-ka-te-ro-<jo> ko-to-na-ki-ti-me-na WHEAT [1 T 1]

§ 13 The private plot of Brithawon the king’s potter: 132 l. wheat.
The lack of concordance in the description of the potter seems to be due to a confusion between the two varieties of this formula, either Brithawon ekhei... or Brithawonos ktoina....

3. THE SECOND PYLOS SET

‘Version A’ of this set is contained on a single tablet, 131 = Ep01. This is apparently a résumé of the ‘communal plots’ which are rented (presumably at Pa-ki-ja-, too) by the same important class of men who are recorded as owning ‘private plots’ of their own in the ‘first set’ of tablets. Six of the telestai of that set reappear in this list, together with the two names Phalaikos and Tantalos which are added over erasure on 119 = Eo02. Also listed are A-tu-ko e-te-do-mo, only a ‘tenant’ in the ‘first set’, and two men Ku-so and Ke-ra-u-jo whom we do not meet again.

The different wording which distinguishes the first and second sections of 131 = Ep01 reappears in the individual tablets of ‘Version B’ (except that e-ke-ge there extends throughout), but it is difficult to say whether a definite distinction of meaning is implied. ‘Version B’ shows that ktoinokhos (written in smaller letters over Ep01.2) should be inserted at the end of each entry in the first section. As in lines 8–14, it should evidently be taken to mean ‘Aithioq’s holds a lease from the dámos, being himself a plot-owner’; compare 148 = Ep04.11, where the present participle of the verb ‘to be’ is in fact added: [Phalai]kos..., ktoinokhos eón. Carratelli rightly criticizes Furumark’s analysis ktoinokhos-paro-dámoi, ‘one who holds his plot from the dámos’.

The leases of ‘communal plots’ by men and women who are not themselves ktoinookhoi are catalogued on the large Ep- tablets in the ‘fourth set’ (below, p. 258).
COMMUNAL plots not leased, so much seed: 132 l. wheat.

§ 2 Aithioq's holds the lease of a communal plot from the village (being himself) a plot-owner: so much seed: 174 l. wheat,

§ 3 W. holds the lease of a communal plot from the village (being himself a plot-owner): so much seed: 60 l. wheat,

etc.

§ 13 A-i-ge-u, and he holds a communal plot (being himself) a plot-owner: so much seed: 72 l. wheat.

a-no-no: Webster (1954, p. 13) and Carratelli independently agree with us in suggesting a compound adjective an-onoi 'not subject to o-na-to', which would explain the absence of a personal name in the first position. But who actually farms this land? Ea22 contains the puzzling annotation ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na-(a)-no-no: Amphialos ekhei. The new tablet Ea801 reads Klu(me)noio meliēwos ktoina a-no-no ke-ke-me-[na?].
Version B

As Bennett has pointed out to us, the entries of 131 = Ep01 are duplicated by the separate tablets Eb818 (§ 1), Eb08 (§ 2), Eb09 (§ 3), Eb747 (§ 4), Eb05 (§ 7), Eb02 (§ 8), Eb893 (§ 9), Eb04 (§ 10), Eb03 (§ 11), Eb23 + 892 (§ 12) and Eb895 (§ 13).

132 = Eb818 (including former Ea21)
ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na a-no-no to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT I T [8] '1'
§ 1 Communal plots not leased, so much seed: 132 l. wheat.

133 = Eb08 (+846)
1 ai-ti-jo-go e-ke-qe o-na-to ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na
2 pa-ro da-mo ko-to-no-o-ko to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT I T 4 4 3
§ 2 Aithioq's, and he holds the lease of a communal plot from the village (being himself) a plot-owner: so much seed: 174 l. wheat.

134 = Eb895 + 906
1 a-i-ge-u e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na
2 ko-to-no-o-ko to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT I T 6
§ 13 A., and he holds a communal plot (being himself) a plot-owner: so much seed: 72 l. wheat.

4. THE THIRD PYLOS SET

The subjects of this list, which contains several formulae unique in complexity, seem to share a religious function. Only two of the entries refer specifically to onata para damoi; some at least of the remainder evidently describe other, more obscure, kinds of holding.

Version A

135 = Ep704
1 o-pe-to-re-u qe-ja-me-no e-ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na to-so pe-mo [WHEAT] I T 5
2 u-wa-mi-ja te-o jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke-qe i-je-re-ja ke-ra to-so pe-mo
WHEAT I T 4 4 3
3 e-ri-ta i-je-re-ja o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so pe-mo
WHEAT I T 4
4 ki-ri-te-wi-ja o-na-to e-ko-si ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so pe-mo
WHEAT I T 9
5 e-ri-ta i-je-re-ja e-ke e-u-ke-to-qe e-to-ni-jo e-ke-e te-o / da-mo-de-mi pa-si
ko-to-na-o
6 ke-ke-me-na-o o-na-to e-ke-e to-so pe-mo wheat 3 T9
7 ka-pa-ti-ja ka-ra-wi-po-ro e-ke ke-ke-me-no o-pe-ro-sa du-wu-u-pi wo-ze-e
   o-u-wo-ze [to]
8 to-[so pe-mo wheat in]

§§ 1. O.Q. holds a communal plot, so much seed: 300 l. wheat,

§ 2. Huamia, servant (f.) of the god, and she holds as a lease a geras of the
priestess; so much seed: 18 l. wheat,

§ 3. Eritha the priestess holds the lease of a communal plot from the village;
so much seed: 48 l. wheat,

§ 4. The k.-women hold the lease of a communal plot from the village, so much
seed: 228 l. wheat,

§ 5. Eritha the priestess holds (this), and she claims that (her) god holds the
freehold; but the village says that he/she (merely?) holds the lease of communal
plots; so much seed: 468 l. wheat,

§ 6. Karpathia the key-bearer (f.) holds two (?) communal (plots); although
under an obligation to perform with the two, she does not perform: so much
seed: x l. wheat.

o-pe-to-re-u qe-ja-me-no: the vocalization of these words is uncertain. Are they both
proper names, or is one a title? In ‘Version B’ the first is spelt o-pe-te-re-u (cf.
δθελτρεύω ‘sweep’?); similarly on Ea805: o-pe-te-re-u e-ne-ka a-no-pa₂-si-ja. The
last word, which apparently describes the cause or justification of his holding, seems
to be a noun parallel to classical compounds with -πασία.

Line 2: the position of onāton before ekhei qe′ seems ungrammatical and does not corre-
respond with ‘Version B’: it is perhaps due to confusion by the copyist with the
wording onāton ekhei seen in the next line. If o-na-to ke-ra really means onāton geras
‘a beneficial pension’, one might have expected paro hieraíai, ‘from the priestess’.

ki-rí-te-wi-ja: the function of these women is uncertain (see 28 = An42, p. 167).

Lines 5-6: the ‘communal plots’ here are evidently quite distinct from the small ‘lease
from the village’ attributed to the same priestess in line 3. She is presumably the
same ‘priestess of Pa-ki-jo’ who also holds a ‘lease’ from Amaruntas in 119 = Eo02.8.
As the congruent ekhei ‘has’ and phai = φηοί show, eukheiti is in the present tense,
with ‘Arcadian’ -τοί for Attic -τοι (see p. 87): it does not mean ‘prays’ or ‘boasts
but – solemnly or insistently declares’, which is nearest to its original sense. The
construction with infinitive is only used in Homer of the subject of the verb: εὐχομέν
εάν ‘I claim to be...’; should one translate here ‘and she claims to hold the
e-to-ni-jo for her god’?

The meaning of e-to-ni-jo is uncertain. It recurs only on 146 = Eb34 (cf. Ep03.14),
of ‘communal plots’ held by Amphimedes; and on 55 = An724.12 (see p. 188). It
seems to describe a privileged title to originally 'communal' land, quite distinct from the status of 'ownership' implied by the term ktimenai. See Vocabulary, p. 394, and cf. Carratelli, 1954a, p. 106.

The construction of the second half of the sentence, and the explanation of the divergent wording in 'Version B', are problematical. In da-mo-de-mi the third syllable must be the enclitic -de which articulates the second clause in 'Version B': the proposed damos de min follows the normal word-order, cf. Od. iv, 116, vōs sē sē Μένελαος, etc. Compare e-ke-de-mi aπ-κυ-μι-σι on Na70: ἕξει δε μιν 'A~μις, where min would appear to mean 'it' rather than 'him/her' (the most frequent Homeric use). sē is the anaphoric pronoun referring back to a person just mentioned: it is not reflexive except in subordinate clauses with a new grammatical subject, e.g. Il. v, 845: 'Ἀθηνὴ δόντι 'Αιδος κυνέν, μη μιν ὅσοι δριμοὶ Ἀρης. This sentence cannot therefore mean 'but she says that she herself has...'; one might deduce from the apparent wording of 'Version B' alone. Another alternative might be 'but she says that the damos has...'; but this leaves min without a reasonable explanation, and it would be most unexpected if the priestess, whose name introduces the whole sentence, should at the end turn out not to be herself the party interested in the amount of seeds corn listed. The same objection can be levelled at Carratelli and Webster when they translate the ko-to-no-o-ko of 'Version B' as 'but (she declares) that the plot-owners have...'. That the damos should be so personified that it can be recorded as 'saying' something is not unreasonable, even for this date: in the onatōn paro damos formula it occupies the same position as human beings do in onatōn paro Aithiqa, etc.

kláwiphoros: as suggested by the order hieria kláwiphoros q.e on 142 = Eb32, and by the parallel hieriai átlos/Karpáthiás átlos on Ep03.8–9 (and cf. 27 = Ae08/Ae09), this female title is that of a religious office ('temple superintendent')? Compare Attic κλεῖδούγος 'priestess'; κλεῖσφόρος; Doric κλεῖσφόρος, title of a priest at Messene (IG 5(I).1447). In 'Version B' the word [...]-ja-pi (probably Pa-ki-ja-pi as on 257 = Jn09.7) is added: compare hieria Pa-ki-ja-na on 119 = Eo02.8.

ophélon sa duophi wozzen ou wozzei: though mis-spelt wo-zo-e, the first verb was recognized as an infinitive in 'Version B' by Carratelli (1954a, p. 110), before the publication of Ep704. Formally identical with Homeric ἐπέκοιμα 'act, accomplish (a deed), perform (a sacrifice)' and with its doublet ἐπέκοιμα (*ἐφέργιον > *ἐφέρζων) of the same meanings, its significance in this context is uncertain. Variant forms of the same formula are repeated on 148 = Ep04 (see p. 261) and on three fragmentary tablets:

Ep04.6, 7, 9, 13: ...ekhe prq ου wozzei q.e.
... he both holds the land and 'performs'.

Ep04.4: ...] duophi teleiaen, ouq prq wozzei.
...[under an obligation] to 'perform' with two, but he does not 'perform'.

Eb39 + 940: ...] phelōn q.e teleiaen, ouq prq teleia.
...and under an obligation to 'perform', but he does not 'perform'.

Eb40: ... teleiaen, hemei de teleia.
...[under an obligation to 'perform' with two], but he 'performs' with one.
Eb37: ...] duouphd de [....]
....but (he 'performs') with two.

Carratelli (1954, p. 110) supports the interpretation wozet = 'cultivates, ploughs', a meaning which is not shown by the classical πέξω / ἐπέξω, but which might perhaps be inferred from γεωργός, Homeric ἔπχα 'cultivated lands', and from ἐπέδομα in Hesiod. The expressions 'with one', 'with two' might then refer to the multiple ploughing stipulated when fallow land was brought back into cultivation (Thomson, 1949, p. 309); and these entries might be taken as implying possible penalties for the non-cultivation of land, similar to those mentioned in the Hittite Code (above, p. 233) and in §§ 42-3 of Hammurabi's code (Pritchard, 1950):

'If a seignior rented a field for cultivation, but has not produced grain in the field, they shall prove that he did not work on the field and he shall give grain to the owner of the field on the basis of those adjoining it. If he did not cultivate the field, but has neglected it, he shall give grain to the owner of the field on the basis of those adjoining it; furthermore, the field which he neglected he shall break up with mattocks, harrow and return to the owner of the field.'

It is very remarkable, however, that the fact of 'cultivating' or 'not cultivating' should only be recorded for a minute fraction of the total number of tenants. If the pe-mo is regarded as a tax, then this might be payable whether the land was cultivated or not, as in the Hammurabi clause; but if it is actually seed grain issued, then its provision for uncultivated land seems senseless. Car ratelli has himself pointed out that the wozet formula is almost entirely confined to entries concerning the type of holding called ka-ma. The present participle wozot / wozontes is also restricted to a corresponding class of men called ka-ma-ewe (and once to a mo-ra-pa, moroppas 'portion-owner' on 57 = An43). From the variations in the formula, particularly Ep04.4, it appears that wozet is synonymous with te-re-ja (3rd sing. present from *teleium = Homeric τελειώ 'pay?'); and it is more probable that these verbs refer to some kind of feudal dues or services which a holding of ka-ma land entails.

Compare the following two entries on Ep03, which diverge from the onaton paro damoi formula general on the remainder of the tablet, and which may be intended to be synonymous:

Line 5: Psaleia theio doelα onaton ekhei [paro X.] kamaewei wozontei:
'She holds a lease from the kama-owner, who renders the services.'

Line 7: Meleus hierieías doelos onaton ekhei paro [Pte]lematai kamaewei, oug'eo wozei:
'He holds a lease from the kama-owner, and does not himself render the services.'

It is significant that on all other entries except Ep03.7 which refer to 'not performing' we have an explanatory clause with ophélωn / ophélonsa 'although being under an obligation to do so'.

This stipulation may reflect a similar situation to that in § 47 of the Hittite Code (later recension):

'If any one buys all the fields of a "craftsmen", they shall ask the king, and he shall render those services which the king orders. If there still remain fields in the hands of the man from whom he buys, he shall not render the services.'
The precise meaning of the instrumentalis *duospí* 'with two' and *e-me* 'with one' (cf. 236 = Ta641.1) is hard to determine. It is possible that *ke-ke-me-no* here implies a pair of *ktoinai* (cf. 128 = Eo278), and one might argue that the 'key-bearer' is consequently called upon to render services 'in respect of the two of them'. The other examples of the same formula, however, are all fragmentary, and it is impossible to check whether they also refer to multiple holdings.

**Version B**

136 = Eb31 [294]

1 o-pe-te-re-u qe-ja-me-no e-ke-qe ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na
2 to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 2 T 5

§ 1 O.Q., and he holds a communal plot, so much seed: 300 l. wheat.

137 = Eb30 [416]

1 u-wa-mi-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra e-[ke]-qe i-je-[re-ja] ke-ra o-[na-to]
2 to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT T 2 4 3

§ 2 Huamia, servant (f.) of the god, and she holds of the priestess a geras-lease (a beneficial pension?), so much seed: 30? l. wheat.

138 = Eb10 [409]

1 i-je-re-ja pa-ki-ja-na e-ke-[qe o-na-to ke-ke-me-na]
2 ko-to-na pa-ro-da-mo [to-so pe-mo WHEAT T 4 ?]

§ 3 The priestess of Pa-ki-ja-n holds the lease of a communal plot from the village, so much seed: ? 48 l. wheat.

139 = Eb21 (+ Eb14) [321]

1 [ki-ri-wi-*] 'ki-ri-te-wi-ja' e-ko-si [o-na-ta ke-ke]-me-na-o
2 ko-[to-na-o pa-ro da-mo to-so]-de pe-mo WHEAT 1 T 9

§ 4 The k.-women hold the leases of communal plots from the village, so much seed: 228 l. wheat.

Note that the 'leases' and plots are here in the plural, compared with singular in "Version A". The fragment printed together with Eb21 in PT I has been found not to belong with it.

140 = Eb35 [297] (see plate III (a), facing p. 111)

1 i-je-re-ja e-ke-qe e-u-ke-to-qe e-to-ni-jo e-ke-e te-o
2 ko-to-no-o-ko-de ko-to-na-o ke-ke-me-na-o o-na-ta e-ke-e
3 WHEAT 3 T 9 4 3

§ 5 The priestess, and she holds (this), and she claims the (her) god holds the freehold, but the actual plot-owner (claims) that he/she holds the leases of communal plots: 474 l. wheat.
LAND OWNERSHIP AND LAND USE 140–142

The divergences from ‘Version A’ are as follows: the omission of ‘Eritha’; the enclitic in ekhei qe; the substitution of ktonookhos de for damos de min phasi; the omission of to-so pe-mo; and the additional 43 in the total. Our translation assumes that the ‘village’ is here referred to as the recognized or reputed ktonookhos of the site; but an alternative might be ‘... but she claims that she holds the leases, being herself a plot-owner’ (cf. 131 = Ep01.2). A similar analysis is made by Chantraine (1955, p. 25).

141 = Eb20 [338]
1 ka-pa-ti-ja ka-ra-wi-po-[ro pa-ki]-ja-pi e-ke-ge / to-so-de pe-mo
2 ke-ke-me-no ka-to-[no] wo-wo o-pe-ro-qa-de wo-zo-e o-wo-ze WHEAT [nn]
§ 6 Karpathia, the key-bearer (f.) at Pa-ki-ja-p, and she holds the confines of two (!) communal plots; but though under an obligation to perform, she does not perform: so much seed: x l. wheat.

The words to-so-de pe-mo have evidently been fitted into the end of line 1 due to lack of space. The wording shows a number of divergences from that of ‘Version A’. The last two words, which at first resisted reasonable explanation (cf. Evidence, p. 101), are now shown to be mis-spellings, wo-za-e standing for wo-ze-e = worzeen, and o-wo-ze for the more correct o-u-wo-ze.

As a pendant to the ‘third set’ may be added a further tablet devoted to the priestess and her acolytes:

142 = Eb32 [317]
1 [o]-da-a2 i-je-re-ja ka-ra-wi-po-ro-ge e-ge-ta-ge
2 we-te-re-u-ge o-na-ta to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 21 T 6

Now this how the priestess and the key-bearer and the attendants and ?Westreus (hold) leases: so much seed: 2592 l. wheat.

The formula o-da-a2 (= ὑπὸ ᾧ?) suggests that this tablet is itself one of a set. The only other E- tablets which begin in the same way are 151 = Eb36, which similarly recapitulates the ‘leases’ held by the category of ktonetai, and the fragmentary tablet Eb847 + 849 (see next note); but 149 = Eb33, which does the same for the class of kamaēwes, may well belong to the same series. Does this tablet Eb32, with its very large total, represent a meticulous digest and addition of all the individual holdings in these four names which are scattered throughout the rest of the year’s census? If so, its surviving records must be very incomplete, since a total of only about nine units can be extracted from them for the priestess and the others.

e-ge-ta = heqetēs, lit. ‘follower’. Palmer (1955, p. 21) suggests translating it on 57 = An43, etc., where it apparently represents a military rank, by the word ‘count’ (comes = ἐτραχός). It might be plural here, to judge from the entry on Eb847: o-da-a2 e-ge-[ta? ... e]-ko-si o-na-ta, etc. If the word e-ge-ta-ge is taken as singular (which the
5. THE FOURTH PYLOS SET

After the second and third sets, which record the 'leases' which the landowners and the priestess hold from the village, the fourth set catalogues (with a few exceptions) those held by the inferior class of craftsmen and theoio doelo1, whom we have already met as tenants of ktominai ktimenai in the first set. 'Version A' is represented by the four very large tablets Ep02, Ep03, Ep04 and Ep715, of which only the last two are reproduced here. 'Version B' is broken down into individual entries on a number of small tablets, of which only a fraction survive. The name Hektor occurs twice as the holder of a 'lease from the village': are these two different individuals?

143 = Ep705

1 ma-ra₃-wa te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke ke-[ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so pe-mo WHEAT] T 2
2 ka-ta-no te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke [ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so pe]-mo WHEAT T 2
3 du-ni-jo te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-[ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so] pe-mo WHEAT T 1
4 e-sa-ro te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to [e-ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro] da-mo to-so-pe-mo WHEAT 4 2
5 ka-ra-u-du-ro te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke [ke-ke-me-na ko]to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so-pe-mo WHEAT T 2
6 to-jo-ja te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-[na] ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo to-so pe-mo WHEAT T 1
7 o-re-a₂ te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na [ko-to] na pa-ro da-mo to-so-pe-mo WHEAT 4 2
8 e-ko-to te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na [ko-to-na] 'pa-ro da'-mo to-so pe-mo WHEAT T 2
9 pu-kwo te-o-jo do-e-ro o-na-to e-ke ke-ke-me-na [ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo] to-so-pe-mo WHEAT T 2
10 ta-ra-mi-ka te-o-jo do-e-ra o-na-to e-ke ke-[ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da]-mo to-so-pe-mo WHEAT T 1
§ 1  Marraia, servant (f.) of the god, holds the lease of a communal plot from the village: so much seed: 24 l. wheat, etc.

The first entry of 143 = Ep705 is duplicated by Eb866 (as § 2 by Eb890, § 3 by Eb43, § 5 by Eb838, § 8 by Eb913, § 10 by Eb27):

144 = Eb866

ma-ra₃-wa ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na pa-ro da-mo wheat [T 2]

The woman's name was written Ma-ra-wa and the second letter corrected.

145 = Ea05 [259]

o-ke-u u-me-ta-qe ['? u]-po wheat T 2

O. holds a lease from the village, and ?Eumetas under him (?): 24 l. wheat.

This unique variation in the standard formula suggests some form of subtenancy. The full name E-u-me-ta (=Εώμητας) occurs on KN Di1388. Bennett reads a-po.

Several entries on Ep02 diverge entirely from the para dámōi formula. The last line reads: Amph[i]mēdēs... ekhei e-to-ni-jo ?kekeimenās ktoinās... This reappears in 'Version B' as:

146 = Eb34 [473]

1 a-pi-me-de e-ke-qe e-to-ni-jo ke-ke-me-na-o ko-to-na-o
2 to-so-de pe-mo wheat 4 T 6

Amphimedes, and he holds the freehold of communal plots, so much seed: 552 l. wheat.

As in the 'third set', § 4, 'Version B' here shows 'leases' and 'plots' in the plural. Ep03.11–12 also refer to two men as being Amphimēdeos doeloi; a person of this name is a 'sheep collector' on PY 62 = Cn655. The recurrence of Amphimēdeos po-ku-ta on KN C 911.10 (cf. gen. pe-rī-me-de-o on 43 = Sn01) gives rise to a suspicion that A. may be a title rather than a personal name.

Ep03 lines 4 and 5 record two different kinds of leases which the woman Psoleia holds: first that of a 'communal' plot from the village, then one from a kamaeus (quoted above, p. 255). A more elaborate summary of leases held by a single individual is seen in the four entries devoted to Kretheus on the following tablet:

147 = Eq03 [59]

1 [ ] wheat 6
2 ke-re-u e-ke o-na-to ke-ke-me-<na> ko-to-na wheat 2 [T] 4

259
ke-re-te-u e-ke o-na-to ke-ke-me-na ko-to-na su-go-ta-o wheat 1 T 8
ke-re-te-u e-ke o-na-to pa-ro da-mo wheat 3
pa-ro ra-wa-ke-si-jo [?] wheat 2
ke-re-te-u e-ke e-ne-ka i-go-jo wheat 5
vacat
du-ni-jo e-ke o-na-to pa-ro da-mo wheat 1 T 6

Reverse: a tallying in 5's, making up a total of 137 units of wheat.

Lines 3-5:
Kretheus holds the lease of a communal plot of the swineherds: 216 l. wheat,
Kretheus holds a lease from the village: 360 l. wheat,
he holds (one) from the commander's (temenos?): 240 l. wheat,
Kretheus holds (this) on account of the horse: 600 l. wheat.

ke-re-te-u in line 2 is probably not a mis-spelling of Kretheus, since the same name recurs on Ea827.

Kretheus himself is the subject of four other single-entry tablets, none of whose wordings and amounts appear to correspond with Eq03:

Ea11: Kretheus ekhei (o)naton [to] ?kekeimenas ktoina ktagaotoin: wheat T 1
Ea771: Kretheus ekheii onaton meliteevon ktoinas: wheat T 5
110=Ea800: Kretheus ekheii onaton para Mologroi poimenei: wheat T 2
Ea806: Kretheus ekheii onaton ?kekeimenas para damoi: wheat T 2

e-ne-ka i-go-jo: the meaning of this entry is obscure. It is dangerous to take 'Kretheus' one horse' as proof that it was used for riding rather than chariot-driving, since the noun may perhaps (like classical ἱππός) have been used collectively. Carratelli (1954, p. 222) quotes with approval Furumark's suggestion that wheat 5 in line 5 is in fact a total of the two entries in line 4: 'Both the commune and the military authority have contributed for the horse provided by Kretheus.' But there is no clear evidence of a summation in the layout of the tablet (one would expect to-so), and if the grain is taken as fodder for the animal(s), this interpretation can hardly be reconciled with the normal meaning of onaton para damoi as a land-holding. That the heneke higvoio entry should mean extra grain for Kretheus' plough animals (on the Babylonian analogy) seems impossible, in view of the light build of early horses and the limit on tractive power set by their inefficient harnessing. But compare the Homeric use of the hardier mule for ploughing, II. x, 351. Kretheus' holding is probably to be compared with the acreages frequently introduced on the contemporary Wilbour Papyrus with the words 'field for horses which the stable-master So-and-so bespoke'. Gardiner (1948, ii, p. 78) quotes a model letter from Papyrus Sallier 1: '30 arouras of fields were given to me to make into food for the pair of horses of Pharaoh which are in my charge, and now, behold, they have been taken from me...'; and he concludes: 'It would seem, then, that stable-masters of Pharaoh were entitled to lay claim to such land as they needed for grazing the horses entrusted to them, as well no doubt as for their personal support.'
The long tablet Ep04 can be divided into two sections, which show different formulae. The first (lines 1–13) refers to holdings of ka-ma land, and to some kinds of service rendered in return. This ka-ma, whose occupants or tenants are called ka-ma-e-we, has been compared (first by Huxley) with the Cretan gloss καμάν τὸν ἄγρον (cf. χαμαί); it also occurs in the expression worgioneio-ka-ma on 171 = Un718.11, with which compare worgioneio-e-re-mo on 152 = Er01.7 (p. 266). It apparently describes a feudal holding distinct from temenos and ktoinai ktimena, entailing certain definite obligations whose fulfilment is the concern of the palace, and partly vested in a class of priests (i.e. the *worgiones = ὄργεῖνες).

A pair of lines (11–12) describe a kama holding by the ktoinokhos Phalaikos (whom we know from 119 = Eo02.2, 131 = Ep01.12), and a lease held from him by a theoio doelá. It is these two entries which Bennett regards as representing the missing fourteenth paragraph of the ‘first set’, mistakenly copied out of order. The rest of that set, however, refers exclusively to ktoinai ktimena.

The second part of the tablet (lines 14–20) repeats the normal onaton paro damoi formula of 143 = Ep715, etc., and will be omitted here.

148 = Ep04 [617]

```
[ ? o-pec-qe du]-wo-u-pi te-re-ja-e
[? e-me-de te-re-ja to-so pe-mo] WHEAT IO T1
[? Ko- .-ro o-na-to e-ke ke-ke]-me-na ko-to-na ka-ma-e-u wo-ze-qe
to-so-pe-mo [WHEAT nn]
[to-so pe]-mo WHEAT [nn]
[..]-re-u a-si-to-pa-qo ka-ma e-ke-ke-ze-qe to-so-pe-mo WHEAT I T2
[..]-ke-re-u i-je-ro-wo-ko ka-ma-e-u o-na-to e-ke wo-ze-qe to-so-pe-mo WHEAT I
[sas-sa-wo] o-na-to e-ke ka-ma-e-u e-qi-ge to-me te-ra-pi-[ke] to-so pe-mo
WHEAT I T5
[e-u]-ru-wo-ta te-o-jo [do-e]-ro e-ke-[qe? ka]-ma o-na-to [wo]-ze-qe to-so
pe-[mo] WHEAT I T3
[pe-re]-qa-ta pa-de-we-u [e]-ke-ke ka-ma o-na-to si-ri-jo-(jo) ra-ke to-so-pe-mo
WHEAT I
[pa-ra]-ko [o-na-to e-ke] ka-ma ko-to-no-o-ko e-o to-so pe-mo WHEAT I
[po-so]-re-[ja te-o]-jo do-e-ra e-ke o-na-to pa-ro pa-ra-ko to-so pe-mo
WHEAT I 43
[ko mi]-ka-ta pa-de-we-u ka-ma-e-u e-ke-qe wo-ze-qe to-so pe-mo
WHEAT T 5
```
§ 1 (cf. Eb40?): ... though under an obligation to render the services in respect of two, he (only) renders them in respect of one; so much seed: 1212 l. wheat.

§ 2 (cf. Eb38): K. holds the lease of a communal plot as a kama-holder and renders the services; so much seed: x l. wheat.

§ 3 (cf. Eb39?): ... though under an obligation to render the services in respect of two, he does not render them at all; so much seed: x l. wheat.

§ 4 (cf. Eb25): So-and-so the cook both holds a kama and renders the services; so much seed: 144 l. wheat.

§ 5 So-and-so the sacrificing priest holds a lease as a kama-holder and renders the services; so much seed: 120 l. wheat.

§ 6 (cf. Eb842): S. holds a lease as a kama-holder, and in return for this he serves; so much seed: 180 l. wheat.

§ 7 (cf. Eb24): E., the servant (m.) of the god, both holds the lease of a kama and renders the services; so much seed: 156 l. wheat.

§ 8 (cf. Eb22): P., the (priest) of P., and he holds the lease of a kama; he has obtained the portion of S. (?); so much seed: 120 l. wheat.

§ 9 (cf. Eo173): Phalaikos has the lease of a kama, being himself a plot-owner; so much seed: 120 l. wheat.

Psroleia, servant (f.) of the god, holds a lease from Phalaikos; so much seed: 18 l. wheat.

§ 10 (cf. Eb839): So-and-so, the miktâs of P., both holds as a kama-holder and renders the services; so much seed: 60 l. wheat.

§ 1 and § 3: o-pe-ro-ge is restored on the analogy of Eb39 (see p. 254). Compared with the logical sequence ... ophelos wa worzei, ou worzei of 135 = Ep704. 7, this wording ... ophelos qe teleien, ouq e worzei shows not only a puzzling alternation of verb but also some degree of anacoluthon—unless ouq e is taken in the sense of oûë ‘not even’ rather than as a connective ‘but not’. Compare also 43 = Sn01. 3-4.

§ 2: if Bennett is right in regarding Eb38 as the corresponding ‘Version B’, that differs in showing the participle worzòn instead of the indicative worzei qe. It is also significant in writing corrected ka-ma-e-u over a pa-ro da-mo in erasure, showing that, though the ka-ma fields are included in the wider classification of ?kekeimenai ktainai, they are not collectively administered by the village. It is difficult to decide whether the variant formulae

(a) ... ekhei kamân...
(b) ... ekhei onâton (kekeimenâs ktainâs) kamaeus...
(c) ... ekhei onâton kamâs...
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are intended to be entirely synonymous; but (a) and (b) alternate in § 4 and its other version Eb25, and all three entail the action of _worzeen_.

§ 4: the reading _sito-poqpos_ (Evidence, p. 96) is uncertain, since the damaged symbol which precedes _si_ seems to be syllabic and not a word-divider. On the corresponding Eb25 only _]-to-po-go_ survives, and the numerals differ in reading _wheat_ 1 1 2. Should we read _[a]-si-to-po-go_ here, the _a-_, being due to a careless anticipation of _arto-poqpos_ ‘baker’?

§ 6: _e-pi-ge to-me te-ra-pi-[.]_: Eb842 reads _e-pi-ge to-e te-ra-pi-ke_. With the scribes’ apparent prejudice against one-sign words, _to-e_ may perhaps be intended as a fuller spelling of the dative pronoun _tō_; _is to-me_ a variant form _tōmei_ (cf. Skt. _tāsmai_ ‘to that’) with the dative ending seen in Gortyn _στύμι_ ‘to whomever’? Cf. _ἐπὶ τοῦτο_, _ἐπὶ τοίς_ etc., ‘on this condition’, and _Il. x_, 304, _τίς κάν μοι τόδε ἔργον τελέσεις δῶρον ἐπὶ μεγάλω_; ‘in return for a large gift’. The verb _te-ra-pi-ke_ (? _therapiskei_ ) appears to be a derivative of the stem of _θεράπων_, perhaps an earlier equivalent of _θηράπευο_ ‘do service’.

§ 8: the corresponding Eb22 reads: _pe-re-go-ta pa-da-je-u i-je-[ _ka-ma si-[ri]-jo-jo ra-ke_ [ _The same variation in the spelling of P.’s ethnic (?) description is guaranteed by _mi-ka-ta pa-de-we-u_ (§10) compared with _mi-ka-ta pa-da-je-u_ on Eb839. The word _ra-ke_ appears to be _λάχε_ (from _λαγχάνω_ ) ‘obtained by lot, gained possession’. Note that the subjects of § 9 and § 10, who are in the _telestās_ class, are alone in not being required to _worzeen_, etc.

We will close the discussion of the four main sets of Pylos land-tenure lists with three small tablets which, like _142_ = Eb32 and Eb847 (see above, p. 257), appear to represent selective totals extracted from the lists for particular categories of individuals.

149 = Eb33 [236]

1 _ka-ma-e-we o-na-ta e-ko-te ke-ke-me-na-o ko-to-na-o_
2 _wo-zo-te to-so pe-mo wheat 30 1 2 4 3_

The _kama_-holders, having _leases of communal plots_ (and) _rendering the services_, so much seed: 3630 l. wheat.

Does this total include all the _ka-ma_ entries on _148_ = Ep04, as well as those of the same type on other tablets which have been lost? If so, what is the function of the similar total for _ka-ma-e-we_ on the next tablet? Does _xunstrphā_ ‘grand total’ imply a digest of several sub-totals of the Eb33 type? It is of course possible that some of these tablets refer to different geographical areas, which were kept separate in the filing system, but not individually headed by place-names (like those which we know to refer to _Pa-ki-ja_-); or even that apparent cases of duplication refer to two consecutive seasons.
150 = Ec07 [411]

1. ku-su-to-ro-pa₂/pa-to [o-e-ko-si?] te-re-ta WHEAT 44 [?
2. ku-ma-e-we WHEAT 58 5

EDGE: te-o-jo do-e-ra [

Aggregate of all (that) the fief-holders (? have): 5280 + 1 l. wheat,
Aggregate of all (that) the kama-holders (have): 7020 l. wheat.

Here again, does the total for the telestai include the fourteen of the ‘first set’ (who
between them are assigned about thirty-four units), or the three of 152 = Er01 (with
thirty units)?

151 = Eb36 [901]

1. o-da-a₂ ke-ke-me-na-〈o〉 ko-to-na-o o-na-ta e-ko-si ko-to-ne-ta
2. to-so pe-mo WHEAT 3 [?]

Now this is how the ‘men of the ktoina’ hold leases of the communal plots, so
much seed: 360 + 1 l. wheat.

Note the unusual inversion of the word-order. The form κτοινέται ‘members of a
township’ is known from inscriptions of Syme, north of Rhodes. It is surprising to
find it at this early date, since Buck and Petersen (Reverse Index, p. 545) regards
κτοινέτας = κτοινέτας, φυλέτας, Carpathian δημέτος = δημότης and Argive κομέτος
= κομπήτης as modified by the analogy of οἰκήτης. What the κτοινέται represent in the
Pylos set-up is difficult to guess: the term is probably not synonymous with κτοινοφαιοι.
Cf. also ko-to-ne-we with man⁸ on Be995.

6. THE ESTATES OF THE KING

The important Pylos tablet Er01 has already been widely discussed (Evidence,
pp. 110–12, Palmer, 1955, pp. 9–10), and general conclusions drawn from it
as to the structure of Mycenaean society.

Carratelli understands telestāon (temenos) in line 5, but da-ma-te or ktonai
ktimenai would be expected on the analogy of the ‘first set’. These three
‘fief-holders’ are evidently distinct from the fourteen residents of Pa-ki-ja listed
in lines 1–2 of 114 = En02. Does Er01, as the princely temenea would suggest,
refer to land in the immediate neighbourhood of the palace?

For the relation between the wanax and the lāvāgetās, see p. 120. The new
tablet 171 = Un718 (p. 282) shows a similar hierarchical division into four
paragraphs, although the subject is not the seed corn proportional to these
lands, but the offerings which are to be taken from them for Poseidon. There are certain differences in the order and wording:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Er01</th>
<th>Un718</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) wanakteron temenos = (1) E-ke-raf-wo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) lāwāgesion temenos = (3) lāwāgetās</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) telestān 〈ktoinai〉 = (2) dāmos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) worgioneio- e-re-mo = (4) worgioneio- kama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sequence king—military leader is paralleled on PY Un11, lines 7 and 10: wanaktei—lāwāgetāi; but 55 = An724 (An32), lines 5 and 7, substitutes the order E-ke-ra-f-wonei—lāwāgetāi. This suggests that Ekhelēwōn is either the name of the king himself or that of a representative member of his household. The latter would be more likely if E-ke-ra-ne (Un11.1) is regarded as a defective spelling of the same dative.

The name [E]-ke-ra-[wo] reappears on tablet 153 = Er02, which Bennett has printed together with Er01 on account of the spelling pe-ma which it shares and the fact that a single scribe apparently wrote these two tablets and no others. If he is indeed the king, E. has evidently built up an estate of ‘private plots’ in addition to the hereditary temenos assigned to his office at the original land-division.

The further equation between the telestai of Er01 and the dāmos of Un718 is surprising, after the apparently sharp contrast between these entities on the other land-tenure tablets. But dāmos probably means no more than Village, as opposed to Palace, and the telestai may well have been regarded as important members of it: in addition to holding ‘private plots’ in the village, they may themselves have sat on the council responsible for allotting the leases of ‘communal plots’ paro dāmōi. Outside the immediate vicinity of the palace, we apparently find basilēves (further defined as ko-re-te-re and mo-ro-pa) in charge of the villages (see 43 = Sn01, 258 = Kn01); but in the dāmos attached to Pylos itself they evidently have no place in the hierarchy.

Carratelli agrees with us in taking wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo as equivalent to ὀργεωνικός, from the term ὀργεῶνες ‘members of a religious association’; it is spelt ὀργίωνας (acc. plur.) in the Homeric hymn to Apollo, and derived from (f)ὁργια ‘rites’. Thomson (1949, p. 112) infers ‘that the orgeones were a body of persons appointed by and from the dōmotai to administer the village cult’, which was centred on an ὀργός ‘rich land or grove sacred to a god’ (though this word may not in fact be etymologically connected). The action worzeen which is apparently the duty of holders of kama land may perhaps be construed in this light as meaning ‘to contribute to the (f)ὁργια’.
The gender and meaning of \( \text{e-re-mo} \) are not clear. \( \gamma \eta \; \varepsilon \rho \gamma \mu \varsigma \; \text{‘waste land’} \) would call for feminine \(-\text{ne-ja} \) (as \( \text{kama} \) in fact should on Un718). Or is \( \text{w} \) not an adjective but a noun \( \text{worgion-eion} \; \text{‘the place of the worgiones’} \)? Should \( \text{e-remon} \) be taken to mean \( \text{‘uninhabited land’} \), or \( \text{‘land left inviolate, free of annexation or encumbrance’} \)?

\[ \text{152 – Er01 [312]} \]

1. \( \text{wa-na-ka-te-ro te-me-no} \)
2. \( \text{to-so-jo pe-ma WHEAT 30} \)
3. \( \text{ra-wa-ke-si-jo te-me-no WHEAT 10} \)
   \( \text{vacat} \)
4. \( \text{te-re-ta-o to-so-pe-ma WHEAT 30} \)
5. \( \text{to-so-de te-re-ta MEN 3} \)
6. \( \text{wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo e-re-mo} \)
7. \( \text{to-so-jo pe-ma WHEAT 6} \)
   \( \text{vacat} \)

§ 1 The preserve of the king, seed at so much: 3600 l. wheat.
§ 2 The preserve of the military leader, seed at so much: 1200 l. wheat.
§ 3 (The lands) of the \text{fief-holders}, so much seed: 3600 l. wheat; and (there are) so many \text{fief-holders}: three.
§ 4 The \text{unencumbered (land)} of the \text{cult association}, seed at so much: 720 l. wheat.

\( \text{wanakteron temenos: cf. } \tau \epsilon \mu \nu \nu \nu \varsigma \beta \alpha \sigma \tau \lambda \eta \iota \nu \nu, \text{II. xviii, 550. The temenos is an estate ‘cut off’ (}\tau \epsilon \mu \nu \nu \nu \text{) for the use of ruler or chief; the meaning ‘precinct of a god’ is secondary.} \)
\( \text{tassoio sperma: why the spelling } \text{pe-ma} \text{ should be restricted to Er01 and Er02 is not clear. One might argue that we indeed have } \sigma \tau \rho \epsilon \rho \varsigma \text{ ‘seed, } \text{sowing’ here, but that } \text{pe-mo} \text{ on the other tablets has a quite different meaning; but no distinction is apparent in the context. Why the genitive } \text{tassoio} \text{ in lines 2 and 8? ‘A sowing of so much (grain)’; or ‘seed of such (an amount or value)’, gen. pretti?} \)
\( \text{tassoide telestai: as in } 114 = \text{En02.2 and 153 = Er02.4, 6, } \text{to-so-de follows to-so in a linked pair of entries, and suggests that } -\text{de} \text{ should here be taken as the particle } \delta \epsilon \text { ‘and, but’}. \)

A further link with \( 171 = \text{Un718} \) is provided by \( \text{sa-ra-pe-do-} [- \text{ in Er02.2}. \text{ It is evidently not the name Sarpedon, but an inflexional variant of the } \text{sa-ra-pe-da} \text{ which introduces the other tablet. Its ending (neuter plural?) recalls the } -\text{pe} \text{ of Greek topographical terms such as } \gamma \epsilon \omega \tau \pi \epsilon \delta \sigma \text{ ‘plot’, } \alpha \lambda \tau \pi \epsilon \delta \sigma \text{ ‘coastal plain’, } \omicron \nu \pi \tau \epsilon \delta \sigma \text{ ‘vineyard’, Hesychius } \epsilon \lambda \pi \tau \epsilon \delta \sigma \text{ ‘temenos’; perhaps it is a local place-name, here to be read in the locative, } -\text{pedoi’}. \text{ Bennett’s integration of } \text{temenos in line 2} \text{ is not supported by a word-divider, and } -\text{pu}_2 \text{ is extremely} \)
rare as a word-ending. We would compare πεφυτευμένος ‘planted with fruit
trees’, and interpret the two sections of the tablet as referring to acreages of
E.’s wheat-fields and to a census of the trees or vines in E.’s orchards. This
twofold division of a chief’s lands is frequently alluded to by Homer:

II. vi, 194–5: καὶ μὲν οἱ (Βελλεροφόντη) Λύκιοι τέμενος τάμον ἔσχοιν άλλοιν,
καλόν, φυταλιής καὶ ἄρουρής, δέρα νέμοιτο.

II. ix, 578–80: ἔνθα μὲν (Μελέαγρον) ἱμνώγον τέμενος περικαλλές ἐλέσθαι
πεντηκοντόγυνων, τὸ μὲν ἱμμαν οἰονοτέοιο,
esium δὲ μικρὰ ἄροσιν πεδίοιο ταμέσθαι.

II. xiv, 121–3: (Τυδεύς) ναῖς δὲ δῶμα
ἀφωνεῖν βιότοιο, ἄλλος δὲ οἱ Ἰάναν ἄρουραι
πυροφόροι, παλλοὶ δὲ φυτάν ἔσων ἄραγοι ἀμφὶς.

Od. vi, 293–4: ἔνθα δὲ πατρός ἐμοῦ (‘Ἀλκινόοιο) τέμενος τεθαλαία τ’ ἄλωθ,
tόσσον ἀπὸ πετόλσιο, ὀσσον τε γέγονεν βοῆτας.

153 = Er02 (with addition of new fragments) [880]

1 [e]-ke-ra-[two ki]-ti-me-no e-ke
2 sa-ra-pe-do-[i ? pe]-pu₂-te-me-no
3 to-so [pe-ма] WHEAT 30[+20?]
4 to-so-de [.] to pe-ма WHEAT 42[+2?]
5 to-so we-je-[we] 1100[
6 to-so-de su-za (?) 1000[
   vacat
8 ku-su-to-ro-pa₂ to-so pe-ма 94

?Ekhelāwōn has private (lands) on the S-peda, planted with trees.
So much seed: 26000 l. wheat,
so much seed of the [...] : ?5280 l. wheat.
So many [...] : 1100?
So many fig-trees: 1000?
Aggregate, so much seed: 11,280 l.

The detailed descriptions of the four items are unfortunately fragmentary, but the high
numbers of the last two are comparable with those of the Knossos lists of trees (see
below, pp. 272–4).
we-je-[we]: may be restored from KN 164 = Ga863, = some kind of plant.
su-za: sukiai ‘fig-trees’ as in 165 = Gv862. See p. 272.
If the figure of 42 wheat in line 4 is intended purely as an acreage-equivalent, one
might restore [a-ki-ι]-to ‘untilled’ here; in antithesis to ki-ι-me-no in line 1?

Pyllos Eq01 has up to now received little discussion, due to the great difficulty
of interpretation; it is clear, however, that it deals with territory further
removed from the palace than any of the other land-tenure tablets. The
subjects of at least the first three entries are not individuals but the names of outlying villages: A-ke-re-wa is well known as the sixth of the "Pylos 9", while E-ri-no-wo-te (loc.) is listed with A-ke-re-wa and A-pu2?-wv on An07 and with Lousoi on Mn01. Its nominative is spelt E-ri-no-wv (Na51), which (like Sa-ri-nu-wv-te/Sa-ri-no-te, A2-pa-tu-wv-te, Pe-re-wv-te) suggests -wv-/wontos: a (possibly non-Greek) development of the adjectival -*wont-/wont- (cf. Σωλυνθ, etc.)? The locative ko-tu-wv is found on Na908.

The amounts of seed are evidently too small for the total acreages of these villages: the tablet must record a restricted category of land, defined by the introduction and, in particular, by the puzzling word o-ro-jo. A photograph of this tablet was published by Blegen, 1939b (Fig. 10), and Hrozný (1949) prints a translation which, however fantastic its methods, nevertheless suggests that it is a record of the condition of fields.

154 = Eq01 [213]

1 o-wi-de a-ko-so-ta to-ro-qi-mo-no a-ro-u-ra a2-ri-sa
2 a-ke-re-wa o-ro-jo to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 8
3 o-da-a2 e-ri-no-wv-te o-ro-jo to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 10
4 o-da-a2 ko-tu-wv o-ro-jo to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 20
5 o-da-a2 po-ti-ni-ja-wv-te-jo o-te-pi-o-jo o-ro-jo to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 6
6 o-da-a2 ko-no o-ro-jo to-so pe-mo WHEAT 40

Thus Axotás has observed on his tour of inspection, counting the corn-lands of A-ke-re-wa; of the loss, so much (acreage of) seed: 960 l. wheat.

And similarly those of E-ri-no-wv; of the loss, so much seed: 1200 l. wheat.

And similarly those of Ko-tu; of the loss, so much seed: 2400 l. wheat.

And similarly those of queenly O-te-pi-o: of the loss, so much seed: 270 l. wheat.

And similarly those which are common; of the loss, so much seed: 4800 l. wheat.

hé wide = Attic ὅδε ἔδε: the same introduction is found to the list of vessels 235 = Ta711, evidently another record guaranteed by personal inspection; cf. Od. iv, 411-12:

φώκας μέν τοι πρῶτον ἄριθμή σει καὶ ἐπείστιν
αὔτόρ ἐπὶν πάσος πεμπάσσεται ἢδε ἦτασι, etc.

Axotás' name occurs with other aorists on Pn01.1 and 103 = Un08.1, and in the genitive A-ko-so-ta-o as one of the 'sheep collectors' (p. 200): he was possibly one of the chief stewards of the palace. The connective o-da-a2 occurs in lines 3-6 but not in the first item: it evidently resumes, in abbreviated form, the 'thus' formula of the introduction, which must be regarded as forming a continuous sentence through lines 1-2 (in the same way, o-da-a2 da-mo on 171 = Un718.7 picks up the o- of line 2).
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troq’eiomenos: middle/passive participle of the "iterative-intensive" form (-ejô, cf. Schwyzer, Gram. 1, 719-20) of trépô, of which the active trópean ‘turned’ occurs once in II. xviii, 224. If it agrees with Axotás, it should perhaps be taken in the sense of trépômai ‘go on a circuitous journey’, cf. Od. xv, 80: 伊利 δελεῖς τραφήνα πολιν Ἐλλάδα καὶ μέσον Ἀργος, and Herod. II, 3: καὶ δὴ καὶ ἔς θῆβας τε καὶ ἔς ‘Ἡλίου πόλιν ἐτραπόμεν, etc. Compare also the Homeric περιτροπέων ἐνυστῶς ‘revolving year’.

az-ri-sa appears from its form to be an aorist participle, which must agree with Axotás rather than with the feminine arourans. The classical verbs ἀλινδέω ‘make to roll’ and ἀλιζω ‘salt’ do not fit the sense, nor (f)alızō ‘gather together’ the spelling. Perhaps the verb *ári- ‘count’, from which ἀριθμός ‘number’, ἀριθμεῖσ ‘count’ (evidently a later substitution) and Homeric ν-ηρτος ‘innumerable’ are derived. Compare also az-ri-e, s5 = An724.5 (p. 187). The sequence of tenses aorist—iterative present—aorist is explained by the ‘aspect’ function of Greek participles, the ‘touring’ evidently being regarded as a continuous process, the ‘counting’ as a series of five discrete acts.

o-ro-jo: Palmer reads *olóio ‘(seed) of barley’, comparing oulœi (*ôlei), Arc. olœi, ‘sacrificial barley’, ολυρε ‘Einkorn wheat’. Other possibilities are òραι (*jô-) ‘of the year’; or the genitive of the noun *olos which underlies the Homeric adjective ολός, Dor. ὀλος, ‘destructive’. In the latter case the tablet may record the acreages of parts of these villages which have been laid waste or allowed to deteriorate. Compare Telemachus’ complaint to Menelaus, Od. iv, 318: ἐνθιεται μοι οἶκος, δλωλε δε πιονα ἔργα, ‘my rich plough-lands have been ruined’. This interpretation is extremely uncertain.

po-ri-ni-ja-we-jo-jo: the subdivision of part of a village community by the adjective ?potnia[wei]os ‘of the Mistress?’ is also seen in the lists of smiths on Jn01 and Jn03. No reasonable explanation can be offered.

ko-no: possibly κοινός ‘common’, though the numerals and the introduction o-da-az prevent us from regarding it as a total of the preceding items. In these the genitives probably qualify arourans rather than o-ro-jo, but koino- can only agree if it is here a two-ending adjective, as in Sophocles, Tr. 207. The form of the adjective to-so (for to-so-de) is probably not significant.

7. KNOSOS LAND-TENURE TABLETS

The Knossos tablets listing the wheat ideogram (classified by Bennett with the prefix E) do not appear to share any of the characteristic Pylos land-tenure formulae, and should probably be regarded as a record of actual consignments of grain from outlying villages: the amounts listed are generally larger than on the Pylos E- tablets, often running into hundreds of units. Of interest are the words ra-wa-ke-si-jo on E. 1569.2 (and its apparent mis-spelling ra-wa-e-si-jo
on E 846.1), which might refer to a lāwāgesion temenos; and the heading to the fragmentary E 849 which includes a total of 130 units of whea\nt: pu-ta-ri-ja pe-ra-\[...\] This appears to be the word φυτολιά 'plantation, orchard', and one might expect, as in Homer, to find it kept distinct from corn-land; but the first half of the tablet may have included olives or figs, and in any case corn can well be grown in areas between olive-trees (cf. Columella, De re rustica, v, 8–9).

The equivalent of the Pylos land-tenure series is to be found in the two dozen tablets to which Bennett has given the prefix Uf. The words ekhei, ?kekeimenā, ktoinā and telestās help to establish the identity of context; but the formula tossonde ἐ:spermo is replaced by the use of the ideogram DA, apparently a land-measure, whose only occurrence at Pylos is on 114 = En02.1. We saw there that it is apparently equivalent to the acreage sown with 1 unit of wheat (about 2.4 ha, or 6 acres?). At Knossos it is subdivided into a smaller unit PA: as it is followed by the number 3 on 158 = Uf836, the PA is evidently a quarter of the DA or less. Does it stand for spadion (original form of σταδιον) 'a single ploughing'?

This Late Minoan series is too fragmentary to permit a detailed comparison with the system of land-tenure seen in operation at Pylos.

155 = Uf981 (K)

e-ri-ke-re-we ko-to-i-na

eriklewes holds an orchard plot...

Bennett's Index (p. 66) gives ko-ti-i-na, which is not supported by the original; note the fuller spelling of the diphthong. Is pu-te-ri-ja merely a variant phuteia for φυτολιά? Or an adjective phuteían agreeing with ktoinen 'a plot suitable for planting; given to a gardener'? Or a noun describing a holding (parallel to onāton, etc.) 'a lease for planting, as a reward for planting'? In any case the term suggests that these fields are probably orchard or vineyard, not corn-land.

156 = Uf1031 joined (K lxxi)

ko-to-i-na

pe-ri-je-ja e-ke pu-te-ri-ja DA i ti-ri-to[

P. holds an orchard plot...

This appears to be a woman's name. The same formula occurs a third time on Uf1022, only e-ke-pu-te-[ and ko-to-i-[ surviving.
\[\text{157} = \text{Uf835} \quad (\text{K} \ \text{lxxiv})
\]

\[\text{ke-ke-me-na}
\]

\[\text{[-do e-ke ti-ri-to pu-te dâi paî}
\]

...do holds a communal orchard plot at ?Trittos\(^p\); 6\(?\) acres.

\text{ti-ri-to}: probably not ‘a third share’ or the like (cf. the Attic ἄστρημοροι?), but a place-name parallel to those on other tablets of the series. \text{Ti-ri-to} (cf. \text{Trtra}, said to be an old name of Knossos) is a place frequently mentioned on the Knossos sheep tablets, and its adjective \text{Ti-ri-ti-jo} parallels \text{Pa}_2-\text{ra-jo} on \text{E} 749.

\text{pu-te} is either an abbreviation for \text{pu-te-ri-ja} (as \text{pu} on \text{Uf432.2}?), or a word \(\text{?phutēr ‘planter, gardener’; cf. Palmer’s reading of pu}_2\text{-te-re kî-tî-jî-si (PY 193 = Na57) as phutēres ktkesi ‘the gardeners plant, bring into cultivation’.

\text{ke-ke-me-na}: the contrasted word \text{ktimenâ only occurs at Knossos on \text{X} 7753. On Uf432, however, the second paragraph is introduced by \text{e-te-do-mo ki-te-\[\], which may be intended for \text{ktei-[toi or the like (with the ‘dead’ vowel in \text{kt-} generalized as in \text{Luk}îtos and in \text{wanakters}?) ‘it is brought into cultivation by the \text{e-te-domoi’ (cf. \text{114 = En02.5}).

\text{158} = \text{Uf836} \quad (\text{K} \ \text{lxvii})
\]

\[\text{wo-wo-u}
\]

\[\text{ku-ka-da-ra \text{pa}_2\text{-ra pi-di-jo dâi pa 3}
\]

\text{K., the worweus, at \text{Pa}_2\text{-ra (\text{?Phidios): 7? acres.}

\text{wo-wo-u} is a trade-name known only from \text{C} 911.3: ‘\text{Ri-wo the worweus of the place Su-ki-ri-ta’}. The classical ὀδεῖς came to mean ‘mule’ (‘he who traces the furrow’); does it mean ‘superintendent of the field boundaries’ here? The context of the word \text{Pi-di-jo}, which seems to be a proper name, is uncertain: a second party to the transaction?

\text{159} = \text{Uf990} \quad (\text{K})
\]

\[\text{a-ri-ja-wo \text{pa}_2\text{-ra te-re-ta [}
\]

\text{A}~\text{áwōn, a sief-holder at \text{Pa}_2\text{-ra; ....}

\text{160} = \text{Uf970} \quad (\text{K})
\]

\[\text{te-re-ta}
\]

\[\text{[-ra ti-ri-to wo-ne-\[}
\]

\text{So-and-so, a sief-holder at ?Trittos, ....}

\text{161} = \text{Uf839} \quad (\text{K} \ \text{lxvii})
\]

\[\text{te-re-ta ke-ma-ge-me me-ra}
\]

\[\text{ko-do da-\ast22-to ke-nu-wa-so dâ [nn]
\]

\text{? Koldos, at the place D. (K.); a sief-holder, and ....}
Da-*22-to: a frequent place-name on Knossos tablets, also unexpectedly occurring on
the Eleusis vase. Adjective Da-*22-ti-jo, etc.
Ke-nu-wa-so; another second party to the transaction? Cf. the non-Greek man’s name
Pa₂⁻nwa-so/Pa₂⁻nu-wa-so, Παυόσσως, etc.
ke-ma-qe-me me-ra: a puzzling group. me-ra might conceivably be μῆλα ‘sheep’.

162 = Uf983 (K lxxi)
o-pi po-to-ri-ka-ta
[ ]-do-wo e-ko-so ke-ke-me-na [DA nu]
So-and-so, a communal (plot) at E-ko-so, . . . :
E-ko-so is probably the frequent place-name of that spelling (adjective E-ki-si-jo, etc.)
rather than ἵκω ‘outside’ or ἵκων ‘intending to keep’. The last word looks like a
compound parallel to πτολεοικος, etc.

163 = X. 984 (K)
1 ]pa-te ke-ke-me-na [ 176
2 zo-wa e-pi-zo-ta ke-ra ke-ke-me-na’ [ 175

The exact context of the tablet is very uncertain, but the word ke-ke-me-na suggests that
it is part of the Uf-series; ke-ra recurs on PY 135 = Ep704 and 137 = Eb30. ‘Living
things’ in classical Greek is confined to the form *3ωφία > 3φία; it is uncertain when
this secondary form, not found in Homer, may be considered to have developed.
Classical ἔμιζο only has the sense ‘survive’. The Homeric participle 3οντος is
explained as a contraction of 3ωντος, but the verb shows traces of an earlier
athematic conjugation (see Schwyzer, Gram. i, p. 675).

8. KNOSSOS ORCHARDS

The purpose of this series (classified as Gu-) and the identity of the main
ideograms have been recognized by Evans (PM, iv, p. 717) and by Myres
(SM II, p. 60). The olive-tree is clearly recognizable
on Gv862, line 2: the word po-po₄ in line 3 associates
it with the more schematic ideogram no. 122 on Pylos
96 = Un02.2, which probably means OLIVES and
recurs on Knossos 94 = F 841 in company with the
spelling e-ra-wa.

The fig-tree ideogram of Gv862, line 1, is more
diagrammatic, being based on a linearized version of
the ‘hieroglyphic’ fig-spray sign (see above, p. 31). The description su-za (?
sukia=συκη, Dor. συκλα) also accompanies, on 94 = F 841, the form of the
same ideogram without a ‘trunk’ (identical to the syllabic sign ㎥) which represents the fruit of the fig.

The meaning of ideograms no. 174, which seem to repeat themselves at the end of each section, may be defined by the φυτά of Gv864.3, possibly ‘newly-planted specimens’ of each variety (cf. Furumark, 1954, p. 40). On this basis, the four ideograms of Gv862, lines 2 and 3, would show olive trees of progressively lessening maturity, rather than a number of different species of fruit tree on the model of Alkinoos’ orchard (Od. vii. 114–16):

ἐνθα δὲ δέντρα μακρὰ πεφύκασι τηλεόντα,
διγχνοι καὶ θροιοι καὶ μηλεῖα ἀγλαόκαρποι
συκεῖα τε γλυκεραὶ καὶ εὐαί τηλεόνσαι.

The only introductory sentence is preserved on tablet 164 = Gv863. This may be compared to that on a Nuzi tablet of similar context: ‘The trees from the orchard of the town Tašenwa:…’ (Lacheman, 1939, p. 534).

164 = Gv863 (K lxvii)
1. pa-r-ra jo-e-ke-to-go wo-na-si si-
2. ?we-je-we ?seedlings\[a\] 420 su. fig-trees 109 [P\(\_\)_ra]: thus the place has in its vineyards…
420 newly planted…, 109 fig-trees,…

hō ekhei toq\(\_\)_os wounassi: we have met the place Pa\(\_\)_ra on the other Knossos land tablets.

Bennett’s Index reading Pa\(\_\)_ra-jo is not supported by the photograph, but there are traces of a possible second divider after jo. This prefix has the function of an introductory ‘thus’, as on 257 = Jn09.1 (jo-do-so-si ‘thus they will give’), etc. The etymology of τόπος ‘locality’ is uncertain: Osthoff proposes *toq\(\_\)_o-. The word wo-na-si is here taken as the locative of Hesychius’ gloss οὐνάδες: ἀμπελώδεις τόποι; from οὖν ‘vine’ one would expect wo-na-i.

165 = Gv862 (K lxv)
1. ] su-za fig-trees 1770
2. ] olive-trees 405
3. ] po-pa\(\_\)_a \(\_\)_ 10+? […] \(\_\)_ 17 ?seedlings\[b\] 20 vacat
5. ] 365 ?seedlings\[a\] 225

As Myres remarks, the first tree in line 3 gives the appearance of having been pruned; the second appears to be a young tree without much development of trunk. Of the possible vocalizations of po-pa\(\_\)_a, πόρποι ‘brooch’, φοίβη ‘radiant’, φοβη ‘lock of hair; foliage’, φορβη ‘fodder, food’ and φορβάς ‘providing food’, only the last two appear
to fit the use of the term with olives at Pylos. It is not clear from the photograph whether po-pa₂ may not be preceded by other letters; an adjective like ἀφορβὸς or πολύφορβος could not agree with feminine elaiwai, unless δένδρα is understood.

166 = Gv864 (K)

1  ᾱσσεδλίνγες" 69  [  
2  su-za  FIG-TREES  53  
3  pu-la  ᾱσσεδλίνγες"  [nn  
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CHAPTER IX

PROPORTIONAL TRIBUTE AND RITUAL OFFERINGS

The forty-two tablets transcribed in this chapter deal with a variety of miscellaneous commodities, and their classification by Bennett includes eight different prefix initials (E- F- G- K- M- N- U- V-); they share, however, a number of characteristic features of context and arrangement which makes it convenient to study them as a group.

(a) Though often fragmentary, the different series which these tablets represent are all of them records of tribute or offerings, assessed in accordance with schedules showing a fixed order.

(b) The operations are evidently of a seasonal or periodic nature, as proved by the use of month-names in their headings, and by such expressions as ‘last year’, ‘next year’ in their entries.

(c) The tablets show in detail how the theoretical assessment of the contribution (dosmos) compares with the amount actually delivered (apudosis), and records the deficit (ophelo-) which may result from this sum after allowance has been made for amounts which the contributors may have been ‘let off’ (aneta or eleuthera ekhonsi, ou didonsi). The assessments themselves are calculated with reasonable accuracy in accordance with various fixed ratios, and demonstrate the most advanced Mycenaean mathematics we have yet seen in operation.

(d) A number of the tablets lay down the scale on which offerings are made to a number of different shrines, priestesses and divinities. These are of great importance in providing our only written evidence for Mycenaean religion, and unexpectedly reveal the worship of many of the gods and goddesses known from classical sources.

1. THE PYLOS ‘DOSMOS’ TABLETS

The wheat ideogram reappears in the set of fifteen tablets found in 1952 and classified as Es- (see Bennett, PT II, pp. 159–61): these show a list of thirteen men’s names, in three separate versions devoted to different operations. Only the first of these, 167 = Es650,
has the *tossoide?*spermo formula which is characteristic of the land-tenure tablets (ch. vm). The second version, complete on 168 = Es644, lists the names in the same order as the subject of a dosmos *wetewéi-wetewéi* (see below); the third version is distributed among thirteen separate tablets (169 = Es646, etc.) which record a larger dosmos to the god Poseidon and much smaller ones to three entities whose function is rather uncertain.

The following table shows the thirteen men’s names rearranged in order of descending importance, with their spermata and dosmoi converted to litres at a conversion factor of 1 l = 12 l. With three exceptions the amounts form regularly descending series in each column, but they have evidently not been arrived at by any completely rigid system of proportions: the average ratio of 30:5:12:1, which can be deduced from the estimated totals of the whole series, only applies exactly to one individual’s assessment, that of *Worthiàs*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>spermo</th>
<th>wetewéi-wetewéi</th>
<th>Poseidonaei</th>
<th>Diwewiæi</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alektryón</td>
<td>840 l</td>
<td>114 l</td>
<td>276 l</td>
<td>32 l</td>
<td>486 l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopreus</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>180 l</td>
<td>20 l</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*?*Hoplomenos</td>
<td>480 l</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>204 l</td>
<td>16 l</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*?*Worthiàs</td>
<td>240 l</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-ne-ö</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukouroos</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-ka</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*?*Philotâwôn</td>
<td>144 l</td>
<td>28?</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>128?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kú-da-mu-ro</td>
<td>144 l</td>
<td>28?</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>128?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aigi ~ os</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se-ño</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servant of W ~ neus</td>
<td>48 l</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ka-ra-i</em></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A fourteenth individual, Pi-ro-te-ko-to, closes the list on 167 = Es650; but the amount of his *spermo* was either never entered or has been erased, and his name does not reappear. Of the other names, an Alektryon Etewokkleweios is known as a heqetâs attached to the ‘troops’ on 58 = An654 (cf. the form A-ku-tu-ru-wo- on KN Fh364); the Se-ño who is a shepherd at Ma-ro-pi on 62 = Cn655 and Cn04 may well be a different person.

The fourteen evidently form a group quite distinct from the land-owners of Pa-ki-ja- whom we have met in ch. vm; yet the size of Alektryon’s holding (7 units) is larger than any single ktôina there; the smallest, that of *Ka-ra-i*.
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is equivalent to a generous ‘lease’ in the first set (see p. 240). Where is their land situated?

A possible clue is given by the amount of wheat listed. The total $spermu$ for the thirteen men (with slight uncertainty as to Lukouros’ entry) is 28.2 units; and we have seen that the ‘lands of the telestai’ which follow the royal temenea on 152—Er01 are assessed at 30 units. Those lands, however, have only 3 telestai upon them: if the Es- tablets in fact record the acreages and obligations of the men owning land in the immediate neighbourhood of the palace at Pylos, we shall have to assume that telestas rank is only held by three of the first names on the list. Some of the thirteen or fourteen may in fact be ‘tenants’, but the formula e-ke to-so-de pe-mo does not apparently attempt to make any differentiation.

167 = Es650

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ki-ri-ti-jo-jo ko-pe-re-u</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>se-no</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>o-po-ro-me-no</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ai-ki-wa-ro a-te-mi-to do-e-ro</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>we-da-ne-wo do-e-ro</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>iwo-ro-ti-ja-o</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ka-ra-i</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ a-ne-o</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reverse:**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ru-ko-wo-ro</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>o-ka</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>pi-ro-ta-wo</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ku-da-ma-ro</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>pi-ro-te-ko-to</td>
<td>e-ke to-so-de pe-mo WHEAT 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the month of ?Krithios:

§1 Kopreus, he has (an acreage of) so much seed: 720 l. wheat.
§2 Alektryon, he has so much seed: 840 l. wheat.
§3 Se-no, he has so much seed: 120 l. wheat.
§4 Hoplomenos, he has so much seed: 480 l. wheat.
§5 Aigis, servent of Artemis, he has so much seed: 120 l. wheat.
§6 The servent of W-neus, he has so much seed: 48 l. wheat.
§7 Worthiás, he has so much seed: 240 l. wheat,

etc.
?Kriithioio: the analogy of the Knossos tablets similarly introduced by a genitive adjective (e.g. Fp5, Diuicio mēnos, see p. 305) suggests that this is the name of a month. If so, it is the only one recorded at Pylos, with the possible exception of po-ro-wi-to-jo on 172 = Kn02. If ?Kriithio was the name of either a man or a place, it would surely be of sufficient importance to occur freely on other tablets.

ekhe tossonde ? sperme: comparing the formulae on the other land-tenure tablets, we might also punctuate 'he holds (land): so much seed' (especially if to-so-de is to be read tosson de 'and so much', which is always a possibility).

A-te-mi-to do-e-ro: the genitive 'Aptamnos (Doric 'Aptamnos, perhaps by popular etymology from 'Aptamnos) is attested in N.W. Greek inscr.; 'Aptamnos may perhaps be an innovation. Whether all the theia do doi are in fact 'slaves of Artemis' is of course very uncertain (see also p. 236). A possible dative 'to Artemis' occurs in A-ti-mi-te (PY Un1.1.5).

?Worthiāo: the other two versions (where the genitive would in fact be more correct) show the nominative Wo-ro-ti-ja; possibly the genitive W ~ nēwos in the preceding line induced the confusion. This 'servant (or slave) of W ~ neus' is not mentioned by name in any of the three versions; for W ~ neus himself see below, p. 279.

Pi-ro-te-kro-to: Bennett reads this as one word (Philotektōn?). Or 'Philon, the joiner'?  

168 = Es644

1 ko-pe-re-wo do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT T 7
2 a-re-ku-ru-wo-no we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT T 9 4 3
3 se no do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT T 2
4 o-po-ro-me-no do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT [nn]
5 ai-ki-wa-ro do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT [nn]
6 we-da-ne-wo do-e-ro do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT T 1 4 2
7 wo-ro-ti-ja do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT T 3 4 2
8 ka-ra-i do-so-[mo] we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT 4 3
9 a-ne-o do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT T 2 4 3
10 ru-kə-wə-ro do-so]-mo we-te-[i-we]-te-i [WHEAT nn]
11 o-ka do-do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT T 2 4 1
12 pi-ro-te-wo do-so-mo we-te-i-[we]-te-i  WHEAT T 2 4 [ ]
13 ku-da-ma-ro do-so-mo we-te-i-we-te-i  WHEAT T 2 [ ]

§ 1 The year-by-year contribution of Kopleus: 84 l. wheat.
§ 2 The year-by-year (contribution) of Alektryon: 114 l. wheat.
§ 3 Se-no, (his) year-by-year contribution: 24 l. wheat, etc.

Kopreus dosmos: note that the genitive is maintained only in the first two entries; in the third version, only Alektryon shows this case. The word dosmos, which is evidently equivalent in sense to classical δόσις, δέμα, δός, etc., survives in the Arcadian com-
Pound ἀπτοδοσίας 'sale', adj. ἀπτοδοσιμος 'saleable'. The noun ending -σις was originally the mark of compounds (Schwyzer, *Gram. I, 504*), and there is some doubt whether the simple *dosis* already existed in Mycenaean times; for ἀπο-dosis, see p. 291. The fuller spelling of -σμ- also occurs in de-σο-μο (= *desmos*, KN Ra 1548).

We-te-i-we-te-i: this reduplicated locative of the word ἔτος 'year' apparently shares the meaning of the classical ἔμοιτε 'year by year' (cf. ἔμοιερος 'offer yearly sacrifices', *EM*, xc, 26): the archaic construction can be paralleled by Sanskrit pade-pade 'at every step', varṣevarṣe 'every year' (cf. also such modern Greek idioms as θεογνήθη θεογνήθη 'once in a blue moon'). From the fact that no recipient is mentioned, the tablet may record a tithe to the palace. It is equivalent to only about one sixth of the sowing; but the four other *dosmoi* help to bring the total levy on each individual up to between 45 and 125 per cent of the *spermo* figure, weighing more heavily on the smaller holders.

169 = Es646

1 ko-pe-re-u po-se-da-o-ne do-so-mo **WHEAT 1**  
2 ai₂?-ke-te-si do-so-mo **WHEAT**  
3 we-da-ne-we do-so-mo **WHEAT**  
4 di-wi-je-we do-so-mo **WHEAT**

§ 1 Kepheus: (his) contribution to Poseidon: 180 l. wheat, contribution to the *Protectors*: 20 l. wheat, contribution to W ~ neus: 20 l. wheat, contribution to Diwius: 20 l. wheat.

Poseidōn ποσό: this word-order is preserved on the tablets headed by the first five names in the standard list; the sixth saves space by omitting *dosmo* and reads: W ~ nevōs doelos Poseidōn; the remainder, perhaps under its influence, show *dosmós* Poseidōn. The genitive *Poseidōnos* on 170 = Es649 is presumably a scribal error; a further spelling difference is seen in Ru-ko-u-ro, Es729.

Ai₂?-ke-te-si: dative plural in -tēsi, possibly from the dual noun ai₂?-ka-te-re on 248 = Va01 (see p. 348). For Ηοm. ἀλκτήρ?

We-da-ne-we: except for those of Alektryon, Kepheus and ?Hoplomenos, all the tablets show the genitive W ~ nevōs in this position: no difference in meaning is probably intended. W ~ neus is one of the 'sheep collectors' on the Pylos *Cn*-tablets (pp. 199–201), on a pair with Axotás and Amphimēdès. He and Diwius also head a pair of tablets (76 = Cn23 and 77 = Cn22) listing cattle, possibly for sacrifice: they are apparently important figures in palace and cult administration. Di-wi-je-we is certainly not a dative of zeōs, for which Di-wi is the Mycenaean spelling (p. 286).

170 = Es649

1 a-re-ku-tu-ru-[wo]-ne po-se-da-o-no do-so-mo **WHEAT 2**  
2 ai₂?-ke-te-si do-so-mo **WHEAT**  
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§ 2 Alektryon’s contribution to Poseidon: 276 l. wheat, contribution to the Protectors: 32 l. wheat, contribution to W~neus: 32 l. wheat, contribution to Diwieu: 32 l. wheat.

The entries for the remaining eleven names are contained on the Es-tablets 645, 647, 653, 703, 728, 726, 648, 729, 727, 651 and 652.

The expression ‘a dosmos to Poseidon’ serves as the introduction to the first of two extremely important ritual tablets from Pylos. The offerings on Un718 are headed by the word Ṣa-ra-pe-da, recurring on 153 – Er02 (where it was thought to be the name of a tract of agricultural land adjacent to the Palace), and consist of varying amounts of nine different kinds of farm produce, divided into four paragraphs. These show a remarkable parallelism with the four entries on 152 – Er01, more fully discussed on p. 265, and appear to represent the four different categories of person who own land in this area: ḫ hànhi (either the king or one of his representatives); the dāmos or ‘village’ (perhaps including the class of telestai, ‘fief-holders’); the ‘military leader’; and the worgiones or ‘cult association’. Their offerings are in roughly descending proportions, like their sperma on Er01.

The importance of Poseidon at Pylos is emphasized by 172 – Kn02, and has a possible echo in Book III of the Odyssey, where Telemachos’ arrival finds the people arranged in three companies offering bulls to Poseidon (perhaps as the legendary grandfather of Nestor, as the scholiast points out):

Kaùthi, Poseidou γαπήχε, μηδε μεγήθης
τιμών εὐχομέναι τελευτήσαι τάδαι ἕργα.
Νεότεροι μὲν πρωτοσταὶ καὶ υπάτοι κόσοι ὄμισε,
αὐτὰρ ἔπειτ’ ἀλλοισι δίδου χαρίσασαν ἄμοιβὴν
σύμπασιν Πολυόσιν ἀγαθείτης ἑκατόμβης. (III, 55-9)

Similar multiple offerings of different commodities are usual in cuneiform records of ritual operations at various seasons of the year. Here is a Sumerian example from Lagaš (Genouillac, TSA, no. 1, 1):

Seven sacks of flour, three pots of light ale, two pots of dark ale, two measures of oil, two measures of dates, two measures of wine, two lake (?) fish, one sheep, one white kid, one lamb—to the god Nina.

A closer parallel, both in the objects and amounts represented and in the probable degree of historical connexion, can be found in classical offerings of
the type listed, for example, on the late fourth-century B.C. sacrificial calendar from Cos (SGDI, 3636–8, Schwzyer, Dial. 251c):

τρίτα ἀνομένου... Ἡρακλῆι ἐς Κονίσσαν, βοῦς,
τούτων θύει ὁ ἱερεύς, τῷ δὲ θεῷ λεπτὰ δίδοται:
κριθαί τρία ἡμιμέδιμα,
καὶ σπυρῶν τρεῖς τεταρτῆς,
καὶ μέλιτος τέσσαρες κατελέα,
καὶ τυροί οἶσι δυώδεκα,
καὶ ἵππος καὶ νόστος,
καὶ φρυγάνων ἄχθος καὶ ξυλέων ἄχθος,
καὶ οἶνου τρία ἡμίχοα.

The most explicit Minoan or Mycenaean representation of a sacrifice is seen on the painted sarcophagus from Agia Triadha, the two longer panels of which are illustrated in fig. 15. It is dated to the earliest part of LM III, contemporary with or slightly later than the destruction of Knossos, and certain features of style and detail have been regarded as showing Mainland influence. A full discussion of attempts to interpret these scenes is given by Nilsson (1950, pp. 426–43); two general problems make it risky to use them as an exact illustration of the Pylos ritual tablets:

(1) Opinion is divided as to whether the cult scenes illustrate a specifically funerary ritual, or offerings to a deified image of the dead, or merely a series of normal sacrifices to a deity, only indirectly connected with the fact of burial.

(2) Nilsson suggests that the sarcophagus may have been made to the order of a Mycenaean chieftain, but admits that the example of earlier cult scenes from Agia Triada show that a "Minoan" sacrifice had much the same outward appearance. As with so much of Late Minoan and Mycenaean representative art, we are now faced with the possibility that "Greek" institutions (or at least ones hitherto only known to us in a later Greek garb) are being carried on with the trappings of "Minoan" ritual, art and social conventions. There is some parallel in the representative art of the Renaissance; if only a part were to survive, future archaeologists might well doubt the reality of Christianity in that period. We must also take into account the process of syncretism between 'Indo-European' and 'Aegean' deities which has been generally assumed, and which has analogies in the pantheons of the other Near Eastern cultures, particularly of the Hittites and Hurrians.

Analogies between Un718 and the sarcophagus are seen in the objects sacrificed (the ox, the two goats under the table, the vessels containing liquids, and the basket of 'fruit'-which might perhaps be cheeses); and the fact that women officiate connects with the preponderance of hieroi at Pylos and
Knossos. Sheepskins, whose purpose on Un718 is not self-evident, appear on the sarcophagus as the ceremonial lower garments of the acolytes (cf. Evans, *PM*, iv, p. 401), and as a kind of cloak to the effigy (?) in front of the shrine. The grain and wine which precede the bull and rams in lines 3 and 7 are probably to be connected with Nestor’s ritual of οὐλοχύται and λοιβὴ σίνου detailed in *Od.* iii, 429–63, already invoked for the sarcophagus by von Duhn. Cf. also *Od.* xix, 197.

Fig. 15. The Agia Triada sarcophagus.

171 = Un718

1 ṣa-ra-pe-da  po-se-da-o-ni | do-so-mo
2 o-wi-de-ta-i  do-so-mo  to-so  e-ke-ra₂-wo
3 do-se WHEAT 4  WINE 3  BULL 1
The Sypedao to Poseidon, its contribution.

§ 1 As far as one can see, Ekhelawon will give so much as a contribution: 480 l. wheat, 108 l. wine, one bull, ten cheeses, one sheepskin, 6 l. of honey.

§ 2 And similarly the village (will give): 240 l. wheat, 72 l. wine, two rams, five cheeses, 4 l. fat, one sheepskin.

§ 3 And the military leader will give so much: two rams, 72 l. flour, 24 l. wine.

§ 4 And similarly the estate of the cult association (will give): 72 l. wheat, 12 l. wine, five cheeses, 14 l. of honey.

Poseidanoi: other Pylos examples of this alternative spelling of the dative ending are ko-re-te-ri On01.5, Me-za-wo-ni 96 = Un02.5. See p. 85.

o-wi-de-ta-i: the difficulty of interpreting this word leaves in doubt the punctuation and syntax of the first two lines, but the repetition of dosmos shows them to be divided into two clauses. Both terms recur on the fragmentary label Wa731:

do-so-mo
o-wi-de-ta-[]

The dative plural of a noun in -tös (*owi-detāi 'sheep-trussers', cf. Fig. 15??) seems unlikely, since the analogy of 154 = Eq01 (o-wi-de, etc.) suggests that o- is also a prefixed adverb or conjunction here, whose clause is recapitulated by the o-da-a2 of paragraphs § 2 and § 4. The infinitive ṭišēSa seems the obvious choice for the second element, although the etymology of the ending -ōSa does not suggest an original disyllable (Schwyzer, Gram. 1, p. 809). The restrictive construction ṭoṣ + infinitive is not attested before Herodotus' ṭoṣ ἔσω τοῖς ἱερῶν 'as far as it seems to me', although the Homeric ἑορτάσα, ἱερά, etc. show some analogy with it. Is this a scribal formula to emphasize that the transaction has not yet actually occurred, and that some correction might be expected?

tu-ro₂: note the surprising repetition of the spelling in the form of a 'monogram' (see p. 52), which apparently recurs on KN U 7498.

ko-wo: compare the ideogram no. 152, skin + wi, which we interpret as ὑρίνος 'ox-hide'. This spelling seems to represent the Homeric κῶσ (ὁξίωος), declined as if from -oṣ, 'sheepskin, fleece'.
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a-re-ro: it is impossible to read δαλερον, since the ideogram is reckoned as a liquid on Un06, and 'flour' is already indicated by the word meleuron of line 10 (see Vocabulary, p. 399). The monogram on Un06 has a double cross-bar (i.e. a-re-pa - δαλερον?), and it is tempting to regard the present spelling as an error.

Pylos 172 - Kn02 has already been discussed at length by Furumark (1954, pp. 51–3), Meriggi (1954b, pp. 19–22), Carratelli (1954a, pp. 113–14, 1955) and by Palmer at the London Seminar. Despite difficulty in explaining the introductory formula, there is general agreement on the purpose of the tablet: it clearly records ritual offering or exhibition of cups and bowls of some precious material, carried out under the edict of the palace before the shrines or images of various divinities. The individual vessels are accompanied by man or woman ideograms. Bennett first suggested that these are figurines of the same material, and a suspicion of human sacrifice may also occur; but it seems more probable that their main function is to carry the vessels, just like the men and women illustrated on the LM Ia ‘Cupbearer’ and ‘Procession’ frescoes at Knossos, of whom Evans says (PM, II, p. 710): 'It is a fair conclusion that the scenes here depicted were intended as a glorified representation of actual ceremonial processions in which, at fixed seasons, the acolytes and ministers of the Palace cult carried out the sacred vessels and other relics to be shown to the assembled people in the West Court.'

It is in this light that the syntax of this difficult text should probably be examined. The following translations of lines 1–2 have so far been proposed:

**Furumark:** 'Let them be sent to the shrine of Poseidon, and bring the gifts and cupbearers to the city?'

**Meriggi:** 'They were sent to the shrine of Poseidon, and the city sent gifts and acolytes?'

**Palmer:** 'A ceremony of consecration was performed in the Poseideion, and the town was purified, gifts were brought and the defilement was purified.'

It is fairly generally agreed that the adjectival formations such as Po-si-da-i-jo which differentiate three of the introductory formulae are the names of places rather than the titles of priests or festivals, since the fourth formula provides in their place Pa-ki-ja-si, well known as a local toponym; note also Po-si-da-i-jo-de on Fn01.2. But the ending of Pa-ki-ja-si and the absence of the usual allative suffix -de indicate that these are all in the locative case; it is therefore difficult to regard i-je-to as a part of inu with the sense 'send to', and preferable to take it as the description of an activity which takes place at the different localities.
Palmer goes so far as to postulate a verb *i-je-* 'to sacrifice', distinct from the classical ἵναι and related to ἱπάτος.

Close examination of the tablet reveals a divider between *pe-re* and *po-re-na-ge* in lines 2, 8 and rev. 2. The recurring verbs *pe-re* and *a-ke* evidently show the classical distinction of sense between φέρω and ἱγώ, cf. *Il. xxiii, 512–13* : δοκε δ' ἔγειν ἑτάροις γυναικα καὶ τρίποδα φέρειν. They record the activities appropriate to the two separate sets of ideograms on the tablet, the *carrying* of the cups and bowls (*dōra* 'gifts') and the *conducting* of the men and women (*po-re-na*?). Though one might logically expect this last word to be an unattested noun meaning something like 'cup-bearer', it is possible that it merely represents φορήνω 'to carry'.

The tense, voice, person and subject of the verbs *i-je-to* / *pe-re* / *a-ke* are problematical (as is the function of the *-qe* added to the first). There are three alternatives:

1. *They are active/middle indicative.* *i-je-to* could represent *hieto|hiento* (present middle, 3rd sing. or plur.) or *hieto|hiento* (imperfect middle); *a-ke* and *pe-re* can only be 3rd or 2nd sing. active, present or imperfect. It is difficult to find a subject for these verbs. Is it the initial *pu-ro*=Pylos? Or must we understand 'he', for the king or one of his officials?

2. *They are passive.* Palmer regards *a-ke*, etc., as aorist passives in -ē, -ān. This formation in Homer (e.g. έτούνη) is generally regarded as having been originally restricted to intransitives (ρόη, etc., Schwyzter, *Gram. I*, pp. 756–60); but while forms in -η are probably late innovations, Palmer is perhaps justified in arguing that the Mycenaean verb may already be allowed to possess some specifically passive forms.

3. *They are imperatives.* In this case *a-ke* and *pe-re* can only correspond to the classical singulars ἴγε and φέπο; but they need not necessarily be taken as instructions to a single person, since the plural forms are the result of an innovating tendency in the different Indo-European languages. In the same way the form *hieto* need not be specifically passive or 3rd person: the original function of -tō is that of forming generalized imperatives indifferent as to person or voice (Schwyzer, *Gram. I*, p. 801), as seen in early Latin and in the Cyprian gloss ἐλθεύσει: ἐλθέ. But it is not clear why -tō should be added to the first verb and not to the other two.

The third alternative has been followed in the printed translation, but without any very strong conviction. It must be admitted that securely identified imperatives have not yet been found in any other introductory formulae.

Quite apart from the syntax of the paragraphs, a further problem is set by the peculiar way in which they are disposed on the tablet. In its present form
each face of the tablet is divided by cross-lines into five sections of varying length; and several of these sections are left blank, a fact which must require some special explanation. The only other tablet which shows similar blank entries is Knossos 207 = V 280, which is introduced by a month name and which there is reason to think represents a calendar or diary of fifteen successive days. Palmer has already proposed to identify po-ro-wi-to-jo (Kn02, 'reverse', line 1) as a month name Plō̂wi(s)toio 'the time for sailing again' (cf. πλωίζω, πλώμα 'sailing weather'). An alternative explanation of the blank entries might conceivably be that the tablet records a series of processions all occurring on the same day, but that some of those for whom provision was made failed to materialize.

If Kn02 really represents a calendar of the ceremonies prescribed for ten days of a Pylos month (purposely divided into five days on each side?), then we might expect po-ro-wi-to-jo to represent the first word of the complete text, and the 'reverse' to be the first side written. The tablet bears considerable signs of erasure and re-use, and Bennett's initial 'reverse' (preserved in our transcription) is the flatter side, i.e. the original obverse; in his new edition published in PT II Bennett now regards the side beginning po-ro-wi-to-jo as the obverse. The writing is hasty and careless: one case of an omitted sign is certain (in line 5), and two more are highly probable.

172 = Kn02 [Tn316]
Obverse:

PU-RO

1. i-je-to-qe po-si-da-i-jo a-ke-qe wa-tu
2. do-ra-qe pe-re po-re-na-qe a-ke
3. GOLD CUP 1 WOMEN 2 qo-wi-ja [...] ko-ma-we-te-ja
4. i-je-to-qe pe-re-*82-jo i-je-me-de-ja-〈jo?〉-qe di-u-ja-jo-qe
5. do-ra-qe pe-re-po-re-na-qe a-〈ke〉 pe-re-*82 GOLD+BOWL 1
6. i-je-me-de-ja GOLD+BOWL 1 di-u-ja GOLD BOWL 1 WOMAN 1
7. e-ma-a₂ / g-re-ja GOLD CUP 1 MAN 1
8. i-je-to-qe di-u-jo do-ra-qe pe-re po-re-na-qe a-ke
9. di-we GOLD BOWL 1 MAN 1 e-ra GOLD BOWL 1 WOMAN 1
10. di-ri-mi-jo / di-wo i-je-〈re?〉-we GOLD BOWL 1 [ ? ]
12–16 vacant
Reverse:

1 po-ro-wi-to-jo

Pū-ro

2 i-je-to-ge pa-ki-ja-si do-ra-ge pe-re po-re-na-ge

3 a-ke po-ti-ni-ja GOLD CUP 1 WOMAN 1

4 ma-na-sa GOLD BOWL 1 WOMAN 1 po-si-da-e-ja GOLD BOWL 1 WOMAN 1

5 ti-rí-se-ro-e GOLD CUP 1 do-po-ta GOLD CUP 1

Vacat

Pū-ro 7-10 vacant

Obverse:

(1st) Pylos: perform a certain action at the (shrine) of Poseidon and... the town, and bring the gifts and bring those to carry them.

One gold cup, two women....

(2nd) Pylos: perform a certain action at the (shrines) of the Dove-goddess and of Iphemedeia and of Diwja, and bring the gifts and bring those to carry them.

To the Dove-goddess: one gold bowl, one woman.

To Iphemedeia: one gold bowl.

To Diwja: one gold bowl, one woman.

To Hermes...: one gold cup, one man.

(3rd) Pylos: perform a certain action at the (shrine) of Zeus, and bring the gifts and bring those to carry them.

To Zeus: one gold bowl, one man.

To Hera: one gold bowl, one woman.

To Drimios the priest of Zeus: one gold bowl, [one man?].

(4th) blank.

(5th) Pylos: blank.

Reverse:

(In the month?) of ? Plówi(s)tos:

(1st) Pylos: perform a certain action at the place Pa-ki-ja-ne, and bring the gifts and bring those to carry them.

To the Mistress: one gold cup, one woman.

(2nd) To ? Mnasa: one gold bowl, one woman.

To Posidæia: one gold bowl, one woman.

(3rd) To the ‘thrice-hero’: one gold cup.

To the ‘lord of the house’: one gold cup.

(4th) blank.

(5th) Pylos: blank.


Posidaios: compare Od. vi, 266: Ἔνθα δὲ τὲ σφ' ἄγορη κολόν Ποσιδήιον ἄμφις. Mycenaean shares the classical distinction in vowel between the noun (-sei-) and adjective (-si-) in this name. Poseidon is not mentioned by name in line 3, since his is the only offering.

a-ke-qe wa-tu = age q'e wastu? There is nothing lost after tu, as Bennett’s 1951 drawing suggests. Is this phrase, whose meaning is obscure, meant to be understood in all the paragraphs? If we translate ‘bring to the town’, then what is the object? And should we not expect wastu-de? If we regard wastu itself as the object of age, ‘bring the townspeople’ (compare Evans’ showing of the sacred vessels ‘to the assembled people’), this presupposes a personalized sense of άρτυ which is so far quite unparalleled. It is these difficulties which have evidently led Palmer to postulate in this line a quite different verb *άγω ‘purify’ related to ἄγνος, ἄγιος, ἄζωμαι.

qa-wi-ja, etc.; the second word, too uncertain to be read, seems to consist of two signs written over an erased three-letter word. The phrase may be intended as a description of the preceding women. qa-wi-ja is apparently from g'ous 'ox': acrobats for the bull games?? ko-ma-we-te-ja cannot mean ‘long-haired’, for which -wessa would be the feminine. Note that these words do not show the expected dual in -δ: Chadwick suggests that they are in fact the names of female divinities associated with the Posidaios, and possibly explaining the sex of the cup-bearers, which elsewhere agrees with that of the recipients.

pe-re-*82: the vowel ending is probably -a in view of the adjectival formation in -jo, which parallels that from di-u-ja. Palmer reads *82 as ja₉, comparing the men’s names Ki-ri-*82-jo/Ki-ri-ja-i-jo/Ki-ra-i-jo; and reads Πέλεια ‘dove-goddess’ (cf. the πέλας at Dodona). This goddess now recurs on Pylos Un1189, as the recipient of female animals, and with Po-se-da-o-ne (erased) on the same tablet. Does *82 represent jai/jai, so that the form is in fact dative plural?

Iphemodi = ἱφημόδης, the mother of Otus and Ephialtes by Poseidon, Od. xi, 305. The absence of initial W- and the spelling -pe- show that this name does not contain λα; contrast the man’s name Wi-pi-no-o = ἱφημός. Almost certainly a pre-Greek deity, whose name has been modified by popular etymology; the confusion of e and i seems to be confined to non-Greek words.

Diwjeti (disyllabic like me-u-ja = mawjon?): compare the goddess Δίφεια on an early fourth-century Pamphylian inscription (Schwyzer, Dial. 686'). This paragraph, like lines 4 and 5 of the ‘reverse’, evidently deals with a mixed collection of deities, who may have features of their cult in common.

E-ma-₉ (also Un11.8): apparently Hermasti, cf. Hom. 'Ερμῆς, 'Ερμιός, dial. 'Ερμας, 'Ερμων, 'Ερμάς, etc. The etymology from ερμα ‘cairn’ is disproved by the absence of fr- in early Cretan inscriptions and in Homer. A-re-ja is obscure: cf. the epithet 'Αρης (acc.) applied to Zeus and Enyalios, and 'Αρείαν, 'Αρησιον to Athena, in a fourth-century inscription from Arcadian Orchomenos, Schwyzer, Dial. 665c. The connexion with 'Αρης is doubtful, unless the Aeol. 'Αρεύς, 'Αρεύης is secondary.

diwo- ‘of Zeus’: note the different spelling (and meaning?) of di-wi-ja on 28 = An42. The meaning ‘of Zeus’ is very rare for the classical δίος, and no temple-name is
formed from it. Compare, however, the Knossos month-name Di-øi-jø with the classical Διός.

Er-α: the association with Zeus makes the identification with Hera almost inevitable. The etymology < "Hρά must be abandoned; it is built on the isolated Elean Ἐρμαίας, the derivation of which from the divine name is only assumed. It is contradicted by dialect forms without ἐ, e.g. Cypr. Ἐρμ, Schwzyzer, Dial. 681 (4), and by the Attic Ἡρα, since "Hρά would give Ἡρη (cf. κόρη). Chadwic suggests reading E-[ra] on Un11.8 between Potniai and Hermãai.

di-ri-mi-jø, etc.: the second word appears to be di-woo (gen.) rather than Bennett’s di-woo. This would prevent us from regarding Drimios as an epithet of Zeus (cf. Δρύμιος ὁ Ζεὺς ἄτοι δαίμονες σῶτω παρά Παμφυλίας, Tzetzes ad Lycophron, Alex. 536); but this ‘priest of Zeus’ may conceivably be a hero figure rather than a living person.

Potniai: the specification ‘at Pa-ki-ja-ne’ makes it unnecessary to name her more exactly; whoever she is, the Mistress is almost certainly the divinity served by the ‘priestess of Pa-ki-ja-ne’ on the Pylos land tenure tablets, and possibly that understood in the phrase theóo doëlos. Compare Athaná potnia on Knossos 208 = V 52? Or the phrase Artemitos doëlos on 167 = Es650 (and "Ἀρτέμις πόντια θηρων, II. xxi, 470)? Or the title of Πόντια, ‘Demeter and Persephone (and read ‘the Demeter of Pa-ki-ja-ne’ on 114 = En02.1)?

Posidæiãi: her name shows the same structural relation to that of Poseidon as Diwja’s does to Zeus.

Tris-hëroei?: the subject of an article by Hemberg (1954), who regards him as an ancestral figure related to the Attic τρὶς (το)πάτος, lit. ‘great-grandfathers’, recorded as having the function of τύρωροι καὶ φύλακες τῶν ἄνεμων. One would, however, expect -e-ro-we in the dative.

Hemberg also joins Furumark and Carratelli in reading do-po-ta as a variant form of δεοπότης (*doms-potâ beside *dems-; cf. δόμος, Skt. dâmpati- ‘master’); or more likely dospotâs from *dms- (cf. Arcad. δέκτος < *dekám-tos). Note that for some reason (the absence of a public procession?) neither of these last entries includes a ‘cup-bearer’.

2. PROPORTIONAL TRIBUTE FROM PYLOS VILLAGES

(i) The Ma- Tablets

The arithmetic and phraseology of the eighteen tablets which make up the Ma- series have been discussed by Bennett (1951, p. 36), Furumark (1954, pp. 42–3), Sundwall (1953b) and Carratelli (1954a, p. 97; 1954b, p. 220). Each tablet is a reckoning of varying amounts of a list of six commodities in fixed order, which will for simplicity be transcribed by the letters A–F. It will be noticed that A, D and F are measured in whole numbers, B, C and E in units of weight: this distinction will not be further indicated in transcription.
The ideogram \( D \) probably represents *wrigoi* 'oxhides' (more clearly on Knossos M 797, identified in *SM II*, p. 61, no. B 101). The other pictorial symbol, \( A \), looks like the syllabic sign \( pte \) with an inserted \( ve \); but the Knossos forms of this sign (e.g. on M 467) diverge considerably from the Knossos \( pte \), and on M 757 and M 5712 it even has a 'fringe' along the bottom similar to that of the cloth ideogram (see p. 313). It is associated with \( \text{wool} \) on M 559 and on M 683, as well as on the fragmentary Pylos Un553, in which Poseidon's name occurs in the preamble. It probably represents some textile material. Tablets Mn01 and Mn02 are lists of this commodity by itself.

The other four commodities are recorded by syllabic 'initials', and there is no guarantee that they have the same meaning as similar syllables used as abbreviations in other contexts. Note, however, that \( k\text{-ro} \) is used at Knossos (U 436, U 746) as an adjunct to the circular ideogram measured by weight on the Knossos \( M\text{c} \)-tablets, which are similar in arrangement to this Pylos series (see below, p. 302). It may represent \( \kappa\rho\circ \) 'beeswax'; though there is some doubt whether the Common Greek may not be \( *\kappa\bar{\rho}\circ \) (cf. Boisacq *s.u.*). \( A, B, D, E \) and \( F \) also occur on a fragmentary tablet of different arrangement, Mn03.

The six commodities are probably all materials required by the palace workshops (though not all of metal, as Carratelli assumes), but whether for connected or various purposes is uncertain. The first line of each tablet records a place-name, followed by amounts of the six commodities which are clearly calculated in a fixed proportion of \( 7 : 7 : 2 : 3 : 1\frac{1}{3} : 150 \). The first table gives the ideal scheme, including fractions, which results from exact calculation:

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>( B )</td>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>( E )</td>
<td>( F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>17(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>3(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>23(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>6(\frac{3}{4})</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>46(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>13(\frac{3}{4})</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13(\frac{1}{4})</td>
<td>1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next table shows the amounts actually recorded, arranged in ascending order: where these diverge from the ideal values by 1.0 or more, they have been printed in heavy type.
The eighteen place-names agree with the fourteen legible on 257 = Jn09, with the exception of E-re-i (Jn09.19) and A-si-ja-ti-ja (Jn09.16, which may, however, be an alternative spelling of A-*85-ta₂). The ‘Pylos 9’ are all represented: the last two columns of the table below give for comparison the amounts of ‘fat hogs’ and ‘wine (?)’ recorded for these nine on 75 = Cn02 and 250 = Vn01. These show a similar scheme of rising proportions, evidently adapted to the relative importance of the different villages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Cn02</th>
<th>Vn01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ma09</td>
<td>Ri-jo</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma13</td>
<td>Ro-uso</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma08</td>
<td>Ka-ra-do-ro</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma04</td>
<td>Pa-ki-ja-pi</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4?</td>
<td>500?</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma05</td>
<td>A-pu₂-we</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma06</td>
<td>A-ke-re-wa</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma11</td>
<td>A-te-re-wi-ja</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7?</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma12</td>
<td>Ti-mi-to a-ke-e</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma14</td>
<td>Sa-mar-ata</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma17</td>
<td>A-*85-ta₂</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma01</td>
<td>Pi-*82</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma10</td>
<td>[Za]-ma-e-wi-ja</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma02</td>
<td>Me-ta-ja</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma15</td>
<td>E-sa-re-wi-ja</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma07</td>
<td>E-ra-te-we</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma03</td>
<td>Pe-to-no</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma16</td>
<td>Ra-wa-ra-ta₂</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma18</td>
<td>Si-re-wa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

('assessment' not recorded)

The shortest tablet of the series (Ma07) has only a single line, tabulating the calculated proportions for the village E-ra-te-we. Furumark is no doubt right in regarding this first-line entry as the total ‘assessment’ which the villages are required to contribute; and the absence of any further entry here would indicate that the full amount has in fact been received.

On four tablets the term apudosis (‘actual delivery’) describes a contribution which falls short of the total assessment, and the adjunct o.- is used with each ideogram to show the resulting ‘debt’ (ophelo-): this calculation is evidently the main purpose of the series. On the surviving Knossos tablets, a regular pair of entries with a-pu-do-si and o-pe-ro is only found on X 409, G 461 and Ga1530. In the translations of the Ma- tablets printed below, it will be seen that the amounts in each column below the first line together add up to the total ‘assessment’ above.
The sum is here complicated by a common formula which states that a particular class "does not give" a certain amount. From the fact that this deficit is not taken into account in calculating the overall 'debt', Furumark (1954, p. 43) is evidently right in regarding it as a free allowance, by which the theoretical assessment for each village is officially reduced. This is made clearer by the parallel use of the words ἵλειθας, ἵλειθασσε on the Na-tablets (see p. 298). The class in question is most often that of the ἅλκητες 'smiths', and it would be interesting to know if the listed commodities are in fact the product of the smithies; or whether they are materials which the smiths (or other classes named) are likely to need in the villages more urgently than in the palace workshops; or whether the formula is in fact only the equivalent of saying: "The village of X. is excused payment of so much, in recognition of the fact that it has so many smiths working on government contracts" (cf. the Ἰν-tablets, pp. 352–8).
Tablet 183 – Nn831 shows a breakdown of a levy of 45 sa (see p. 295) among the different members of a single village. ‘The smith’ is represented among them; and it seems likely that the Ma-tribute was also allocated in detail among the different classes of each village, some of which might receive preferential treatment. The tendency of the smiths in particular to claim exemption from feudal obligations in time of emergency is reflected, for example, in § 56 of the contemporary Hittite Code.

Compare Ma-ra-ne-mi-jo with Ma-ra-ne-mu-wei, a class or place providing rowers on 54 – An19.

The sums for D and E are anomalous, since the village contributes three more of E than it need, and a debt of one D goes unnoticed: perhaps these discrepancies were regarded as cancelling each other out. An additional concession for A is introduced by the word aneta (cf. ἀνετός φόρον ‘remission of taxes’).

176 = Ma12 [123]
1 ti-mi-to a-ke-e A 24 B 24 C 7 D 10 E 5 F 500
2 a-pu-do-si A 21 0.2 B C D E F
3 o-da-a₂ ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si A 1 B 1 F 10

Ti-mi-to a-ke-e (assessment) 24 24 kg. 7 kg. 10 5 kg. 500
Actual delivery 21 (23) (7) (10) (5) (490)
Owing 2
Thus the smiths are excused payment 1 1 10

The entries of line 2 reveal something of the scribe’s procedure: he has written in the ideograms for the six commodities, but has not bothered to complete the amounts of apudosis for the last five, evidently because no ‘debt’ in fact resulted from them. We can therefore restore them by subtracting the smith’s allowance from the total ‘assessment’.

From there it is a short step to the layout shown on the next two tablets, where no apudosis entry figures at all, and where we must again assume that the delivery was satisfactory and incurred no ‘debt’.

177 = Ma02 [90]
1 me-ta-pa A 28 B 28 C 8 D 12 E 6 F 600
2 o-da-a₂ ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si A 1 B 1 D 1
ku-re-we o-u-di-do-si A 4 B 4 D 2 E 1½ F 100

178 = Ma13 [365]
1 ro-u-so A 17 B 17 C 5 D 8 E 4 F [ ]
2 o-da-a₂ ka-ke-we a₂-te-ro we-to di-do-si A 1 B ½ F 10
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hateron weto didonsi: evidently a less generous concession than the ou didonsi formula.

Either 'some other year' or, more probably, 'in the following year' (cf. Attic θαρέο 'on the morrow', and the root meaning of ἔριος as 'one or other of two'). The temporal accusative (where ἕριει might be expected) recurs in to-to we-to (43 = Sn01) and may perhaps be explained as referring to an inclusive period rather than a single point of time; but cf. also Hom. οὐ τῆν μέρα 'on the same day', Attic τὴν ὅραν 'at the proper season', etc. (Schwyzer, Gram. π, p. 70).

On the remainder of the tablets the deficit resulting from the calculation is shown in the entry perisinwos ophelo-, which is equivalent to the 'debt' figures (o.-) included in the apudosis entry of the first tablets. Their identity of function, in spite of the different wording, is shown by the fact that the two formulae never occur on the same tablet, and that only one tablet of either type is extant for each place-name. The variations are probably due to the accounts being completed at different times, or to differences in the other records from which they are abstracted. The whole series must presumably be regarded as referring to πέρας 'last year' (or 'the season which is past'), and as a collation of the season's records made after all the returns are complete.

The occurrence of perisinwos ophelo- on two of the tablets makes it difficult to read the second word as a noun δεσμὸς 'debt' (only 'usefulness' in Greek), and preferable to understand δεσμὸ〈μελον〉, δεσμὸ〈μελα〉; unless we punctuate 'the things of last year: the deficit'. On Ma16 the ideograms have the adjunct o.- added to them, and the deficit of E is written, surprisingly, o.pe-ro instead of o.o. The adjunct o.- also occurs with an ou didonsi amount on 180 = Ma01.2, where it seems out of place.

On the remaining tablets the 'actual delivery' can be restored as the difference between the 'assessment' and the remaining items. A puzzling exception is the sum for F on the next tablet, where the full assessment of 362 is recorded as owing, in spite of the smiths' free allowance of forty: this deficit of unparalleled size may be suspected of having been inserted in error.

179 = Ma09 [193]

1  ri-jo A 17 B 17 C 5 D 7 E 4 F 362
2  pe-ru-si-nu〈wo〉 o-pe-ro A 2 E 4 F 362
3  o-da-a₂ ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si A 2 B 4 F 40
   o-da-a₂ pe-ra₂-jo A 1 D 1 [?]

Pe-ra₂-jo: applying the common vocalization rai to ra₂; Andrews reads the name of the Thessalian tribe of Πηθώνβοι, recorded at Dodona in II. π, 749. This is difficult to control.
PROPORTIONAL TRIBUTE AND RITUAL OFFERINGS 180–182

180 = Ma01 [225]

1  pi-*82 A 28 B 28 C 8 D 22 [E 6] F 600
2  pe-ru-si-nu-wa / o-pe-ro 're-u-ko-to-ro' B 2
   o-da-a2 ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si 'za-we-te' o A 1 B 1 F 16

Leuktronʰ za-we-te: to be taken together? The purpose of this annotation is obscure. The place-name L. occurs, for example, with Sa-ma-ra on 41 = An14.

181 = Ma14 [378]

1  sa-ma-ra A 24 B 24 C 7 D 10 E 5 F 500
2  o-da-a2 ka-ke-we o-u-di-do-si 'D 2' A 3 B 3 C 2 'F 60'
   pe-ru-si-nu-wo o-pe-ro A 1 D 2 F 100

182 = Ma18 [126]

i-na-ma-ta

1  pe-ru-si-nu-wa si-re-wa o-pe-ro do-si-mi-ja
2  A 3 B 1 C 1

This tablet is exceptional in showing no 'assessment' entry. The word dosmia presumably means 'items owing last season' belonging to the dosmos', perhaps the generic name for a levy of this type. Compare also the enigmatic basketry-label Wa730:

[ ]-ra-o do-so-mo 10
   sa-ma-ra do-si-mi-jo-ge 1

The place-name Si-re-wa recurs on Mn01.4. It is tempting to read i-na-ma-ta as a neuter plural qualified by the adjectives in -a, but difficult to find one to fit. Cf. Arcadian ιυ λίπα τάντα 'in perpetuity', IG 5(2), 5 — but this presupposes a Mycenaean form in- which is contradicted by en-ensi 114 = En02.2.

(ii) The N- Tablets

The ideogram sa occurs on only three fragmentary Knossos tablets, and is confined at Pylos to the N- series (NaNg Nu). The pronunciation is probably given by the word ri-no (184 = Nn01.1) = λίναω, which might mean any or all of 'flax', 'linen thread', 'net', 'sail', 'linen cloth' or 'linen garment'. Like wool?, it is weighed at Knossos but measured in whole numbers at Pylos. Skeins of linen thread or bales of linen cloth seem the most probable: the totalling to-sa-de perhaps implies the plural λίνα. As with the ideogram n1 = 'figs', the phonetic use of the sign bears no apparent relation to the initial of the Greek word.

The commodity is evidently subject to the same kind of yearly levy as the six items counted on the Ma- tablets above, but the number of different villages responsible for it is very much larger.
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Nn831 shows an assessment of forty-five sA for a single village (probably to be restored as Ko-ri-to, cf. An13, Ad07), broken down among its inhabitants. Some are mentioned by name, some by trade: the ko-re-te (‘mayor’, more or less synonymous with βασιλεύς?) contributes more than half.

183 = Nn831 (including former Nn02)

1 ko-ri-[. ri]-no [do-] ?Korinthos [will give?] linen:
2 u-re-[ ] sA 4 U.: four of linen.
3 a-mo-ke-re-[?] sA 1 A.: one of linen.
4 e-re-e-u sA 2 E.: two of linen.
5 go-u-ko-ro sA 2 The cowherd(s): two of linen.
6 a-ro-je-u sA 1 A.: one of linen.
7 a-mu?-ta-wo sA 4 ?Amuthaon: four of linen.
8 e-po-me-ne-u sA 4 ?Hepomeneus: four of linen.
9 ko-re-te sA 24 The mayor: twenty-four of linen.
10 po-me-ne sA 2 The shepherds: two of linen.
11 ka-ke-u sA 1 The smith: one of linen.

For the last word in line 1 one might expect dosmos or dōsei, but the reason for the erasure is obscure.

e-re-e-u: possibly the name of a trade, cf. e-re-e-wo on Na60.

Nn01 is a record of the deficit shown by the sA deliveries of nine villages. Nearly all the place-names are known from other tablets, and the sequence A-pi-no-e-wi-jo—E-na-po-ro is found again on Vn04. Three of the names recur in the surviving Na-series, all with larger amounts of sA:

Pu₂?-ra₂-a-ke-re-u Nn01: 10 Na52: 27+3
E-na-po-ro Nn01: 33 Na02: 70
Te-tu-ru-wo Nn01: 38 Na14: 40

From this, and from the fact that the Na-totals are generally in round numbers (10’s), we conclude that the latter are a record of the theoretical assessments, of which Nn01 (and the lost tablets of the same series) enable us to deduce the amounts actually delivered.

184 = Nn01 [228]

1 o-o-pe-ro-si ri-no / o-pe-ro
2 u-ka-jo sA 20 ro-o-wa sA 35
3 pu₂?-ra₂-a-ke-re-u sA 10 ke-i-ja-ka-ra-na
4 sA 5 di-wi-ja-ta sA 60
5 a-pi-no-e-wi-jo sA 28
Thus they owe linen. Deficit: U-ka-jo, twenty of linen.
Ro-o-wa, thirty-five of linen,

The simplest form of assessment is shown by the tablets Na01–Na44, which merely contain a place-name followed directly by an amount of sa. The figures vary between five and 100, averaging nineteen per village; the most frequent entries are ten and thirty. Each name only occurs once in the whole series, with the exception of Erkhomenos duplicated on Na72 (perhaps to be excluded from it?).

185 = Na32 [419]
re-ru-ko-to-ro sa 10
Leuktron: ten of linen.

On seven tablets the assessment is qualified by the formula ‘X. ekhonsi’, in which X. is one of the three terms applied to soldiers (?) on the five An- tablets dealing with ‘troops’ (see pp. 183–94); the place-names also agree with those detailed there. Apparently all the entries on the Na-tablets which have verbal formulae, additional to the place-name, are intended to distinguish amounts which are not expected to be delivered to the palace (see below); and the wording ‘X. ekhonsi’ may be taken to mean either

‘The X. are in occupation of the place (and they will use the linen)’, or
‘The X. (who are at the place) are retaining it for their own use’.

186 = Na46 [543]
ka-ra-do-ro / ko-[ro]-ku-ra-i-jo ‘e-ko-si’ sa 30
Kharadros: the men of Krokula are in possession: thirty of linen.


187 = Na49 [514]
[ku]-pa-ri-so / ke-ki-de e-ko-si sa 30
Kuparissos: the ke-ki-de are in possession: thirty of linen.

Compare ku-pa-ri-si-jo ke-ki-de men on 56 = An657.8 and 10 (p. 188). Probably the present Kyparissia, on the coast 25–30 km. north of Pylos (Kyparissia II. 11, 593, Kyparissia Strabo, Kyparissios Scylax, Pliny).
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188 = Na928
[u-ru-pi-ja-jo 'e-ko-si' sa 10
[Place-name:] the men of ?Olympia are in possession: ten of linen.

For ?Ulpumiai throw 57 = An43.11, 58 = An654.16, 60 = An661.12, 76 = Cn22.6–7.
See p. 190.

A number of the Na- tablets record two different amounts of sa, one immediately following the place-name, the other introduced by a clause tossade X. eleuthera or tossade X. ou didonsi. As on the Ma- tablets, these two formulae evidently refer to a free allowance deducted from the official assessment, as has been recognized by Furumark (1954, p. 43) and Webster (1954, p. 15). Their interconnexion is clearly shown in the long formula of the next tablet, and is confirmed by the totals for the whole series. If one adds up the surviving ‘assessment’ entries (in which the numerals directly follow the place-name), one arrives at a total of 1245 sa; all the entries which represent ‘authorized concessions’ (e.g. ekhonsi, eleuthera, ou didonsi, aktitôn) together yield 336. These figures may be compared with the cumulative totals recorded on 198 = Ng02 and 199 = Ng01, which (when restored approximately in proportion with the entries of Ng02) probably indicate an expected delivery of about 1500 sa, and an allowance which ‘is not given’ of about 550.

On five of the tablets with two or three entries, their amounts add up exactly to thirty, a frequent amount on the single-entry tablets; and it is clear that the first number does not, as on the Ma- tablets, record the whole ‘assessment’ but only the ‘delivery’ to be expected when the concessions have been subtracted from it (Furumark, ibid.). This is also plain on Na65, where the second amount is larger than the first.

189 = Na65 [568]
[?a-ke-re]-wá sa 30 e-sa-re-u ke-(u)-po-da e-re-u-te-ro-se sa 50
to-sa-de na-u-do-mo o-u-di-do-si


And the shipbuilders are excused payment of so much—the e-sa-re-u
Ke-u-podds made it free: fifty of linen.

The title e-sa-re-u only recurs on Knossos 39 = As1517, q.v. Webster (1954, p. 15) connects the αiow concessions directly with the requirements of the trades named, i.e. sails and ropes for the naudomoi (see Vocabulary), thread and cloth (for shields, cuirasses, etc.) for the khalkíaves, nets and ropes for the kunágetai. The same reservations apply as in the case of the Ma- concessions (see p. 293).
Both the secondary sense of ἀφεδρος and the verb-formation in -όω (originally confined to tenses other than present, Schwzyzer, Gram. i, p. 727) appear earlier than one might have expected.

190 = Na55 [395]

(top edge: ke-ke-me-no-jo wa-te-u)

[ SA mn] to-sa-de pe-i ke-u-po-da e-sa-re-u

[Place-name: x of linen.]

And Ke-u-podās the e-sa-re-u made so much free to them: fifteen of linen.

pe-i = sphē'i or possibly sphēis, 'to them', as on 56 - An657.11, etc. The note written along the top edge is obscure.

191 = Na56 [248]

ta-mi-ta-na / ku-na-ke-ta-i e-re-u-te-ro sa 30

Ta-mi-ta-na: free to the huntsmen: thirty of linen.

e-re-u-te-ro: the singular also appears (wrongly?) on Na54.

192 = Na50 [252]

ri-jo sa 24 e-re-u-te-ra sa 6

to-sa-de ka-ke-we

Rhion: twenty-four of linen.

And the smiths (have) a free allowance: six of linen.

ka-ke-we: the dative plural kunāgetā'i on 191 = Na56 suggests the alternative reading 'a free allowance to the smith' (singular) here. The plural is perhaps more likely on the analogy of the Ma- tablets, and that of ma-ra-te-we ou didonis on 195 = Na67.

193 = Na57 [520]

[ ] to-i-qe e-re-u-te-ra

pu₂-te-re ki-it-je-si sa 30

[Place-name:] the planters are bringing into cultivation, and there is a free allowance for these: thirty of linen.

ki-it-je-si: the derivation of the verb from an original *kτείμεν = kτίζω (cf. Skt. kṣūti) is due to Palmer (1954a, p. 67).

to-i-qe: toi'i or tois, dat. plur.?

194 = Na58 [334]

wa-na-ka e-ke

pi-ka-na / e-re-u-te-ra sa 20

Pi-ka-na: a free allowance—the king is in possession: twenty of linen.
wa-na-ka: the place may conceivably have a *wanax* of its own ("the king has a free allowance"?); but it is more probable that the position of the king in the formulae is similar to that of the *ko-ro-ku-ra-i-jo*, etc. on 186 = Na46 ff. No other entry combines *ekhei* and *eleuthera* in a continuous sentence, or writes the latter on the bottom line. Perhaps the king has already made a levy (in person?) on the place, and the seasonal contribution is therefore excused.

195 = Na67 [245]

*e-wi-te-wi-jo* SA 20 *o-u-di-do-si* SA 10

*E-wi-te-wi-jo*\(^\text{p}\): twenty of linen.

And the military leader’s *ma-ra-te-we* are excused payment of so much: ten of linen.

*ma-ra-te-we*: see Vocabulary. This tablet shows the alternative *ou didonsi* formula: that and the alternative *eleuthera* occupy successive lines of Na66, probably without distinction of meaning.

196 = Na70 [926]

*e-ke-de-mi* \(ag\)-*ku-mi-jo*

*pa-ka-a-ka-ri* \(ak\)*-ti-to* SA 6

*Pa-ka-a-ka-ri*\(^\text{p}\): (? the land is) uncultivated, and \(Ag\)-*ku-mi-jo* holds it: six of linen.

*e-ke-de-mi*: apparently *ekhei de min*, cf. *do-mo-de-mi* = *damos de min* 135 = Ep704.5. Does this entry mean that no flax has been grown during the relevant season?

197 = Na69 [1088]

?*to-sa-de* *o-u-di-do*-si \(SA\) 20

[... ?e]-*ke* \(ak\)-*ti-to*

[Place-name: So-and-so] holds the uncultivated land [and he is excused payment of so much?]: twenty of linen.

The series closes with the two \(Ng\)- tablets, which we have seen to represent a cumulative total of all the assessments. The figures for ‘delivery’ and ‘allowance’ are split into two different categories by the varying prefix of the introductory adjectives, whose explanation we owe to Andrews.

198 = Ng02 [319]

1 *de-we-ro-ai-ko-ra-i-ja* \(SA\) 1239

2 *to-sa-de* *o-u-di-do-to* \(SA\) 457

Those from this side of ?Aigaleon: 1239 of linen;

and so many are not contributed: 457 of linen.
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3. THE KNOSSOS Mc- SERIES

Bennett has demonstrated to us that the commodities of the eighteen fragmentary Mc- tablets, found in the ‘Arsenal’ building at Knossos together with records of chariots, wheels, spears and arrows, show a listing in fixed order and proportion similar to that of the six items of tribute on the Pylos Ma-series. Evans (PM, iv, p. 833) identified the last commodity J as the horn of the agrimi goat (capra aegagrus creticus) used in the manufacture of
composite bows like the τόξον ἑνήκου Ιξάλου αὐγὸς ἀγρίου of II. iv, 105; he also noted that the numbers of 'horns' are always even (except now on Mc5098, and on M 0452 where 'one horn' is introduced by [ʔke]-ra).

The second ideogram H is the normal 'she-goat' symbol found on the livestock tablets, and Evans suggested that semi-domesticated agrimi may have been kept in enclosures to ensure a regular supply of horns; but in any case the ideograms most probably represent carcasses sent in by the hunters, whose names possibly appear as the variable introduction to the tablets. The first ideogram G, not found elsewhere, appears to combine the upper constant of the 'goat' symbols with syllabic ra (or ra-so, cf. λασιήνος ??): it may be the ideogram for a buck agrimi, the doe not needing to be distinguished from the domesticated nanny-goat when appearing in conjunction with him.

The third ideogram I, measured by weight, is problematical. One cannot argue that all the separate items on the tablet are likely to be needed in the manufacture of bows, since this can hardly be true of the first two; on the other hand, it is difficult to think of a weighed substance which might be derived directly from wild goats. For a possible ke-ro 'beeswax', see p. 290; was this a product of the mountain-sides where the goats were hunted? Compare μεισσάον πέτρης ἐκ γλαυρής ἐρχομέναα (II. ii, 88) with αὐγὰ ἀγρίου πέτρης ἐκβαίνουτα (II. iv, 107). Apart from their horns, the agrimi carcasses would also provide meat (Od. ix, 155) and rugs, etc. (Od. xiv, 50).

The Mc- tablets are too fragmentary to be worth transcribing individually, but the following table shows the amounts visible on the eleven best-preserved

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mc</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mc5098</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>154 kg.</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc0462+5792+5808</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24 kg.</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc0454+0458</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13 kg.</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc0455</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12 kg.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc0453+5798</td>
<td>28?</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12 kg.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc5118</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc0459+</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10 kg.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc0456+0477</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7 kg.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc1508+1528+1564</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 kg.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc0460</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6 kg.</td>
<td>12?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc0464</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6 kg.</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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of them. The values approximate to a ratio of 5:3:2:4; where they diverge from the ideal proportion by 2-0 or more they are printed in heavy type. Mc5098 is possibly the total of the complete series, though high numbers of G and H also occur on the fragmentary M 5107.

It is not clear whether the tablets are the record of an expected quota, or of an actual delivery. The horns are considerably fewer than might have been provided by the number of goats listed, but perhaps only a proportion of them were of acceptable length and curvature.

4. OFFERINGS TO DIVINITIES AT KNOSSOS

The eleven tablets of the Fs-series were found by Evans at the beginning of the campaign of 1900, lying in a bath-shaped receptacle of clay at basement level between the East Propylaeum and the central court (point A on fig. 13, p. 115), together with the remains of the wooden box in which they and the Fs-series (see below) had been neatly filed in order. The identification of their only ideogram as ‘olive-oil’ was tentatively suggested by Furumark (1954, p. 116) and Bennett (MT I, p. 448), and is now confirmed by the vocalization e-ra2-wo on a number of Pylos tablets (see p. 217).

Both Furumark and Meriggi (1954b, pp. 22–6) have recognized from the month-names which introduce each tablet that the series forms part of a ritual calendar, specifying or recording offerings sent to a limited number of places, priests and divinities. It is not always easy to decide in which of these categories the listed names are to be placed, but the allative accusative ending -de may be taken as a criterion of place-names.

Within the sub-paragraphs introduced by each toponym three expressions are found to recur, which will be referenced as P, Q and A in the synoptic table below. They presumably refer to shrines of the same cult in different places.

P: pa-si-te-o-i -pãnoi theoi, ‘to all the gods’. See the article ‘Pantheon’ in Pauly’s RE, xviii, 3, cols. 698–730. The dedication of shrines and offerings πασιν θεοῖς or θεοῖς πάσιν καὶ πάσιν seems to have had its widest vogue in Hellenistic times. Pausanias records two altars θεοῖς πάσιν ἐν κοινῷ at Olympia (v, 14, 8; 15, 1; 15, 10), as well as others elsewhere in the Peloponnese. The words ?do]-ra τε-ο-i introduce KN E 842.1, which shows di-te on the same line.

Q: qa-ra-si-ja = Qerasia? Note qa-ra-si-jo on Fp16 and possibly Fp18. Furumark connects this name or title with Hom. τέρας (*qeras) ‘meteorological phenomenon’. Schulze (Quaest. Ep. p. 176) regards the name of the Theban seer Teiresias as similarly derived (for the second vowel, cf. Etruscan Terasias, Terasials), and Robert,
Oidipous, p. 69, thought he might originally have been 'a chthonic oracle god' (of ambiguous sex?). Cf. also Zeus Τεράστιος.  
A: a-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja = 'Ανέμοι λειτουργοί. See the article 'Ανέμοι in Pauly's RE, 1, 2, cols. 2176-80. Compare Herodotus vii, 178: Δελφοὶ μὲν δὴ κατὰ τὸ χρηστήριον ἐτὶ καὶ νῦν τοὺς ἀνέμους ἱλάσκονται; further the Εὐθάναμοι at Athens and ΤΑνέμοκοίται at Corinth.

Where a place-name occurs without any such qualification, the offering is presumably to the tutelary deity or spirit of the locality, whom it is superfluous to name (cf. Diktē- on Fp1 and Fp7): these entries are shown as X on the table below.

Where P, Q, etc. occur without any place-name, Furumark suggests that they refer to the vicinity of Knossos itself: they have been entered in the column Nil. The status of the words si-ja-ma-to and e-ke-se-si is uncertain, and their initials are shown bracketed.

Within each month the place-names appear to have been entered in a more or less standard order, though this is spread over several tablets in each case, and the greater part of the series must be lost. The table below attempts to place the surviving tablets in their approximate sequence (though the order of the months themselves is of course unknown). The amounts of oil for each entry appear to be identical in successive months, with the exception of the larger entry for P at Pa-de on 200 = Fp1.

| Tablet | Month          | Nil | Pa-de | Diktē-adjective | Diktē-senecline | Pa-de | Anemoi-adjective | *kp-ke-ke-de | *kp-ke-ke-de | *kp-ke-ke-de | *kp-ke-ke-de | *kp-ke-ke-de | L-ko-ko
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fp1</td>
<td>ʔ-de-ku-jo-jo  m.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp16</td>
<td>Wo-de-wei-jo   m.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp48</td>
<td>Wo-de-ke-jo    m.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp6</td>
<td>Ka-ra-ri-jo</td>
<td>PQ</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>XPQ</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp15</td>
<td>Ka-ra-ri-jo</td>
<td>PQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp7</td>
<td>Ka-ra-ri-jo</td>
<td>XP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp8</td>
<td>Ka-ra-ri-jo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp5</td>
<td>Di-ωi-jo-jo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp14</td>
<td>A-ma-ka-jo</td>
<td>QP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fp13</td>
<td>Ra-ka-to</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

De-ku-jo-jo = Deukios mēnos? Sittig reads a ωρ- before this group on 200 = Fp1.1, and takes it as a fuller spelling of wo-de-wei-jo-jo; but the duplication of entries on Fp48 (found apart from the others?) makes this unlikely, unless the latter belongs to a
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different year or series. Chadwick reads a possible γ as a man's name on MY 46 = Au102.

Wo-de-wi-jo: the month recurs on 207 = V 280 and in the genitive on 203 = F 953.
U-de-wi-jo-jo on Pylos Jn07 has been corrected to U-de-wi-ni-jo (cf. U-de-wi-ne on Cn10, probably a place-name).
Kara-e-ri-jo: from καραψε 'head' (*kra-eira?), or cf. the Ephesian month Καραψθν? The form Kara-e-i-jo on Fp354 must be a mis-spelling of the same word (though the context, like that of Fp148 and Fp363, suggests that it should be classified Fh-); and the following words ]-jo and Pa-ja-ni-jo may also be the names of months. [ka]-ra-e-ri-jo-jo me-no recurs on Gg7369 and Oa7374.
Di-wi-jo-jo = Diwioio mēnos. Cf. Διος, first month of the Macedonian year, also in use in Aetolia, Lesbos, etc. Cf. ]-wi-jo-jo on G 726.
A-ma-ko-to: not a-ma-ko-ro, as read by Furumark and in Bennett's Index.
Ra-pa-to = Lapato(-jo) mēnos. As pointed out by Sittig, the name of this month survives in the Arcadian μηνος Λαιπατω of an inscription of Orchomenos (Schwyzer, Dial. 667; cf. Carratelli, 1955, p. 5).

The word mēnos recurs at Knossos on M 724, Wb M 133 and Od5672, but the month-names are unfortunately lost. To the six or seven months listed above, we may perhaps add po-ro-wi-to-jo and ki-ni-ti-jo-jo at Pylos (and new evidence on the unpublished 1955 tablets). The calendars of the two palaces may of course have differed somewhat. Does the solitary me of E 842.1 stand for mēn 'month'? None of the names identified shows the typical Attic-Ionic month formation in -ν, which is probably a comparatively late secondary development.

For a cuneiform parallel to the Knossos Fp- tablets, compare Alalakh nos. 309-18 (Wiseman, 1953, p. 92), which record monthly issues of barley and sesame-oil to temples and priests. E.g.:

309: In the month of Tammuz, 1½ (?) qa of barley to the gods, 1½ qa to Tarhuziti, 1 qa to the goddess Hepat, 1 qa to the carpenters, ½ qa to the gods, ½ qa to Beruwa. Total 6½ (sic).
310: In the month of Iyyar, 1½ (?) qa of barley to the gods, 1½ qa to Tarhuziti, 5 qa to Beruwa, 5 qa to the aldermen. Total 13.

200 = Fp1 (A xix)

1. [?] - de-u-ki-jo-jo | me-no
2. dī-ka-ta-jo / dī-we  | OIL 1
3. da-da-te-jo-de  | OIL 2
4. pa-de  | OIL 1
5. pa-si-te-o-i  | OIL 1
In the month of Deukios:

To the Diktaian Zeus: 12 l. oil.
To Daidaleion: 24 l. oil.
To Pa-de-no: 12 l. oil.
   To all the gods: 36 l. oil.
   To the augur: 12 l. oil.
Amnisos, to all the gods: 24 l. oil.
To ?Erinys: 6 l. oil.
To *47-da-o: 2 l. oil.
   To the priestess of the winds: 8 l. oil.
(totol) 136 l. oil.

Bennett (MT I, 1953, p. 446) recognized the figures in the last line as a total. Reading 4 2 in line 8, he assumes that lines 6 and 7 between them account for 3 4 1; but Pa-de Q shows 1 on Fp48 and A-mi-ni-so P. 2 on Fp14, and one might expect the same entries here. Chadwick reads 4 3 in line 8 of the original.

di-ka-ta-jo di-we: Bennett reads [ ]-ka-ta-jo ne-we, but the doubtful signs appear to be mis-shapen di's. Diktaioe recurs without qualification on Fp7, G 866 and the fragmentary Fh5467, where i-je-re-ja appears in the second line. The association of Zeus with Mount Dikte (now Αφέντης Χριστός in the Λασθίωτικα θρη), which perhaps results from syncretism with a 'Minoan' mountain god, is explained in Hesiod's Theogony, pp. 477 f.: these lines describe how Rhea was smuggled from the mainland to the Cretan town of Lyktos (Ru-ki-to of the tablets), taken to Dikte, and hidden in the cave in the 'Aegae Mountain', where she gave birth to Zeus. Zeus Diktaioz is, for example, invoked in the civic oath of Itanos (Dittenberger, Syll. 3 526): Δία Δικταιον καὶ θεὸς τὸς Ἐν Δίκτα καὶ Αθανάσιον Πολιάδα καὶ θεὸς ὁσσὸς ἐν τῇ Αθανάσιο μυστα πάντως, and discussed (with an erroneous location of the mountain) by Strabo, x, 478: εἶπται δὲ ὁ τῶν Ἑπεκρήτων ὑπήρχεν ἡ Πρώσος, καὶ διότι ἐννυθα ἐν τοῦ Δικταιοῦ Διὸς ἱερὸν καὶ γὰρ ἡ Δίκτη πλησίον, οὕτω, ὡς Ἄρατος, ὁς σχεθά τῇ Λιαφίᾳ καὶ γὰρ κυλίους ἡ Δικτη τῆς Ἄθης ἀπέχει.

Evans (1897) lent his support to the identification of the Δικταιοῦ ἄντρον (Strabo, x, 476) with the cave near the village of Psykhro, 30 km. south-east of Knossos, where continuous votive deposits from MM II down to Geometric have come to light since its first exploration by Halbherr and Hatzidakis in 1886. The offerings
on the *Fp*- tablets are perhaps confined to a restricted association of cults, possibly centred on sky or weather gods.


pa-de: 203 = F 955 has the form pa-de-i (locative?), which makes it doubtful whether -de can here be allative.

a-mi-ni-so, elsewhere with -de: see 206 = Gg705, below.

e-ri-nu: Furumark (1954, p. 34) takes this as a defective spelling of the dative singular of Ἑρυνός (plural for Meriggi). In addition to her (or their) function as an avenging deity, Ἑρυννός appears as an epithet of Demeter in Arcadia (Pausanias, viii, 25, 6, etc.) and in Hesychius' gloss E. = Ἀφροδίτης θεώλον; so that her early status is uncertain.

*47-da-de: presumably a different name from *47-ku-to-de (Fp13) and *47-so-de (Ph351, etc.).

201 = Fp14 (joined to Fp27 and Fp28; A)

1) a-ma-ko-to 'me-no' | jo-te-ře-pa-to 'q11' | e-ke-se-si 4 1
2) qe-ra-si-ja 9 1 a-mi-ni-so-de | pa-si-te-o-i 9 2 a-re 4 [ ]

In the month of A-ma-ko-to:

... 2 l. (oil),

To the augur: 12 litres.

To Amnisos, to all the gods: 24 litres,

To A-re: [ ]

jo-te-ře-pa-to e-ke-se-si: Meriggi (1954 b, p. 25) recognizes a verbal formula, and reads 
δ τράπετο. *Εξει 'what was directed towards the deities E.' (but the Mycenaean form of τράπετο appears to have had a labio-velar). δς τέρμαντο εξει 'thus they took delight in the discharge'? But this leaves the first entry without a specified recipient.

There is a common place-name E-ko-so, adj. E-ki-si-ja, but this can hardly be its locative.

a-re: Furumark reads 'to Ares', but one might expect *a-re-wel (*Aρης).

202 = Fp13, now in the British Museum. (A xx)

1) ra-pa-to 'me-no' | *47-ku-to-de 0 l. 4 1 pi-pi-tu-na 4 1
2) *85-ri-mo-de 0 l. 4 4 pa-si-te-o-i 9 1 qe-ra-si-ja 9 1
3) a-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja 0 l. 1 u-ta-no / a-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja 9 1 4 2

In the month of Lapatos:

To *47-ku-to: 2 l. oil,

To Pi-pi-tu-na: 2 litres.

To *85-ri-mo: 8 l. oil,

To all the gods: 12 litres,

To the augur: 12 litres,

To the priestess of the winds: 36 l. oil.

?Itanos, to the priestess of the winds: 16 litres.
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Note that the oil ideogram is only entered in the first item of each line.

pi-pi-tu-na: Furmark compares Δίκτυους in form; that her name should actually have been assimilated to Greek Δίκτυου 'net' from a native *Piktunna seems unlikely, since the name Δίκτυ might well have provided its original derivation.

*85-ri-mo-de: Furmark reads *85 as su, and regards the name as a variant spelling of the place Su-ri-mo. Compare Pylos A-si-ja-ti-ja/A-*85-ta₂, which confirms the consonant s- but not, apparently, the vowel (*85 = si, sa or sjä?). See also p. 337.

u-ta-no, adj. u-ta-rí-jo, etc.: possibly Itanos, at the eastern tip of Crete, though this seems very far away (120 km. by road) for a town which apparently supplies sheep to the palace.

The relation between these tablets and the seventeen of the F₃-series which were found with them is not altogether clear. These each contain an undated record of an offering or ration of five to six commodities in fixed order and in more or less constant amounts (the numbers in brackets show the surviving occurrences):

**BARLEY: 1 1 (13) 1 2 (1) = 12-24 litres.**
**FIGS: 4 2 (2) 4 3 (9) 1 1 (1) = 4-12 litres.**
**FLOUR: 1 (1) 2 (4) = ½-1 litre.**
**OIL: 1 (4) 2 (6) = ½-1 litre.**
**WINE: 4 1 (7) 4 2 (3) = 2-4 litres.**
**HONEY: Nil (6) 1 (3) 2 (1) = ½-1 litre.**

Several of the introductory words have -de, which suggests that they are place-names. Apart from Pa-de (cf. 200 = Fp1) they are all unique, and of non-Greek appearance. Except for the absence of oxen and sheep, the commodities may perhaps be compared with those listed on 171 = Un718.

Other fragmentary groups of Knossos tablets found elsewhere in the palace show signs of belonging to similar calendars of offerings. Small amounts of oil are recorded as going Da-*83-ja-de i-je-ro ('to the shrine') on Fh363 and [Da]-*83-ja-de on Fh365, where the second line has a parallel [ ]-da-so-de. Tablets F 953 and F 955 seem to be part of a series listing the same months and places as the Fp-series, but recording the commodities MA and KO; these recur, together with the enigmatic word ko-no, on the 'spice' tablets from Mycenae, where they are used as abbreviations of marathwun 'fennel' and koria(n)don 'coriander' (see p. 227). Meriggi has convincingly suggested that these two fragments should be joined thus:

203 = F 953 + 955 (K lxiii + lx)

1 wo-de-[ma]-jo-jo / me-[no ..]-ri-jo-de

2 ko-no MA 3 ko-ri-[ja-do-no nn] pa-de-i ko-no MA 2 KO I!
3 *pa-sa-ja* ko-no *MA [nn ko nn] pa-si-te-o-i a-mi-ni-so-de *MA 2 KO T4

In the month of Wo-de-wi-jo:

To [* ]-ri-jo: 3 ko-no of fennel, x l. of coriander.
At Pa-de-*: 2 ko-no of fennel, 36 l. of coriander.
To Pa-sa-ja: x ko-no of fennel, x l. of coriander.
To Amnisos, to all the gods: 2 ko-no of fennel, 48 l. of coriander.

]*-ri-jo-de: Meriggi suggests *Da-da*-ri-jo-de, but cf. *]-ki-ri-jo-de* on Fs26.
*Pa-sa-ja:* this name is repeated on V 451 below *Si-ja-ma-[to], which itself occurs directly after the month-name (and before Pa-de) on Fp48.
The last *MA* in the third line has the small stroke over it which normally distinguishes the wool (?) ideogram: this is presumably an error.

Another fragmentary series, of which we have perhaps little more than a month’s records, deals with offerings of jars of honey: one of these, Gg10, was apparently found together with the *Fp- and Ps- series. Offerings of oil and honey (μέλιτος κοί ἀμφιφορεύς, *Il. xxiii, 170*) are among the rites at the funeral of Patroclus. The word ‘amphora’ is indicated by the λ surcharged over the ideogram on Gg704, etc.

204 = Gg704 (D 1)

1 [ ] *me-no*
2 [*?e-ne-si-da]-o-ne me-ri AMPHORA+λ I

In the month of . . . .

One jar of honey to the Earth-shaker.

The month reference, unfortunately incomplete, suggests that this is the first tablet of a set.
*[o-ne could be completed Po-se-da-o-ne, but the more immediate parallel is e-ne-si-da-o-ne on M 719, cf. Gg717 (where me-na is probably not μήνα but a name, Μήνη ‘Moon-goddess’ as on E842, where ]-pe-na-t-ne could be ‘Ὑπερίονι’. Meriggi compares E. with Poseidon’s names *Evooγιαος, *Evooγιαου (Il. xiii, 34, vii, 445, etc., cf. εὐνοσύνλος* or *Evooσιδος (Pindar). If this connexion is maintained, the etymology *ευφόθι- (*wedh-/wodh-, also in δήλω and perhaps ἔθρeo) would indicate a graphic *ne* for -now-similar to that required in e-ne-ka = *έψεκα (cf. Pylos *Sa-ri-nu-wo-ty/Sa-ri-no-te), in the absence of a convenient shortening like the sign *nue = *nu-wo-. It might also indicate that, though the second part of Kretschmer’s etymology Poseidon < πόσις Δός ‘husband of Earth’ may be correct, a parallel verbal form should be sought for the first half; but a relative of Lat. *quattu, O.H.G. scutten, Old Norse hossa ‘shake’ would appear in the Mycenaean spelling with a labio-velar.
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205 = Gg702 (D 1)
1) pa-si-te-o-i / me-ri  AMPHORA I
2) da-pu₂-ri-to-jo / po-ri-ni-ja  'me-ri'  AMPHORA I
One jar of honey to all the gods,
One jar of honey to the Mistress of the ?Labyrinth.

da-pu₂-ri-to-jo (gen.): this place-name probably recurs in the da-pu-ri-to-[ of the fragmentary X 140, and might conceivably be a fuller spelling of the Da*-22-to of Knossos and Eleusis. To identify it with λαβύρινθος involves the highly uncertain assumption that the initial consonant has some intermediate sound peculiar to 'Aegean'. But cf. the alternation Labarnas/Tabarnas in the Anatolian dynastic name of the Hittite kings of the Old Kingdom (Gurney, 1952, p. 64); also λάφυν/δάφυν.

206 = Gg705 (D 1)
1) a-mi-ni-so / e-re-u-ti-ja  ME+RI AMPHORA I
2) pa-si-te-o-i  ME+RI AMPHORA I
3) ke-ne  ME+RI AMPHORA I
Amnisos: One jar of honey to Eleuthria,
One jar of honey to all the gods,
One jar of honey [...].

E-re-u-ti-ja = Attic Ἐλευθερίας, in which the quasi-participial ending is probably due to popular etymology. The form 'Ελευθερία, known from Messenia and Laconia (also Ἐλευσία, Ἐλυσία), is probably a long-standing variant to the Ἔλευθερ(1)α which is the Cretan form in classical times. Her name also appears on three tablets (Od714–16) apparently listing woollen garments. Pausanias (iv, 20, 2) records that the priestess of Eileithyia Sospilos at Olympia put out for her μάζος μεσαγμένος μέλιτι. For the traditional connexion of E. with Amnisos, cf. Od. xix, 188–90:

('Οδύσσευς) στήσε δ' ὑν 'Αμνισῶ, δόθη τε σπέος Εἰλειθύνης,
ἐν λιμέσιν χαλεπτοίσι, μόγις δ' ὑπάλυξεν ἄσσος,
αὐτίκα δ' ἠδομνηκα μετάλλα ἄστυθε (Κνωσσόνδε) ἀνελθὼν,

and Strabo, x, 476, 8: Μίνω δὲ φασιν ἐπίνειρ χρήσασθαι τῷ 'Αμνισῶ, ὑπὸ τὸ τῆς Εἰλείθύνης λεπόν.

The site of Amnisos is generally identified with Paliókhora, at the east end of the long sandy beach of Karferós, 7 km. east of Iraklion, where Marinatos found a Late Minoan building in 1932. He believes this bay to have formed the chief port of Knossos; a rival claimant is the 'Harbour Town' located by Evans on the eastern outskirts of Iraklion itself, which, though less convenient for the beaching of ships, is easier of access to the palace. Whatever the name of this other port may have been in early times, the proposed location of Amnisos appears to be confirmed by the nearby cave at Ayi Theodori, first excavated by Hatzidakis in 1886 (cf. Marinatos,
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Προοτάκα, 1929, pp. 95-104; Evans, PM, II, p. 839), where a deposit was found stretching from Neolithic to Geometric, around an idol in the form of a 'stalagmitic omphalos'.

Chadwick and Bennett read ]-κε-νε in line 3.

207 = V 280 (B xxx)

1 wo-de-wi-jo
   The month of Wo-de-wi-jo:

5 to-pe-za o-u-ki-te-mi +
   (4th) The tables: it is not right.
   vacant

11 a-pe-ti-ra₂ / o-u-te-mi +
   (10th) The releasers: it is not right.
   vacant

12 o-u-te-mi +
   (11th) The releasers: it is not right.

13 o-u-te-mi +
   (12th) The releasers: it is not right.

14 o-u-te-mi +
   (13th) The releasers: it is not right.

15 e-pi i-ku-wo-i-pi
   (14th) At the waist (?)
   vacat

Meringgi (1954b, p. 24) plausibly regards this tablet as a record of the ἡμέρας ἀποφράδες or dies nefasti of the first or second half of a Knossos month. As in the case of 172 = Kn02, a calendar will most reasonably explain the deliberate leaving of blank entries. The expression οὐ θέμισ, οὐχί θέμισ has an exact classical counterpart, but the objects or actions to which it applies are obscure: are they the names of festivals or ceremonies, which can only take place in circumstances ascertained to be favourable? And did they in fact take place on the day corresponding to the next succeeding blank entry?

to-pe-za is now known from Pyllos 239 = Ta642, etc. to mean 'table' (probably torpeza): tables of offerings? a-pe-ti-ra₂ is apparently a feminine agent noun in -tria; from ἀφίμι?

e-pi i-ku-wo-i-pi, without οὐ themis formula or 'check mark': a fuller spelling of i-qo- (*ikwos) 'horse'? Or a phrase relating the middle or end of the month to a phase of the moon: epi ixuaphi (dual instr., cf. ἰξύς, ιξύς, 'waist')??

208 = V 52 (?)

1 a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja 1 [...]

2 e-nu-wa-ri-jo 1 ὅ-pa-ja-wo-[ne? 1]-po-se-da-[o-ne 1?]

To Mistress Athena: 1
To...
To Enyalios: 1
To Paian: [1]
To Poseidon: [1]

a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja: cf. II. vi, 305: πότνι 'Αθηναῖ, ἔρυθρηπτολι, δίξ θέαων. Nilsson (1950, p. 499) suggests that Athena 'was originally the goddess who protected the palace
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of the Mycenaean king, and whose cult belonged and whose protection was afforded to the king personally' (cf. 205 = Gg702?). The name Potnia (not necessarily referring to the same goddess) also occurs on Knossos M 729.2.

e-μυ-ω-ρι-jo = 'Ενυδάλιος, an early god of war (II. πι, 651, etc.), perhaps a consort of 'Ενυώ, later regarded as an epithet of Ares. The name possibly recurs in the form E-νιο-ρι-jo on Pylos 55 = An724.

πα-ι-α-ω = Homeric Παιόνιον II. ν, 401, Dor. Παιάν (*Παιάνον, perhaps from ποίω 'strike'), healer god, later identified with Apollo. It is not clear whether the names on this tablet are in the nominative or dative.

πο-σέ-δα-νο-ντε: cf. 169 = Es646, etc. at Pylos. The name only recurs at Knossos on X 5560: ]-κε πο-σέ-δα-νο 1 [ .
CHAPTER X

TEXTILES, VESSELS AND FURNITURE

1. TEXTILES AT KNOSSOS

The numerous Knossos tablets characterized by Evans' 'banner' ideogram (no. 159) and classified by Bennett with the prefix L- have been discussed in some detail by Furumark (1954, pp. 44-8) and Björck (1954b). Their most characteristic vocabulary word is the plural pa-we-a = pharwea, whose identity

with the Homeric φόρος proves that the 'banner' is in fact a piece of cloth: the ideogram probably represents an upright loom with loom-weights on the warp rather than a garment with a tasseled fringe. Small superior figures have been added to the word cloth in transcription to indicate the number of intermediate strokes springing from the bottom horizontal, although these variations are probably not significant except on 210 = Lc526. The Linear A version, found only on Agia Triada tablet HT 38, has two intermediate strokes, and (surprisingly) the surcharged initials ku and zo also found occasionally at Knossos. The Pylos version, found on the 1952 tablets, has a 'fringe' of three strokes at top as well as bottom, and the surcharge pa (presumably pharvos) in the contexts where the Knossos ideogram is blank. The meaning of the curious adjunct No. 161 is obscure (see p. 320), but evidently not a 'superintendent of olive groves' (Evans, PM, IV, p. 716).

The lack of naturalistic variation in the ideograms makes it difficult to visualize the actual textiles or garments listed and to interpret the associated vocabulary. The Homeric φόρος itself is still remarkably unspecific in meaning: 'a large cloth for a sail' (Od. v, 258), 'a large cloak' (Il. ii, 43, etc.), 'a funerary shroud' (xvii, 353).

Late Minoan man's dress is usually shown on frescoes and engravings as
consisting of no more than a kilt; a more abbreviated garment with prominent cod-piece and open sides is worn by infantrymen, boxers and gymnasts (including women). Women normally wear a long flounced skirt, sometimes with an 'apron', and above the waist an open bolero with prominent short sleeves over a diaphanous or non-existent blouse. The white robes worn by men and women (e.g. on the Agia Triada sarcophagus, fig. 15, and on the Palanquin Fresco, PM, ii, pp. 770–3) have been considered to have an exclusively ritual use, and large formal cloaks have been regarded as the prerogative of chieftains; but something more than a kilt must evidently have been worn by all classes at least during the winter.

On the Mainland some kind of divided drawers takes the place of the kilt, and soldiers and retainers wear a white tunic coming down to above the knees. Women's dress is apparently similar to that of Crete.

The word *pharwewe* has here been rendered somewhat arbitrarily as 'cloaks', but the remaining occurrences of the 'banner' ideogram merely as 'cloths', with little or no attempt to guess the exact shape and purpose of the textiles.

The ideogram translated as *wool* is derived from a Linear A monogram of the signs *ma* + *ru*; its meaning is indicated by its prominent place on the sheep tablets (see p. 203). Even where wool is counted together with cloths in large numbers, its method of measurement is betrayed by occasional fractional amounts reckoned in 𐄀 (e.g. on 211 = Lc532); Bennett has shown that 𐄀 go to the normal wool unit of weight, which is therefore equivalent to about 3 kg. (approximately the weight of a heavy blanket or of a present-day winter overcoat). On the Mainland wool only occurs with whole numbers; and on Mycenae 227 = Oe127 it is itself introduced by *pa-ae-ae*, suggesting that it has come to mean an indivisible unit of woollen material parallel to the cloth ideogram.

Parallel accounts of cloth and wool are found at Alalakh, e.g. no. 357 (Wiseman, 1953, p. 99): 'Account of thirty-seven pieces of cloth and thirty-five measures of wool belonging to the *takanaku* official's store'; and at Ugarit, e.g. RS, xi, 732b (Virolleaud, 1940, p. 257):

Five tunics, 500 shekels of purple wool...for the king,
Two tunics, 200 shekels of purple wool...for the queen,
One tunic, 100 shekels of purple wool...for the king's son,
One tunic, 100 shekels of purple wool...for various officials.

Knossos tablets 214 = Ld571 ff. are probably palace inventories of cloaks designed, as at Ugarit, for 'distribution to functionaries, for example those who lived in the palace itself, who were guaranteed to receive a new garment when
their old one was worn out? (Virolleaud, 1953, p. 193). Medieval English account rolls show a similar grading of officials according to the value and elaborateness of the robes which they receive from the king as part of their allowance.

The L- and L- series, on the other hand, probably represent for the most part receipts of cloth and wool from outlying villages, since they are introduced by place-names and include entries of o-pe-ro 'debt' (L 473, L 869) and a-pu-do-si 'delivery' (L 5867, L 5930). The surviving range of place-names is as follows:


It will be seen that the majority are in the -a form of the adjective: this can be taken either as referring to the pharwnea themselves or to the groups of women who have manufactured the goods.

209 = Lc525 (F xl)

se-to-i-ja  wa-na-ka-te-ra  cloth²+te 40 wool 200+[n]
tu-na-no  cloth¹ 3 wool [nn]

From Se-to-i-ja:

Forty edged cloths of royal type, 200+ measures of wool;

Three cloths of tu-na-no type, several hundred (?) measures of wool.

cloth+te: Mycenaean wheels are distinguished as being te-mi-*71-ta (Pylos wheels+te) or o-da-ku-we-ta (see p. 370). The second term is also applied to woollen cloths on 220 = L 870, and it is possible that they refer to different kinds of decorative border, cloth+te containing the initial of the first. Some of the instances of cloth+te in Bennett's Index (p. 116) must be corrected to cloth+pa (e.g. Lc786).

tu-na-no: the meaning of this term is unknown. It regularly occurs with the plain cloth ideogram on the second line of tablets whose first lists cloth+te (with pe-ko-to) or plain cloth (with ko-u-ra). On 212 = Lc535 all three categories are separately totalled. The traces of numerals after the second wool seem to include hundreds.

210 = Lc526

da-ri-ja  pe-ko-to  cloth¹+te 10 cloth²+te 14 [n]
tu-na-no  cloth¹ 3 wool [nn]

From Da-ri:

Ten edged cloths (type A) of pe-ko-to, fourteen edged cloths (type B); . . .

Three cloths of tu-na-no type, x measures of wool.

pe-ko-to: occurs on the similar Lc527 and on 212 = Lc535, and introduces ideogram no. 164 on L 698 (cf. 225 = L 520). It is probably connected with the woman's
trade pe-ki-ti-ra = pektris ‘wool-carder’ at Pylos (cf. pe-ki-ti-[ on L 656]; but ‘carded’ seems meaningless when applied to wool which is already woven into cloth. The second meaning of πέκιο is ‘cut, shear’: some process analogous to that used in velvet-making? On this tablet, as on Lc527 and L 5746, two separate entries of cloth + tē are differentiated by a varying number of intermediate strokes to the ‘fringe’.

211 = Lc532 + 554 (F)

\[\text{-ku-wo} \quad \text{pa-wei-a} \quad \text{ko-u-ra} \quad \text{cloth}^1 \quad \text{16 wool} \quad \text{26 \text{\textfrac{3}{2}}} \]
\[\text{tu-na-no} \quad \text{cloth}^1 \quad \text{1 wool} \quad \text{3 cloth}^1 + \text{tē} \quad \text{4 wool} \quad \text{26}\]

[ ]: Sixteen cloaks of ko-u-ra type, 26\text{\textfrac{3}{2}} measures of wool;
One cloth of tu-na-no type, three measures of wool;
Four edged cloths, twenty-six measures of wool.

pa-wei-a ko-u-ra: the words are written out of alignment, so that it is doubtful whether they are in grammatical agreement. Furumark’s connexion with κούπα ‘shearing, fleece’ is impossible, since the Mycenaean form should be kṓrā < kōsā. Cf. ko-u-re-ja applied to wool on Lc581, to women on 25 = Ap694 (p. 165).

The three separate entries for wool on this tablet are puzzling, since they seem to be closely allied with the three categories of cloth. It is possible that the wool entries do not in fact represent a separate consignment but a record of the weight of wool in the cloths themselves. The numerals on the Lc- and L- series are mostly fragmentary, but the only complete ko-u-ra entry, on this tablet, would give a ratio of exactly 1\text{\textfrac{3}{2}} measures (or 5 kg.) per cloth; we can probably restore 1\text{\textfrac{1}{4}} on Le557 and 3\text{\textfrac{1}{2}} on Le566. The tu-na-no entries in the second line generally give 3 measures per cloth (but 4 on Lc530, and apparently about 100 on 209 = Lc5251). The surviving entries for cloth + tē would give 6\text{\textfrac{1}{2}} on this tablet and 7 on Le553. See also 225 = L 520, where a ratio of 6 is apparent. Sundwall long ago suggested that the wool ideogram is exclusively a unit of value (cf. P.M., iv, p. 663); but this will not work on the D- tablets. Although the sheep and wool are in a fixed ratio in the totals, their proportions are quite erratic in the subsidiary sections of the account.

212 = Lc535 + 538 (F)

\[\text{ta-ri-st-ja} \quad \text{pa-wei-a} \quad \text{[ko-u-ra} \quad \text{cloth} \quad \text{nn ?]}\]
\[\text{to-sa} \quad \text{ke-ri-mi-ja} \quad \text{[tu-na-no} \quad \text{cloth} \quad \text{nn ?]}\]
\[\text{pe-ko-to} \quad \text{[cloth + tē} \quad \text{nn ?]}\]

So much piece-work of the ke-ri-mi-ja: x cloaks of ko-u-ra type,
x tu-na-no cloths,
x pe-ko-to cloths.

\text{ta-ri-st-ja} ‘allocation of raw material by weight’ (= Lat. pensum). See the Pylos bronze tablets, p. 352.

ke-ri-mi-ja: see Pylos 28 = An42, where it is applied to slave-girls.
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213 = L 641 (F' xlv)
1 o-a-po-te de-ka-sa-to a-re-i-jo / o-u-qe po-[ ]
2 pa-i-ti-ja pe. cloth+te 2 mi. cloth+te 14 da-wi-ja pe. cloth+
    te [nn]
3 do-ti-ja mi. cloth+te 6 pa₃-mi-ja cloth+te [nn]
4 ko-no-so / te-pe-ja mi. cloth+te 3 tu-ni-ja cloth+te [nn]
Thus Areios received delivery from outside, and there are not...
From Phaistos: Two clean edged cloths, fourteen dirty edged cloths,
From Da-wo: ...x clean edged cloths,
etc.

o-a-po-te = hō 'thus' + ἄπωδεν 'from afar'; compare the introduction hō-dexato on
Pylos Pn01.1; and ]-ra-url de-k'o-to ta-ra-si-ja / θε-[, '[]Age]lawos received
the piece-work', on the adjoining L 642, which is evidently of identical context and which
preserves the alternative Homeric form of the aorist, δέκτο.
The adjuncts pe- and mi.- also occur with this ideogram on KN L 1568. The second
is spelt in full mi-ja-ro in the first entry, which may represent the Homeric μισάσσος
'stained, defiled', though Boisacq postulates *μισορος; pe- might then represent
πεπλωμένος 'washed clean'.
te-pe-ja: its recurrence on PY Ad07 (in the genitive plural) suggests that it is a woman's
trade. Possibly something like στερφειαί, cf. στέφφος 'hide' (Furumark). This would
confirm that the ethnics all refer to women workers. These Knosos women are
presumably somewhere in the town, and ἄπωδεν means 'from outside the palace'.

214 = Ld571 (G xlii); Ld572 is identical
pe-ne-we-ta a-ro-a bundle? I
pa-we-a / e-qe-si-ja re-u-ko-nu-ka cloth³ 25
Twenty-five cloaks with white o-nu-ke suitable for Followers, provided with
pe-ne-, of better quality; and one bundle.

e-qe-si-ja: probably formed from e-qe-ta (a military or religious title), but disconcertingly
used of wheels on PY 288 = Sa790.
re-u-ko-nu-ka = leuk-onukha, parallel to po-ki-ro-nu-ka = poikil-onukha on 217 = L. 587, etc.
The simple word o-nu-ke (onomakes?) is used with the woorth ideogram on Od682 and
M 683. It is also written on one face of the sealing Ws1703: the other face has
stathmos ('weight') and the seal-impression itself is cancelled with the weight symbol 8.
The tablet L 1568, mentioned above in connexion with the adjunct mi.-, has on its
edge the puzzling annotation:
  a-ze-ti-di-ja       ne-ki-ri-de
  o-pi-ma-tu o-nu-ke wool 1 o-pi-po-ni-ke-ja [ .
      epimartus?       cf. ἐπιφοινίσσω

O-co-ka also occurs with cloths on Ld584, as if to mean 'with o-nu-ke of unspecified
colour' (though the form of the adjective is anomalous). The connexion with οὐκ,
‘nail, claw, onyx’, etc., is problematical; the sense of the word seems to be that of some kind of decoration made of woollen thread, which may be measured separately, but which is designed for application to garments (cf. ‘lace’, etc.). Björck (1954 b, p. 272) suggests ‘border, fringe’. Compare ὅψαξ in the sense of an ornamental band on the Erechtheion building inscription.

pe-ne-we-ta: a neuter plural adjective in -wenta (dual on Ld5108?); the initial element is obscure. Not for πνεοῦτα ‘fragrant’? Chadwick suggests pen-wenta, from πνέω ‘natural grease in wool’.

α-ρώς a occurs on several other Ld- tablets, and is applied to wheels on So0430: the feminine plural α-ρώς is found on L 735 applied to ρυ-κα-τα-ρί-ja cloths. The parallel declension of με-ζο-αλ/με-ζω-ε suggests the comparative ἀρπιον; for this use of ρώς cf. ρο-ρο-ρως = porsphorios on L 758. Perhaps *ἀρπον (cf. ἄρι-στος)? The form α-ρώς on 279 = So0437 is puzzling.

The numeral with the ideogram in the top line remains 1 irrespective of the number of cloaks (and is often written after them), and Björck is probably right in identifying it as the container or wrapping in which they are kept rather than as a ‘hat’ or other garment.

215 = Ld573 (G xlii)

*e-ru-ta-ra-pi

pa-we-α | ke-se-nu-wi-ja re-u-ko-nu-ka CLOTH³ 35 BUNDLE? 1

Thirty-five cloaks with white o-nu-ke suitable for guest-gifts, with red (some-things); and one bundle.

ke-se-nu-wi-ja = Homeric ξεινα ‘guest-gifts’, here adjectival. On Ld649 ke-se-ne- is probably an alternative spelling ke-se-ne-ue-ja, but note the Homeric by-form ξεινήος. Compare also [?]ke-se]-nu-ue-jo on X 651, whose context is shown by the genitive pa-we-α in line 1. Björck’s doubts whether e-ru-ta-ra-pi represents the feminine instrumental ἐπιθύμητι seem unjustifiable.

216 = Ld871 (K? lxvii)

pa-ro re-wo-jo

[ ]-ra pe-ne-we-ta | e-ge-si-ja te-tu-ko-wo-a CLOTH⁴ 6

Six [garments] provided with pe-ne-, suitable for Followers, well made; from R.

]ra: a neuter noun, possibly e-ne-ra (cf. the dual e-ne-ro re-u-ko on L. 695); the context of e-ne-ra on Ai762 is not clear from Evans’ drawing; e-ne-re-ja is a description of women on Ak638. Björck connects the word with Hom. ἐνυρί ‘those below’: ‘under-garments, under-blankets’? Cf. Od. x, 353: ἐβαλλε θρόνοις ἐνι ρήγας καλά, πορφύρα καθύπτοντρ, ὑπένεφε δὲ λίθ’ ὑπέβαλεν.

te-tu-ko-wo-a, formally perfect participle active of τεύχω, but used in sense of Hom. τετυγμένος; see Vocabulary, p. 409.
217 = L 587 + 589 + 596 (G)

1 po-ki-ro-nu-ka cloth² 24 re-u-ko-nu-ka cloth² 372
2 ko-ro-ta₂ cloth² 14 pa₃-ra-ku-ja cloth² 42 po-ri-wa cloth² 1
derge: to-sa cloth² 149

Twenty-four cloths with coloured o-nu-ke, 372 with white o-nu-ke,
fourteen dyed cloths, forty-two of the colour of pa-ra-ku, one grey one.

So many cloths (in all?): 149.

ko-ro-ta₂: perhaps the same word as ko-ro-to on Mycenae Oe106 (see Vocabulary, p. 398),
but -ta₂ may imply -tia. Not for kroktia 'yellow'?
pa₃-ra-ku-ja: probably an alternative spelling of pa-ra-ku-ja Ld580. Or 'adorned with
pa-ra-ku'? For the unidentified precious material pa-ra-ku see 239 = Ta642.
po-ri-wa = Hom. πολιὸς (of grey hair, a wolf, steel, the sea).

The sum (?) on the edge unaccountably bears no relation to the separate items.

218 = L 598 (G xlv)

1 [ ]-ta-o po-ki-ro-nu-ka cloth¹ 1
2 [re-u-ko-nu]-ka cloth¹ 37 ko-ro-ta₂ cloth¹ 2
derge: to-sa cloth¹ 40 o. cloth¹ 6

... of [ ]-tās: one cloth with coloured o-nu-ke,

thirty-seven cloths with white o-nu-ke,

two dyed cloths.

So many in all: forty cloths.

Deficit: six cloths.

This tablet is apparently introduced by a man's name, like the five pointed out by
Björck (Le481, etc.) each of which has the enigmatic word to-u-ka followed by
wool on the reverse. The ending -ka in line 1, like po-ri-wa on the preceding tablet,
may indicate that the name of the cloths is here feminine.

219 = L 594 (G xlv)

ri-ta pa-we-a
[da]-te-we-ja cloth¹ 1 tunic+ki 1

Linen clothes from D.: one cloak, one tunic.

ri-ta pa-we-a: also on X 5927. With this tablet we leave the category of woollen gar-
ments: ri-ta is the Homeric neuter plural λεύκη 'linen cloth', probably adjectival
here. The tunic ideogram differs from the corslet sign (see p. 380) by the
absence of cross-lines and the less pronounced shoulder-loops. The surcharged ki
probably stands for the ki-to = χιτῶν of 222 = J 693, and identifies the garment as a
shirt, a lightly protected tunic, or as the foundation of a corset before the addition
of armour. The word is borrowed from the Semitic form seen in Hebrew kṭōnet,
Ugaritic kint (probably) and Akkadian kituntu 'linen dress'; the basic kitu, kitimmu means 'linen' itself in Akkadian, but it is perhaps better to assume that the Mycenaean word was borrowed as the name of a specific garment. On Le178 the tunic occurs with the surcharge ri (linos?) and the annotation u-po-we: compare Hesychius ὑπο(ς) ἐστὶν χιτῶν.

220 = L 870 (K? lxi)

[o]-qa-kw-ri-ta | we-ri-e-a cloth*; 1 tunic + ki 1
Woollen clothes provided with o-da-k: one cloak, one tunic.
Compare the formula of Od. viii, 392, etc.: φάρος ἐπιθυμεῖς ἵδε χιτῶνα.

221 = L 647 + M12 + 5943 + 5974 (F)

nu-wa-ra pe. cloth [mn] \( F. \) cloth 17 tunic + ki 3
[Garments:] \( x \) clean cloths of nu-wa-ja type,
seventeen dirty cloths, three tunics,
one cloth of nu-wa-ja type, torn and mended,
one...cloth.

Joined by Bennett from four fragments in 1954. The meaning of nu-wa-ja is unknown (cf. nu-wa-t-[ X 663]). It is just possible that the unidentified adjunct, which seems to be a monogram of \( m_i + p_u \), is an alternative way of writing mi-ja-ro 'dirty'; \( p_u \) for πλύσιον 'must be washed'?

e-ni-qe occurs on two other fragments as e-ni-qe nu- [and e-ni-qe pe-ne-]; see Vocabulary, p. 392.

e-ra-pe-me-na: the perfect participle passive of ἐραπτό ᾶ'stitch', i.e. opprāmed > ἐρραμμένη, with a surprising lack of assimilation. Cf. ra-pet 'tailor', ra-pi-li-ra, 'seamstress', neither of which shows the postulated \( *_{i} \).

222 = J 693 (F xlvi)

1 ri-no | re-po-to 'qe-te-o' ki-to bronze 8 1
2 sa-pa 2 8 1 e-pi-ki-to-ni-ja bronze 8 1

Fine linen, of the tribute: a tunic = 1 kg. of bronze...
a sa-pa = 45 g. (of bronze),
over-shirt (s) = 1 kg. of bronze...

ri-no re-po-to = λίνον λεπτόν, cf. II. xiii, 595: τὸν δ' αἱ μὲν λεπτοὺς οὖν ἔχουν, αἱ δὲ χιτῶνας εἰσπέραντος. The form qe-te-a2 (neuter plural) occurs on Pylos 96 = Un02, q.v. It is uncertain whether the bronze figures are an indication of the value of the items or of their actual weight ('measured in bronze units', in default of special units like those for wool?); but a 'tunic of fine linen' is perhaps unlikely to weigh more than 300 g. or so.

kito = χιτῶν: other cases of this word occur in less clear contexts: ki-to-pi on Le787 (instr. plur., cf. pa-we-pi = pharwεpsι L. 104), ki-to-na on L 785.
sa-πα: this garment recurs on Mycenaic Oe108.

ε-πι-κι-το-μι-να: presumably epikhiōnía. A similar formation is seen in the expression ε-πι-ρο-πα-ζα ε-δυ-πε te-o-go-ri-ζα on the related tablet in the same hand Od696: cf. λῶπη ‘cloak’, Od. xii, 224, and θεοπόλος ‘priest’. Note also o-πι-τα-ζα on X 537 (cf. λότος ‘loom, web’).

223 = L 471 (? xciv)

[πυ]-κα-τα-ρι-ζα / re-ι-κα ‘με-ζο-ε’ CLOTH^4+PU 10

Ten white double cloaks, larger size.

πυ-κα-τα-ρι-ζα: this word recurs on the Mycenaic tablet X 508. Chadwick rejects a connexion with πυκκελίζω ‘fight, box’, and suggests a dissimilated form of *πτυκτ-, i.e. ‘a garment of double thickness’ = Homeric δίπλαξ (fem., sc. χλαϊνα). The feminine gender is proved by the ending of μεζωτες ‘larger’. Me-ζο-[ also occurs on Lc504; Björck suggests emending με-κα-τα on L 469 to read μεγισται ‘largest’, which actually occurs on X 537.

224 = L 474 joined (E? xlviii)

πο-πυ-ρε-ζα / πυ-κα-τα-ρι-ζα CLOTH^3+PU 21

Twenty-one purple double cloaks.

πο-πυ-ρε-ζα: cf. the dual πο-πυ-ρο with two CLOTH^5+PU on L 758; and wa-na-κα-τε-ρο

πο-πυ-ρε-ζα on X 976, suggesting that purple was already a favourite royal colour.

Cf. Od. xix, 225: χλαϊναν πορφυρένιν οὑλήν ἧς δίος ‘Οδυσσεύς δειπήν.

225 = L 520 (F)

1 do-ti-ζα WOOL 18 pe-re-ke 3
2 ka-ma WOOL 12 2
3 sa-mu?-ta-jo WOOL 24 4

Do-ti-ζα: 54 kg. of wool, makes three cloths.

The ka-ma: 36 kg. of wool, makes two cloths.

Sa-mu-ta-jo: 72 kg. of wool, makes four cloths.

pe-re-ke: possibly περίγεια (‘embraces, comprises, makes’), with περ before a vowel as in Cyprian, Pamphylion, etc. Evans (PM, iv, pp. 662-3) pointed out the ‘numerical equation’ on this tablet, and regarded the second ideogram as a unit of weight, identical to a Zakro stone weight of MM III which has a similar design on one face and six dots on the other, and which weighs 220 grams. If there is in fact an equation on this tablet, then the value represented must be much larger, since six times the wool unit makes 18 kg. It is clear in any case from L 696 (where the ideogram is introduced by pe-κο-το and has the normal ‘fringe’ at the bottom) that it is no more than a specialized form of the CLOTH sign.
2. TEXTILES AT MYCENAE

Of the three dozen tablets found by Wace in 1952 in the ‘House of the Oil Merchant’ and published by Bennett, all but two probably list the wool ideogram. The majority consist largely of personal names in the dative (e.g. Ophelānorei on Oe126), and seem to be the record of cloths or clothes issued to members of a large household.

226 = Oe129

di-ke

ne-wo ka-na-pe-we wool 4

Four woollen cloths to the young (or new) fuller Di-ke.

Other occupational names found in this context are a-ke-ti-ri-ja ‘nurse?’, pe-re-ke-we (plekēwei?), a-to-po-go ‘baker’, ke-ra-me-wi ‘potter’, ka-ke-wi ‘smith’ (note the unusual datives in -i); also ko-wo ‘son’ and tu-ka-te-re ‘daughter’. General textile vocabulary shared with the other sites includes ta-ra-si-ja = talasia (cf. 212 = Lc535), o-no (also with wool on Pylos 41 = An14 and Un01) and pa-we-a₂ = pharwea.

227 = Oe127

pa-we-a₂ e-we-pe-se-so-me-na wool 20

Twenty woollen cloaks which are to be well boiled.

e-we-pe-se-so-me-na: apparently ευ ἐψησόμενα, from εψω ‘boil (trans.)’. The meaning is uncertain: cf. ἐψησόμεθα ‘to dye’ (Pollux, 2 a.d.)? Or cf. the word bullu ‘cooked’ frequently applied to clothes at Nuzi, interpreted as ‘bleached’ (Lacheman, 1939, p. 543)? Or are the clothes simply going to the laundry?

228 = Oe111 + 136

1 pe-ru-si-nwa o-u-ka [?
2 wo-ro-ne-ja pa-we-si[]
3 ne-[wa?] o-u-ka
4 [ ]-ki-ni-ja wool 100[
5 [ ] o-ta-pa-ro-te-wa-ro wool 200[

Last year’s o-u-ka:
- woollen cloths for cloaks.

New o-u-ka:
- 100 cloths of... -ki-ni-ja type.
- 200 cloths..., which are from Te-va-ro.
o-u-ka (cf. o-u-ko Oe108): meaning unknown. Compare the Knossos word to-u-ka (Lc481, etc.)?

wo-ro-ne-ju: a form *wolnía from *wolnos > ὀλός 'wool', with the metathesis seen in the by-form ἅνως < *wlonos? Palmer proposes woreia = ὤρνης of lambs'. Bennett reads pa-wes-si-jo followed by the wool ideogram, but the end of line 2 is very uncertain.

3. TEXTILES AT PYLOS

Ten very fragmentary tablets of a textile context (classified La-) were found at Pylos in 1952. They share with Knossos the word ko-u-ra (cf. 211 = Lc532); the genitive wanaktos 'of the king' is found on the reverse of La622 (cf. 209 = Lc525); the ideogram no. 143 occurs with the weight symbol Ξ on the reverse of La630, and is perhaps identical with that suggested for 'silver' (see p. 351, and compare the metal weights on 222 = J 693).

4. MYCENAEAN VESSEL NAMES

The ideograms for vessels show a great variety of forms, and it is not feasible to allot a separate reference number for all of them; new tablets may easily extend the range. Although they are intended as a more or less faithful drawing of the numerous different types in use, it is characteristic of both Knossos and Pylos that the scribe almost always adds the Greek name of the vessel type either in full spelling or as a 'surcharged' initial (the references to these initials in SM II, p. 59 should be treated with caution). The fact that the same names recur with the same shapes at the two palaces effectively disproves the objection which has been raised that such an added description is superfluous and improbable. That the practice is inherited from Linear A is suggested by the Agia Triada tablet HT 31 (PM, iv, p. 732, fig. 717), where vessels are annotated with sign-groups corresponding to Linear B su-pa and ka-ro-pa, cups with pa₄-pa₃, su-pa₃-ra and pa-ta-ge: the difference of language is obvious. Thirteen vessel types with known Mycenaean names are shown in fig. 16.

Even though the ideograms are naturalistic and provided with Greek names, it is not easy to connect all of them securely with types known from the
archaeological record, or to fit them accurately into the classification of shapes set out by Furumark (*MP*, figs. 2–21). There are two main reasons for this:

1. The connexion of classical Greek vessel-names with classical shapes is itself to some extent a matter of guesswork; and not only have the classical shapes designed for each specific purpose undergone marked changes from their Mycenaean equivalents, but the Greek names themselves can be seen to show shifts of meaning between earlier and later writers.

![Table of Mycenaean vessel ideograms and their names](image)

Fig. 16. Mycenaean vessel ideograms and their names.

2. That most of the ideograms (at any rate nos. 200–8) represent metal rather than pottery types is indicated not only by their profiles but by the bronze ideogram (nos. 202, 205 and 208), and by the fact that they are counted, like those of gold, in small numbers from one to three. By contrast, note that in 1953 Blegen found 2853 plain pottery kylikes in Room 2 and 2147 bowls and ‘teacups’ in Room 5 at Pylos: the tablets listing these sets, if they were listed at all, would evidently have a very
different appearance. Owing to their melting-down value, finds of metal vessels are almost entirely confined to undisturbed burials of kings and chieftains, and to household treasures which have escaped looting by concealment. The bulk of such finds date from 1600–1400 B.C., and it is a moot point whether metal shapes and decoration so far characteristic only of Late Minoan and Helladic I–II may in fact be assumed to be still in use around 1200 B.C., and used to illustrate the phraseology of the Pylos tablets. But some of the more valuable objects may of course be heirlooms rather than of recent manufacture.

The majority of the fourteen types listed above evidently belong to the characteristic furnishing of a chieftain’s apartments, and are designed largely for the heating and carrying of water for baths and hand-washing (and possibly to a lesser extent for the preparation and consumption of drink). Such services are shown on the Knossos tablet K. 93 (fig. 17), where the first set apparently comprises our types 200, 212 and 205, the second our types 208 and 204. Similar sets of bronze vessels provide (together with weapons and Palace Style vases) the typical grave furniture of chieftains. A representative group from the LM II ‘Tomb of the Tripod Hearth’ at Zafer Papoura (PM, iv, p. 634, fig. 398) is shown in fig. 18: relatives of our types 200, 201, 204 and 208 can be seen, together with the ladle of 229 = K. 434 and the lamp (?) of 237 = Ta709.

The ‘Chieftain’s Grave’ at Zafer Papoura (PM, iv, p. 861, fig. 843) yielded a ewer of type 204, a two-handled bowl, a ‘frying-pan’ (lamp?), a mirror, two swords and two spears. Similar groups of bronze vessels from houses adjoining the palace are discussed by Evans (PM, ii, pp. 623 ff.), and include two tripods and a ewer from a house to the S.E. of the South House (fig. 394). Note also the hoard of bronze vessels (types 200, 201, 204) from the 4th Shaft Grave (Schliemann, 1878, pp. 273–8). The following notes discuss in more detail the identification of our types.

200. *pi-a₃-ra* or *pi-je-ra₃* (plural), ‘boiling-pan’: a large shallow vessel, designed to expose a large area to the fire, and provided with high-swung handles for suspension. The foot apparently shown on 237 = Ta709.1 is unusual, since it is much too narrow to keep the vessel in equilibrium; it is not entirely clear on the tablet. These vessels are evidently considerably smaller than the huge hemispherical bronze cauldrons with three handles found at Tylissos, of which the largest had a diameter of 1·40 m.

The name agrees in sense with the ἁψιθέσσας φιάλη ἀπόροτος of II. xxiii, 270, and shows the same vowel-alternation as the classical φιάλη/φίαλη.

The ideogram conforms to the Bronze Age pattern in showing the legs attached to the belly rather than to the underside of the handles, but in a rather more schematic way than on the surviving metal examples.

202. *di-pa*, dual *di-pa-če*: spelling, gender and declension suggest identity with the Homeric *sépios* 'goblet', but the precise shape and use are far from certain. Late Minoan and Helladic drinking vessels belong to the class of 'stemmed cups' (*MP*, figs. 16–17). The earlier version A in fig. 19 is exemplified by the four gold cups from the Mycenae acropolis treasure (Thomas, 1939), the silver 'crater' from Shaft II at Dendra, and the 'loving cup' on the Knossos Camp-stool Fresco (*PM*, iv, p. 365, fig. 305c); and is paralleled in pottery by the 'Ephyraean goblet'. The kylix from the end of the Mycenaean age has a narrower stem, and either one or two handles which may be low (*B*) or high-swung (*C*). The identification of our *dipas* with such a cup is made difficult by the marked constriction at the neck of the ideogram; by the fact that the handles are shown high-swung even at Knossos; by the broad base and lack of foot on the Knossos version; and by the four handles on 236 = Ta641, which would seem to interfere with either drinking, pouring or scooping (unless arranged in the paired fashion which has been argued for Nestor's famous 'four-
handled δέπος' in II. xi, 632–7). The alternative of assuming that the ideogram is only a schematic indication of a 'piriform amphora' (MP, fig. 4) with handles below the neck encounters the objection that the qe-to of 236 = Ta641.2 is deliberately so distinguished in drawing. The collocation with tripods might suggest that the dipas is used for bath-water rather than drink, but its narrow base and handleless variety prove it to be quite small.

203. qe-to (plural): this vessel appears to have two horizontal handles (like the small pithoid jar, MP, fig. 3, no. 27). Bennett's suggested identification with the classical πίθος 'wine-jar', 'wine-cask', is hard to reconcile with the current etymology.

204. qe-ra-na (sing.): a bronze ewer or 'oinochoe' of the type usual in the surviving bronze hoards; these generally show a horizontal ring two-thirds of the way from handle to base, to help in pouring (cf. κορονάς ον 235 = Ta711?). Palmer's comparison with πέλανος 'funeral libation' would apparently involve an un-etymological use of q-. Alternatively cf. Old Norse huerna 'pot', Gothic huairmi (fem.) 'cranium' (cf. Lat. testa)? One might expect the prokhowski of Mycenae 234 = Ue611 to have a similar appearance.

Fig. 19. Late Helladic drinking cups.

205. a-te-we (plural): a word in -eus, describing a straight-sided ewer or 'cream-jug' with a more elongated neck than (204). The first vessel on fig. 17 differs in its curved handle and tilted spout.

206. ka-ti (singular): a globular pitcher with the indication of two extra smaller handles at the widest part of the body, which may be designed to help carry the vessel on the head. As in the classical hydria and in Mycenaean globular jugs of pottery (MP, fig. 7, nos. 128 and 129), one might expect to find these two handles in fact set on the opposite axis to the main one. The spelling represents the ancestor of the classical κήθις, κηθαρίου 'dice-shaker or voting urn' (cf. οίφις in the same sense, and Hesychius' Arcadian gloss κόφθιςιν: οίφις).

207. ku-su-su-pa₂?: a squat globular amphora with three legs or a tripod stand. Probably not a compound of χρυσός 'gold' but a native 'Minoan' word, to judge from the Agia Triada vessel names ka-ro-pa₂, su-pu and su-pa₂-ra quoted above; cf. the Hittite (Hurrian) huprusl- 'pilgrim flask'?

208. A shallow bowl with upstanding ring handle riveted on: on 229 = K 434 the bottom end of the ring stands clear of the body, the condition usual in the surviving
examples. According to size and context this ideogram may evidently represent anything from a large bronze basin (cf. fig. 18, object b; and PM, ii, p. 631, fig. 395a, b, c) to a small gold or silver bowl like those from Marathon, Mycenae, Dendra and from Aigina by Knossos (JHS, 74, 1954, Pl. IX). The Homeric λῆβης (e.g. Od. i, 137) is a possible Greek name for this type. On 238 = Tn996.4 the bronze bowls apparently have feet, which makes them similar to the pedestalled bowls found in the Shaft Graves at Mycenae (fig. 20).

209. a-pi-po-re-ue, a-po-re-ue = ἀμφυρόβης, ἀμφυρήνης. The Mainland spelling already shows the telescoped form (metrically impossible in Homer), but the clear etymology ‘carried on both sides’ has preserved the bond between name and shape down to classical times. Evans (PM, iv, p. 732) shows that the single honey amphorae on 204 = Gg704, etc. are probably of metal, pointing particularly to the handles on Gg709 (of which his fig. 716 gives an inaccurate impression); but the amphorae on 233 = Uc160 rev. may be of pottery, as the 1800 specimens of Gg700 certainly are. Evans (PM, iv, p. 734) says that the latter have a surcharged A and ‘spouts’ like stirrup-jars, but publishes no photo; Bennett’s Index (p. 114) does not refer to either of these peculiarities.

210. ka-ra-re-ue: called ‘stirrup-handled vases’ in SM II; the ‘spout’ which appears in profile on Evans’ drawing is not clear on the photograph (and indeed unexpected, since the mouth of a stirrup-jar projects in the opposite axis to the handles) but is confirmed by Chadwick’s autopsy. The use of the word on Pylos Gn1184 suggests that this vessel type does in fact represent a stirrup-jar used for oil storage, and the large number (180) counted on Uc778 again points to a pottery type; but note that Evans infers the existence of stirrup-jars in metal from the rivet decoration of some from Shaft Grave 68 at Zafer Papoura (PM, ii, p. 640). Kriatērēs from κραῖρα ‘head’, or klōtrēs from κλῆρος (cf. κληρωτής ‘voting urn’) ?? What Evans interprets as the neck of a stirrup-jar on U 746 is in fact the word kē-ro above the ideogram no. 172.

211. That po-ti-[ on 232 = K 875.6 represents the initial of the vessels introduced by ]-ue and surcharged po on K 873 is only a conjecture. The ideogram shows a shallow bowl or cup (numerals 32, 24, 22) of similar outline to the dicēs but with two handles set on the widest part of the body. On K 873 the first line adds u-do, presumably ὅσωρ.

212. u-do-ro (plural): apparently a conical bucket-shaped bowl with two horizontal (?) handles (absent on K 774, 776). The horizontal line near the top may indicate a separate rim or lid (shown open on 238 = Tn996.4?). It is perhaps the vessel seen to the left of K 93 (fig. 17 above) between the basin and the jug. This vessel was
possibly used for baling out the bath in 238 = Tn996, and resembles the conical bronze pans from Knossos (PM, ii, fig. 394, no. 4; fig. 396) and from Shaft V in chamber tomb no. 7 at Dendra. Some similarity is also shown by the bronze tankard from Tiryns and by the same shape in clay from Pylos, but these have only one handle. The name is evidently derived from ὄδρο- ‘water’, but the form ὄδρος itself is only found with the meaning ‘water-snake’ in Greek.

213. ἰ-πο-νο (plural): a shallow open dish. The classical ἰννός (of uncertain etymology) means ‘an earthenware dish or cover in which food was baked’ and, no doubt as a secondary development, ‘oven, furnace’.

5. INVENTORIES OF VESSELS AT KNOSOS

229 = K 434 (D xxxv)

1. | ] | BOWL | 1
2. | de-wa-pi | ko-no-ni-pi | 0 | 1

One..., one bowl, one ladle, one [jug] with... bars.

Evans compares the silver ladle from the Vaphio tomb (PM, iv, fig. 911) ; note also object o on fig. 18 above.

ko-no-ni-pi: Evans describes the ideogram as a ‘jug, the handle of which is partly obliterated; it seems to have had a raised ring round its neck’; Chadwick confirms that it has a clear band round the neck. ko-no-ni-pi (wrongly printed in Bennett’s Index as -ja) is evidently a feminine noun (cf. 244 = Ta714.3) with genitive singular in -nios or -nidos. Does it represent κανονίς ‘cross-bar’? Cf. also H. xiii, 407: οὐσρίδα... δω κανόνεσα... ἔφοροναν. A restoration [peri]derwáphi = peri'derwíasos ‘round the neck’ would, however, violate both the declension rules for compound adjectives and the accepted etymology of δέρω from *gérwá.

230 = K 740 (H li)

1. [ ]
2. ἄπα BRONZE GOBLET? + ĐI 31
3. ge-ro2 BRONZE □ 16
4. ku-ru-su-pa2? . TRIPOD-AMPHORA 1
5. pi-ri-je . ZE 1
6. [ ] me-[ ]

uncertain number of lines missing

di-pa: probably an error for plural *di-pa-a. The plural ἄπα in Homer is not a valid analogy, since it is everywhere the result of elision.

g-e-ro2: Evans (PM, iv, p. 732) says that the ideogram ‘must probably be regarded as a variant of the cuirass sign seen on the Chariot tablets’. It has the yoke-shaped top

329
characteristic of the tunic symbol (see p. 313) and recurs in the armour context of 299 = V 789 and 300 = G 5670, q.v.

pi-ri-jo: the absence of another ideogram suggests that we should take ze not as ‘pairs’ but in the sense ‘saw’; but one would expect pi-ri-jo for πριον. The function of the dots in lines 4 and 5 is uncertain; ditto signs for ‘bronze’?

231 = K 872 (D or K? lxi)

1 [ ] ke-ra-a [mn] [n]
2 [ ] ne-ne no ne-pa₂-sa-pi [n]
3 [ ] -pi-te-te ku-ru-so

? two bull’s head ‘rhythons’ [? gilded] on the horns;
one bull’s head ‘rhythm’ [? decorated] with ne-pa₂-sa-
three silver cups [? decorated] with ne-pa₂-sa-, the rim of gold.

Lines 1 and 2: a comparable ‘bull’s head rhythm’ is shown among Keftiu tribute in the early fifteenth century B.C. Egyptian tomb of User-Amon. The black steatite example from the Little Palace (PM, ii, pp. 527 ff.) has tridacna shell inlay round the nose and in irregular patches; eyes of crystal and red jasper; small medallions with revolving rays between the horns; and probably horns of wood covered with gold foil. The silver one from the fourth shaft grave at Mycenae (PM, ii, p. 531, fig. 333) has horns of wood plated with gold, gold inlay round the muzzle, and a gold rosette on the forehead. The objects or substance represented in this context by ne-pa₂-sa-pi (instr. plur.) is unknown, but it also enters into the cups of line 3, and into the composition of the man’s name Ne-pa₂-sa-ta on PY Fn03.

] -pi-te-te: cf. o-pi-te-te-re, PY 251 = Vn02.5. Either ‘lid’ (cf. ἐπιθέσιον, Hom. ἐπιθήματος) or ‘applied band’ (cf. περίθεμα). Compare the silver bowls from Dendra and Mycenae with a gold plate attached to the rim; Nuzi tablet SMN 589 (‘a cup of silver with its edges covered in gold’, Lachman, 1939, p. 538); and Od. iv, 615–16: αὐρηγμένος ἐκ ἔπιθεν ἐπιθώ, χρύσῳ δ' ἐπὶ χειλε ἱεράνοντα. The cups are of the same shape as the gold ones from Vaphio and those shown in the Egyptian tomb of Senmut. Such cups were also made of bronze (cf. PM, ii, fig. 288c, from Tomb 12 at Mochlos). There appears to be a diminutive wo, of unknown significance, written to the right of the ideogram.

232 = K 875 (K lxxv)

1 [ . . ] pa₂-si-re-wi-ja, di-pa a-no-wo-to [V 1]
2 pe-re-ta pa₂-si-re-wi-ja, di-pa a-no-wo-to [V 1]
3 wi-na-jo pa₂-si-re-wi-ja, di-pa a-no-wo-to [V 1]
4 i-da-i-jo pa₂-si-re-wi-ja, di-pa a-no-wo-to [V 1]
5 sa-me-ti-jo pa₂-si-re-wi-ja, di-pa a-no-wo-to [V 1]
6 i-je-re-wi-jo pa₂-si-[re-wi]-ja a-no-wo-to [ ] po-ti-[ ]
So-and-so (the basileus' retinue): one goblet (?) without a handle, etc.

The bottom line is damaged. Evans' drawing shows the number 10, but this horizontal appears to be a crack in the clay. For the 'goblet without a handle' cf. Pylos 236 = Tab41.3.

233 = Ue160 reverse (? xxvii)

1? [  
2 a-pi-po-re-we 3[ three amphoras...  
3 i-po-no 14[ fourteen cooking bowls...  
4 [u]-do-po 17[ seventeen water jars...  
uncertain number of lines lost

The other side of this tablet is a fragmentary list of wine and other measured commodities. The small T which follows the ideograms on Evans' drawing is a single ten with a vertical crack in the clay.

6. VESSELS AT MYCENAE

234 = Ue611 reverse. (House of the Sphinxes)

1 ku-pe-ra 4 a-po-re-we 2 pe-ri-ke 3  
2 ka-ra-te-ra 1 po-ro-ko-wo 4 a-ra-ra 10  
3 ?]pa-ke-te-re 30 ka-na-to 5 qe-ti-ja 10  
4 qe-to 2 ti-ri-po-di-ko 8 ka-ra-ti-ti-jo 7

Four drinking cups, two amphoras, three pitchers, one mixing-bowl, four pouring jugs, ten ladles, thirty..., five baskets, ten small wine-jars, two wine-jars, eight small tripods, seven baskets.

The other side of this tablet is a list of olives, figs and wine. The list of vessels is unfortunately not accompanied by ideograms; a considerable store of different pottery types was found in a room adjacent to that in which this tablet was discovered in 1954. In the doorway of this store-room a number of clay sealings were found in 1953; they are inscribed with a series of words apparently describing vessels or utensils, some of which recur on 234 = Ue611.

ku-pe-ra: probably the Homeric κύπελλα. Note the absence of the di-pa from this list of vessels apparently devoted largely to drinking purposes.

pe-ri-ke = πελικαί: the word is quoted by Pollux (x, 67) from Cratinus, and mentioned by Athenaeus (xi, 495) in the form πελίκα. The grammarians were by no means sure of the meaning: κύλιξ, προχοίδιον and χοῦς are all given as equivalents.

ka-ra-te-ra: apparently kratēra, but the accusative is surprising; possibly for a derivative kratēria? Old Latin creterra is supposed to be an early borrowing of the Ionic accusative κρητηρα by way of Etruscan.
7. INVENTORIES OF VESSELS AND FURNITURE AT PYLOS

THE _Ta_- SERIES

Among the documents which were found by Blegen in the campaigns of 1952–3 and have appeared in Bennett’s second (1955) edition of the Pylos tablets, the most important (both for further decipherment and for the light they throw on Mycenaean culture) are the series which have been classified by the prefix _Ta_. One of these, _236_ = _Ta641_ with its tripods and four-handled ‘goblets’, was separately published by Blegen (1953, cf. Ventris, 1954a, p. 18), and has been invaluable in providing a conclusive check on the decipherment. An earlier draft of the present chapter has already been partly published in _Eranos_ (53, 1955, 109–24); Bennett has independently arrived at a very similar idea of their meaning.

The _Ta_- series consists of thirteen tablets of ‘palm-leaf’ shape in grey-burnt clay, exceptionally neatly written and well preserved. From their similar context, ‘hand’ and common locus, adjoining the Archive Room, they evidently constitute a coherent set written for a single occasion. _Ta710_, which merely repeats _Ta721_ lines 3–4, has been omitted here; but the red tablet _Tn996_ (with ‘bath-tubs’) may conveniently be discussed together with the series because of its similar subject-matter, even though found some distance away (in Room 4, Blegen, 1954, p. 28). We have printed first 711, 641, 709 and 996 which record vessels and utensils; next 642, 713 and 715 which list the article _to-pe-za_; then 707, 708 and 714 which record _to-no_ and _ta-ra-nu_ in combination; and finally 721 and 722, where _ta-ra-nu_ (plural _ta-ra-nu-we_) are counted alone and illustrated by the ideogram _ʔqʔ_.

Although this rectangular object with its looped ends at first sight resembles a vessel, its name _thrânu_ , plural _thrânu_, is clearly the Homeric _θρῆνος_
'footstool'. On Ta722.1 the object can be seen to have short legs under it. An identical piece of furniture is visible under the feet of the seated goddess on the large gold signet-ring from Tiryns. Doubts were expressed by Evans as to the ring's authenticity, but the odd form of the footstool could hardly have been anticipated by a forger. Wace tells us that he and Seager examined the ring and shared Karo's opinion that it is genuine.

The spelling of the objects to-no and to-pe-za will be discussed below; but the first, which regularly forms a pair with thrā̂nus, is evidently the equivalent of θρόνος 'chair', the second of τραμέζα 'table'. The furniture listed on the surviving tablets comprises eleven tables, five chairs and fifteen footstools (four of them paired with chairs). The low number of chairs may suggest that part of their inventory is missing, or possibly that some of the thrā̂nues were intended to be sat on. A close parallel is given by the Akkadian tablets nos. 417–24 from Alalakh (Wiseman, 1953, pp. 108–9), e.g. no. 419: 'twenty tables, thirty-two chairs and thirty-five footstools, for the house of Irihalpa'.

The construction and decoration of this furniture have fortunately been listed in detail by the Pylos scribe, offering a fascinating sidelight on what we already know of Mycenaean craftsmanship and of its favourite design motifs. Compare especially Furumark's analysis in Mycenaean Pottery (MP), the ivory ornaments found at Mycenae in 1952–4 (Wace, 1954, where their function as furniture decoration is stressed), and those from Delos (de Santerre & Tréheux, 1948, with full references to previous Mycenaean ivories). Note also the ivory fragments found in Pylos Rooms 53 and 54 in 1954, 'evidently fallen from a
lady's apartment above' (Blegen, 1955, p. 34). The specification makes great use of adjectives in -φεσσα and -ειος to specify the component details, and applies to the furniture two recurrent passive participles in -μένος. The first of these, a-ja-me-no, is known from the specification of Knossos chariots 200 years earlier (e.g. 266 = Sd0401): it apparently describes the inlay or veneering of wood with more costly materials, especially ivory. The second, qe-qi-no-me-no or qe-qi-no-to, probably refers to the turning or carving of particular designs.

The Ta-tablets appear to list the furnishings of a luxurious reception room (furniture, vessels and arrangements for heating), and their context and vocabulary find a significant echo in Od. xix, 53–62:

'Ἡ δ' ἔνεν ἔκ ἔθαλαμεο ἐπίριφον Πηνελόπησ.  
τῇ παρὰ μὲν κλισίν τυρι κάτθεσαν, ἔνθ' ἄρ' ἐφιζε,
δινωτὴν ἐλεφάντι καὶ ἀργύρω (ὥν ποτε τέκτον
ποιήσω 'Ικμάλιος) καὶ ὑπὸ θρήνου ποσίν ἤκε
προσφυε' εὖ οὕτης, δὴ ἐτί μέγα βάλλετο κόας.
ὁλθον δὲ διμωρί λευκόλενοι ἐκ μεγάροιο.
a δ' ἄπτο μὲν σίτον πολῦν ἠρεον ὧδε πραττέος
καὶ δέπτα', ἔνθεν ἄρ' ἄνδρις ὑπερμενέοντες ἐπινοῦ.

The Ta-tablets are also valuable in providing the longest extant Mycenaean sentences (244 = Ta714 has twenty-three consecutive words), and in throwing new light on the formation of the feminine dual (see 241 = Ta715) and of the instrumental case in the plural. The latter regularly shows -phi as the ending of consonant stems and of feminine -ā- stems; but masculine and neuter -o- stems merely end in -o in the instrumental plural, probably to be interpreted as -ois (see p. 85). This is clearly demonstrated in 246 = Ta722.2–3:

elephanteioi karatalphi lewonteioi ‘with ivory lions’ heads’,
elephanteiaphi karaphi ‘with ivory nuts (?)’.

In the Mycenaean consonant declensions the ending -phi is added directly to the stem, as in ὄχεσφι and ὄρεσφι (Hom. κοτυληδόνοφι is evidently an innovation). The resulting consonant groups are reduced by assimilation, already seen in the form ge-to-ro-po-πι of 31 = Ae04 (cf. Hom. κατ φάλαρα, κάββαλε, καπτεσε):

po-πι = *podphi (cf. Vedic padbhis) > popphi,
re-ω-πι = *lewontphi > lewomphi,
but po-νι-κι-πι = phoinik-phi (a loan-word?).

The instrumental singular is already identical with the dative-locative in all declensions.
235 = Ta711

1 o-wi-de pu₂?-ke-qi-ri o-te wa-na-ka te-ke *85-ke-wa da-mo-ko-ro
2 qe-ra-na wa-na-se-wi-ja qo-u-ka-ra ko-ki-re-ja ewer 1
   qe-ra-na a-mo-te-wi-ja ko-ro-no-we-sa (no ideogram)
3 qe-ra-na wa-na-se-wi-ja ku-na-ja qo-u-ka-ra to-qi-de-we-sa ewer 1

Thus P. (fem.?) made inspection, on the occasion when the king appointed Sigewas (?) to be a dāmokoros:
One ewer of the queen's set, bull's head design, decorated with sea-shells;
one ewer of the harmost's set, with a curved handle.
One ewer of the queen's set, a woman's gift, bull's head design, decorated
with a running spiral.

hō wide P. hote wana-x thēke S. dāmokoron: this sentence may be intended to serve
as introduction to the whole Ta-series. The aorist wide also introduces 154 = Eq01:
hō wide Axotar; it possibly refers to the checking of the transaction by the responsible
official. For thēke 'appointed' cf. Ill. vi, 300: τὴν γὰρ Τρῳδέων ἑφκον Αἰθήναις ἔρεων.
*85-ke-wa is named on 258 = Kn01. 21 as an official of places contributing gold; the
title da-mo-ko-ro (synonymous with ko-re-te and basilae?) also occurs on On01 and
KN L 642, X 7922. An analogous introductory phrase is seen on some of the tablets
from Alalakh, e.g. no. 355: 4 ana Ῥαι Taguzi, inuma šarru ana ᾳAbena ašbu 'four (birds) to
Taguzi, when the king went to stay in Abena'. Cf. also nos. 376, 378, 409, 411 and
414.

gē-ra-na ' ewer ': see p. 327.
wa-na-se-wi-ja: apparently an adjective from ēnasōs formed under the influence
of bōnānāsōs, etc. (cf. Hom. κειμένος Ionic γυναικῆς). Alternatively 'as a gift to the
queen'?
qo-u-ka-ra: probably ēsou-kara rather than -gala. Full-face heads of cattle (MP, motif
no. 4, 'Bucranium') occur on the silver cup from Dendra, and on the 'Vaphio' cup
illustrated on the Egyptian tomb of Senmut (PM, n. p. 737).
ko-ki-re-ja = konkhileia? A descriptive adjective also applied to tables (240 = Ta713):
cf. ko-kālās, ko-khūlās, ko-kulās, ko-kālās, etc. Compare MP, motif no. 23, 'Whorl-
shell', of which ivory examples have been found at Mycenae (Wace, 1954, p. 150)
together with cockle shells. Note that the bronze ewer of identical shape from the
Knossos 'Chieflain's Grave' (PM, iv, p. 860, fig. 843) has cockle shells in metal
attached to the two extremities of the handle.
a-mo-te-wi-ja: derived from the title a-mo-te-woo (gen. sing.) seen on PY Ea25.
kο-ρο-νο-we-sa: from korōṇh 'sea-bird' Od. v, 66 (cf. MP, motif no. 7, and Evans, PM, iv,
pp. 329-39). Or from korōṇh 'curved handle', Od. 1, 441: ὥρην ἀτ' ἐπέρυσσε
korōṇh ēgyurgē (and see p. 327).

335
and does not occur in the plural. Connected with τορχεῖον and with εὐτρόπεσθαι ξυστρεφέον (Hesych.) in the sense of 'running spiral' ornament (MP, motif no. 46); and more distantly with τρόπις, gen. τρόπιος or τρόπιδος, 'ship's keel'? The 'running spiral' is frequent on all classes of LM and Mycenaean objects, together with the other band patterns 'half-rosettes and triglyph', 'rosettes', 'ivy leaves' and 'triglyph band' (de Santerre: 'baguette à ligatures'). Ivory specimens of all five of these, from Mycenaean furniture, have been found at Mycenae and Delos. There are in all five examples of feminine adjectives in -wessa on the Ta-series (for the decorative sense, compare Hom. λήθης εὐθυμοῖς, etc.). The suffix is added directly to the word-stem, as in Indo-Iranian and Hittite (see Buck and Petersen, Reverse Index, p. 460); the classical ξυστρεφός, etc. are innovations.

236 = Ta641 (see plate III (b), facing p. 111)

1 ti-ri-po-de / ai-ke-u ke-re-si-jo we-ke [2
   ti-ri-po e-me po-de o-wa-we [1
   ti-ri-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke a-pu ke ka-u-me-no
   'ke-re-a₂ no-[pe-re ?] TRIPOD 1]

2 ge-to WINE-JAR? 3 di-pa me zo-[e] ge-to-ro-we [1
   di-pa e me zo-e ti-ri-o-we-e [2
   di-pa me wi jo ge-to-ro-we [1

3 di-pa me wi jo ti-ri-jo-we [1
   di-pa me wi jo a no-we [1

Two tripod cauldrons of Cretan workmanship, of ai-ke-u type; one tripod cauldron with a single handle on one foot; one tripod cauldron of Cretan workmanship, burnt away at the legs, useless. Three wine-jars; one larger-sized goblet with four handles; two larger-sized goblets with three handles; one smaller-sized goblet with four handles; one smaller-sized goblet with three handles; one smaller-sized goblet without a handle.

ke-re-si-jo we-ke: the first translation 'Aigeus the Cretan brings them' (Ventris, 1954a, p. 18) is certainly wrong; 'Cretan' should be Κρής, the omission of Aigeus in the third clause would be anomalous, and a verbal phrase (we-ke=wekhe; cf. Pamph. ξεχέρω?) is unparalleled in the rest of the series. Palmer plausibly reads krēsio-wergēs 'of Cretan style or workmanship', cf. φίλας Λυκίωργης Demosth. xlix, 31, κρητής Κορίνθουργης Callix., etc. We should, however, expect the dual we-ke-e in the first clause (or are the second numeral and the smaller word ti-ri-po-de added as an afterthought?). Is ai-ke-u (spelt ai₂? ke-u on 237 = Ta709.3) an adjective describing the tripod, or the name of a man inserted in parenthesis? Webster suggests that the ideogram represents a handle in the form of a goat's head: compare Schliemann's Warrior Vase from Mycenaē (Thomas, 1939, p. 70), where a double handle is formed.
at each side by the recurving horns of a cow (?) in relief. No such double handle is shown, however, on 237 = Ta709. 3.

e-me po-de o-wo-we: the alternation e-me-de / du-wu-u-pi-de on Eb37 / Eb40 (see p. 254), etc. shows that e-me is the dative of 'one' (*semi > hemi > kvi); and the form o-wi-o-owes 'with one handle' is suggested by the similar compounds on the rest of the tablet. The Mycenaean three legged 'incense-burners' (MP, fig. 21, nos. 315-16) show an analogous handle arrangement, evidently only suitable for a fairly small vessel. Such a design does not, however, agree with the ideogram as drawn.


gi-to: see p. 327, no. 203.

di-pa me-wi-jo a-no-wo = dipas mewjon aniovues: for the vessel type, see p. 326, no. 202. The formation -owes (from *-owues 'eared, -handled') is only paralleled once in classical Greek, in Theocritus' κισαλόν άφως 'two-handled cup' (i, 28). The more usual -ousatos (*-ousatos) > -oτος is attested for Mycenaean by the di-pa a-no-wo-to which on KN 232 = K. 875 accompanies the same ideogram.

237 = Ta709 (+712)

1.  pi-je-ra3 to-qi-de-ja 3  pa-ko-to[ c. 10 lost ]-ke-te-ri-ja. 1  ko-te-ri-ja 6

2.  *85-te 1 pu-ra-u-to-ro 2 pa2-ra-to-ro 1 e-[ c. 10 lost ]-ra i-to-we-sa pe-de-we-sa so-we-ne-ja *85-de-we-sa-ge 1

3.  ti-ri-po ke-re-si-jo we-ke a2?-ke-u TRIPOD 1  TRIPOD 2

Three boiling pans with running spiral decoration, x fixtures, . . . . , one lamp, six hammers; one brush, two fire-tongs, one fire-rake, . . . . , one [ ] with an upright and socket, decorated with grooves and pomegranates; one tripod cauldron of Cretan workmanship, of ai-ke-u type; one tripod cauldron . . .

pi-je-ra3 = phialai: see p. 325, no. 200.

pa-ko-to[ ]: connected with classical πηκτός, etc.?

]-ke-te-ri-ja: a feminine noun similar in structure to βακτηρια. The ideogram appears to represent a lamp (cf. fig. 18, objects e, f and o): lukteria, cf. λύχνος? Perhaps to be completed as pa-ke-te-ri-ja, as on the sealing MY Wt506.

ko-te-ri-ja (plur.): not καυτηριαν 'branding-iron' but a word of similar structure. Possibly korteraion, cf. κορτέω/κροτέω, κρότημα?

*85-te = sister? From σιζω 'hiss when put on the fire'? Or from σείω 'shake' (for the vowel, cf. Skt. tvisati)? Palmer: satu 'brush'?
237–238
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Pu-ru-to-ro = pa-ra-u-to-ro, either dual of the feminine form πυραυτρος IG, 24. 47. 18, or a neuter cf. πυραυτρος Herodas, IV, 62 (perhaps a mis-spelling).

Pa-ε-ra-τo-ro: Palmer proposes στάλαθρον (Pollux) = σκάλαθρον.

Histo-wessa ped-wessa? Cf. Hom. λεπτήνη ‘fixing for the foot of the mast’? Does -ra (fem.) conceal another phiale?

So wo-ne-ja, adjective from so-wo-no (245 = Ta721, etc.). Hardly ξόανον (*ξοανον). Connected with σωλήν, σωλήνος ‘gutter, groove, pipe, shellfish’? A kind of decorative band?

*85-de-we-sa-qi: adjective from *85-de-pi (instr. plur., 245 = Ta721). Chadwick compares σδήν ‘pomegranate’ (also ‘water-lily’). The form of the stem ending is obscure: -dewessa/desphi?

Fig. 22. MM IIIb (or LM Ia?) bathtub from the S.E. Bathroom, Knossos.

238 = Tn996

1 [ . ]-ko a-te-re-e-te-jö re-wo-te-re-jö ☞ 3
2 u-do-ro ☞ 3 pi-a-rö ☞ 3
3 [a-po]-re-we ☞ 2 ka-ti ☞ 1 a-te-we BRONZE ☞ 7 re-[...
4 [ . . ] ☞ 3 / po-ka-ta-ma GOLD ☞ 1 BRONZE ☞ 3 [...]

Three? drainable tubs for bath-water, three water jars, three boiling pans, two amphoras, one hydria, seven bronze jugs, ... three ...

Additional property: one gold bowl, three bronze pedestalled bowls ...

re-wo-te-re-jö = le沃treiɔi is evidently derived from the same noun as the female occupation le沃trɔkho沃i ‘bath-pourers’ on 9 = Ab27. These are distinguished from Hom. λεωτροχός by the unexpected vowel metathesis (or lack of metathesis, see p. 160). The first word, in which one would expect a generic word for ‘tub’, may perhaps be restored as dokhoi (cf. Hesychius δοχος· λουτρό). The adjective a-te-re-e-te-jö is probably not identical with a-te-re-te-a on KN 278 = So894; perhaps connected with ἄντλαιος ‘bilge(-water)’, ἄντλιον ‘baler’, ἄντλεκα ‘bale out’. The ending -e-te-jö may be equivalent to the classical -ητικός (ἄντλητικος ‘suitable for irrigation’, only 3 A.D.); but the double vowel is anomalous, even coming from a ‘contracted’ verb. Possibly ‘which has to be baled out’, referring to the fact that true Minoan-
Mycenaean baths generally have no outlet hole, unlike the larnakes which were widely used (in Crete) for burial. These larnakes share with our bath the handles at sides and ends, but are flat on top to allow the fitting of a lid. Only one of the few extant baths shows, to a much lesser degree, the higher back end of the Pylos ideogram: that found in the S.E. Bathroom at Knossos (PM, iii, p. 386, fig. 257). The 'rowlocks' on the side are possibly designed to take the carrying pole of a hot-water vessel with high-swing handles like those of our phielai. The line at upper left on the ideogram may suggest the profile of a metal tub. Blegen (1955, p. 33) suggests that Room 61 at Pylos may have been a bathroom. In 1955 he uncovered an apartment containing an elaborately built-in bath, in which a drinking-cup was lying.

po-ka-ta-na, in smaller letters, does not seem to be the name of a vessel type, but a general description of the more precious vessels which close the list: pos-ktama from the ancestor of πρωσκήδους (but note posi-in composition at Knossos, 271 = S0422). But *κταμί is an unattested form, Doric and Arcadian using πόμο instead.

239 = Ta642

1 to-pei-za ra-e-ja we-a-re-ja a-ja-me-na a-γυ-υ-do-pi ku-wa-no-qe
   pa-ra-ke-we-[qe ku-ru-so-qe] e-ne-wo pe-[za]
2 to-pei-za ra-e-ja me-no-e-ja e-re-pa-te a-ja-me-na ge-qi-no-to *δε-πι
   ko-ru-pi-qe
3 to-pei-za ra-e-ja a-pi-qo-to 'e-ne-wo pe-za' e-re-pa-te-jo po-pi
   e-ka-ma-te-qe ge-qi-no-to-qe to-qi-de

One stone table, of spring type, inlaid with 'aquamarines' and kyanos and silver and gold, a nine-footer.

One crescent-shaped stone table, inlaid with ivory carved in the form of pomegranates and helmets.

One stone table of encircled type, a nine-footer, with feet and strutting of ivory and a carved running spiral.

to-pe-za appears to represent a pronunciation torpeza, an 'Achaean' evolution of *(ʔ)tr-pedja (though Boeotian has τρίπης, τρέπες, and early tables more often had three legs in order to stand steady on uneven floors).

ra-e-ja: Mycenaean -eios/-eos/-ios occurs in place of classical -iós in all adjectives of material, but the equivalent of λαίνως should properly be written *ra-we-ja if the etymology *λαίνως is correct. If these tables really are 'of stone', one might expect this only to apply to areas of inlay on the top, as in the case of the 'ivory table' of 240 = Ta713.2. But compare Blegen's 1954 find (1955, p. 34): 'Dispersed here and there in the hollow (in front of the Propylon) were many fragments of a large circular disk, perhaps a table top, made of variegated marble. The table had a diameter of nearly 0.50 m. and was probably supported on three legs. The disk had a carved design along its edges, and its upper surface bore a simple, inlaid decoration composed of small circular insets of red stone, arranged in groups of one, two and three.'
we-a-re-ja (cf. we-a-re-ja on 244 = Ta714) in form exactly parallels ἕπινος (*west-), but the meaning is obscure. Otherwise possibly a form of ὀξεῖος 'with crystal inlay', cf. the Knossos gaming-board (PM, i, pp. 471 ff., also PM, iv, pp. 928 ff.).

a-ja-me-na: 'inlaid', 'veneered' or 'pegged', typically of ivory on wood, and already familiar from the Knossos chariot tablets, where the form a-na-i-t- probably means 'not inlaid', and suggests a reduplicated form aiai(s)menā. No plausible etymology. a₂-ro-u-do-pi: it is uncertain whether the word divides after -ro. Initial a₂ is uncommon, but represents ha- in a₂-te-ro: conceivably halos hudo'phi 'with waters of the sea', figurative name for some substance (cf. aquamarine, Meerschaum)? Compare 'Αλο-σούνη, epithet of Thetis II. xx, 207.

ku-wa-no-ge (cf. ku-wa-nil-jo-ge 244 = Ta714) = Hom. κόσνος, κυόνος. Wace has suggested that kyanos represents niello, the blue-black metallic amalgam whose decorative use is exemplified in the contemporary Enkomi bowl (Schaeffer, 1952, pp. 379 ff.) and on the dagger blades and silver cups from Mycenae, but this involves certain difficulties. Niello is applied in powdered form into incised patterns cut in silver or gold, fused under heat, and then scraped and polished level with the metal surface. One might imagine silver or gold ornaments, previously decorated with niello, being applied to furniture complete; but 244 = Ta714 describes a chair, presumably of wood, inlaid 'with gold phœnixes and with phœnixes of kyanos', which suggests that the material is capable of forming a decorative element on its own. The classical word κύανος is applied both to lapis-lazuli and to its synthetic imitation; and such blue glass is known both from contemporary Egyptian furnishings and from the frieze to the Great Megaron at Tiryns (cf. peri δὲ θρύγκος κύανοι Od. vii, 87). A substance more like niello might admittedly be more plausible for the oμοι μέλαινος κύανοι on Agamemnon's breastplate (II. xi, 24); but compare Alalakh tablet no. 427: '18 lapis-lazuli stones, 2 shekels of pure silver and 1 shekel of gold, given to the man 'Takulhi for making a quiver'.

pa-ra-ke-ve (elsewhere pa-ra-kw-ve) might suggest the dat. sing. of βρόχος 'short' (name of an unidentified alloy?), but cf. Acol. βρόχος. Mühlestein suggests *φαλ-αργυς or *παρ-αργυς, compounded with an archaic form of the word for 'silver'. Or from the Akkadian barrāqtu, Hebrew bāreget 'emerald' (from which the class. σμαραγδὸς was later re-borrowed via Ἱδια)?

e-ne-wo pe-za = eneowo-peza (*en-newn 'nine', cf. Arc. δέκα 'ten', Lesb. ἔννοος 'ninth'). If we translate τράττεσον κυνόντεσον II. xi, 629, 'with feet of kyanos', we should consistently read 'with nine feet' here, which seems an impossible design. Note the apparently three-legged table-top found by Blegen: do our 'nine-peza' and 'six-peza' (240 = Ta713) tables have three main supports, but triple and double extremities of some kind? Chadwick translates 'nine feet long' (cf. διπτόνς, τρίπτεος, δικτομ-πέδος); or 'with nine fields or panels', or 'nine-sided' (cf. τετράτπεος 'square'), or 'with nine-fold border' (cf. πέζα, πεζίς 'border', and cf. the κύκλοι δέκα χάλκοι of Agamemnon's shield, II. xi, 33)? Wace takes τράττεσον κυνόντεσον to mean 'with a border of niello' rather than 'with blue glass feet', which is admittedly improbable if taken quite literally.
me-no-e-ja: cf. μὴνοεῖδος 'semi-circular', Herodotus, 1, 75? Not 'Minoan'!

قو-قِن-قَو in line 2 is probably to be taken with e-re-pa-te ('inlaid with carved ivory') in contrast to the perfect قو-قِن-قِن-نا which is applied to the tables and chair-backs themselves; and similarly to be taken with to-qi-de in line 3, which the adjectival concord does not necessarily prove to be masculine, since -tas may here do duty for feminine as well (cf. Od. ν, 422 καυτός 'Αμφίπτρητ, and Schwazer, Gram. ι, p. 502). قو-قِن-قَو appears to represent the Homeric διονότος, but its etymology and reduplication are hard to explain. διονότος clearly does not mean merely 'turned on a lathe': it may perhaps originally have referred to lapidary work executed with a drill.

κο-ρε-πι-قة: assimilated from *κορύθφη, cf. gen. sing. κο-ρε-το on 293 = Sh737. Compare the ivory helmets found in the Mycenaean houses.

α-πι-γο-το = ἀμφίγκοτος, (passive) verbal adj. from Hom. ἀμφίβατος 'surround, embrace'. It may refer to a broad edging round the top. Mühlestein suggests 'which can be walked round', i.e. 'free-standing' (cf. εἵματος 'climbable', ἐμάτος 'accessible'). In a compound the feminine -τας is of course to be expected. Palmer: 'with splayed legs'.

ποπφή εκχματεί q.e; the use of the dative-instrumental without verb or preposition for comitative 'with' is foreign to classical Greek. Homeric εχμα is used of a riverbank (II. xiii, 139), of buttresses to a fortification (xii, 260), of stones used to prop ships (xiv, 410).

240 = Ta713

1. to-pe-za ra-e-ja ku-te-se-jo e-ka-ma-pi e-re-pa-te-jo-qa a-pi-go-to
   e-ne-wo-pe-za qe-qi-no-me-na to-qi-de

2. to-pe-za e-re-pa-te-ja po-ro-e-ke pi-ti-ro-σ-σα-σ sa we-pe-za qe-qi-no-me-na to-qi-de

3. to-pe-za ku-te-se-ja e-re-pa-te-jo e-ka-ma-pi a-pi-go-to e-ne-wo-pe-za
   ko-ki-re-ja

One stone table with strutting of ebony and ivory, of encircled type, a nine-footer, carved with a running spiral.

One ivory table of projecting type, decorated with a feather pattern, a six-footer, carved with a running spiral.

One ebony table with ivory strutting, of encircled type, a nine-footer, decorated with sea-shells.

ku-te-se-jo = κυτσεῖοις (instr. plur.) 'made of ku-te-so' (242 = Ta707.3); cf. κύτσεος 'bastard ebony', Theophr. HP, 1, 6, 1, ν, 3, 1.

po-ro-e-ke = προκήκης, cf. Hom. προκάχο 'project', Plut. προκάχης 'three-dimensional', apparently in antithesis to ἀμφίγκοτας. Mühlestein suggests a table set against a wall. πι-τι-ro-σ-σα = πτιλωσα, from πτιλόν 'soft plumage; insect's wing'; presumably a decorative feature and not πτιλωτός 'stuffed with feathers'. It should perhaps be
noted that Tutankhamen's tomb contained batons inlaid with beetles' wing-cases (Carter, 1927, ii, p. 35). Beazley compares φίάλης πτηλωτοί, IG 2.4.1433.135. wē-pe-za = *hvek-peza, cf. inscr. ἕκτυος, ἕκτεδος = ἕκτυος. The assimilation *kh > pp has no exact classical parallels; cf. Lat. *sekuri > seuiri.

241 = Ta715

1 to-pe-za ku-te-se-ja e-re-[pa]-te-jo e-ka-ma-pi a-pi-qo-to e-ne-wo pe-za ko-ki-re-ja

2 to-pe-za a-ka-ra-no e-re-pa-te-ja a-pi-qo-to
   to-pe-za a-ka-ra-no e-re-pa-te-ja po-ro-e-ke

3 to-pe-za mi-ra₂ a-pi-qo-to pu-ko-so e-ke-e e-ne-wo pe-zo to-gi-de-jo a-ja-me-no pa-ra-ku-we

One ebony table with ivory strutting, of encircled type, a nine-footer, decorated with sea-shells;
one 'headless' ivory table of encircled type;
one 'headless' ivory table of projecting type;
two tables of yew, of encircled type, containing box-wood, nine-footers, decorated with running spirals, inlaid with silver.

a-ka-ra-no = ἀκάρηνος? The ending -o betrays a compound. It is perhaps significant that these two entries, together with that of the me-no-e-ja table on 239 = Ta642.2, alone omit a -peza qualification.

mi-ra₂ cannot be an adjective agreeing with torpezō; perhaps the name of a timber in the genitive, like πτελευᾶς, ἥλικας on the Knossos wheel tablets. Cf. (σ)μύλας, (σ)μύλος; possibly for μελην. 'ash', though Schulz postulated *μελης.

pu-ko-so e-ke-e: probably not the infinitive ekhein 'to have' (cf. 140 = Eb35), but the dual of an adjective in -ής, originally restricted to compounds: puxo-εκής? Not puxo-εκής? Cf. also Nuzi tablet SMN 1422 (Lachman, 1939, p. 536): '1 table of boxwood with its feet inlaid with silver, etc.'.

The endings in line 3 are clear evidence for a feminine dual in -ό, which we had already suspected from 135 = Ep704.7, 266 = Sd0401 and L 758. This Mycenaean form evidently dates from the time when the original IE *-ai had already become ineffective due to the change of the feminine plural from *-ās to -āτ, but when -ά had not yet been introduced on the analogy of the masculine -ώ. The analogy of δόω and εὔφω (both masc. and fem.) must have played an important part in the history of the Mycenaean form.

242 = Ta707

1 to-no 'ku-te-ta-jo' (sic) ku-ru-sa-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-mi-ja-pi o-ni-ti-ja-pi
ta-ra-nu-ge a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi

2 to-no ku-te-se-jo e-re-pa-te-ja-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-mi-ja-pi se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-i
gi-no-me-na a-di-ri-ja-te-ge to-ti-pi-ge

3 ta-ra-nu ku-te-so a-ja-me-so e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi
One ebony chair with golden back decorated with birds; and a footstool inlaid with ivory pomegranates.

One ebony chair with ivory back carved with a pair of finials and with a man’s figure and heifers; one footstool, ebony inlaid with ivory pomegranates.

to-no is probably for thronos, cf. Cypr. θέρνος: Ὑποπόδιοι Hesych. A spelling to-no = thronos would do violence to the spelling rules (but cf. to-ro-no-vο-κο = throno-worgos? on 39 = As1517). The similarity of the furniture found in the tomb of Tutankhamen extends to the phraseology of Carter’s captions, e.g.:

Pl. LIX (vol. i): ‘A small chair carved of ebony and inlaid with ivory; it has antelope and floral devices of embossed gold on the panels of the arms’.

Pl. LXII: ‘A magnificent chair of wood overlaid with sheet gold and richly adorned with polychrome faience, glass and stone inlay’.

Pl. LXXXIVb: ‘An ebony stool richly inlaid with ivory and embellished with heavy gold mountings’.

Compare also the furniture listed by Thothmes III among the loot from Megiddo (Breasted, II, p. 436): ‘6 chairs of the enemy, of ivory, ebony and carob wood, wrought with gold; 6 footstools belonging to them; 6 large tables of ivory and carob wood’.

Also such tablets from Nuzi as SMN 1250 (Lachman, 1939, p. 537): ‘1 chair of wood, 1 box (qubri) inlaid with gold; 1 chair inlaid with ivory and silver, with its box’.

ku-rū-sa-pī: instr. plur. fem. At this date χρυσός, like the Hebrew and Ugaritic ḫaruš from which it is borrowed, means indiscriminately ‘gold’ (n.) or ‘golden’ (adj.). The Mycenaean form of the adjective may possibly be reflected in the numerous Homeric passages where the χρυσός of the text must be scanned as a disyllable, e.g. II. 1, 15 χρυσός ανά σκήπτρο, etc.

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pī, instr. plur. fem.: cf. Hesych. ἀμφικλέμνος ‘hanging evenly on both shoulders’, ἀμφικλέμμον = ἀμφιβαθρός, or ‘chair carried by two men’. The root meaning of *kelemn- is hard to deduce: ‘shoulder’? ‘carrying-yoke’? Or ‘carrying-pole’ to a palanquin rather than a normal chair? An alternative suggestion is opiklemniiaphi from κρημνος ‘an overhanging lip’: in either case the meaning would appear to refer to the edges of the back or arms, which the Tutankhamen parallels suggest as the most favoured place for decorative treatment.

se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi is probably a compound of κόρα ‘head’. The form -ka-ra-a-pi (243 = Ta708) is instr. plur., presumably for -k(a)rαa(φi), cf. Hom. gen. sing. κόρατος, κρύατος. The variant on this tablet is perhaps a dual in -oων. Cf. [qo]-u-ka-ra-a-o-i on 244 = Ta714. Se-re-mo- from σιδήρα ‘plank, deck, bench, seat’ (cf. O.H.G. siveli ‘beam’)? If the ‘half-rosettes and triglyph’ motif is derived from the architectural pattern of a row of decorated beam-ends, could that be the meaning of this term? Otherwise a projection of the uprights of the back (for the form cf. κιό-κρανον ‘capital’)?

qo-qo-na-me-na in line 2 evidently agrees in sense with opiklemniiaphi (similarly on
242–244

243 = Ta708

1 to-no ku-te-se-jo a-ja-me-no o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja e-re-pa-te
2 to-no ku-te-se-jo / e-re-pa-le-ja-pi o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja-pi se-re-mo-ka-ra-a-pi qe-qi-no-me-na a-di-ri-ja-pi-qe
3 ta-ra-nu ku-te-se-jo a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo a-di-ri-ja-pi re-wo-pi-qe.

One ebony chair inlaid with ivory on the back.
One ebony chair with ivory back carved with finials and with figures of men; one ebony footstool inlaid with figures of men and lions in ivory.

O-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja (fem. acc. plur. -ans) in line 1 is in the accusative of respect, as on 244 = Ta714.1 and skleea on 236 = Ta641.1, q.v.

Andriamphi lewomphi qe: compare the lion-hunting scene on the inlaid dagger from Tomb IV at Mycenae (PM, iii, fig. 70).

244 = Ta714

1 to-no we-a-re-jo a-ja-me-no ku-wa-no pa-ra-ku-we-qe ku-ru-so-qe o-pi-ke-re-mi-ni-ja
2 a-ja-me-na ku-ru-so a-di-ri-ja-pi se-re-mo-ka-ra-o-i-qe ku-ru-so
3 ku-wa-ni-jo-qe po-ni-ki-pi ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no ku-wa-no pa-ra-ku-we-qe ku-ru-so-qe ku-ru-ja-pi-qe ko-no-ni-pi

One chair of spring type, inlaid with kyanos and silver and gold on the back, (which is) inlaid with men’s figures in gold, and with a pair of gold finials, and with golden griffins and with griffins of kyanos.

One footstool inlaid with kyanos and silver and gold, and with golden bars.

The deleted word in line 2 can be restored as qo-u-ka-ra-o-i ‘bulls’ heads’; cf. 235 = Ta711.

Po-ni-ki-pi = phoinik-phi (masc.). It has been suggested that the name of the fabulous bird φοινικ (Hesiod, Frg. 171.4) was first applied to the ‘griffins’ and sphinxes so prominent in Mycenaean art, particularly on the ivories from Mycenae, Delos and Enkomi (they are often confronted heraldically in pairs). The more directly-attested meaning φοινικ = ‘palm-tree’ finds an equally good analogy in Motif no. 15 (MP, p. 278); but on 246 = Ta722 line 1 it is perhaps more natural to find living creatures as the subject of all four elements in the design.

Ko-no-ni-pi: see 229 = K 434 (p. 329).
245 = Ta721

1. ta-ra-nu a-ia-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi to-qi-de-qe ka-ru-ive-qe FOOTSTOOL 1

2. ta-ra-nu-we a-ia-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi so-we-no-qe to-qi-de-qe FOOTSTOOL 3

3. ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi so-we-no-qe FOOTSTOOL 1

5. ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo *85-de-pi FOOTSTOOL 1

One footstool inlaid with ivory pomegranates and running spiral and nut.
Three footstools inlaid with ivory pomegranates and grooves and running spiral.
One footstool inlaid with ivory pomegranates and grooves (twice).
One footstool inlaid with ivory pomegranates.

so-we-no-qe (cf. 237 = Ta709, so-we-ne-ja): owing to the ambiguity inherent in the spelling
-o, a form such as this may be either instr. sing. (-ŏi) or plur. (-ois). The same applies
to the masculines a-to-ro-qo and i-qo on the next tablet.

ka-ru-we (instr. sing.): cf. ka-ru-pi (instr. plur.) on the next tablet. γῆρως ‘voice’ fits
spelling, declension and feminine gender, but is nonsensical. A form of κάρφων ‘nut’
(cf. σικος/σίκως)? Cf. φιάλη καρφωτή ‘cup adorned with a nut-shaped boss’
IG, 11 (2). 161 B 30. Or for χέλυς (fem.) ‘tortoise, lyre’?

246 = Ta722

1. ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no / e-re-pa-te-jo / a-to-ro-qo i-qo-qe po-ru-po-de-qe po-ni-ke-qe FOOTSTOOL 1

2. ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-jo ka-ra-a-pi re-wo-te-jo

3. ta-ra-nu a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te-ja-pi ka-ru-pi so-we-no-qe FOOTSTOOL 1

One footstool inlaid with a man and a horse and an octopus and a giffin in
ivory.

One footstool inlaid with ivory lions’ heads and grooves.
One footstool inlaid with ivory nuts (twice).

Thrānus aiai(s)menos elephanteiais anthrōq̣oī higq̣oī q̣e polupodei q̣e phoinikei q̣e: the spelling
of ‘man’ lends support to Brugmann’s derivation from *andr-hāq̣ōs (cf. Hesych.
δρωψ). If ‘man’ and ‘horse’ are taken as singular, we may perhaps visualize the
decoration as being distributed over four symmetrical panels, with one creature in
each (like the rectangular ‘Warrior’ ivory from Delos, de Santerre, 1948, no. 1).
Compare the four rectangular panels from the top of a box (?) found in the ‘Tomb
of the Tripod Hearth’ at Zafer Papoura (Evans, 190, p. 44, fig. 40). If we read
‘with men and horses’, it is tempting to regard them as part of a single composition;
cf. the ‘Groom and horse’ motif (MP, p. 449), and the ‘Groom and horse’ fresco
from Tsountas’ excavations (Wace, Mycenae, fig. 99b). The octopus (inaccurately
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labelled 'cuttlefish'—a quite distinct species—as motif no. 21, MP, p. 302) is of course extremely common in all fields of LM and Mycenaean decoration. Compare the floor-squares in the Pylos throne room and in the Great Megaron at Tiryns.

_Elephantoioi_ karāt'phi lewonteiωs: decoration with lions' heads is less common on Mycenaean objects than men's or bulls' heads, but compare the ivory pommel from Mycenae, Kario, Schachtgräber, Pl. LXXVII. λέων 'lion' is already a stem in -nt- in spite of *lewanja > λέωνα. An ultimate Semitic origin was suggested by Curtius (cf. Canaanite-Ugaritic lab'ītu, fem. lab'i'tu); if so, it has somewhere picked up an extension -nt-, betraying possible Anatolian mediation, which is also to be seen in _elephant-_, (cf. Hebrew 'elef, Ugaritic and Akkadian _aḫū_ 'ox').

Fig. 25. Ivories from Mycenae and Dendra.

Stubbings has suggested to us that the two similar sets of ivory decoration with volute ends found _in situ_ in Tomb 518 at Mycenae (Wace, 1932, p. 84, fig. 30) and in Tomb 8 at Dendra (Persson, 1952, Pl. II) may be from the fronts of footstools: both sets measure 36 cm. (14 in.) overall.

247 = Ta716

1 pa-sa-ro ku-ru-so a-pi to-ni-jo 2 wa-o —2 2

2 qi-si-pe-e X 2

Two swords (two gold studs on either side of the _hilts_; two ...-s).

The ideogram in the second line unfortunately coincides with a crack in the clay, but it appears to be the representation of a sword or dagger rather than the symbol ξε indicating a pair, since the row of small strokes normally found to the right of that sign is missing. Swords are unlikely to be counted in pairs, and 'two pairs' would lead us to expect a plural _qi-si-pe-a₂_ (but see p. 370 below for inconsistencies in such uses of the dual).

Owing to its smaller writing the top line is probably a specification of _parts_ of these swords rather than a list of separate objects. The Homeric _πάσσαπλος_ is only used of a 'peg' to hang things on, but the derivation from _πῆγγον_ and the Attic _πεττόλειο_ 'fasten with pegs or rivets' show the basic constructional sense. It is normally only
the heads of the rivets on the hilt of Late Minoan and Mycenaean swords and daggers which are covered with gold; and it is not clear whether the two bosses of a single rivet, or the heads of two separate sets of rivets, are here referred to; nor is the position indicated by the word to-mi-j0 clear. τόμος, τομίου 'peg, tenon, socket for peg' or στόμιον ' aperture, bit' can hardly be reconciled with the spelling. A single word amphitornios, cf. Eur. ἄμφιτορνος 'well-rounded'? The typical construction of the hilt of a LM II sword is shown in fig. 24 (cf. Hood, 1952, p. 273; Evans, PM, iv, pp. 845–67): variations in outline between the 'cruciform' and 'horned' varieties, etc. are here disregarded. The 'hilt-plate', shown as A, is fixed by two rivets and frequently supplied as a separate piece from the covering of the hand-grip B and

![Fig. 24. Typical LM II sword hilt.](image)

pommel C; it may be not only of gold plating but also of crystal, faience and ivory, and presumably also of cheaper materials. The number of rivets to B is almost always three.

The word wa-o and its ideogram are puzzling. ἄσω 'sword' is excluded by its etymology (*asor or *nso?) and by the lack of a dual ending. The ideogram is probably not a double axe (improbable in the context, and small votive double axes are not of this rectangular shape) but possibly a rivet seen in sectional view; an anomalous spelling of wálo or wallɔ = ἡλω, cf. ξυφος ἄργυρογλον II. ii, 45? Are the hilt of these weapons perhaps fastened with two large gold-capped pegs and two smaller plain rivets (compare those on the dagger from a Knossos warrior grave, Hood, 1952, p. 270, fig. 12)?
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The use of $q$-$r$ for $x$- in ἀπόστις is surprising and unparalleled; and the entry hardly fits into the context of the other tablets in the $Ta$- series, unless the weapons are intended as gifts. Is the ideogram conceivably intended for a 'falchion' (sickle-shaped knife, admittedly not yet found in a Mycenaean context) for which the Egyptian name ḫepet might supply an etymology for ἀπόστις?

8. PYLOS LISTS OF MISCELLANEOUS CONTENT

We will close this chapter with five tablets on which no ideograms appear (Bennett's classification $V$-) and whose context and translation are for the most part uncertain. The commentary will be kept to the minimum; see the Vocabulary (p. 385) for further notes.

248 = Va01 [15]

1. $pu$-$ro$ o-[da]-$a_2$ o[ ]-$ke$ e-$te$ o-ur$ge$ e-$to$ ai$_3$?-ka-$te$-$re$ 2
2. [pe]-re-ku-wa-na-ka [ ]-$ke$ e-$te$ pu-$ro$ e-$ke$-$ge$ a-po-$te$-$ra$-$te$

edge: pe-re-ku-wa-na-ka pu-ro e-ti-wa-jo / ai$_3$?-ka-$te$-$re$ 'a-mo-i-je-$to$

Pylos: now thus..., and two ai$_3$?-ka-tère are not (present); Presguanax has arrived at Pylos from thence, and has one chit from each of them.

(Presguanax, Pylos...: the two ai$_3$?-ka-tère are being sent presently.)

ai$_3$-ka-te-re (dual): cf. dat. plur. ai$_3$?-ke-te-$ri$ 169 = Es646, etc.? Andrews has suggested restoring [a]-ra-ka-te-ra in line 2, which he regards as an alternative spelling of the same word in the accusative singular. It would be surprising to find such a variation on the same tablet, and it may be preferable to read [χρ]ροκτηρο 'engraving, symbol, token' ('clay sealing, tablet'), but Chadwick reports that the traces do not favour the reading ka-. a-po-te-ra-te = ἄχροτερωθήν.

a-mo-i-je-$to$ = ἄμωτο λέσθω? Or λέτο/λέσθω 'let them be sent'? Or ἀμωτ 'somehow'?

249 = Va02 [482]

qe-gi-no-me-no

e-re-pa a-no-po a-ko-so-ta z.e. e-wi-so-zu-? ko 4 ro-i-k o 3

Ivory... Axotasm, pairs: four evenly-matched, turned, three crooked.

250 = Vn01 [20] (cf. 42 = An17)

Thus the wine of Pa-ra-we-

has been distributed:

50 to Pi-*82, 50 to Metapa,
TEXTILES, VESSELS AND FURNITURE 250–252

5 pe-to-no-de 100 100 to Pe-to-no,
6 pa-ki-ja-na-de 35 35 to Pa-ki-ja-ne,
7 a-pu₂-de 35 35 to ? Aipy,
8 a-ke-re-wa-de 30 30 to A-ke-re-wa,
9 e-ra-to-de 50 50 to E-ra-to,
10 ka-ra-do-wo-de 40 40 to Kharadros,
11 ri-jo-de 20 20 to Rhion.

251 = Vn02 [46]

1. pi-te-
2. ka-pi-ni-ja / po-ti-ja [ ]
3. ka-pi-ni-ja / e-ru-mi-ni-ja [ ]
4. ka-pi-ni-ja / ta-ra-nu-ve 11 [ ]
5. ai₃-ki-no-o 80 o-pi-te-re 50+
6. e-to-ki-ja 13 [? pa]-ke-te-re 140
7. pi-wo-ta-o / ta-ra-nu-ve 6
8. ge-re-ti-ri-jo 2 me-ta-se-ve 10
9. e-po-wo-ke / pu-to-ro 16
10. ai₃-ki-no-o / pu-to-ro 100
11. ta-to-mo a-wo-wo e-pi-*65-ko
12. e-[ru-mi]-ni-ja 2 ki-wo-ge 1

Only a few of the entries can be understood: po-ti-ja = φορτία, ka-pi-ni-ja = κάπνη, καπνίκα 'smoke-stack'; e-ru-mi-ni-ja = ἔλομνιον ('roof beams', Hesychius); ta-ra-nu-ve = θηνεῖς (here equivalent to θῆναι 'beam'?); ki-wo-ge κλον 'column'?; o-pi-te-re from *ὀπτηθημι? These seem to show that the tablet deals with carpentry items for building construction. ai-ki-no-o is apparently part of a chariot or its decoration on Knossos 276 = Se1006.

The list is continued on the even more difficult Vn879, which records eight a-ti-[ja?] pe-*65-ka, twenty-four ko-ni-ti-ja-ja pe-*65-ka, ten e-to-ki-ja pa₂-ra-de-ro and eighty-six pa-ke-te-re pa₂-ra-de-ro. Perhaps e-to-ki-ja represents ἔντοιχος 'on a wall' ('wall-plates'? ) and pāktēres 'dowels' or 'fixing-pieces' (cf. πῆγμα).

Vn851 apparently records a distribution of de-mi-ni-ja (= Hom. δέμνια 'beds') to both men and women in the dative case.

252 = Vn06 [10]

1. o-di-do-si du-ru-to-mo
2. a-mo-te-jo-na-de e-pi-pu-ta 50
3. a-ko-so-ne [100] 50
4. to-sa-de ro-su-i-jo a-ko-ro a-ko-so-ne
5. 100 to-sa-de e-pi-pu-ta 100
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Thus the woodcutters contribute to the chariot workshop:
50 saplings, 50 axles.
And the 'fields of Lousos' (cf. Un04) contribute so many:
100 axles, and so many saplings: 100.

a-mo-te-jo-na-de: allative in -de of a workshop noun in -εών (cf. Hom. χελκεών 'smithy') formed from the word a-mo-ta seen on the wheel tablets, see p. 371.

In line 4 the form to-sa-de is anomalous with the masculine ἔξονες, and may either refer to ἔνδρες, ἔνθα, etc., or be an anticipation of e-πι-πυ-τα which had come first in lines 1–3. In a consistent syntax we should also expect the accusative *a-ko-so-na. These 'saplings' (?) were presumably used for the bent-wood parts of the chariot assembly, like the νέους δρυπηκος of II. xxi, 38 (cf. Theoc. xxv, 427).
CHAPTER XI

METALS AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT

The identity of the first metal ideogram is proved by its totalling to-so-de ka-ko—ποσός δέ χαλκός on the Pylos Jn- tablets, to which the form with an extra crossbar is almost entirely confined. It is also used as an adjunct to metal vessels and other objects (Knossos 230 = K 740 and Pylos 238 = Tn996) including an ingot (Oa734); and is written under a wheeled chariot on Sc223, where it perhaps refers to the wheels (cf. 278 = So894). These uses make it safe to translate the symbol generally by ‘bronce’ rather than ‘copper’ (like χαλκός in Homer, with the possible exception of χαλκός ἐρυθρός, II. ix, 365); the unalloyed metal possibly had no separate symbol. On 222 = J 693 small weights of bronze are introduced by λινον λεπτόν ‘fine linen’, and appear to be an indication of value.

The Pylos ideogram here translated as gold is confined to tablets 258 = Kn01 (listing weights of c. 62–250 grams) and 172 = Kn02 and 238 = Tn996, where it is an adjunct qualifying valuable vessels. Bennett (1950, p. 218) wrote that ‘the unusually small quantities with this ideogram in Kn01 would indicate a material of considerable intrinsic value’.

Although the use of adjuncts to indicate the material of vessels and equipment is the exception rather than the rule, one should expect to find somewhere a third ideogram to indicate ‘silver’ (whose full spelling a-ku-ro is confined to 290 = Sa03). This is possibly to be identified in the we which is used as an adjunct to the ‘Vaphio cup’ on 231 = K 872 (only a part of this is recorded by the text as being of gold), and which is written over the ingot ideogram on Oa734 bis; its presence may also be suspected on KN J 58, although Bennett read we as the last syllable of pa-TRA-O-WE. Note also the similar ideogram on Pylos La630 (reverse), quoted on p. 323. This use of we is to be distinguished from that on C 411, 96 = Un02, etc., where it clearly describes a kind of sheep, and from the reversed S with cross-bar and dots which probably represents $\text{ТАЛ}^0$ of a talent. Silver is relatively uncommon both in Homer and in the archaeological record.
1. METALS AT PYLOS

Twenty-seven tablets of the \textit{Jn}-series (excluding \textbf{257} = \textit{Jn}09 and \textit{Jn}881) evidently belong to a single set and conform to a rigid pattern. Each is introduced by a place-name and the phrase \textit{khalkeves talasian ekhontes} ‘smiths having a \textit{talasia}’, followed by a number of men’s names with an amount of \textit{bronze} each. The second paragraph, introduced by \textit{tosoide khalkeves atalasiov} ‘so many smiths without a \textit{talasia}’, consists of an enumeration of further men’s names without any \textit{bronze} entries at all.

Chadwick and Björck simultaneously recognized that the classical \textit{ταλασία} (=\textit{ταλασσουργία} ‘wool-spinning’) is here used in the more general sense ‘an amount allocated by weight for processing’: it is evidently derived more immediately from \textit{ταλασσόν} ‘weight’ than from the cognate \textit{τάλος} ‘long-suffering’ (so Boisacq, \textit{s.v.}). The Latin \textit{pensum} still shows both stages of an identical semantic development.

The same context is shown by some Third Dynasty tablets from Ur (Legrain, 1947; \textit{c.} 2100 B.C.). No. 324 lists ‘copper to work into dagger blades, issued by the treasurer’s office’; no. 354, ‘beaten copper, from the office located at the chariot shed, delivered to the smiths at 16\frac{1}{2} maneheh 2 shekels (=8.25 kg.) per head’; no. 357, the same at 10 maneheh (=5 kg.). The more nearly contemporary Alalakh tablet no. 402 (Wiseman, 1953, p. 105) lists ‘4 half-talents (=60 kg.) of copper for the smiths of the town Berašena, 4000 shekels (=33.5 kg.) of copper for arrow-heads, and 600 shekels (=5 kg.) of copper for doors’.

From the fact that a number of the smiths’ names recur on other series of tablets (for instance among the names of shepherds), Webster has suggested that their work may have been on a part-time basis, like the seasonal iron-smelting by Hittite peasants referred to by Gurney (1952, p. 83). Compare also \textit{Il. xxiii}, 832–5, where Achilles says of the ingot of pig-iron offered as a prize: ‘Even if the winner’s fertile farm is at a remote spot, he will be able to go on using it for five revolving years: his shepherd or ploughman will not have to go to the town through lack of iron, but will have it at hand.’ This conclusion is very uncertain, since the names which recur are among the commonest Mycenaean stock, and may equally well be found at Knossos or Mycenae (e.g. Xanthos on Pylos \textit{Jn}06 and \textbf{50} = \textit{An}18, Mycenae \textit{Go}610 and Knossos C 912). There is no guarantee that the Pylos doublets refer to the same individuals, quite apart from the different place-names with which they are associated.

The most elaborate example of the standard lay-out is shown by \textbf{253} = \textit{Jn}01,
where a third paragraph lists the slaves of both ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ smiths. These slaves are not named or numbered, but we may perhaps allow one to each smith whose name is written in the genitive (the corresponding nominatives elsewhere on the tablet are identified by capitals in our transcription). A ‘slave of Qe-’ occurs among the ‘inactive smiths’ on Jn03; similarly a ‘slave of Dektos’ on Jn07, a ‘slave of Euetor’ on Jn750. A separate list of slaves, one to each smith (their names lost), forms the reverse of Jn706; the end of Jn03 lists large groups of men (five, ten, thirty-one) belonging to certain individuals not apparently smiths, since their names do not recur on the tablet.

On three tablets (Jn02, Jn03, Jn845) the first paragraph ends with the entry ‘So-and-so the basileus’, perhaps the name of the local chieftain who supervised the distribution. On Jn725 the division of the 2$\frac{1}{16}$ talents of bronze among the twenty-seven smiths is not individually measured.

253 — Jn01 [310]

1 a-ke-re-wa ka-ke-we ta-ra-si-ja e-ko-te
2 ti-pa-jo BRONZE $\ell$ 1 $\#$ 2 qe-ta-wo BRONZE $\ell$ 1 $\#$ 2
3 ai-so-ni-jo BRONZE $\ell$ 1 $\#$ 2 ta-mi-je-u BRONZE $\ell$ 1 $\#$ 2
4 e-u-ru-wo-la BRONZE $\ell$ 1 $\#$ 2 e-u-do-no BRONZE $\ell$ 1 $\#$ 2
5 PO-RO-U-TE-U BRONZE $\ell$ 1 $\#$ 2 wi-du-wa-ko BRONZE $\ell$ 1 $\#$ 2
vacat
7 to-so-de a-ta-ra-si-jo ka-ke-we
8 PA-QO-SI-JO KE-WE-TO wa-[di?]-re-u
9 pe-ta-ro
vacat
11 to-so-de do-e-ro ke-ve-to-jo i-wa-ka-o
12 pa-qo-si-jo-jo po-ro-u-te-wo
vacat
14 po-ti-ji-ja-u-jo ka-ke-we ta-ra-si-ja e-ko-te
15 i-ma-di-jo BRONZE $\ell$ 2 tu-ke-ne-u BRONZE $\ell$ 3
16 [ ] BRONZE $\ell$ 3 i-wa-ka BRONZE $\ell$ 3
17 [ a]-ta-ra-si-jo pu$_2$[-.]-ja-ko

§ 1. Smiths at A-ke-re-wa having an allocation:
Thisbaios: 1.5 kg. bronze; Qhhestawon: 1.5 kg. bronze; etc.
And so many smiths without an allocation:
Panghosios, Ke-we-to, Waideus, Petalos.
And so many slaves: (those) of Ke-we-to, Iwakhas, Panghosios, Plouteus.
§ 2. Smiths of the mistress (at A-ke-re-wa) having an allocation:

etc.

po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo: the smiths distinguished by this enigmatic adjective evidently belong equally to the place A., since Iwakhias' slave is included in the third paragraph. The same division of the smiths occurs in the two sections of Jn03 (cut apart after writing) introduced by:

A-pe-ke-i-jo ka-ke-wa... (adjective)
A-pe-ke-e ka-ke-wa po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo (locative?)

It occurs as a description of tradesmen on Pylos 148 = Ep04 and Un09, and in the feminine on Knossos 90 = G 820. Its function on the Knossos DL series is obscure (a man's name, title, or adjective applied to sheep?). Despite the -we- , a derivation from πόρνη 'mistress' seems probable: a class of persons specially subservient to Athena? Or to the queen rather than to the king?

254 = Jn04 [389]

1  a-ka-si-jo-ne ka-ke-wa ta-ra-si-ja e-ko-te
2  pi-ra-me-no BRONZE § 3 ma-u-ti-jo BRONZE § 3 e-do-mo-ne-u BRONZE § 3
3  ka-ra-ra-ko BRONZE § 1 H 2 pi-we-ri-ja-ta BRONZE § 1 H 2
4  sa-mu?-ta-jo BRONZE § 1 H 2 wa-u-do-no BRONZE § 1 H 2
5  ka-ra-pa-so BRONZE § 1 H 2 pi-ta-ke-u BRONZE § 1 H 2
6  mo-re-u BRONZE § 1 H 2 ti-ta-[ . ]-wo BRONZE § [ ]
7  to-so-de e-pi-da-to ka-ko pa-ši BRONZE § 6
vacat
9  to-so-de ka-ko BRONZE § 27
vacat
11 to-so-de a-ta-ra-si-jo ka-ke-wa
12 te-te-re-u qa-pa-jo pi-ro-we-ko a₂-nu-me-no
13 ko-so-u-to

Smiths at A-ka-si-jo: having an allocation:

Philamenes: 3 kg. bronze; etc.

And so much bronze is shared out among them all: 6 kg.

So much bronze (in all): 27 kg.

And so many smiths without an allocation: etc.

e-pi-da-to recurs at the end of the first paragraph of Jn02. It is either an incomplete spelling of the epideidatoi of 250 = Vn01, or possibly some other tense of the same verb. Pi-ro-we-ko = Φιλοσεργος: cf. ma-na-si-we-ko Jn03.2 = Μνησεργος 'mindful of his work'.

It is perhaps significant that the smiths seem to have a higher proportion of unmistakably Greek names than appear on most of the other lists.
The damaged set of numerals in line 6 needs to be restored as $1 \# 2$ in order to justify the total (cf. Bennett, 1950, p. 215).

255 = Jn658

1. ka-kept ta-ra-si-ja [e]-ko-si
2. e-zi-pa-te-ze we-ve-si-jo $\$ 5$
3. ma-ka-wo $\$ 5$
4. pa-go-ta $\$ 5$
5. po-ro-ujo $\$ 5$
6. [ ]-ko $\$ 5$
7. wa-ka-za $\$ 5$
8. wo-wi-ja-ta $\$ 5$
9. po-re-ko $\$ 5$
10. a-tu-ko $\$ 5$
11. to-so-de ka-ko $\$ 5$
12. [to-so]-de a-ta-ra-si-jo

$e$-ko-si = ekhousi 'they have', instead of the present participle ekhontes: this variation is shared by Jn706, where the total is introduced by to-so-de ka-kos e-ko-si. On Jn832 the description talanian ekhontes is replaced by $a$-ke-te-re (= ἀπὸ τῆς αὐτοῦ της 'those who practise their trade'), cf. Hom. ἀπὸ κατὰ in sense 'work raw materials'; on Jn650 it has in addition the word pa-ra-te-e-ze (= Hom. παρὰ της παρὰ της). The total on Jn658 seems to be a scribal error for $\$ 20$.

The following table gives a synopsis of the surviving tablets of this series. Of the fourteen different place-names, nine are not found on any other tablet, suggesting that some of the smiths may have lived in small communities of their own without other agricultural or maritime importance. Note the apparent progression shown by the entries 25$\frac{1}{2}$/26/27—54/56—78/80—108, which may correspond to a bronze ingot weighing rather less than a talent. Compare Knossos Oa730, which lists sixty ingots at a total weight of 52$\frac{2}{3}$ talents, or $\$ 26\frac{1}{2}$ each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Active smiths</th>
<th>Inactive smiths</th>
<th>Bronze (kg.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jn01</td>
<td>A-ke-re-va</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn02</td>
<td>Po-wi-te-ja</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6?</td>
<td>108?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn03</td>
<td>A-pe-ke-i-jo</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-pe-ke-e p.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn04</td>
<td>A-ka-si-jo-je</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn05</td>
<td>Wi-ja-ve-ra</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn06</td>
<td>O-re-mo-a-ke-re-u</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8?</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn08</td>
<td>Ru-ko-a-[.]-re-u-te</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

355
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Active smiths</th>
<th>Inactive smiths</th>
<th>Bronze (kg.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jn605</td>
<td>A-pi-no-e-wi-[jo]</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn658</td>
<td>E-ni-pa-te-te</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn692</td>
<td>Na-i-se-wi-jo</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn693</td>
<td>A-ke-re-wa</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn706</td>
<td>Pa-to-do-te</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn725</td>
<td>E-ni-pa-te-te</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ .. ]-nu-wi-jo</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Na-i-se-wi-jo</td>
<td>(erased)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn750</td>
<td>A-xi-ja-ti-ja</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn832</td>
<td>Ro-u-so</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25\frac{1}{2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn845</td>
<td>[ .. ]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(no entry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn937</td>
<td>[ .. ]-me-no</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jn07, Jn927, Jn942, Jn944, etc.: place-name lost, and fragmentary.

The frequencies of the individual allotments of bronze to smiths are as follows:

1 kg. 1\frac{1}{2} kg. 2 kg. 3 kg. 4 kg. 4\frac{1}{2} kg. 5 kg. 6 kg. 7 kg. 8 kg. 12? kg.
1 41 17 19 1 43 9 2 9 1

The thin bronze arrow-heads (or 'arrow-plates', Evans, *PM*, iv, figs. 816, 818) of the type found in the Knossos 'Armoury', and common at both Cretan and Mainland sites (including Pylos), weigh up to about 1.5 g. each. Sword blades, on the other hand, and long spear-heads (such as those from the LM II warrior graves near Knossos, Hood, 1952, fig. 13) might scale up to 350 g. Hood (*ibid.* p. 256) gives the weight of his LM II bronze helmet as 695 g.: this includes the cheek-pieces, but 10 per cent should perhaps be added to allow for parts that are missing.

The smaller of the two most common allotments at Pylos (that of 1\frac{1}{2} kg.) would be sufficient for making 1000 arrow-heads, the larger (5 kg.) enough for at least fourteen swords or spears. The total weight of bronze which can be totalled on all the surviving tablets (801 kg.) would make something like 534,000 arrow-heads, or 2300 swords or spears, or 1000 bronze helmets. It is tempting to regard the following tablet as a total of the complete series, from which approximately a quarter of the entries must then be assumed to be missing.

256 = Ja749

to-so-pa  34  \# 26

So much (bronze?) in all: 1046 kg., or just over a ton.
METALS AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT 257

257 = Jn09 [+ 829]

1. jo-do-so-si ko-re-te-re du-ma-te-qe
2. po-ro-ko-re-te-re-qe ka-ra-wi-po-ro-qe o-pi-su-ko-qe o-pi-ka-pe-'e-we-qe'
3. ka-ko na-wi-jo pa-ta-jo-i-qe e-ke-si-qe ai-ka-sa-ma
4. pi-*82 ko-re-te BRONZE # 2 po-ro-ko-re-te BRONZE # 3

Thus the mayors and their wives, and the vice-mayors and key-bearers and supervisors of figs and hoeing, will contribute bronze for ships and the points for arrows and spears:

Pi-*82, the mayor: 2 kg. bronze; the vice-mayor: 750 g. bronze, etc. (Total: mayors: 39 kg.; vice-mayors: 12 kg.)

ko-re-te-re: the ko-re-te appears to be the ‘mayor’ or local chief responsible for each village (cf. 43 = Sn01, On01, 258 = Kn01), and the po-ro-ko-re-te is probably his deputy; the two also occur together on KN V 865. For the problematical description -da-ma/-du-ma (formally = δαμα?) see Vocabulary. The klauophoros occurs as a kind of priestess on 135 = Ep704, etc. The o-pi-su-ko are named with the o-pi-ko-teo (= e-pi-ko-teo ‘guards’) and ke-ro-te = gerantes on Jn881: ‘guardians of fig trees’? o-pi-ka-pe-e-te is reminiscent of Hesychius ἐπισκοπης ‘one who harrows in the seed’, ἐπισκόπησιν ‘mattock, hoe’; but cf. also Ζευς Ἐπικάρπτος ‘guardian of fruit’. It is not clear whether these are predominantly civil or religious officials, but in the subsequent entries their contributions seem to be lumped together with those of the po-ro-ko-re-te-re.

ka-ko na-wi-jo: compare δόρον νησίου ‘ship’s timbers’, Od. ix, 384. Nails and other fastenings? It is difficult to see why these miscellaneous officials, rather than the khalkéwes of the other Jn-tablets, should be contributing such specialized items of bronzework; unless the tablet in fact only records scrap bronze which is intended
for melting down and re-using for these purposes (and hence the lack of any subdivision between the different objects in the subsequent entries?). Chadwick suggests that *na-ui-jo* is from *vaos*: ‘the bronze that is in the temples’. Compare the Hittite ‘Instructions for temple officials’, § 8: ‘Furthermore, whatever silver, gold, garments or bronze implements of the gods you hold, you are merely their caretakers. You have no right to them, and none whatever to the things that are in the gods’ houses.’ ἑπαταιοί δὲ ἐν θησαυρίῳ ἐφικύμενοι: that the first represent arrow-heads is proved by Knossos 264 = Ws.1704, q.v. Webster points to the small amounts of bronze from each village (2.75 kg.), enough for about 1800 arrow-heads or 8 spear-heads, compared with the amounts on the other Jn- tablets (e.g. 47 kg. on the three tablets for *A-*ke-re-*wa*). He suggests that the arrow- and spear-heads may represent an offering or dedication rather than a regular war supply; or accumulations of votive offerings which are being confiscated as a desperate defence measure?

Chadwick reads *ro-*u-*so* in line 10, where we should expect *e-*ra-te-*i* in the standard order.

---

**258** = Kn01  [Jo438]

1. [ ]-te
2. *le-[
3. e-re-[e?
4. po-ro-ko-re-[te
5. do-ri-ka-o ma-[ro-pa₂
6. ra-ro mo-ro-pa₂
7. ne-da-wa-ta
8. e-ke-me-de
9. [RO]-u-so ko-re-[te
10. PA-KI-JA-NI-[JO? ko]-re-[te]
11. A-pu₂-j-a ko-re-[te]
12. KA-RA-DO-RO ko-re-te
13. [ ] ko-re-te
14. [ ]
15. [ ]-ma
16. wo-no-[ ]-ma
17. qo-wo-[ ] mo-[ro-pa₂?
18. a-ka-wyo
19. E-re-e po-ro-ko-re-te
20. a-ke-ro pa₂-si-re-u
21. te-po-se-u TI-NWA-SI-JO ko-re-te
22. po-ki-ro-go
23. *B₂j-*ke-*wa

---

**358**
METALS AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT

24  TI-MI-TI-JA  ko-re-te  GOLD 2 6
23  I-TE-RE-WA  GOLD 2 6 x
26  PL-82  GOLD 2 6 x
27  E-RA-TE-RE-WA-O  ko-re-te  GOLD 2 6
28  A-KE-RE-WA  ko-re-te  GOLD 2 5 x

left edge: po-so-ri-jo-[ ]-ma  GOLD 2 3 5-[ ]-jo  a-[ ]-sq-nq  GOLD 2 3 x

This tablet probably represents a tribute of gold from the chieftains (basileus, ko-re-te, mo-ro-paq) of surrounding villages. The recognizable place-names have been printed in capitals for easier reference: they correspond, though not in precise order, with those of 257 = Jn09 and of On01. Some of the personalities are common to 43 = Sn01, §1, which suggests the restoration of a similar introduction basiléwontes here. Apart from line 2, the amounts of gold show the following distribution:

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
& 2 & 5 & 6 & \# 1 (= 250 \text{ g.}) \\
2 & 4 & 5 & 5 & 102
\end{array} \]

An amount of 2 7 occurs on La630 (rev.) and of 2 9 and Og7434 on KN Np859; Bennett (1950, p. 217) concludes that 2 probably represents \( \frac{1}{12} \) of \( \#1 \), or \( \frac{1}{1440} \) of a talent (i.e. approximately \( \frac{1440}{1440} = 20.9 \text{ g.} \)). It is significant that the plain gold rings and coils of gold wire from the Mycenaean Acropolis treasure, in which Schliemann and Ridgeway long ago proposed to recognize standard units of value, centre on weights of 21-2 g. and 41-3 g. (as re-weighed for Thomas, 1939, pp. 72-4).

Whether there is in fact a direct connexion between this tablet and 172 = Kn02 (with its offerings of gold vessels) is uncertain. Webster has pointed out that the contributed amounts of gold fall within the range of weights shown by cups from the Mycenaean shaft graves, and might be designed for such; but one would expect a considerable interval of time for the craftsmen to convert the raw materials into the finished vessels.

2. METALS AT KNOSOS

259 = Og1527

1  [ ] mo-ri-wo-do 2 3
2  [ ] 2 mo-ri-wo-do 2 3
3  [ ] \# 2 mo-ri-wo-do 2 3

uncertain number of lines missing.

mo-ri-wo-do: probably molivados = μόλυβδος 'lead' (see Vocabulary, p. 400); similarly Georgiev, 1954, p. 83. The preceding entries are probably for another metal (copper or tin?), part of a list of parallel allocations to smiths. Lead, used in the composition of bronze, is listed together with it on some Nuzi tablets (Lachman, 1939, p. 538).

The only other Knossos tablets recording weights of metal are 222 = J 693, already discussed in another context, and J 58 and J 58 bis. The following
tablet from the ‘Armoury deposit’ may conveniently be included here, even though the identity of the weighed material is concealed by the loss of the final part of the introduction.

260 = Og0467 (P xviii)
1 jo-a-mi-ni-so-de di-do-[si
2 ku-pe-se-ro # 30 me-to-re # [mn
3 ne-ri-wa-to # 15 pi-do-
Thus they contribute [...] to Amnisos:
Kupselos: 30 kg.; etc.

3. SWORDS, SPEARS AND ARROWS AT KNOSOS

The twenty-two tablets classified by Bennett as Ra- were found in a corridor at the S.W. corner of the ‘Domestic Quarter’ (M on fig. 13, p. 115), into which they had fallen, together with their wooden chests, from a store-room on the floor above (Evans, PM, IV, pp. 853 ff.); fragments of swords were found in the same corridor. It is not certain whether the second variant of the sword ideogram represents a different type from the ‘cruciform’ (see drawing on p. 347, above), as Evans thought, or merely a more schematic form of the symbol. The characteristic vocabulary term for both variants is pa-ka-na = Hom. φόργορα.

261 = Ra1540 (M xc)
to-sa / pa-ka-na swords 50[
So many swords (in all): fifty.

262 = Ra1548 (M xc)

de-so-mo
ku-ka-ro / pi-ri-je-te pa-ka-na a-ra-ru-vo-a swords 3
Kukalos, the cutter: three swords fitted with bindings.

pi-ri-je-te (cf. dual pi-ri-je-te-re on 52 = An26, q.v.): also on Ra1547, Ra1549; on seven other tablets its place is taken by another occupational description ka-ri-ko-no (cf. Pylos An31): see Vocabulary, p. 404.
a-ra-ru-vo-a = Hom. ἀραρως, cf. fem. a-ra-ru-ja on 265 = Sd0403, etc. Fitted with what? A scabbard (Hom. κολεον) seems the most likely. The word de-so-mo = δεσμός is perhaps not to be taken with ararwos, in view of its position here and on Ra1543 (where there would have been room for it on the bottom line). It might therefore
be an additional item, perhaps equivalent to the Homeric τελαμών or ἀσκότηρ 'sword-belt'. But in favour of a translation 'fitted with their hand-grips' (B in the drawing on p. 347) compare the scholiast on φάσγανα μελάνδετα Ἰ. xv, 713: σιδηρόδετα...οί δὲ μελαίνας λαβὸς ἔχοντα: τὴν δὲ λαβὴν δεσμὸν καλεῖ ὁ Σιμωνίδης. οἱ δὲ ἐπιμελῶς ἐνδεξεμένα πρὸς τὴν λαβὴν.

263 = R 0481 bis (P)
[e]-ke-a / ka-ka-re-a SPEARS 42
Forty-two spears with bronze points.

ekke khalkārea: cf. χαλκήρει δουρὶ Ἰ. v, 145, etc.; this suggestion has also been made by Furumark and Sittig. Something was undoubtedly written between ka-ka and re-a, taken by Evans and Bennett's Index as a divider; it is perhaps intended to be deleted. The last sign is very doubtful and was read as ne.

264 = Ws1704 (P)
Sealing: (a): o-pa (b): pa-ta-ja (c): ARROW

This sealing, with Ws1702 and Ws1705, were found in the 'Armoury' attached to the charred remains of two wooden boxes containing carbonized arrow-shafts and arrow-heads of the type shown on p. 356 (PM, iv, pp. 617, 836–40): the meaning of the word pa-ta-ja (neuter plural, cf. 257 = Jn09.3) is thereby assured. The word o-pa recurs on the chariot and wheel tablets and on 29 = As821, q.v. From the same building comes R 0482, on which the arrow ideogram is followed by the high numbers 6010 and 2630 (which would require about 13 kg. of bronze).

4. CHARIOTS WITHOUT WHEELS AT KNOSOS

Of the tablets found in the 'Armoury' building by Evans in 1904, thirty of the longest deal with chariots; the form of the vehicles has been discussed by Evans (PM, iv, pp. 785–825) and their descriptions, which include the longest extant Knossos sentences, by us in Evidence, p. 100 and by Furumark (1954, pp. 54–9). Unlike the single chariots listed on the tablets found in the palace itself (see below, 297 = Sc222, etc.), those from the Armoury are shown without wheels; a large number of other tablets from the same building list the wheels separately. Homer makes it clear that it was normally the practice to remove the wheels when not in use (Il. v, 722), and to place the chariots on stands and cover them with cloths (viii, 441).
Fig. 25 shows the approximate appearance of the type of chariot listed, supplementing the evidence of the ideogram from Mycenaean vase-paintings, from the Tiryns fresco, and from the analogy of contemporary Egyptian chariot harness. The wheel-less chariots listed in the $S^3$-tablets are described as $a-ra-ra-mo-le-me-na$, apparently equivalent to the classical ἤρμοσμένα ‘put together’, and their ideogram shows a vehicle which is ready for use except for the fixing of the wheels and the harnessing of the horses. The simpler ideogram of the $S_f$-tablets (chariot-frame) is qualified as $a-na-mo-to$ ($=\text{ἀνάρμοστοи} \; \text{not put together}$) and represents the bare outline of the chassis structure, before the addition of the side-extensions ($A$), pole-stay ($D$) and yoke ($F$).

The body ($B$) was framed in bent-wood and covered with either ox-hide or wickerwork, to judge from the indications of the vase-paintings; the cross-bracing (only seen in the wheeled chariot ideogram) was presumably a feature not actually visible on the exterior of the vehicle, except in lines of
stitching. The ‘spur’ (C) seen on the ideogram of Sc219 and Sc238, on the Tiryns fresco and on vases, is apparently a step formed by extending the rear framing member of the floor, which in all probability consisted of interwoven leather straps. The side-extensions (A), which perhaps afforded extra lateral defence for the warrior when mounting, appear generally to have been covered in with the same material as the body; but their method of attachment is not clear. One would expect the top members of A and of B to be formed of a continuous piece of wood, but the vase-paintings invariably show them as meeting at an oblique angle, and the chariot-frame ideogram proves that the side-extensions do not form an integral part of the chassis. Perhaps, like the wheels, they were particularly liable to damage and in need of periodical replacement; and their removal would reduce the amount of storage room needed by each chariot.

The other characteristic feature of the Mycenaean chariot is the pole-stay (D) which runs from the middle of the rail to the forward end of the pole (διώκειν). This is taken by Evans to be a thong or cord, although on the Tiryns fresco at least it appears to be a solid wooden bar, effective in compression as well as tension. From it a number of appendages hang down: Evans argued that they are of a purely decorative nature, and that their ends are not attached to the pole.

The pole (E) does not have the up-curved end seen on Geometric chariots, and a peg or hole may have been needed to anchor in position the γωνίδεσθεν with which the yoke was lashed on.

In the absence of explicit illustrations, the chief obscurity concerns the actual harnessing of the horses to the yoke. Contemporary Egyptian chariots had harness-saddles in the form of an inverted γ which were lashed to the yoke; they were applied over a wider saddle-pad, and had holes or hooks to take the combined ends of the breast-strap (G) and girth (H). Fig. 25 (1) shows the yoke arrangement of an unharnessed chariot shown on a painting for Rameses II; (2) that of the chariots found in the tomb of Tutankhamen (Carter, 1927, ii, p. 63), where the harness-saddles are of leather-covered wood with calcite reels on top and gold decoration on the outward-facing legs. Some such attachment with saddles, rather than the direct lashing of the breast-strap to the yoke, is perhaps indicated by the W-shaped attachments visible behind the yoke on most forms of the Knossos Sc- and Sd- ideograms.

Our difficulties begin when we try to interpret the detailed terminology of the Knossos tablets in the light of this picture. Their syntax and the meaning of the adjectives describing colour and material are clear enough; but not only do the nouns which describe the parts of a chariot fail to agree with the
nomenclature found in Homer, but their identification is equally open to controversy. Before going on to discuss them in detail, it is worth stating some of the basic principles which might reasonably be expected, a priori, to govern the scribe's choice of descriptive matter; they are trite enough, but fundamental to all similar specifications of objects on the Mycenaean tablets, where the need to distinguish one from another is the prime function of the inventory.

(1) Where the same noun occurs in every specification, but with different adjectives, it must refer to some prominent feature whose alternative methods of construction form the easiest way of telling one chariot from another. In the absence of the word *ararwos* 'fitted with' or the conjunction *-q*e 'and', we might expect the feature to be located somewhere on the ideogram as drawn, if only we knew where to look for it.

(2) Where a noun and adjective occur exceptionally (e.g. *do-we-jo i-go-e-qe* on 268 = Sd0413) it may conceivably describe an item not found at all on the other chariots; but more probably it draws attention to a normal item made of an unusual material or shape.

(3) Where an item is described as absent (e.g. *o-u-qe pte-no* on 270 = Sd0402), it must be one which one would normally expect to find on all the other chariots; but we cannot necessarily assume that its absence makes the chariot unserviceable. Whether the feature will also be absent from the ideogram depends on the conscientiousness of the scribe.

*a-ni-ja* (instr. *a-ni-ja-pei*) = classical *(nextProps* Homeric * nextProps* 'reins'. These form a partial exception to rule 3: although three tablets have the note *onq*e *haniai* pos(ensis) 'and there are no reins attached', five others add *araniuai* *haniai* 'provided with reins'; so that it is uncertain whether the reins, which are certainly not indicated on the ideogram as drawn, are to be assumed as present or absent when the chariot specification does not mention them at all (but see further under *o-po-geo*).

*i-go-e-qe*, where it occurs, is named first of the items, and on 268 = Sd0413 even before *po-nil* 'crimson', which is possibly to be taken with it rather than with 'chariot'. The word is evidently compounded with *hiq*qe- 'horse', but the meaning and number of the ending are uncertain: Palmer proposes a derivative of *heq*omai 'follow'. Its adjective *dorvios* (= *دوه*os, 'made of a דודו, wooden pole or plank') suggests the possibility that it refers to the pole-stay (D), probably normally of leather, but on the Tiryns fresco at least consisting of a wooden bar.

*o-po-geo* always described as *wi-ri-ni-joh-ne-jo-ne-o* (Palmer: 'of *qevos*, leather') with the exception of *er-ja-te-jo* 'of ivory' on 265 = Sd0403, where the chariot is itself 'inlaid with ivory'. Palmer suggests *op-og*on 'cheek-strap, cheek-piece' (cf. *παροπτικ «blinders»), comparing the ivory variety with *II. iv. 141–2*:

όσ δ' ἐστι τ' ἑλέφαντα γυνὴ φοῖνικα μήνην
Μηνοὺς ἣ Κάειρα, παρηγιου ἐμεμναὶ ἱππῶν.
METALS AND MILITARY EQUIPMENT 265

Against this identification it may be objected that such decoration of the bridle is not explicitly shown on any of the surviving paintings, and that under rule 1 one would expect the o-po-go to be part of the structure shown in the ideogram. But the strong point in its favour is the fact that the only chariots which have no o-po-go formula are those in which the bridles are expressly stated to be absent (Sd0402, 271 = Sd0422, Sd0416?); perhaps the o-po-go formula is not to be taken as an autonomous annotation to the chariots themselves, but as an instrumental reading on from a-ni-ja (even where this is itself omitted), e.g. . . . araruiai haniaphi urineois opoqois . . .

o-pi-i-ja-pi (instr. plur. fem.): presumably another part of the a-ni-ja (or, if the lack of -qre is significant, a part of the o-po-go itself); made of horn except on 267 = Sd0409, where it is of bronze. Horn was used for bits (classical χολινός, στόμιον) in the contemporary Danubian cultures and in the terremare (Lorimer, 1950, p. 308; Childe, 1947, p. 119); one bronze bit was found at Mycenae, two more at Miletus. Such a meaning would suit the context, though Evans (PM, iv, p. 830) believed that the bridle still consisted only of a 'nose-band' (which is incidentally the original meaning of hani, cf. Skt. nasyam). The plural instead of dual (in *-oiin?) may be justified by assuming that each 'bit' is regarded as a pair. The vocalization of the compound o-pi-i-ja-pi, which is perhaps an -a- stem in -aphi, rather than -amphi etc., is unknown: possibly from the root *-i-in iοσ 'strap', Skt. syati 'tie', Av. hitam 'harnessing'? Note also the word o-pi-i-ta-ja- on X 537, apparently a textiles tablet. An alternative suggestion is to derive the second part of the compound from *ī-s = Vedic īṣa- 'pole of a car', Hittite hiššaš (same meaning); the same stem occurs in Greek with ablaut in olθai, oloç (Homeric oλκες 'rings of the yoke'). In this case it might mean the pegs used to anchor in position the zvyoδσσμν (see above). Palmer (1955b, p. 36) translates 'bit', but compares Hom. Ἴλας.

i-qi-ja: the name of the chariot itself is clearly the adjective hiqviā = ἱππια (cf. i-qo-jo = ἱππος on 277 = Se1028). The feminine gender requires that we understand some word like δωσφα; cf. Eurip. δχμα ἱππιον 'horse-drawn carriage', ἱππιον zvyoν 'chariot yoke', II. v, 799.

The total numbers of chariots recorded at Knossos are more than 120 with wheels on the Sc- tablets, some 41 without wheels on the Sd- and Se-t coaxels, and at least 237 in a 'not assembled' state on the Sf- series, giving a total of 400+. What deductions can be made from these figures as to the total Knossos chariot force and as to its tactical use we leave it to others to decide, but it was evidently immeasurably smaller than the bodies of chariotry deployed by the Egyptians and Hittites on the more open battlefields of Syria.

265 = Sd0403 (P xiv)

2 [I]-qi-ja | a-ja-me-na e-re-pa-te a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na a-ra-ru-ja [a-ni-ja-pi]
1 e-re-pa-te-jo o-po-go ke-ra-ja-pi o-pi-i-ja-pi 'ko-ki-da q-pa'

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOTS 3

365
Three horse-(chariots without wheels) inlaid with ivory, (fully) assembled, equipped with bridles with cheek-straps (decorated with) ivory (and) horn bits. The feudal contribution (of) Kolkhidas.

An examination of these tablets shows that the upper line on the original is in fact written after the lower line (see p. 112).

*a-ja-me-na e-re-pa-te, ?aiak(s)menai elephantei*; cf. 239 = Ta642. The position of this decoration must be somewhere on the body or pole itself (perhaps round the rail), since even the chariot-frame is described as *a-ja-me-na* on 272 = Sf0421, etc. None of our chariots is as elaborate as the gold-plated state chariots found in Tutankhamen's tomb (Carter, 1927, II, Pls. XVII-XXI), encrusted with semi-precious stones, glass and faience; or as the 'chariots inlaid with gold' of the Nuzi tablets (Lachman, 1939, p. 538).

o-pa: see 29 = As821, and compare 264 = Ws1704 and 296 = Sh736.

266 = Sd0401 (P xiv)

2 i-qι-jo / a-ja-me-no e-re-pa-te a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-no po-nι-[ki-jo]
1 a-ra-ru-ja a-ni-ja-pi wi-ri-ni-jo o-po-qo ke-ra-ja-pi o-pi-i-ja-pi

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOTS [2]

[Two] horse-(chariots without wheels) inlaid with ivory, (fully) assembled, painted crimson, equipped with bridles with leather cheek-straps (and) horn bits.

*i-qι-jo*: probably dual (cf. 241 = Ta715, q.v.); the only other occurrence of this variant on Sd0415 has the numeral 2, though *a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na* inconsistently preserves the plural ending. On Sd0401, *i-qι-jo* has been corrected from *i-qι-ja*.

*po-nι-ki-jo* = *φοινικεσ*; Hom. φοινικεσ *'crimson', recurs on eight other chariot tablets and is probably synonymous (or nearly so) with the *mi-to-ωe-sα* = *millowessa* which takes its place on four others. This represents class. *μιλτειος*, *μιλτίνως*, *μιλτηριος* 'painted with red ochre'. Compare the alternative Homeric epithets for ships *φοινικοπάρης* and *μιλτοπάρης*.

267 = Sd0409 + 0481 (P)

2 i-qι-ja / po-nι-ki-ja a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na a-ja-[me]-na
1 wi-ri-ne-o o-[po]-qo ka-ke-ja-pi o-pi-[i-ja-pi] WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT!

One horse-(chariot without wheels) painted crimson, (fully) assembled, inlaid; with leather cheek-straps (and) bronze bits.

268 = Sd0413 (P xiv)

2 [i-qι]-ja / pa-i-to a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na do-ve-jo i-qo-eqe po-nι-ki-
1 [a-ra-ru]-ja a-ni-ja-pi wi-ri-ni-jo o-po-qo ke-ra-ja-pi o-pi-i-ja-pi

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT [nn]
269 = Sd0404 (P xiv)

2  [i] - qi - ja / ku - do - ni - ja mi - to - wa - sa - e a - ra - ro - mo - te - me - na

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT [mn]

[Three?] horse-(chariots without wheels) from (?) Kydonia, painted red, (fully) assembled, their pole-stay of wood, with leather cheek-strap (and) horn bits.

mi-to-we-sa-e: apparently an unusual spelling of -ssai; cf. e-qe-ta-e 29 = As821, we-ka-ta-e X 1044.

270 = Sd0402 (P xiv; see plate II (c), facing p. 110)

2  [f] - qi - ja / a - ra - ro - mo - te - me - na po - ni - ki - ja o - u - qe a - ni - ja po - si
1  a - u - qe a - re - ta - to o - u - qe pte - no o - u - qe *85-ro o - u - qe 'pe - pa2 - to'

WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT [nn]

[One?] horse-(chariot without wheels) (fully) assembled, painted crimson; and there are no bridles attached, nor a..., nor heels, nor streamers, nor...

a-u-qe a-re-ta-to; a-u-qe is probably an error for o-u-qe rather than αυτος 'furthermore'.

The vocalization of the second word is unknown, but might suggest -σταρος.
pte-no: probably dual of περπατι 'heel', possibly making up the 'spur' (C on fig. 25, p. 362). Or 'chocks' to go under the wheels?

*85-ro: Furumark (1954, p. 57) connects this with σάραν 'brush' and with the 'streamers' which normally hang from the pole-strap, and which are absent from the ideogram here and on Sd0407. Possibly fem. dual = σετεπο 'traces',
peq-pa2-to: see the next tablet.

271 = Sd0422 (P xv)

2  i - qi - ja / a - ra - mo - te - me - na (sic) o - u - qe a - ni - ja po - si - e - e - si
1  o - u - qe pe - pa2 - to u - po ' [ ] o - pa' WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT [nn]

[One?] horse-(chariot without wheels) (fully) assembled, and there are no bridles attached, nor any... underneath. The feudal contribution of So-and-so.

po-si-e-e-si = πρόσφεσι (cf. Arc. πόστι < πόσετι, SIG, CCCVI, 12) 'they are attached to' or 'they are present in addition'. On 0402 and 0416 posi is used absolutely; ouq-e hānìai posi. Compare Sd0412: ouq'e posi elephas 'and there is no ivory attached'.

pe-pa2-to evidently refers in some way to the underpart of the chariot or harness.
Furumark compares πετρος; ouq'e peparròi ἱππο 'and it is not pierced (studded?)
271-274 DOCUMENTS IN MYCENAEAN GREEK

underneath', cf. Il. 1, 246, σκήπτρον χρυσός ἡλικτείς πεπαρµένου? More probably a noun, possibly compounded with per- = peri-; or beginning pherb- (cf. φορβεία)? Palmer: *βεβαστον 'floor? step?' from root βα-.

272 = Sf0421 (P xv)
i-qi-ja / a-na-mo-to a-ja-me-na CHARIOT-FRAMES 27
Twenty-seven horse-(chariots) not (fully) assembled, inlaid.

273 = Sf0420 (P xv)
i-qi-ja / a-na-ta a-na-mo-to 'a-re-ki-si-to-jo o-pa' CHARIOT-FRAMES 80
Eighty horse-(chariots) not inlaid, not (fully) assembled. The feudal contribution of Alexinthos.
a-na-ta (cf. a-na-i-ta on Sf0419, a-na-to Sf0423, Sf0425) alternates with a-ja-me-na on the Sf- tablets, beside the common denominator a-na-mo-to (= fem. ἀνάρµοστοι). In spite of the inconsistency in the feminine ending, it probably represents the negative form an-ai(s)toi, which thus bears the same relationship to a-ja-me-na as a-na-mo-to does to a-ra-ro-me-me-na. This was independently recognized by Chantraine.

274 = Sf0428 (P xv)
2 [t]-qi-ja / po-ni-ki-ja me-ta-ke-ku-me-na
1 wi-ri-ne-o o-po-qa ke-ra-ra-me-pi o-pi-i-ja-pi
One horse-(chariot), painted crimson, dismantled; with leather cheek-straps (and) horn bits.

The presence of the o-po-qa formula on this tablet looks at first sight like a flagrant breach of rule 1 (p. 364), in that a 'cheek-strap' is hardly to be expected on a chariot whose framing is so incomplete that even the rail is missing from the ideogram. The explanation probably lies, however, in the exceptional word me-ta-ke-ku-me-na, where the prefix μετα- suggests some form of dismantling or rebuilding, during which its original harness was not separated from it; cf. class. μεταρτοῦο, μεταρτοῦο, etc., 'remodel'; μεταχει ο only means 'pour from one vessel into another', but compare χτοµεν in the sense 'be dissolved, scattered, dropped' and χτεω 'cast' (cf. English 're-cast').

Unlike the others, the fourteen CHARIOT tablets classified as Se- were found in the North Entrance Passage (K on fig. 13, p. 115); though showing the same ideogram as the Sd- tablets, their phraseology is markedly different, even if fragmentary; the references to ivory may suggest more highly decorated state chariots.

368
275 = Se879 (K lxvi)  

ai-ki-no-o  

pte-re-wa / pa-ra-ja e-te-re-ta po-ro-ti-ri WHEEL-LESS CHARIOT [nn]  

[One?] old chariot of elm-wood . . . ed three times with ai-ki-no-o.  

e-te-re-ta: probably a verbal adjective, and apparently a variant of e-ka-te-re-ta on the next tablet. From ξεάρθεω 'dislocate'? Or cf. ἔκτρης, ἔκτρησις 'trempaning hole'? Or en-trēta, cf. II. iii, 448, ἐν τριτότι τεκέζιν 'inlaid'? 'morticed'? 'holed'? Another adjective describing these chariots is wo-ra-we-sa on Se880, probably wōla-wessa from Hom. οὐλή 'scar'.  

po-ro-ti-ri appears to contain *trins (acc.) 'three' or tris 'thrice', on the analogy of the numeral two on the next tablet. Cf. πρότρητα 'on three successive days', Hom. καθάπος 'once and for all', σύντρης 'by threes'.  


276 = Se1006 + 1042 (K)  

e-re-pa-te-jo-pi o-mo-pi  

[? pte-re]-wa / e-ka-te-re-ta ai-ki-no-o 2 e-re-pa-te-jo-pi  

[? One chariot of elm-wood] . . . ed with two ai-ki-no-o, with ivory . . . with bands of ivory . . .  

o-mo-pi (instr. plur.) probably from ολμος 'decorative band' (II. xi, 24) rather than from ὄμος 'chain', ὄμω 'eye' or ὄμος 'shoulder'. Like e-re-pa-te-jo-pi, this word apparently forms an exception to the rule at Pylos that -pi is not added to -o-stems.  

Se1007 uses the term e-wi-su-zo-ko, which recurs in an ivory context on PY 249 = Va02.

277 = Se1028 (K)  

e-re-pa-te-  

[? i]-go-jo / go-wa [ or go-jo?  

This tablet shows a deceptive resemblance to 163 = X 984 (q.v.), in spite of the apparent ke-ke-me-na of the latter and its publication in SM II cheek by jowl with tablets of the 'land ownership' series.

5. CHARIOT WHEELS AT KNOSSOS

Apart from 278 = So894, all the two dozen Knossos wheel tablets were found in the 'Armoury' building (see Evans, PM, iv, pp. 793–6). Like the vase-paintings and frescoes, they show a four-spoked design. Those from the tombs of Amenhotep III and Tutankhamen (Carter, 1927, II, pp. 57–9) have under
their gold casing a structure of ash, the hubs bound with rawhide, and have leather tyres; Egyptian wall paintings also show bindings (some at least presumably of metal) at intervals round the spokes, at the junctions of spokes and felloe, and round the felloe. The chariot of the Tiryns fresco has similar markings on the spokes, and apparently has a separate tyre, which is divided by wider and narrower dark cross-lines which Evans suggests 'may have been wire and metal bands'.

The majority of the wheels are qualified by one or other of two names of timbers (ptelewā 'elm' and helikā 'willow') and by one or other of two puzzling adjectives describing their construction, te-mi-*71*-ta and o-da-ku-we-ta (variously spelt). Both may well be adjectives in -enta, and 1-mi-we-te on Sg890 bis appears to be a variant spelling of the first; Ventris suggests, however, that *71 may be a monogram for ne+ko, i.e. termin ekhonta 'having a te-mi-'. It is tempting to see in te-mi-we/te-mi-*71* (cf. Hom., ἑρμίος) an adjective meaning 'provided with a (leather) tyre'; even though Johansson's proposed connexion of the Homeric adjective with Skt. cārma 'leather' would demand the spelling ge- here, and is in any case not generally accepted. Some kind of decorative or functional edging seems likely, at any rate.

The alternative specification, which implies a noun-stem o-da-k-, is equally uncertain (note its application to textiles on 220 = L 870). Connected with ὀδος 'biting' ('serrated edge'?), or with ὀδος 'unripe fig' (a kind of studding?)?

The ze and mo which precede the numerals do not, as Evans thought, refer to a carpenter's saw and the charioteer's whip, but are abbreviations of ἰδογος 'pair' and μονος 'single' (see p. 54). When the number of wheels is 'three pairs' or more, the descriptive adjectives are in the plural, as we might expect; but there is some inconsistency both at Knossos and at Pylos in the case of lower numbers. Both 'one pair' and 'two pairs' generally involve dual adjectives (the first presumably being read as 'two wheels'), but one (?) pair takes the singular on 278 = So894, and one and a half pairs ('three wheels') the plural on 284 = Sa01.

The classical use of the dual, already very inconsistent in Homer, is confined to two main functions: first, reference to 'natural pairs' (e.g. ears, eyes, draught-horses); second, the counting of 'accidental pairs'—but only where the words δύω or ἰδογος are expressly added (so in Attic temple inventories of the 5th-4th centuries B.C., e.g. φύλα χρυσα II, etc.). Schweizer (Gram. ii, p. 48) suggests that such 'accidental pairs' must originally have taken plural
concord; but examples such as to-pe-zo ‘two tables’ (241 = Ta715) and di-pa-ė ‘two goblets’ (236 = Ta641) show that our Mycenaean dialect is at the intermediate stage where an explicit δύο requires the dual in all classes of noun and adjective, as in Indo-Iranian and in Old Slavonic.

The neuter adjectives of the wheel tablets might naturally be taken as applying to the heteroclitic κύκλα ‘wheels’, literally ‘circles’; but there is a probability that the real term to be understood is a-mo-ta, and a possibility that this is not ἁρμόστα ‘well-fitted’ but ἁρμότα, ancestor of ἀρμάτα ‘chariot’ (which evidently does not have this Homeric meaning at Knossos in view of i-qi-já). This term is evidently connected with ἀρμός ‘fastening’, ἀρμόζω ‘put together’, in allusion to the fact that the chariot must be assembled from a number of loose parts before use; and in the Mycenaean arsenals the word may have been applied specifically to the wheels. Cf. ἀρματοπηγός ‘wheelwright’, II. iv, 485, and a-mo-te-jo-na-de (ḥarmoteiōna-de?) as the destination of axles and ἐπιφυτα (pliant branches for felloes?) on 252 = Vn06.

The total number of wheels separately listed on the Knossos tablets appears to be over a thousand pairs, but of these the 462½ (?) pairs of o-da-ke-we-ta on So0446 may perhaps represent a repetitive total (note the o-pe-ro of sixteen pairs ‘missing’ in line 2).

278 = So894 (K lxi)

1 a-te-re-te-a / pe-te-re-wa ‘te-mi-71’ WHEEL ZE [i ?]
2 ka-ki-jo WHEEL ZE 1 ka-ko-de-ta WHEEL ZE [3 +]
3 ki-da-pa / te-mi-71-ta WHEEL ZE 41 [mo i ?]
4 o-da-tu-we-ta / e-ri-ka WHEEL ZE 40[+]

...: one (?) pair of wheels of elm-wood, with tyres;
one pair of bronze wheels;
three + pairs of bronze-bound wheels;
fifty-one and a half (?) pairs of wheels of ki-da-pa wood, with tyres;
forty + pairs of wheels of willow-wood, with studs.

a-te-re-te-a: perhaps the neuter plural of an adjective in -ης with a- privative; not a verbal adjective in -τις (-tewa).
ka-ki-jo = khalkio (dual): possibly only the tyre was of solid bronze, although a wheel entirely of metal is perhaps not excluded, especially as only one pair is listed.
ka-ko-de-ta = χαλκόδετα, cf. khalkiō dedemenō and arguōi dedemenō at Pylos (see below).
As a tyre of solid silver is unlikely, these adjectives probably refer to metal bindings at intervals round the felloe or spokes, like those detected by Evans on the Tiryns fresco.

ki-da-pa (not ki-da-ro, Bennett, Index, p. 63): possibly a kind of timber, cf. σκινδαφός, σκινδάλαμος, σκίδαφη?

371
279 = So0437 joined (P xvii)

a-mo-ta / pte-re-wa a-ro₂-jə te-mi*-71-te WHEEL ZE 5

Five pairs of wheels of elm-wood, of better class, with tyres.

a-ro₂-jə: apparently dual of a-ro₂-a on 214=Ld571, 282=So0430. A mis-spelling for a-ro₂-e? These duals do not agree with a-mo-ta and with the recorded number of wheels.

280 = So0439 (P xvii)

a-mo-ta / e-ri-ka te-mi*-71-tə WHEEL ZE 3 MO WHEEL [1]

Three and a half pairs of wheels of willow-wood, with tyres.

281 = So0440 (P xvii)

a-mo-ta / pte-re-wa / o-da*-87-ta 'de-do-me-na' WHEEL ZE [nn]

x pairs of wheels of elm-wood with studs, which have been contributed.

o-da*-87-ta: the sign *87 is confined to this word, as *71 to the other wheel adjective; it appears to have the value kwa.

de-do-me-na = ἦςδοςμένα: in contrast to worzomena ('manufactured?') on So0438, etc.? Or does that also mean 'contributed' (cf. worzē at Pylos, p. 254)?

282 = So0430 (P xv)

ko-ki-da o-pa ne-wa

e-ri-ka / o-da*-87-ta a-ro₂-a WHEEL ZE 22 MO WHEEL 1

Twenty-two and a half pairs of new wheels of willow-wood, with studs, of better quality. The feudal contribution (of) Kolkhidas.

283 = So0442 (P xvii)

o-pε(ro)

[ ]-ja / a-mo-te pε-ru-si-nuwa / ta-ra-si-ja WHEEL ZE 1

One pair of... wheels owing from last year's allocation.

The word-order and syntax are not very clear. Possibly harmē (dual) ophelō(μέν) perisinuwa talašiā; a-mo-te could also be ἀρμοσθὴ (aor. pass.) or the nom. sing. of the occupational name a-mo-te-re (X 770 and X 6026); but it cannot be any part of ἀρμοστῆς. In support of a Myc. form harmē 'wheel' one may add the possible reading a-mo as nominative singular on KN So7485.3; the classical meaning of ἀρμο is paralleled by the fact that both in Sanskrit (rātha-) and in Tocharian A (kukāl) the term for 'chariot' is derived from an IE word for 'wheel.'
6. CHARIOT WHEELS AT PYLOS

The vocabulary and arrangement of the Pylos wheel tablets, 200 years later, are very like those of the Knossos series; and their adjectives show similar sequences of neuter duals or plurals according to the number of pairs listed. Pylos has, however, developed a variant of the wheel with surcharged te, which (to judge from \textbf{287} = Sa793) probably stands for the qualification \textit{te-mi-} *71-la.

\begin{center}
\textbf{284} = Sa01 [488]
\end{center}

\textit{ku-pa-ri-\textit{se}ja wheel+te ze i mo i}

One and a half pairs of wheels of cypress wood, with tyres.

\textit{ku-pa-ri-\textit{se}ja}: not to be confused with the place-name adjective \textit{Ku-pa-ri-si-jo} on \textbf{56} = An657. The Homeric equivalent \textit{kupariposivos} is only used once, of a door-post in \textit{Od. xvii}, 340.

\begin{center}
\textbf{285} = Sa02 [487]
\end{center}

\textit{ke-ro-ke-re-we-o | wo-\textit{ka} we-je-ke-e wheel+te ze i}

One pair of wheels with tyres, \textit{fit for driving}, belonging to Khéroklewēs.

This tablet is typical of a set of thirteen, all introduced by a man's name in the genitive. Three of them have two pairs of wheels, the rest one pair each; all the descriptions are in the dual, as here. The remaining names are: \textit{Pa-sa-re-o}, Tu-ri-si-jo-jo, E-ke-i-jo-jo, Wo-ro-ko-jo, Wa-de-o, A-pa-si-jo-jo, Peqe-ro-jo, E-te-wa-jo-jo, Mo-qo-so-jo, Po-ru-wa-wo, A-te-wo-jo, A-me-ja-jo.

\textit{wo-\textit{ka} we-je-ke-e} (dual): though its vocalization is very uncertain, it is likely that this description is the opposite of \textit{no-pe-re-e} 'unfit for service' (see below), and hence means something like 'fit for use on this charioteer's vehicle'. It is tempting to connect the second word with the Homeric \textit{de-ekhs}, \textit{èm-ekhs}, \textit{we-je-}: could be an abnormal spelling or represent a disyllabic grade of the root; but there is a more serious objection that adjectives in -\textit{es} seem originally to have been all compounds (Schwyzer, \textit{Gram. i}, p. 513). Must we postulate a compound (with -\textit{ekhs}) of the same prefix \textit{we-} which reappears in the adjective \textit{we-ja-re-pe}, etc. (possibly 'suitable for anointing', cf. δι-ηλιφης, νε-ηλιφης, etc.) applied to oil on the Pylos tablets of 1955? \textit{wo-\textit{ka}} cannot be the Homeric \textit{dèka} 'pre-eminently', since this is certainly from \textit{èkho}, and probably a shortened form of \textit{èkos}; but it might be a somewhat similar adverbial formation from *èkho 'ride, take, in a chariot' (cf. \textit{dèkha} 'chariot' and \textit{ll. x}, 409: ἴπποι ἀλεγνον δέκσθαι 'difficult to use in a chariot'). For the ending cf. κρύφα, μύγα, στιγα, etc. Alternatively \textit{wo-\textit{ka}} may be a noun from the same stem, to be taken closely with the preceding genitive.
286—Sa787

to-sa  pa-ra-ja  we-je-ke-a₂  WHEEL ZE 30  MO 1

e-ge-si-ja  pa-ra-wa  WHEEL ZE 12  za-ku-si-ja  WHEEL ZE 32

So many (in all): thirty and a half pairs of old wheels, fit for driving;
twelve pairs of old wheels for Followers (?),
three-two pairs of wheels of Zakynthian type.

e-ge-si-ja  pa-ra-wa: the second line is written near the edge of the tablet, and all three
final signs look at first sight like -wa. e-ge-si-ja is also applied to 'cloaks' on 214 =
Ld571, q.v.; if, as seems likely from 56 = An657, the hegëtas is a military officer, it is
perhaps reasonable that the design of both his uniform and his chariot should be in
some way distinctive.

za-ku-si-ja: compare the [Za]-ku-si-jo which should probably be restored as an ethnic
or place-name on 54 = An19, but which also occurs on Mycenae Oe122 (as a man's
name?). The assimilation of the ending -vios is also seen in Att. Προβαλίσιος,
Τρικόρυσιος and in Pylos Ko-ri-si-jo, O-ro-ma-si-ja-jo.

287—Sa793

e-re-pa-to  /  te-mi-*71-ta  pa-ra-ja  ta-na-wa  WHEEL+TE ZE 11

Eleven pairs of old spindly wheels with te-mi- of ivory.

e-re-pa-to: Ventris is inclined to analyse this phrase as: elephantos termim-ekhonta 'having
a termis of ivory'; but this would indicate that the termis here represents some kind
of decorative band rather than the actual running surface or 'tyre'.

288—Sa790

[ka-ko]  a-mo-ta  e-ge-si-ja  /  no-pe-re-a₂  WHEEL+TE ZE 6

Six pairs of wheels for Followers (?), unfitted for service.

no-pe-re-a₂ = Att. άνωφελῆ; cf. Hom. άνώνυμος/νόνυμος, etc.

289—Sa682

te-tu-kw-o-a₂  no-pe-re-a₂  WHEEL ZE 6

Six pairs of heavily-built wheels, unfitted for service.

te-tu-kw-o-a₂ (cf. 216 = Ld871) = Hom. τετυγμένα; see Vocabulary, p. 409.

290—Sa03  [287]
a-ku-ro  /  de-de-me-no  WHEEL ZE 1

One pair of wheels bound with silver.

a-ku-ro: this is the only occurrence of the word ἄργυρος on the tablets.
ka-ko de-de-me-no no-pe-re-te WHEEL ZE I
One pair of wheels bound with bronze, unfit for service.

7. CORSELETS AND HELMETS AT PYLOS

Twelve tablets found in 1952 (classification Sh-) list the CORSET ideogram. This resembles the Knossos CORSET (see below, p. 380) in its tapering sides and in the varying number of horizontal cross-lines; but instead of vertical shoulder loops it shows lateral projections which may represent short sleeves, and above the neck it adds a construction which must probably be taken as a form of headgear. The identification of this Pylos ideogram as a set consisting of corset and helmet is confirmed by the terminology to-ra-ke = ὑπάκοις and ko-ru-to (gen. sing.) = κόρυφος; and thus supplies new material for the discussion of the traditional picture of Heroic armour in Homer and its relation to the archaeological evidence (see Evans, PM, iv, pp. 688–90, 803–6; Lorimer, 1950, pp. 196–245; Hood, 1952, pp. 256–61; Gray, 1954, etc.).

Hood suggests that certain bronze plates found in the ‘Tombe dei Nobili’ at Phaistos are part of armoured belts or corslets; but the absence of metal scales from all other Minoan and Mycenaean sites, and in particular from warrior graves, makes the direct archaeological evidence for a bronze corset very slight. Mycenaean vase-paintings show only doubtful indications of body-armour, though the white dots on the tunics and helmets of the Mycenaean ‘Warrior Vase’ (Lorimer, 1950, Pl. III) have been taken by some to represent metal disks. Two ivories from Enkomi in Cyprus do, however, depict a ‘lobster’ corset similar to that worn by the ‘Peoples of the Sea’, divided into ribbed bands in inverted-V formation: there is general agreement that these were of metal.

Evans (PM, iv, p. 688; SM II, p. 57) regarded the Knossos CORSET ideogram as representing ‘a form of body-armour consisting of horizontal plates of metal, presumably backed by leather or linen, and suspended from shoulder-pieces of a similar fashion’. He compared them with the horizontally banded corslets worn by some of the soldiers of Rameses II and by his Shardana mercenaries; but from their white colour and apparent rows of stitching Bonnet has argued that these were not of metal but of thickly wadded linen. Gray (p. 6) refers to a fragment of cloth fourteen layers thick from a Mycenaean burial, which is thought to be part of such a padded corset. There seems to be no reason, however, why metal plates should not have been sewn into
wadding of this kind, and thus not appear as separately identifiable plates on
the exterior.

Lorimer is inclined to regard all Homeric references to a metal ἑρώης, with
the possible exception of the Achaean epithet χαλκοχίτωνες, as late accretions
to the traditional picture; but in view of the scale corslets evidenced by finds
at Ugarit and Nuzi (and listed on the Nuzi tablets, see below) and faithfully
depicted on the monuments of Amenhotep II, Thothmes IV and Rameses III,
Gray and Hood find it hard to believe that similar metal body-armour was
unknown in the Aegean. Although the word χάλκειος is not found on the
Mycenaean corslet tablets, the object ge-roς (which appears to be part of
a corslet, see 299 = V 789) is once qualified by the bronze ideogram; and
on some ‘charioteer’ tablets the corslet is erased and replaced by an ingot,
as Evans pointed out. Such body armour may have been restricted almost
entirely to charioteers, for whom the absence of a shield made it a necessity;
which would help to explain its absence from chieftains’ graves.

The Pylos corslets are listed or identified by the varying number of o-pa-wo-ta
which they comprise: of the twenty listed, sixteen have ‘twenty large o-pa-wo-ta
and ten small’, the remainder ‘twenty-two large ones and twelve small’. It
is tempting to identify these with the horizontal bands shown on the ideogram,
but it is not clear how they are to be distributed. Do the small ones make up
the collar and sleeves? Or the upper part above the level of the armpits?
Or a more flexible section below the waist? And are those of the back counted
separately from those of the front? One might expect the corslets to undo
into two halves by fastenings along the side, but the references to ‘pairs’ are
probably to be taken as the issue of two corslets to one chariot (cf. 297 = Sc222)
rather than the division of each into two γυναικι.

o-pa-wo-ta apparently represents op-aunora ‘things hung or attached around’,
from ἀφεὶσι (cf. Hom. συμφόροσ ‘joined with’, ἀφορισ ‘strap’; and ἀφαίρω
‘attach’, if from ἀφεῖρτος). Another inconclusive indication of its meaning is
the fact that four o-pa-wo-ta (abbreviated o) are regularly applied to the κόρος
or ‘helmet’ in these sets; but note that the classification o does not include
the two pa-ra-wo-jo, in which Bennett has recognized the equivalent of the
*παραφίξι in Hom. κόρυθος δία χαλκοπαρήκ ‘helmet with cheek-pieces of
bronze’, Od. xxiv, 523 (see Vocabulary, p. 403).

‘It is clear (as Hood points out, 1952, p. 258) that there was an extraordinary
variety of helmet fashions in the Aegean at this period.’ Fig. 26 shows a
representative selection. Helmets made entirely of relatively thin bronze, and
showing holes for the stitching of a padded under-cap, have been found in a
LM II warrior grave near Knossos (A: Hood, 1952, Pl. 50) and at Dendra
(B: Persson, 1952, pp. 119–129), and are shown on the Agia Triada 'Boxer Rhyton' (C); a single bronze cheek-piece from Ialysos is in the British Museum.

A very characteristic type is the conical boar's tusk helmet (D), with or without fanciful horns and plumes above; the number of concentric rows of plates is most often four. Owing to the relative scarcity of the raw material, this helmet was probably confined to kings and chieftains. A simpler form of

conical headgear is shown on the vase from Tomb 5 at Isopata (E): it has six concentric bands (excluding the bottom rim and terminal knob) which Lorimer regards as strips of leather, Hood as thick padding sewn together at intervals. A similar helmet, whose sections have a more pronounced bulge, is shown on the fragments of a faience relief from Shaft-Grave III at Mycenae (F): it has four 'rolls', and four 'horns'; a helmet with seven 'rolls' is seen on a LM Ia polychrome goblet from the Tomb of the Double Axes at Knossos (PM, iii, p. 310, fig. 198), with four 'rolls' on a clay seal-impression (ibid. p. 313, fig. 205). More fanciful and unique types are shown on the late

Fig. 26. Late Minoan and Mycenaean helmets

377
'Warrior Vase' from Mycenae (G), where the spots are regarded as metal disks; and on a gold plaque-bead from Shaft-Grave III (H), whose two thick 'rolls' are surmounted by a composite knob and by a horn.

The head-gear shown full-face in the Pylos ideograms bears no unmistakable resemblance to any of these eight types, and it is not altogether clear whether the cap is to be taken as a simple cone and the lines below the cone as the cheek-pieces and neck of the corslet; or whether these lines indicate a wide bottom 'roll' (surmounted by small horns as on F?), above which a relatively narrow cone sticks up. In either case the disposition of the four o-pa-wo-ta is difficult to reconstruct. If they are in fact concentric as on D, E and F, their width would be about 5 cm.; and if the bands of the corslet were of the same width, about fifteen of them would be needed between neck and thigh. The scale corslets of Rameses III have thirteen bands (Lorimer, 1950, p. 198, fig. 17).

Very similar phraseology is seen in the Nuzi tablets which list coats of mail for charioteers and horses (Lacheman, 1939, p. 541), e.g.:

Bel-Ahi received from the palace one coat of mail that fits the body made of 400 large scales, 280 very small scales, the sides and decoration of which are of copper; one kurpisu (helmet) of copper made of 190 scales....

400 scales of the side, 200 (small?) scales of the side, 200 scales of the kurpisu Ninki-Tešup has received.

But a complete identity of context can only be argued if we assume that our much smaller numbers of o-pa-wo-ta are not separate plates but rows of scales, perhaps sewn into separate belts before application to the corslet.

The Semitic prince shown on the chariot of Thothmes IV (Lorimer, p. 198, fig. 16) has a helmet covered with approximately two dozen narrow bronze plates sewn radially between the crown and lower rim; an arrangement of four such petal-shaped plates, which avoids the difficulty of beating out a solid cone of bronze, may perhaps be argued for the Pylos helmets. The number of o-pa-wo-ta to the Pylos helmets also recalls the Homeric terms τρυφάλια and κόρυς τετράφαλος (II. xxii, 315, also ἄμφιφαλος v. 743), κυνέτε τετραφαληρος (xi, 41); but if these φάλαι and φαληρα are explained as 'horns' or 'bosses', then they evidently have no relevance to the meaning of o-pa-wo-ta as applied to corslets.

292 = Sh740

pa-ra-jo corslet ze 5 wi-so-wo-pa-na o-pa-wo-ta me-zo-a₂ o 20
me-u-jo-a₂ o 10 ko-ru-to o 4 pa 2

378
Five pairs of old corslets: twenty larger-sized *plates* of equal...;
ten smaller-sized *plates*;

Four *plates* of the helmet, two cheek-pieces.

*wi-so-wo-po-ŋa*: probably an adjective compounded with *iɔs* (Cretan, Arc. *fiofo*)
‘equal’. One might have expected *iɔbɒrɛ̂*e, *iɔtɔpɛ̂*e, *iɔtɔxɛ̂*e, *iɔπɛlɛ̂*e,
*iɔpɛvὲ*e, etc.; possibly from *pîνoς* (=*ϕωσμα* Hesych.): ‘with an equal number
of thicknesses of cloth’?

The use of o as an abbreviation is here quite distinct from its usual meaning ‘amount
owing or missing’.

293 = Sh737

**Corslet** 1  o-pa-wo-ta / me-zo-a₂ o 20  me-u-jo-a₂ o 10
ko-ru-to o 4  pa-ra-wa-jo 2

One corslet: twenty larger-sized *plates*, ten smaller-sized *plates*,
four *plates* of the helmet, two cheek-pieces.

294 = Sh733 (four other tablets are identical)

**Corslet** 1  me-zo-a₂ o 20  me-u-jo-a₂ o 10  ko-ru-to o 4  PA 2

295 = Sh734 (three other tablets are identical)

**Corslet** 1  me-zo-a₂ o 22  me-u-jo-a₂ o 12  KO O 4  PA 2

The reverse of this tablet and of Sh739 have erased and illegible entries also apparently
dealing with corslets.

296 = Sh736

*to-ra-ke a-me-ja-to o-pa me-za-naŋ wo-ke ne.* **Corslet** 5

Five new corslets, the feudal contribution of *A-me-ja*... .

*a-me-ja-to*: genitive of a man’s name as on Sa834, not *āuìavtoς* ‘unstained’. The last
two words, of which *wo-ke* appears verbal (*f″py- ‘work’ or *fɛx- ‘convey’?), are
incomprehensible; *me-za-na* recurs in 76 = Cn22, q.v.

8. CHARIOTS AND CORSETS AT KNOSOS

The 140 Knossos Sc- tablets were apparently all found together in a small
archive room in the West Wing of the palace (B on fig. 13, p. 115), Evans’
‘Chariot Tablet Deposit’ (*PM*, iv, pp. 786–9, 803–7). Each is introduced by
a man’s name, and itemizes **Corslets**, **Wheeled Chariots** (see p. 361)
and **Horses**, generally in that order.

The extant tablets show eight cases of ‘one corslet’ and fourteen of ‘two
corslets'; in the majority of cases the relevant numbers have been lost. On
nine tablets the corslet has been erased and an ingot apparently inserted
at the end of the line or on the reverse; on three the ingot has been drawn in over the erasure
itself. Evans regarded this as the record of an
alternative issue of bronze sufficient to make a pair
of corslets (these might then each contain about
13 kg. of metal). The number of chariots is never
larger than one, and on two tablets they are absent altogether. There are
eleven (?) entries with 'a single horse' (mō), at least twenty-five with 'a pair
of horses' (żē).

The tablets probably record the issue of equipment to charioteers: note that
the man Me-nu-wa of Sc238 recurs on V 60 after an introductory word which
Bennett read a-ni-wa-ko, Sittig a-ni-o-ko (Chadwick a-ni-q-ko), and which is
evidently the Homeric Σνωιχοὶ.

On four tablets the corslet has a surcharged circle with dots (=żē) instead
of the usual horizontal lines, and on Sc266 this version of the ideogram is
followed by żē alone with the numerals 'one pair': it is difficult to guess the
meaning.

297 = Sc222 (B xxvii)
me-za-wo Corslet 2 Horse ŻE 1
Mezawón: two corslets, one pair of horses.

298 = Sc226 (B xxvii)
ti-ri-jo-pa₁ WHEELED CHARIOT 1 CORSLET 1 HORSE 1 e-ko 1
Triopás: one chariot, one corslet, one horse—(already) having one.

e-ko: we had previously taken this as ἐχος 'one spear', but Furumark suggests ἔχων,
which is rather more plausible and may help to explain the other tablets where the
chariot is accompanied by only one horse. Note that the usual mō is here omitted,
as if phrasing and context made confusion impossible.

The vocabulary of the Pylos CORSLET tablets enables us to fit the following
two Knossos fragments into their rightful context:

299 = V 789 (J lii)
qe-ra₂ 2 e-po-mi-
]-ra e-pi-ko-ru-si-jo 2 pa-ra-wa-jo 

qe-ra₂: we have already met this word on 230 = K 740, where it describes an object
whose outline is reminiscent of the CORSLET ideogram and has the adjunct BRONZE.
It possibly represents some kind of foundation or framing to a metal-reinforced corslet. Perhaps from στέλλαω (*.sg*eljō), cf. Hesych. στέλαω: τζόςμα, στελάς ‘leather jerkin’, στέλης: γυναικείον ἰμάτιον (Suidas), στόλος etc. Palmer (1955 b, p. 38) suggests *qhelioi ‘coats of mail’; cf. φαλόν: τὸ στερεόν κύκλωμα τοῦ στέρνου, Hesych., φάλαρα, τετράφαλος, etc.

e-pō-mi-[jo]: ‘shoulder pieces’? Cf. ἑπώμιος (Euripides), ἑπωμίς.

e-pi-ko-ru-si-jo: evidently the adjectival equivalent (dual) of the description koruthos ‘of the helmet’ on the Pylos tablets; to what noun does it refer?

300 = G? 5670

1 ] qe-ro 2 [ ko]-ru □ 1 o-pa-wo-ta [ ]

The identity of the helmet ideogram (cf. fig. 26, A, p. 377) only became apparent on further cleaning of this fragment by Ventris in August 1955. Dr Platon has placed it on exhibition with other selected tablets on the ground floor of the Iraklion Museum.
PART III

APPENDICES
APPENDIX I

MYCENAEN VOCABULARY

This glossary is not restricted only to words occurring in the 300 texts printed above, but includes all the sign-groups other than apparent proper names which we have been able to extract from the Knossos, Pylos and Mycenae tablets excavated up to 1955.

When forms which are merely inflectional or spelling variants are discounted, the 990 entries are reduced to no more than 630 lexical units or separate 'words'. This is a poor yield from some 3500 tablets (many of which are admittedly fragmentary or contain only proper names), and compares unfavourably with the situation at Ugarit, where only 194 published alphabetic tablets in 1947 gave Gordon a vocabulary of some 2000 words. Of the Mycenaean texts, only the small number of Knossos 'chariot' tablets (265–277) and the Pylos 'land tenure' and 'furniture' series (108–154, 235–247) contain sentences of reasonable length and variety.

Of these 630 words, some 252 (or 40 per cent) have forms which can, allowing for historical evolution, be directly equated with Homeric or classical forms, and have corresponding meanings which fit the context of the tablets with virtual certainty. These words, distinguished here by † (e.g. ti-ri-po = tripes), are a valuable addition to Greek lexicography, and represent, together with Hittite vocabulary, the earliest detailed evidence of Indo-European speech.

The remaining 60 per cent include compounds without later equivalents; spellings where the context does not allow a conclusive choice to be made between alternative identifications, within the range of the 'spelling rules' (see pp. 42–8); and finally forms which cannot yet be explained etymologically, though their approximate meaning and function may be apparent from the context.

The words are arranged in the normal alphabetical order of the transcription letters, but inflectional forms of nouns, adjectives and verbs have received subsidiary grouping after their nominatives, masculines or indicatives, where these are known. Forms with prefixed ø- jo- ø- or ø- will be found in two cross-referenced positions, both with and without. The enclitic conjunction -qe has everywhere been omitted from the listed forms where its function is certain.

Tablet references are grouped under KN (Knossos), PY (Pylos) and MY (Mycenae). Normally only one tablet will be quoted within each of Bennett's classifications (indicated by the prefixes Ab-, Ab-, etc.), for preference one of the tablets printed in Part II of this book. If the spelling also occurs on other tablets of the same prefix, this will be indicated by the addition of the plus sign (+). 1939 Pylos tablets are referred to by their numbers as published in PT I (1951; for a concordance with the numeration of PT II (1955) see pp. 449–52.

Where identifications have been suggested by other scholars (or are disputed between
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Chadwick and Ventris) this is credited; but account is not necessarily taken of independent agreement by other scholars on possibilities already recorded by us in our draft glossaries of July 1952 and October 1953, or in our preliminary notes on the 1952–3 Pylos texts.

Homerian parallels to the linguistic forms are added in square brackets; failing these, the earliest classical use of the word. The sign + indicates that the word continues in use by later authors; the century of a less known author may be indicated by '5 B.C.', etc. Notes on the etymology, whether traditional or controversial, are added in some cases where they are necessary to the understanding of the Mycenaean form proposed.

Finally, page references will be given for words whose form and meaning receive their main discussion in the commentary to chs. vi–xi.

a-de-te, PY Eq887. Nom. sing.: (?)-tēr, an agent noun describing a man’s trade. An- Detēr ‘binder’.

a-de-te-re, PY 52=An26. Nom. dual, qualifying ‘two men’: (?)-tērē.

a-di-ri-ja-te, PY 242=Ta707. Instr. sing. masc.: andrians (‘inlaid’) with the figure of a man’.

[Advīdōs, Pindar 5 n.c. +]


ai-ka-na-jo, PY Un1189. Possibly the name of a liquid, also abbreviated aî.


ai-ka-va-te, PY 248=Va01. Dual in -tēr; see p. 348. Related to the next word?

ai-ka-va-te-ai, PY 169=Eso46+. Dat. plur. in -tērēti; a kind of person or divinity receiving offerings. See p. 279.


ai-ka-no, KN 275=Se879+. Part of a chariot?

See p. 269.

ai-ta, KN 251=Vn02. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

ai-ka-ri-ka, KN 3346. PY 32=Π605+. Nom. sing.: aigioi(u) lēs ‘grather’. [Homer only aīpides Od. xii, 173+; (a)igolai, aigebos, bān aig, Od. iv, 666. For *aigolaias, cf. παραγοντα.


ai-ta, PY 44=An29. Nom. sing. of the next word?

ai-te-re, KN 48=B 101. Nom. plur. masc.: name of a man’s trade, (?)-tērē, ‘inlayers’, connected with the succeeding word? Chadwick: *a-tē-re?


a-ja-me-no, KN 265=Se0403+. Π29=Ta642. Nom. sing. fem.: aitai(ς)meni. a-ja-me, KN 2645. Defective spelling of the preceding.


a-ke, PY 172=Kn02. Probably part of akeo ‘lead’, see p. 285.

a-ke-qa, PY Vn04. Nom. plur. neuter: sagae ‘wine-jars’? Or the same word as ek-e? [Ekye na. Od. xii, 13+].

a-ke-se, PY C111, Ma12, Na03. Palmer: agai ‘in the precinct (of Themis)’. [Ekye na. Hesych.]. Cf. also eya ‘plain (near the sea)’. Strabo viii, 372.

[Ek-e-re, PY 63=Ce660. 3rd sing. pres.: elupti ‘he collective (sheep)’. [Kellipos II, iv, 377+].

a-ke-ras-te, PY Vn03. Nom. plur. masc., aor. part.: asfentes ‘who collected (e-pe).’ [Aσ- 

mu-ποντικον, ασφητον... Kellipos Od. xii, 197.] Or possibly angilestone.

a-ke-re-no, KN 8038. Nom. sing., a class or trade: ageremon. [Eyermon ‘hunter’, Eym. Mag.]

a-ke-re-no-no, KN 805. Probably gen. sing.: ageremon.

[Ek-e-re-se, PY 43=Sn01. 3rd sing. aor. (or fut?): akitos ‘captured, took’. [Homer only akitoi ‘come on!’. Akitos ‘take’ is Aeolic. From akitas Od. xii, 539+ ‘chase’].
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o-a-ke-re-se, ibid. ἥο ἀγρίες 'thus he took'; less likely for ou- 'not', cf. οὐρε in the other entries; see p. 176.

†a-ke-ro, PY E103, Vn103. Nom. sing. and plur. : angeloς 'messenger', [ἄγγελος Il. ii. 26+].
a-ke-te-re, PY J632. Nom. plur. masc. : asketēres, of smiths 'who practice their trade', equivalent to talakian eketas (̓ασκετής Aristoph. +, ἄσκετο 'work raw materials' Il. xxii. 743 +; etymology obscure.)

ag-ke-te-re, KN V 118. Probably an alternative spelling of the preceding.


a-ke-ti-ri-ja, KN 17 = Α1739, PY Aa08. Alternative spelling.


a-ke-ti-ri-ja-ro, PY Ai04+. Gen. plur.: agetērida, etc.

a-ke-ti-ri-ja-i, PY Fn01, Un11, MY 93 = Fo101. Dat. plur.: agetēridi, etc.

†a-ki-ti-to, PY 197 = Na69+; [153 = Er02.47]. Acc. sing. neuter: ἄκιτον 'untitled', [ἀκετός H. Hom.]

†a-ko-ra, KN Da969, PY 62 = Cn655+. Nom. sing.: agoria, noun corresponding to the verb a-ke-re, 'So-and so's responsibility for collection of sheep', or 'collecting-place'. [Hom. ἄγορα only 'assembly of people', 'place of assembly', later 'market', now agora; from ἄγωρος. ἄγορα is derived from ἄγω and only used of horses or cattle (now ayelada = 'cow') which makes a form *ἀγόλα 'ranch' unlikely.]

†a-ko-ra-jo, KN 86 = Co907. Nom. plur. masc.: agoraios, 'belonging to the a-ko-ra', of mixed livestock. [ἀγοραῖος Aesch. +, only 'of the market or assembling'. But cf. βοῦν ἄγοραῖον 'member of a herd', Il. xi. 729.]


†a-ko-ro, KN D1932, PY [Uu04], 252 = Vn06. agros or agroi, 'fields, lands (of Louros)'. [ἀγρός Il. xxii, 892+].

a-ko-ro-we, PY 77 = Co23. Nom. sing. masc., describing an ox or bull: askēres 'colourless, pale' or 'of uniform colour' (̓ασκῆρες). [ἄγρος 'pale', Hippocr. 5 b.c., cf. ἄγρος = ἀγρός. Od. xiv. 24; ἄγρος 'likeness in colour', Hesych.]

a-ko-ro-we-e, ibid. Nom. dual: askērēnē.

a-ko-ro-we-i, KN X 7100. Dat. sing.

†a-ko-so-ne, PY 252 = Vn06. Nom. plur.: axones 'axles', [ἀξονας masc., Il. xvi, 378+].

a-ko-to-no, PY 44 = An29. Probably aktinoi 'not possessing a plot'.

a-ko-wa, PY 55 = An724. See p. 188.

†a-ku-ro, PY 290 = Sa03. Instr. sing.: argouši 'bound' with silver'. [ἀγγουρος Il. ii. 857 +; cf. Lat. argentum, Arm. areth, etc.]

a-ma, KN E 845+, 95 = F 832+. Nom. sing.: amud 'harvest' or 'bucket' or verbal form from uçouš. [ἄμοι Il. xvii, 551+; δην 'bucket' Plut.]

a-mo-i-je-to, PY 248 = Va01 rev. Two words (cf. i-e-te) 'harmoi hesthôn the two are just being sent'. [ἀμοιοὶ Aesch. +]


a-mo-te, KN 283 = So442. Possibly dual harmote or aor. pass. harmosthē 'was fitted?' Ventris reads a-mu 'one wheel' on So7485.

a-mo-te-jo-na-de, PY 252 = Vn06. Allat. acc.: harmostēnade (ἀρμοστὴ) 'to the chariot department', or harmostēnade (ἀρμοστή) 'to the joinery shop'. [Cf. χαλκάσων 'smithy', Od. viii. 273, etc.] See p. 350.

a-mo-te-re, KN X 770, X. 6026. Dat. sing. (or nom. plur.): harmostērī 'fitter' [ἀρμοστήρ 'governor' Xenophon +].

a-mo-te-wo, PY Ea25+. Gen. sing.: harmosthēnus, title of an official. [Cf. ἀρμοστῆς 'harmost' Thuc. +].


†a-na-ke-e, PY 44 = An29. Pres. inf.: άκοέον 'to bring, contribute'. [Hom. ἄκάψω].

†a-na-mo-to, KN 273 = Sf0420+. Nom. fem.: unharmostos o-ν 'not fitted up', of the 'incomplete chariot' ideogram. [ἀνάφροστον 'not fitting' Xenophon +; derived meanings Herodotus, Thuc.]

a-na-mo-ta, KN E (?))0465. Nom. plur. neuter: unharmostas; the ideogram is not wheat.

a-na-to, KN Sg888+. Nom. fem.: unai(μα) 'not inland', alternating with a-ja-mo-na q.v.

a-na-ta, KN Sf0419+. Nom. plur. fem.: unai(μα) 'not inland', form incorrect in a compound.

a-na-ta, KN 273 = Sf0420. Shorter spelling of the preceding.

†a-ne-mo, KN 200 = Fp1+. Gen. plur.: anemoh hēreis 'priesst of the winds'. [ℏαιμο Il. xiii, 793+].
a-ne-ta-de, PY 175 = Ma10. Pass. part., nom. plur. neuter: aneta de, 'but let off, remitted', of tribute. [ diáμηρ 'let go', Homer +, diáμηρ 'set free', diáμηρ 'remission of taxes'.

† a-ni-ja, KN 270 = Sd0402 +. Nom. plur. fem.: (h)ámiiai 'reins, harness'. [Homer only ήμια meter grattia; ήμια Pindar, Att. ήμεια; ήμεια, Stk. ναθα 'nose-rein'.

a-ni-ja-pi, KN 266 = Sd0401 +. Instr. plur.: ararai (h)ámiiai 'fitted' with harness'.

a-ni-o-ka, KN V 60. Nom. sing. or plur.: (h)ámiia for 'chariot-drivers'. Cf. the name Me-na-ia recurring on Sc238. [Μήνιας Ι. viii, 89 +.]

a-no-no, PY Ea801 131 = Ep01, Eb818. Nom. plur. fem.: ιναίοι 'lands' [not subject to o-na-to' (lease)?]. Similarly Carratelli, 1954, p. 107.

a-no-pa-se-ja, PY Ea805. Gen. sing. after e-ne-ka: apparently an action noun corresponding to classical βισε or the like.

† a-no-wo-to, KN 232 = K 875. Nom. sing. neuter. Sitting: dípas aναμονή 'goblet' without handles', lit. 'without ears'. [ἀναμονή Theocr. 4 b.c., ἀναμονή Philetas 4 b.c.; ἀναμονή, with 'アχαεαν, ἄρα-φο-γ.]

a-wo-no, PY 236 = Taô41. Nom. sing. neuter. Blegens: dípas aναμονή, variant form of the preceding. [ἀναμονή as in Theocr. ἀναμονή 'two-handled'.

a-wo-wi-ko, KN 38 = Aa1516 (Ventris' reading). Perhaps an wiko (or wikot) 'each time, at a time'. [Acc. or gen. of substantive found in τινικα (Schwyzer, Gram. i, 629); cf. Lat. inicem.]


† a-pe-e-[s], PY An33. 3rd plur. pres.: ap-esai 'they are absent, away'. [ἀπειρή Homer +; for the form, see e-ni-]

a-pe-i-sti, KN Od666. Alternative spelling of the preceding?

a-pe-a, KN [V 1172?], PY 51 = An20. Nom. sing. masc.: apai 'absent'.


a-pe-o-ka, KN Ap633 (joined). Nom. plur. fem.: ap-easai 'absent'. [ἀπασα from *ἀπασα, as Arc. άπο, Cret. σαφν, Stk. saif from *μοι.]

a-pe-ri-a, KN 207 = V. 280. See p. 311.

† a-pi, KN 90 = G 820, PY 247 = Taô76. Prep. with dat.: amphi 'on both sides of'. [ἀπειρή II. xxiv, 166 +.]

† a-pi-ke, PY 97 = Un03. 3rd sing. pres.: amphi-σκι 'ensures' ( 'keeps in safety?'), Carratelli: 'collects'. [ἀμφίω Od. vii, 225 +.]. See p. 221.

† a-pi-po-re-we, KN 233 = Uc160 rev. Nom. plur. describing AMPHORA ideogram: amphi-φόρω 'amporae'. [ἀμφιφόρω Od. ii, 290 +.]

a-po-re-we, PY [238 = Ta9967], MY 234 = Ue611 rev. Nom. dual.: amphi-φόρες Herodotus +, shorter form unsuited to epic metre.

† a-pi-go-ro, PY Aa804 11 = Ag690. Nom. and gen. plur. fem.: amphiγορά 'the waiting-women'. [ἀμφίγορος Od. i, 331 +; *amphi-go-ro, cf. Stk. abhiacra, Lat. anexula.]

a-pi-go-to, PY 240 = Taô713 +. Nom. sing. and dual fem., adj. describing tables: amphi-gορο-το 'encircled'; Chadwick: 'with a broad edge'; Mühlestein: 'which can be walked round, free-standing'. [ἀμφίγορος Od. xi, 74 +; -gορος from *gορος, class. -beret.]. See p. 341.

a-pi-te-, KN U 876. Nom., probably the name of some artefact, possibly amphiθήρα, amphi-théter. [ Cf. πίθης, -θης, and πίθημα 'lid', II. xxiv, 228 +. Cf. a-pi-te-re.]

† a-po-ter-ai, PY 248 = Vao1. Adverb: amphi-τερ-ά 'from both of them'. [ἀμφίτερον 'from both sides/end'. II. v, 726 +.]

† a-pu, KN 90 = G 820. Prep.: aπο 'from'. [ἀπό, Aeol., Arc., Cyprr, ἀπο, now ap, ap.]

† a-pu-do-ke, KN X 681, PY [Un01]?]. 3rd sing. aor.: aποδοκε 'rendered', paid'. [ἀποδοκε Od. iv, 478 +, Thes., ἀποδοκεμεν.

a-pu-do-ke, PY Gm1184 (see p. 217). Rare example of aorist with augment: aπαδοκε.

† a-pu-do-ai, KN 92 = Fl349+, G 461+, Ga518+, 100 = Og124+, L. 728+, Py 173 = Ma06+, Wr01. Nom. sing.: aπαδοκε 'payment', actual delivery'. [ἀπαδοκε Thuc. +.]

† a-pu-do-ai-[m], KN Fl0484. See do-so-no. a-pu ke-ka-u-ne-no, PY 236 = Taô41. Nom. sing. masc.: aπακεκατομος 'charred away', of the legs of a tripod cauldron. [ἀπακτω Χειμωνος; of intense cold, II. xxi, 336 +.]

a-pu-ko-ko-ko, PY Ab03 +. Nom. and gen. plur. fem., a class of women: amphiκοσωγοι 'hand-basket-makers'. [ἀμφίκος Od. ii, 469 +.]


† a-ra-ro-no-me-na, KN 270 = Sd0402 +. Nom. sing. and plur. fem., perf. part. pass. applied to 'complete' CHARIOTS: hatarummen - 'fitted together' (i.e. the joinery work of the superstructure), the opposite of o-na-mo-vo. [ἀράβας Od. v, 247 +, Att. ἀράβα, part. ἀράβων. Formation of two verbs in -ομω is obscure: ὁμων cf. ὁμοσε, but διαμο-
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cf. δαστοτ.- 'Attic' reduplication as in ἀλπε̃ 
δαστοτικος, etc.
a-ra-ro-mo-to-me-na, KN Sd0416. Incorrect spelling of the preceding.
a-ro-mo-te-me-na, KN 271 = Sd0422. Incomplete, or unreduplicated, spelling of the preceding.
a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-no, KN 266 = Sd0401. Probably fem. dual, see p. 344.

a-ra-su-o, KN 266 = Sd0401 = Nom. sing. and plur. fem.; ἀρασον -α (hi) 'saffron' fitted (with reins)', [Δεμακτια II, xv, 737 +]. Perfect active part. with 'passive' sense, see pl. 8g, and cf. Schwzyzer, Gram. i, 768.
a-ra-su-wo-o, KN 262 = Ra1348 +. Nom. plur. neutral: ορασον -α (swords) fitted (with demoi)', [κέ-ως, cf. Skt. -ως; class. -ως].
a-ra-su-wo-o, KN Sd0408. Incorrect fem., contaminated by the neutral pl.; but cf. Ionic κότος, etc.

a-re-pa-te, PY 103 = Un908. Dat. sing.; αλεπται 'anointing-oil'. [Δεμακτια II, xxiii, 170 +]
a-re-pa-po-o, PY 103 = Un908 = Nom. and dat. sing.; αλεπτα-ας -σ & 'unguent-boiler' = class. μυροσ. [Δεμακτια II, xixii, 339 +, trans. Aristoph. +].

a-re-po-po-o, PY 8a1218, Fg02. Alternative spelling of the preceding. [Concatenating vowel as in ἀλάβας-μειο Aristoph. +]
a-re-ro, PY 171 = Un718. The name of a commodity with monogram A+RE+PA. See p. 284.

a-re-to-to, KN 270 = Sd0402. Part of a chariot, see p. 367.
a-re-te, KN As5557. Nom. plur.: ἀλέτης 'grain-grinders'? [Δεμακτια Gortyn 5 a.c.]
a-re-i-a, PY 154 = Eq01. Acc. part.; ἀριστα 'counting'. [ὅμοιος, Hom. αριστος 'innumerable'.] See p. 269.
a-re-[...], MY 105 = Ge502. Acc. plur. Palmer: art[ma]ta 'aromatic herbs and spices'. [Δεμακτια Hippocr. 5 b.c. +]

a-ro-pa, PY 1295 + (1935). Bennett: aλοπη 'unguent'. [Δεμακτια Od, vii, 220 +]
a-ro-po, PY An0l, aλοποι 'anointers'?
a-ro-po-doo-pi, PY 239 = Ta642. Instr. plur., a material used to inlay furniture. See p. 340.

a-ro-ro, PY 154 = Eq01. Acc. plur.: ἀρορομα 'corn-lands'. [Δεμακτια πιρωπός II, xv, 123 +, ἀρορο-μεθος, Cypr. a-ro-ro-μεθε]; cf. Lat. arsoma.
a-ro-no, PY 251 = Vn02. Chadwick: gen. sing.; ἀρόνας 'of the threshing-floor'; but possibly a place-name. [Δεμακτια Hippocr. 5 b.c. +. Att. gen. usually -ω; Homerιc form ἀρο].
a-ro-s, KN 214 = Ld571 +, L 3920, 282 = So0430. Nom. plur. neuter, adj. applied to textiles and wheels: aρός 'better'? [Shorter form of aρος? Unlike διος, διόν not of things in Homer.]
a-ro-s-e, KN L 735. Nom. plur. 'fem.' of the preceding: aρος?
a-ro-s-jo, KN 279 = So0437. Apparently dual form difficult to explain.
(jo)-a-se-so-xi, PY 75 = Ca02. 3rd plur. fut.; 'thus they shall do something (to fat swine)', Palmer suggests a derivative of δοσι to give someone his fill', Il. v, 289 +. See p. 206.

a-si-to-po-qa, PY [Eb28], 148 = Ep04, b. Nom. sing., a trade or office. Suggestion si-to-pap's 'cook' (Evidence) is invalidated by initial sign apparently present on tablet. A confusion with a-to-po-qa?

a-ta-ra, MY 234 = Ue611 rev., sealing Wt501. Nom. plur. neuter or fem., a kind of vessel (no ideogram): aντλης? [Cf. διος 'ship's hold', Od. xii, 411, etc., διος Poll. 2 a.b.; διος 'bail'; Aristoph. +; διος καθίσιος Hesych.]


a-te-re-e-te-jo, PY 238 = Tn996. Nom. plur. (?) masc., adj. describing BATH; ανυλειον 'which can be emptied' [διος 'bale out; drain dry'; Alc. 7 b.c. +; διος 'bail', etc.] See p. 398.

a-te-re-e-a, KN 278 = So894. Unless a man's name, probably nom. plur. neuter; apparently a-praivitive with a stem in -α. See p. 371.

a-te-ro, PY 178 = Ma13. Acc. sing. neuter: hατερων testa's 'the following (year)', cf. Att. διαμνι on the morrow', [ίπτος 'one or other; another' Homer +; ιπτος (but ιπτος in crisis) is confined to Att.-Ionic; Common Gk. ιπτος from *ιπτο-].

a-te-we, PY 238 = Tn996. Nom. plur.: name of a kind of ever or jug.

a-ti-ja-1, MY X 1 (1950). 3rd sing. pres.; [Αθηνάς aντίδημ 'Athena accepts, receives'? [Cf. ἄφος δημ Ευρίκης ξειάσασα Od. iii, 495.]

a-to-mo, KN V 56, PY 258 = Kn01, 43 = Sn01. In groups e-o(a)-a, i-o(a)-i, i/o(u)-i, apparently names of groups of men. [Cf. δοξιος 'fellowship' h.Hom. +? Not δοξος 'butter', Soph. +].

a-to-po-qa, PY 49 = An07 +, 91 = Fn02, MY 46 = Au102, Oe117. Nom. plur. aποφοι 'bakers'. [ίπτος οροκος Herodotus +, ιπτος Poll. +; aποφοι, Schwzyzer, Gram. i, 290.]

a-to-po-qa, PY 246 = Ta722. Probably instr. sing.; αποφοι 'with a man, human being'. [ιπτος Homer +, possibly derived from aποφοι (Brugmann), cf. Hesych. 5πφοι.]
**DOCUMENTS IN MYCENAEN GREEK**

*a-u-qa*, KN 270 = Sd 0402. Probably an error for *a-ne* 'and not' rather than *o-ne* 'furthermore, on the contrary'. Homer +.

*a*-35-qa, KNLe 786. A description of textiles.

†da-i-ja-ke-re-i, PY 44 = An29, dai-agrew 'divider of lands' or an ethnic?

†da-ko-ro, PY 49 = An07 +. Nom. dual and plur.: *dakaro-ai* [δάκαρος 'temple attendant'; probably orig. 'roof-sweeper'; *dakaros*, Schwyz.1, 330.]


†da-mi-ne, PY Ea003. Acc. sing.: *demon* 'a kind of agricultural holding, perhaps equivalent to *盥λοιά* [δρομοί 'public'. *Od.* 22, 254 +]. Cf. *δαμοσφές*, Pal. 1954b, p. 44.

†da-mo, KN C 59 = E 845, PY Ea003 +, 133 = Eh08 +, 131 = Ep001 +, 147 = Eq003, 171 = Un718. Usually dat. sing.: *pari damoi* 'from the village', i.e. from the administration of the common land. [δαμος 'agricultural component in a territory'] Homer +, later 'free people, commune'. Probably orig. 'land divided at first settlement', cf. *δρωμός*, and *δραματος* [δραματος *Od.* vi. 10.]

*da-mo-de-mi*, PY 135 = Ep004. Ventriss: *damos* de min phili 'but the village says that she...', see p. 254. Similarly Georgiev.

*da-mo-ko-ro*, KN [L 6522], X 7292, PY On01, 235 = Ta071. Acc. sing., nom. plur.: *damokoros*-oi Title of a village functionary, perhaps equivalent to *ko-re-i, q.v. Cf. da-ko-ro?*

†de-de-me-no, PY 290 = Sd003 +. Nom. dual neuter: *deidemena* 'of wheels 'bound (with silver or bronze)'?; cf. *ka-ko-de-na*. [διδάμεια perf. pass. *Od.* xxxiv, 260. +]

†de-ku-ju, KN 18 = Ak611. Abbreviated as on Ak620. Incorrect spelling of *deidakhamiai*, perf. part. of *διδάκα* (Homer +, perf. Xem +) 'having completed their training'? See p. 165.

†de-ku-se-po, KN 213 = L 641. 3rd sing. aor. mid.: *dekepo* 'received'. [διδασάω *L.* xvi, 238, etc.]; also *deko* [from διδάσκω Schwyz. *Gram.* 1, 260]. *L.* xv, 86, etc.]. Cf. *de-ko-ro, L.* 642, in same sense.

*de-ko-se-po*, PY Pn01. hō dekepo 'thus he received'.

*de-ma-xi*, KN Fa535. Describing a ill. ideogram. LOC. plur.: *demon* in leather boots, skins? [διδάμεια *Od.* ii. 291 +]

†de-me-0-0, PY 41 = An14. Nom. plur. masc., fut. part.: *deomones* 'who are to do building work'. [διδασάω *L.* vii, 456 +; future not recorded, but cf. *νεός, καρπέος, τεμον*, etc.]

†de-mi-0-0, PY Vn851. Nom. plur. neuter: *demos* 'bedstead'. [διδασάω *pl.* *L.* xxxiv, 644 +]

†de-so-mo, KN 262 = Ra1548 +. Instr. plur. masc.: *deimos* 'sword fitted with belt or handle? hilts?'. [διδάμεια *Homer* +. Equivalent to *Hom.* *διότηρον* *κτελόμων* 'sword belt'? See p. 361.


†di-do-so, KN [260 = Og0467]. PY 178 = Ma13. 3rd plur. pres. pass.: *didosti* (or *didasthai* from *-sthai*; cf. Schwyz. *Gram.* 1, 636) 'they give, contribute, deliver'. [διδοσι *Homer* +; the Hom. form *διδοσι* is an Ionic innovation.]

*di-do-so*, PY 252 = Vn06. hō didosti 'thus they deliver'.

*di-do-so* di, PY 175 = Ma10 +, 195 = Na67 +. *didosti* 'they do not contribute'.

*di-do-so* to, PY 199 = Ng01 +, 3rd plur. pres. pass.: *didosteto* (or *didasthai*?) 'they are not delivered, contributed?'. For *-sthai, see p. 87.

*do-se, PY 171 = Un710. 3rd sing. fut.: *dise* 'he will give'. [Homer uses both *δίσω* (Skt. *δίσα*) and *διδοσι* now *thau-dise*.

*fo-do-so*, PY 257 = Jn09. 3rd plur. fut.: *hidosti* 'thus they will contribute, deliver'.

*do-ke*, KN Ws1707 = X 7711. Simple form of the preceding.

*de-do-me-na*, KN So0440 +. Nom. plur. neuter: *dedomena* 'delivered'.

†di-pa, KN 232 = K 875 +, PY 236 = Ta611. Blegen, Stittig: *dipas* nom. sing. neuter, 'goblet?'. Illustrated by ideogram, see p. 326. [διπός p. *L.* xi, 632 +; *Homer* *δίπω* is for *διπό* (Schwyzer, Gram. 1, 741).]

*di-pa*, PY 293 = Ta611. Nom. dual.: *dipas* 'two goblets'.

†di-pa-se-po-ro, PY 296 = Fu02, (Ea814), Un11. Nom. sing. and plur.: a class of persons: *diphtherophoroi* 'bearers of leather jerkins'. Or 'pólioi 'sellers'. Or by metathesis for (Hesych.) Cypr. *διφθραλοπος* 'schoolmaster' (cf. Herodotus V, 58). [διφθρα for *διφθρα* *διφθρα* (Carratelli 1954, p. 111) 'scribe'.]

†di-wi-ja, PY 28 = An42. Epithet applied to female slaves. [Hom. *διώ* 'heavenly'; also 'excellent', *διώ* *διώπος* *Od.* xvi, 20, etc.] Chadwick: *Dionýs* 'of the goddess Dionysa'. Cf. 172 = Kn02.

†deo-ri, KN B 822, C 911 +, X 5877 +. PY 33 = Ae07, 28 = An42, E524 +, 114 = En02 +, 168 = En644 +, 118 = E001 +, 148 = Ep04 +,
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253: ινος - pl. *bondman, slave, servant*, particularly in the expression *theo doinos*, see p. 236. [Δοῦλος Aesch. ++. Doric Δοῦλος shows that the class, forms are probably the result of contraction, not from *ν.*. Pisanì, Bailey: cf. Khótopánese *dáskalos, man*. Σκτ. *dáskalos*.

do-e-roi, PY 91 = Φοιτ. Dat. plur.: doinos.

**do-e-ro, KN 20 = Ακόλουθος.**

**do-e-ro, PY 238 = Αν.** Nom. sing. and pl. fem.: *δώρας* - ινος, a class of girl slave. [Cf. *δορός* 'evening meal', Homer + (Schulze *dóros* +. Alb. *dáros?*)]. Chadwick: 'reaper'.

**do-e-ri, PY 172 = Καν.** Nom. or acc. plur.: *δότες* 'gifts' (gold vessels offered to divinities).


**do-so-mi, PY 182 = Μαλ., MY [Γε. 6637].** Nom. plur. neuter: *δοσία* 'which are to be given as a δοσία. [Cf. Arc. *δοσίον* Tegea, *ιγ* (2), 3 (4 n.c.), *saleable*.

**do-so-mi-jo, PY 207 = Ναυ.** Neuter sing. of the preceding.

do-so, KN V 5113. [Cf. EM: *δορός* *δοκιμός* (Cretan?).]


do-μα, KN Πνομ. 1035, X 1030, PY An. Nom. sing.: apparently the name of a class of men. On 01.6.3 to be emended to *δαμα-μι*, apparently the detached singular.

do-μα-te, PY 257 = Ιν. 09. Nom. plur. of the preceding. [Cf. δομαρ *II. ΙΙ. 124 + 'wife'. *δομαρ* (perhaps orig. neuter) 'who manages the house', Schwzyzer, Gram. Ι. 519.]

**po-ro-du-ma-te, PY 91 = Φοιτ.** Dat. sing. or nom. plur.: *ποροματικος*, a class of men, with pros as in po-ro-ko-te-te q.v.

**po-ro-du-ma-te, PY 50 = Αν.** Variant spelling of the preceding, or *πορο* - much, many.

**me-re-ma-te, PY 50 = Αν.** Nom. plur.: a further subdivision of this class: *μελλει* - *τομεί* 'as in Μελλάρια, Μελλάριας, etc.

**me-re-ma-te, KN [X 1045], PY 49 = Αν.** Nom. plur.: alternative spelling: *μελλει* *d'αρτας*?

**me-re-ma-te, PY 91 = Φοιτ.** Defective spelling of the preceding.

**du-ro-to-ma, PY 252 = Βασ.** Nom. plur.: *δροιματικος* 'wood-cutters'. [οπορος *II. 86 +.]

**du-wa-o-pi, PY 148 = Επο.** Instr. of numeral *two*. [The *η* is problematic, unless directly inherited from IE *dwo-, Or for *dui* (n)phi, with the vocalism shown by Arc. *Δωνόμος* (Schwyzer, Gram. Ι. 557). Cf. Skt. loc. *dvi* < *dvajam*, Lit. *dvi*; classical *dvir* is perhaps from *dvir*.

**du-wa-u-pi, PY 137.** The preceding with *-de* 'but'.

**ε-ε, KN 24 = Αιν. 271 = Σων.** 3rd plur. pres.: *εστι* 'they are', cf. ε-ε-ε-ε-ε-ε. [Att. *ευρίκι, Dor. *εύρικι* for *ευρίκι* Homeric Ιδια ειδι ειδι, or derived from the Myc. form under analogy of Ιδια, Ιαει (cf. Schwyzer, Gram. Ι. 665). *εστι* shows generalization of *εστι* - cf. Hitt. avan, ONorse *eru*, IE. *ευρίκι* *ευρίκι* *ευρίκι*]

e-to, PY 248 = Βασ. 3rd dual pres.: *εστο* 'there are two'. [ετοι Θε. 112.]


**ε-ε-ε-ε, KN 34 = Αμ. 601 +.** For *ετο* 'there be? Or 3rd plur. fut. *εστοντι* they will be? See p. 170.


**ε-κα-κα-πι, PY 240 = Ταξ.** Instr. plur.: *εκκατοντα*.}

**ε-κα-κα-ε, KN 81 = Αμ. 1180 +.** Nom. plur. term describing rams, as opposed to *ι-με-το-ε* see p. 210. Carratelli: dat. sing. ekharonti 'to the hearth (sacrificer)'.


**ε-κε, KN D 47, 157 = Επο. 357, 5667, X 5661, PY 109 = Επο. 1 +. **114 = Επο. 11. 112 = Επο. 11. 131 = Επο. 11. 147 = Επο. 115. 133 = Επο. 194 = Ναηει. 248 = Βασ. 3rd sing. pres.: *εκει* 'he she as, holds'. [εκει, etc. Homer +, now εκει, etc. For appended *-ει* see p. 246. Palmer reads *εκει-ει* fut. *εκει*.

**ε-κε-κε-κε, KN 164 = Αιν.** Word division uncertain: *hē* εκει τὰ ἑαυτὸς 'thus the place
has...? [τέμνω 'place, region' Aesch. +
Osthoff *top-, Walde, Bezzeenberger *top-]

e-ke-de-mi, PY 196 = Na70, ekhei de min 'but
he has it'? Cf. de-mi-de-mi.
e-ko-sti, KN 90 = G 820, PY 55 = An224, 151 =
Eb36 +, 114 = En22 +, 255 = Jn658 +, 186 =
Na46, 3rd plur. pres.: ekhoui 'they have'.
e-ko-sti, PY 115 = Ep23.21. Mis-spelling of the
preceding.
e-ke-e, PY 140 = Eb35, 135 = Ep704. Pres. inf.:
ekhwen 'to have'.
par. pers. ekhōn (already) having (one).
Might also be ekhōs 'spear', see e-ke-sti, below.
e-ko-te, PY 149 = Eb33, 253 = Jn101 +, 43 =
Sn101. Nom. plur.: ekхотος 'having, who have'.
* [e]-ke-a, KN 263 = R 0481 biu. Nom. plur.:
enkheia 'spears'; [ Knights II, vi, 319 +; etymology
uncertain.]. Probably a man's name on
V 831.
e-ke-sti, PY 257 = Jn90. Dat. plur.: enkheis
'points for spears'.
e-ke-jo-to, PY 44 = An29. Perhaps 3rd plur.
pres. mid.: enkeiιtoí (or enkeiνiοι) 'they lie in,
are in', cf. e-ne-e-sti. [Knights II, xxi, 513 +.
-keiαί in Homer as 3rd. plural. enkeirai (beside
keφαλη, cf. Skt. gānātā, non-Aca. keφαλή?]
e-ke-ke-go-no, PY Aa777, Ab21 +, 13 = Ad691,
An101. Nom. and gen. plur. describing
women (and men). Palmer: enkhθροι-ποίοι
'earning wages' (casual labourers). See
p. 161.
e-ku-se-we, MY sealing W501. Nom. plur.: 
name of vessels or utensils: 'funnels'?
e-me, PY 236 = Ta641. Dat. sing. masc.: hemerι
'one'. [Att. ημερι, gen. ημος, from *hemos > hemi,
*hemos, Schwzyzer, Gram. t, 588,]
e-me-de, PY Eb40. The preceding + de 'but'
contrastened with de-vo-o-si-de, see p. 254.
e-na-ri-po-to, KN Sg884. Verbal adj. describing
chariot frame: emaiλθος 'oiled, polished,
painted'. [Knámetros Hippocres 5 b. c.]

*e-ne-ka, KN 29 = Ae321, PY 27 = Ae36, 42 =
An17, Ea08, 147 = Eq03. Preposition with
gen.: for the sake of, for the benefit of'.
[Knäkes, Knäkesa, II, xiv, 89 +, Acrol. Knäkesa
indicate *knäkesa (Skt. uśā, etc.). Myc.
spelling is problematical.]

*e-ne-me-ra, MY 106 = G603. Nom. fem.: ad-
jective describing a form of the commodity
skinos, also abbreviated s, see p. 226. [Cf.
knēsos 'sitting in', Homer +? enmēna
'infused' (I μένα Arcaea s a d. p. +), *enmē-
menas 'strung together, entwined', cf. Knēsos
δρύς, Schol. Pindar?] Or s-nea-me-na?

*e-ne-ει, PY 114 = En02. 3rd plur. pres.: en-
nei 'they are in, reside therein'. [Iliad
Od. ix, 126 +.]

en-άνο or en-άνοi 'being in'.

*e-ne-ro, KN L 695. Description of a kind of
textile or garment. Björck: cf. Homer. ἑπεροί
'iinfer', ἑπεράτειο 'lower'?

*e-ne-μα, KN An762. Fem. or neuter plur. of
the above. Is An (woman) prefix correct?

*e-ne-re-fa, KN Ak633. Nom. plur. fem.: 
'women engaged in making e-ne-ra'?

*e-ne-wo pe-za (also joined), PY 239 = Ta642 +.
Nom. sing. fem., describing a table: enewo-
peza 'with nine feet (?)', see p. 340, and cf.
we-pa-za.

*e-ne-wo pe-za, PY 241 = Ta715. Dual. fem. of
the preceding: pezea.

*e-ne-μα, KN 221 = L 647. Nom. sing. fem.,
describing a garment or textile: en-άνοi 'with
holes in'? [Cf. παλαιωτός Od. xxii, 386,
-άνοι, ενπληθυντας, and vocalism of ἐν-]

*e-ne-να-με, PY Ua04.

*e-πε, KN D1932. Verbal form?

*e-pli, KN 207 = V 280, PY 148 = Ep04, 97 =
Un03. Pres. with dative: epi 'upon', etc.
[Fin Homer +; cf. also e-pi.]

*e-πε-de-da-to, PY 250 = Vn01. 3rd sing. perf.
pass.: epitēdastos (or -datos), cf. επεδαται
3rd plur. Od. i, 28 'has been divided,
distributed'. [Knädersian Heid, Th. 789.]

*e-πε-da-to, PY 254 = Jn90 +. Either abbrevia-
tion of the preceding, or aorist epitēdastos? [Homer
only middle δίδωσιν (δίδων), δίδωσιν
(δίδων).] Cf. o-da-ται [oτa], Wa917.

*e-πε-κε-re, KN 95 = F 852 +. Adj.?: epikhθλα,
episkhθres? [Ippokles Ar. +; cf. ἐπισκεφθρω
II, xxiii, 125.] See p. 219.

*e-πε-κι-το-με-μα, KN 222 = J 693 [V 505].
Bennett divides e-πε-κι-το-με-μα. Prob. a form
of garment or accessory. [Cf. κιτόνων 'woman's
frock', Aristoph. + (also κιτόνων Melamp.,
προκόπων, πρόφανον Hesych.] 

neuter?: epikorouμι 'for fitting on the helmet',
Cf. Pylos ko-ra-to in same context. Spelling
does not favour Furmark epikorous 'gold-plated'.

*e-πε-κο-κα, KN Fh343. A kind of olive-oil,
perhaps that used for anointing: epikoumis.
[Cf. ἐπίποις κατάμφως Hesych.] 

*e-πε-κο-κο, KN 56 = An637. Nom. plur.: epi-
korouμι 'watchers, guards'. [Cf. Delph. πυρ-
κος 'watcher of the sacred fire' (man's name
pu-kou-μι); ἐπικορουμι 'ally' is probably excluded,
*epikora, not *epikorouμι.

*e-πε-πε-μα, PY 252 = Vn06. Nom. plur.: epikou-
thos 'young trees, saplings'. [ἐπικουρός 'grow
upon, out of' Herodorus +. ] Cf. pu-la.

*e-πε-να-μα, PY Mn01. A place-name, or a word
epigolía, epigolina? [Cf. ἐπιγολία Epim. Mag.:
ἐπιγολι 'additional quantity'; and ἐπίτυχος
'companion', Soph. OT, 1322.]

e-pi-we-ti-ri-jo, PY Ea06. Nom. sing. masc.; description of a kind of cloth or trade, epimetois. [Cf. Hesych. ἐπιτριτός λόγος, παυσάριος. But Hom. ἐπιτριτός 'close-woven' is for *ἐπὶ τοῦ ἐπίτριτος, cf. ἐπίτροπος, ἐπίτροπος.]


e-po, KN V 283, PY V03. Nom. plur. masc.: an object measured in 5's and 10's. [Δῆος Cypr. 'butter' and ἐπος 'skin' are both neuters; but perhaps the numbers refer only to 'jars, bales?']

e-po-mi, KN 299 = V 789. ἐπόμοιο 'shoulder pieces?' See p. 361.

e-qe-o-o-o-a-tom, KN V 56.

e-qe-o a-tom, PY 43 = Sn01. Alternative spelling of the preceding: 'the arithmao (fellowship) of the e[o]. Mühlestein: εὐφανίτινον arithmon 'chariot fitters'.

ε-qa-ta, KN 29 = As021, B 1055, PY 57 = An43, 142 = Eb32, Wa197. Nom. sing. and plur. masc.: ἡγεταὶ -iati 'followers'. Palmer sees in them a special feudal class, like the ἐρινοῖ, Lat. comites, OE engel, 'thanes', etc. [ἐπιτοῖς, Pindar.]

ε-qa-ta-e, KN 29 = As021. Anomalous spelling of the dual of the e[ou].

ε-qa-ta-i, PY 28 = An42. Dat. plur. : ἡγεταί.'

ε-qa-xi-ja, KN 214 = Ld571, PY 288 = Sa790, Wa02. Nom. plur. neuter, adj. describing garments, wheels, etc.: perhaps ἡγεσία 'suitable for the class of ἡγεταὶ'.

ε-qa-xi-jo, PY Eb847 (joined). Nom. plur.: ἡγεσίων dovel 'slaves of the follower'.

ε-a-to, PY 55 = An724 (An32)++. Nom. plur. masc.: ἡγεσίμεττα 'following?' [Cf. ἠγεσίας, with active flexion as Zend hauati, OLat. sequo? Not from έρπο 'busy oneself with' II. vi, 321, etc. (*ερπο-)].

ε-re-po-me-na, KN 221 = L 647. Fem. sing, perf. part. pass.: ἔρπωμιν 'stitched'. [Class έρπωμιν from έρπω.]. Note lack of ή.


ε-re-wo, PY Gn1184 (see p. 217). Acc. sing.: ελατωμ 'oil-olive', with ol1 ideogram. [Δανω II. x, 577++. No IE etymology: Lat. oleum < *ελωμ.]


ε-re-e, PY 55 = An724 (An32). Chadwick: pres. inf. eρεμ 'to row'. [Bare stem form of ἑρεμωσ III. ix, 963+?]. See p. 188.

ε-re-mo, PY 152 = Er01. Nom. sing. neuter: name of a kind of land holding: ετέμων? [ὁρμᾶς 'uninhabited' Od. m, 320+; but note also ἑλκυς, gloss on ἱππο 'prey', *κατα-τακτ.]

ε-re-pa, KN Sd0412, PY 249 = Va02. Nom. sing.: ελεφαντ 'ivory'. [Δίηθος II. v, 383++ later 'elephant'. Prob. eastern origin, see p. 346.]

ε-re-pa-te, KN Sd041 = Sd041+, PY 243 = Ta078. Instr. sing.: ελεφαντεία 'with ivory'.


ε-re-pa-ti-jo, KN 276 = Se1006, 265 = Sd0403, PY 239 = Ta642++. Nom. sing., instr. sing. and plur. masc. and neuter: ελεφαντίαι, etc. 'made of ivory'. [γεφύντως Αθέας 7 a.c.+; γεφύντως Dias. +, only 'of an elephant'.]

ε-re-pa-te-o, KN Se1007. Alternative spelling of the preceding.


ε-re-pa-te-ja, PY 240 = Ta713. Nom. sing. fem.: ελεφαντία 'of ivory'.

ε-re-pa-te-ja-pi, PY 242 = Ta707++. Instr. plur. fem.: ελεφαντία.]

ε-re-ra, KN 83 = Ch902, 11, As5941, PY [14 = Ad6977], 53 = An12++. Nom. plur. masc.: ερετταi 'oarsmen, rowers, sailors'. [ἐρεττικ WH. 800+].


ε-re-te-ri-ja, PY Ad16 (joined). Bennett reads ε-Adj. describing a basilica of men: ερεττα 'for rowing purposes'? Or read ko-re-te-ri-ja?

ε-re-ute-re, PY 76 = Ca22, Wa197. Palmer: nom. plur. ereteō 'inspectors', [ἐρεττικ] = ἐρεττικ 'customs officer' Cret. 3-a b.c., *ερετ- 'inquire'. Could also be dat. sing., see p. 207. Compare also πε-τε-τι, Knossos Fl364.

ε-re-ute-re, PY 191 = Na56+. Nom. and acc. sing. neuter?: ελεθρωτ 'free', see p. 298. [Διάθεσις II. vi, 455++; now eliše.]

ε-re-ute-re, PY 192 = Na50++. Prob. neuter plur.: ελεθρώτα.

ε-re-ute-re-se, PY 190 = Na55++. 3rd sing. aor.: ελεθρωτος 'he set free'. See p. 298. [Διάθεσις Herodotus, + now eliše-eros.]


ε-ro-pe-ke-ta, MY 93 = Fo101. Dat. sing. masc.: name of an office or trade? sφθ-αδα 'rounder-up of deer' (cf. Deer ideogram, PY Ca01+?) [Cf. ἄραφωδος II. xvii, 319+; *σφθας]. Or a man's name?

ε-ro-pe-ke-a, KN As0493. Man's name, or alternative form of the preceding.

ε-ro-pe-ke-ja, KN L 595. Nom. plur. neuter: Adj. describing τυνίας: suitable for ερ-πα-


ke-ta'? Cf. ra-wa-ka-ja for lâdâ-gia. Could be a woman's name.

eru-mi-nu-ja, PY 251 = Vn02. Nom. plur.: name of an artefact. [Cf. ἀρείωσι, 'roof-beams', Hesych.]; but Homeric ἄρα, Pamph. ἀρα, 'fortress' or 'estate' are from ἀρα-πο.]

eru-tu-ra, MY 105 = Ge602+. Nom. sing. fem.: eruthría 'red' or 'orange' (cf. χάλκος, ̣δυόν, χρώμα). Cf. eru-tu-ra, man's name. [ἐρυθρός Il. xix. 30;+]


eru-pa-ke-me-[na], KN L 7375 (= X 508-bi), Perf. part. passive: ἐραυμενα 'swathed'? [Aor. στραφεῖν. Hom. Hymn to Apollo 121.]

eru-se-ru, PY 190 = Na53+. Nom. sing.: (?)-eux, name of trade or office?

eru-se-ve, KN 39 = As1517. Dat. sing.: (?)-euxei.

eru-se-wi-ja, PY Ma15, On01, Vn03. 'The department, or settlement of the e.'?

exa-ta, see under e-ex-

e-te, KN 34 = Am601, PY 248 = Va01. 'in the' from there'? [Il. x. 179;+]

e-te-do-mo, KN UT432, PY Eo08, 114 = Ev02, 118 = Ev01, 131 = Ep01. entedôma 'artificer, armourer'. [Cf. ἔρνος Il. x. 34;+. Cf. domas as in wandsomos, toikhodmonos, but etym. suggests this verb orig. restricted to timber work.]

e-te-ro-ta, KN 275 = Sc879. Nom. sing. fem., describing an old (?) chariot: ex-trēth 'with holes'? [Cf. ἔρνος Od. xiii. 77], either 'inlaid' or 'holed, morticed';] Cf. e-te-ro-te-ro-ta, and see p. 369.

eto-kia, PY 251 = Vn02,6, Vn879. Nom. plur., name of an artefact: entoukia 'something' on the wall(s)'? [ἐρπολιακὸς Xenophon +.]

eto-ni-jo, PY 55 = An724 (Ana32), 140 = Eb35, 135 = Ep704. The name of a kind of land holding, see p. 253. [Cf. Cypr. pah-he-ki-ve Duli bronze, 'either with all saleable produce' or 'in full ownership? et- 'true', cf. ἄνα, ἄναμ, ἄναμ.]

eto-oro-pa-ata, KN Og878, U 736. Nom. plur., name of the thongs (?) ideogram, no. 181? entérpa, entepte, entepte. Or enteptē < *enteptēmentos as Acol. ἐπετέμετα, γενέτεμετα? [Cf. ἐπετέμετα 'fasten the ears with thongs', Hesych.]; also ἐπετέμετα 'kind of earing', Poll.]

eto-wo-ko, KN Fh462, PY 50 = An18, 91 Fno2. Dat. sing., and nom. plur., name of trade; ente-ente, synonymous with e-te-do-mo?

eto-wo-ko-i, PY Fn1192. Dat. plur.

eto-ke-to, PY 140 = Eb35, 135 = Ep704. 3rd sing. pres. mid.: eukhetoi 'she (solemnly) declares', not 'prays'. [σύντα άνα οὐκ ἀπερτὰ Il. xiv. 366;+ TE *euγῆ > euγῆ beside *euγῆ, Lat. uoc.]

ew-pe-se-so-me-na, MY 227 = Oe127. Neut. plur.: Ventris (περιήνου) ev ἡπάθησομαι 'to be well boiled' (dyed?). [ἐφυ 'boil' trans, Herodotus +, fut. act. ἐβαίνεια.]

ew-mu-ze-ko, PY 249 = Va02+. Dual or plur., adj. applied to pieces (tusks?) of ivory, opposed to re-ik-ko q.v. enau-zu-go 'evenly matched, regular'? [Cf. ἐναυγὸς Theaet. 3 b. c., ἐναυγοφόρος, ε- in Hom. ἐνος, -α in ἑνεδρὸς, -α in ἑναυγοφόρος; but cf. ε-ισε-α-μα-σα.] e-mu-se-zo-ko, KN Se1007+. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

i-ja-te, PY Eq02. Nom. sing.: idith 'physician'. [ἲρηπ Il. u, 732+; Cypr. το-ι-τε-τέ-τατε-τα-τατε acc.; now yatrē.]

i-je-re-ja, KN 200 = Fp1+, Ph5467, PY 27 = Ae08, 140 = Eb35, 114 = En02, 191 = Eq02, Ep03+, Un1189. Nom. and gen. sing.: hieria -i's priestess', [ἵερει Il. vi. 600+]. No inscr. evidence for alleged form *iēpēzja; Cypr. to-ι-ε-τε-ε-τε-τατε is from ἱερηζία 'sanctuary'.]

i-je-re-ja, KN 29 = As821, PY 44 = An29, 121 = Eq04, Ep03. Nom. sing. masc.: hiera 'priest'. [ἱερός Il. iii. 62;+]

i-re-eu, PY 115 = En03+. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

i-re-wo, PY Ea756. Gen. sing.: hieresos.

i-re-wi-jo, KN 232 = K 875. A man's name, or hieria-wo-, derivative adjective? [Cf. ἱππάρχον 'offering, sacrifice', Od. xiv. 94+.]

i-re-ro, KN Fp363, X 1447. hiero- 'consecrated temple? offering'? [ἱερός Il. ii. 305+ (ἱερός Herodotus +, ἱερό Il. i. 147+)].

i-re-ro, PY 27 = Ae08. Gen. sing. masc.: hierio 'of the consecrated, holy (gold)'.

i-re-wi-ko-ro, PY 148 = Ep04. Nom. sing. masc.: hiero-zos 'sacrificing priest'. [ἱεροπόστατος Call. 3 b. c.+, cf. Att. ἱεροπόστατος 'temple overseer'. Nominal from ἱερό πόσαν Il. i. 147, etc.]

i-re-to, PY 172 = Kn02. Tense uncertain, see p. 285, hietai or hietai 'is, are being sent?', hieith, etc. 'let ii, them send' or 'be sent?'. [ἵερο Il. i. 479+].

i-ro-i-ei, PY 76 = Cn22. 3rd plur. pres.: hē hierai 'thus they sent'.

i-jo, KN 1523. Nom. sing. masc. part.: idit 'going' or 'coming'; a man's name on MY 46 = An102.

i-jo-to, KN B 7041, PY 53 = An12. Nom. plur. masc. iotous 'rowers (going) by ship'. [Ἰοτός σκόλυδος ἵππων Od. ii. 332, etc.]


i-qil-jia, KN [265 = Sd4003]+, 273 = Sf0420+.
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Nom. sing. and plur. fem.: (h)iqq品味家 (mat.), apparently the Mycenaean name of a chariot, 'horse- (sc. vehicle)', [Πυρηνός II. v. 790+; also Πυρηνός, Πυρηνός; Skt. द्वीप, Cf. Hom. Πυρηνώρ 'one who fights from a chariot'.]

i-qa-i, KN 266 = Sd041 +. Prob. dual fem.: (h)iqq品味家 'two chariots'.

\*i-gi, KN 82 = Ca895 (joined), PY Fa01, 246 = Ta722. Nom. plur., dat. instr. sing.: (h)iqq品味家 'horses, horse'; [Πυρηνός Homer+; Dor. also ὄκος; *ekos, cf. Skt. ḍvaḥ, Lat. equus.]

i-qa-i, KN 277 = 10287, PY 147 = Ep03. Gen. sing.: (h)iqq品味家 'of the horse' (possibly collective, see p. 260).

i-qa-e-i, KN 269 = Sd0404+. Number uncertain; name of part of a chariot, compounded with (h)iqq品味家; see p. 364.

i-te-b-i, PY 15 = Ad684. Gen. plur. fem.: histēmia 'weavers'. [Ιστός 'loom; cloth Homer+;]

i-to-we-ra, PY 237 = Ta709. Nom. sing. fem.: histēmēs 'provided with a Ιστός? See p. 338.


i-65, PY Ad17, 44 = An29, 43 = Sd01. Nom. sing.: the name of a class of man, preceded by a man's name in the genitive. [Cf. iqv 'son', Aesch.+; and Cypr. inscr.?] Lee = i-ga = olov 'son'.

ja-ke-to-re, PY Mn03. Variant of a-ke-to-re, q.v.?

jo-a-se-ko-so-si, see under a-se-so-so-si.

jo-do-so-so-si, see under d-o-so-so-si.

jo-i-e-so, see under i-e-so-si.

jo-o-po-po, see after a-po-po.

jo-te-re-po-to, see under te-re-po-po.

ka-da-ri-a, MY 107 = Ge604. A spice or herb: probably kardami = καρδαμον, καρδομικος, καρ-

καρπία 'garden cressa', Lepidium sativum.

ka-ka-re-a, KN 263 = R 0481 bis. Last sign indistinct, word divided over signs of era. Nom. neut. plur.: enkeia khalkāria 'spears with bronze points' (also Furmarch, 1954).

[χαλκοτριχες] ουσιν II. v. 145+.


ka-ke-[ja], KN Se893. Probably a form of the same adj.

ka-ki-jo, KN 278 = So884. Dual neuter: khalkia 'a pair of bronze (wheels)' [κόλαχα χάλκης II. v. 723.]

\*ka-ke-\*u, KN 958, PY 28 = An42, Ju725, 183 = Nn381. Nom. sing.: khalkenī 'bronze smith', [χαλκειος II. xi, 395+; now khalkidas.]

ka-ke-\*w, KN X 386, PY 253 = Jn01 +, 178 = Ma13+, 192 = Na50+. Nom. plur.: khal-

kiei 'smiths'.

ka-ke-wi, MY Oe121. Prob. dat. sing.: khalkeei.

ka-ke-\*si, PY An15, Na104. Dat. plur.: khalkei

\*ka-ko, PY 254 = Jn04+, 291 = Sa794. Nom. and instr. sing.: khalkos 'bronze'. [χαλκος Homer+; now 'brass'.]

\*ka-ko-de-ta, KN 278 = So894. Nom. plur. neuter, of wheels: khalko-data 'bronze-bound', cf. ka-ko de-de-me-no. [χαλκοδεμός Aesch. +]


ka-ma-e-we, PY 40 = An22 +, 149 = Eb33, Ec07, Ep03. Dat. sing. and nom. plur.: (2)-e\*i, (2)-e\*i.

\*ka-na-ko, MY 105 = Ge602+. Nom. sing. fem.: knaukos 'safflower', Carthamus tinctorius. [κανακος Hippocr. 5 n.c. +; δι or η; related to Dor. κανας, κακος 'tainny goat', cf. Skt. khanaka 'gold'.] See p. 226.


\*ka-na-pe-u, PY 115 = En03, 120 = Eo03+. Nom. sing. masc.: knaphes 'fuller, cloth-dresser'. [καναφες inscr. 6 n.c. +; γναφες probably the later form, Schwzyzer, Gram. 1, 414.]

ka-na-pe-we, MY 226 = Oe129. Dat. sing. (or nom. plur.?): knaphesirē.


\*ka-na-to, MY 234 = Ue611, sealings Wt502+. Nom. plur.: probably a kind of vessel or implement. See p. 332.

ka-pu, PY 96 = Un02. Name applied to olives (?) apparently in contrast to po-pu. [Cf. σκότος 'trough, tub', Herodotus +, σκαφή 'pail', Od. ix, 223?]. See p. 221.

\*ka-pi-\*i-\*ja, PY 251 = Vn02. 'Smoke-stack', [κατ-\*i-\*ja 'kotin (κοτοθείς) Moeris.]

\*ka-po, KN 94 = F 841. karpoi ['laimoi?'] 'fruits of the olive'? [καρπός II. vi. 142+, x. θαλλός Pindar, N. x, 35.]


\*ka-ra-ko, MY Ge607. A herb or spice: glan¬cha 'penneyroyal', Montia pulegium. [Dor., Bocot. γλα¬χων, Iow. γλαξον, Att. βλαξον; ctym. unknown: now glan¬cha, glan¬cha.]

\*ka-ra-ma-to, KN V 684. Furmarch: gen. plur. καράζωτον 'small pieces, fragments'.

ka-re-re, KN Ue779, PY Gn184 (see p. 217). Nom. plur., name of kind of vessel, probably
"stirrup-jars". [klárois, because used for drawing lots? Or from καπνός 'head, prow'?]


κα-ρα-κο-πο-ρο, PY 142 = Eb32, 135 = Ep704, 257 = Jn909, Vn1189, Vn57. Nom. sing. (and plur.?), probably always fem.: [κλαδίφορος, name of hero at Epidaurus, priest at Messene (IG, 5 (i), 1447, 5-2 b.c.). Cf. att. κλαδίφορος 'priest', κλαδιφορόμενον 'be a priest'. *κλαίφω, acc. *κλαίφιν (Att. κλαίφιν, Lat. claudere) earlier form than καπνός, Dor. κάλλιος κάλλιος.]


κα-τι-ρί, PY 245 = Ta721. Instr. sing. fem.: a decorative feature in ivy, perhaps καπνός 'nut?'. [Cf. κάρφυς Batrachi +; σειχαίτικος.

κα-τι-ρο-πι, PY 246 = Ta722. Instr. plur.: perhaps καρπωπή.


κα-τα-ρο, MY Z 202. Mühlestein: [καθάρινον 'pure olive oil' (inser. on stirrup-jar). [καθάριος Od. vi, 61 +; but Arol. Dor. καθάριος is perhaps the original form.]

κα-τι, PY 238 = Tn996. Nom. sing.: κάθισμα, name of a jug with extra small handles around body, 'hydria'. [Cf. κήθος -κίς 'vessel for shaking dice', κήθῷον 'voting urn'; and Arc. καθεσίσι (for -σεις) -σείσιν Hesych. Etymology unknown.]

κα-τα, KN M 0452, with 'asrimi horn 1'. Mühlestein, Palmer: καρδικία 'of bronze'. Doubtful in context.


κε-κε-με, PY 147 = Ep603,2. Defective spelling of the preceding.

κε-κε-με-να-ο, PY 149 = Eb733, 135 = Ep704. Gen. plur. fem.: (?)-menáti.

κε-κε-με-νο, PY 45 = An830, 141 = Eb20, 135 = Ep704. Dual. fem.: (?)-mená.

κε-κε-με-νο-κο, PY 190 = Na55. Nom. sing. mac, or neuter: (?)-menía.


κε-κε-ρι-κο, PY Fk63. Possibly 'amount stored away' [κατόθλον II. vi, 47 +], or patronymic.

κε-ρά, KN 163 = X 984, PY 137 = Eb30, 135 = Ep704. Possibly for græs 'gift of honour, perquisites of age'. [γραύς δ'ι δ' διδόσε έθνον Od. viii, 150 +]

κε-ρα-α, KN 231 = K 872. Nom. plur.: keräa 'horns'. [Hom. plur. κάρα.]

κε-ρα, PY Sa404. Probably dual: kerás.

κε-ρα-κο-πι, KN 266 = Sd04101+, 274 = Sd0428. Instr. plur. fem.: keraíophi 'made of horn' (part of chariot trappings). [Cf. keräa 'horn, horn-like object' Aesch. +. keraio originally means 'horned' (II. ii, 34, etc.), supposedly from *keraiov, cf. Lat. erusa 'stag'. But Chadwick regards keraio as descended from Mycenaean keraios].

κε-ρα-κο-πι, KN 266 = Sd04093. Fuller spelling of the preceding.


κε-κα-με-κε-κα, PY 236 = Ta641. Acc. plur. neuter: kikelía 'legs (of a tripod cauldron)' [οξíαία u. (only of a man) II. vii, 314, etc.]

κε-κα-με-κε-κα, PY 236 = Ta641+. Describing tripod cauldron(s): Palmer: Kriósmagos (of Cretan style or workmanship), see p. 336. [Cf. Aukóskopos Herodotus +, Kerióskopos Callix. +, etc.]

κε-ρι-μι-ρα, KN 212 = Lc535, PY 28 = An42. Adj. describing textiles or slave-girls or both. [Relative of χέιρ 'hand', cf. χέρα-στρίς II. xii, 433, χεραμάς 'manipulation' Hippocr. 5. b.c. +. Or cf. χιρός 'beavered', χιρός?]. See p. 167.

κε-ρο, KN [U 436], U 746. Written over circular ideogram no. 142. kěrōn 'beeswax'? [χιρός Od. xii, 48+, but Common Gk. possibly *kērōs].

κε-ρο-σι-κο, PY 40 = An22+. Prob. genos 'group of elders' under the basileus of a village, see p. 172. [γεροντις Eurip. +, Lc. γέρωντας; γέρωντις 'elders', Od. ii, 14, etc.]
ke-ro-te, KN B 800 (erased), PY Jn881. Prob. `old men'. [γέρωνς Homer., now γερός.]
ke-ro-ta, KN L 785, Le786+. Nom. plur., neuter, adj., describing textiles: *geronta* `old'[cf. γέρων σάκος Od. xxii. 184, etc.].
‡ke-se-nu-wi-jà, KN 215 = Ld573+. Nom. plur., neuter, describing textiles: *xewcía* for guest-gifts.[Σανά (Σανά) Il. xi, 779+; also δορά δοσινά Od. xxiv, 273.]
ke-se-ne-[\*], KN Ld649. Prob. alternative spelling of the preceding: *xenia* or *xenwía*.
Cf. also [\*]-u-\*-\*o-jo, X 651.
‡ke-se-nu-wo, PY Xb03. Either a personal name (cf. Corc. Ζιέφοι) or *xenos* `guest; stranger'.
ki-ri-se-we, PY An08. Nom. dual or plur., a man's trade: *khriása* `anointers; painters; plasterers?'. [Cf. κρισια; χρήσμα `oil'; *plaster*; χρήσης `white-washer`; Hesych; also `stuccomaker'.]
ki-ri-ta, KN L 785. Nom. plur., neuter, describing textiles: *khrista* `anointed' (cf. Od. vi, 1077?) *khi* `selected, choice' (κριτική Il. vii. 544+).?
ki-ri-ta, 90 = G 820. Possibly related to the preceding, but more prob. *kriti-thi* -thi `barley'.
ki-ri-te-wi-a-ti, KN 89 = E 777. Dat. plur.: (?)-ευδητι?
ki-ta-no, KN Ga1590+. Probably name of a condiment.
‡ki-ti-je-sti, PY 193 = Na37, Palmer: 3rd plur. pres., *ktismi* `they bring into cultivation'. [Athénian conchig. of verb kiti-/kti-, later *krìzô, cf. Skt. के:ति `reside']
ki-ti-me-na, KN X 7753, PY 111 = E23+, Eb26, 117 = En01+, 118 = Eb01+. Nom. and gen. sing., nom. plur. fem.: *ktiměti-\*ēs -*at-\*i, lit. `brought into cultivation (by private initiative)?', of land not administered by the daimón, see p. 233. [Cf. ἀστιανοῦς Od. xxiv, 226.]
ki-ti-me, 117 = En01. Defective spelling of the preceding.
‡ki-ti-ta, PY 54 = An19+. Acc. sing., nom. plur.: *ktidēs* -tei `settlers, inhabitants'. [stítis Eurip. Or. 1621; cf. παρεκτιμέ Od. xi, 288, and me-ta-ki-ti-ta.]
ki-to, KN 222 = J 693. Nom. sing.: *tunic*, or possibly *fine linen*. [χέτων *tunic*, Od. xv, 60+, Ion. κιθόν, Dor. κιτόν.] See p. 320.
ki-to-ne, KN X 771.2. Nom. plur.: *ktidōn*.
ki-to-pi, KN Le787. Instr. plur.: *ktidōmphei*.
ki-to-na, KN L 785. An adjectival form of the preceding? Acc. plur.?
ki-wi-ge, PY 251 = Vn02. The name of an artefact with numeral 1: *κινιός* q.e *and a post?* [κινιόν `roof-pillar', Od. xix, 380; but suggested relative Arm. *sin does not betray *-w*].
ko-na, PY Ep02.3. Either an erroneous repetition of ko-la-na, or for ko-ni-`common'.
ko-ni-ja, PY Vn879. Nom. plur., adj. or noun describing artefacts. [Adjectives in -iôsc are mostly late formations.]
ko-no, KN 203 = F 935, MY 105 = Ge602+. Probably a herb or spice: *skhona* `perhaps *ginger-grass*'. [Cf. κονούς, κονονίς]. See p. 226.
ko-i-no, MY Ge606. Alternative spelling of the preceding.
ko-no, PY 154 = Eq01. A place-name, or koíno-`common'.
ko-no-ni-pi, KN 229 = K 434, PY 244 = Ta714. Instr. plur. fem., part of the decoration of a jug and chair: *koniophi* `cross-bars, bands?'. [Cf. κονοφις Aristotele. +, also Hom. κοινός.] See p. 329.
ko-re-te, KN 83 = Ch902, V 865, PY 257 = Jn09, 258 = Kn01, 183 = Nn831, On01, 43 = Sn01. Nom. sing. masc., title of official in tributary villages: *korethē* Furumark, 1954: `Dorf- schulze, Bürgermeister'. [Cf. κορεθύμ *nourish, satiate*, Att. ἄλογος的日子里 Or. cf. κορέθος (Ruipérès)?]
ko-re-te-re, PY 257 = Jn09. Nom. plur.: *koreth tôn*?
ko-re-te-ri, PY On01+. Probably dat. sing.: *korethēri*?
po-ro-ko-re-te, KN V 865, PY 257 = Jn09, 258 = Kn01. Nom. sing.: *pro-korethē* `vice-k.'? Context shows subordinate position. [Cf. Lat. pro-consul, etc. Class. προβάσιος, προβάζων, προβάζωτας, are not precise analogies.]
po-ro-ko-re-te-re, PY 257 = Jn09. Nom. plur.: *prokorethēstes q.e*?
ko-re-te-ri-jà, PY 45 = An830. Neuter: *korethētis* `land occupied by a k.'?
‡ko-ri-a-da-na, PY 103 = Un08, MY Ge605. Nom. plur. neuter: *koria(n)ína* `coriander seed', Coriandrum sativum. [κορίαννα Ατακρ. 6 b.c. +, also κορίονδρον, κορίομμαν, κορίλλανδρον, κορίλλον, κορίλλον; derivation from κόρις *bug* is unlikely; probably a loan-word; now κολάνθρον.]
ko-ri-ja-da-na, MY Ge605. Alternative spelling of koris (n) da


ko-oro, PY Eq02. Gen. plur.: koros 'of the lands'? [kóros Il. m. 315 +]

ko-oro-kri-ro-so-jo, PY 59 = At566 + , 186 = Na46 + . Nom. plur. masc., a class of men. [Cf. Κριτικός of Keryra? Or Kριτικὸς Il. m. 693, a dependency of Ithaca?]

ko-oro-we-so, PY 235 = Ta711. Nom. sing. fem., describing a cavor: koronaessa, perhaps 'with a curved handle'. [korónsa Od. i. 441.]

See p. 335.

ko-oro-to, MY Oe106. Nom., sing. applied to a textile: kordeston 'dyed' [=kórestos (n)] or kóristos 'spun' [=kóleastos (n)]?

ko-oro-to, KN 218 = L 598 + . Probably fem. or neuter plur. of the preceding.

[ko-ru-to, PY 292 = Sh740 + . Gen. sing.: korukos 'of the helmet'. [kóros Od. xxiv. 523 +]

ko-ru-pi, PY 239 = Ta642. Instr. plur.: koruphi 'with armor'.

[ko-ru], KN 300 = G 5670. Nom. sing. koru with helmet ideogram.


ko-teri-ja, PY 237 = Ta709. Nom. plur., a utensil, probably for use in fire: kóteria 'knives, hammers'? [Cf. kóteria Il. xv. 453 +, variant korthea.]

See p. 337.

ko-to-na, PY 108 = Ea817 + , 144 = E866 + , 117 = Eo01 + , 118 = Eo01 + , 131 = Ep01 + , 147 = Ep03 , 43 = Sa01. Nom. and gen. sing., nom. and acc. plur.: kota -a -a or -an, 'estate, plot of land'. [kítara? 

[koros] 

assavos Hayb.; the equivalent of an Attic deme in Rhodian inscr. From *kíta, etc. kít-je-na, etc.]

ko-to-ina, KN 156 = Uf1031 + . Full spelling at Knoeoss.

ko-to-na-no-so, PY Ea22. For kotina nomos, see a-sa-no.


ko-to-o, PY 141 = Eb20, 128 = Eo278. Dual kotinai? See p. 249.


ko-to-ne-wa, PY Be995. Synonymous with the preceding.

ko-to-no-o-ko, PY 133 = Eb08 + , 121 = Eo08 + , 131 = Ep01 + . Nom. sing.: kotonos-khos, holder of a kotonos'. [Cf. kóntos Erodotus +.]

ko-to-no-o-ko-de, PY 140 = Eb35. Acc. sing.: kotonoskon + de 'but'


ko-u-ra, KN 211 = Lc532 + . Nom. plur. neuter? description of a kind of phaleres garment. [Not from koupa 'clipping', etc. (as Furumark, 1954), which has spurious diphthong from *kóre-].


[ko-wa, KN Ag87 + , 17 = Ait839 + , 18 = Ak61 + , 35 = An819 + , Ap482 + , PY 1 = Aa01 + , 6 = Ab02 + , 8 = Ad670 + , 26 = An02 + , MY Oe121. Nom. sing. and plur. korwa -ai 'boy, lad' or 'son'. [kóros Od. xix. 523 + , Att. kóros, Dor. kóra.]

[ko-wa], PY 171 = Un718. With ideogram hide + ko: kóos 'sheepskin, fleece'. [kóos neuter, Il. ii. 661 + , Hirt *guwa.]


[ku-na-ja, PY 235 = Ta711. Nom. sing. fem. guannia 'as a woman's gift'? Cf. guanía. [γυναίκα Od. xi. 521, etc.]

[ku-na-ke-ta, PY 191 = Na56. Dat. plur. kunágela 'to the huntsmen'. [kunagêtas Od. ix. 120 + , Dor. kunáxetam; now kinogí.] 

[ku-μi-ta-ja, PY 284 = Sa01. Nom. plur. neuter: kumartiassa 'wheels' of Cyprus wood'. [stomia kumartiassos Od. xvii. 340 +] 

[ku-μi-μi, KN G 519, 102 = Ga817 + . A herb or spice: kuparinai 'Cyperus rotundus', *kuparina Theoph. +, also kúmaros, Ion. kýmaros. Not in sense 'Cyperus longus' of Il. xxxi. 351, etc. Dor. kýmaros. [Aleman 7 b.c.] is not diagnostic, as word is probably borrowed from Semitic, cf. Hebr. kámér.]

[ku-μi-μo, PY 103 = Un08 + . Alternative spelling of the preceding.

[ku-μi-μo-μe, PY 1203 (1935). Bennett: kúprimos, o1i 'flavoured with Cyperus'.

[ku-μi-μo-μe, MY 234 = Ue011. Nom. plur., in a list of vessels: probably kaphela 'drinking cups'. [kátephela plur. Il. m. 248 +.]


[ku-ra-ra, KN 231 = K 872, PY 239 = Ta642 +]
Instr. sing.: khrusōi 'with gold'; also khrusos -o - o, adj. masc. 'of gold, golden'.

[khroös] 'gold', II. vi, 48+; [khoös] (generally scanned as disyllable) 'of gold', II. 1, 15, etc. From Hebrew and Ugaritic hrūṣ, which is both noun and adjective. Now khrusōi, 'gold', khrisō 'of gold'.] See p. 343.

ku-rů-so-jo, PY 27 = Ae08. Gen. sing.: khrusōioi 'of the gold'.

ku-rů-so-pi, PY 242 = Ta707+. Instr. plur. fem. adj.: khrusaphi 'of gold'.

ku-rů-so-ro-ro-we[-], KN X 1014. Division uncertain, cf. χρυσόφρος?

*ku-rů-so-bo-ko, PY 52 = An26. Nom. plur.: khrusos-georgi 'goldsmiths'. [χρυσογήρος Repadiant1; cf. χρυσογός Od. iii, 425+?]


*ku-su, KN L 698. Preposition with dative: xun 'with'. [From Homer +]

*ku-su-pa, KN Fh367. Nom. sing. neuter: tasson xampata 'so much (oiled oil) all together'.

ku-su-pa-ta, KN Dl999. Nom. plur. neuter: xumpanta 'all together'. [Στόματα Od. vii, 214+; also ουκοματά.]

ku-su-to-ro-po-pa, KN 36 = B 817, [X 1470], [Fh 5947], PY 150 = Ec07, 153 = Er02. Nom. sing.: xustrophē 'aggregate, total rolled into one' (also Futurit). [συντροφή Herodotus +]


ku-te-se-ja, PY 240 = Ta713+. Nom. sing. fem.: kutesei 'made of ku-te-to'.


ebony', Labarum vulgar, Theophr.]

*ku-wa-ni-jo, PY 244 = Ta714. Instr. plur. masc.: kuanos 'with (phoenixes of) lapis-coloured glass'. [κυάνος II. xvii, 25+.]


ma-ra-te-ju, PY 44 = An29, Cn05. Nom. sing. masc., a class or trade: (?)-reu. [Cf. μαραθάτας: νατάν Hesych.]


‡ma-ra-tu-wo, MY 105 = Ge02+. Nom. sing.: marathuon 'fennel', Poeniculatum vulgare. [μάραθον Epich. 3.m.c. +, also μαραθος, μάραθον; etymology unknown.]

‡ma-te, PY 28 = An42. Nom. sing., fem.: mātēr 'mother'. [ματέρι II. i, 351+, Dor. ματηρ; now mētēra.]

ma-te-de, ibid.: māte de 'and the mother'. Cf. po-te-de.


me-ki-ta, KN X 537. Nom. plur. neuter?: megista 'largest'? [μεγίστα II. ii, 412+?]

‡me-no, KN 200 = Fp1+, Ph1645, Od5672, Wb M33, PY 1224. Gen. sing.: menos (possibly mēnōs) 'in the month of'; [μειος II. xix, 117+, gen. mēνος, Lesb. mēνον, Thess. mēν(ων) from *mēnōs, mēnōs. Now mēnōs, mēnōs.]


me-re-ti-ri-ja, PY 1 = Aa01. Nom. plur. fem., a woman's trade: mētēriai 'corn-grinders'? [Cf. me-re-u-wo = ἄληφορον 'flour', ἀληθήρι Od. xx, 105+; root *ml-[-ml-].]

me-re-ri-qa, PY AB789. Alternative spelling. me-re-ti-ru-[o], PY AD05. Gen. plur.

‡me-re-u-wo, PY 171 = Un718. meleuron 'flour, wheat-meal'. [μαλλοφόρον Epig. Hom., Alcaeus +, perhaps modified by the analogy of ἄληφορον.]

‡me-ri, KN 205 = Gg702+ (in monogram 206 = Gg705+). Nom. sing. with ἀμφόρα ideogram: meli 'honey'. [μελή Od. xx, 69+]

‡me-ri-to, PY 171 = Un718. Gen. sing.: mētōs.

me-re-da-me-te, etc., see under da-me.

me-re-te-wo, PY Ea771+, Ec01. Gen. plur. Carradei: meliteon 'of the apiculturists'. [Cf. μελιτέα Aristoteles +.]

me-su-ta, KN L 735+. Epithet of GLOTHYS: mel(i)kta 'of medium quality or size'? [μελίκτος 'midmost', II. viii, 223+]

me-su-to, KN Wb1714+. Masc.?

‡me-ta, PY 57 = An43+. Prep. with dat.: meta -e 'and with (them)'. [μετά + dat., II. i, 525+, with gen. in proc. In a number of class. dialects replaced by μετα from different root.]

me-ta-ke-ku-me-na, KN 274 = Sk0428. Nom. sing. fem., redupl. part. applied to framework of a chariot: meta-(-?)-me-n. [Possibly from μετανατα transfusae. See p. 368.

‡me-ta-ki-ti-ta, PY 54 = An19. Nom. plur., a class of men subsidiary to ki-ti-ta: meta-kittias 'migrants, new residents'. [Cf. μετανατος II. ix, 648+.]
me-tu-ra, PY 30 = Ae03+. Acc. plur.? Perhaps a kind of livestock. [Cf. μῦτος Theocr.+] "hornless"?]

‡me-ju-ο, KN Ak612+. Nom. sing. masc.-fem.- neuter, of children and goblets: μεγάζω (or mevagaz?) mevagon "smaller, younger, smaller rather than large", Lat. minor. [μαζου Homer +, Dor., Arc.; also Dor., Aeol. μαζου. Not directly connected with Lat. minor; proposed derivation from *mei-αν is uncertain, *meinad (extracted from διεισδον) is a fiction.]

me-βί-jο, KN 19 = Ak627+. PY 236 = Ta641. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

me-βί-jο-ε, KN Ak509 bis+. Dual and plur. masc.-fem.: meβεμβ, meμβεμ. [Att. contr. μεμβ Xenophon.]

me-βί-jο-ε, KN 20 = Ak824+, K829. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

me-βί-jο-α, PY 292 = Sh740+. Nom. plur. neuter: meβεμβ = Att. μεμβ.

me-βι-α, PY 76 = Ca222, 296 = Sh736. Adj. (?) applied to cattle and to a noun connected with armour. Andrews: 'Mesenian'? Palmer, Georgiev: erratic spelling of μελές, μελές 'black'?

me-βι-α, PY 91 = Fn02. Dat. sing. or nom. plur.: a class of men. Probably from the same word as the preceding.

‡me-βι-ο, KN Ak612+. Nom. sing. masc.-fem.: meβο or (meβοι?) 'larger, older, large rather than small', Lat. maior. [μεβο Homer II. iii. 168+, Attic; Ion., Dor., Arc., Aeol. μεβο, Common Gk. form for *μεβον, Skt. mahuṇ.]

me-βεν-ο, KN 18 = Ak611+, 223 = L. 471, PY 236 = Ta641. Dual neuter, dual and plur. masc.-fem.: meβεβ, meβεβ. On Ta641.2 a mis-spelling for the neuter singular.

me-[ο]-α, KN As8863. Probably Knossos spelling of the succeeding.

me-βεν-ο, PY 292 = Sh740+. Nom. plur. neuter: meβο.

mi-α-ρο, KN L. 1568. Neuter sing., of a textile: μιαρο 'dirty, defiled'? [μιαρο Homer II. xxiv. 420+, but Fick postulates *μιαρον.] Also abbreviated mi-α.

mi-α-ρο, KN V. 694, PY 50 = An18+, 91 = Fn02, Eb639, [148 = Ep04.13]. Nom. sing. and plur. masc., name of a trade or class: miktas- lēi-αi?

mi-α-ρο, PY 241 = Ta715. Probably a kind of wood for table-making, see p. 342.

mi-α-ρο, MY 105 = Ge602+. A herb or spice: minθα 'mint', Mentha viridis. [μινθα Hipponax 6 i.c.+, also μινθα. Etym. unknown.]

‡mi-α-ρο, KN Sd0407+. Nom. sing. or plur. fem., of chariots: milko-νεκρα -αi 'painted with red'. [Cf. νεκρος μιλκον κορμον Homer II. ii. 637, μιλκον Herodotus.]

mi-α-ρο, KN 269 = Sd0404. Unusual spelling of the nom. plur.

‡mo-ri-wo-do, KN 259 = Og1527. Nom. sing., a substance measured by weight: moliedos 'lead' (also Georgiev), [μαλλυδος II. x. 297, also μαλλυδος, μιλλυδος, βαλλυδος, *βάλλος, etc.; now molai]. Non-IE loan-word, distinctly comparable to Lat. plumham.]


mu-βι-ο-me-no, PY 97 = Un03. See p. 397.

na-α-dο-mo, KN U 786, PY 189 = Na65, Vn865. Nom. plur.: ναυποι 'ship-builders'. [Class. term ναυπηγες Thuc.+] for ινος- 'temple'.]

‡na-βι-ο, PY 257 = Jn09. Nom. sing. masc. naβιον 'bronze' for ships'. [σπευρ ναβαν Od. 9, 384+, Trag., Dor. ναβαν.] Chadwick: from νας 'temple'? See p. 357.


ne-μα-α-ρα-πι, KN 231 = K. 872, Instr. plur. prob. fem., decoration on metal vessels.

ne-wo, KN Fh362+, Od689. X 558, PY 59 = An656, MY 226 = Oe129, neως, etc., 'new, young' [νεως Homer +, Cypr. superl. νεωτατος, cf. Lat. novus.]


ne-wo, KN 282 = So0430+, X 997, PY [Sa843?], MY [228 = Oe111]. Nom. plur. neuter: neως, as opposed to περινεως 'last year's'.

‡no-βι-ο-re-α, PY 288 = Sa790+. Nom. plur. neuter, describing wheels: niphela 'out of service, unusable'. [Cf. ινωϕελης Xenophanes 6 i.c.+] for Homeric ινωνας/ νως, etc.]


nu-βα-ε, KN X 663. Possibly identical with the preceding.

o-α, PY 250 = Vn01. hο ar 'thus now', a shorter form of o-α-βα-α? Or a defective spelling?

o-α-κε-ρε-ε, see after o-κε-ρε-ε.

o-κε-ρε-ε, KN 213 = L 641. hο αφθεν 'thus from afar'? (also Furmark, 1954). [θεσαυρ Soph.+]
MYCENAEAN VOCABULARY

o-da-ag, PY 44 = An29, 142 = Eb32 +, 114 = En02 +, 154 = Eq01 +, 175 = Ma10 +, 43 = Sn01, 171 = Un718. An adverbial and/or conjunctional phrase, always first in paragraph, often having function of introducing subsidiary matter. ἅδη as (?) 'thus now', 'thus in their turn'. [ἐδήειδι Homer + (from ἐδώ cf. Cypr. ἀδώ: ἐδώτη Hesych.); ἐδώ ὁ ἄρ. Homer + (from *ar or *ay.)]. The attempts by Furumark and George (1954) to explain o-da-ag as a plural noun conflict with its contexts.


o-da-ke-we-ta, KN So0446. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

o-da-ku-we-ta, KN [L 870], So0435. Alternative spelling.

o-da-ta-we-ta, KN 278 = So0894. Probably a mis-spelling of the preceding.

o-da-ya-[to ?], PY Wa917. 3rd sing. aor. middle: ἤδη ἑκκομοῦ 'thus he divided'. [Hom. δόξοςκε, from δόξοςκομα]

o-de-ka-to-to, see after de-ka-to-to.

o-de-pa-ag, PY On01. Introducing second list of enigmatic ideogram no. 154. Bennett now divides o-de-pa-ag possibly verbal: 'but thus (the men from beyond A) did such and such'.

o-di-do-sti, see after di-do-sti.

o-di-do-sti, see after di-do-sti.

o-da, PY 57 = An43 +. Nom. sing. fem., probably the name of a military detachment or sector: ἀδή [cf. δόξει 'support, food', cf. ἀδήκει]. Or ἀδήκα [cf. ἀδόξομεν ἢ π. 977, etc. (Aec.?), ἀδόξα]. But ἀδόξα 'row', ἀδόξα 'enclosure' probably have *-i-. See p. 186.

o-mi-ri-joi, KN Fh356. Prob. dat. plur. [cf. ἀδόξα 'assembled through' Od. 1, 225 +, Aec. ἀδόξας].


o-na, KN M 559, PY Ua904. ἀησ 'purchase', cf. s-a-fo-ta [συνι Soph., Lesb. ἄατο; but this is probably for ἀσαι, cf. Skt. ἁς, ἁς].

o-na-te-re, PY 114 = En02 +, [Wa784 +]. Nom. plur.: persons holding an o-na-to (lease or purchase). See p. 235.

o-na-to, PY 112 = Ea825 +, 133 = Eb08 +, Ee01, 114 = En02 +, 118 = Ee01 +, 148 = Ep04 +, 147 = Eq03. Acc. sing. neuter: o-nai 'a holding, lease or purchase (? of land'). See p. 235.

o-na-to, PY 149 = Eb33 +, 135 = Ep0704. Acc. plur.: o-nata.

o-mi-ti-la-pi, PY 242 = Ta707. Instr. plur. fem., of part of a chair: urmitlaphip 'decorated with birds' [ἐφισφετος Aristoph. +].

o-ne-ro, KN 82 = Ca895 (joined). Nom. plur.: o-nei 'asses, donkeys', with same ideogram as horse. [ὅνοι ἢ xi, 558 +].


o-ne-ro, KN X 1611. Nom. sing. of o-ne-ro? [Or cf. ὅνοι: ὅνοις Hesych.; Arc.-Cypr. ὅνοι, ὅνοι?]

o-ne-ro, KN L 1566 edge, Od682, M 623, Wa1703. Nom. plur. noun(?), describing woollen (?) ideogram; also in compounds re-o-ne-ro-ka, po-ki-ro-ne-ro-ka. [ἀνασ 'claw' II. v., 248 +, also 'nail, hoof', hardly seems possible, unless in a very derivative sense.]

o-ne-ro-ka, KN Le403, L 584 +. Apparently synonymous with the preceding (or adjectival?),

o-ne-ro-ka, PY Ab30. Nom. plur. fem.: 'women engaged in preparing o-ne-ro-ka'?

o-ne-ro-ka-o, PY Ad675. Gen. plur.

o-pa, KN C 50, L 695, 29 = Ae921, Dm1184, 165 = So0430, 273 = So0420, 282 = So0430, 284 = Wa1704, PY 296 = Sh736. Some kind of group, department or detachment? Often preceded by a man's name in the gen. [ἀναστι ὅνος 'following, retinue', postulated as base of ὅνος (or quires, attendant), II. v., 265 +]. Similarly Furumark, 1954, p. 58. Chadwick: 'a form of feudal service'? See p. 169.

o-pa-w-o-ni, KN 300 = G (?), 3670, PY 292 = Sh740 +. Nom. plur. neuter: probably 'plates' applied to bodily armour, see p. 376.

o-pa-ro, KN G 461 +, Gg706, L 869, 283 = So0442 +, X 409 +, PY Ad01, 55 = An724 (An32), Cu09, Eb39, Fm19, 150 = Ma09 +, 184 = Nn01. Usual annotation to persons and things 'owed', 'falling in their duty', 'which should be there but aren't', etc., further abbreviated as o-s. Owing to variation in congruent adjectives, probably not a word δέξιος (only 'advantage' in Greek) but abbrev. for participles act. ὀφθαλκεῖν, etc. and pass. ὀφθαλκεύον, etc. [ὅδε ὀφθαλκεῦ όν 'debt', Xenophon +, etc.]

o-pe-ro, MY 107 = Ge604. Probably a mis-spelling of the preceding.

o-pe-ro, PY Ma16. Playful (?) abbrev. of preceding as 'adjunct' to ideogram o.

o-pe-ro-ri, PY 184 = Nn01. 3rd plur. pres.: ὰδορφείοι 'thus they owed', or 'owe for.[δέξαι Od. v., 332 + (also Arc., Aec.), Att. δέξασθαι, Cret. δέλεκτα, p. in Arc., ὀφθαλκέος is probably not original, Schwzyzer, Gr. 1, 226.]

o-pe-ro-vo, MY 105 = Ge602. 3rd plur. aorist: ὀφθαλκεύον or ὀφθαλκεύ 'thus they owed', et c. 'contracted a debt'. [Att.-Ion. δέξατο (attached to δέξασκε) was probably orig. aorist to δέξασκε]

mastr.: ἀφελίατον 'an inhabitant who ought to (be rowing)’, 'is obliged to'.


o-pero-so, PY 135 = Ep704. Nom. sing. fem.: ἀφλασσόνα, 'although she should have', or 'although she is obliged to'.

o-pero-so-de, PY 141 = Eb20. ἀφλασσόνα + de 'but'.


o-pi-a-ra, PY 56 = An657. Acc. plur. neuter: ὑπελαια 'coastal (regions)'. [Ἀλεξάνδρος II. ii, 538 +.]

το-πι-δα-μι-jo, PY 45 = An830, 75 = Ca02. Nom. plur. masc.: ὑπεδαμίον, 'those who are at home in the villages'. [Ὑπεδαμίον Oδ. i, 194 +.]

o-pi-i-ja-pi, KN 266 = Sd0401 +, 274 = Sf0428. Instr. plur. fem.: part of the harness of a chariot team. See p. 365. A shortened form of the succeeding?

o-pi-i-ta-ja, KN 357. Nom. plur.: an artefact, possibly ὑπειδιστατικόν.

o-pi-ka-pe-e-we, PY 257 = Jn09. Nom. plur., a class of persons in the tribal villages: ὑπεσκαφαθεῖσι. [Cf. ὑπεσκαφαθεῖσος 'one who rows in the seed', Ἓξευχ, ὑπεσκαφαθεῖσος 'hoe, mattock', Delphi 3 n.c.?] See p. 357.

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ja-ja, PY 243 = Ta708 +. Acc. plur. fem.: ὑπεκεκλεμματικόν 'edges of the back (of a chair)'. See p. 343.

o-pi-ke-re-mi-ja-ja-pi, PY 242 = Ta707 +. Instr. plur.: ὑπειδιστά.


o-pi-ke-ri-jo-de, PY 55 = An724 (An32). Is δε a conjunctive or allative?

o-pi-ma-tu, KN L 1568. See p. 317.

o-pi-me-ne, PY An30. 3rd sing. pres.: ὑπεμνη 'remains'. [Ὑπεμνη II. xix, 142 +.] Or ὑπεμνη 'per month'. [Ὑπεμνη 'rations.']


o-pi-qi-na, KN L 584. Nom. plur. neuter, adj. applied to textiles?

το-πι-τρο-πο, PY Aa777, Ab15, 13 = Ad691. Nom. and gen. plur. 'em': ὑπετίροι 'remaining, supernumerary'. [Cf. ὑπετίροι Findar +.]

o-pi-tu-ko, PY 257 = Jn09 +. Nom. plur., a class of men in the tribal villages, see p. 357.

o-pi-te-te-re, PY 251 = Vn02. Nom. plur., name of an artefact: ὑπεπιθέτες 'covers, lids'. [Cf. ὑπεπιθέτες Aristotel. +, ὑπεπιθέτες II. xxiv, 288 +.]

[?]-pi-te-te, KN 231 = K. 872. Part of cup, made of gold; probably nom. sing. of the preceding. Or a participle (cf. ὑπετίροι ὑπερεπεφεύγοντα II. x. 271, ὑπερεπεφεύγοντα II. xxiii, 270)?

o-pi-te-u-ke-e-we, PY 50 = An18, 91 = Fv02 +. Nom. plur., a class of men: ὑπεπιθέτες 'riggers'? [Connected with Hom. ἀνταπ 'armour, arms; ship's gear; vessels'? Or with ὑπεπιθέτες?]

o-pi-te-u-ke-e-we, KN B 798. Shorter spelling of the preceding.

o-pi-te-e-ke-u, PY 97 = Un03. Nom. sing.: (?)-ε, defective spelling.

o-pi-ti-ni-ja-ta, PY Eb06 +. Nom. sing.: a title or trade; connected by Carallati with Cret. ἢνος: = ἢνος, but cf. p. 182.


o-po-go, KN 266 = Sd0401 +, 274 = Sf0428. Nom. dual or plural. Palmer: ὑπάκη 'horse's check-pieces', made of leather or ivory. [ὁ-ἀκο-], ὑπάκη ὑπάκη ὑπάκη ὑπάκη [Poll. +]

o-re-ne-ja, KN Ld579 +. Nom. plur. neuter: (?)-εια, adj. describing textiles or garments. [Ὁδαλέης 'lower arm', ὕμ. +. Or cf. ὕμαλα, ὕμαλα 'mat, mattress']

o-re-ne-a, KN L 593. Alternative spelling of the preceding.


o-ro-me-ne, PY 31 = Ae04 +. Nom. sing. masc.: ὑπάραστα 'watching over (animals)'. [ἐπαραστόν Od. xiv, 104, etc. No trace of *r- in Homer either (for suggested connexion with ὑπάραστα, *wor-). Probably *wَr-/ wَsَr-. Cf. Avest. haraiti, harrwast 'watches'.]

το-τε, PY 235 = Ta711. Conj.: ὑπετίρο 'when'. [Ὅτη Ι. ii, 397 +.]

o-ti-ri-ja, PY Aa05. Nom. plur. fem., name of a trade: (?)-τριστα.

o-ti-ra, PY Ab11. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

o-ti-ra-o, PY Ad663. Gen. plur.: (?)-τριστάν. o-u-di-do-si (with au- 'not'), see after di-do-si.

o-u-di-do-to (with au- 'not'), see after di-do-si.

o-u-ko, MY Oe108 +. Nom. sing. An object connected with wool?

o-u-ka, MY 228 = Oe111. Probably nom. plur. of the preceding.

o-u-pa-ro-ke-ke- [see pa-ro-ke-ke- +?]

o-u-qa, KN L 641, 265 = Sd0403 +, 274 = Sf0428. PY Eb39, 148 = Ep04 +, 43 = Sn01, 248 = Va01. Conj.: ὑπετίρο 'and not, but not'. [ὁπρε 'and not', II. xxiii, 265 +, more often 'neither... nor'. Function of Myc. ὑπετιρίσ is closer to that of class ὑπετίρισ 'and not, but not', cf. Lat. ne-que.]

o-u-ru-to, PY 56 = An657. 3rd plur. pres.: ὑπετίροι 'they guard, watch'. [Athematic pres. of ὑπετίροι (*ὑπετίροι)咱, cf. Hom. ὑπετίροι, imperfect ὑπετιρίσ II. iv, 138, etc.]
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σαρα-φο, PY An08, Cn14+, Na59, 292=Sh740. Dat. sing., nom. plur., etc.: παραφο 'old', perhaps also 'of the time before'. [παραφος of man's age. II. xiv, 108 +, of things, Od. ιη, 293 +. From παραφο *φολα (cf. τιμα); no evidence for *φολα. Now παλαιος.]

παρα-κου, KN U 124, L 1569, Se879, PY 286= Sa787+. Nom. plur. neuter, etc.: παλαιος.

παρα-κε-τε-ε-ε, PY Jn750. Nom. plur. masc., of 'active' smiths: πρακτικες? [CF. πρακτικε τοις deeds. II. ix, 443; 'trader', Od. νυν, 164 +, also πρακτικες?]

παρα-κε-[we], PY 239=Ta642. Instr. sing.: name of a material used in inlay furniture, see p. 340.

παρα-κυ-κε, PY 244=Ta714+. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

παρα-κυ, PY Cn24. A form of βροχος 'short' (but cf. Αειων, βροχος)

παρα-κυ-α, KN Ld580. Nom. plur. neuter, adj. describing garments: derived from one or other of the preceding.

παρα-κε-κυ-κυ, KN 217=L 587. Alternative spelling of the preceding?

παρα-το-ρα-ρο, 237=Ta709. Nom. sing. Palmer: απαθονη 'oven-rake' or similar. [σμαβονης Πόλλα, equivalent of σμαβονης, Δολαβονης, σκαλαβονης.]


παρα-κυ-νυ, KN 299=V 789, PY 293=Sh737. Nom. dual.: Bennett: παρακυνυ 'pair of (helmet) cheek-pieces'. [CF. κόρυφος δια χαλακταρηνο Od. xxiv, 323 +; Nom. παρακυνυ (παρακυνυ) pl. παρακυνει 'check'; 'check-piece' h:Ham. +; Labb. παρακυνει.]

παρα-κυ-ν-νο, PY 42=An17, 250=Vb01. A description of ου-νο (probably 'wine'). [Probably not an inflexion of προς, Ep. προς 'mild, gentle' (never of taste), *πρως/προς, but a gen. plur. Connected with Προςοδος ουνος II. ιη, 639, etc., of unknown derivation?]

παρα-κυ-νο, KN An115, C 908+, Dk945, L 5916, Ld871, PY An15+, 61=Cn04+, 109=Ev797+, Eb747+; 118=Ep01+, 147=Eq03, Mn02, Pa01+, 96=Un02, Vb01. Prep. with dative: παρα 'in the care of, from the hands of, in or from the place of'. [παρα Homer +; with gen. in sense 'from' in Epic, Att.-Ionic, but cf. ινα, ινα with dat. in Arc.-Cypri.; αο from *αο? *ινα? *ινα?]

παρα-κε-κυ-νο-νο [to 2?], PY 16=Ad686. Perhaps 3rd sing. aor. middle: su παρακυνονο 'did not present himself'. [κοι σφν παρακυνονο Βερρι Od. xxvii, 173 +.]

παρα-κυ-κυ, PY 247=Ta716. Dual: παρακυ 'two (gold) pegs, rivets'. [παρακυνος II. xxiv, 268 +, ιναλας, cf. παρακυνο, παρακυνο 'fasten in'.]

παρα-κυ-κυ, PY 135=Ep074. 3rd sing. pres.: παρακυνο
pektiriōn.


pe-ki-ti-[-], KN L 656. Probably connected with the preceding.

pe-ko, KN D 7067 +, PY 77 = Gn23. Acc. sing.: pekōs 'hide'? See p. 208: [πέκα Νι-
*cander.]

pe-k-o-to, KN 210 = Lc5266 +, L 698. The name of a kind of textile or garment, probably connected with pe-ki-ti-ri-a-; see p. 315.

pe-ma, KN 101 = Gg675 +, PY 152 = Er01 +. Nom. sing. neuter: sperma 'seed' (of wheat or coriander). [πέσμα Homer +].

pe-mo, PY 33 = Ac977, 108 = Gm817 +, 133 = Eb99 +, Er06, 117 = Er01 +, 121 = Eb99 +, 131 = Ep01 +, 154 = Eq01 +, 167 = Fm650. Probably synonymous with the preceding: a variant spelling of sperma 'seed'. Or abbrev. for περισσοβολά, etc.? See p. 316.

pe-ne-we-te, KN Ld5198. Dual and plur. adjectives in -nte 'indents' describing garments. See p. 316.

pe-ne-we-ta, KN 214 = Ld571 +. Nom. plur. neuter: (?)-entauta.

pe-pa-to, KN 270 = Sd0402 +. Part of a chariot. See p. 367.

pe-re, KN Od562, PY 172 = Kn02. Part of the verb phere 'bring, take'.

pe-re-ke, KN 225 = L 920. 3rd sing. pres.: per-ekhri 'comprises'? [περιπράσ. Ael. περαπράσ.]. Not connected with πλάκα 'plait'. Sittig reads πλεκτά (πλέκτα), a unit of weight.

pe-re-ke-we, PY Aa765, Ad19, MY Oe130. Nom. plur., name of a class or trade. [Cf. πλάκας 'plait', Epich. 5 a.c.]. Probably not from πλάκας, 'axe (men)?

pe-re-ku-ta, KN [As02], PY An25. Nom. sing. or plur.: prekūta 'old man'? [Att. πρεσβύτερος, πρεσβύτατης, Dor. πρεσβύτης, πρεσβύτες, etc., from *pre-er-].

pe-re-go-to, KN C 50, PY An16, Eb22, 116 = En659. Previously taken as variant of 'old man'; but appears to be a man's name, also spelt Qe-re-go-la- (gen.).

pe-go-to, PY 116 = En659, 123 = Eb99. Noun apparently used to distinguish one man of the same name from another: 'old man'.

pe-ri-to-go, KN V 479 rev. Introducing list of men. Georgege: περιληπτο 'remaining, sur-
viving'. [περιλήπτων Aristoph. +].

pe-ri-ke, MY 234 = Ue611. Nom. plur., name of a vessel: pelikes. [πέλης; κόληςς προφοθόνον Gr. 5 b.c. ap. Poll.; cf. Att. πέληκας = κόλης, Ael. πεληκάς 'basket'.]

pe-re-si-ri-wo, PY 181 = Ma14 +. Neuter sing.: peresimōnos 'last year's'. [περεσιμός Aristoph. +; from *per-si-att (cf. ρέοντος), Skt. pardi 'last year'; now pārī. Etym: shows no other trace of variant *-ina- (Hom. ὁμοίως can be explained metri gratia.)]
pe-ra-si-na, PY 179 = Ma09. Probably a defective spelling of the preceding.

pe-ra-si-na-va, PY 180 = Ma01 +. Neuter plur.: perasinou.

pe-ra-si-na-wa, KN 283 = So0442, MY 228 = Oe111. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

pe- *65-ka, PY Vn879. Nom. plur. neuter?, description of an artefact: per- added to same stem as e- pi- *65-ka?  

pe-ti-ra, PY 238 = Tn996. Nom. plur. fem.: phialai 'boiling-pans'. [φιάλεις II, xxiii, 270, later in sense 'drinking-bowl', also φιάλη; etym. unknown.]


pi-ri-je, KN 230 = K 740. With sign ze: here to be taken as 'saw', not 'pair'? [Cf. πληρός 'saw', Soph. +.]  

pi-ri-je-te, KN 262 = Ra1548 +. Nom. sing.: name concerned with sewing: prieith 'cut' (cf. προική)? Or from πλυστήρι ('priei') 'buy'.


pi-ri-ro-wei-sa, PY 240 = Ta713. Nom. sing.: phialai 'decorated with a feather pattern' or similar, of a table. [πτερον 'feathers, down; insect's wing', Herodotus +.]

po-da, KN V 1524. Context fragmentary: spondai 'drink-offering'? 

po-de, PY 236 = Ta641. Dat. sing.: podai 'foot, leg' (of tripod cauldron or table). [φος Homer +, Dor. φας, *podai; now podai.]


po-ku-te-ma, PY 238 = Tn996. Nom. sing.: poikilia 'additional property, extra qualification'? [Arch. ποικίλος ποικίλος. Cf. ποικίλος Hero- dotus +. Or καθάρισμα 'cleaning'.


po-ku-ta, KN B 815+, C 911+, L 469, PY 54 = An19 +. Nom. sing. and plur. a class or trade of men: poikilaios 'wine-pourers'. [Cf. Ion. ποικιλός ποικίλος; but ποικιλός is later.]

po-ku-te-ro, KN C 911. Adj. connected with the preceding?

po-me, KN 29 = Ae821, Dd1376 + (3288), PY 31 = Ae04, An06, 111 = Ea23 +, 128 = Eo278. Nom. sing. masc.: poimēn 'shepherd'. [ποιμέν Od. x, 82 +; cf. Lith. plimēri, gen.]

po-me-ne, PY 110 = Ea800 +, 183 = No831 (No02). Dat. sing. and nom. plur.: poimenes, poimenai.

po-me-ne, PY 109 = Ea782. Gen. sing.: poimenos.

po-ne, PY 246 = Ta722. Instr. sing. masc.: poinei 'with a griffin (?)'. [Hom. φοίνιξ 'Phoenician; purple; date-palm', 'fabulous bird', Hesiod, other meanings later. Probably a loan-word: not from φοίνιξ 'blood-red', which is from *phoinos.] See p. 344.

po-ne-ki-pi, PY 244 = Ta714. Instr. plur.: poinei-phi.

po-ne-ki-ja, KN 270 = Sd0402 +, [Se882], 274 = Sf0428. Nom. sing. and plur. fem.: poineikia, describing chariots, probably 'painted crimson, dyed crimson', not 'Phoenician; made of palm-wood'. [φοίνικας Pindar +, cf. φοίνικας, Od. xi, 124.] Cf. o-pi-po-ne-ki-ja, KN L 1568 edge, of textiles.

po-ne-ki-a, KN X 1017. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

po-ne-ki-ja, KN 8d0408. Probably a mis-spelling.

po-ne-ki-ja, KN 99 = Ga418 +, 100 = Og424 +. Name of a herb or spice measured by weight: alternative name of knikos eurthos, in allusion to its red colour or Phoenician origin? See p. 222.

po-pa, KN 165 = Gv862, PY 96 = Un02. Name applied to olives or olive-trees. [Cf. φορβή 'giving nourishment', Soph. +. Hom. φορβή 'food for animals', later 'food' in general?]


po-pu-ro, KN L 758. Dual fem.: pporterhia.

po-re-ra, PY 172 = Kn02. See p. 283.


po-ro, KN 82 = Ca895. Dual, with 'manless horse' ideogram. Evans: παλα 'two colts, foals'. [παλας Od. xxiii, 246 +.] Also 'young donkeys'.

po-ro-e-ke, PY 240 = Ta713 +. Nom. sing. fem.: prokhēs 'projecting' (?), of a table. [Cf. προχωρ 'project', Od. xi, 17 1, προχωρ Plutarch 'three-dimensional'.]

po-ro-i-ra, KN Od6990. May be a proper name. [πρόκρο 'prow' is probably from πρόκρινε, which would not fit here.]

po-ro-ko-re-te, see after ko-re-te.

po-ro-da-ma-te, po-ro-da-ma-te, etc., see after du-ma.

po-ro-ko-wa, KN Fh350 +. Perhaps a noun applied to olive-oil. [Cf. προχωρ 'river mouth, outpouring', Homer +.] Cf. e- pi-ko-wa.

po-ro-ko-ko-wa, MY 234 = Ue611. Nom. plur.: prokhousai 'water-jugs, wine-jugs'. [προκύψας Od. xxiii, 397 +, Att. προχώρ, dial. προχώρ.] 

po-ro-ta, KN Od562. prōbo- 'first'? [Homer, Att.-Ion., Arc., Lesb. prōtós, Thess. prōtós, prōtov, prōthos, prōthos,
DOCUMENTS IN MYCENAEN GREEK

Dor., Boeot., NWGk. πρόταος. Detailed etym. uncertain.

πο-ρω-νι-ο-το, PY 172=Kn02. Gen. sing., introducing 'reverse' of tablet; Palmer: a month-name connected with πλάζω, πλώμα, 'sailing weather'? 

πο-ρο-πο-δε, PY 246=Ta722. Instr. sing. Bennett: πολυπόδη 'inlaid' with an octopus'. [Gen. πολυπόδος Od. v, 434+, Dor. πολυποδός, metri. gratia; prose πολυπόδος; also gen. πολυποδός, πολυπόδος: with change of declension.]

πο-ρο-γο-το, PY An31. Nom. plur. description of men: πόλυποτοι 'with more than one ox?', 'with a large field'? [Cf. πολυβουτόν Il. ix, 194+, also πολυβάτος, πολύποτος. Hardly for πολυπότος, 'muddled'.]

πο-σί, KN 270=So0402+. Adverb: τισι, τισιν 'they are attached, in addition'; cf. τις for διατις. [πρόσωπον Aesch. +; Arc. πτετοπιτις <πτετοποτιτις. *πτοτi> Dor. ποτιπτi, Arc.-Cypr. ποτις (cf. Av. ποτις), parallel to *πτοτι, Hom. πτοτι, Alt.-Ion., Lesb. ποτις. Skt. πτति.]


πο-τι-νι-α-να-κο-σε-σα, KN 208=V 52, Gg702, M 729, PY Cc665, Fm01, 172=Kn02, Vn07. Nom. and dat. sing. fem.: ποτια 'mistress', (sometimes if not always) of Athena. [ποτια Homer. +, cf. Skt. पोती.]

πο-τι-νι-α-να-κο-σε-σα, KN Di 930+. [F 760, PY [E]p04], 253=Jn01+, [Un09]. Nom. sing. and plur. masc.: ποτιαν(αςεις) apparently 'subject to the goddess (or queen?). [The -αςε is difficult to explain, see p. 127.] Also spelt -σαν-α-κο-σα on KN X 7742.


πο-τι-νι-α-να-κο-σε-σα, PY 154=Eq01. Gen. sing.: ποτιαν(αςεις)ινον.

πο-τι-πι, 242=Ta707. Instr. plur. ποτιπι 'with heifers, cows'. [ποτιπι Il. v, 162+]

πο-τι-ρι, KN V 1002+. Introducing (?) list of men or boys.


πο-τι-ανα-κο-σε-σα, KN 270=So0402+. Part of a chariot, 'footsteps'? Dual in-α from -α stem? [Cf. πτετοπα 'heel', Il. xxii, 397; later figurative uses.]


πο-ρα-το-ρο, PY 237=Ta709. Nom. dual fem. or neuter: ποραστρα 'fire-tongs'. [ποραστρα = ποραγγα II, 3, 47, 18, 4 b.c., ποραστρα of Herodas iv, 62; ποραστρα, cf. Lat. harium. Compare Cypr. ηραιον 'hearth', (E)ποραστρα ης Hesych. The Hom. αρας shows specialization of meaning, see Karageorghis, 1954.]

πο-τα-κο-σε-σα, KN 166= Gy684. Nom. plur. neuter: ποτα 'young orchard trees or vines'. [ποτα Od. xxiv, 227+]

πο-τα-τρι-α-να-κο-σε-σα, KN E 849. Nom. sing. or plur. fem.: ποταλια 'orchard, vineyard'. [ποταλια Il. vi, 195+]


πο-τα-τρι-α-να-κο-σε-σα, KN 157=Uf835. Probably an abbreviation of the preceding. Could be ποτηρε, see the succeeding.

πο-τε-ρα-κο-σε-σα, KN V 159, PY 193=Na37. Nom. sing. or plural, ποτερα 'planters'. [ποτερα Od. ix, 118+, ποτεριο 'planting', Xenophon.]

πο-τε-ρα-κο-σε-σα, PY 153=Et02. Probably [ποτεραμενον 'planted with trees'. [γι γερατομην Herodotus. See p. 267,}

πο-τε-ρα-κο-σε-σα, PY 249=Va20. Nom. plur. perhaps γερατομενον 'carved' or similar. [γι γερατομην Od. xix, 56, etc., ἀγρατομενον Il. xxii, 562; etymology obscure.] See p. 341.


πο-τε-τε-τε-ρα-κο-σε-σα, PY 239=Ta642. Instr. sing. masc., etc., alternative verbal adjective, 'carved', with problematic reduplication: -δῆ, etc.
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?ge-ro-me-na, PY 14 = Adi697. Nom. plur. masc.: qédonai 'who become, will be'? [mtédon (Acol.) 'become', Homer+, Cret. tédon 'will be' (*q*édl-)] Or gédonai 'willing': cf. Dor. dýdonai.

gé-21, KN 300 = G 5670, 230 = K 740, 299 = V 749, X 5306. Nom. dual and plur. masc.: name of a bronze artefact of more or less rectangular shape. See p. 360.

gé-te-a, KN Ep563. Nom. plur. neuter: probably a kind of transaction, 'payment due'? [Cf. týdó (Callim. 5 B.C., but this may be from *tel-'; or cf. ðédon 'pray for, desire', Hom. ðó-ðéon (*q*édh-).] See p. 220.

Mühlstein: = πτώτα 'to be paid'.

gé-te-a-q, PY 96 = Un002. 'Mainland' spelling of preceding.

gé-te-o, KN Fh348, 222 = J 693, L 513. Gen. sing. or plur.

gé-to, PY 236 = Tá641, MY [234 = Ue611]. Nom. plur. masc.: name of a vessel with handles around the body. (Bennett compares πτβη, but this is usually derived from *bhlth-, cf. Lat. fidelia.)

gé-ti-j, MY 234 = Ue611, sealing W504. Nom. plur., possibly a kind of food. Blegen: qéthres 'with four handles'. [= tēr(os) Qenob., 2 A.D.; see a-no-se/ a-no-wa-lo.]

Mühlstein.

qra-to-ro-po-pi, PY 31 = Ae04 +. Instr. plur. qeiptopophi (watching over) the four-footed animals'. [tēr(os) apod todo, humans. Herodotus+. For qeipto- cf. Thess. πειρατης.]

qra-to-no-we, PY 236 = Tá641. Nom. sing. neuter. Blegen: qeiptodhes 'with four handles'. [= tēr(os) Qenob., 2 A.D.; see a-no-se/ a-no-wa-lo.]

qri-rj-a-to, KN B828, X 1037. Perhaps qriath 'he bought!' (Furmark). (πηρρο Od. 1, 430 +. cf. Skt. kriñmā.) But see p. 82 for labiovelars before consonants.

qsi-si-pe-o, PY 247 = Tá716. Dual: Bennett xiphs 'two swords'. [qpsos neuter, Il. 1, 194 +; etym. unknown.]

qso-o, PY 76 = Cn22. Acc. or gen. plur. gıs(ina) or gıs(ina) (with dissim. of labials) 'cattle', [Acc. plur. Att. Ḗoς, Dor. Ḗoς (*q*ıs(ina), Skt. gős) also Hom. Ḗoς (*q*ıs(ina); gen. plur. Common Gk. *q*ıs(ina). See p. 207.

qso-a-ka-ra, PY 235 = Tá711. gısma-ka 'bull's head'. [There are no classical compounds of kara, but cf. χαλλαφιν, i-aw, χαλλαφια.]

[qso]-a-ka-ra-o-t, PY 244 = Tá714. Probably instr. dual.

qso-a-ko-ro, KN [As6067, X 5610], PY 51 = An20 +. 183 = Nn831 (Nn02). Nom. plur. masc.: gıs(ina) 'cowherds', [Hesiod II. 12, 521 +: either from qis(ina) with dissim. of labials (cf. qıs(ina), etc., or from a different root with *k-, cf. Irish buachait.] qis(s) [qsi]-a-ko-o, KN X 480. gıs(ina) - 'herdsman'. [Βουβδος Pindar.]


qo-wa-ja, PY 172 = Kn02. Adj. gıs(ina) - 'oxen's, oxhide'? [Bösos, βος Homer+]. Furmark assumes mis-spelling of di-we-ja q.v.


ra-ke, PY Eb22, 148 = Ep04. Georgiev: 3rd sing. aorist: λαθα 'was allotted a portion'. [Hesiod II. xxii, 79 +.]

ra-pi-ti-ra-q, PY Ab09. Nom. plur. fem., a woman's trade: raptriæ 'sempstresses, stitchers, clothes-menders', [báptēs Eust. 12 A.D., cf. Πεπράπτης, Piranesi priestess IG, 4th, 2361, 12; now ráfth.] Compare e-ra-pe-ma-na = ἐραμανή, which also does not show the *p* proposed in the equation with Lith. sebtis 'spin'.]

ra-qu-ti-ra-q, PY Ab18. Probably an eccentric spelling of the preceding (indicating the general labialization of *q* before a consonant?). See p. 82.


ra-tpte, PY An25, Ea14++. Masc. of the preceding: rapter 'stitcher, tailor'. [Cf. δράτης, δρηθίς, δρηθίς; now ráfth.]


ra-wa-ke-si-j, KN E 1569, PY Ea09 +, 147 = Ep03, 152 = Er01, 195 = Na67. Nom. and dat. sing., masc. and neuter: ládægias, etc., 'of the leader of the people'. [Cf. κύηγητης/ κυηγητής Herodotus +.]


ra-wa-si-si-j-o, PY Ea25 +. Gen. sing. masc.: ládægios.}

ra-wa-ke-j, KN 38 = Ax1516. Probably for ládægios (xía) (cf. base ládægis in the same context).

ra-wa-ke-ta, PY 55 = An724, 171 = Un718 +. Nom. and dat. sing.: ládægias -ta 'leader of the people, commander (?)', see p. 120. [Λάγης Pindar +; inscr. Λαργο-, Λαργός, etym. unknown. Palmer compares ONG heri-zugis, OEng. folo-toga.]


re-di-na-to-mo, PY Eq02. Nom. sing. masc., probably a trade: rédina-tonas 'tapper of pine-resin, resin-burner'? [βηθις Hippocr. 5 A.C. +; etymology uncertain.]

re-ke-to-to-re-ni-ja, PY Xa01, 1217 (re-ke-o). With oil ideogram. Bennett: 'for bed-coverings'? [Cf. λίχος στρατον Hesiod +.]
**Documents in Mycenaean Greek**

1. **re-po-to**, KN 222 = J 693. Neuter sing.: *linum leptum* 'thin, fine'. [ Lexer's *bódo* *fine linens*, II. xvi, 593; now left.]
2. **re-go-me-no**, KN 39 = AsI517. Nom. plur. masc.: *leío-gamnus* 'those who are left', cf. o-pi-re-go, be-rei-re-go. [ Cf. B 8 oler aitino Or. Od. xxii, 250; cf. Lat. *lingua*.]
3. **re-u-ko**, KN L 695, PY 77 = Cn225. Dual masc. or neuter: *leikhi* 'white'. [ Lexer's Homeric.]
7. **re-wo-pi**, PY 243 = Ta708. Instr. plur.: *leiovophi > leiosymphi* 'with lions'. [ Lexer's ovotos Or. ii, 782;]
10. **re-wa-to-ro-ro-no**, PY 9 = As27; 10 = Ad676. Nom. and gen. plur. fem.: *leiouto-khovoi* 'bath attendants'. [ Lexer's oxarchos Or. xx, 897.]
12. **ri-ne-ja**, PY Aa18, Ab746. Nom. plur. fem. a women's trade: *linea* 'flax workers'.
14. **ri-no**, KN 222 = J 693, X 7741, PY 184 = No01. Nom. and acc. sing.: *linum* 'flax, linen, linen thread, etc.'. [ Lexer Or. ii, 661.]
16. **to-i-ko**, PY 249 = Va02. Nom. plur. masc.: *roikoi* 'crooked, irregular'. [ Lexer's Archil. 7 etc.; but this may have initial *pp-, cf. MLG urich.]
19. **sa-ra-pe-do**, PY 153 = Er02. The description of a royal land-hold, perhaps a proper name. [ Cf. *métou* in *yosmetou* 'plot of ground', *dámio* 'coastal plain', *strep-tóme* 'encampment'.]
23. **se-re-mo-ko-ra-so-o**, PY 242 = Ta707-. Perhaps instr. dual.
24. **se-re-no**, MY 107 = Ge604. Nom. sing., a herb or spice: *selimos* 'celery', *Aipinn grasswolens'. [ Cf. *lianou* Or. ii, 776; now selima.]
25. **si-dio-vo**, PY 75 = G012. Acc. plur.: *sidfis* 'fat hogs'. [ *sidfis* Or. xx, 363; etc., uncertain.]
26. **si-to**, KN 35 = Am819. *sitos* 'grain, ration in cereals'. * Citrus (both wheat and barley) Od. ix, 87+; now *sýdri* 'wheat'.
27. **si-to-ko-wo**, PY 26 = An02. Nom. plur. fem., a women's trade: *stio-khovoi* 'grain measurers'. [ Cf. class. *stiothvou*; and Or. ii, 380 χρηστι...].
28. **so-we-ne-ja**, PY 237 = Ta709. Nom. sing. fem.: *provided or decorated with a so-we-no*. [ Cf. *so-we-no*]
29. **so-we-no**, PY 245 = Ta721+. Instr. sing. or plur.: item of decoration on a footstool, see p. 338.
30. **su-ko-to-o**, PY Ea08+. Ec01, 147 = Eq03. Gen. plur.: *Furnum siqetibun* 'of the swineherds'. [ Lexer's *sibontos* Or. iv, 640.]
31. **su-ra-se**, PY 30 = Ae03+. 3rd sing. aor. (or fut.)? *sale* 'seized'? [ Lexer's Homeric +, etc., obscure.]
33. **su-zu**, KN 94 = F 841. 166 = Ge864. PY 153 = Er02. Term describing *fig* (or *fig-tree*) ideogram. For *suka* or *suka*? [ Lexer's *fig*, Or. vii, 121, Bocot. *suka*, *suka* 'tree', Or. vii, 116, Dor., *suka*. Etymology obscure, perhaps related to Lat. *fraxis*, Arm. *thuza*. Now *rika, rixid.*]

---

**Ta-nu-wa**, PY 287 = Sa793. Nom. plur. neuter, describing wheels: *tanou* 'slender, worn thin, spindly'? [ Tatisses Or. ii, 59+; both *long* and *thin*, cf. *mílos* *tanou* *model*, Or. ix, 464. Lat. *texus*, Eng. *thin*].

**Ta-pa-o-te**, KN 37 = B 823. Nom. plur. masc. (opposite of *a-pa-o-te*)? *tarpa* (?) *entes* 'present (and milling about)?' [ Lexer's *thick, frequent*, Or. vii, 387+; cf. Nom. *tho* *thath*, same meaning, and Hom. *tho* '*come often*'.

**Ta-ra-nu**, KN X 1521, PY 242 = Ta707+. Nom. sing. masc.: *thómar* 'foot-stool', etc. [ Lexer's Or. ix, 57+; Att. *thóvos* 'bench'.]
ta-ru-nu-we, PY. 245 = Ta721, 251 = Vn02. Nom. plur.; thránes.

†ta-ru-si-ja, KN Le535, 283 = So0442. PY 253 = Jn01+, MY Oe110. Nom. and acc. sing. fem.; Bürck talaiār -ār 'amount weighed out and issued for processing'; also perhaps in specialized meaning 'wool-spinning'. [Class. ταλαία, ταλαίασαγγα 'wool-spinning'; Lat. penus parallels the semantic development. From stem of ταλάειν (not directly from τᾶλος 'long-suffering').] See p. 352.

to-re, PY An13. Nom. plur., a man's trade: státhēs [σταθής only of weights and coins; deutor once Epich. 3 n.c. Cf. also στάθης 'platter'. Hesych.]

to-sa-mo, KN Wa1703, PY Ca09+, 251 = Vn02. Nom. sing.; staθmios 'farmstead; sheep-pen'; prob. also the name of an artefact. [σταθμίος ποιμήν, διοικήθηκε Hom.; also 'post, post-office, balance'.]

to-ke, PY 235 = Ta711. 3rd sing. aorist: theke 'appointed, made into'. [θήκη Od. xii, 165, etc.]

?-to-ko-to, PY 167 = Es650 rev. Nom. tekíla, or part of a man's name?

to-ko-to-ne, KN 47 = Am826. PY 51 = An20,11. Nom. plur.; tektones 'carpenters, wood-workers'. [τεκτόνης II. vii, 315+; Skt. taqan.]

to-ko-to-a-pe, PY An24. Combination of tekíla with a dubious element: apēs 'was absent'?

†te-mo-no, KN 152 = Er01 (not Er02). Nom. sing. neuter: temenos 'area of agricultural land set aside for a chieftain'. [τήμανος βασιλικός II. xvm, 550+; later 'precinct of a god'; cf. Lat. templum.]

te-mi, see o-a-te-mi.

te-mi*-71, KN 278 = So894. Nom. sing. neuter, adj. in -nt- or -ent- 'having a border'?: 

†‡te-mi*-71-ta, KN 278 = So894+, PY 287 = Sa793+. Nom. plur. neuter, describing wheels, termis (-nta).

te-mi*-71-te, KN 279 = So0437+. Dual: termis (-nta).

†te-o, PY 140 = Eb35, 120 = Es03, 135 = Ep704. Acc. sing. them 'the god' (or 'goddess')?: on Es03 7 a mis-spelling for te-o-jo. [θεός Homer +, masc. and fem. (as in Attic), also θεός (prob. Aeol.) etym. uncertain; now thrôs.

te-o-jo, PY 137 = Eb30+, Ec07, 114 = En02+, 118 = Es01+, 143 = Ep715+. Gen. sing.: theos doulos -lados 'servant of the god (des).'

te-o-i, KN E 842, PY 1226. Cf. pa-ti-te-o-i, theoi 'to the gods'.


te-o-pa-rí-ja, KN Od696. theoi natveis, adj. 'of the priests, of the cult'? [θεοπαράθεια Plato +].

†te-o-pa-rí-ja, KN E 1058.


†te-pa-ja-o, PY Ad921. Gen. plur.

ter-ri-ke, PY Eb892, 148 = Ep04, 3rd sing. pres.: therapeuti 'serves as a squire'. [Cf. θεραπευτη Od. xii, 265+.

†te-re-ja, PY Eb39 + 940. Probably atematic 3rd sing. pres. (from *teleiômi?), from same stem as word te-re-ja, q.v.; mioteleia 'he does (not) perform his feudal duties (or payments) [τελείω n 'pay'; Homer + (also τέλειον) from *tel-; but τέλεο: 'achieve' probably from *tel-]


‡te-re-ta, KN 47 = Am826, 161 = Uf839+. PY Eb37, Ec0714 = En02, 119 = Es02, Eq02, 152 = Er01. Nom. sing. and plural: a function or office in the pattern of land-tenure: teletes -tai 'fieldholder' or similar. [Cf. τελεστά 'pol. sing.奥林匹a 6 n.c.]

‡te-re-ta-o, PY 152 = Er01. Gen. plur.: teletēa.

ter-e-te-we, PY 28 = An42. Meaning unknown, see p. 168.

†te-tu-kwo-a, KN 216 = Ld871. Nom. plur. neuter, perfect participle of τέχνας, describing garments: tektukenos, perhaps 'well-made' (Hom. τεχνικός). τεχνικός in passive sense only Od. xii, 429: τέχνην ὅσον ῥεά τεχνικός. τέχνη- is historically correct for the neuter plural, Schwzyzer, Gram. I, 541.]

te-tu-kwo-a, PY 289 = Sa682. 'Mainland' spelling of the preceding.

†te-ura-ra-ra-ko-ro, PY An09, 120 = Es03. A man's trade? teut-agora- 'beetroot-collector'? [τω-σκον Βατραχ. +, Atl. στρωκον; etym. unknown.]

†ti-po, KN L 5923, PY 51 = An20, Xa26. Possibly gen. sing.: ithous 'of the shore, coast'. [παρὰ θάλασσας Homer +; etym. obscure.]

†ti-ri-jo-we, PY 236 = Ta641. Nom. sing. neuter: dipas tributes 'goblet with three handles', cf. o-wo-we, go-to-wo-wo. (= κριστόν BGU 544-17, 2 A.D.)

†ti-ri-o-we-e, PY 236 = Ta641. Dual: tributes.

†ti-ri-po, PY 236 = Ta641+. Nom. sing. masc.: Blegen: tripas 'tripod cauldron'. [τρίπτωs II. xxii, 164+, earlier form than τρίπτωs Homer +.]
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ti-ri-po-de, PY 236 = Ta641. Dual: tripa6e.


to-e, PY E842. Fuller spelling of the dative τός. See p. 87.

to-me, PY 148 = Ep04. Alternative version of the preceding, see p. 87.

to-jo-qe, PY E824. tōs i6e 'and of this'? to-jo-qe, PY 193 = Na57. ταίς ως 'and to these'?

to-ko, KN V 1529. Context unknown: tokas 'childbirth', 'interest'? toihus 'wall'.

†to-ko-do-mo, PY 51 = An20+. Nom. plur.: toikhadomai 'builders'. [τοιχάδομος Herodotus + has perhaps gained at its expense.]


to-mi-ka, KN Lc761+. Adj. describing textiles or garments. [Cf. διμύχος 'cord', string'. Herodotus +? Not τριμυχον (He-
sych.), prob. *τρι-μυχον.]

to-mi-jo, PY 247 = Ta716. Dat. sing.: part of a sword, see p. 347.

to-mi-ja, KN X 192. Connected with the preceding?

†to-no, PY 242 = Ta707+. Nom. sing. masc.: thornos 'chair'. [θρόνος Od, 1, 145+; cf. θρίζων (Cyrpr.) Hesych.]


to-qi-de, PY 239 = Ta642+. Instr. sing., a decorative feature on vessels and furniture: toqidei 'with a running spiral'? [Cf. Lat. torqueo.] See p. 336.

to-qi-de-ja, PY 237 = Ta709. Nom. sing. fem.: toqidei6a 'jug decorated with a running spiral'.

to-qi-de-jo, PY 241 = Ta715. Dual fem.: toqideia6i.

to-qi-de-wou-sa, PY 235 = Ta711. Nom. sing. fem.: toqideia6i-mess, synonym.

†to-ra-ke, PY 296 = Sh736+. Bennett: nom. plur.: thertas 'corslets'. [θηράτα II, xxii, 560+, Att. θηράτα, Acol. θηράτα; etym. obscure.]

to-ro-no-wa-ko, KN 39 = As1517. Nom. plur.: probably a man's trade, throno-wakos 'makers of chairs'? But note spelling to-wo above. [Cf. Hom. ὑπόνω 'embroidered flowers'?

to-ro-po, KN Fb358+. Possibly tropha6e 'food, provisions'. [ trophai Aesch. +.]

to-po, KN Fb339. Probably a defective spelling of the preceding.

†to-ro-jo-me-no, PY 154 = Eq01. Nom. sing. (or gen. plur.,?): trophi6ikos, see p. 268. [Mid. part. of τροφίκεισθαι II, xvii, 224, cf. τροφίκεισθαι be changed', τροφίκεισθαι 'betake oneself', etc.]

to-ro-go, KN Od563. Perhaps trog6on 'manner'. [τρογ6ος Pindar +. Also occurs in the man's name Eu-tro-go (PY Jn05) = Eutrogo. Bosisaq connects τρωγ6ος, etc. with *trop-, cf. Skt. trapat 'be confused', OLat. trepset = verit. But Meillet connects Latin torquor (similarly Schwyzer, Gram. i, 295); cf. Cypr. τρόχο-σοτοιον, ἄρομα-σοτοιον (Hesych.), prob. from *-troph6o, and the synonym υπερτροφ6ος-τρη-


to-so-de, PY 58 = An654, 146 = Eb34+, 117 = En01+, 121 = Eq04+, 131 = Ep01+, 154 = Eq01+, 152 = Er01+, 167 = Eq630, 253 = Jn01+, 171 = Un718, tossoide, tossoide, tossoide. [tossoide Homer +. Some of the Myc. contexts may indicate tassos -de 'but', similarly with to-so-de.]

to-so-jo, PY 152 = Er01 (not Er02). Gen. sing.: tassos.

to-so-ne, MY Oel118. For tassos? Deictic -ei?


to-so-da, [KN Ga1530], PY 153 = Er02, 192 = Na50+, 199 = Ng01+, 252 = Vn06, tossoide, tossoide.

†to-to, PY 43 = Sb01. Neuter sing.: ἄιτο μετο 'this (year)'? [τότο Homer +, probably for *to-a-to, cf. *d-u-ro; but a variant *to-to is indicated by early Att. inscr. toto, Schwyzer, Gram. i, 611.1.]

to-u-ka, KN Lc504+. A description of something to do with garments. Cf. to-mi-ka, or Mycenaean o-u-ka?

†tu-ka-te-re, MY Oel106. Prob. dat. sing.: thugatere 'to the daughter (of So-and-so)'. [θυγάτερον Il, ix, 148+.]

to-na-no, KN 209 = Lc525+, L 1568. A description of textiles, see p. 315.

to-rar-te-u, PY Ae01+. Nom. sing., a class or trade (or ethnic?): (?)-etai.
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†tu-rosis, PY 171=Un718. Nom. plur.: τύροι 'cheeses', also written with monogram τυ-rosis: τυρός II. xi, 659+, cf. Av. τίτος; now tiri.

tu-ru-nte-ri-ja, PY 41=An14, Un01. A kind of transaction (in both cases followed by o-ni)? [Cf. ἑρύτορο 'break in pieces; enfeeble'] Carratelli: 'demolition'; Palmer: 'grinding'.

†tu-we-a, PY 103=Un08. Acc. plur. neuter: thēs, prob. 'ingredients for aromatic oil'. [ὅσα 'burnt sacrifices' II. vi, 270+, orig. 'fragrant smoke'; cf. ἤσπαον τηβουρωμένον 'aromatic oil', II. xiv, 172.] See p. 224.

tu-wo, PY Un11. Sing. or dual? An enumerated object or commodity. [Cf. ἄρον 'citroneum' Od. v, 60, 'incense' Soph. +; and the succeeding.]

u-do, KN K 873. Annotation to a vessel (?)-nu labelled τό. Apparently hudor 'water'. For a possible oblique form, see a-τυ-γ-γ-δο-ς.

[ἡδος Od. 11, 1+10.]

u-do-ro, KN [233=Uc100 rev.], PY 238=Ta996. Nom. plur., name of a bucket-shaped vessel. A compound of hudor- (abbrev.), or a noun hudois? [ἡδος II. 11, 723+, only 'water-snake'; cf. ὀπίας, Dion. ὀπίας 4.]

u-po, KN 271=So0422, PY [145=Ba05]. Adverb: ἐπο 'underneath'. [Hom. ἐπο, Aen. B. 248, ἐπο as if on the analogy of ἐπο, Schwizer, Gram. ii, 474.]

u-po-we, KN Le178. Description of two linen (?)-tunics. [Cf. Hesych. ὑποτέσσαρ' χιτων (*ὑποτέσσαρ' χιτων) ?]

†wu-na-ka, KN Vc73, PY 194=Na58, 235=Ta711. Nom. sing.: wunax 'the king'. [σωκ II. i, 442+, Cypr. wa-nas-xe. Etym. unknown.]

wu-na-ka-te, KN 101=Ga675, PY 97=Un03, 1125+. Dat. sing.: wunaktos 'to the king'. [Cf. also Phryg. dat. wa-naktos.]


wu-na-se-wi-ja, PY 235=Ta711. Nom. sing. fem., adj: wunassewia 'belonging to the queen (or to her apartments)? [ἀνέσεως Homer + (no adj.). Adj. modelled on βασιλείας, etc., like Hom. ποιμνίας, ἐνώπιος, ιον., γυναικίας.]

wu-no-sa-i, PY 1219 (1955, elsewhere wu-no-so-i). Conceivably from ὁδός (dual?).

wu-ra-ri-ta, KN So0433. Nom. plur., neuter, describing wheels? Or a man's name? [Cf. ὁδόν ὃδόν 'undamaged'; Schol. to Od. xii, 259'; Ion. ὁδόν 'easiest' may be from ὁδόρο.]

wu-o, PY 247=Ta716. Noun followed by axe-shaped ideogram and numeral 21: part of a sword? [Probably not ὁδό 'sword' (either ὁδό is Lat. entis, or ous ous from ὄδος).]

wu-τo, KN 83=Ch902+, Thebes II.+. Perhaps wu-to 'citizen'; see p. 212. [ἀντός II. xi, 242+.]

wu-tu, KN X 114, PY Eq887, 172=Kn02.1. Wastu 'the town'. [ἀντός II. ii, 332+, cf. Arc. ἄστων μεσοτάτῳ, Stk. ἀστός.]


wu-te-re-ja, PY 239=Ta642. Nom. sing. fem., adj. describing tables and chairs: (ʔ)-e, see p. 340.

wu-te-re-jo, PY 244=Ta714. Nom. sing. masc.: (ʔ)-eis.

wu-te-ke-a, PY 286=Sa787. Nom. plur. neuter, adj. in -e, describing wheels: (ʔ)-e, see p. 373.

wu-te-ke-e, PY 285=Sa02+. Dual: (ʔ)-e.

wu-te-we, KN 164=Gv663, PY [153=Er02.5]. Nom. plur.: a kind of plant?


wu-te-ka-e, KN X 1044. Perhaps intended as dual of the preceding, cf. e-te-ka-e.

wu-te, KN X 236=Ta641+. See ke-re-si-jo.

wu-te-i-ja, KN 35=Am419. Furumark: wergia 'Tagewerkei'?

wu-ke-ke-ke-te-[. KN Ak630. Nom. plur., apparently describing young craftswomen: weder-tergetai? [Cf. ἐκθέτεις II. v, 439+, probably from *wεκτόν* 'working at will'; could also be for *wεκτόν* (keos) 'sealed, far away', or 'wergo-].


wu-te-to, PY 178=Ma13, 43=So01. Acc. sing. neuter: wetai 'year'. [βτος II. xxiv, 765+, Cypr. βτος.]

wu-te-i-wu-te-i, PY 168=Es644. Reduplicated dat.-loc.: wetei wetei 'from year to year, every year'. [= class, διαφορί. Cf. Stk. loc. wetei-wutei 'every year'].
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**‡we-we-e-a, KN Lε78, 220 = L 870.** Nom. plur. neuter, describing textiles: *wevere* 'woollen'.

[Att. ἱφης (τισεθ) neuter plur., Ion. ἱφησις 'woollen', from *wevere*, cf. Lat. *serra* 'sheep'.] Cf. *we-we-e-a, PY Xε878,

**we-we-sti-e-jas, PY Aα762, Aβ26.** Nom. plur. fem., a woman's trade: *wevereiteta* 'wool-workers'? [Cf. the preceding, and *στραφήνοι* 'olive-branch wound with wool'.] *We-we-sti-e-jas* is a man's name.

**we-we-sti-e-jas-o, PY Aε10.** Gen. plur.: *wevereitetai*.

**‡wi-ri-mi-jo, KN Sδ0401.** Dual? Palmer: *wepno* 'made of leather'.

[Πίνος Od. i, 108+; cf. Hom. ταλάντις < ταλάντιος.]

**wi-ri-ne-o, KN Sδ0408+ = 274 = Σο0428++.** Alternative spelling: *wi-ri-no*

**wi-ri-ne-o, KN Sδ0415.** Third alternative: *wi-ri-no*.

**wi-ri-ta, KN Οδα26, PY 104 = Un09.** Apparently ἵππα, LsB. ἵππας 'root', but the connexion with the *wool* (?) ideogram is obscure.

**wi-to-wo-pa-aq, PY 292 = Sh740.** Describing the plates (?) on a corset: *wepo* (?)-a neuter plural, 'with equal somethings, evenly-spaced? symmetrical?'. [Πος, ἵππα hom. etc., Cret., Arc. ἵππας.]

**wo-do-we, PY 1203 = 1955.** Probably adj. in -ον, applied to it.

**‡wo-i-koi-de, KN Αα1519.** *wοίκον* de 'to the house (of . . . -eus)'. [οἶκος Ι. i, 606, also οἶκας, dial. ὀικάς, οἰκάσε.]

**‡wo-jo, PY Eβ07.** Prob. gen. sing. *wov* of his (own). [ὁλος gen. Ι. in, 333, also ὀλος, etc., from *wo* -ο-].

**wo-ka, PY 285 = Sa02++.** An adverb? See p. 373.

**wo-ke, KN L 698, PY 296 = Sh736.** Perhaps 3rd sing. aorist: *worg* (from *worgo* 'made', etc. [Hom. ἰφης from both ἰφης 'do and ἰφης 'shut in'; Hom. perf. ἰφης 'have done'; Cypr. aor, κατ-ἀφης 'shut in'.]

**wo-na-ti, KN 164 = Gβ683.** Dat.-loc. plur.: *winston* 'in the vineyards'? [οἶδας ὀνειρεῖται τοῦ τοῦτον Herch.]

**wo-ne-we, PY Cn14++.** Dat. sing. *-εςι, a title or trade?

**wo-no, PY 250 = Vn01.** Nom. sing. probably *winos* 'wine'. [οἶξος Homer +, Αειμ. ποικ. prob. of foreign origin.]

**wo-ne-wo-ge-a, KN Sε880.** Nom. sing. fem. describing a chariot: *wild-sessa* 'scarred'? [οἶλος 'scar', Od. xix, 391, from *wolos*, cf. Lat. *wolus*.]

**‡wo-ko-ki-jo-ne-jo, PY 152 = Er01, 171 = Un718.** Describing a tract of land: *worgionio* 'belonging to the *worgion*'. [Att. ἰφης(τις) ὄνες Aesch., ἰφής ὄνες acc. plur. ί. Hom.; from ἰφης 'rites'. Apparently a college of priests, see p. 265.]

**wo-ro-ne-jas, MY 228 = Oε11.** Nom. plur. neuter? Adj. (?) describing wool or woollen garments. [A form *wepe* 'woollen'? Cf. οἶκος 'woolly', LV. xvi, 224, from *wolos*; λαγός 'wool'. Aesch. +, from *selojoas*]

Palmer: *weperia* 'lambswool'. See p. 323.

**‡wo-wi, PY An09+, Cn11, 141 = Eb20, 128 = Eo278, Na12+, Xa38+.** Nom. and acc. *wearo* -ο, a topographical term. [Cf. ὀρος 'boundary stone', LV. xii, 421+; Att. ὀρος, Corc. ὀρος, from *φορος*; cf. Lat. uran 'circuits ciuitatis'; also ὀρος 'area of land ploughed by a mule in a day; range', Od. viii, 124, etc.] Generally preceded by man's name in gen.; see p. 250. The place-names *ko-no-wi-wi-ja* and *ra-ke-wi-wi-ja* may preserve a plural *woreria*, cf. Att. ἵππα Ἐυριπ.+. Cf. also *wo-wi-ja, 59 = An656.** Palmer: *woreria* 'sheep-pen' (cf. Hom. ἵππα).]

**‡wo-wi, PY Ea28, Eb24, 148 = Ep04++.** 3rd sing. pres.: *worzei* 'works, performs', possibly 'ploughs' (ἐφυγα 'ploughland', Od. xvi, 140, etc.). [ἔφος Homer +, also ἔφος, both from *worjo* / *worjja*, cf. Av. *wargjā*, Goth. wargrian, Eng. work.]. See p. 254.

**o-wo-we, PY 135 = Ep704.** Oi worzei 'she does not perform'.

**o-wo-we, PY 141 = Eb20, Incomplete spelling of the preceding.**

**wo-ze, PY 135 = Ep704.** Pres. inf.: *worzeen* 'to perform'.

**wo-ze, PY 141 = Eb20.** Defective spelling of the preceding.

**wo-zo, PY 57 = An43, Eb38, Nom. sing. masc., pres. part. *worzen* 'performing', etc.**

**wo-zo-te, PY 149 = Eb33, Ep03.** Dat. sing. and nom. plur.: *worzeni -ites*. In Greek, *skezen* (from *vorjo*), 'be working on'?

**wo-zo-me-na, KN So0433.** Dual, pass. part., of wheels: *worzenemen* 'being worked on'.

**zo-ko-me-na, KN So0438.** Nom. plur. neuter: *woremena*.

**za-ku-sti-ja, PY 286 = Sa787++.** Nom. plur. neuter, describing wheels: *zakutia* 'Zakynthian'?

**‡za-ku-sti-jo, PY Sa755.** Dual: -ιο. A man's name on MY Oe122?

**za-mo-wo-ji-ja, PY 257 = Jn09, [175 = Ma10, Vn03].** A place, possibly derived from *ka-mo-ε* (q.v.) with ε- for k-, see p. 44.

**za-mi-jo, KN 39 = Aε1517 rev., PY An15.** Nom. plur. masc., a class of men: *zamians*? [Cf. γεζα ἐπειτα 'punishment, deliberate damage', Epich., Aesch. +, Dor. γεζα.]

**‡ze-so-me-no, PY 103 = Un068.** Dat. sing., fut. part. pass. *zezenemai* 'aromatic oil) which is to be boiled up'; see *a-te-pa-so-o.** [Fut. act. γεζα Aesch.]
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ζε-υ-κε-υ-τί, PY 91 = Fr02+. Dat. plur., a class of men; zeugma. [Cf. Att. ζευγίον, 'men with a pair of oxen'; Arc. ζεύγος (Schwyzer, Dial. 654), 'yoke of oxen'.]

ζω-α, KN Fh348+. Describing the oil ideogram: zoα 'decoction' or similar? [ζόη 'scum on milk', το ἑπάνω τοῦ μάλτος Hesych. Cf. ze-so-me-na.]

ζω-ώ, KN 163 = X 984, X 766+. [277 = Se10287]. ζωή, 'living', possibly 'animals'. [ζώος, ζώα is post-Homeric and evidently derivative, cf. σφαίρα for σφίς.]

Words with Untranscribed Initials

*85-de-ne-va, PY 237 = Ta709. Nom. sing. fem.: (?)-ueva 'decorated with *85-de-pi', see the succeeding.

*85-de-pi, PY 239 = Ta642+. Instr. plural, a decorative feature on furniture, see p. 338.

*85-ro, KN 270 = Sd0402. Part of a chariot. See p. 367.

*85-te, PY 237 = Ta709. Nom. sing. masc.: (?)-tē, a utensil.


Words with Missing Initials

]-de-wa-pi, KN 229 = K 434. Instr. plur. fem., adj. (?) describing a decorative feature on a vessel; see p. 329.

?-]ka-ra-to, MY 106 = Ge603. In a list of herbs and spices. [ἀρωτος 'unmixed' Od. xxiv, 73, Att. ἀρωτος? Or cf. κάλαθος 'basket', Aristoph. +?]

]-ke-te-ri-ja, PY 237 = Ta709. Nom. sing. fem.: name of a kind of spoon, shovel or lamp. See p. 337.

]-ko-so-ne-ja, KN Pp(?)/437. Nom. plur.: probably not the ἄδει αἰγίς ideogram, but *'axeiπις (?)'. [δαμάς 'small pins or bolts', Hero?]

]-o-ta-pa-ro-te-wa-ro, MY 228 = Oe111. Probably to be divided, see p. 323.


]-ta-ko-ro, KN Uf837. Probably a man's title or trade: -agros or -agros?

]-we ke-ke-tu-wa-o, PY 40 = An22. Probably nom. plur. masc. of a perf. part. in -t(h)wes, describing a list of men. Erasure makes reading difficult.
APPENDIX II

INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES

The personal names are discussed in ch. iv (pp. 92-105). The following Index follows the pattern of the Vocabulary. It contains all the sign-groups identified as personal names in the tablets quoted in Part Two, and a wide selection of apparent names from other tablets. For reasons of space about one-quarter of the complete catalogue has been excluded; but an attempt has been made to include all names which have a possible parallel in known Greek names or in vocabulary. It must be emphasized that the identification of personal names is much less certain than that of vocabulary words, being based entirely on superficial resemblance.

If a Greek name equivalent or similar to a suggested interpretation is known to occur this is given in brackets. If no reference is added this name will be found in Pape-

Benseler, Wörterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen. All names found in Homer are given one Homeric reference.

In most cases the derivation of suggested interpretations is sufficiently obvious; etymological notes are only added to explain obscure or questionable points.

To save space two special conventions have been adopted; all entries should be assumed to be in the nominative case, unless the contrary is stated. Since the great majority of the names are those of men, and in many cases there is nothing by which we can prove the gender, only the names which are certainly those of women are distinguished (fem.).

a-da-ma-o, PY Eb747, 131 = Ep01. Admaos?

a-da-ma-o-jo, PY 124 = Eo351 (Ec02). Incomplete spelling of genitive.
a-da-ra-ti-jo, PY 59 = An656. Patronymic adjective: Adraitos. [Cf. Ἀδραίτος II. xiv, 121.]

a-di-je-u, PY 59 = An656. Ardeus? [Cf. place-name Aδίτης; Αρδεύς.]

a-di-je-wo, KN Dw747. Gen.: Ardeīos.
a-di-wo-ta, KN 39 = As1517.

a-e-da-do-ro, KN Sc237. Ardeus?
a-e-ri-qa, PY An16, Jn03. Aerei. [Homeric ἄρεως ‘early’, ἄρειος; or cf. Ἀρειός?]


a-e-ta, PY 40 = An22, Actae. [Ἀκτέας.]

ai-ke-u, PY 236 = Ta641+. Aigoe; but possibly not a man’s name. [Ἀιγός.]

ai-ke-wo-to, KN Db1295+. Aigos = Aigi.?

ai-kii-wo-to, KN Uf967. Alternative spelling of the preceding.

ai-ki-e-we, PY Vn04. Dat.: Aigikos. [Cf. Ἀιγιαῖος ‘ethnic of Aigis’.]


ai-ki-st-jo, KN U 0746. Aisios?

ai-ki-wo-wo, PY 168 = Es644, 167 = Es650+. Aigis?

ai-kii-ta, KN 38 = As1516, PY 44 = An29, 56 = An657.

ai-kii-wo-to, KN Db1105 (+1446). Aigiptios. [Ἀιγιπτιός Od. ii, 15.]

ai-me-ne, PY 40 = An22. Aimenos; cf. a-me-ne-wo. [Homeric ἀιμενος ‘seize’.]

ai-t-qa-ta, PY 134 = Es895, 131 = Ep01. Ventris: Aττίτης? Palmers: = Aτίτος [Ἀττίτος]; or cf. Homeric Ἀτλώς (poe Boisaq)?


ai-ta-wo, PY 125 = Es835 (Ec03). Dat.: Ἀτος.

ai-so-ne, PY 40 = An22, 253 = Jn01, Jn676. Aisios. [Cf. Ἀισίων Od. xi, 259, Aiscios.]  

ai-ta-ro, PY Jn08. Aithalos. [Ἀιθαλός.]

ai-ta-ro-wo, KN 64 = Da1221, PY Cn05+. Aithalowens. [Cf. Ἀιθαλώνες river in Myiasa.]  

ai-ti-qa-ta, PY 133 = Es608+. 115 = En63, 121 = Es04, 131 = Ep01. Nom. and gen.: Aithiaqoi, Atithiaqoi. [Ἀθιαῖοις II. xxii, 206+.]
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a-ko-me-ni-jo, KN De1112+. Akmonios. [Cl. "Akmonios, Akmonios."


a-ko-ro-go-ro, KN Dw1079. Agrogetes. [Cl. Latin Agrogetes.

a-ko-so-ta, PY 50=An118 rev., 154=Eq101, 103=Un08, 249=Va02+. Akolos; Akolos.


a-ko-to, KN Sc239. Aktor. [Actor, II, 513+.]

a-ko-to-wa, PY Cu13+, Jn03. Nom. and dat.: Aktois; τι; Argosthos.

a-ku-ku-ma, GY 59=An656.

a-ku-mi-no, PY 196=Na70 [926].


a-ma-rui-la, PY 119=Eq02. Dat.: Amaranthos; antai. [Actor, Amaurheus,

a-ma-ra-ta-o, PY 114=Eq02, 119=Eq02. Gen.: Amaranthos.

a-ma-ta-wo, PY An39. Anathaios. [Cl. Amaurocris; stygian hero of Cypriot town;

a-me-nu, PY Jn08. Amanos. Ameinon. Georgiev

a-me-nu-ta, PY 183=Nn31 [02]. Amathaios.

a-mi-ru-na-ta, PY Cu08.

a-mo-ta-jo, PY Jn06. Harmastios. [Cl. Armo"


a-ko-re-u, KN Ga416. Agareus; Agareus.

a-ko-sa-no, KY As650, Jn08. Alkarian.

[\"Akatan Schwyzer, Dial. 761.]

a-ko-ta-jo-jo, KN De1086+. PY 127=Eq269 (Eh26) edge. Nom. and dat.: Aktaios, Aktaios. [Aktaios; Georgiev: Agathaios;

[\"Agathaios]

a-ko-ta-jo-joo, PY 127=Eq269 (Eh26), [116=Eq0265], Gen.: Aktaios.

a-ko-to, KN Sc256. Akhanos; Georgiev: Agaihos, Agathaios?

[\"Agaihos; Agaihos; Agaihos;

a-ko-wo, KN As783, PY 258=Ku01, Alkaios?

[\"Alkaios in view of declaration, Alkaios?

a-ko-wa-ne, PY Un11. Dat.: Alkaios?

a-ke-o, PY An16, 63=Cc600. Alkess; Argos.

[\"Aegeus; Hegesios;


a-ke-ra-no, KY Vc316, PY Cu12. Nom. and dat.: Agelaios, Agelaios, or Arkhi-. [\"Arkhi-

[\"Arkhi-

a-ke-re-wo, PY 106=Eq063, 107=Eq064. Nom.

and dat.: possibly connected with Pylos

place-name a-ke-re-wo; hardly Alkaios = 

[\"Φεραντ Φιλατσακ;

a-ke-ta, KN B 798, PY Cn179. Agithos; Akestos.

[\"Agyptos, Agyptos;

a-ke-ti-jo, PY An13. Akestos; Arkhithos?

[\"Aekos, Arekos;

a-ke-a, KY Vc 151, Dl 1133. Alkess.

[\"Alkess father of Amphytios.


a-ke-wo-to, PY 60=An661. Arkheaios; or cf.

[\"Argesthai people of Arcadia.

a-ki-re-sai, PY Con06. Akhilleus. [\"Akhileus II, I, 1.+

a-ki-re-wo, PY En06. Dat.: Akkhillaios.

a-ki-to-jo, PY 91=Fr002+. Gen.: Furumark Alkithos.

[\"Αλκιθος; Αλκιθος?

a-ki-to, PY Fr1192. Dat.: Alkithos.

a-ki-to-wa, KN B 801, 38=As1566. Arkheaios?

[\"Aργεων;

a-ko-i-da, KY 73=Di1945.
a-pe-ri-ta-wo, PY 56 = An657. Amphitutdosa?
a-pe-te-a, PY Jn692.
a-pi-ak-ro, PY An16, Ea08 +, [Jn05], On01. Amphiamatas. ["Αμφιαμάτας Od. vi, 114.
next.
a-pi-do-ra, MY Oe124. Fem.: Amphidora; cf. next.
a-pi-do-ra, KN X 146. Amphidora. ["Αμφιδόρας,
a-pi-ja-re-ro, KN X 94, [X 7568]. Amphiaroeus. Possibly gen. ["Αμφιαράοο Od. xv, 244; Pindar
"Αμφιάραιος.
a-pi-je-ta, PY 56 = An657. [Note = "Αμφιήτης."]
a-pi-jo-to, PY 40 = An22. Gen.: Amphionitaos?
["Αμφιόνων-ον Od. xii, 262 +.
a-pi-to, PY 40 = An22 rev., Alternative spelling of the preceding.
a-pi-kah-ko-do-jo, PY A15. Gen.: Amphikladosia?
a-pi-me-de, KN B 801, PY 146 = Ed58. Amphimedes; but possibly a title rather than a name.
["Αμφιμήδης.
a-pi-me-de-o, KN C 911, PY 62 = Cn655, Ep03. Gen.: Amphimedes.
a-pi-o-to, see after a-pi-jo-to.
a-pi-po-i-ta, KN 20 = An824. Amphipoditaus. See p. 94.
a-pi-po-ta, KN C 915, PY Jn03. Nom. and dat.: alternative spelling of a-pi-po-i-ta; or = Am
phipoditaus.
a-pi-po-ta-o, KN [Dx857], PY 40 = An22. Gen.: si-o.
a-pi-ra-wa, KN 38 = An1516. Amphilaios, Amphilaios. [Cf. Περίοδοι.
a-pi-wa-to, KN 38 = An1516. Amphiasistas?
a-qi-zo-ve, PY 43 = Sn01.
a-qi-dar-jo, KN 38 = An1516.
a-qi-dar-jo, PY 40 = An22, Palmer: Araxis.
a-ra-ak, KN As607, C 911, Db1236 +, Arakos.
["Αρακός.
a-ra-ak-ro, KN 38 = An1516.
a-ra-si-jo, KN Flh369, X 1463. Aladas? ["Αλαδᾶς, founder of "Αλαδᾶς in Elia.
a-ra-ta, KN Τοξ1011. Aladai. ["Αλαδᾶς, Pindar
"Αλαδᾶς.
Ventres reads i-ra-ta.
are-jo, PY 59 = An656, (KN213 = L 641 probably man's name). Patronymic adjective: Arēios?
["Αρείος; but Aeol. Αρείος.
a-re-ke-se-a, KN Dw1156. Alexios, [Δέξας.
are-ke-si-to, KN So3433, PY Vn655. Alexios, Alexios?
a-re-ke-si-to-jo, KN Se1033, 273 = Sf0420. Gen.: si-o.
are-ku-ta-ru-wo, (KN Flh364), PY 58 = An654, 167 = Es650. Alektroa. ["Αλεκτροο Od. xii, 602.
are-ku-te-re-[w]-ne, PY 170 = Es649. Dat.
are-ku-te-re-[w]-wo-no, PY 168 = Es644. Gen.
Alektroa.
are-me-ne, THEBES IV. Arremita? (Björck: *Ap(σ)αμέην; but cf. a-re-so-me-ne.
are-ta-wo, KN Ap645. Arethous. ["Αρέθους II.
v, 31.]
are-so-me-ne, THEBES IV. Ventris: cf. "Αλεξά
me-ne.
are-so-to, PY 55 = An724(32). Halitos.? ["Αλακτος town in Boeotia (II. ii, 509) and its
eponymous hero; also town in Messenia.]
are-so-to, KN 159 = Uf990. -dión.
are-so-wo-ne, KN F 462. Dat.: -diómi.
are-so-keu, KN X 966. Halikous? Halikous? [Should be pa\- from Διόκοιαν.
are-so-wo, PY 62 = Cn655. Arethous? [Cf. Apo1o;
cf. "Αρέθους name of a horse II. xx, 346.
are-so-wo-ne, PY 61 = Cn604. Arethousi.
are-so-keu, PY 183 = No831(02). Arethousi. [Cf.
"Αρέθους II. v. 386; but this may contain medial -e- if from Διόκοια.
are-so, KN As40. Cf. ja-so-ro. Arethousi.
are-so-wo-ne, KN D1469, PY Ca07, Eo02. Arethousi.
are-so-keu, KN B 803. Arethousi. [Cf. "Αρέθους?
are-so, PY 50 = An18 rev. Anathai. ["Αναθάς.
are-so, PY An13. Alternative spelling of the preceding.
are-so-ma-ne-ou, PY 62 = Cn655. Athmanei. [Cf.
"Αθμανειος, "Αθμανειος, and of Attic deme; or "Αθμα
uuei.
are-so-ma-ne-we, PY 61 = Cn40. Dat.: Athmaneuei.
are-so-to, KN Vc569, Aa1520. Athanaor. ["Ανθαύρο
II. m, 262 +.
are-so-to-ro, PY 91 = Fo02. Gen.: Athanorai.
are-so-to-ro, PY Vn04. Dat.: Athanori.
are-so-to, KN L 698, PY An21, Fn03, Jn03. Nom.
and dat.: Athanaei, -oi. [Cf. Athanorai.
are-so-to, PY Vn191. Gen.: Athanorai.
are-so-to, PY 41 = An14. Cf. ar-so-to-ro?
are-so-to, KN X 324, PY An16. Athanaor.
are-so-to-ro, KN 38 = An1516.
are-so-to-ro, KN Aa1520, 68 = De1648 +. Athmanaios, Athanaios. [Cf. "Αθαναίου II. iv, 473.
are-so-ke, KN Vc150. Athanaios, ["Αθαναίος?
are-so-wo, PY Sa797. Gen.: Athanorai.
are-so-wo, PY 58 = An654, Jn845. Athanaios. ["Αθα
naios.
are-so, PY 38 = As1316. Athanos; Mühlestein:
Athanos. ["Αθανάος.
are-so-ke-ne-ja, MY Oe110. Fem.: Athanegena.
["Αθαναγηγέα.
are-so-pa-mo, KN Od562, PY Jn06 +. Antiphamus.
["Αντιφαύμος.
are-so-ro, KN Dw1272, PY 60 = An661 (?).
are-so-ro, KN As40. Athanas. ["Αθανάος.
"Αθανορία, "Αρτάκας.
are-so-to-ro, KN Pp495.
are-so-ro, KN X 1052, Dg1102, PY 114 = En02, 118 = Es01, 131 = Ep01, 255 = Jn638 +. At
keus?
are-so-to, KN B 799. Athanasia. [Cf. "Ατανός.
are-so-to, KN U 0476. Athanasia.
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a-we-ke-se-u, PY Cn07.  Aweekeu. [άντις].
a-we-ke-se-we, PY 61 = Cn04. Dat.: Aweekewi.
aw-ilo-to-do-po, KN U 0478. Awekistototias. [Homer: δίκτος].
aw-ilo-i-jo, PY Cn12. Dat.: Awekti. [άντις].
a-wo-ro, KN B 800. Auros.[Cf. Cypr. ὀρος - ...ὔρως (Hesych).]
aw-wo-zi, MY Oe123.
aw-wo-zi, MY Sc261, PY Fno3.

dn-o-qa-ta, KN Dw1164. Dndquhotas. [Δνοντίς].
de-ra-ko-ne-ye, MY Fno3. Dat.: Dnoklevei.
[Δνοντίς].
dn-na-jo, KN Dbl324, V 1631. Danaios. [Cf. Δνοντίς].
dn-ra-mi-ri-jo, KN Dw1220. Muhlestein: Dras-
mula. Risch: Drasmala. [Cf. δρασμος - λος (δρασμος)].
dn-to-ro, PY Dw117, Dw1140. Dntos. [Cf. Δn-
thor Il. viii. 275].
dn-to-wo, KN Ga423 rev., 39 = As1517, Mc0454.:
Ventris: Danamos [Δανός]; Chadwick: Duamos.
[滇, Alcman 60αν.]
de-ke-ke-se-ra-wo, KN 38 = As1516. Dkelawos. [Δδεθός].
dn-ke-se-ke-nu, KN 69 = Dw1119, Dw1426. Dezeus or
Daseus. [Cf. δεχομαι, δέχομαι; cf. δέχομαι].
dk-si-si-wo, KN C 908 [V 1524]. Nom. and dat.:
Deksos, Deksio [Δδέκτος; *δέχομαι Boiaq.]
dn-ko-to, KN L 642 (probably not a name), PY
Cn11. Dekkos or Dekutos. [Cf. δέκτος; Arcad.
δεκός = δέκτος].
dn-ko-to-jo, PY Cn07. Gen.: Dek(o)to. Do-
de-mo-ge, PY Cn13. Dat.: Dmōq(i)tei [Cf. etymology
of δμος uncertain, but probably *dmo-].
dn-ka-ri-jo, PY 58 = An654. Dkualin. [Δνκα-
lon Il. xiii. 451+.]
dn-ko-ra-jo, PY Jn06. Dakelos, Dakeilos. [δακόλος <
*δακομος Bqiaq.].
dn-ku-ca-wo, PY 59 = An656.
dn-ku-ca-wo, PY Dw1735. Dimoq(o)tas. [Cf. Arcad;
Δνκατος].
dn-ku-ka-wo, KN Sc255. Dissus. [δισας].
dn-ku-wi-je, PY 59 = An656. Disous. [Cf. δις].
dn-ku-wi-je-wo, PY 76 = Cn22, 169 = Es646. +. Dat.:
Disoutas.
dn-wo, KN Dw1503, PY An25. Dizw. [Διός].
Ποιητικα].
dn-wo-ka, KN B 804. Dorytes. [Cf. *δροτος in
πολυδροτης (Sappho); see do-ge-ja in Vocabulary.

...
ke-me-u, KN Dv1427. Keleswos?
ke-po, MY 105 = Ge602, 106 = Ge603 +.
ke-pa-ke-ne-ju, PY Fw66. Fem.: -geneia.
ke-ra-so, MY 93 = Fo101. Keratos? [keratos?] 
ke-ra-u-su, PY Eb104, 131 = Ep101.
ke-re, KN B 805, 38 = As1516. Kretos? (cf. ke-re-te in Place-names); Georgiev: Kleetos. [Kretos, Kreatos.]
ke-re-no, PY Cn12. MY 46 = Au102. Nom. and dat.: Keranos? [Cf. Gk pithos epithet of Nestor II. u., 336 +.]
ke-re-te-u, PY Ea01, 110 = Ea800 +, 147 = Eq03. Kretos. [Kretos Od. xi, 237.]
ke-re-u, KN Ag91, PY Ea827? (Eq03 error for ke-re-te-u?). Georgiev: Kretos.
ke-re-ke-re-we-o, PY 285 = Sa022. Gen.: Palmer: Kretokheles.
ke-ro-u-te-u, PY Cn11, [Fw03]. Ventris: Kelouchedos. [Cf. kūlosos, akolouchos.]
ke-ro-vo, PY 31 = Ae04, 61 = Cn04. Nom. and dat.: Ventris: Karunos? [karayos* < karavo-]
dia-da-ra, PY Fw01, Ea828. Fem.: Kassandra?
[For Kassandra.] 
ke-sa-do-ro, KN B 798, As1520, PY Vn04. Kassandra?
ke-sa-me-no, PY 61 = Cn04, Fw03 rev. Nom. and dat.
ke-ti-ro, KN U 172 (?), PY Jn08. 
ke-to, KN Da1344 +, PY Cn03. Kites or Kithos?
[Kithos, Kithos.]
ke-we-to, PY 253 = Jn01. 
ke-we-to, PY 253 = Jn01. Gen.
ke-we-no, PY 57 = An43. Gen.
ki-e-u, PY 55 = An724(32). Kiesos, Kiesen?
[Sxios, Xios] ethnological adjectives. 
ki-e-po, PY 43 = Sn01. Gen.
ki-e-po, KN X 94. 
[For Kiesos, Xios, Kiesos, Kiesen?]
ki-ri-ja-ti-u, PY 57 = An43. Kallaios? [Kallaios epithet of Apollo and name of a river.]
ki-ri-ja-jo, KN B 801. [Cf. Kioskos.]
ki-tu-ne, KN 29 = As21, Da1308. 
ko-a-taxa, PY Jn706. [Cf. woman’s name Koattä.] 
ko-do, KN 161 = Uf139, PY 113 = Ea824, 112 = Ea825 +, Vn04. Nom. and dat.: Kohlos?
[kallos* < kùlos?] 
ko-do-po, PY 111 = Ea23 (error for nom. or another name?), Ea754. Gen. Kohlosa.
ko-do-ro, PY Jn706. Kohlos. [Kohlos.] 
ko-ma-je-ja, MY 93 = Fo101. Komalaia. [Komalaios.]
ko-ma-me, PY 57 = An43, Jn750. Komalates. [Konstos.]
ko-ma-me-to, KN Dw931, Dv1272. Gen.: Komalatesos.
ko-ma-mo-te, KN 80 = C 913, Dv1049, PY Cn03. Dat.: Komalatesei.
ko-ma-mo-te-ja, PY 172 = Kn02. Possibly a derivative; see p. 288.
ko-ma-mo-tea, KN B 798. Komalatesei?
ko-ne-me-ja, PY Jn03. [Cf. Xiomários name of Asklepios, Xiomarthis.] 
ko-ne-mo, KN B 809. Gen.: [Cf. Xiomarthis.] 
ko-ne-mo-jo, PY 169 = Ea569, 167 = Ea565. Komaleos. [Kopitos Od. ii, 639.]
ko-ne-mo-re-jo, PY 168 = Ea564. Gen.: Kopitou.
ko-ne-mo-re-jo, KN X 5496. Dat.: Kopitou.
ko-pi-na, PY 148 = Eq04. Fem.: Kopimai? [Cf. kopimai.]
ko-r-i-so, KN Da1308. Nom. and dat.: Kiraos, Kihlos? [Xios, Xios, Xios.]
ko-ro-sa-ro, PY Jn03. Gen.: Kooroudalos. [Cf. Kooroudos name of an Attic deme.]
ko-ro-no, PY 61 = Cn04, Cn719. Nom. and dat.
ko-ro-tu, KN Da1310. Koorous. [Koorous.] 
ko-su-me-to, KN Ga685, PY Ep02. Korusmos?
[For Korusmos title of Zeus.]
ko-su-me-to, PY 254 = Jn04. Kouroula. (Also the name of an ox; see Appendix to this index.)
[For Kouroula.]
ko-su-me-to, PY Cn08, Eb23, Jn03. Koutolas, Koutalos?
[Koutalos.]
ko-su-ana, PY Jn03. Gen.: Koa-ana, Koa-ana?
ku-da-ro, KN V 1004. Kudatos, Kudatos?
ku-da-da-ro, PY 169 = Ea569, 167 = Ea565. Kudatos?
ku-da-ro, KN V 653, Da1328, 262 = Ra1548. Kudatos?
[For Kudatos name of an Attic deme.]
ku-ke-ju, PY Jn845. Kukles. [Kules.]
ku-ne-u, KN Dw1396. Gen.: ku-[-]u, PY 40 = An22. Kumeis?
ku-pe-se-ro, KN 260 = Og0467. Kupselos. [Kopios.]
ku-pla-ju, PY 181 = Cn04 +, Jn06, Un01 (?). Nom. and dat.: Kopios. [Kopios ethnic name of Kopios.]
ku-ri-ju, KN 39 = As1517. Kullonas. [Kullonas.] 
ku-ri-ju-jo, KN X 0494, PY An24, Cu09, Jn706. 
ku-ri-ju, KN U 0478, PY Ea810. Nom. and dat.: Krios, Kirihi?
ku-ro-jo, KN B 822. Gen.: Karioi?
ku-ro-me-no, KN Dw1173 edge. Klimenios. [Derivative of next.]
ku-ro-me-no, KN Sc336, PY 43 = Sn01. Klimenos. [Kloinion Od. iii, 452.]
ku-ro-me-no-ju, PY 58 = An634. Gen.: Klimenioi.
ku-ro-me-no-ju, PY Ea801. Gen.: error for ku-ro-me-no-ju?
o-κα-ρι-jo, PY 62 = Cn655. Oikhalios. [ Cf. Οίκχαλίος II. ii. 730.]

o-κε-τα-υ, PY 11693. Oikheias? [Cf. Ὠκηθεα.] 

o-κε-υ, PY 145 = Eo O5 +. Georgiev: Οκεας.

o-κο, PY Cn08. Horkas?

o-κο-με-νευ-υ, PY E8780. Orkhameneus. [Cf. Ὠρχαμ- 

όνεως; as names of places Ι. ii. 511, 605.]

o-κυ, KN Da1170, X 7619. Oikus.

o-κυ-κα, PY 61 = Cn04+. Nom. and dat.: Ὠκυγας, -ας? [Cf. Ὠκυγός; place-name Ὠκυγός Od. 1, 85.]

o-κυ-να-υω, KN V 60. Ökunusos.

o-κυ-νο, KN Da1082.

o-κυ-νε-υ, KN V 1523, PY 255 = Jn638+. Ónize-

τυττ. [Cf. Cypr. Ὠκυντιττ.]

o-κυ-νο, KN Da1207. Ornuas. [Cf. Ὠρνας.]

o-παα, PY Jn02. Öpaas? [Cf. Ὠπας.]

o-παα-υο, PY E8073. Dat.: Ὠπαυονι. [Cf. Ὠπαυονι Ι. ii, 38 +.]

o-παα-, KN Da1625. Dat.: Ὠπαλάτων. Possibly an alternative spelling of the next.

o-πατα-υ, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]


o-πατα-υο, KN B 799. Ophalatos. [Cf. Ὠφαλάτως.]
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pa-ta, PY Cn14. Dat.: Phanállos. [Φανάλλος.]

[Βάτιος.]

pa-wa-wa, KN Sc1254, PY Cn07, Vn03.

pa-wi-no, KN B 799, B 805. Georgiev: Phavorinos
or Phavorinos. [Φανόρος, Φανόρος.]

pe-da-i-o, KN Fh341. Pédiaos? [Πέδιαος Ι. v. 69.]

pe-ke-u, MV 105 = Ge602, 106 = Ge603 +, Phèges?
[Ογγύς Ι. v. 11.]

pe-ki-ta, PY 115 = En03, [120 = En03], 122 = En05.

pe-po-ro, KN De6060, PY Jn02. Peflos. [Πηφλός.]

pe-qa-ro-jo, PY Sa768. Gen.: [Πενθήλος or
Pentáta?]

pe-qa-u, KN Vd137 bis, PY Jn693. [Gen. πεντή, πέντε;]

pe-qa-we, PY Cn13, Fr06. Dat.

pe-re-ku-wa-na-ka, PY 248 = Va01. Persuçenaxas.

pe-re-go-mo-jo, PY 59 = An556. Persuçenaxos?
[Gen. Περσηγοσ, Περσηγονικός, etc.]

pe-re-go-no-no, PY Jn725. 3. Persuçenaxos. [Gen.
the preceding.]


pe-re-go-ta, PY 116 = En659. Dat.: possibly the same
name as pe-re-go-ta-ko.

Πλειάστος, Πλειαστικός, etc.]

pe-re-wa-wa, KN X 183, PY An15. Pleiásidas?
[Gen. πλειάδα.]

pe-re-me-de, PY 59 = An556. Perimédos. [Περιμέ-
δης Ι. xiv. 515.]

pe-re-me-de-o, PY 43 = Sn01. Gen.: Perimédos.

pe-re-mo, PY 43 = Sn01. Perimos. [Περίμος Ι. xvi.
605.]

pe-re-na, PY 58 = An654, Jn706. Pelinos? [Πηλίος
founder of Πηλίνου.]

pe-re-na-to, PY Jn693. Perigotás, etc. (see p. 94);
Georgiev compares Perigotróchos.

pe-re-na-to-o, KN Dw42, Dw66. Gen.: Peri-
gotás.

pe-re-ra-wa, PY 58 = An654. Perilános. [Περιλά-
νος.]

pe-re-ta, KN V 60, 232 = K 873. Peritás. [Περίτως.]

pe-re-ta-u, KN C 954, B 5025, PY 58 = An654. Peri-
thékmos? [Gen. place-name Peritóchoi.

pe-re-to, KN [Vc171], Vc195. Peritáchos, [Περι-
ταχός (Περιτριτικός metrical lengthening) Ι. xii.
129.]

pe-se-ro, MY 105 = Ge602. Dat.: Psélles. [Πεσέλλος
only late as name; as adjective from Aesch.]


pe-ta, PY 253 = Jn01. Peltalos. [Πελτάλος.]

pe-te-ki-jo, KN An156. Gen.: [Πετεκίος.]

pe-te-u, KN An603. [Not Πετεκάς if this is derived
from μένειος.]

pe-we-re-jo, KN 39 = An1517.

pi-ja-se-me, KN 38 = An1516.

pi-la-xi-ro, KN 38 = An1516.

pi-ke-re-wo, PY E605, 131 = Ep01. Píreus, Pikreus.
[Gen.: Πιρεύς, Πικερός.

pi-ke-re-wo, PY 115 = En03, 122 = En05. Gen.:
Píreus, Píreus.]

pi-ke-re-wo, PY 122 = En05. Dat.: Pírevesti.

pi-me-ta, PY 61 = Cn04. Dat.

pi-ra-jo, PY 30 = An03, 104 = Un09. Philaías.

[Φίλαίος.]

Philágoros.]

pi-ra-me-no, KN E 36, PY 254 = Jn04. Phila-
menos? [Gen. φίλαμον Ι. v, 61 +, φίλαμον Ι. g,
1549.]

pi-ra-qi, KN Vc181. Philágus? [Φίλαγος; but this
is doubtful in view of Dor. Ἀβα.]

pi-re-se-[u]?, PY Fr03. Philáus? (Πιρής;

pi-ri-ja-me-ja, PY 50 = An18 rev. Priamódos?
[Gen. Πριάμος II. i, 19 +.]

pi-ri-no, KN 38 = Cn1516. Philáus. [Φίλαος.]

pi-ri-su-ta, KN U 0478. Philásti. [Φιλάστης.]

pi-ri-ta, PY Vn1191. Fem.: Philástia. [Πιράστη.]

pi-ri-ta, KN V 117 = En01. Gen.: Björck:
Briháwonos. [Gen. Βριθάγορας.]

pi-ri-to, KN C 911. Gen.: Philístas. [Φιλίστας.]

pi-ri-qi-ta, KN V 1523. Philáta. [Gen. Ἀφίλλης;

pi-ri-qi-ti-ko, PY 254 = Jn04. Philókôs?

pi-ri-te-ko-to, PY 167 = En650 rev. Philókoum
(or is the correct reading te-ko-te-to Philókoum?

pi-ri-te-wa, PY 254 = Jn04. Philókous. [Φιλοκοῦς.]


Chadwick: Pittakus. [Gen. Πιτηκός.]

(dat. plur.) MY 93 = For01, Piteridás. [Gen.
Πιτηρίς II. xiv. 226.]

pi-ri-te-u, KN Da1083. Phaites. [Next.]

pi-ri-ti-jo, KN Da1314. Phaitos. [Gen. place-name
Phoríny.]

pi-ke-wa, PY 61 = Cn04. Dat.: Phákkevi, Phor-
kevi?

pi-ke-wa, PY 258 = Kno1, 43 = Sn01, 58 =
An654. Píkoloos, -oíra?

pi-ke-wa, KN B 806.

pi-ke-wa, PY 61 = Cn04. Dat.


po-mi-mo, KN V 503, Ga1019. Poimán or
Poimánois? [Ποιμάν, Ποιμάνοι.]

πομπάδος = Att. πανδώρ.]

po-ro, PY Cn05. Polikós? [Πολύκος.]

πορί in Vocabulary.]

po-ro, KN 67 = Dd1171. Georgiev: Pólos. [Πόλος.]

Προπόλλατα name of an Attic dem.]
po-ro-α-fo, PY 255 = Ion658 +.
po-ro-α-te-α, KN 66 = Dc1129, PY 253 = Jn01, [V103]. Ploutias. [Πορμέας.]
po-ro-α-te-wo, PY 253 = Jn01. Gen.: Ploutias.
po-ro-α-te-wo, PY 61 = Cn04. Dat.: Ploutias.
po-ro-α-te-α, PY Ep02. Incomplete spelling of nom.; or Πριτερια.
po-ro-wo, PY 255 = Ion658. Polui-
po-ro-ka-α, KN Vc74. Polukasias? [Cf. Polu-
kastis Od. iii, 464.]
po-ro-ko-ju, PY Cn14, Jn845. Nom. and dat.: Polu-
κατάς, -a. [Πολυκατάς II, iv, 395]; Georgi-
ν: Polukastis. [Πολυβάτης.]
po-ro-we-wo, PY Sa796. Gen.
po-so-per-i, PY Cn14. Dat.: Polohetai. [Cf. pros-
τουλιον, Προστουλιον.]
po-so-re-ja, PY 119 = Ep06, Ep03. Fem.: Polasia.
po-so-ro-ri, PY 258 = Kn01 edge. Polasion.
po-so-ro, PY 107 = Cn01. Polion.
po-te-wo, PY 57 = An43, Cn13. CF. po-i-te-wo; or
Ponitias. [Πονιτιας Od. v11, 113.]
po-te-wo, PY 129 = Ep068 (Ea20), 117 = En01.
po-te-ju, KN B 004. Pontias. [Πόντιας.]
[pontios, Pontios.]
po-to-re-ma-α, PY Io02. Polemetatis. [Cf. Pola-
μίας.]
po-to-ri-jo, KN 39 = As1517. Ptolaios?
po-to-ri-ka-α, KN 66 = Uf903. Ptolokhathas?
p-to-re-ri, PY 50 = An18 rev.
p-ku-ro, MY 93 = Fo101. Dat.
p-ku-ke, MY 105 = Ge602 +. Phugos, Phugas?
p-ku-ke-o, MY 106 = Ge603. [Cf. Ge604.]
p-ku-ke-ri, PY 235 = Ta711. Fem.
p-ku-ko-wo, PY 50 = An18 rev., Fb864; cf. ku-
ko-wo-[-?], Jn05. Parikos. [πορόπολος; cf. πο-
ροπόλο Od. x, 30.]
Pυρύκοι.]
p-ku-ko, KN X 141. Phulakos. [Πολυκατός II, vi, 35.]
p-ku-ko, KN Dv5777. Parikos. [Πορθαμός II, xi, 491.]
p-ku-re-wo, KN U 0478. [Cf. Polus.]
p-ku-ri, KN F 452, V 479, B 799. Paris. [Πόρ-
ρος Il, vi, 416.]
p-ku-te, KN 38 = As1516. Psalmos. [Πορς.]
p-ku-te-o, PY Jo03. Photheo. [Φοθέας.]
p-ku-θi-jo, PY Jn02, 59 = Ant56. Alternative
spelling of the preceding?
p-ku-θi-to, KN Uf1522. Dat. [Cf. Φοθειαν.]
p-ku-to, KN 38 = As1516, Dv1333 (PY 251 =
Vn02 not name).
[puros.]
p-ku-wi-no, PY 61 = Cn04, 62 = Cn655. Nom. and
dat.: Purosinos, -ai. [Πορτρούς.]
p-ku-wa, KN C 912, 38 = As1516, MY 106 = Ge603.
Purosos. [Ποροσος; cf. Corinth. Ποροσος (name
of a horse), Schwezer, Dial. 125, 15.]
pu-zo-ko, PY Cn05.
pu-zo-ko, KN Sc246. Qελλωνιας. [Cf. Τηλα-
δρος.]
pu-zo-ko, KN Ap682, X 5523. Georgiev: Qελ-
λων. [Cf. Θελωνος of Θελω; Θελω <
*θλεω-.]
pu-zo-ko, PY Jn845. Qελλωνιας, Qελλω-
νιας [Cf. Τηλας; cf. Θελωνης.]
pu-zo-ko, PY 116 = En569. Gen.: Qελ-
λωνος, etc. (see pp. 94, 245).
pu-zo-ko, KN X 122, X 296. Qελλωνιας. Ge-
orgiev: Qελλωνιας. [Cf. Τελων; Τελων.]
pu-zo-ko, PY 62 = Cn655. Gen.: Qελλωνιας.
pu-zo-ko, KN 23 = As1564. Nom. or gen.
Georgiev: Qελλωνιας. [Θελων.]
pu-zo-ko, KN Jn845.
pu-zo-ko, KN Aa5969.
Θελωνα Od. ii, 401.]
pu-zo-ko, KN Sc3666.
pu-zo-ko, KN B 1146. [Cf. Τιαντος.]
pu-zo-ko, KN 39 = As1517.
pu-zo-ko, PY 62 = Cn655.
pu-zo-ko, PY Jn706.
pu-zo-ko, KN 38 = As1516.
pu-zo-ko, PY 50 = An18 (in PY Na 24 place-
name).
pu-zo-ko, KN X 1495, 38 = As1516, PY 32 = Ae05,
40 = An22.
pu-zo-ko, KN Sc602. Qελλωνιας, [δος +
δυσο.]
pu-zo-ko, MY 106 = Ge603. ?-δος, [Cf. Λαδω-
νιας.]
pu-zo-ko, PY Eb02, 126 = Ep06 (Ep04), 131 =
Ep01. Nom. and dat.
pu-zo-ko, PY Eb01. Lampadon?. [Cf. Λαμπα-
διον.]
pu-zo-ko, PY 61 = Cn04. Dat.: Lampadikos?
[Cf. place name Λαμπαδικος.]
pu-zo-ko, PY 62 = Cn655. Gen.: Lampad-
kios.
pu-zo-ko, PY 58 = An654.
pu-zo-ko, KN Dv1300. Lampadokos. [Λαρ-
δοκος Il, iv, 87+.
pu-zo-ko, KN As5869, PY Jn05. Lampadokos?
pu-zo-ko, KN Ap6493. Ventris: Lαμπαδο-
κος. Georgiev: Lαμπαδοκος. [Cf. Λαμ-
δο-κος; Λαμδος.]
pu-zo-ko, KN B 798. Lαμπαδοκος. [Cf. next.].
tu-we-si-jo, PY 40 = An22 +. Gen.
ta-zo-ro, KN V. 503, 85 = Chb896, Db1097 +.
te-o-po[. PY 50 = An18 rev. Theo?*
te-pa-jo, KN Ap5864, PY Ep03. Fem. Thë-board?*
te-ne-u, PY An21.
te-po-se-u, PY 258 = Kn01, On01. [Cl. place-
named Thë-board [Arcadia].]*
te-ra-wo, MY 46 = Aub2. Teleiñai. [Cl. Tel-
neur.]*
te-ra-wo-ne, PY Fn1192. Dat Teleiñai nei?
te-re-jo-wo, KN Vc188. Teleiñai? [Cl. te-re-
ji in Vocabulary.]*
te-re-u, PY 115 = Eo03, 120 = Eo03. Thesei.
 [Θησίσ II, 265.]*
te-te-re-u, PY Ep03, 254 = Jn04. Theressu?*
te-te-u, KN V 958. Tepeus, Theressu? [Tepeus.]*
te-u-to, KN X 292, PY Jn02 +. Tebhos?
te-wa-jo, KN Ce156, PY Fr03. Palmer: = te-wo-
re.
te-wa-ro, MY 228 = Oe111. Dat.: Palmer: The-
chali.**
ti-ma-wo, PY 62 = Cn655. Bennett: reads ti-ke-
wo.
ti-pa-jo, KN 39 = As1317, PY 128 = Eo278 (Eo01),
 [Toepaochos, Toepaois.]*
ti-pa-jo-wo, PY 117 = Eo01. Gen.: ajo.
ti-ri-da-ro, PY Ea14. Triadais? [Cl. tri-
ßis, etc.]*
ti-ri-jo, PY Cn09. [Cl. place-name Toepaois.
ti-ri-jo-pa-
q, KN 298 = Sc226, Vc303 +. Triapia.
 [Toepaois; cf. Triopia h. Vm, 213.]*
 [Cl. place-name Triopo
do and ti-ri-po-di-
ko in Vocabulary.]*
ti-ta[..]-wo, PY 254 = Jn04.
to-ke-u, PY An13. Tokus: Saikheus? [Στόχος.]*
to-ko-so-ta, KN X 7624. Toxotis: perhaps not a
name.
to-ri-jo, PY Jn605. Stolias?*
to-ro-ja, PY 143 = Ep705. Fem.: Tréia?
to-ro-o, PY 57 = An43. Gen.: Tréos. [Trés OS.
265 +.]
to-ro-wi, PY 61 = Cn04, Jn02.
to-ro-wi-ko, PY 62 = Cn655. Gen.?*
to-ro-wi-ka, PY An24.
to-ro-kö-ro, PY 62 = Cn655.
to-ti-ja, MY 93 = Fo101. Fem.?*
to-wi-no, KN Do923. [Cl. Theolos?]*
tu-ka-na, KN Ap639. 10, 11. (Two women of the
same name?) Fem.: Stugnai?
tu-ke-ne-u, PY 253 = Jn01. Stugna?
tu-pa-ni-ja-so, KN <Dwb920>, Dbl1279 +.
 [Cl. place-
named Tu[u]i[nai] to[i/maci.]?
tu-ri-jo-jo, PY Jn03. Thuooriai? [Cl. place-name
Ouropon.]*
tu-ri-ja-ti, PY 116 = Eo659. Fem.: Thuooritis?
 [Cl. Ouropis (γη.)]*
tu-ri-jo, PY Jn699. Tuirai?
 [Cl. tu-
ri-ai in Place-names.]*
tu-rui-ve-u, PY 40 = An22, Cn15. Threus.
 [Cl. place-
named Thres (Pyllos) II, 1, 592.]*
tu-ri-xe-u, PY 57 = An43. [Cl. next.]*
tu-ti-je-u, PY Cu09. [Cl. place-names Ouropes,
Ouropes.]*
tu-we-ta, PY 103 = Un08. Palmer: dat.: Thressa.
 [Θρεσσα II, 107.]*
tu-wi-no, KN 102 = Ga517. Tuinna?
 [Cl. S spinning-
neu, oovneu <*twi-neu.]*
tu-wi-no-no, KN Ga676. Gen.: Tuinnaor?

u-pa-mo, KN Me0454. Ventris: Hupamos?
 [ιτατόρωs.]*
u-ra-jo, KN B 799, Dw1199 +. Hulaios, Hulaios?
 [Τυλος, Τυλος;]*
u-ra-mo-no, KN 38 = As1516. Hulamos?
u-re-u, PY Vn863. Hules, Huleis? [Τυλος,
Τυλος;]*
u-ri, KN Db5367. Hallus. [Τυλος; as name of a
river Il. xx, 392.]*
u-wa-mi-ja, PY 137 = Eb30, 135 = Ep704. Fem.: Hu-
amid? [Cl. place-name 'Ymian (Messenia).]*
u-wa-ta, KN Dk1286. Huamad? [Cl. 'Ymnes;
Georgiev: cf. 'Ýmetro.]*
u-wa-si-ju, KN Ah115. Adjective from the prece-
ding? (pa-re u-wa-si-jo ko-vo 'from the
son of H.').

wa-as-ta, MY 46 = Ah102.
wa-de-o, PY Sa706. Gen.: Wides (from nom.
=?). [Cl. 'Hēdes.]*
wai-di-re-ve, PY Fn06. Dat.: Wādilëwe? [Cl.
'Hēdes.]*
wai-do-me-no, PY Vn04. Wādomeanos. [ διοματ.*
wai-da-ka-sa-ro, KN Da1445. Wādī?*
wai-da-na, KN V 503 +. Wādunás?
wai-da-na-ro, KN C 912, Dc1118, Db1242 +.
Wādī?
wai-da-na-to, KN 38 = As1516. (Erroreous
spelling of the preceding?)
wai-da-ri-jo, PY Jn725. Wādūlos. [Cl. 'Hēdes.]*
wai-ka-ta, PY 255 = Jn658.
wai-na-ta-jo, KN V 466, PY (114 = Eo02), 118 =
Eo01, 119 = Eo02, 131 = Ep01. Nom. and dat.
Wāmatais, -at? [Cl. 'Ampas Od. xvii, 5.]*
wai-na-ta-jo-jo, PY 114 = Eo02, 118 = Eo01.
Gen.: Wāmataia.
wa-ni-ko, PY Jn05. Georgiev: Warniska. ['Ap-
vochis.]*
wai-no-jo, PY Cn12, Cn14. Gen.: Warnia? ['Arvoch.]*
wai-pa-jo-ro, PY 59 = An656. Gen.: Wāpalios?
 [Ταυρέος Boiaq et al. Ταυρέος.]*
wai-re-si-ro, MY 46 = Ah102, [PY Cn08.]
Wāpsalos?
wai-ru-wo-go, KN38 = As1516.
wai-tu-o-ro, PY Ea03. Wāppokas. [Cl. 'Ampo-
chi II, n. 513.]*
wai-tu-wa-o-ko, PY 57 = An43. Apparently alter-
native spelling of the preceding; influenced by
*πολύμος, Epic πολύμος; Laco-
polykov.]}
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wa-u-do-no, PY 254 = Jrn04. Waud(o)na? [Cf. Aôsôvios, Aôsôvios name of Macedonian month.]
we-da-ne-wo, PY 54 = Jrn19, Cn11, 168 = Es644. Gen. [Ventric: cf. Êòsôvios.]
we-da-ne-we, PY 169 = Es646. Dat. we-da-da-ne-we, PY 77 = Cn23. Alternative spelling of the preceding?
we-i-ne-wo, PY 93 = F0101. Dat.; fem.?
we-ka-di-jo, KN V 831, U 0478. Wergadios, Wuckadios. [Cf. 'Eroydous, Phuxadouios (Bocot.).
Schwyzer, Dial., 452, 5.]
we-ke-i-jo, PY Jrn937 (joined). Ekeioin. [Cf. 'Exeiov.]
we-ro-ru, PY An15. Woladis? [= Eôloutis?]
[Boissacq *ôloutis.]
we-te-re-a-a, PY 142 = Eb32+, 115 = Es03, 116 = Es659, 121 = Es04, Ep03. Westreut? (Possibly a title.)
[cf. Elpios.*ôloutis.]
we-we-si-si-jo, KN 68 = D01648+. Gen. -bho. wi-da-jo, KN V 60. Widados. [Iaôsos.]
wi-da-wo-jo, PY Jrn08. Alternative spelling of the preceding.
wi-do-wi-jo, PY Ep03. Erroneous spelling?
wi-du-ru, KN B 799. [Cf. Iaôsos name of a river.]
wi-du-wa-ko, PY 253 = Jrn01.
wi-ja-ma-ru, KN Da1578, 38 = As1516.
wi-ja-ni-jo, PY Jrn03. [Cf. 'lauvios.]
wi-ja-te-wa, PY Jrn03. Gen.
wi-ja-te-we, PY Cn11+. Dat.
wi-jo-qa-tu, KN Db1305. Wiga-tos? [Iaôsatis.]
wi-jo-ru-jo, PY Jrn725. [Cf. 'Iolouos.]
wi-na-jo, KN 232 = K 875, Fh1059, Dl1197+. wi-ru-no-o, KN V 958. Wirmios. [Iphivos II. viii, 14.]
we-jo-ru, KN X 5103. Wirihioun. [Iphivos.]
we-ra-ne-to, KN 38 = Jrn1516.
we-su-jo, PY Ea06. Wranos. [Piavos.]
we-ro, KN 38 = Jrn1516. Wirois or Wirios. [Iâlos II., 222; Iâlos Od. 84, 1.]
wo-di-ru, KN V 60, PY Jrn02.
wo-ki-ko, PY 61 = Jrn04.
wo-ne-wa, PY 58 = Jrn654. Wawios?
wo-ro-ri-jo, PY Jrn728; 168 = Es644]. Worthois?
wo-tu-nil-i-jo, PY 60 = Jrn661. [Cf. place-name Pithuvia?]
wo-tu-ka, PY Jrn03. Wurukos. [Ortupulos; cf. Mâloukos.]
za-su-jo, MY Oe122. Zakamias. [Cf. ethnic Xanouovos; Xanouvos II., 494; cf. za-su-si-jo in list of Pylos place-names.]

*85-ke-wa, PY Jrn16, 258 = Jrn01, 235 = Jrn711.
*85-ta-mo, PY 255 = Jrn658.*

Names with Untranscribed Initials

*85-ja-mo, MY 46 = Jrn102.

Names with Missing Initials

[je-se-ra-wa, see de-ke-ou-ru-wo.
mo-ke-re-we-i, see da-no-ke-te-re-i.
pi-ge-ra-wo, see e-pi-ge-ra-wo.
-qa-no-ko, see pe-ru-ko-ru.
-qa-po-to-ru-mo-jo, see e-an-jo-lo-re-mo-jo.
sa-do-ru-jo, see ke-so-do-ru-jo.

Names of Oxen

The following names are given to yokes of oxen on Knossos tablets. They were first identified and interpreted by Furnrmark (1954, pp. 98–9), who, however, took the ideogram to mean horse, not ox (see p. 105).
ai-wa-ko, KN Ch896, [X 5754 (?)]. Aiasos. [Cf. Afosos Od. x, 2.]
ke-ru-no, KN 85 = Ch896. Kelaiaos. [Cf. ko-so-awo in Index of Personal Names.
ko-so-ru-jo, KN Ch900, Xauhos. [Cf. ko-so-awo in Index of Personal Names.
pa-ru-ko, KN Ch899, Ch1029, [Ch5728]. Pod-

argos. [Iâlouvios name of two horses II. viii, 185, xxiii, 255.]
to-ma-ko, KN Ch897, Ch898, Ch1015. Stomargos.
wo-no-qa-so, KN Ch897, Ch1015. Winauros. [Olive as man's name Od. xxi, 144; cf. Mâloupos II. xiii, 193+.]
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A large number of new publications on the Mycenaean texts have appeared during 1955–6, after the completion of our manuscript. Mention should be made of the following reference books:

carders, 123, 156, 158
carpenters, 123, 179, 182
Catalogue of Ships, 107, 141, 143, 184
cattle, 129, 131, 195, 205-8, 211-13, 261-2
celery, 131, 227
chairs, 333-4, 342-4
chariots, 42, 54, 135, 350, 361-9, 379-80
cheese, 52-3, 130, 132, 283
children, lists, 155-56
chronology, Minoan and Mycenaean, xvii, xxi, 7, 9, 28, 32, 38
classifiers, 48-9
cloth and clothes, 49, 313-23
cocks, 132
colour, adjectives, 208, 226, 319, 321
Columella, 237, 270
columns, fluted, xxiv
comparatives, formation, 86
condiments, 52, 131, 221-9
conjunctions, 18, 91
consonants
notation, 44-6
phonology, 79-82
contract verbs, 89
Corecyra, 145
coriander, 129, 131, 222, 227, 309
corsets, 329, 375-81
Cos, sacrificial calendar, 281
cowherds, 134, 179, 182
Cowley, A. E., 12
cumin, 131, 136, 227
cyprin, 131, 136, 223-4
cypress-wood, 135, 373
Cyprian dialect, 7, 68-9, 74-5, 78, 81, 91
Cypriot syllabary, 12, 20, 27, 42, 63-7
'Cypro-Minoan' script, xviii, 60-3
Cyprus, on tablets, 136, 223

Daidaleon, 128, 307
dànu, 'village', 121, 233-5, 265, 280
Daniel, J. F., 63, 66
'Dark Age', xviii, 60
dating formulae, 114, 286, 303-5
dative endings, notation, 44, 84-6
decorative motifs, Mycenaean, 333-46
deer, 131, 132, 195
Delos, ivories, 333, 344: 345
Demeter, 127, 242, 289
Dendra, 328, 329, 330, 335, 346, 376
digamma, 45, 73, 79
Dikaios, P., 61
Diktaian Zeus, 306
Dikte, cave, 141, 306
Dimini, xviii
Dionysus, 127
Dioscorides, 226, 227
diphthongs
notation, 43
phonology, 77-8
Divya, goddess, 125, 168, 288
dogs, 130, 132
Dorian invasion, xxx, 6, 60, 66, 75, 110, 198
Doric dialects, 68, 73
dànu, 'offering', 275, 283
Dove-goddesses, 127, 288
Dow, S., 24, 30, 32, 37, 38, 48, 53, 110, 118
drinking cups, Mycenaean, 327, 331
dual number, notation, 84, 86, 334, 342, 370
Dunhabin, T. J., 22

ebony, 135, 341
Egypt
armour, 375-6, 378
chariots, 363, 370
furniture, 343
land tenure, 233, 236, 239, 260
name, 136
synchronisms, 9
writing system, 29
Eileithyia, 127, 310
eim-wood, 135, 370
Enkomi, xxviii, 62-3, 113, 340, 344, 373
Enyalias, 126, 312
Ephyraean pottery, xxii-xxiii
Epic dialect, 7, 70, 79, 83, 84, 89, 90, 91, 107
Erinyes, 127, 306
Erymanthus, 145, 184, 190
Etruscan language, 4, 11
Etruscan language, 63
ethnic adjectives, 22, 139, 145, 156
Etruscan language, 13, 17, 19-20
Eutresis, site, xx
fennel, 131, 227, 309
figs, 31, 32, 129, 130, 218, 220, 308
fig-trees, 133, 267, 272-4
flax, 131, 159, 295
flour, 130, 220-1, 284, 308
foodstuffs, 129-32
footstools, 332-3, 343-6
fractions
hieroglyphic, 30
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fractions (cont.)
Linear A, 36
Mycenaen, 53
Franz, A., 14
frescos, Cretan and Mainland, xxiv
Friedrich, J., 25, 71
fullers, 113, 243
furniture, 332-3, 339-46

Gelb, I. J., 24, 29
gender, notation, 17-18, 196:
Georgiev, V., 13, 71, 162, 165, 167, 207
gerontia 'council of elders', 122, 172
goat-herds, 123, 169
goats, 129, 131, 195-8, 208-10
gold, 135, 136, 166, 284, 343, 346, 358-9
ing rings from Mycenaen, 359
goldsmiths, 123, 183
Golgi, Cypriot inscription, 27
grapes, 129
Greek alphabet, xxviii, 3, 42, 60, 70
Greek dialects
development and distribution, 5, 68-9, 73-5
entry into Greece, xix, 5, 14
'grid', syllabic, 16, 20
griffins, 136, 344

Halbherr, F., 10
handwriting analysis, 109, 157
Hattusilis III, 120
'hecacomba', 119
Hector, 104, 258
Helladic periods, chronology, xvii, xxii, 28
helmets, 52, 107, 341, 355, 375-9, 381
Helos, town, 143
Henle, J., 24
Hephaistos, 127
key*ast, 'follower', 121, 124, 185, 257, 317, 374
Herakles, 126, 169, 289
heralds, 123
Hermes, 126, 288
Herodotus, 3-5, 59, 75, 269, 283, 304
Hesiod, 306
hexameter, 108
'hieroglyphai', Minoan, 8-9, 28-31
Hittites
languages, 13, 17
society and laws, 120, 129, 131, 134, 233, 255, 293, 338
writing systems, 29, 69

Homer
dialect, 7, 70, 79, 83, 89, 90, 91, 107
Iliad and Odyssey: see end of General Index
personal names, 103-5
relevance of cultural evidence, 107, 120, 133
homophones in syllabary, 39, 46-7, 69-70, 75, 80-1
honey, 52, 128, 131, 220, 283, 308-10
Hood, M. S. F., 375, 377
horn, material, 135, 365-7
horns, wild goat, 119, 301-2
horse bits, Bronze Age, 365
horses, 42, 48, 139, 131, 195, 210, 260, 345, 379-80
Hrozný, B., 12-13, 268
hunstmen, 123, 132, 299

Ialysos, xxv, 377
Iasos, 145, 190
ideograms
'hieroglyphic', 30
Linear A, 34-6
Mycenaen, 11, 12, 15, 27, 42, 48-53, 111, 130, etc.
Inatos, town, 141
Indo-European
institutions, 234
languages, 5, 385
infinitives, formation, 88-9
inflectional patterns
Linear A, 32
Linear B, 15, 19, 22, 83-9
ingots, 57, 351, 355, 380
instrumental endings, notation, 44, 85-7, 334
Iphimeadia, 128, 283
Itanos, 141, 306, 368
ivory, 135, 333-4, 340-6, 348, 366, 367

Kakovatos, LH II pottery, xxiii
Kalokairinos, M., 8
Kerameikos excavations, xxix
Keramopoulos, A., 10
Khios, 145, 156
khiton 'tunic', 135, 319-20
kings, 120, 264-7, 280, 390
kladosphoros 'key-bearer', 128, 254, 257, 357
Knidos, 145, 156, 159, 166

Knossos
cause of destruction, xxvi
'hieroglyphic archives', 9, 31
Linear A inscriptions, 31-2
name recorded, 22, 141, 171
site, xvii, 7-10
status in Palace Period (LM II), xxii-xxvi, 24, 38-9
warrior graves, xxv, 325, 335, 376
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Knossos tablets
circumstances of finding, 9, 114-17, 303, 360, 379
date, 38, 116
ingediting, 10, 21, 26
Kober, A. E., 15-19, 196
Korakou, site, xviii, xx, xxii
Koukla (Old Paphos), 65
krater, 331
Krokeai, xxiv
Krokyleia, island, 145
Ktistopoulos, K. D., 18
klina 'field', 132, 175, 232-9
size, 237-8
kyanoi, 135, 340
Kydonia, town, 141, 213
Kyparissia, town, 143, 189, 297
Kythera, 145, 156, 167
labio-velars
notation, 45
phonology, 81-2, 245
labour, division of, 123, 133-5, 156, 180
Labyrinthos, 310
Lagaï, tablets, 59, 164, 238, 280
land tenure
Egyptian, 233, 236, 239, 260
Hittite, 233-4
Mycenaean, 120-1, 132-3, 232-72
Lapatos, Arcadian month, 305, 307
lapis laevigatum, xxiv
lapis lazuli, 340
Lato, town, 141
lachægetai, 'army leader', 120, 124, 171, 188,
264-6, 280, 283
leaf, 135, 359
Leaf, W., 7
Lejeune, M., 81
Lemnos, 145, 156
inscriptions, 5, 13
lentis, 129
Leuktron, town, 139, 144, 297
Lianoklaide, site, xx
libation tablets, 9, 32
libations, 282
figurations, ideographic
Linear A, 35-6
Mycenaean, 49
Linear Script A, xxvii, 10, 31-40
Linear Script B
date of extinction, xxviii, 60, 110
origin, 37-40, 69-70, 72
linen, 131, 295, 319
fions, 344, 346
literacy, Minoan and Mycenaean, xxviii-xxix, 30,
109-10
literature in Mycenaean age, xxix, 108
Lorimer, H. L., xxx, 107-8, 375-8
Lousoi, town, 145, 159, 350
Lykos, town, 141, 306
Mallia tablets, 31
Marinatos, S., 32, 110, 310
masons, 123, 174
masons' marks, 29, 40
Masson, O., 61, 65
mathematics, 117-19
'mayors', ka-re-te-re, 122, 175, 212, 296, 357
measurement of area, 236, 270
measures and weights, Mycenaean, 17, 42, 54-60,
118, 321, 359
Mergggi, P., 89, 181, 207, 264, 284, 303, 307, 309,
311
Meringen, W., 68-9, 71
messengers, 123
Metapa, town, 143, 167, 186, 191
Methoni strait, 145
Miletus, 138, 145, 156, 365
military organization, 124-5, 183-94
millet, 129-30
millos 'red ochre', 266
Minoan: archaeological term, xvii, xxi-xxii, 9
Minoan language, evidence for, xxvii, 13, 32, 43,
69-70, 80, 343
mint, 131, 227
Mitford, T. B., 65
money, absence, 113, 196
monograms, ideographic
Linear A, 35
Mycenaean, 52
month names, 113-14, 278, 286, 303-5
Mühlestein, H., 140, 177, 184, 190, 207, 340, 341
Müller, K., xxiii
Mycenaean
Acropolis treasure, 57, 359
House of Sphinxes, 25, 38, 225, 331
House of the Oil Merchant, 25, 38, 60, 109, 217
ivories, 333, 335, 336, 341, 344, 346
relations with Crete, xxv, 10, 14, 24, 37-8
shaft graves, 328, 330, 377
site, xvii, xx, xxx, 6-7
Warrior vase, 378
Mycenaean tablets
circumstances of finding, 25, 117, 217, 225, 331
date, 38
ingediting, 25, 225
Mycenaean dialect
characteristics of vocabulary, 68, 75, 90-1, 385
foreign elements in, 70-3, 91, 93
morphology, 83-9
name, xiv
DOCUMENTS IN MYCENAEAN GREEK

Mycenaean dialect (cont.)
phonology, 76-83
relationships, 22, 67-8, 73-5, 90-1
syntax, 80-90
uniformity, 75-6

Mycenaean literature, xxix, 108

Mycenaean script
date of extinction, xxviii, 60, 110
origin, 37-40, 69-70, 72

Myres, J. L., 9, 15, 21, 24, 32, 33, 39, 116, 130, 272, 273

Names of persons, 92-105, 414-27
of months, 113-14, 278, 286, 303-5
of oxen, 105, 213, 427
of places, 199-20
Nedon, river, 144, 194
Nestor, 104, 137, 142
Nestor's cup, 107, 326
Nilsson, M. P., 14, 15, 281, 311
'Nine towns' of Pylos, 119, 142-3, 205, 291, 348, 357
noun declension, 83-7, 94-9

numerals
'Hieroglyphic', 30
Mesopotamian, 117
Mycenaean, 11, 42, 53, 118
Linear A, 36
pronunciation, 87


oats, 129
octopus, 132, 345
offering, ritual, 128, 275, 280-3, 303-12
Oikhalia, town, 184, 189
olive-oil, 31, 35, 49, 128, 129, 190, 132, 217, 303, 308
olives, 31, 129, 130, 218-21
olive-trees, 133, 272-3
Olympia, 145, 184, 190
orchards, 133, 272-4
"orgeum", 285, 286
Orkhomenos, 139, 145
oxen, 129, 131, 195, 205-8, 211-13
names, 105, 213, 427
oxhides, 49, 132, 289-90

Paiian, 126, 312
pairs, notation, 54, 175, 370
Palace Style at Knossos, xxii-xxiii, xiv
palatalized consonants, notation, 46, 69, 80-1
"Palm-leaf" tablets, 111
Panthoon, cult, 127-8, 303
Papademetriou, J., xx
participles, formation, 88-9
particles, grammatical, 91
patronymics, 75, 94, 94, 121
Pausanias, xxx, 138, 303, 307, 310
pears, 129
peas, 129
'Pelagian' language, 4, 13
Pelagians, 4-5
pennyroyal, 131, 226
Perachora, xxix, 301
Personal names, Mycenaean
compound, 97-8
decension types, 19, 94-9
distribution, 102-3, 352
feminine, 101-2
identification, 18, 92-3
index, 414-27
non-Greek elements, 71, 93, 171
of oxen, 105, 213, 427
recurring in Homer, 103-5
Persson, A. W., 13, 42

Phaistos
'Hieroglyphic', 30-1
on tablets, 32, 141
Tombe dei Nobili, 375

Phaistos disk, 10
Pheii, town, 143
phialid, 325, 337, 338
Phoenician alphabet, 3, 29, 60, 70
Phoenicians, 3, 7, 136
phonetic signs
Cyriote, 63-6
Cypro-Minoan, 61
'Hieroglyphic', 29
Linear A, 32-3
Mycenaean, 15, 23, 39-40, 69, 76-82
Phylakopi, site, xviii, xxi, xxiv
physicians, 123
pigs, 49, 130, 131, 132, 195, 198, 205-6
pithoi, 60, 327
place-names
attempts at location, 139-45
list, 146-50
pre-Hellenic, xix, 13-14, 140
series named on tablets, 22, 139-50, 155, 163-94, 199, 202, 209, 214, 291, 301, 304, 315, 355-9
Platon, N., 24, 381
Pleuron, town, 138, 145, 183, 186, 193
Pliny, 109
polyphonic signs, 46
polysyllabic signs, 46
pomegranates, 130, 338
poppy-seed, 35, 130
Poseidon, 126, 276, 279-80, 287-8, 309, 312
Persian, 309
Potnia 'mistress', 126-7, 289, 310, 311-12, 354
potters, 123, 134, 250
potters' marks, 29, 40, 63
Praxois, 141
pre-Hellenic loan-words, 13, 27, 70-1
prepositions, 90
priests and priestesses, 128-9, 166, 168, 252-8, 275, 281-2, 304, 321
pronouns, 87
proportion, calculation, 118-19, 157, 203-4, 275, 276, 290-1, 302-3, 316
proto-Elamite tablets, 48
protoissions, 80
Pylos (Aenoi Ethnics)
in Homer, 143
name, 141
name of king, 71, 120, 137, 187, 265, 280
site, s.a, 14, 117, 140, 141
size of kingdom, 139-40, 184
social organization, 120-5, 234-6, 280
traditional genealogy, 137
Pylos tablets
circumstances of finding, 14, 25, 117, 332
date, 38
editing, 17, 26
ration scales, 59, 119, 157-8, 170, 215
reduplication, verbal, 88
Rekhmara, tomb of, 38
religion, 125-9, 275, 279-89, 303-12
Rhion, town, 142
Risch, E., 60, 75, 196, 207
ritual offerings, 128, 275, 280-3, 303-10
rowers, 125, 145, 161, 183-8
Ruiperéz, M. S., 87, 160
rye, 129
safflower, 52, 58, 131, 226
saffron, 35, 130
salt, 131
saws, 329
Schaefler, C., 62, 69
Schliemann, H., v. xvii, xxvii, 6-8, 359
scribes
as poets? 108
numbers, 109
procedure, 110-14
race, 71
scriptio plena, 48, 196, 199, 207
seal-stones, Minoan, 8, 88
sealings, 110, 114, 331
seamstresses, 123
seed corn, rates of sowing, 192-3, 237
Semitic loan-words, 91, 131, 135-6, 319, 343, 346
semi-vowels
notation, 44-5
phonology, 78-9
Senmut, tomb of, 330, 335
sesame, 131, 135, 227
Setalia, town, 141
sex notation for animals, 196, 211
sheep, 49, 119, 129, 131, 195-205, 209-10
sheep tablets, purpose, 197-8
sheepskins, 49, 131, 282
shepherd, 123, 169, 200-1, 240
ship, Mycenaean, 138, 183
shipbuilders, 123, 298
silver, 135, 323, 340, 351, 374
Sittig, E., 25, 62, 305
Sklovokamps, site, 110
'slave of the god', 124, 236
slaves, 123-4, 156, 164, 166-7, 353
Smith, G., 63
smiths, 123, 135, 292, 298, 352-6
social organization, 119-25
spears, 256-8, 361
spelling rules, 19, 22, 42-8
implications, 67, 69
inconsistencies and errors, 19, 47, 71-2
Sphakteria, 143
spices, 52, 131, 221-9
spinners, 123, 156, 159
statistical methods, 18
Stillman, W. J., 8
stratigraphic jars, 60, 109, 328
Strabo, 5, 144, 306, 310
Sundwall, J., 11, 12, 17, 25, 35, 57, 58, 128, 130, 196, 197, 289, 316
swineherds, 134
swords, 346-8, 356, 360
Sybrita, town, 141
syllabary
Cypriot, 63-6
Cyprian-Minoan, 61
'hieroglyphic', 29
Linear A, 32-3
Mycenaean, 15, 23, 39-48, 69, 76-82
syntax, 89-90
tables, 311, 333-4, 339-42
tables, shape and use, 29, 34, 110-14
Tacitus, 120
tailors, 123, 183
talent weight, 57
tallying, 118
Tawakalawas, 138
Teiresias, 303
talestai 'sacred holders', 120-1, 234, 277, 280
temenos, 120, 132, 264-6
textiles, 133, 290, 295, 318-23
Thebes, inscriptions, 10, 38, 75, 109, 212
Theophrastus, 227
thorax 'corset', 375, 379
throne rooms, xxiii-xxiv, 59
Thucydides, xxxiv, 3, 6, 59, 156, 235
timbers used, 135
Tiryns
- chariot fresco, 362-3, 379, 371
- excavations, xviii, xx, xxxi
- gold ring, 333
- inscribed jars, 38
totalling formulae
- Linear A, 36
- Mycenaean, 17, 22, 263-4
trade, 135-6
trades, 18, 22, 123, 133
- guilds, 134
- training, 163
transcriptions, conventions, xiv-xv, 153-4
tribute lists, 118-19, 135, 198, 205, 289-303
tripods, 25, 135, 325, 336-7
Tryptopeters, 289
Tritts, name of Knossos, 271
Trojan War, date, 142
Trojans, 104
Troy, 6
Tsountas, Ch., xviii, 7
Turner, E. G., 25, 139, 142, 301
Tutankhamen's tomb, 342, 343, 363, 366, 369
Tylios, 141
Ugarit (Ra's Shamra)
- alphabet, 29
- Cypro-Minoan tablet, 61
tablets, 106, 113, 133, 136, 156, 233, 314-5, 385
- weights and measures, 56, 60
- unguent, 123, 132, 224, 283-4
Ur, tablets, 59, 106, 133-4, 182, 352
User-Amon, tomb of, 339
Vaphio, xxiii, 329, 330, 344
Veda, 127
verb conjugation, 87-9, 253, 285
vessels, metal, 284, 323-30, 335-8
vetches, 129
Vickery, K. F., 129
vowels
- elision and contraction, 78
- notation, 43
- phonology, 76-8
weavers, 123
- weights and measures, Mycenaean, 17, 42, 54-60, 118, 241, 359
- wheels, chariot, 54, 269-75
- Wilbour papyrus, 238-9, 260
- willow-wood, 135, 370
- winds, cult, 127, 304
- wine, 35, 126, 136, 282, 306, 348
women
- lists, 155-68
- status, 124, 134, 156, 162
- woodcutters, 123, 350
- wool, 36, 52, 55, 57, 119, 131, 203-5, 318-16, 322-3
- word division, 47-8
- word formation, 89
- word order, 90
- writing materials, 109-14
Zafer Papoura, graves, 325, 328
Zakynthos, 145, 186, 374
Zeus, 125-6, 287, 306
**HOMERIC REFERENCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iliad</th>
<th>Odyssey</th>
<th>Iliad</th>
<th>Odyssey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 15</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>iii 7</td>
<td>19, 143, 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 246</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>iii 55-9</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 88</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>iii 429-63</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 591-4</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>iv 318</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 643-9</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>iv 411-12</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 867</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>iv 615-16</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 448</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>v 234-5</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 105-7</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>vi 69-70</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 141-2</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>vi 266</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 145</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>vi 293-4</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 722</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>vii 87</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 743</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>vii 114-16</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi 155-70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>viii 392</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi 194-5</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>ix 130</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vi 300</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>ix 155</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viii 441</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>x 353</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix 85-6</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>xiv 50</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix 149-52</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>xiv 62-7</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix 270</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>xv 80</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ix 578-80</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>xv 297</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi 24</td>
<td>340, 369</td>
<td>xvii 340</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi 33</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>xix 53-62</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi 41</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>xix 172-7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xi 629</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>xix 288-90</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii 260</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>xix 197</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii 199</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>xix 225</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xii 407</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>xx 105</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiv 121-3</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>xxii 422</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xiv 410</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>xxiii 24</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xviii 345</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>xxiv 205-7</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xviii 595</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>xxiv 226</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi 38</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>xxiv 523</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi 315</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>xxiv 523</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi 270</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>xxiv 523</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi 170</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>xxiv 523</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi 512-13</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>xxiv 523</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxi 832-5</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>xxiv 523</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLET CONCORDANCES

Concordance A lists the tablets quoted in this book in serial order with their numbers in the original publication by Evans and Bennett. Concordance B is the reverse of this list, with the tablets in the order of publication and with the dates of excavation. References in round brackets are to tablets which have since been joined or reclassified under another number. Evans’ numbers have now been labelled on the originals in Iraklion by Bennett in addition to the Museum’s own register numbers. While this book was in the press Bennett republished the 1939 Pylos tablets in a completely revised numbering, corresponding to the original dig inventory numbers. In Concordances A and B these numbers have been added where appropriate in square brackets. Concordance C consists of a list derived from PT II, pp. xvii–xx, of all the 1939 Pylos tablets in their new serial order irrespective of prefix, with the old number in round brackets; the first number, in heavy type, is that given to the tablet in this book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet Concordance A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch. vi:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lists of personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pylos:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 = Aa01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Aa815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Ad694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = Aa04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 = Aa792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 = Ab02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 = Aa717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 = Ad670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 = Ab27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 = Ad676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 = Ad690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 = Ad671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 = Ad691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 = Ad697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 = Ad684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 = Ad686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knossos:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 = Ai739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 = Ak611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 = Ak627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 = Ak824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 = Ak624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 = Ak781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 = Ap1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 = Ai63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 = Ap694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pylos:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 = An02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 = Ae08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 = An42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knossos:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 = As821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pylos:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 = Ae03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 = Ae04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 = Ae05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 = Ae07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knossos:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 = Am601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 = Am819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 = B 817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 = B 823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 = As1516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 = As1517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pylos:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 = An22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 = An14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 = An17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 = Sn01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 = An29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 = An830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycenae:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 = Au102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knossos:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47 = Am826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 = B 101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Concordance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pylos</td>
<td>49 = An07 [427]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 = An18 [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51 = An20 [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52 = An26 [207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53 = An12 [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54 = An19 [610]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55 = An724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56 = An557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57 = An43 [519]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58 = An554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59 = An556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60 = An661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knossos</td>
<td>94 = F 841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>95 = F 852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pylos: 96 = Un02 [138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>97 = Un03 [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Knossos: 98 = Ga415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99 = Ga418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 = Og424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>101 = Ga675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102 = Ga517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pylos: 103 = Un08 [267]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>104 = Un09 [249]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycenae</td>
<td>105 = Ge602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>106 = Ge603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107 = Ge604</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ch. vii:
Livestock and agricultural produce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Concordance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pylos</td>
<td>61 = Cn04 [131]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62 = Cn655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>63 = Cc660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knossos</td>
<td>64 = Da1221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65 = Db1232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66 = De1129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67 = Dd1171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68 = De1648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69 = Df1119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70 = Dg1158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71 = Dk1072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72 = Dk1074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73 = Dl943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>74 = Dl1061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pylos</td>
<td>75 = Cn02 [608]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>76 = Cn22 [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>77 = Cn23 [416]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knossos</td>
<td>78 = C 914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79 = Dn1094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 = C 913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>81 = Dm1180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>82 = Ca895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83 = Ch902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>84 = C 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85 = Ch896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86 = Co907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87 = E 668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88 = E 749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>89 = E 777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 = G 820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pylos</td>
<td>91 = Fn02 [50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knossos</td>
<td>92 = Fh349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycenae</td>
<td>93 = Fo101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ch. viii:
Land ownership and land use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Concordance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pylos</td>
<td>108 = Ea817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>109 = Ea782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110 = Ea800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>111 = Ea23 [71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>112 = Ea825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>113 = Ea824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>114 = En02 [609]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115 = En03 [74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>116 = En659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>117 = En01 [467]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>118 = Eo01 [211]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>119 = Eo02 [224]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120 = Eo03 [276]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>121 = Eo04 [247]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>122 = Eo05 [160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>123 = Eo06 [444]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>124 = Eo351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 = Eo471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>126 = Eo281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>127 = Eo269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128 = Eo278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>129 = Eo268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>130 = Eo371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>131 = Ep01 [301]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>132 = Eb818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>133 = Eb08 [846]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>134 = Eb955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>135 = Ep704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136 = Eb31 [294]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>137 = Eb30 [416]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>138 = Eb10 [409]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>139 = Eb21 [321]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>140 = Eb35 [297]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOCUMENTS IN MYCENAEAN GREEK

Pylos: (cont.)
141 = Eb20 [338]
142 = Eb32 [317]
143 = Ep705
144 = Eb666
145 = Ea05 [259]
146 = Eb34 [473]
147 = Eq03 [59]
148 = Ep04 [617]
149 = Eb33 [236]
150 = Ec07 [411]
151 = Eb36 [901]
152 = Er01 [312]
153 = Er02 [880]
154 = Eq01 [213]

Knossos:
155 = Uf981
156 = Uf1031
157 = Uf833
158 = Uf836
159 = Uf990
160 = Uf970
161 = Uf839
162 = Uf983
163 = X 984
164 = Gv863
165 = Gv862
166 = Gv864
187 = Na49 [514]
188 = Na928
189 = Na65 [568]
190 = Na55 [395]
191 = Na56 [248]
192 = Na50 [252]
193 = Na57 [520]
194 = Na58 [334]
195 = Na67 [245]
196 = Na70 [926]
197 = Na69 [1088]
198 = Ng02 [319]
199 = Ng01 [332]

Knossos: 200 = Fp1
201 = Fp14
202 = Fp13
203 = F 953 + 955
204 = Gg704
205 = Gg702
206 = Gg705
207 = V 280
208 = V 52

Ch. x:
Textiles, vessels, and furniture

Knossos:
209 = Le525
210 = Le526
211 = Le532
212 = Le535
213 = L 641
214 = Ld571
215 = Ld573
216 = Ld871
217 = L 587
218 = L 598
219 = L 594
220 = L 870
221 = L 647
222 = J 693
223 = L 471
224 = L 474
225 = L 520
226 = Oe129
227 = Oe127
228 = Oe111
229 = K 434
230 = K 740
231 = K 872
232 = K 875
233 = Uc160 rev.
234 = Uc611 rev.

Ch. ix:
Proportional tribute and ritual offerings

Pylos:
167 = Es650
168 = Es644
169 = Es646
170 = Es649
171 = Un718
172 = Kn02 [Tn316]
173 = Ma06 [222]
174 = Ma08 [346]
175 = Ma10 [393]
176 = Ma12 [123]
177 = Ma02 [90]
178 = Ma13 [365]
179 = Ma09 [193]
180 = Ma01 [225]
181 = Ma14 [373]
182 = Ma16 [126]
183 = Nn831
184 = Nn56 [228]
185 = Na32 [419]
186 = Na46 [543]
### TABLET CONCORDANCES

#### PYLOS: (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>Ta711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>Ta641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>Ta700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>Tn996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>Ta642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>Ta713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>Ta715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>Ta707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>Ta706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>Ta714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>Ta721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>Ta722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td>Ta716</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

248 = Va01  [15]
249 = Va02  [402]
250 = Vn01  [20]
251 = Vn02  [46]
252 = Vn06  [10]

#### Ch. xi:

**Metals and military equipment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>Jn01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>Jn04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>Jn658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>Ta749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>Jn09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>Kn01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

259 = Og1527
260 = Og0467

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>Ra1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>Ra1548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>R. 0481 <em>bis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>Va1704</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PYLOS:

265 = Sd0403
266 = Sd0401
267 = Sd0409
268 = Sd0413
269 = Sd0404
270 = Sd0402
271 = Sd0422
272 = S0421
273 = S0420
274 = S0428
275 = S879
276 = S41006
277 = S41028
278 = S41094
279 = S41037
280 = S0439
281 = S0440
282 = S0430
283 = S0442

284 = Sa01  [488]
285 = Sa02  [487]
286 = Sa787
287 = Sa793
288 = Sa790
289 = Sa882
290 = Sa837
291 = Sa794
292 = Sh740
293 = Sh737
294 = Sh733
295 = Sh734
296 = Sh736

#### KOSSOS:

297 = Se222
298 = Se226
299 = G. 789
300 = G. 5670

#### TABLET CONCORDANCE B

### KOSSOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Correspondence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1900-03:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Fp1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>Fp13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>Fp14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>V52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>G59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Ai 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>B101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>Uc160 rev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297</td>
<td>Sc222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>Sc226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>V280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

92 = Fb  349
98 = Ga  415
99 = Ga  418
100 = Og  424
229 = K   434
233 = L   471
224 = L   474
102 = Ga  517
225 = L   520
209 = Lc  525
210 = Lc  526
211 = Lc  532
212 = Lc  535
212 = (538)
211 = (554)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knossos: (cont.)</th>
<th>163 = X</th>
<th>984</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>214 = Ld 571</td>
<td>159 = Uf 990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215 = Ld 573</td>
<td>276 = Sc 1006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217 = L 587</td>
<td>277 = Sc 1028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217 = (389)</td>
<td>156 = Uf 1031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219 = L 594</td>
<td>276 = (1042)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217 = (396)</td>
<td>74 = Dl 1061</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218 = L 598</td>
<td>71 = Dk 1072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 = Am 601</td>
<td>72 = Dk 1074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 = Ak 611</td>
<td>79 = Dn 1094</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 = Ak 624</td>
<td>69 = Df 1119</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 = Ak 627</td>
<td>66 = Dc 1129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213 = L 641</td>
<td>70 = Dg 1158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221 = L 647</td>
<td>67 = Dd 1171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 = E 668</td>
<td>81 = Dm 1180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 = Ga 675</td>
<td>64 = Da 1221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222 = J 693</td>
<td>65 = Db 1232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 = Ap 694</td>
<td>79 = (1311)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205 = Gg 702</td>
<td>38 = As 1516</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204 = Gg 704</td>
<td>39 = As 1517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206 = Gg 705</td>
<td>259 = Og 1527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 = Ai 739</td>
<td>261 = Ra 1540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 = K 740</td>
<td>262 = Ra 1548</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 = E 749</td>
<td>68 = De 1648</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89 = E 777</td>
<td>23 = Ag 1654</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 = Ak 781</td>
<td>264 = Ws 1704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299 = V 789</td>
<td>221 = (M. 12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 = B 817</td>
<td>1904: 266 = Sd 0401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 = Am 819</td>
<td>270 = Sd 0402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 = G 820</td>
<td>265 = Sd 0403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 = As 821</td>
<td>269 = Sd 0404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37 = B 823</td>
<td>267 = Sd 0409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 = Ak 824</td>
<td>268 = Sd 0413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47 = Am 826</td>
<td>273 = Sf 0420</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 = Uf 835</td>
<td>272 = Sf 0421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158 = Uf 836</td>
<td>271 = Sf 0422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161 = Uf 839</td>
<td>274 = Sf 0428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94 = F 841</td>
<td>282 = So 0430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95 = F 852</td>
<td>279 = So 0437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165 = Gv 862</td>
<td>280 = So 0439</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164 = Gv 863</td>
<td>281 = So 0440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166 = Gv 864</td>
<td>283 = So 0442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94 = (867)</td>
<td>260 = Og 0467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220 = L 870</td>
<td>267 = (0481)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 = Ld 871</td>
<td>263 = R 0481 bis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231 = K 872</td>
<td>221 = (5943)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232 = K 875</td>
<td>221 = (5974)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragments:</th>
<th>300 = G 5670</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221 =</td>
<td>(5943)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221 =</td>
<td>(5974)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pylos</th>
<th>1939: 1 = Aa01 [62]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 = Aa04 [240]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1952: 7 = Aa717</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 = Aa792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 = Aa815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pylos: (cont.)</td>
<td>1939:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>1939:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 = Ab02</td>
<td>133 = Eb08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 = Ab27</td>
<td>138 = Eb10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 = Ad684</td>
<td>139 = (Eb14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 = Ad686</td>
<td>141 = Eb20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 = Ad690</td>
<td>139 = Eb21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Ad694</td>
<td>127 = (Eb26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 = Ad697</td>
<td>137 = Eb30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 = Ae08</td>
<td>136 = Eb31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 = An02</td>
<td>142 = Eb32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 = An07</td>
<td>149 = Eb33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53 = An12</td>
<td>146 = Eb34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 = An14</td>
<td>150 = Ec07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 = An17</td>
<td>124 = (Ec02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 = An18</td>
<td>126 = (Ec04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 = An19</td>
<td>117 = En01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 = An20</td>
<td>114 = En02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 = An22</td>
<td>115 = En03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 = An26</td>
<td>1939:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 = An29</td>
<td>118 = Ec01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 = (An32)</td>
<td>119 = Ec02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 = An42</td>
<td>120 = Ec03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 = An43</td>
<td>121 = Ec04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 = Ad670</td>
<td>122 = Ec05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 = Ad671</td>
<td>123 = Ec06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 = Ad676</td>
<td>152 = Er01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 = Ad697</td>
<td>153 = Er02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>15 = Eb04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>129 = Ec268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>(reclassified) 127 = Ec269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>128 = Ec278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>126 = Ec281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>124 = Ec351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>130 = Ec371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>125 = Ec471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952:</td>
<td>135 = Ep704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952:</td>
<td>143 = Ep705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>145 = Ea05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>129 = (Ea20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>132 = (Ea21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>111 = Ea23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>130 = (Ea24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952:</td>
<td>109 = Ea782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952:</td>
<td>108 = Ea817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952:</td>
<td>110 = Ea800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952:</td>
<td>113 = Ea824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952:</td>
<td>112 = Ea825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>168 = Ea644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>169 = Ea646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>170 = Ea649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939:</td>
<td>167 = Ea650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 91 = Fn02</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 256 = Ja749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 253 = Jn01</td>
<td>[310]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 254 = Jn04</td>
<td>[389]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 257 = Jn09</td>
<td>[829]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 255 = Jn658</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 258 = Kn01</td>
<td>[Io438]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 172 = Kn02</td>
<td>[Tn316]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 180 = Ma01</td>
<td>[225]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 177 = Ma02</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 173 = Ma06</td>
<td>[222]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 174 = Ma08</td>
<td>[346]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 179 = Ma09</td>
<td>[193]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 175 = Ma10</td>
<td>[393]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 176 = Ma12</td>
<td>[123]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 182 = Ma18</td>
<td>[126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 188 = Na928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 186 = Na46</td>
<td>[543]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 187 = Na49</td>
<td>[514]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 192 = Na50</td>
<td>[252]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 191 = Na56</td>
<td>[248]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 193 = Na57</td>
<td>[520]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 194 = Na58</td>
<td>[334]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 189 = Na65</td>
<td>[568]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 196 = Na70</td>
<td>[926]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 188 = Na928</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 199 = Ng01</td>
<td>[332]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 198 = Ng02</td>
<td>[319]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 184 = Nn01</td>
<td>[228]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 183 = (Nn02)</td>
<td>[Nn831]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 183 = Nn831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 284 = Sa01</td>
<td>[488]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 285 = Sa02</td>
<td>[487]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939: 290 = Sa03</td>
<td>[287]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 289 = Sa682</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952: 286 = Sa787</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mycenaean**

1952: 93 = Fo101
1952: 46 = Au102
1952: 228 = Oe111
1952: 227 = Oe127
1952: 228 = (136)

1954: 105 = Ge602
1954: 106 = Ge603
1954: 107 = Ge604
1954: 234 = Ue611 rev.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet Concordance C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53 = An1  (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97 = Un2  (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76 = Cn3  (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn4      (09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An5      (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un6      (06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An7      (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ae8      (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un9      (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252 = Vn10 (06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mm11     (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn14     (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248 = Va15 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fa16     (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ua17     (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 = An18 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vn19     (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 = Vn20 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa22     (04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ua25     (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 = Ae26 (07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ae27     (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea28     (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea29     (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph30     (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn31     (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn34     (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 = An17 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 = An90 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn40     (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fn41     (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn45     (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251 = Vn46 (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un47     (04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vn48     (07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa49     (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 = Fn50 (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea52     (06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa53     (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea56     (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea57     (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xa58     (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147 = Eq59 (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa60     (06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa61     (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 = Aa62 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa63     (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 = Sn64 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na66     (64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na69     (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xa70     (07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111 = Ea71 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ae72     (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115 = En74 (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa76     (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fn79     (06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCUMENTS IN MYCENAEAN GREEK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn285 (07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn286 (Xb03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290 = Sa287 (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xa289 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad290 (04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 = An292 (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136 = Eb294 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad295 (06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na296 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140 = Eb297 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An298 (08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An299 (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On300 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131 = Ep301 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 = Ae303 (08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea304 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea305 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad308 (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea309 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253 = Jn310 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152 = Er312 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa313 (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn314 (21, Eb21b, Xn20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad315 (08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172 = Tn316 (Kn02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 = Eb317 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad318 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198 = Ng319 (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn320 (06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139 = Eb321 (21a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na322 (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fn324 (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea325 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad326 (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139 = Eb327 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn328 (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na329 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma330 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199 = Ng332 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma333 (07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194 = Na334 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma335 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma336 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na337 (04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab338 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eb339 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An340 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na342 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xa343 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ae444 (Ad17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na445 (61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174 = Ma446 (08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eb474 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124 = Eo451 (Ec02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un452 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa454 (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab355 (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ah356 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ah357 (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn358 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na547  (09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na549  (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na551  (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab553  (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab554  (04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab555  (09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab558  (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab559  (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab560  (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na561  (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab562  (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab563  (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab564  (Aa16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xa565  (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eb566  (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xa567  (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na568  (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn570  (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na571  (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab573  (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ae574  (Ad19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab577  (08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na576  (Xa16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na577  (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab578  (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na580  (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab581  (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab582  (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab584  (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab585  (Xa17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab586  (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na588  (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn590  (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn591  (01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un392  (07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn593  (03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An594  (04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn595  (10, Xb05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn599  (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn600  (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn601  (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na604  (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jn605  (Xa22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na606  (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 = An607  (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 = Cn608  (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114 = En609  (02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 = An610  (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un102  (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn613  (77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An614  (33, 34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An615  (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An616  (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148 = Ep617  (04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na621  (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa622  (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad627  (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad627  (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143 = Ep705  (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 = An724  (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab745  (Aa18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1119 (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1122 (84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1123 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1124 (Xn24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1125 (87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1126 (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1127 (90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1128 (91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1139 (97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1149 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1151 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xn1163 (27)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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